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Preface 
to Volumes III and IV 

The first two volumes of this monograph can be regarded as an expansion 
and updating of my book "Linear partial differential operators" published 
in the Grundlehren series in 1963. However, volumes III and IV are almost 
entirely new. In fact they are mainly devoted to the theory of linear 
differential operators as it has developed after 1963. Thus the main topics 
are pseudo-differential and Fourier integral operators with the underlying 
symplectic geometry. The contents will be discussed in greater detail in the 
introduction. 

I wish to express here my gratitude to many friends and colleagues who 
have contributed to this work in various ways. First I wish to mention 
Richard Melrose. For a while we planned to write these volumes together, 
and we spent a week in December 1980 discussing what they should 
contain. Although the plan to write the books jointly was abandoned and 
the contents have been modified and somewhat contracted, much remains of 
our discussions then. Shmuel Agmon visited Lund in the fall of 1981 and 
generously explained to me all the details of his work on long range 
scattering outlined in the Goulaouic-Schwartz seminars 1978/79. His ideas 
are crucial in Chapter XXX. When the amount of work involved in writing 
this book was getting overwhelming Anders Melin lifted my spirits by 
offering to go through the entire manuscript. His detailed and constructive 
criticism has been invaluable to me; I as well as the readers of the book 
owe him a great debt. Bogdan Ziemian's careful proofreading has eliminated 
numerous typographical flaws. Many others have also helped me in my 
work, and I thank them all. 

Some material intended for this monograph has already been included in 
various papers of mine. Usually it has been necessary to rewrite these 
papers completely for the book, but selected passages have been kept from a 
few of them. I wish to thank the following publishers holding the copyright 
for granting permission to do so, namely: 
Marcel Dekker, Inc. for parts of [41] included in Section 17.2; 
Princeton University Press for parts of [38] included in Chapter XXVII; 
D. Reidel Publishing Company for parts of [40] included in Section 26.4; 
John Wiley & Sons Inc. for parts of [39] included in Chapter XVIII. 
(Here [N] refers to Hormander [N] in the bibliography.) 

Finally I wish to thank the Springer-Verlag for all the support I have 
received during my work on this monograph. 

Djursholm in November, 1984 Lars Hormander 
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Introduction 
to Volumes III and IV 

A great variety of techniques have been developed during the long history 
of the theory of linear differential equations with variable coefficients. In 
this book we shall concentrate on those which have dominated during the 
latest phase. As a reminder that other earlier techniques are sometimes 
available and that they may occasionally be preferable, we have devoted the 
introductory Chapter XVII mainly to such methods in the theory of second 
order differential equations. Apart from that Volumes III and IV are in
tended to develop systematically, with typical applications, the three basic 
tools in the recent theory. These are the theory of pseudo-differential oper
ators (Chapter XVIII), Fourier integral operators and Lagrangian distri
butions (Chapter XXV), and the underlying symplectic geometry (Chapter 
XXI). In the choice of applications we have been motivated mainly by the 
historical development. In addition we have devoted considerable space and 
effort to questions where these tools have proved their worth by giving 
fairly complete answers. 

Pseudo-differential operators developed from the theory of singular in
tegral operators. In spite of a long tradition these played a very modest role 
in the theory of differential equations until the appearance of Calderon's 
uniqueness theorem at the end of the 1950's and the Atiyah-Singer-Bott 
index theorems in the early 1960's. Thus we have devoted Chapter XXVIII 
and Chapters XIX, XX to these topics. The early work of Petrowsky on 
hyperbolic operators might be considered as a precursor of pseudo-differen
tial operator theory. In Chapter XXIII we discuss the Cauchy problem 
using the improvements of the even older energy integral method given by 
the calculus of pseudo-differential operators. 

The connections between geometrical and wave optics, classical me
chanics and quantum mechanics, have a long tradition consisting in part of 
heuristic arguments. These ideas were developed more systematically by a 
number of people in the 1960's and early 1970's. Chapter XXV is devoted to 
the theory of Fourier integral operators which emerged from this. One of its 
first applications was to the study of asymptotic properties of eigenvalues 
(eigenfunctions) of higher order elliptic operators. It is therefore discussed in 
Chapter XXIX here together with a number of later developments which 
give beautiful proofs of the power of the tool. The study by Lax of the 
propagation of singularities of solutions to the Cauchy problem was one of 
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the forerunners of the theory. We prove such results using only pseudo-
differential operators in Chapter XXIII. In Chapter XXVI the propagation 
of singularities is discussed at great length for operators of principal type. It 
is the only known approach to general existence theorems for such oper
ators. The completeness of the results obtained has been the reason for the 
inclusion of this chapter and the following one on subelliptic operators. In 
addition to Fourier integral operators one needs a fair amount of symplectic 
geometry then. This topic, discussed in Chapter XXI, has deep roots in 
classical mechanics but is now equally indispensible in the theory of linear 
differential operators. Additional symplectic geometry is provided in the 
discussion of the mixed problem in Chapter XXIV, which is otherwise 
based only on pseudo-differential operator theory. The same is true of 
Chapter XXX which is devoted to long range scattering theory. There too 
the geometry is a perfect guide to the analytical constructs required. 

The most conspicuous omission in these books is perhaps the study of 
analytic singularities and existence theory for hyperfunction solutions. This 
would have required another volume - and another author. Very little is 
also included concerning operators with double characteristics apart from a 
discussion of hypoellipticity in Chapter XXII. The reason for this is in part 
shortage of space, in part the fact that few questions concerning such operators 
have so far obtained complete answers although the total volume of results 
is large. Finally, we have mainly discussed single operators acting on scalar 
functions or occasionally determined systems. The extensive work done on 
for example first order systems of vector fields has not been covered at all. 



Chapter XVII. Second Order Elliptic Operators 

Summary 

The study of differential operators with variable coefficients has led to the 
development of quite elaborate techniques which will be exposed in the 
following chapters. However, much simpler classical methods will often 
work in the second order case, and some results are in fact only valid then. 
Moreover, second order operators (or rather related first order systems) play 
an important role in many geometrical contexts, so it seems natural to 
exploit the simplifications which are possible for them. However, the well 
motivated reader aiming for the most high powered machinery can very 
well skip this chapter altogether. 

Elliptic operators are of constant strength so the results proved in 
Chapter XIII are applicable to them. The perturbation arguments used in 
Chapter XIII are recalled in Section 17.1 in the context of elliptic operators 
with low regularity assumptions on the coefficients and with U or Holder 
conditions on the solutions. However, we shall not aim for such refinements 
later on since their main interest comes from the theory of non-linear 
differential equations which is beyond the scope of this book. 

Section 17.2 is mainly devoted to the Aronszajn-Cordes uniqueness 
theorem stating in particular that if 

£ aa(x)D«u = 0 

is an elliptic equation where aa are real valued Lipschitz continuous func
tions for |a| = 2 and aa are bounded for |a |<2, then u vanishes identically if 
u vanishes of infinite order at some point. No such result is true for 
operators of higher order than two although there are weaker uniqueness 
theorems concerning solutions vanishing in an open set (see also Chapter 
XXVIII). In this context we also return to the uniqueness theorems of 
Section 14.7 where we now allow first order perturbations. 

In Section 17.3 we study the simplest classical boundary problem, the 
Dirichlet problem, consisting in finding a solution of Au = f with given 
boundary values. When the coefficients are constant and the boundary is flat, 
a reduction to the results of Section 17.1 is obtained by a simple reflection 
argument. As in Section 17.1 we can then use perturbation methods to 
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handle variable coefficients and a curved boundary. Thus the boundary is 
flattened, coefficients are frozen at a boundary point, the norm of the error 
then committed is estimated, and a Neuman series is applied. Obviously no 
good information on the singularities of solutions can be obtained in that 
way. In Section 17.4 we therefore present the Hadamard parametrix method 
which exploits the simple form of a second order operator in geodesic 
coordinates to describe the singularities of the fundamental solution with 
arbitrarily high precision. This method is in fact applicable to all second 
order operators with real non-degenerate principal symbol. It can also be 
applied to the Dirichlet problem although with considerable limitations due 
to the possible occurence of tangential or multiply reflected geodesies. 

In Section 17.5 we combine the results of Sections 17.3 and 17.4 to a 
study of the asymptotic properties of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the 
Dirichlet problem. First we prove the precise error estimate of Avakumovic 
away from the boundary. A fairly precise analogue at the boundary is given, 
but one component of the proof cannot be completed until Chapter XXIV. 
Further refinements will be given in Chapter XXIX. 

17.1. Interior Regularity and Local Existence Theorems 

Despite the title of the chapter we shall here study a differential operator 

P(x,D) = £ aa(x)D" 
|a|^m 

of arbitrary order m in an open set XczWC1. We assume that for some 
pe(l, oo) 

(i) aa is continuous when |a| = m; 
(ii) Pw(0,D)= £ aa(0) D« is elliptic; 

|a| = m 

(iii) aaeLM/0
(r~|a|) if m - | a | < n / p , aaeLP+c

8 for some e>0 if 

m - | a | = n/p, aaeZ/;oc if m- | a |>n /p . 

We can then supplement Theorem 13.2.1 as follows: 

Theorem 17.1.1. / / (i)-(iii) are fulfilled and X is a sufficiently small neigh-
horhood ofO, then there is a linear operator E in LP(X) such that 

(17.1.1) If(X)3f^DaEfeI3(X) is continuous if p^q^oo and 

l/q^l/p—(m — \cc\)/n with strict inequality ifq = co; 

(17.1.2) P(x,D)Ef = f feU{X\ 

(17.1.3) EP(x,D)u = u if ueC™(X). 

Proof Let p(D) = Pm(0,D) and choose F0e&" according to Theorem7.1.22 so 
that F0(£)=l/p(£) when | f | ^ l and F0eC°°. Then it follows from Theorems 
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7.9.5 and 4.5.9 that 

(17.1.4) \\D*F0*g\\LqSC\\g\\LP 

if geUnS\ l/q=l/p-(m-\a\)/n, q<oo. 

Moreover, DaF0eEloc if m —|a|>n(l —1/r), for D*F0 is essentially homo
geneous of degree m — |a| — n > — n/r. 

Let E0 be a fundamental solution of p(D). Then F0-E0eC°°. If geLF(X) 
we define go^g in X and g0 = 0 in £X, and set E0g = E0*g0\X. From 
(17.1.4) and the subsequent observations it follows if X is contained in the 
unit ball that 

(17.1.5) \\D*EQg\\Lq{X)^ C\\g\\LP(X), geU(X). 

Here l/q = l/p — (m — \oc\)/n when m — \oc\<n/p, we choose q=p(p + e)/s with e 
as in condition (iii) when m — \a\ = n/p, and g = oo when m — \a\>n/p (take 
l / r + l / p = l). Now 

P(x,D)£0g = p(2))£0g + (P(x,Z))-p(i)))E0g = g + ^g , 

Rg= Z (aaM-aa(0))Da£og+ J fla(x)Da£0g. 
|a|=m |a|<m 

By Holder's inequality, (17.1.5) and conditions (i) and (iii), we have 

WRghpix^Wgh^ geU(X)9 

if X is sufficiently small. Thus I + R is then invertible, and E = E0(I + R)~1 

has properties (17.1.1) and (17.1.2) by (17.1.5) and the fact that 

P(x,D)Ef = (I + R)(I + R)-1f = f. 

Finally, if f = P(x,D)u, ueCo(X\ then the unique solution of the equation 
g + Rg = f is g = p(D)u, for E0g = u, hence 

p(D)u + Rp(D)u = p(D)u+ £ (aa(x)-aM)D*u+ I aa(x)Da
W 

|a| = m |a|<m 

is equal to P(x,D)u in X. This completes the proof. 

If one replaces the IF conditions by Holder conditions one obtains the 
following theorem instead: 

Theorem 17.1.1'. Assume that for some ye(0,1) the coefficients of P(x,D) are 
in Cy in a neighborhood of 0, and that Pm(0, D) is elliptic. If X is a sufficiently 
small ball with center at 0 then there exists a linear operator E in Cy(X) such 
that 

(17.1.1X Cy(X)3f\-+DaEfeCy(X) is continuous if |a| ^ m ; 

(17.1.2)' P(x,D)Ef=fi feO{X); 

(17.1.3)' EP(x,D)u = u if ueC™(X). 
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Here Cy(X) is the set of all continuous functions in X such that the 
norm 

sup|g(x)|+ sup|g(x)-g(j;) | / | ;c-)f 
xsX x,yeX 

is finite. If X has radius r, then a Cy extension to the whole space is given 
by 

goM = g(*)> *eX; 

go(x) = g(rx/\x\)(2-\x\/r), r£ |x |£2r ; 

goW = 0, |x |>2r. 

The proof of Theorem 17.1.1' is identical to that of Theorem 17.1.1 except 
that g0 is defined in this way and that (17.1.4) is replaced by the continuity 
in Cy when |a| = m, which follows from Theorem 7.9.6. We leave the details 
for the reader since the result will never be used here. 

By a slight twist of the proof of Theorem 17.1.1 one can prove a loga
rithmic convexity theorem for the IF norms of the derivatives which will be 
useful later on. To shorten the proofs we exclude lower order terms now. 
First we prove a lemma. 

Lemma 17.1.2. If P(D) is homogeneous and elliptic of order m, then 

(17.1.6) £ Am-M\\D°v\\LP^C(\\P(D)v\\LP + Am\\v\\LI,) 
\a\£m 

ifA>OandDaveIF,\<x\^m. 

Proof. Introducing i x a s a new variable instead of x makes A disappear in 
(17.1.6) so we may assume in the proof that A = l. We define F0 as in the 
proof of Theorem 17.1.1, thus P(D)F0 — d + co where we^. Then we have 

Dav = DaF0 * P(D)v-(Da(o) * v, 

and (17.1.6) follows since Daoel} and DaF0 satisfies the hypotheses of 

Theorem 7.9.5. 

Remark. It follows from the proof that C can be taken independent of P if P 
varies in a compact set of elliptic polynomials of degree m. 

Theorem 17.1.3. Assume that Pm(x, D) satisfies the hypotheses (i) and (ii) above 
in a compact neighborhood K of 0. Let XaK be an open set, and denote by 
d(x) the distance from xeX to fX. If DaueU{X\ |a |^m, it follows then that 

(17.1.7) I M ( x ) w ^ 

where C is independent of X. 
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Proof. Let B = B(y,R) be a ball with radius & and center yeX with 
d(y)^2R. Set xB(x) = x((x-y)/R) with a fixed xeC%(B(0,1)) which is equal 
to 1 in B(Q,%). Applying (17.1.6) to P(D) = Pm(y9D) and v = iBu gives with 
another C 

^C( J \Pm(x,D)u\pdx + e(R) £ J |Daw|pdx 

+ £ i^-p(w- |a|) j |Daw|pdx + ,4pm J Mpdx). 
|a|<m B(y,R) B(y,R) 

Here we have expanded P(D)(xBu) by Leibniz' formula and estimated 
XB(Pm(y,D) — Pm(x9D))u(x) by means of the modulus of continuity £ of the 
coefficients. Thus £(JR)->0 when R-^0. Now we take A = M/R where M is a 
large constant and multiply by Rpm. This gives 

•£ Mp ( m" | a | )^ | a ! J |Dawf dx 

SC( J |irPm(x,D)u|pdx + e(£) £ j |KmZ)aw|pdx 
B(y,«) \<x\ = mB(y,R) 

+ X! #pW J \Dau\pdx + Mpm j |w|pdx). 
|a |<m B(y,K) B(y,R) 

With some small .R0 to be chosen later we define 

R(y) = mm(R0,d(y)/2) 

and integrate with respect to R(y)~ndy over X. Since \R(x) — R(y)\^\x — y\/2 
it follows if |x -y\<R(y) that |JR(j?) -^R(x)| <K(j)/2, hence 

R(y)/2<R(x)<3R(y)/2. 

On the other hand, if |x-.y|<2R(x)/5 then \R(y)-R(x)\<R(x)/5 so 

4R(x)/5<R(y)<6R(x)/5. 
Hence 

/ dy/R(y)n^(3/2T / dy/R{xf = 3n J dy, 
x€B(y,R(y)) \x-y\<2R(x) \y\<\ 

J dy/R(y)n^(5/6f f dy/R{xf = 3~" / dy. 
x€B(y,iR(y)) \x-y\<2R(x)/5 |y|<l 

With a new constant C independent of R0 it follows that 

£ Mp(m-|a|)f|-R(x)wDau|prfx 
| a |£m 

^C($\R{x)mPm(x,D)u\"dx + E(R0) £ f|R(x)mD«w|pdx 
| a |=m 

+ X f|£(x)|alDau|pdx + MpmJ|u|p<2x). 
|a| <m 
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Choose R0 so small that Cs(JR0)<i. When M^M0, say, we can then cancel 
the two sums on the right-hand side against half of the left-hand side and 
obtain 

Mm-M\\R(x)MD"u\\LP^ C(\\R(xrPm(x,D)u\\LP + Mm\\u\\LP). 

We choose M = M0 if \\R{x)mPJx,D)u\\LP<M^\\u\\LP\ otherwise we take M 
so that 

Mm\\u\\LP=\\R(xrPm(x,D)u\\LP, 

which gives (17.1.7). 

Corollary 17.1.4. Assume that Pm satisfies the hypotheses (i), (ii) in a neigh
borhood K of 0. / / D'uelF in K \ {0} for \a\^mand 

(17.1.8) J \u\pdx = 0(RN\ R-+0, 
R<\x\<2R 

(17.1.9) \Pm(x,D)u\^C £ |Daw||x||a|-w in K^{0} 
|a | <m 

then it follows if\a\^m that 

(17.1.10) J \R^Dau\pdx = 0(RN% R->0. 
R<\x\<2R 

Proof We can apply Theorem 17.1.3 with X = B(0,2R)^B(0,R) if R is small. 
Then 

d(x)m\Pm(x,D)u\SC £ d(x)W\D«u\ 
|a| <m 

because d(x)^R<>\x\. Hence it follows from (17.1.7) that 

|a| <m 

Thus 

X J \(R/3)WD"u\*>dx^ X ||rf |a|DaM||£PW 
|a|<m 4R<3\x\<5R |a|<m 

^crnW |i£PW=o(^), 
which proves (17.1.10) for |a|<m. Another application of (17.1.7) gives 
(17.1.10) when |a| = m also. 

With applications to global existence theory in mind we shall discuss in 
Section 17.2 whether a solution u of a differential equation with principal 
symbol Pm must be zero when (17.1.8) is valid for all N (or, equiva
lent^, if (17.1.10) is valid for all a with |a|<m and all N). We shall then 
have to assume that the coefficients of Pm are Lipschitz continuous, that is, 
\aa(x) — aa(y)\?>C\x — y\9 |a| = m. Then we can define Pm(x,D)u in the distribu-
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tion sense if DaueU, |a|<m, and Theorem 17.1.3 as well as Corollary 17.1.4 
can be improved by means of Friedrichs' lemma: 

Lemma 17.1.5. Let veU(WLn) and let \a(x)-a(y)\^M\x-y\ if x,yeWLn. If 
(j>eC^ and (/>e(x) = 0(;x;/̂ )^~^ then 

(17.1.11) l l ^ ^ ^ . - f l P ^ ^ J I I ^ g M b l l ^ f f l ^ l + lyMD^I)^ 

For fixed v the left-hand side tends to 0 when s-+0. 

Proof Since C^ is dense in If we may assume that veC™, and it suffices to 
prove (17.1.11) since it is then obvious that the limit is 0. The quantity to 
estimate is 

\\{a{x-y)-a{x)){D}v){x-y)<t>e{y)dy\ 
= \j(a(x-y)-a(x))v{x-y)Dj<l)e(y)dy-$(Dja)(x-y)v(x-y)(l)e(y)dy\ 

£Ml\v(x-yMy\\Dj4>MH(l>M)dy-

(17.1.11) follows now from Minkowski's inequality since 

!(\<l>M+\y\\Dj<l>M)dy 
is independent of e. 

Let us now return to Theorem 17.1.3 assuming only that DaueIf(X)9 

|a|<m, but that aa are Lipschitz continuous and that Pm(x,D)ueIf(X). Let 
X0, XieC^(X), XI = 1 in a neighborhood of supp x0, and set v=Xou- Then 
ve£'{X) and DaveLp, |a|<m, Pm(x9D)veLp. Choose 4>eC$ with j>dx = l 
and set ve = v*(j)e where (j)e(x)—(l)(x/s)/en. Then vBeC™ and if ba = Xiaa we 
have for small e 

Pm(x,D)vB= X baD*vt-+Pm(x9D)vinir 

by Lemma 17.1.5 since Jf^(x,D)u==£fcaD
at;. Hence we can apply (17.1.7) to 

vE— vd and conclude that Dave has a limit in IF when e-»0 if |a|=m. Hence 
DaueUioc(X) when |a|^m. The estimate (17.1.7) is therefore true if X is 
replaced by {xeX; d(x)>p}. Letting p->0 we obtain (17.1.7) as it stands. 
Thus Theorem 17.1.3 and Corollary 17.1.4 are valid when aa are Lipschitz 
continuous and Da ueU, |a| < m. 

17.2. Unique Continuation Theorems 

We shall begin with a unique continuation theorem similar to Theorem 8.6.5 
where operators of higher order are allowed. Let 

Pm(x>D)= I aa(x)D* 
|a| = m 
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be defined in an open set XaWLn and assume 
(i) aa is Lipschitz continuous in X, 

(ii) Pm is elliptic in X. 
By I we denote the closed conic set 

(17.2.1) Z = {(x,N)€T*(X)\0; Pm(x,£ + rN) has a zero r of multiplicity ^ 2 

with f + TN £ 0 for some £ e JRn}. 

Of course T cannot be real then. 

Theorem 17.2.1. If D*UGL2
OC(X\ |a|<m, and Pm(x,D)ueL2

oc(Xl 

(17.2.2) r. |Pm(x,Z))u|^C X I£ a"| in X 
|a| <m 

t/iew iV(supp u) c Z, wftere T is defined by (17.2.1). 

For the notation N and the global uniqueness results which follow from 
Theorem 17.2.1 we refer to Sections 8.5 and 8.6. The definitions of I and of 
N are both local and invariant under local diffeomorphisms so it is suf
ficient to prove that if OeX and (09N)$Z, N = (0, ...,0,1) then M = 0 in a 
neighborhood of 0 if suppi /n{x;x n ^0}c{0}. This will be done by means 
of estimates with respect to high powers of a weight function with maxi
mum in the support of u taken at 0 only. 

Set p(<!;)=Pm(0,£). Then the hypothesis (09N)$E means that p(£ + ixN) 
and pin)(£ + iTN) = dp(£ + iTN)/d£n have no common zero (£,T)eRw + 1 \{0}. 
Thus 

(17.2.3) I T2(m-laI>|^|2^C(|p({ + iTiV)|2 + T2|p(w)(^ + iTiV)|2); 

K , i ) e r + 1 ; 

for both sides are homogeneous of degree 2m and can only vanish if r = 0 
and /?(£) = 0, that is £ = 0. Next we need an identity of Treves which is 
closely related to the commutation relations. 

Lemma 17.2.2. Let Q(x) = £a / x J . + ^bjX?/2 be a real quadratic polynomial in 
IR" and let P(D) be a differential operator with constant coefficients. If 
ue C%(JBL") andv = u eQ/2 then 

(17.2.4) / \P{D)u\2eQdx = / \P(D + iQ'/2)v\2dx 

= IE \PM(D - iQ'l2)v\2ba/a\dx. 
a 

Proof The first equality is obvious since Dju = e~QI2{Dj + idjQj2)v. The 
adjoint of Dj + idjQ/2 is Dj—idjQ/2 so we must show that 

(17.2.5) P(D-iQ'/2)P(D + iQy2) = %Pia\D + iQ^2)Pia\D-iQ'/2)ba/oiL 
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Now the commutators 

[Dj-^ie/2,Dfc+iake/2]=3.ake=fc.5jk 

are the same as the commutators of dj and bkxk. Since as operators 

P(d) P(b x) = £ (da P(b x)) P(a)(5)/a! 

by Leibniz' rule and this is a purely algebraic consequence of the com
mutation relations, it follows that (17.2.5) holds. 

The following is the crucial estimate in the proof of Theorem 17.2.1. 

Proposition 17.2.3. Let Pm(x,D) satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) above in a neigh-
borhood of 0 and assume that (0, N)(f;E. Then theve is a neighborhood XQCZX 

of 0 such that with </>(x) = xn + x2/2 we have for small e > 0 and large T > 0 

(17.2.6) X ^"-^-'^D'ufe^dx 

^Cl\Pm(sx,D)u\2e2^dx9 ueC%(X0). 

Proof If we write v(x) = u(x)er<t>{x) then 

Du = e-x4,{D + ix(j)l)v and Dv = ex*(D-iT<t)')u. 

Apart from the size of the constant, (17.2.6) is therefore equivalent to 

(17.2.6)' X T2(w-W)-1J|D«w|2dx 

^Cj|Pm(£x,D + f T 0 > | 2 d x , veC$(X0). 

Assume first that the coefficients of Pm are constant, thus Pm=p. If we apply 
(17.2.4) with P = p and Q = 2 %<j) it follows that 

(17.2.7) l\p{D-ix(j)')v\2dx + 2T\\fn){D-ix<l)')v\2dx 

^$\p(D + iT(l)')v\2dx. 

By (17.2.3) and Parseval's formula we have for all veC%QBLn) 

(17.2.3)' £ T2(m" ,a | ) J"\D<*vfdx^ C(J\p(D-ixJV)v\2dx 

+ x2\\^{D-ixN)v\2dx) 

If veC$(X0) and |x|<<5 in X09 it follows from (17.2.3)' that 

(17.2.8) X T2 ( m~ | a | )J |D a i ; |2dx^2C(J|p(D-iT0')i ; |2dx 
| a | ^m 

+ x2 ^^{D-ix <j>')v\2 dx)+ C{l+S2 x2) X T2<"-1-'«l)J|D"»|2dJC. 
|a|gm 
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When d is small and T is large we have C'(1 + S2T2)<T2/2 which allows us 
to cancel the last sum against half of the left hand side. (17.2.6) is then a 
consequence of (17.2.8) and (17.2.7). 

To complete the proof we need an elementary lemma which allows us to 
handle variable coefficients. We denote the L2 norm simply by || ||. 

Lemma 17.2.4. Let I c R " be an open set, and let A be a Lipschitz con
tinuous function with \A(x) — A(y)\^L\x — y\ for x, yeX. Then 

\$A{x){Dau(x)Dpv(x)-Dfiu(x)D"v(x))dx\^\a + p\LM 

ifu,veC™(X)and 

\\Da'u\\ \\Dfi'v\\SM when |a ' + j8'|<|a + jB|, max(|^|j31)^max(|a|,|jS|). 

Also the last inequality can be taken strict when |a|#=|j8|. 

Proof This is obvious when a + j? = 0. If |a + /?| = 1 we just have to note that 

J A(x) (Dju(x) v(x) — u(x) Dj v(x)) dx = — J DjA(x) u(x) v(x) dx. 

An integration by parts also gives the statement when |a| = |/?| = l, 

j A(x)(Dj u(x) Dk v(x) - Dk u(x) D} v(x)) dx = 

- / u(x)(DjA(x)Dkv(x) - DkA(x)Djv(x))dx. 

These two identities allow us to exchange indices between a and /? and 
transfer excess derivatives at a cost of LM for each index affected. 

End of Proof of Proposition 17.2.3. Writing Pm(0,D) = p(D) and r(x,D) 
= Pm(x,D)—p(D) now, we know by hypothesis that the coefficients of 
r(sx,D) and their Lipschitz constants are 0(e) in X. With the notation in 
the first part of the proof we form 

j \Pm(s x,D + iz (j)') v\2 dx - J \Pm(s x,D-iT (/>') v\2 dx. 

Inserting Pm=p + r we first obtain the terms 

\\p(D + ix^)v\2 dx-\\p{D-ix^')v\2 dx^2x\\fn\D-ix^')v\2 dx. 

The other terms where no derivative falls on (j)' are of the form 

T2m-^~^^A(x)(Dav(x)Dpv(x)-Dfiv{x)Dav(x))dx; |<x|£m, |j»l^m; 

where the Lipschitz constant of A is 0(e). These terms can be estimated by 
means of Lemma 17.2.4. In addition there are terms of the form 

TvJA(x)D"v(x)Dpv(x)dx; v + |a| + |j8|.<2m, |a|gm, |j8|^m; 
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where sup \A\ = 0(e). Thus 

\\Pm(ex,D-iT<l)')v\\2 + T\\^(D-iT(t>')v\\2 

|a|^m 

If we observe that (17.2.8) remains valid with p(D — i%4>') replaced by 
P^x.D — ix^') provided that e<<5, we complete the proof of (17.2.6) just as 
in the constant coefficient case. 

Proof of Theorem 17.2.1. We recall that it suffices to prove that if OeX 
and (0,N)$Z, iV = (0,.. . ,0,l) then w = 0 in a neighborhood of O if 
suppwn{x;xn^O}<={0}. In doing so we set ue(x) = u(ex) where e is chosen 
so small that (17.2.6) is valid for a neighborhood X0<=:X/e of 0. Let 
xeC™(X0) be equal to 1 in a neighborhood V of 0, and set U = xuE. If 
Pm(x,D)u = / t h e n 

Pm(ex,D)U = e*n
X(x)f(ex) + £ D*XP£\zx,D)uJoi\ 

0<|<x|^m 

which implies that Pm(ex,D) UeL2 and that, by (17.2.2), 

\Pm(ex,D)U\^C £ sm-W\D*U\ in V. 
\a\<m 

By the remarks at the end of Section 17.1 we have Da Uel3 when |a |^m, so 
it is clear that (17.2.6) may be applied to U. If supp/ is small enough we 
have 4>^ — c for some c > 0 in supp l / \ K Hence we obtain using (17.2.6) 

T* £ \\ez*DaU\\^C\\ex<t>Pm(£x,D)U\\SC £ \\ex*D*U\\ + C" e~cx. 
|a|<m |a|<m 

For large T it follows that 

T* £ \\ex*DaU\\^2C"e-ct. 
\a\ <m 

Hence 17 = 0 when 4>> — c, which proves the theorem. 

In the second order case the following lemma shows that the set I has a 
very simple description: 

Lemma 17.2.5. Let p be a quadratic form in Rn with complex coefficients 
which is elliptic, that is, p(£)#0 when 0=KeRw. If iVe]Rn\Q and 
(JEK/'XIRJV, n + 2, it follows that the equation p(£ + TJV) = 0 has one root with 
l m r > 0 and one with l m i < 0 . When n = 2 the roots are distinct unless p is the 
square of a linear form. 

Proof IR/'xRiV is connected if n>2. Since P(£ + TN) has no real zero if 
£ e R n \ R i V it follows that the number of zeros with l m t > 0 is independent 
of £. Replacing £ by — £ changes the sign of T also so there must be one 
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zero in each half plane. When n = 2 there is a factorization p(£) = L1(£)L2(Q 
with linear factors Lx and L2. They must be proportional if they have a 
common zero; and then they can be chosen equal. 

If m = 2 it follows that E is empty when n>2 and that £= ( J (T x * \0 ) for 
all x such that Pm{x^) is the square of a linear form when w = 2. If X is 
connected and Pm(x,t;) is real for some x then I is empty, for the two zeros 
of JJ,(X,J + T N ) must remain in different half planes for reasons of con
tinuity. 

In what follows we shall only consider the second order case and shall 
then use the notation p(x,D) instead of Pm(x,D). We shall prove that if u 
satisfies a weakened form of (17.2.2) and vanishes of infinite order at a point 
where the coefficients are real, then u is equal to 0. 

Theorem 17.2.6. Let p(x,D) = ^aJk(x)DJD fc be an elliptic operator in a con
nected neighborhood X of 0 such that ajk(0) is real, ajk is continuous in X, 
Lipschitz continuous in X \ { 0 } , and \a'jk\^C\x\d~l for some <5>0. / / 
D*ueL2

oc, MSI and 

(112.2)' \p(x,D)u\SC £ |x|'+W"2ID-iil, 

(17.2.9) j \u\2dx = 0{e% £ - 0 , 
\X\<B 

for every N, then w = 0 in X. 

Proof Since (17.2.2)' implies (17.1.9) it follows from Corollary 17.1.4 in the 
extended form discussed at the end of Section 17.1 that for |a| ^ 2 and all N 

(17.2.9)' J \Dau\2dx = 0{eNl c->0. 
e<|x| <2e 

Hence u is the sum of a function in HffiX) and a distribution with support 
at 0. However, no distribution with support at 0 is in l}loc so it follows that 
ueH^iX). By Theorem 17.2.1 it suffices to show that w = 0 in a neigh
borhood of 0. Without restriction we may assume that p(0,D)=£D?. 

As in the proof of Proposition 14.7.1 we introduce polar coordinates in 
JR"\{0} by writing x = eta> where telR and coeSn~l. Then we have 

d/dxj^e-'icojd/dt + Qj) 

where Q. is a vector field in Sn~l. With the notation p(x,D)=^a j k(x)D jDk 

it follows that 

p(x, D) = - e~ 2t £ ajk{e< co)(coj(d/dt -1) + Q) (cok d/dt + Qk). 

With L/(t,co)=w(^co) the inequality (17.2.2)' can be written 

(17.2.2)" iXflj^coHco/a/Sr-lJ + O ^ ^ a / S t + Q J t / I ^ C X 6*1141 
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where Ua = (a>d/dt + Q)a U. By assumption we have ajk{el a)) = djk + 0(edt) as 
t-+ — oo, first order derivatives are 0{e8t\ and 

X {a>j(Wt - 1 ) + Oj) (co j d/dt + O,) = d2/dt2 + (n - 2) d/d t + £ flj 

since J]G>.fi</ = 0 and ^O ja)7==^r3co J . /5x i=^r3(x J/r)/3x i = n —1. The oper
ator £ & j is the Laplace-Beltrami operator Am in the unit sphere. The 
adjoint of fi^ as an operator in L2(Sn~ *) is (n — 1)^—Q^. In fact, 

$(QjU)vdx+ §uQjVdx = $Qj(uv)dx = §\x\d(uv)/dXjdx—\\(ojd(uv)/drrnd(odr 

= —\(Djuvdx + n\a>juvrn~1d(tidr 

= (n — l)ja>jUvdx. 

In spite of this Aa is of course self-adjoint; indeed, we have 

X((«-i)^-^)2=(»-i)2-(«-i)E^^+E«i=Z^2-
In the proof of Theorem 17.2.1 the essential estimate (17.2.7) was ob

tained from (17.2.4) thanks to the positivity of bj9 that is, the convexity of 
the exponent <f>. To obtain a similar effect we introduce for some s with 
0 < £ < (5 a new variable T instead of t, 

t=T+eeT; dt/dT=l + eeeT>0. 

Note that T<t < T + 1 < T/2 if T< -2. After multiplication by (1 + seeT)2 

the operator in the left-hand side of (17.2.2)" becomes 

Q = d2/dT2 + c(T)d/dT+(l + aeET)2Yjn
2 + £ caJ(T,co)(d/dTYQ*. 

I«l+ii2 

Here c(T) = (n-2)(l + seeT)-s2eeT/(l + eeeT) is close to n-2 at - o o , and 

(17.2.10) caJ = 0(edtl dcaJ = 0(e3t) as T->-oo. 

(Note that this change of variables is not smooth in the original variables.) 
We shall prove that for some T0 

(17.2.11) X ?3-2iHWl)tt\(d/dTYQ*U\2e-(2T-e)Td(DdT 
j+\a\£2 

SCl$\QU\2e-2xTd(DdT, [ / e C ^ - o o ^ x S " - 1 ) . 

(When |a| = 2 we define Q* for example as a product Q}Qk with j^k.) This 
will serve the same purpose as (17.2.6) did in the proof of Theorem 17.2.1. 

Proof of (17.2.11). Set U = exTVm& 

QxV=e-TTQ(etTV). 

Thus Qx is obtained from Q when d/d T is replaced by d/dT+z. Then 
(17.2.11) is equivalent to 

(17.2.11)' X ^-2U+Wl)ttWdTYQ*V\2eETd(DdT 
J+\*\£2 

SCtf\QxV\2dcodT, VeC%((-cx),T0)xSn-1). 
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Let Q~ be the operator obtained from Qt when d/dT and Qj are replaced by 

— d/dT and — Qj while caJ is replaced by c ~ . (With our present notation 
this is essentially equivalent to the complex conjugation in the proof of 
Proposition 17.2.3.) We shall examine the difference 

(17.2.12) n i e T F | 2 d a ) d T - | | i e 7 V\2dcodT. 

In addition to paying attention to the powers of T and orders of differen
tiation as in the proof of Proposition 17.2.3 we must now take the exponen
tial decrease at — oo into account. It will follow from (17.2.10) that the 
terms involving caj are not important, so we first consider the other terms 
in Qt and gt~, 

(±5/5T+T)2 + c ( r ) ( ± a / 3 T + T ) - f ( l + 6 ^ r ) 2 ^ ^ 2 . 

The corresponding contribution to (17.2.12) is 

4Re((52/ar2 + T24-c(T)TH-(H-e££T)2X^2)K {2x + c)dV/dT) 

= -2Re(c\T)dV/dT,dV/dT)-2((3T2 + 2cT)c'V,V) + 2Y,(hQjV,QjV). 

Here we have used that ^cOjQj=09 and 

/i=-^-(l+6e e r)2(2T-fc) = ((2T + c)262e£T + (l +f ie«V)( l + *e*T) 
dT 

^2e2zeeT 

when T is large enough. All other terms in (17.2.12) are of the form 

tj^a(T,co)((d/dTf°Qa V Jd/df^WV 

-((-d/8T)Po{-Qf V (-d/dTyo(-Q)aV)dodT 

with j + a0 + |a| + jJ0 + |j8|£4, a0 + | a | ^2 , £0 + |j3|^2 and a = 0(edT), a' 
= 0(e5T). We can estimate them by an obvious modification of the proof of 
Lemma 17.2.4, which can also be used directly after decomposition by an 
appropriate partition of unity. (Recall that the adjoint of fi. differs from 
— Qj by an operator of order 0.) Hence we obtain 

(17.2.13) \\Q7V\\2 + 4e2TXii^jV\2^T^dTS\\QrV\\2 

+ C X T 3 - 2 ( ^ W ) J J P / 5 r y O a F | 2 ( ^ T + T-1e£r)rfcodT. 
j+\a\£2 

This is an adequate substitute for (17.2.7). Instead of (17.2.8) we shall prove 
that for some T0 

(17.2.14) X T4-2°'+ | a | ) f J 1(0/37? fl" V\2eeTdcodT 
j + | a | ^ 2 

^Ctf(\QrV\2 + \Q; V\2 + x2Z\QjV\2)*Tda>dT9 

K e C y a - o o . T o J x S " - ^ 
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if T is large enough. If we introduce VeeT/2 as a new dependent variable, 
freeze the coefficients at — oo, and drop terms of lower order, we find that it 
is sufficient to prove that 

(17.2.15) X T4-2u+M)$j\(d/dT)iQaV\2dcDdT 
j + | a | £ 2 

^cn(i(a/ar+T)2+zijF|2+i((a/3T-T)2+jjF|2 

+ T2YJ\QjV\2)dcodT. 

The integral in the right-hand side is equal to 

tf(2\(d2/dT2 + T2 + AJV\2 + $T2\dV/dT\2 + T2Y,\®jV\2)d(DdT 

Furthermore 

\\(d2/8T2+x2+Ajv\\2=\\82v/8T2\\2+z4\\v\\2+\\Atov\\2 

+ 2^\\d/dTQi V\\2-2i2(£\\QjV\\2+\\dV/dT\\2). 

By the ellipticity of A m we have 

£ \\CPV\\2£C(\\AmV\\2 + £ WaV\\2). 
W - 2 |* |£i 

If we combine these estimates we obtain (17.2.15), hence (17.2.14). Using 
(17.2.13) to estimate the right-hand side of (17.2.14) we obtain when T is 
large enough 

£ T4-2u+M> JJ|(S/aryo« V\2(eET- C ^ + T1 e£T)/s2)dcodT 
J+\*\*2 

SCT/2S2\\QXV\\2. 

When T is sufficiently large and eTo is sufficiently small, the estimate 
(17.2.11)' follows. 

End of Proof of Theorem 17.2.6. First recall that the function u in the 
theorem satisfies the differential inequality (17.2.2)" when considered as a 
function U of oo and t. When we take t=T+eeT the inequality is replaced 
by 

(17.2.2)"' \QU\£C £ edTUa 

where U0 = \U\ and Ua = \dU/dT\ + \QaU\ when |a| = l. Choose ^eC°°(]R) 
equal to 1 in ( - oo, T0 -1) and 0 in (T0, oo), and set 

U*(T,a>) = MT)U(T9a>). 

It follows from (17.2.9)' that the derivatives of U+ of order ^ 2 multiplied by 
e~NT are in L2 for any N. By cutting u off for large negative T and 
regularizing we conclude that (17.2.11) is valid for U+. The right-hand side 
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can then be estimated by 

C " (e -2 t ( r 0 - i ) + £ tf\U*\2e-2T{*-d)dcDdT) 

where U* = \U*\ and C/â  = |St/^/5T| +10"t/^| if |a| = l. Hence (17.2.11) gives 
for large T, since s^2S, 

X T 3 - 2 0 ' + | a | ) j J | ( 5 / a ryo a ^ | 2 e - ( 2 T - e ) T r f a )dT^2C ' e - 2 T (T 0 - l ) . 
j + | a | g 2 

When T-*OO it follows that l/ = 0 when T < T 0 —1. Thus the function u in 
Theorem 17.2.6 vanishes in a neighborhood of 0. The proof is complete. 

As we saw in Chapters X and XIII a major application of uniqueness 
theorems is the proof of global existence theorems. We shall give another 
example here using Theorem 17.2.1. 

Theorem 17.2.7. Let ajk(x) be Lipschitz continuous in an open set I c E " (or a 
C2 manifold), a$ = ay, and assume that (Rea/*(;t)) is positive definite. Then 

(17.2.16) Y.Dj(ajkDku)=f 

implies ueHffiX) if weL2
0C(X), which makes the equation defined, and 

fel}loc(X). Moreover, the equation has a solution ueHffiX) for every 
feL2

loc(X). 

Proof 1) To prove the regularity statement we first show that 

ueL2
oc(X% ZDfaMeHpviX) => ueHffiX). 

This statement has the advantage that the hypotheses remain valid if we 
replace u by yu where %eC^(X). In the proof we may therefore assume that 
ue£"(X). Let X c l b e a compact neighborhood of supp u. If VGCQ(K) then 

(17.2.17) ^D^dx^CK^^a^D.v^dx 

= CRc]YJ(Djajk(x)Dkv)vdx. 

As at the end of Section 17.1 we choose v = uE = u*(f)E where (f>eC™, \4>dx 
= 1 and cj)E(x) = (j)(x/e)£~n. By Lemma 17.1.5 we know that 

ajkDkuE-{ajkDku)*4>E 

is bounded in L2 when e->0. Hence 

fe = E D}{ajkDkuE) = £ (DjajkDku) * 0£ + £ D,(£ ajkDkuE - ( £ ajkDku) * (j)E) 

is bounded in H{_iy By (17.2.17) it follows that 

which implies that | |MC | | ( 1 )^ C2 | |^ | | (_1 ) is bounded. Thus ueH{1). If fel} it 
follows as we saw at the end of Section 17.1 that ueHn,. 
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2) To construct u it is enough to show that 

(17.2.18) MMZWZDjajtDJJJiv, 0eC?(JQ 

for some positive continuous function M. In fact, by the Hahn-Banach 
theorem it follows then that for some gel} 

(/, <j>) = (g9M^ DjaJkDk<l>)9 4>s C O T , 

which means that u = Mg satisfies the equation (17.2.16); by the first part of 
the proof u is in H\°2). If K is a compact subset of X we also know from the 
first part of the proof that 

which of course implies (17.2.18) if M>C \\f\\L2iK) and supp 4>czK. As in 
the proof of Theorem 10.7.8 the only problem is to increase the compact set 
K without increasing M much on a somewhat smaller set. Let KUK2,... be 
a sequence of compact sets with union X, each contained in the interior of 
the following one and chosen so that X^Kj has no component which is 
precompact in X. Let M be a function such that (17.2.18) holds when 
(j)€Co(Kj) for some j>2, and let e>0. Then we claim that (17.2.18) remains 
valid when <j)€Co(Kj+1) for some M such that lft = (l+e)M in K}_2. 
Taking a sequence gjwith f](l+8j)<oo we conclude from this that there is 
a function M such that (17.2.18) is valid. 

If the claim were false then (17.2.18) would be false with M^(l+a)M 
everywhere and M very large on ^Kj_l9 so we can find a sequence 
<t>Ne C^(Kj+i) with 

( / , ^ ) = 1 , (l + enMZDjfijiDMvgl, 

By the first part of the proof the sequence (j)N remains bounded in H{2) as 
N-+O0 so it has a subsequence converging in H(1) to a limit <P with 

(/,*)= 1, (l+e)\\MYJDjajkDkmL2SU 
supp<f>c=Kj+1, £ D ^ k D k * = 0 in ( ^ 

By hypothesis every component of X^Kj_x contains points outside the 
compact set Kj+1. Hence it follows from Theorem 17.2.1 that # = 0 there, so 
supp <PaKj_1. By the first part of the proof <PeH(2). If we regularize $ we 
obtain functions in C™(Kj) violating the assumption that (17.2.18) is valid in 
CgiKj), which completes the proof. 

We shall now prove an extension of Theorem 14.7.2 which gives a 
uniqueness theorem for a perturbation of the Laplacean at infinity rather 
than at 0. After passage to polar coordinates the problem will be very close 
to that discussed in Theorem 17.2.6. We assume now that ajk are Lipschitz 
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continuous and that 

(17.2.19) \aJk(x)-5jk\£C/\x\1+i
9 \a'jk(x)\^C/\x\2 + d 

in a neighborhood of infinity. Thus p(x,D)=^a J k(x)D jDk approaches minus 
the Laplacean at infinity; any other homogeneous elliptic operator of sec
ond order with real coefficients could of course be used as well. 

Theorem 17.2.8. Let X be a connected neighborhood of oo in WLn where 
(17.2.19) is valid, and let (1 + |x|)TDaueL2(X) for all x when |<x|gl. 1/ A>0 
and 

(17.2.20) \p(x9D)u-JLu\£C\x\-1 £ l ^ l . xeX> 

it follows that u = 0. 

Proof As in the proof of Theorem 17.2.6 we introduce polar coordinates 
x = ela> where teWL and coeSn~\ and obtain with U(t,a)) = u(eta)) 

(17.2.20)' \^aJh(ef(o){(o/d/dt -1) + Qj)((okd/dt + Qk) U + Xe2t U\ 

s c £ e(1-|a|)WJ 

where Ua = (ujd/dt + (2)aU. By assumption we have a/*(e'u;) = 6jk + 0(e~*~6t) 
as t —• +oo, first order derivatives are also 0(e~{~6t), and at infinity the sum is 

(d2/dt2 + {n-2)d/dt + AJU 

as before. Since we work with large positive t now we set t=T—e~eT for 
some £e(0,(5), which is legitimate since dt/dT = l+se~sT>0. When t>0 we 
have T>0 , hence \t — T\<l. After multiplication by (dt/dT)2 the operator in 
the left-hand side of (17.2.20)' becomes 

Q = d2/dT2 + c(T)d/dT+(l+ee-£T)2A„+ £ c« j(T,co)(d/dT)jQa + X(T) 

where caJ = 0(e~T-dT)9 dcaJ=0(e-T-dTl and 

c(T) = (n-2)( l4-ee- e r ) + 6 2 e - e T / (H-^ - e r ) , 

X{T) = Xe2Te-2e-ET{\ + Ee-ET)2. 

Note that A'(T)^Ae2r for large T. We shall prove that for large T0 and T 

(17.2.21) X lk r ( T + 1- | a | )D a(7| |2 

^ C ^ - ^ + T-^II^Qt /H 2 , 1 / G C - ( ( T 0 , oo) xS"-1) . 

Here Da denotes any product of |a| factors Qj and d/dT. In view of Fried-
richs' lemma it follows as in the proof of Theorem 14.7.2 that (17.2.21) may 
be applied to the function U in (17.2.20)' multiplied by a cutoff function of 
T which is 0 for T < T 0 + 1 and 1 for T > T 0 + 2. When T0 is chosen large 
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enough we obtain as before when T-»OO that U=0 when T>T0 + 2; thus u 
= 0 in X by Theorem 17.2.1. What remains is therefore to prove the es
timate (17.2.21). 

Set F=[ /e t r and 
QxV=exTQ(Ve~*T) 

which is the operator obtained when d/dT is replaced by d/dT—% in Q. 
Then (17.2.21) is a consequence of the estimate 

(17.2.21)' £ ll(T + e1)1",a,DaK||2 

l«|*i 

^ C ^ - ^ + T - ^ H G ^ I I 2 , TeC-((T0,a))xSw-1), 

apart from the size of the constant. Denoting by Q~, the operator obtained 
from Qx when d/dT and Qj are replaced by —d/dT and — O,- while catj is 
replaced by c~, we shall again consider the difference H6TF||2— \\Q~ V\\2 in 
order to prove the following analogue of (17.2.13) 

(17.2.22) | |e7F||2 + 4 8 2 T £ l | e - ^ 

where VeC$((T09 oo)xS"-1), T0 is large, and 

(17.2.23) R(V)= £ \\e-TD«V\\2/T+ ^ (lk~aT£>a^li2T+ ||Z>aF||2)T2-2!a|. 
|a| = 2 | a | £ l 

First assume that all caj vanish. Then QZ = L1+L2, Q~ =LX — L2 where 

Ll = d2/dT2 + <t2-c(T)T + (l + ee~eT)2A(0 + X(T); L2= ~{2%-c{T))d/dT. 

Lx is symmetric and the adjoint of L2 is — L2 — c'(T). Hence 

l i e ^ l l 2 - H e ^ l l 2 = 2(L1KL2F) + 2(L2KL1F) = 2([L1,L2]KK) 

-2{c'L^n 

Computing the commutator [I^,!^] and using the definition of Lx we find 
that the right-hand side can be estimated by CR(V) apart from the terms 

(~4T£2e-fiT(l + e^eT)zl0)KnH-(((2T-c(T))A'(T)-2c^(r))Kn 

Since A'(T)^Ae2T for large T we obtain (17.2.22) in this case even with X 
replaced by 3 A/2 say in the last term on the left. If the coefficients caj are 
not all 0 then we have three other types of terms to consider: 

a) The crossproducts involving X(T) and caj are 

2ReZ((caJ(d/dT-xYQ*V, X(T)V)-(X(T)V, ^(-d/dT-xyi-OfiV)). 

After an integration by parts as in Lemma 17.2.4 we find that these can be 
estimated by 

C\\eT~dT{T\V\2+ £ \D"V\\V\)d(DdTS\\eTV\\2 + C £ T2-2|a|||DaF||2. 
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The last sum can be estimated by means of R and the preceding term can 
be cancelled against the extra /U| |e rF||2 /2 which we had in the left-hand 
side in the "unperturbed case". 

b) After a similar integration by parts, crossproducts between caj and 
some other term than X(T) in the unperturbed operator can be estimated by 

CY,$e-Til+d)Tj\DaV\\DpV\d(odT 

where j-f-|a|H-|/?|^3 and |<x|^2,.|/?|^2 in the sum. If | a |=2 we can write the 
integrand as T-1/2\e-TDaV\Tj+ll2\e~dTDfiV\, where j + \fi\£l9 so the in
tegral can be estimated by CR(V). The same is obviously true when |/?| = 2. 
If | a | ^ l and | j? |^l we can estimate the integrand by 
TTi-\*\e-sT\D*V\Ti-me-dT\Dpv^ f o r s m a y b e a s s u m e d < 1 > a n d t h e 

integral can therefore again be estimated by CR(V). 
c) Terms containing two coefficients caj are smaller for large T than 

those examined in b) so the same estimates hold for them. This completes 
the proof of (17.2.22). 

Next we shall estimate the T derivative of V which is missing in the left-
hand side of (17.2.22). To do so we observe that 

(Qx-Qr-)V/2 = L2V= - ( 2 T -c(T))dV/dT 

when all caj are equal to 0; otherwise terms which can be estimated by 
£e-r<1+*>T2-l«l|DaK| m a y o c c u r . Hence 

T2\\dV/dT\\2S\\QxV\\2+\\Q;V\\2 + C X | |e-T ( 1 +* )D aF| |2T4-2 | a | . 

If we divide by T and add to (17.2.22) we obtain, with a new constant of 
course, 

(17.2.24) £ 2 r ] > > - e T / 2 ^ l l 2 + T ^ 

Finally we shall prove an analogue of (17.2.3)'. It is complicated by the 
fact that Qx contains the exponentially large term X(T) which has to be cut 
down to a size which can be controlled by the term AT||erV||2 in (17.2.24). 
In the following lemma the right-hand side contains also the other terms 
from the left-hand side of (17.2.24), with A playing the role of eT. The left-
hand side contains what is needed to introduce variable coefficients, es
timate the essential contribution to the error term R in (17.2.24), and finish 
the proof of (17.2.21)'. We denote by A' the Laplace operator in x' 
= (x1 , . . . ,xw_1)6Rw-1 . 

Lemma 17.2.9. For ueCo(JR.n) and large positive A and % we have 

(17.2.25) K~x £ T4-2|alpaM||2 + ^-fiT3||M||2 + M £ ||Dau||2T2-2,a| 

| « |£2 |« |£1 

provided that 

(17.2.26) A-°T2^X3/K + A2, x3/K^A-c-c2 + A2, M2K^XA2, M^A1-*2. 
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Proof. By Parseval's formula the estimate is equivalent to one of the form 

(17.2.25)' (\Z\2 + T2)2/K + A-°T3 + M(\Z\2 + T2) 

^C(U\2-x2 + 2iTQ2IK + xA-^'\2 + xA2). 

We distinguish two cases: 
a) If | | ^ ' / t | 2 - l | ^ l /2 or \tJx\*l/2 then 

(\i\2+T2)m\2-T2+2ixu=(m2+i)mM2-i+2nnM 
is bounded so the estimate of the first term in (17.2.25)' is obvious. The 
estimate of the second term follows since A~£T3^T4/K + TA2, and that of 
the third term follows from the inequality between geometric and arithmetic 
means since M2^TA2/K. 

b) If | | £ ' / T | 2 - 1 | S 1 / 2 and \£Jz\£l/2 then | ^ | 2 ^ T 2 / 2 and the estimate is 
equivalent to 

The estimate of the first term follows from the second inequality (17.2.26), 
that of the second term is trivial, and the estimate of the third term follows 
from the last condition (17.2.26). The proof is complete. 

Proof of Theorem 17.2.8 continued. If we take col9...9con_1 as coordinates on 
the unit sphere in a neighborhood of (0, ...,0,1) then Qt differs from 
A'^ + id/dT-x)2 by X{T\ by an operator with coefficients 0(|a>'| + <r£r), and 
by an operator of first order in T and D. If l/e<\eT/A\<e9 T^.T09 and \a>'\ 
is small enough in supp V, it follows from (17.2.25) that 

(17.2.27) £ \\K-1/2D*V\\2 + T3\\e-BTI2V\\2 + M £ \\D*V\\2T2~2M 
l«l-2 |a|£l 

^ c d i K - ^ e ^ p + T X i k - ^ ^ ^ p + T i k ^ i i 2 ) 

if in addition to (17.2.26) we have 

(17.2.28) A2/K^x 

which implies that the term k(T)V in QZV can be absorbed in the last term. 
For the proof we just have to observe that the other perturbing terms in Qt 

can be cancelled against half of the first sum in the left-hand side of 
(17.2.25) with |a |^2 still. To satisfy (17.2.28) and respect the lower bounds in 
(17.2.26) with K as small as possible we choose 

K = AeT if ^ 2 + E ^ T 2 , 

(17.2.29) K = T3/A2 if A2S*2SA2+\ 
K = A2/T if x2£A2. 

The first two inequalities (17.2.26) are then fulfilled, and TA2/K = A2~S in 
the first case, xA2/K = A4/x2^A2~e in the second case, while TA2/K = T2 in 
the third case. The remaining conditions are therefore satisfied if 
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M^mm(Al-El2,x). We take M = (e-To/2 + l/T)~1 in what follows. Since 
K^A in all cases we can replace K~1/2 by e~T/2 in the right-hand side of 
(17.2.27), and since K-^^MA'1^112 by (17.2.26) we replace K~1/2 by 
Me~Tz~1/2 in the left-hand side. This gives with a new constant 

(17.2.27)' M( £ \\e-TDaV\\2/T+ £ \\D"V\\2T2-2M) + T3\\e-eT/2V\\2 

W - 2 |a|£l 

^c(ik-^ 2eTFii 2+TXik- £ r / 2^^i i 2+Tii^Fii 2) . 

The point (0,...,0,1) on the unit sphere has no special properties. We 
can therefore choose a partition of unity 1 = £ 0. on the unit sphere and a 
partition of unity l = £i^(T— k) on 1R such that supple ( — 1,1) and 
(17.2.27)' is applicable to VJh = <l>/(a)\lf(T-k)V{T9(o) for all ; and k when 
F6CJ)((T0,oo)x5,,-1). If we sum over; and k we find that (17.2.27)' is valid 
for V itself with a larger C. In the left-hand side we just use that at most a 
fixed number of supports can overlap, and in the right-hand side we use the 
later terms in (17.2.27)' to take care of terms where a derivative falls on <j>5 

or on \j/. 
Fix s now so that 0<e<8. Since 

R(V)S I \\e-TD"V\\2/T+ £ ||DaF||2T2-2|a| 

|a| = 2 | a | £ l 

+ C1e(£-2<J)To X lk- £ T / 2 D a F| | 2 r 3 - 2 | a | , 

it follows from (17.2.27)' if T0 and T are large enough that the term CR(V) 
in (17.2.24) is less than ||QTF||2 plus one half of the left hand side. Thus 

£2TXlN- f i r /2^F||2 + AT|MrF||2^2(C + l)| |e tF||2 . 

If this estimate is used in the right-hand side of (17.2.27)' we obtain (17.2.21)' 
which completes the proof. 

17.3. The Dirichlet Problem 

In the study of subharmonic functions in Section 16.1 we discussed the 
Dirichlet problem for the Laplacean in a half space. We shall continue the 
study here, adding L2 estimates and some variable coefficient theory. This 
will allow us to sketch with a minimum of technicalities various methods 
which have been used in the study of general boundary problems for elliptic 
differential equations but which will not be covered by this book. 

First we shall just study the Dirichlet problem for the Laplacean in 

Rw
h = {xGRn;xn>0}. 

It consists in finding for given / and $ a solution u of 

(17.3.1) Au=f in Rw
+; u = (j) on dWi\. 
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If 4> is defined in IR+ and sufficiently smooth, then replacing u — $ by u and 
f—A(j) by / reduces (17.3.1) to the Dirichlet problem with homogeneous 
boundary data 

(17.3.iy Au = f in IRW
+; u = 0 in dWL% 

and we shall study it in that form. 

We recall from Appendix B the notation H(1)(WLn
+) for the set of re

strictions to WLn
+ of functions in #(1)(]R

n). By Corollary B.2.5 we have 

(17.3.2) H(1)(K
n
+)={ueL2(Kn

+); Da
WeL2(IT+), |a| = l}. 

It follows from Theorem B.2.7 that every ueH{1)(WLn
+) can be considered as a 

bounded continuous function of x„eR+ with values in H(ll2)(JRn~1). If u0 

= M when xn^.O and w0 = 0 when xM<0 then w0eL2(lRM) and 

du0/dxn = u(.,Q)®5(xn) + (du/dxn)0> du0/dXj = (du/dXj)0 if ;=#n. 

Thus u0eH(1)(WLn) if and only if w(.,0) = 0. 

The following is an analogue of Theorem 13.2.1, and the proof is similar. 

Theorem 17.3.1. Let P(x,D) = £ aa(x)Da have continuous coefficients in a 

neighborhood of 0, and assume that p(£) = Y, aJ$)£a l s elliptic with real 
|a |-2 

coefficients. If X is a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0 in Rn and X+ 

= XnWLn
+, X0 = Xr\dWLn

+, there is a linear operator E in L2(X+) such that 

(17.3.3) P(x,D)Ef = f, Ef=0 inX0 if feL2(X+); 

(17.3.4) EP(x,D)u+ =u+ if u+ is the restriction to X+ 

of some ueC™(X) with u = 0 in X0; 

(17.3.5) DaE is a bounded linear operator in L2(X+) if |a| ^ 2 . 

By_(17.3.5) we have DaEfeL2(X+) for | a | £2 if feL2(X+). Thus 
xEfeH(1)(WLn

+) for every %eC^(X), so boundary values of Ef are defined in 
X0. 

Proof We may assume that p(£) = \l;\2 for this can be achieved by a 
linear change of variables respecting the boundary plane. Let e be a funda
mental solution of p(D) which is even in x„, for example the Newton kernel 
(Theorem3.3.2). If feL2(X+) we define Tf = f in X+9 Tf{x\ -xn)= -f(x\xn) 
if (x\xn)eX+, and Tf = 0 elsewhere. Then 7/eL2

comp(lR
n) if X is bounded, as 

we assume, and Tf is odd as a function of xn. Hence e* TfeHfyiJR") is also 
odd in xn so the restriction to the plane xn = 0 must vanish. Let E0f be the 
restriction to X+. Then 

(17.3.3)' p(D)E0f = f in X+9 Eof = 0 in X0 iffeL2(X+); 
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(17.3.4)' E0p(D)u+ =u+ if u+ is the restriction to X + 
of some ueC^{X) with u = 0 in X0; 

(17.3.5)' D*E0 is bounded in L2(XJ if | a |g2 . 

We have already verified (17.3.3)'. To prove (17.3.4)' we first observe that 
Tu+ is continuous. Hence DnTu+ is the even extension of Dnti+, which is 
continuous, and D2Tu+ is the odd extension TD2u+ of D%u+. This means 
that Tp(D)u+=p(D)Tu+ so e* Tp(D)u+ = e*p(D)Tu+ = Tu+ which proves 
(17.3.4)'. (Here it is important that p(D) has no term which is odd in Dn.) 
Condition (17.3.5)' follows from Theorem 10.3.1 for example. 

Now we just copy the proof of Theorem 13.2.1. Writing 

P(x,D) = p(D)+ X ba{x)D\ 

where ba(0) = 0 when |a| = 2, we look for a solution of the equation 

P{x,D)u = p{D)u + Yjb(l{x)Dau = feL2(X+) 

which is of the form u = E0g, gel}(X+). By (17.3.3)' this guarantees the 
Dirichlet condition for M, SO we only have to solve the equation 

g + Ag=f; Ag = Y,b«D*E0g. 

The operator A in L2(X+) has norm <\ if £ sup |ba| is small enough. Then 
we define 

E = E0(I + A)-1 

and deduce (17.3.3)-(17.3.5) from (17.3.3)'-(17.3.5)' exactly as in the proof of 
Theorem 13.2.1. If the coefficients ba are not small we can apply this con
clusion with ba replaced by ba(sx)s2~^ if s is small enough. Taking ax as a 
new variable we then obtain Theorem 17.3.1 with X replaced by aX. The 
proof is complete. 

Remarks. 1. If aaeC°° we can adapt the proof of Theorem 13.3.3 to show 
that there is a linear map E: L2(Rn

+)-»H(2)(Rn
+) such that 

P{x,D)Ef=f in X+, Ef=0 in X0 if /GL 2(1R"+) ; 

EP(x,D)u+=u+ in X+ if u+ is the restriction to I + 

of some ueC%(X) with u = 0 in X0; 

Da£/eL2(Rw
+), | a | ^ s + 2, if DafeL2(WLn

+l | a | ^ s . 

Here s is any integer ^ 0 . 
2. In Theorem 17.3.1 we assumed p(D) real just to have a simple explicit 

solution of the constant coefficient Dirichlet problem (17.3.3)' given by the 
reflection argument. However, this is by no means essential. If n>2 or n = 2 
and the zeros of p(l,x) are in opposite half planes I m r ^ O then we can 
easily construct E0 by taking Fourier transforms with respect to x' and 
solving an ordinary differential equation. The same approach is in fact 
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applicable to elliptic operators or systems of arbitrary order with quite 
general boundary conditions. To obtain a sufficiently general framework for 
perturbation arguments one should then start by solving the constant coef
ficient boundary problem with inhomogeneous boundary data too. This 
approach was used systematically in Chapter X of "Linear partial differen
tial operators", but in the study of boundary problems in Chapter XX 
below we shall use another more constructive method. 

(17.3.3) and (17.3.5) give a local existence theorem for solutions of the 
Dirichlet problem (17.3.1)' such that Dauel}, | a | ^2 , if fell. One can pass 
to a global existence theorem with the methods used in the proof of 
Theorem 17.2.7 for example. We shall not do so here but show instead how 
to use (17.3.4)' and (17.3.5)' to prove a regularity theorem analogous to one 
for interior regularity at the end of Section 17.1. 

Theorem 17.3.2. Assume in addition to the hypotheses in Theorem 17.3.1 that 
aa is Lipschitz continuous when |a| = 2. If DaueL2(X+), | a | ^ l , and 

P(x,D)u = feL2(X+l u = 0 in X0, 

it follows that DaueL2(Y+), |a|<*2,/or every YcX, and that 

(17.3.6) X \\Dau\\LHY+)SCY(\\P(x,D)u\\LHx+)+ X H£a"IW+)). 
|a| = 2 | a |£ l 

Proof Choose %eC^(X) equal to 1 in Y, and set v = xu. Then P(x,D)v 
= geL2(X+), D*veL2(X+) when | a | g l , v = 0 in X0, and v = 0 outside a 
compact subset of X. Choose (freCgfWL."'1) with $g:0, j"$(x')dx' = l, and set 

ve(x) = J v{x' -e y\ xn) (/>(/) dy'. 

By Minkowski's inequality we have with || || denoting the norm in l}(X+) 

WvE\\^\\D*vl | a |£ l , 

and DavseL2(X+) if Da has at most one factor D„, for we can let the others 
act on (j). Since P(x,D) can be divided by the coefficient c of D2, we may 
assume that c== 1. Then 

P(x9D)vB-gt= X (aaD*ve-(aoiD*v)E). 
a„<2 

When |a| = 2 we can write Da = DjDk for some ;=t=n and apply Friedrichs' 
lemma (Lemma 17.1.5) for every fixed xn. This gives 

| |P(x,D)i>e-gJ->0, e - 0 . 

In particular it follows that D2
n vEel}(X+). 

By (17.3.4) and (17.3.5) we have 

(17.3.6)' £ | |D«w+ | |^C| |F(x,D)w+ | | 
M£2 
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if w+ is the restriction to X+ of a function weC^(X) vanishing in X0. If 
TvE is the odd continuation of ve from Rn

+ to Rn then DaTvEeL2 if a„^2 
(see the proof of Theorem 17.3.1). If we apply (17.3.6)' to the regularizations 
w of Tv£ by convolution with even functions, it follows at once that (17.3.6)' 
can be applied to w+ = ve. When e —• 0 we conclude that Dav € L2, |a| fS2, and 
that (17.3.6) is valid. The proof is complete. 

The Dirichlet problem can be solved with great ease and in great 
generality by means of Dirichlets principle. Consider a differential operator 
of divergence form 

P(X,D)U = X ^ ( * / * 0 * K ) 

where {ajk(x)) is a real positive definite symmetric matrix which is a con
tinuous function of x in the closure of an open bounded subset X of Rw. If 
P(x,D)u = f in X the equation is equivalent to the weak form 

(17.3.7) (f,v) = ffvdx = f52ajkDkuD^dx, v € C0°°(X). 

This condition makes sense if DaueL2(X), | a | ^ l , and remains valid then for 
all v in the closure H of C%(X) in H(1)(WLn). If ^ e C ^ R " ) it is clear that 
\u G H for every u € H.IfdX e C1 at JC0 G dX we can choose a C1 map ^ of a 
neighborhood of 0 in RM on a neighborhood X0 of x0 mapping R+ to X 
and conclude if xeC$(X0) that IA*(XU)G# ( 1 )(R"+) and that ^*(xu) = 0 on 
5R+. Conversely, if dXeC1 and this condition is fulfilled at every boundary 
point then ueH. (We could also identify H with the space H(1)(X) of 
distributions in H(1)(R") with support in X, for no such distributions have 
support in dX) The condition ueH is therefore a generalization to an 
arbitrary domain of our previous statement of the homogeneous Dirichlet 
condition. The Dirichlet problem can thus be restated as follows: Find ueH 
satisfying (17.3.7) for all veH. This is Dirichlet's principle. 

The solution is extremely simple. Write 

Q(u9v) = YJajkD.u"D^dx; u, veC?(X); 

which is a non-negative hermitian symmetric form. With || || denoting the 
L2 norm we have 

%\\Dju\\2^CQ(u,ul ueC$(X). 

The left-hand side is equivalent to llwjl2^ since for example 

§\u\2dx = — 2RQ^x1udu/dx1dx^^\u\2 dx + 2 j\x1Dlu\2dx 

and this implies 
| |M | | 2^4| |x 1 i ) l W | | 2 . 

Hence (Q(u9u))* is a norm equivalent to ||w||(1) on C%(X) and therefore on 
H. For every fel}(X) we have 

|(/,»)|^il/|INI^Ce(i;)* veH, 
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which proves that there is a unique ueH satisfying (17.3.7) for every veH. 
Taking veC% we obtain P(x,D)u = f, and ueH means that the homo
geneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are fulfilled. We can strengthen the 
conclusion if OXeC2 and ajk is Lipschitz continuous. In fact, at any bound
ary point we can then take a C2 diffeomorphism \j/ as above which flattens 
out the boundary in a neighborhood. Using Theorem 17.3.2 we obtain 
DaueL2{X) when |a|g2, and 

X \\D"u\\L2{X)SC\\f\\LHxr 

Ifajk, f and dX are smooth it is not hard to deduce that u is also smooth. 

We shall finally outline another classical method for solving the Dirich
let problem and indicate how it will be modified in Chapter XX. For a 
change we shall now emphasize the role of the boundary data. Thus we 
assume that XczWL" is bounded and that dXeC°°, and we consider the 
Dirichlet problem for the homogeneous Laplace equation 

(17.3.8) Au = 0 in X, u = 4> on 8X. 
If X were a half space, then the solution given in Section 16.1 would be 

u(x) = 2 $ $(y)dE(x-y)/dnydS(y) 
dX 

where E is the fundamental solution given by the Newton kernel (Theo
rem 3.3.2), n is the exterior unit normal and dS the surface area on 8X. This 
is just another way of stating the reflection method used to prove Theo
rem 17.3.1. In the general case one therefore tries to find \j/ so that the 
double layer potential 

u(x) = 2Jil/(y)dE(x-y)/dnydS(y) 

will satisfy the boundary condition in (17.3.8); u is automatically harmonic 
in X. This gives an equation of the form 

where K is a compact (Fredholm) integral operator. The reason for this is 
that K would be 0 if the boundary were flat so K just expresses the 
deviation from that case. Fredholm theory was developed precisely to solve 
the preceding equation. 

If instead of the Dirichlet problem one is interested in the Neumann 
problem, that is, the boundary condition du/dn = (f), one obtains in the half 
space case the solution 

u{x)=-2$<t>(y)E(x-y)dS(y). 

In the general case one therefore tries a simple layer potential 

u(x)=-2$Hy)E(x-y)dS(y), 

and the problem again becomes a Fredholm equation \l/ + K\l/ = <f>. 
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To carry these arguments over to general operators and boundary con
ditions is rather cumbersome. First one must solve constant coefficient 
problems in all tangential half spaces to find appropriate kernels for the 
problem at hand. Then one makes an "ansatz" as above and has to show 
that it leads to a Fredholm equation. However, there is a useful modifica
tion of this approach. By Green's formula 

(17.3.9) u(x)= J u0(y)dE(x-y)/dnydS- j* u1{y)E{x-y)dS 
dX dX 

if u0 and ux are the boundary values and the normal derivative of u 
respectively. Thus we know u if u0 and ut are known. The formula (17.3.9) 
defines a harmonic function for arbitrary u0 and ux but it need not have 
boundary values and normal derivative equal to u0 and ux. Indeed, we 
know that a harmonic function is determined by its boundary values so ux 

= Au0 for some operator A if u0 and ul are boundary values and normal 
derivatives of a harmonic function. The operator calculus which we shall 
develop in Chapter XVIII will give a quite explicit representation of oper
ators such as A. By using the differential equation Au = 0 we can write any 
differential boundary condition in the form B0u0 + Blul = (j) where B0 and 
Bx are differential operators in 8X. Thus the solution of the boundary 
problem is reduced to solving the equation (BQ-\-B1A)u0 — (f) in the ma
nifold without boundary dX. The operator B0 + BXA is not a differential 
operator but it belongs to a closely related class of operators to which the 
theory of elliptic differential operators, for example, is easily extended. 

These remarks are admittedly and purposely vague. We just hope to 
convince the sceptical reader that there are good reasons for the introduc
tion of a fairly large machinery in Chapter XVIII, and that the effort it 
requires will be rewarded when we return to boundary problems in Chapter 
XX. 

17.4. The Hadamard Parametrix Construction 

We have seen in Chapter XIII and again in Sections 17.1 and 17.3 how to 
extend results on constant coefficient elliptic operators to variable coef
ficient ones. However, this gives only the existence of fundamental solutions 
and information on their continuity as operators. One is often interested in 
the precise form of their singularities. We shall therefore present a re
markably simple and precise construction due to J. Hadamard, which gives 
the singularities of the fundamental solution with any desired precision. It is 
also applicable in non-elliptic cases where the methods of Chapter XIII and 
Sections 17.1, 17.3 fail completely. In the second half of the section we shall 
indicate this in a special case needed in Section 17.5. The extension to 
general second order hyperbolic equations should cause the reader no 
difficulty. (See also the notes to Chapter XXIII.) 
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Let P be a second order differential operator of the form 

p= -Ytd/dxJ(g!kd/dx1)+itbid/dxJ+c 
where gjk

9 b\ c are C00 functions in an open set XaW1 and (gjk) is a real 
positive definite matrix. We wish to construct a right parametrix for P, or 
rather for P — z when z e C \ R + since this will eliminate some irrelevant 
difficulties in the constant coefficient case. First we assume that P is equal 
to minus the Laplacean A, 

A = Zd2/dx>. 

The inverse Fourier transform of (|£|2 — z)_1 is a fundamental solution of 
— A — z. We shall also introduce the powers, for these occur inevitably when 
one makes a perturbation (cf. Section 12.5). Thus we set (in the distribution 
sense) for v = 0,1,... 

(17.4.1) Fv(x) = v!(27c)-nj^<Jc^>(|^|2-z)-v-1^. 

It follows from Theorem7.1.22 that FVGC°°(1R"\0), and DaFv is a locally 
integrable function also at 0 when |a|g2 unless v = 0 and |a| = 2; then we 
also have a term which is homogeneous of degree —n. It is obvious that Fv 

is a function of |x|=(x2 + ... -f x2)*. It would be easy to give an expression 
for Fv in terms of Bessel functions, but that would just suggest lengthy 
proofs for the essential properties which are easily seen from (17.4.1). They 
are first of all 

(17.4.2) ( - j - z j j r ^ v F ^ , v>0; (-A -z)F0 = <50; 

(17.4.3) -2dFJdx = xFv_li v>0. 

(17.4.2) is obvious, and (17.4.3) follows from the fact that the Fourier 
transform of —2dFJdxk is 

-2v!^ f c ( | ^ | 2 -z ) - v - 1 =(v- l ) ! ( -D k ) ( |{ | 2 ~zr . 

We shall keep z fixed in the following discussion and have therefore not 
indicated in the notation that Fv depends on z also. 

As a first step to an extension of (17.4.2), (17.4.3) we pull back the 
identities by a linear bijection Tin R/\ If y = Tx then fTd/dy = d/dx so 

Ay = !W*jg'kWXk if (gjk) = T-ltT-K 

Since Fv is rotationally symmetric we may by some abuse of notation write 
Fv(x) = Fv(|x|), and then we have Fv(y) = Fv(\x\g) if 

where (gjk) is the inverse of (gjk). Recalling Example 6.1.3 we obtain since 
(detT)-2 = det(gik) 
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(17.4.2)' (-YJdjg
3kdk-z)Fv(\x\g)=vFv_1(\x\g), v>0; 

=(detgr,*)*50 if v = 0; 

(17.4.3)' -2Xg J ' ^ t F v ( |x | g ) = xJ.Fv_1(|x|g), v>0. 

The preceding formulas are valid for any symmetric positive definite 
matrix (gjk) but the whole point is that they are applicable also if P has 
variable coefficients provided that the coordinates are well chosen. Recall 
that the principal symbol Y,8ik(x)%j€k °f ? *s invariantly defined in the 
cotangent bundle. The dual quadratic form YJgjk(x)^xj(^xk i*1 the tangent 
bundle defines a Riemannian metric. As proved for example in Appendix 
C.5 we can for every point in X introduce geodesic normal coordinates 
which vanish there and satisfy the condition 

(17.4.4) lgjk(
x)x

k = lgjk(0)xk9 j = l,...,n. 
k k 

This means that the rays through 0 are geodesies with arc length equal to 
the distance in the Euclidean metric 

M , = M , . o = ( I « * ( 0 ) * W * . 
We have gjk(x) — gjk(0) = O(\x\2) and similarly for gjk. Usually one requires 
that gjk(0) = Sjk which can of course be achieved by an additional linear 
coordinate change. However, it will be more convenient for us later on to 
require only (17.4.4). 

From (17.4.4) we obtain if feC1 

Ig J 'kW3k/( |x|g
2) = Xg^(0)5k/(ix|g

2), j = l, . . . ,n. 

This shows that (17.4.2)' remains valid when x + 0 with gjk(0) replaced by 
gjk(x). The same is true at 0 in the distribution sense, for replacing gjk(Q) by 
gjk(x) can only add locally integrable terms since the difference is 0(|x|2). By 
the product rule and (17.4.2)', (17.4.3)' we obtain if uveC°° and v>0 

(P-z)(uvFv) = vuvFv_1 + (Puv)Fv~(huv-2(x,duJdx})Fv_1/2, 

(17.4.5) h (x) = £ gjk(0) bj(x) xk = Z gjk(x) b*(x) xk. 

Similarly we obtain if F0(x)=f(\x\2) 

(P - z) (u0 F0) = u0(0) (det g>*)* 60 + (P u0) F0 - 2(fc u0 - 2 <x, du0/dx»f. 

When we add for v = 0,...,iV, it follows that 

(17.4.6) (P-z)Zu,Fy = u0mteg'lf&oHPuN)FN 

o 
if MV are chosen so that 

(17.4.7) 2vwv-/iwv + 2<x,awv/5x> + 2Pwv_1 = 0, v = 0,...,iV, 

for this makes the coefficients of/ ' and of F0, ...,FN_1 all equal to 0. (When 
v = 0 one should interpret uv_x as 0 in (17.4.7).) 
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We shall now prove that the equations (17.4.7) have a unique smooth 
solution with wo(0) = l; no boundary condition is required for uv when v=f=0. 

Lemma 17.4.1. Let X be an open subset of WLn which is starshaped with 
respect to 0, that is, xeX =>txeX if Q<*t<^l. If heC°°(X) and h(0) = 0 then 
the equation 

(17.4.8) hu0 = 2 <x, dujdx) 

has a unique solution u0eC°°(X) with wo(0) = l. If feC°°(X) and v>0 then the 
equation 

(17.4.9) (2v-h)uv + 2<x,dujdx>=f 

has a unique solution uv G C°°(X\ 

Proof If we introduce polar coordinates x = rco with ojeSn~l and r > 0 , then 
(17.4.8) means for x=#0 that du0/dr = hu0/2r. If wo(0) = l we obtain 

M0(x) = exp i Jh(sco)ds/2s\=Qxp I Jh(tx)dt/2t). 

Since /i(0) = 0 the quotient h(tx)/t is a C°° function of ( x , t ) e l x [0,1], so 
u0eC°°(X) and w0#=0 in X. To solve (17.4.9) we set uv = u0v and obtain the 
equation 

vv + rdv/dr = g, g = f/2u0. 

Thus d(rvv)/dr — rv~1g, which gives 
r 1 

rvv(rco) = lsv~1g(s(D)ds = rvjtv-1g{trco)dt. 
0 0 

It follows that 
I 

uv(x) = u0{x)\tv-1f(tx)l2uQ{tx)dt 
o 

is the only solution of (17.4.9); that uveC°°(X) is obvious. 

Remark. If bj, c and therefore h are square matrices, the preceding con
structions work with no essential modification. Only the formula for u0 

becomes less explicit. This makes the Hadamard construction applicable to 
systems with principal symbol X g ^ M ^ f c J where J is the identity matrix. 
This observation is quite useful, for the Laplacean on forms defined in a 
Riemannian manifold is of this type. 

Let us now just assume that we are given a second order operator P in 
an open set X d R n with C°° coefficients and positive definite principal 
symbol p(x,^) = X g - / k W ^ ^ . Then it follows from Corollary C.5.2 that there 
is a neighborhood V of {0} x X in R " x l , a neighborhood W of the 
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diagonal in X x X, and a uniquely defined diffeomorphism 

VB(x,y)\-*(y(x,y),y)eW 

with y(0,y) = y9 y~(0,j;) equal to the identity, and the principal symbol in the 
x coordinates 

Y,g"'(*,yHjZk=p{y(*,yVy'*(z,y)-1Z) 
satisfying (17.4.4). We choose V so that {x;(x,y)eV} is convex for every 
yeX. If {x,y)eWwe have a well defined Riemannian distance s(x,y), 

s(y(x, y \ y)=(I £/*(o, y) st} xkf. 
The square is in C°°(W). Pulling the functions uv(x9y) defined by (17.4.7) 
back to Whom V, we obtain uniquely defined UveC°°{W) such that 

(17.4.6)' (P(x,D)-Z)Xl/v(x,y)Fv(s(x,>0) 
0 

= (det g>\y)f Sy(x) + (P(x, D) UN(x,y)) FN(s(x, y)). 

This works of course equally well on a manifold. Note that 5y(x) is a 
distribution density on X which becomes a distribution when divided by the 
natural Riemannian density (detgjk)_idx. 

Since FN(s(x,y))eC2N+1~n the error term on the right-hand side of 
(17.4.6)' is as smooth as we please when N is large. All terms are C°° off the 
diagonal. If we choose xeC°°(XxX) with support in W so that ^ = 1 in 
some neighborhood of the diagonal and set 

JV 

F(x, y) = *(x, y) X Uv(x, y) Fv(s(x> y))> 
o 

it follows that 

(P(x, D) - z) F(x, y) = (det g*{y)f 6y(x) + R(x, y) 

where R€C2N + 1~n. The operator 

^f(x) = $F(x,y)f(y) (detgJk(y))-±dy 

maps $'(X) to 3>'(X) and preserves wave front sets. With 0t defined similar
ly with F replaced by JR, we have 

(P-z)^r = I + @ 

so & is a right parametrix in the sense that 01 is as smooth as we wish if N 
is large. Taking the adjoint of a right parametrix for the adjoint of P — z we 
obtain a left parametrix for P — z also. (A simple argument which we 
postpone until Section 18.1 shows that they have essentially the same singu
larities.) From these facts it is easy to derive for P the results on existence 
and regularity of solutions proved in Chapter XIII for general elliptic 
differential equations. (In Section 18.1 we shall also give a simple general 
method for the construction of a parametrix for an arbitrary elliptic opera
tor.) 
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The preceding construction can also be applied to the wave equation 

d2/dt2 + P 

in 1R"+1 associated with P9 and this will be essential in Section 17.5. If we 
replace z by T2 in (17.4.1) and take the inverse Fourier-Laplace transform 
defined by 

(17.4.1)' Ev(t,x) = v\(2n)'n-1 J e' (<*'«>+t t )(|f|2-T2)-v-1df £*T 
I m t = c < 0 

in the sense of distribution theory, we obtain a distribution with support in 
the forward light cone {(t,x); t^\x\}(cf. (7.4.7)). We have 

(17.4.2)" (d2/dt2-A)Ev = vEv_u v>0; (d2/dt2-A)E0 = 60f0; 

(17.4.3)" -2dEJdx = xEv_l9 v>0. 

In the following lemma we collect some further properties which will be 
required in this section and in Section 17.5. 

Lemma 17.4.2. Ev is a homogeneous distribution of degree 2 v + 1 — n with 
support in the forward light cone, 

(17.4.10) £ , = 2 - 2 " - 1 7 r ( 1 - " ) / 2 x r ( 1 " n ) / V - k | 2 ) , * > 0. 

Ev is a C00 function of t with values in ^'(R") when 12:0, and 

d*Ev( + 0,.)=0whenk^2v, d2v+1 Ev(+0,.) = v\do. 

Furthermore, 

(17.4.11) WF(Ev-Ev) = {(t,x;x,0; t2 = \x\\ 

T2 = |£|2, ZX + t^Q}, 

and Ev — Ev, dt(Ev — Ev) are continuous functions of x with values in S!'2k(WL) if 
k is an integer with k^(n- l ) /2 -v.Ifk = (n- l ) /2 - v then for x = 0 

dt(Ev - Eu) = 2^n+ln(l-n)/\-l)kk\6^\t)/(2k)l 

dt(E0 — E0) is the Fourier transform of \sgnx de0(x,r2), where 

(17.4.12) e0(x,T2) = (2n)-n J <?*<*'«></{. 
I«l<|t| 

Proof (17.4.10) was proved in Section 6.2 when v = 0. Since 

{d2/dt2-A)f+(t2-\x\2)=(4a + 2n-2)f+-1(t2-\x\2) 

by the computations preceding Theorem 6.2.1, the recursion formula 
(17.4.2)" follows from (17.4.10). By Theorem 6.2.3 the equation (17.4.2)" has 
only one solution Ev with support in the forward light cone when Ex_1 is 
known. Hence (17.4.10) follows by induction. The statement on the wave 
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front set follows at once from Theorem 8.2.4 when t#=0. When x = t = 0 we 
just have to note that the wave front set is closed and that 

by Theorem8.3.1 it follows that T2 = |£I 2 in the wave front set. 
In particular (17.4.11) implies that Ev — Ex is a C°° function of x with 

values in 2'. Set a = v + ( l -n ) /2 and let <5 = |*l2>0. Then dt(Ev-Ev) is a 
constant times the distribution 

es,a=f+-1(t2-S)2\t\=t/\t\jtx
a
+(t2-d). 

If (j) is an odd test function then <e5fl,^)>=0, and if 0 is an even test 
function then 

\j/ is also an even test function, and by Taylor's formula 

s u p l ^ l ^ s u p l ^ - ^ l . 

Since ed 0 and ed^ are obviously continuous with values in S>'°, it follows 
that e& a is continuous with values in £$'2k if k and 2 a are integers and a 
+ k£0'. Wehave^ 0 ,_ k = 2(-l)k/c!(5(2k)/(2/c)! 

E0 is the limit when e->0 of E0 e, 

JE0}g(t,x) = (27c)-W-1 j ^ ( < X ^ > + f T ) - £ ^ 2 ( | ^ | 2 - T 2 ) - 1 ^ ^ d T . 
I m t = - 1 

Since 
JeaTiT/(|^|2-T2)rfT = 27ci2/(-2)(^^l +€-'"«•), 

if the integral is taken from — i — oo to — i+oo and from i+oo to i— oo, it 
follows that d(E0c — E0c)/dt is the Fourier transform of 
|sgnT£~CT2de0(x,T2). When e-»Q we obtain the last statement in Lem
ma 17.4.2. The proof is complete. 

With some abuse of the notation we shall write Ev(t,\x\) instead of 
Ev(t,x) in what follows; when t=0 this should be interpreted as the limit 
when t -• -f 0. If the coordinates are geodesic in the convex neighborhood 
X0 of 0, it follows from (17.4.6) with wo(0) = l that in X0 

(17.4.6)" (d2/dt2 + P{x,D))Y,uv(x)Ev(t,\x\g) 
o 

= (det g*f 50t 0 + (P(x, D) uN(x)) EN(t, \x\g). 

The error term is in Ck if fc<iV-(n-l)/2. If |x |g<c implies xeX0 then 
£v(t,x) = 0 for t<c in a neighborhood of {x; |x | g^c}, so (17.4.6)" remains 
valid in ( — oo,c) x X for any XZDX0 if uv is extended arbitrarily to X. 

As in the elliptic case we can extend the construction to general coor
dinates by taking the pullback by the inverse of the map (t,x,y) 
h^(t,y(x,y),y) to geodesic coordinates. Then we obtain: 
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Proposition 17.4.3. For any open 7cXc=]Rn one can choose c>0 and 
[ / J GC 0 0 (X x Y) such that, with s(x,y) denoting the geodesic distance from x to 
y, we have in (— oo, c) x X x Y 

(17.4.6)^ (d2/dt2 + P{x, D)) I Uv(x, y) Ev(t, s(x, y)) 
o 

= (det g>*)* 80>y + (P(x, D) UN(x, y))EN(t, s(x, y)). 

When s(x,y)^c the coefficients Uj are defined by integrating the equa
tions (11.4.1) in geodesic coordinates, and when s(x,y)>c their definition is 
irrelevant. 

If the coefficients of P are in C°°(X) and P remains elliptic in X, we can 
extend the coefficients to a neighborhood of X and then take Y=X. 
However, the situation is much more difficult when we want to construct a 
parametrix for the mixed problem for the wave operator d2/dt2 + P in 
1R x X with Dirichlet data on dX. Then Proposition 17.4.3 can only be used if 
t<d{y\ where d(y) is the geodesic distance from y to dX. If P= — A and X 
is a half space, then the "Green's function" with pole at (0,y) introduced in 
Theorem 12.9.12 is just E0(t,x — y) — E0(t,x — y*) where y* is the reflection of 
y in dX. We shall prove that this construction can be modified in a manner 
completely analogous to (17.4.6)'" when t is not larger than a fixed multiple 
of the distance d(y) of y from the boundary. It is possible to extend the 
construction to all t which are small compared to d*, which has to be 
assumed in order to guarantee that no light rays emanating from y arrive 
tangentially at the boundary. However, this is more laborious and will not 
be essential in the application in Section 17.5. 

Before proceeding it is useful to rephrase the existence of geodesic 
normal coordinates as the existence of an exponential map. Given 

P = ~ I d/dXj(gJkd/dxk) + X bjd/dxj + c 

in XczWL" we define again the Riemannian metric X^jfe(x)^xj^xfc where (gjk) 
is the inverse of (gjk). When yeX and s is a tangent vector at y with small 
norm, 

then one defines expys as the point at distance \s\y from y on the geodesic 
with tangent vector s at y. If we introduce geodesic normal coordinates at y, 
then this becomes the identity map. Hence it follows that 

(y,s)b-+{y,Qxpys) 

is a diffeomorphism of a neighborhood of the zero section in the tangent 
bundle of X on a neighborhood of the diagonal in X x X. (The right setting 
for this is of course a Riemannian manifold.) 

Let us now consider a Riemannian manifold with boundary, or for 
simplicity an open bounded subset X of 1RW with C00 boundary dX. We 
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assume that gjkeC°°(X) and choose some extension of gjk to a neigh
borhood of X. When the geodesic distance d(y) from y to dX is sufficiently 
small and \s\ <4d(y), say, we shall then define a reflected exponential map 
as follows. First we start from y on the geodesic with direction 5. If the 
boundary dX is encountered at a distance <|s|y we shall prove that the 
intersection is transversal and that continuing on the geodesic with direction 
obtained by the usual law of reflection to a total arc length \s\y we obtain a 
point expj s with the standard properties of the exponential map. (In the flat 
case discussed above it will be the point (y + s)*.) In particular, (17.4.4) is 
valid for the metric in X when these coordinates are used. When \s\ =2d(y) 
and s has the direction of the geodesic from y minimizing the boundary 
distance, we obtain expj; s = y. 

To simplify the discussion of the reflected exponential map we assume 
that X is defined by x„^0 in a neighborhood of OeR" and that the 
coordinates are geodesic with respect to the boundary plane dX defined by 
x„ = 0 (Corollary C.5.3). Thus 

gjn = 0 for j*n, gnn = L 

Let K0 be a compact subset of dX. Translating and changing scales we 
obtain the metric Gy defined by 

Igjk((y\onynx)SjSk=\s\i2. 

If (j/,0)eKo this is defined in any desired bounded subset of R" when yn is 
small enough, and when yn=0 we obtain a flat metric with no cross 
products between dxn and dxj for j + n. The point y corresponds to the fixed 
point i7 = (0, ...,0,1). The exponential map 

By = {SeWLn; \S\y
n<4}sS\-+Qxpy

nS 

corresponding to Gy is a C00 function of (S,y). For yn = 0 it reduces to Sh-> 
S + Il, so for fixed small yn it is a diffeomorphism in a neighborhood of 
£</,o) T h e nth c o o rdinate F(S,y) of exp^S is equal to 1 + S„ when yn = 0. 
Hence the zero set of this function is a C°° hypersurface close to the plane 
Sn= —1 which divides By into the starshaped inverse image By

+ of X and 
the complement By_=By\By

+ mapped to [X. When SeBy_ the equation 
F(AS,y) = Q has a unique solution A(S,y)e[0,1]; it is a C°° function equal to 
— \/Sn when yn = 0. The point of reflection 

x(S,y) = expy
n(HS,y)S) 

is therefore also a C°° function of S and y, and so is the tangent T(5, y) of 
the geodesic there. When yn = 0 it is equal to S. Let f(S,y) be the reflection 
of T(S,y) in the tangent plane of dX at x(S,y% which just means a change of 
sign for the nth coordinate. Then our reflected exponential map is defined by 

exp^S = exp£(S,y)((l -X(S,y)) f(S,y)\ SeBy_. 
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Fig. 1 

For small yn this is a C00 function of (S, y) and it reduces to 

SMSi V 1 / - 1 - S J ; s . ^ - i , l%<4; 
when j>„=0. Note that the reflected exponential map gives another coor
dinate system in a neighborhood of 77. (See Fig. 1.) 

The differential with respect to S of the total length \S\y
n of the broken 

geodesic from 77 to x(S,y) and on to Y(S,j;) = expJjyS is equal to the 
differential of the length of the geodesic from x(S,y) to Y(S,y) when x(S,y) 
is left fixed, for the reflection law means that it is stationary with respect to 
variations of x(S,y). Thus the surface {exp^yS;|S|^ = 7?} is orthogonal to the 
geodesic from x(S,y) to Y(S,y). For the metric Gry in By_ obtained by 
pulling the metric Gy back from X by the reflected exponential map exp£y, 
the rays through 0 are therefore geodesies with arc length |S|^ and they are 
orthogonal to the spheres \S\y

n = constant. But this means precisely that Gr'y 

satisfies (17.4.4). We can therefore use the Hadamard construction with 
these coordinates in Qy = expjfy By_ to construct the reflection of the para
metrix of P at y. 

To do so we first rewrite (17.4.6)'" in terms of the stretched coordinates. 
Set 

P,(x, D) = - £ d/dx/g>k{(?9 0) + ynx)d/dxk) 
+ ynl W , 0) + ynx) d/dxj + y2

n c((y', 0) + ynx)). 

Then (17.4.6)'" means that 

(d2/dt2 + Py(x9D))X Uv((y\0) + ynx,y)Ev(t,s
y(x,II))y2

n
v 

o 
=(det g> W Kn+(P,(x, D) UN((y', 0)+yax, y)) EN(t, s>{x, II))y2

n
N 

Here sy(x,77) is the Gy distance from 77 to x, and we have used that the 
Dirac measure in lRn+1 is homogeneous of degree — n — 1 and that Ev is 
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homogeneous of degree 2v + l—n. Let Qy be the operator Py pulled back to 
By_ by the reflected exponential map. The coefficients of Qy are C°° func
tions of (x, y\ and when yn = 0 we have 

Now we determine vveC°°(By_) so that 

(17.4.7)' 2vi;v-H,t?v + 2<S,3i?V3S> + 2Qyt;v_1=0 

where Hy is defined by (17.4.5), for the operator Qy of course. To satisfy the 
Dirichlet boundary conditions we must impose the boundary conditions 

(17.4.13) vv(S) = y2*Uv((y\0) + ynexpy
nS,yl SeBy

0, 

where By
0 = ByndBy_. It is clear that this determines all vv as C°° functions 

of (S,y). When yn = 0 we obtain v0 = l and vv = 0 for v#=0. Define Vv(.,y) in 
Qy so that the pullback by expjf is vv, and set 

(17.4.14) S»(t9 x, y) = £ (C/v((/, 0) + ynx, y)y2
n
vEv(t, sy(x, 77)) 

o 

-Vv(x9y)Ev(t9?>y(x,II))l xeQy, 

where sr'y(x,77) is the reflected Gy distance from 77 to x. Let O be the set of 
all (x,y) with xeQy and y in a small neighborhood co of KczdX. Then we 
have <fN(£,x, j;) = 0 in the sense of distribution theory when x„ = 0, and 

(17.4.15) (d2/dt2 + Py(x9 D)) £N{t, x, y) 

= (det gjk(ypS0>y + (Py(x, D) UN((y\ 0) + ynx, y))y™EN(t9 sy(x, 77)) 

- (P,(x, 7>) FN(x, y)) E„(t, s^(x, 77)); (x, tfeG. 

Note that the error term becomes arbitrarily smooth when N is large. 
Summing up, we have proved 

Proposition 17.4.4. Let K0 be a compact subset of dX. Then K0 has a 
neighborhood co in X such that (17.4.14) for every N defines a parametrix SN 

for the Dirichlet-Cauchy mixed problem in Q = {(x,y); yeco, sr'y(x,77)<4} 
when t<4; this means that $N(t,x,y) = 0 when x„ = 0, in the distribution sense, 
and that 

(17.4.15)' (d2/dt2 + Py(x9 D)) £N(t, x, y) = (det gjk(y)fd0,n + RN(t, x, y) 

where ^ G C when fi<N — (n — l)/2. The coefficients Vv(x,y) are C°° functions 
of(x,y)EQ, and F0(X,J;) = 1, Vv(x,y) = 0 for v # 0 when yn = 0. 

Since the coefficients of the incident wave in (17.4.14) vanish as y2v when 
yn=0, and differentiation with respect to x increases the order of the zero, 
one might ask if the last statement can be improved. However, this is not 
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possible. To see this we shall carry out the proof of Proposition 17.4.4 to 
first order in yn = S when y' = 0. We may assume that the metric is Euclidean 
at 0 and geodesic inside the boundary, hence 

Gy = Y.dx2j-2dxnH{dx') 

where = means equality mod 0(S2). Here the quadratic form H is the 
second fundamental form of dX at 0 with normal oriented towards X. 
Since only the second fundamental form at 0 is important, we can as well 
do the calculation in Rw with the metric ^dxj and X defined by 
xn>5H(x')l2, for this gives rise to a metric Gy of the preceding form when 
one takes geodesic coordinates with respect to dX. We may assume that 
H(x') = Y;Hjx] where Hj are the principal curvatures, and we shall write 
H(x') = (x\Hx'y with H diagonal. 

The first step is to find X so that (XSf, 1 + XSn)edX, that is, 

l+XSn = SH(XS')/2. 

Thus XSn = -1+0(6) and XSn= -l+dH(S'/Sn)/2. The reflection takes place 
at x = (XS',5H(XS')/2). The normal is there {-SHx\l) = (5HS'/Sn,ll with 
length = 1. The reflection S of S in the tangent plane is 

S^S-2(SH(SySn + Sn)(dHSySnA)MSf-2SHS\-Sn-2SH(SySn). 

Thus 
expySEE(S'-2(l + l/Sn)SHS\ -l-Sn-SH(S')(l/S2

n+2/Sn)). 

The pullback Q of A by this map is equal to the pullback by the mapSf-» 
S + S\I/(S) where 

iP(S) = (-2(l + l/S„)HS', (l/S2
n+2/Sn)H(S')), 

hence 

Q = As _ 5 £ d/dSjil,Jkd/dSk+8 X 82 ifrj/dSj 8Sk d/dSk 

where \l/jk(S) = d\l/k/dSJ+dil/j/dSk. The function h in (17.4.5) becomes 

8 X Sk8
2 tftSj 8Sk = 2d(TrH + H(S'/Sn))/Sn. 

The first transport equation is in polar coordinates 

2rdv0/dr = hv0 

with boundary condition v0 = l at XS. Thus v0 = l-\-dw0 where 2rdw0/dr 
= 2(TrH + H(S'/Sn))/Sn, w0 = 0 when Sn= - 1 . This gives 

w 0 = - ( T r / f + if(S7SJ)(l + l/S„), 

S i ; 0 ^ ^ w 0 = ^ - 2 T r / / ( S n + 2)/5n
3-6/f(S')(Sn + 2)/5n

5). 

The next transport equation (2rd/dr + 2)v1—hvl = —2Qv0 with boundary 
condition v1=0 when Sn^= — 1 has a solution 0(<5) so we can drop the term 
hvx and integrate explicitly to get 

vx = -2(5(Tr /f + 3/f(5VSM))(l +Sn)/S
3
n. 
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Inductively we obtain for v>0 

(17.4.16) i ; v^-(52 v (2v- l ) ! ! (TrH + (2v + l)if(575n))(l+Sw)/Sn
2v+1. 

In particular, taking S' = 0 and Sn= — 2 we obtain 

Proposition 17.4.5. For the reflection coefficients Vv in (17.4.14) we have when 

dVv(n,y)/dy„=-2-*-H2v-iy.\F(y') 

where F(yf) is the mean curvature of dX at (y',0). Here ( — 1)!! should be 
interpreted as 1. 

17.5. Asymptotic Properties of Eigenvalues and Eigenfunctions 

As in Section 17.4 we denote by P(x,D) a second order differential operator 
of the form 

P(x,D) = -YJd/dxj(g
jkd/dxk)-¥YbJd/dxj + c 

with coefficients in C°°(X) where I is a bounded open subset of Rw with 
C°° boundary. We assume that {gjk) is real and positive definite in X and 
that P is symmetric with respect to a density Ydx with 0 < YeC°°(X), 

(17.5.1) (P(x,D)u,v)Y = (u,P{x,D)v)Y; u, veC%(Xl 

where 
(u,v)Y = $uvYdx. 

(The density simplifies coordinate changes but should be disregarded as 
otherwise irrelevant.) Let 0* be the operator defined by P(x9 D) in L2

Y(X) with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. As explained in Section 17.3 we have ue@p 
if and only if P(x,D)u=fel} and u is in the closure H of C^(X) in H(1)(X). 
Then we have 

£ (gjkDku, Djv) + X (bjdjU, v) + (cu,v)=(f, v); v€H. 

If ve@p we conclude using (17.5.1) that {0>u,v)Y = (u,0>v)Y. With v=Yu we 
obtain 

YJ\\Dju\\2+\\u\\2^C1(^u,u)Y+C2\\u\\2; ue@&\ 

where || || denotes the L2 norm in X. Hence £? is closed. As in Section 17.3 
it follows that P+CJC^ is bijective from 3)9 to L2, which proves that 0> is 
self-adjoint. If P(x,D) is replaced by P(x,D) + C2IGl we do not affect any of 
the statements on the eigenfunctions proved below, and then we have 

(17.5.2) \\u\\2
{1)S Cx(0>u,u)\ us®?; 
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where we have used the notation 

IMI(2fc)= I \\D*u\\2-
\a\*k 

From now on we assume that (17.5.2) is valid. We shall also write H{k)(X) 
for the set of all u with DaueL2(X), |a|gfc, and with the norm just defined. 
By Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality and (17.5.2) we have 

(17.5.2)' I M I u , ^ Infill, ue9,. 

In Section 17.3 we proved the stronger estimate (17.3.6), and we shall 
elaborate it further as follows. 

Lemma 17.5.1. If ueQ)^ and 0>ueHik)(X) where k is a non-negative integer, 
then ueH(k+2)(X) and 

(17.5.3) ll"ll(*+2)^Ck||^u||(k), ue&,. 

Proof For fc = 0 this follows from Theorem 17.3.2. When k>0 we may 
assume that the lemma has already been proved with k replaced by k — 1. If 
^eC^R") we then obtain 

| | ^ (0i<) | | ( k )^sup|^ | | |^ i i | | ( J k ) + C| | i i | | ( l k + 1 )^C' | |^i i | | ( J k ) . 

Hence it suffices to prove (17.5.3) when u has support in a coordinate patch. 
We can then assume the coordinates chosen so that X is there equal to the 
half space xw>0. If j<n then DjUeH and PDju = DjPu + iP{j)u where P(j) is 
also a second order operator. Hence (17.5.3) with k replaced by k — 1 gives 

This gives the desired estimate for all £>"«, |a| = /c + 2, except Dk
n
+2u. Now 

the differential equation gives 

D2
nu = ( g T V £ Dj(g>kDku) + ... + 0>u) 

where dots denote lower order terms, so the estimate of Dk
n

¥2u follows at 
once. The proof is complete. 

A useful consequence of (17.5.3) is that, with new constants, 

(17.5.4) \\u\\{2k)^Ck\\0>kul ue9„. 

This is clear if k = l. If k>l and (17.5.4) is proved for smaller values of k, 
then 

\\&u\\{2k_2)SCkW
kul ue9^ 

and (17.5.4) follows from (17.5.3). 
Already the estimate (17.5.2)' implies that 9 has a discrete spectrum, and 

9 is positive by (17.5.2). In fact, if Ex is the spectral family and u = Exu, then 
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| | ^ M | | ^ A | | U | | SO H ^ ^ C ^ N I by (17.5.2)'. The set of all such u with 
| |M | | ^1 is compact in L2 by Theorem 10.1.10. Thus EXL2(X) is a finite 
dimensional space (see e.g. Lemma 19.1.4). Let </>1?</>2, ••• be an orthonormal 
basis in L2

Y for the eigenfunctions such that 0<X1^X2^X2>^... for the 
corresponding eigenvalues. Then the kernel of Ex is Y(y) times 

(17.5.5) e(x,y,X)= £ 4 > / x ) ^ j , 
Xj^X 

and (^.eC°°(X) since ^JEH^X) for every /c. Here we have used a supple
ment to the Sobolev lemma (Lemma 7.6.3) which will also give an estimate 
for the spectral function e: 

Lemma 17.5.2. If v + n/2 <k then ueH{k)(X) implies ue CV(X) and 

(17.5.6) lk~v--n X sup lD^I^Cd lu l l ^ + A^lwll2), fel. 
| a |£v 

Proof. Decomposition of u by a partition of unity shows that it is sufficient 
to prove this when u has support in a coordinate patch, so we may assume 
that X = Rn

+ and that u has compact support. By Theorem B.2.1 it suffices 
to prove (17.5.6) when weC^(Rw

+). Then we shall even prove that 

(17.5.6)' / l k - | a | -^sup | i ) a
W | 2 ^C( X \\Dpu\\2 + Xk\\u\\2l |a |^v. 

Taking l^x as a new variable we see that it suffices to prove the estimate 
when X = 1. Then we first prove that 

(17.5.7) Xll^"l l 2^C(l l^"l l 2+H"ll 2)-
0 

This is clear when k = l. To prove (17.5.7) for /c = 2 we observe that 
0 0 OO 

J ( l» , / | 2 -b , | 2 + |t?|2)dt=J|f/ / + i?' + i;|2dt+.ji?(0) + i;/(0)|2,- veC%(R+). 
0 0 

It suffices to prove this when v is real valued, and then we have 

I7//2 — v'2 + v2 — (u^ + ^ H- u)2 = (t?'' -+- uOĈ " — ̂  — u" — v' — 2"u) = — 2(v/r +1;')(^ H- ^')-

(a deeper reason for this identity is that £ 4 - £ 2 + l = | { 2 - i ^ - l | 2 , £elR, 
where £2 —i£ —1 has its zeros in the upper half plane.) Hence we obtain 
(17.5.7) with /c = 2 and C = 2. Changing scales we have with L2 norms on 
(0,a)) 

||t;'||2^e||t;"||2 + £- 1bl l 2 , £>0, 

which proves that ||z/||2^2||i;"|| \v\. If now (17.5.7) is proved for a certain 
value of k, we obtain when applying it to Dnu 

i 
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Since 2C\\u\\\\D2u\\S\\D2u\\2/2 + 2C2\\u\\2, we obtain (17.5.7) with k re
placed by /c + 1 and another C after cancellation of \\D2u\\2/2. 

Using Parseval's formula for fixed xn we can strengthen (17.5.7) to 

(17.5.7)' £ | | D « M | | 2 5 ; C ( X | |D« M | | 2 + | |U | | 2 ) . 

This is obvious if a„ = 0 in the two sums and follows without such a 
restriction if we then use (17.5.7). The proof of (17.5.6)' is now reduced to 
proving the estimate 

sup \u\2SC\\u\\fk), usH{k)(W+l 
xn>0 

if k>n/2. By Corollary B.2.6 it follows from the same result in H{k)(JR.n) 
which is precisely Lemma 7.6.3. The proof is complete. 

We can now prove a crude but useful estimate for the spectral function. 

Theorem 17.5.3. There are constants Ca such that 

(17.5.8) \Dl9ye(x,y,X)\^Catt
n+W2; x9 yeX. 

Proof. Let feL2 and apply (17.5.6) to u = EJ with 2/c>|a|+n/2. Since 

| | W | | ( 2 f c ) ^C k | | ^ f c
W | | ^C^ | | / | | 

by (17.5.4), it follows from (17.5.6) that 

\D"EJ(x)\2SCj«+nl2\\f\\2. 
Here 

D«EJ(x) = (f,g)Y = (EJ,g)Y, g(y) = D*xe(x,y,X). 

Thus Exg = g and ||g||2^CaAlal+n/2. Now ||0*g||gA*||g||-so (17.5.6) gives 

|0,'g(y)l2^c„,A"'i+i"+" 

which completes the proof. 

An immediate consequence of (17.5.8) is that if N(X) is the number of 
eigenvalues ^ X, counted with multiplicities, then 

H(\) = TTEX = fe(x,x,\)f(x)dx = 0(Xn/2). 

where Tr denotes the trace. (We just have to integrate the definition 
(17.5.5).) The goal of this section is to prove rather precise asymptotic 
properties of N(X) by estimating e(x,x,X) first in compact subsets of X and 
then at the boundary. 

Remark. If the coefficients of P(x9D) are just in C°°(X) and & is any self 
adjoint extension of P(x,D) with domain C% which is bounded from below, 
then a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 17.5.3 shows that Ex has 
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a C°° kernel satisfying (17.5.8) on compact subsets of XxX. If dX has a 
smooth part a>, the coefficients of P(x, D) remain smooth in X u co, and the 
domain of ^ contains the smooth functions with support in Xua> vanishing 
on co, then (17.5.8) remains valid on compact subsets of (X u co) x (X u a>). In 
these circumstances 0* may not have a discrete spectrum so (17.5.5) is no 
longer meaningful. However, the results proved below on the spectral func
tion remain valid. 

Although the aim is to study the kernel of Ek we shall first examine the 
kernel of another function of & which is easier to approach. A particularly 
convenient choice is the cosine transform of the spectral measure 

00 

cos(f l / ^ ) = j* cos(t]/l)dEx. 
0 

To identify the kernel of this operator we take ^ e ^ ( R ) and feC^(X) 
which gives 

00 00 

J {cos(tY&)f,f)rxj,{t)dt= \ t(t)dt\cos{tfk)de(fJ,X) 
— 00 —00 

where 

e(f,f, A) = ( £ A / , / W H x , ) ; , X ) m f { y ) Y(x) Y(y)dxdy 

is an increasing function of X bounded by | | / | |2 . Interchanging the orders of 
integration we obtain 

00 

J {cos{t]/0>)f,f)Yn)dt 
— 00 

OO 

= \\(!?(VX) + j>(-VX))de(/, / , A) = | f (^(r) + ^ ( - r ) ) & ( / , / , r 2 ) 
o 

00 

0 

The last interchange of orders of integration is obviously justified if ifieCg. 
Hence the distribution kernel K{t,x,y)e3>'(WLx X x X) of / i ->cos ( f | / ^ ) / is 
the Fourier transform with respect to % of the temperate measure dm(x,y,x\ 

(17.5.9) m(x,y,r)= Y(y)(sgnr)e(x,y,x2)/2. 

That this is a temperate measure follows by polarization from the fact that 

\a\2 e(x,x, X) + abe(x, y, X) + abe(y,x, X) + \b\2 e(y, y, X) 

is increasing and 0(Xn'2) (by Lemma 17.5.3) for arbitrary complex a and b. If 
we can get good information on cos (t]/l?) then inversion of the Fourier 
transformation should give the desired results concerning e(x,y,X). 
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If feC™ then u(t,x) = cos(t]/^)f(x) is equal to / when t = 0, we have 
du/dt = 0 when t = 0, and 

\\(d/dty^ku\\S\\^j+kf\\ 

for arbitrary positive integers j and k. In view of (17.5.4) and Lemma 17.5.2 
it follows that M G C ° ° ( R X I ) and that M = 0 on WLxdX. Furthermore, we 
have 

(P + d2/dt2)u=0. 

Using the parametrices constructed in Section 17.4 and the initial conditions 
u=f and du/dt=0 when t = 0we can therefore reconstruct u approximately. 
Before writing down the approximation we prove a lemma which will allow 
us to estimate the error. 

Lemma 17.5.4. Let i?eC°°([0, T] xX) be a solution of the mixed problem 

(P + d2/dt2)v = h in [0, T] x X; 

(17.5.10) v = 0 in[0,T]xdX\ 

v = dv/dt = 0 ift = 0. 

Assume that djh/dtj = 0 when t = 0 ifj<k. Then it follows that 

(17.5.11) £ \\D]+i-h(t,.)\\(})^Ck (\\\Dk
sh(s,.)\\ds+ £ IIDfT'-'fefcOlly,). 

o \o o / 

Proof If fc = 0 the assertion is a standard energy estimate proved as follows. 
Since (Pdv/dt,v)Y = (dv/dt,Pv)Y, we have 

2 Re(fc, dv/dt)Y = d/dt(\\dv/dt\\2+(Pv, v)Y). 

Integration from 0 to t gives in view of (17.5.2) 

ll^/5t | |^+| | t ) | | (
2

1 )/C1^2M}||/ I(s> .) | |r^, 
0 

M 2 = sup ||a»(s,.)/0s||J+||»(s,.)||(
2

1)/C1. 

The same estimate holds for smaller values of t, so 
t 

M2<>2M\\\h{s,.)\\Yds. 
o 

which proves (17.5.11) when fc = 0. If /c>0 we have d2v/dt2 = h-Pv = 0 when 
t = 0. If (17.5.11) is proved for smaller values of k we can therefore apply 
(17.5.11) to dv/dt and obtain (17.5.11) with the term for7 = fc + l missing in 
the left-hand side. Now it follows from (17.5.3) that 

which completes the proof. 
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Choose c > 0 so that (17.4.6)"' holds for all (x,y)eXxX at geodesic 
distance s(x,y)<c. Let d(y) denote the geodesic distance from y to dX and 
set Xp = {yeX;d(y)>p} for some p<c. If yeXp and t<p the parametrix in 
(17.4.6)'" 

^ x , y ) = ^ [ / v ( x j ) £ v ( M ( x j ) ) 
o 

is well defined when xeX and vanishes near dX. If feC^(Xp) then 

u(t,x) = $£(t,x9y)(detgJk(y))-±f(y)dy 

is in C°°([0,p]xX); u = 0 in [0 ,p]xdX and w = 0, du/dt = f when f = 0. 
Moreover, w depends continuously on /• in the G00 topology. This follows at 
once from Lemma 17.4.2 if we introduce instead of y a new variable z with 
exp>,z = x, for then we obtain a sum of terms with Ev(t,z) acting on a C°° 
function of z and x, as a function of z. Thus 

v = cos(t]/l?)f-du/dt 

has zero Cauchy and Dirichlet data, and by (17.4.6)'" 

h(t, x) = (P(x, D) + d2/dt2) v(t9 x) 

= -$dRN(t,x,y)/dt(detg*(y))-tf(y)dy9 

RN(t,x,y) = (P{x,D)UN(x,y))EN(t,s(x,y)). 

By Lemma 17.4.2 we have RNeCk + 1 if N>fc + (n + l)/2, and for |a|^/c we 
then obtain 

\DftXtydRN(t9x9y)/dt\^Ct2N'H-^ 

Since s(x,j/):g£ in the support it follows that 

j ||Djfc(s,.)ll <*« + *£ ||Df->-•'*(«,OHo,^ c t 2 W + 1 - * - k | |/ | |L1. 
0 0 

Hence Lemma 17.5.4 gives 

l l^ , . ) l l ( k + i )+Pr^OII( k )^Cf 2 N + 1 -*- k | | / l l L t . ^ 0 . 

We may replace fc by 0 here. If |a|+-|n<fc + l, hence if |a| + n + l<iV, we 
obtain using Lemma 17.5.2 with X~i~2 that Dxtv is continuous and that 

(17.5.12) \D&\^aw-W-n\\f\\Lx, 

provided that at most one derivative is taken with respect to t. This 
restriction is removed at once by means of the equation d2 v/dt2 = h~Pv. 

Set ^ 
KN(t9x,y) = dm(x,y,t)-^(t9x,y)(dQtgJk(y))-*9 t>09 

which is a continuous function of t with values in 3)\X x X0). If we replace 
/ by Dfif in the proof of (17.5.12) we obtain 

\Dx^KN(t9x9ylD^f(y)}\SCt2N-^^-n\\f\\Ll 
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if |a + j8| + n+ l< iV . Choose xeC^(Rn) with $xdx = l and set xdx) 
= X(x/e)/stt. Taking f(y) = xc(z — y) we then obtain 

| ^ > z , ,<K N ( t ,x , . ) ,x £ (z - . )> |^C^-W-" , \a\+n + KN. 

Letting £-•() we conclude that KNeCN~"~3 and that 

\Dl<yitKN(t,x,yMCt2N-M-", \a\SN-n-3. 

Since dm is even we obtain the same result when t e R with KN(t,x,y) replaced 
by ^ 

dm(x,y,t)-dt(£(-t,x,y)-£(-t,x,y))(detg*(y))-*. 
Here all terms are continuous functions of (x, y) with values in ^ ' (R) so we 
can put x = v and obtain 

Theorem 17.5.5. Let Q = {(t,x) € R x X; |f| < min(d(x), c)}. 77ien 

5^T(x, x, t)- £ a,(£v(t, 0)-Ev(t,0)) t/v(x, x)(det gJ'*(x))-* 
2 V < M 

is w C°°(£2) if n is even, and in C°°(Q) after division by \t\ if n is odd. All 
derivatives are bounded in Q. For t^:0 the Taylor expansion with respect to t 
is in both cases 

X 3,(Ev(t,0)-£v(t,0)) Uy(x,x)(detgik{x))-*. 
2v^n 

Here Uv(x,x) are the coefficients in Proposition 11 A3 restricted to the diago
nal, so they are polynomials in the coefficients of P, their derivatives, and 
(detg^(x))"1. 

It follows from Lemma 17.4.2 with the notation (3.2.10)' that 

5f(£v(t,0)-Ev(t,0)) = 2-2 v7i ( 1-" ) / 2 t2 v-7r(v + ( l-n)/2) 

if n is even; when n is odd we just have to replace t by |t| unless 2v=n—\ 
— 2k where k is an integer ^ 0 ; then we have 

dt(Ev(t,0)-Ev(t,0)) = 2-2vn{1-n)/\-l)kk\di2ky(2k)\. 

This is clear when t + 0 and follows at 0 since the left-hand side is homo
geneous of degree 2v — n and even in t, so a distribution with support at 0 
can only occur in the last case which was discussed explicitly in Lem
ma 17.4.2. 

If the Fourier transform of a measure dp is known in an interval /, then 
we can compute the convolution of dp. with any function cf) such that supp $ 
c J. The following lemma will give some estimates for dp which can then be 
obtained. We denote by 0 a positive function in ^ ( R ) with \^)(x)dx = \ and 
s u p p l e ( — 1,1), such as </> = |iAI2*llAI2 where I ^ G C ^ - ^ ) and the L2 norm 
of \jj is 1. Set (f)a(T) = 4>(T/a)/a, a > 0 , so that <j>a(t) = <j)(at) has support in 
(-lAU/a). 
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Lemma 17.5.6. If fi is an increasing temperate function with iu(0) = 0, and v is 
a function of locally bounded variation such that v(0) = 0 and 

(17.5.13) IdvWI^MoflTl + flo)--1^, 

\(dii-dv)*<l>M£M1(\T\+a1r9 TGR, 

for some jce[0,n — 1] and a0 =
 a> a^a, then 

(17.5.14) l / iW-vWI^aMof ldT l+ao r - '+MaiT l+ f l JdT l+a^ ) 

where C only depends on K and n. 

Proof Choose c 0 > 0 so that <f)>c0 in (—•|,-j). Then 

C o f l - ^ T ^ ^ ^ ^ a W ^ A f ^ l T l + a ^ + CiMoflTl+flor-1, 

since 

J(/)a(s)(|T-5| + a 0 r - 1 ^ = J^(s)( |T-a5| + a 0 r - 1 d 5 

^( iTi+f lorM^xi+N)" ' 1^. 
From this estimate it follows that 

ColAiW-MT-as^fldsl + l J^MoOTl+f lo + alsl)"-1 

+ M1(|T|+a1+a|s|)K) 

if we divide (0,5) into ^ | s | + l intervals of length ^ 1 . Multiplication by </>(s) 
and integration yields 

lA iW-Zi^aWI^C^tModTl+aor - '+MidTl + fl^). 

The first part of (17.5.13) gives such an estimate with fi replaced by v and 
Mx replaced by 0. Since integration of the second part of (17.5.13) from 0 to 
T proves that 

l O i - v J ^ . W - ^ - v J ^ ^ O ^ M j T l d T l + a ^ , 

the estimate (17.5.14) follows. 

In the following theorem e0(0,A) is defined by (17.4.12), hence equal to 
(2n)~nXn/2 times the volume of the unit ball. 

Theorem 17.5.7. For the spectral function e(x, y, X) of the Dirichlet problem in 
X we have, if d(x) is the distance from x to dX, 

(17.5.15) \e(x,x, X) Y(x)-e0(09 A)(det gjk(x))~*| ^ CXn/2/(l + d(x)A*). 

Proof We shall apply Lemma 17.5.6 with a = l/min(d(x),c) and 

H(x) = m(x9 x, T) = Y(x) sgn T e(x, x, T2)/2 

V(T) = sgn T e0(0, T2)(det g^(x))~^/2. 
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By Lemma 17.4.2 the leading term in the expansion of d\i given by Theo
rem 17.5.5 is the Fourier transform of dv; the other singular terms are 
Fourier transforms of | t |n _ 1~2 1 times smooth functions of x for ()<*<; 
(n —1)/2. Hence (dti — dv)*(j)a is the sum of the regularizations of these func
tions and a bounded function, so (17.5.13) is valid with K = max(n —3,0). 
Hence (17.5.14) is valid which proves (17.5.15) when d(x)X*>l. Since 
(17.5.15) is a consequence of (17.5.8) when d(x)X*^l, the proof is complete. 

Corollary 17.5.8. / / N(X) is the number of eigenvalues ^X of the Dirichlet 
problem in X, then 

(17.5.16) \N{X)-(2n)~n Cnvo\{X)Xnl2\^Cttn-1)l2\ogX 

where vol(X) is the Riemannian volume of X and Cn is the Euclidean volume 
of the unit ball. 

Proof Since 

N(X) = J e(x, x, X) Y(x)dx 
x 

we obtain (17.5.16) by integration of (17.5.15). 

(17.5.16) is a vast improvement compared to our earlier bound N(X) 
= 0(Xn/2). However, we shall show now that the factor log X can also be 
eliminated. The interest of this improvement is that an example below 
shows that the error term 0(Xin~1)l2) is sometimes optimal. We shall also 
show that the boundary dX has an influence proportional to Xin~1)/2 and to 
its Riemannian volume. 

The main point is an extension of Theorem 17.5.5 which gives better 
information at dX. To state it we first introduce the map 

5Ix[0,c]3(x ' , (5)H>x(x'^)eI 

such that <5f—>x(x',<5) is the geodesic with arc length S normal to dX at x' 
when <5 = 0. For small c this is a diffeomorphism on a neighborhood Xc of 
dX in X. We shall denote the inverse by xi—>{y{x\ d(x)). Thus d(x) denotes 
the geodesic distance from x to dX as before, and y(x) is the point on 8X 
with geodesic distance d(x) to x. 

Theorem 17.5.9. / / c is sufficiently small and xeXc, 0<t<c, then 

(17.5.17) t"5m(x,x,0 = /i(x,t)-/2(y(x),d(x)/r,0 

where 

(i) I^C^iX x [0,c)) and the Taylor expansion at t = 0 is given by 

^2-2 v7c ( 1-w ) / 2 t2 v(r(v + (l-n)/2))-1l7v(x,x)(detg'/fc(x))-^ 

with Uv defined in Proposition 11 A3; 
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(ii) 29 — 1 in the support of I2(x\9,i) and 29 = 1 in the singular support, 

W M - ' l Vv(n,x(x\9t))(detgJ\x(x\9t))yH-2vE'v(U20) 
o 

eCk(dXx [ i , l ] x [0,c]), fe<iu-(n-l)/2, 

wifft Fv as m Proposition 17 A A and E'v(t,x) = dEv(t,x)/dt. Moreover, I2(x',9,0) 
= Fo( l ,20)(detg 'V,O))-* 

Before discussing the proof, which we cannot complete until Chapter 
XXIV, we shall apply Lemma 17.5.6 to draw conclusions concerning the 
spectral function. 

Theorem 17.5.10. For the spectral function e(x,y,k) of the Dirichlet problem in 
X we have 
(17.5.18) \e(x,x, X)T(x) - (*0(0, A) - e0(2d(x\A))(det *>*(*))-*| 

SC\Hxi2+d(x)-l)n~2. 
Here and below we sometimes write eo(S, A) instead of eo(y, A) when \y\ = 6. 
Proof When d(x)>c>0 this is a consequence of Theorem 17.5.7, for 

(17.5.19) \e0(2d(x\X)\^CXn/2(l+d(x)^)-(n+1)/2 

by Corollary7.7.15, and the right-hand side is 0(ttn-1)/2/d(x)). When d(x)^c 
we shall use Lemma 17.5.6 with a = l/c fixed and 

//(T) = m(x, X,T)=% Y(X) sgn T e(x, x, T2), 

v(T)=isgnT(^0(0,T2)-go(2rf(x),T2)F0(/7,x))(detg^(x))-^. 

From (17.4.12) it follows that 

\de0(x9T
2)/dx\=(2n)~H\ j ei<x^> dS\ 

where dS is the Euclidean surface measure. Hence 

\deQ{x,%2)\ = C\x\n-ld% 

where (27c)MC is the area of the unit sphere. This proves the first part of 
(17.5.13). The theorem will follow if we prove that 

(17.5.20) \(dfi-dv)*4>a(x)\SC(\T\ + d(x)-1f-2. 

In fact, V0(n,x)-l = O{d{x)\ and d(x)e0(2d(x),%2) = O(t"-1) by (17.5.19). 
The proof of Theorem 17.5.7 gives the bound C(l + |T|)""~2 for the inverse 

Fourier transform of 

$(t/c)(dm(x,x,t)-r"I2(y(x),d{x)/t,t) 

.-.(F0(t,0)+F0(-t,0))(detg>*)-*). 

What remains is to estimate the inverse Fourier transform of 

$(t/c)t-(I2(y(xMix)/t, t)-V0(n, x)E'0{l,2d{x)/t)(det *")"*). 
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When 0 ̂  9 = f and xn = d (x) then 

tn dm(x, x, t) - (F0(l, 0) - 7p(JI, x) F0( l ,2 0))(dety*(x))-* 

has uniformly bounded derivatives with respect to (x\9,t) for small t and 
vanishes when 9 = 0 or £ = 0, so this difference is 0(9t) = 0(d(x)). Hence we 
have, with d = d(x) 

\I2(x\9,t)-V0(n,x)E'0(iae)(dQtg^k(x)r-\^t2 + d, O ^ f l ^ i 

When 3 < 0 < 1 it follows from (ii) in Theorem 17.5.9 that such an estimate 
holds after subtraction of sufficiently many singular terms. For a function 
^ C\f(t/c)\((t2 + d)/(t-\-d)n + l) the inverse Fourier transform with respect to 
t can be estimated by 

C(c + d\(t + d)-ndt + ](t + d)2-ndt)SC(c + d2-n(l/(n-l) + c)). 
o o 

Choose V e C0°°((-4,4)) even, with ip = 1 in (1,3) and V = 0 in (0,^). What 
remains is to estimate the inverse Fourier transform of the singular terms in 
12 with vH=0 cut off by a factor ij/(t/d). First we prove that the inverse 
Fourier transform with respect to t of \j/(t/d) E'v(t/d,2)/dn can be estimated by 
Cd 1 - n ( l + |T|d) (M-1) /2-v. Introducing t/d as a new variable we reduce the 
proof to the case where d = 1. Then 

^(t)Ef
v(ta)=Cv^(t)t(t + 2y^n+^2f+-{n+1)/2(t-2). 

The inverse Fourier transform of the last factor is apart from a constant 
factor e2iz{T + iO)in-1)/2-v (Example7.1.17), so the statement follows since the 
inverse Fourier transform of the other factor is in Sf. Recall that Vv = 0(d). 
Now 

^2-M(l+|T|^) ( n-1 ) / 2-v^C(rf2-n + |T|n-2), 

for (n —1)/2 — v = n — 2 when v + 0. This proves (17.5.20) and completes the 
proof of the theorem. 

We shall now prove that the logarithm can be dropped in (17.5.16). To 
prepare for a refinement in Chapter XXIX we shall in fact prove somewhat 
more: 

Corollary 17.5.11. If ij/eC^X) then 

(17.5.21) \im X{1-n)/2\$\l/(x)e(x,x,X)r(x)dx-
A-+oo 

- ^ 2 ( 2 T T ) - " cn H^tgjk(y))-H(y)dy+ 

+ 4-1X{n-1)/2(2n)1-nCn_1$il/dS\ = C$\il/\Ydx 
x 

where dS is the Riemannian volume element in dX and Cv is the volume of the 
unit ball in Rv; C is independent ofxjj. 
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Proof. Let c be so small that dX x[09c]3(x'98)\->x(x'98) is a diffeomor-
phism. If d(x)>c/2 in supp^ then (17.5.21) follows from Theorem 17.5.7 so 
we may assume that d(x)<c in suppi/f. By (17.5.8) and (17.5.19) we may 
replace the right-hand side of (17.5.18) by CXn,2

9 and this is a better estimate 
if d(x)2-n>X(n-1)l2. After modifying (17.5.18) in this way then, we multiply 
by A(1-n)/2|i/f(x)| and integrate over X. If n = 2 the integral of the right-hand 
side is obviously bounded by the L1 norm of ij/. If n > 2 this remains true for 
the integral over the set where d(x)X*>l. The measure of the set where 
d(x)2-n>ttn-1)/2 is 0(^{n~m2-n))9 and the integral of X* over this set is 
therefore 0(A1/(4-2n)). The integral of A(2~w)/2 d(x)2~n over the set where 
d{x)2~n<X{n~l)l2 but d(x)^<l has a bound of the same type, multiplied by 
log A if n = 3. Hence the integral over the set where d(x)X*<\ is 
O(A1/(4-2w)logA)->0asA->oo. 

It remains to show that 

(17.5.22) A(1 "W)/2(J il/(x) e0(2d(x)9 A)(det gjk(x))~± dx -

-4-1ttn-1)/2(2n)1-nCn_1$il/dS)-+0 as A^oo. 

To do so we shall use the coordinates (x\S). Then the Riemannian volume 
element (detgjk(x))~*dx becomes a(x'98)dSdd where a(x'90) = l. Thus 

\i//(x(x'9 6)) a(x\ S) - xjj{x'9 0)| ̂  C 59 

and 

\e0(259l)\SCAn/2(l + Stf)-in+i)/2 

by (17.5.19). We have 

X*]d(l+8X*)-i*+1)f2d8 = X-*e $ t(l + t)-in+1)l2dt-+0 
o o 

for the integral is 0(X*) since n ^ 2 . We also have 
00 00 

l*j(l+cU*)- ("+ 1 ) / 2d<5= | ( l + t ) ~ ( n + 1 ) / 2 ^ = 0(A-*) 
c cA"i" 

so we may replace the first integral in (17.5.22) by 
00 

A(l-n)/2 J dS j lj/(x^Q)eo(289X)d8. 
dX 0 

Now 
oo oo 
fe0(26,\)d6 = \ J e0(6,\)d6. 
0 -oo 

With the notation £, = (£2>--->£n) w e ^ a v e 

e0(5,X) = (2n)-*ie>«*de1 J ,*{', 
I « ' I 2 < A - « J 
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so Fourier's inversion formula gives 
00 

J e0(89X)dS=(2n)1'H I ^ / = (27i)1-MC„_1A(n-1)/2. 
- o o l £ ' l 2 < A 

This completes the proof of (17.5.22) and of Corollary 17.5.11. 

(17.5.21) with \j/ = l gives in particular 

(17.5.16)' \N(X)-(2n)-nCnvo\(X)lnl2\SCttn-1)/2. 

We can also choose \j/ equal to 1 in a neighborhood of dX so that the right-
hand side of (17.5.21) is as small as we wish. If it is possible to determine 
e(x,x,X) on compact subsets of X with an error o(A(w_1)/2) we shall therefore 
be able to determine N(X) too with such an error; the boundary contri
bution will be 

- 4 - 1 xin-1)l2{2%y-n cn_1 voi(ax). 
This will be discussed in Section 29.3 after the required technical tools have 
been developed. However, we shall now discuss examples which show that 
some additional hypothesis must then be made. 

Our first example is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the sphere Sn 

c R n + 1 . The discussion so far in this section has been restricted to open 
sets XczWC1. This was only done for the sake of readers who might not feel 
familiar with Riemannian geometry. All arguments were local and can 
therefore be carried over to an arbitrary compact Riemannian manifold 
with boundary; we shall consider the unit sphere Sn. 

In JRW+1 we shall use the polar coordinates x = rco where r > 0 and coeSn. 
Then the Laplace operator assumes the form 

A=r-2A(0 + d2/dr2 + n/rd/dr 

outside the origin. Here Am is the Laplace-Beltrami operator in Sn. If u(x) = 
r*v{(D) is a homogeneous function of degree \x, it follows that outside the 
origin 

Au = rfl-2(A(0v-\-fi(fi + n-l)v). 

Hence Au = 0 outside the origin if and only if v is an eigenfunction of — Am 

with eigenvalue X = \i{\x + n — 1). Since X assumes all values ^ 0 when /x^ 
1— n, we obtain all eigenfunctions of —A^ by restricting to Sn all distri
butions u in Rw + 1 which are harmonic and homogeneous of degree fi^l—n 
outside the origin. (Cf. Section3.2.) Then Au has to be a linear combination 
of the derivatives of the Dirac measure at 0, so we find that fi=l—n — k 
where k is an integer ^ 0 , and that 

u(x)= X aaD«E 
|a | = fc 
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where E is the fundamental solution of A and aa are constants. (When /c = 0 
and rc=l the logarithmic potential E must be replaced by a constant. 
Otherwise there is no harmonic function homogeneous of degree \i in 
Rn + 1 . ) The Fourier transform of u is X<2a£

al£l~2 s o ^ follows that u is 
supported by the origin if and only if \£\2 divides the polynomial £<2a£

a. 
Let Nk be the dimension of the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree 
k in n + 1 variables, 

Nk=^+
n
k)j=kn(l + 0(l/k))/nl 

We define Nk = Q for /c<0. Then it follows that the multiplicity of the 
eigenvalue Afc = /c(fc + n —1) of — Aa is Nk—Nk_2 for k = 0 ,1 , . . . . If N(A) is the 
number of eigenvalues =U of — Am9 it follows that 

N(Xk + 0)-N^k-0) = Nk-Nk_2 = 2kn~\l+O(l/k))/(n-l)\. 

Thus 

41"")/2(iV(Ak + 0 ) - i V ( ^ - 0 ) ) ^ 2 / ( n - l ) ! , fc-oo, 

which proves that it is impossible to find an asymptotic formula for N(X) 
with continuous main term and error <9(A(n_1)/2). 

If X is the hemisphere where xn+1>0 then the eigenfunctions of the 
Dirichlet problem in X are the eigenfunctions in Sn which are odd with 
respect to x n + 1 . Let Nk° and Nk be the dimensions of the spaces of homo
geneous polynomials of degree k in n + 1 variables which are odd and even 
respectively with respect to xn+1. Clearly 

since the odd polynomials are products of xn+1 and even polynomials. It 
follows that 

Nk-Nk.2 = Ni-N:_2 + N:-Nk'_2=(NS-N:_2) + {Nk\1-Nk'_1). 

Now Nk—Nk°_2 is the dimension of the eigenspace of the Dirichlet problem 
with the eigenvalue Afe, so we obtain again jumps of the order of magnitude 
^(n-i)/2 j ^ c o n c i u s i o n j s ^ same as for 5M, and now we can of course 
realize X by stereographic projection as a ball in R" with a Riemannian 
metric conformal to the Euclidean one. 

Before embarking on the proof of Theorem 17.5.9 we need two additions 
to Lemma 17.5.4. The first is the finite propagation speed for solutions of 
the mixed Dirichlet-Cauchy problem. 

Lemma 17.5.12. Let i?eC°°([0, oo) xX) be a solution of the mixed problem 

(d2/dt2 + P)v = h in [0,oo)xX; 

v = 0 in [0, co)xdX; v — v0 and dv/8t = vl when r = 0. 
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Let s(x,y) be the geodesic distance from x to y and set 

^(x) = min(min{£ + s(x, y); (t,y)esupp/i}, 

min{s(x,y); yesuppuousupptfj). 

Then v(t,x) = 0 if t<\l/(x). 

Proof By the triangle inequality for s we have 

\\l/(x)-\l/(y)\Ss(x,y); x,yeX. 

For 0 < £ < 1 we can approximate (1— sjij/ by \l/EeC°°(X) so that ij/e-*^ 
uniformly in X when £-»0, \\fe^, and \ij/e(x)—\l/E(y)\^(l — %e)s(x,y\ that is, 

Thus the surfaces Sa = {(t,x); t = \l/£(x) + ai xeX} are non-characteristic, and 
h, v0 and v± vanish below S0. Let A be the supremum of all a5*0 such that 
t> = 0 below Sa. If A<0 then it follows from the uniqueness theorem for the 
Gauchy problem (Theorem 23.2.7) or the Dirichlet-Cauchy mixed problem 
(Theorem24.1.4) that u = 0 in a neighborhood of SA. (The proofs are just 
slight variations of the energy identity used to prove Lemma 17.5.4 but 
would not be convenient to give here.) Hence A must be 0 so p=0 when 
t<ij/e(x). When £-+0 the lemma follows. 

In particular we note that if feC%(X) and s(z,y)<d(y) when zesuppf 
then s(x,y)<d(y) + t in supp(cos(£]/^)/), for the triangle inequality gives 
s(x,y)^\l/(x) + d(y) for the function in Lemma 17.5.12. When t<3d(y) we 
obtain s(x,y)<4d(y). Thus we can study cos(t]/r^)f then by blowing up a 
neighborhood of y with diameter proportional to d(y) to a fixed size, as we 
did in the proof of Proposition 17.4.4. Before doing so we must prove 
another supplement to Lemma 17.5.4 where parameter dependence is al
lowed. 

By Pz(x,D) we shall denote an elliptic operator of the same form as 
before except that it now depends on a parameter zeZ where Z is a 
compact convex body in RN for some N. We assume that the coefficients of 
Pz are in C°°(X x Z) and that (17.5.2) is valid uniformly for all Pz. 

Lemma 17.5.13. Let vze C°°([0, T~]xXxZ)be a solution of the mixed problem 

(17.5.10)' (Pz + d2/dt2)vz = hz in [ 0 , T ] x X x Z ; 

vz = 0 in [ 0 , T ] x d X x Z ; vz = dvjdt = 0 if t = 0. 

Assume that djhjdtj = 0 when £ = 0 if j<k. Then it follows that with sup-
remum taken over [ 0 , T ] x I x Z 

(17.5.11)' £ sup\Dlx>zvz(t,x)\^C £ sup\DlXtZhz(t,x)\. 
\a\ + in<k \a\£k 
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Proof. Let the sum in the right-hand side be equal to 1. Then it follows from 
(17.5.11) that we have a uniform bound for \\D^+1"3vz{t9.)\\U) if j£k + l. 
Differentiating the differential equation (d2/dt2 + Pz)vz = hz with respect to zv 

we obtain 
(d2/dt2 + Pz) dv/dzv = 8hz/dzv - dPz/dzv vz = H. 

We have a bound for ||Dj~1""-/if||0.) if jrgfc —1 and conclude using (17.5.11) 
again that there is a uniform bound for \\D*~jdv/dzv\\{j) if jrgfc. Continuing 
in this way we obtain uniform bounds for \\D*+1~M~jdzvz(t9.)\\U) when j^k 
+ 1 — |a|, |a| SK and the lemma is therefore a consequence of Lemma 17.5.2. 
The proof is complete. 

Remark. In this lemma it is not necessary to assume that X is bounded; it 
suffices to assume that all vz vanish outside [ 0 , T ] x X for some fixed 
compact set KaX. 

Proof of Theorem 17.5.9. Let K0 be a compact part of dX as in Proposi
tion 17.4.4, defined by xn=0 in local coordinates. Let zeX be close to K0. 
From (17.4.15)' we can obtain a parametrix for Pz when y is close to 77 
= (0,...,0,1). In fact, we can first pull (17.4.15)' back by the inverse of the 
map 

(t,x,y) (-> (ynt, (y',0) + ynx, y), 

that is 
(t,x,y) >-> (t/yn,(x - (y',0))/yn,y), 

to construct a parametrix for d2/dt2 + P with pole at (0,y). Then the pull-
back by the map 

(t,x,y)^(znt9(z\0) + znx,(z'90) + zny) 

gives a parametrix for d2/dt2 + Pz with pole at (0,y). The composition of the 
maps is 

(t9x9y)^(t/yn9(x-(yf
90))/yn9(z

f
90) + zny). 

The conclusion is that with the notation yz = (z',0) + zny we have 

y2
n(d

2/dt2+p2(x,D))£N(t/yn,(x-(y'M/y„,y,) 

= (det g"(y,))* &o„ fn+' +R«it/y„,(x -(y',0))/yn, yz) 

when y is close to 77, | f |<4 and s r 'z(x,y)<4. We can now argue as in the 
proof of Theorem 17.5.5, but with 

KN(t9 x, y, z) = zn
n dm(xz9 yz, zn t) 

~/N(t/yn,(* - ( / , 0))/ym9 yz)(det ^ ( y , ) ) " * y.1 - . 

Fo r / eCJ (R" ) with support close to 77 we have 

vz(t9 x) = f KN(t9 x, y, z) D*/G0 dy e C00, 
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the Cauchy and Dirichlet data are 0, and 

hz(t,x) = (d2/dt2+Pz)vz(t,x) 

has N— n — 2 —1/?| uniformly bounded derivatives with respect to x,t,z when 
| | / | | L i ^ l and | t |<3 . By Lemma 17.5.12 we have sz(x,J7)<f in the support. 
Thus we can apply Lemma 17.5.13, by the remark following its proof, and 
conclude as in the proof of Theorem 17.5.5 that for z in a neighborhood of 

KN(t,x,y,z)eCN~n~4' for x and y close to II. 

In particular the restriction to x = y = II has this property which means that 

z\ £n(z, z, zn t) - i(L/v(z) z1: E'v(t, 0) - FV(I7, z) Fv(f, 2))(det g^T* 
o 

is in cN~ n~ 4 when 0 < t < 3 and z is in a neighborhood of K in X; all 
derivatives have uniform bounds. 

Let M be the function corresponding to m when X is replaced by a 
neighborhood Y of X and the coefficients of P are smoothly extended to Y 
Then we know from Theorem 17.5.5 that 

dM(z, z, 0 - I Uv(z) Fv(t, 0)(det gJk(z))-±e CN-»~* 
o 

for small t, hence 

z» dM(z, z, zn t) - £ l/v(z) z f E'v(t, 0)(det g^(z))"* 
0 

is in CN~n~4. If we put 

I1{z,t) = tndM(z,z,t) 

then (i) of Theorem 17.5.9 holds and, with I2 defined by (17.5.17), 

t-» I2(z\ 1/t, t zn) - £ Kv(17, z) £'v(t, 2)(det *"(*))"* 
o 

has bounded derivatives of order N—n—4 when t^3. It follows from 
Lemma 17.5.12 that t^.2 in the support. Now introduce new variables 9 
= l/*e(|, 1) and s = t zn. Then we have t = 1/9 and zn=s9 which shows that 

I2(z\ 0, S) - X ^(17, (z', 5 0)) 0" 2v Fv(l,2 0)(det g"(z\ 5 fl))-* 
o 

has bounded derivatives with respect to z\9,s of order N—n—4. This 
proves condition (ii) in Theorem 17.5.9 when 9^j. The same proof is appli
cable when 9^3 for some fixed <5>0, but the proof for small 9 requires 
another argument. 
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Ix{x'9t69t) is a C00 function equal to Fo(l,0)(detg jk(x^0))-* when t = 0. 
Thus the remaining statement*in the theorem is that tndm(x9x9t) when xn 

= t0 and O^0fgf is a C00 function of (x'969t) for small t9 and equal to 
(E'o(l,0)-E'o(l920))(detglk(x'90))-* when r = 0. For the proof we shall study 
the kernel 

K(t9x9y9z) = zn
ndm(xz9yz9znt)'9 

no approximation is attempted now. If /eCo(Rw) has support where 
sz(x9n)<29 say, and L1 norm ^ 1 , then 

(17.5.23) vz(t9 x) = J K(t9 x9 y9 z) D^f(y) dy 

is a C°° function with (ifdt2 + Pz)vz(t,x) - 0, the Dirichlet data are 0 and vz = 
D^f9 dvz/dt = 0 when t = 0. When t < 2 we have 5Z(JC,il) < 4 in the support 
by Lemma 17.5.12. We wish to prove uniform bounds for all derivatives 
with respect to t9x9z when t = l and sr'z(x9y)<% when yesuppf. Assuming 
for a moment that this has been done, we conclude as in the proof of 
Theorem 17.5.5 that KeC00 and, taking t=l9 x' = y' = z'9 xn = yn = 0<^9 that 

zn
ndm(x9x9zn)9 x = (z'98zn) 

has uniformly bounded derivatives with respect to z'969zn when 0 ^ 0 < f and 
zn is small. When zfl = 0we obtain 

K(t9 x9 y9 z) = (E'0(t, s
z(x9 y)) -E'0{t, sr>z(x9 y))(det g'fc(z))"* 

and the parenthesis reduces to (F0(1,0)— E'0(l926)) for the preceding choice 
of t9x9y. Changing notation so that zn is called t we shall therefore have 
proved the theorem. 

It is easy to see that with vz defined by (17.5.23) and any fc_the map (t9z) 
\-+vz(t9.) is k times differentiable for t^l with values in <3ffl

9 and that 
derivatives of order ^k are uniformly bounded in J>'M, if //>|/?| + fc + n/2. To 
do so we observe that Pz is self adjoint with respect to a C00 density Yz, 
hence 

(vz(f,.),*hi +(Dl3f\d$t(t10,.)/ds)rz = 0 

if $z(t,s,x) is the solution of the mixed problem 

(&/ds2 + Pz)$z(tjS,x) = 0; 

$z(t9s,x) = 0, if xedX; d$z(t,s,x)/ds = -<£(*) 

and #2(f,.s,Jt) = 0 if * € X , $ = f. 

Thus 
#z(M,*) = ((sin(^ - s)y/&i)/y/&)<Kx)-

It follows at once from the spectral theorem, (17.5.4) and Lemma 17.5.2, that 
we have uniform estimates for the (x9i) derivatives of <PZ of order < ^ + l 
—n/2 if (j> is bounded in Cg. As in the proof of Lemma 17.5.13 we obtain by 
successive differentiations with respect to z that this is true for all (x9t9z) 
derivatives of order <\i—nj2 also. If fi>\p\ + k + n/2 we conclude that i? has 
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the stated differentiability properties. The proof will therefore be completed 
by the following lemma. 

Lemma 17.5.14. Let vz(t, x) be a solution of 

(d2/dt2 + Pz)vz(t,x) = 0 

when \t\<3 which is a C00 function of (z,t,x) when zn>0 and z is close to a 
compact set Kocz{zeWLn;zn = 0}. Assume that 

(i) vz(t,x) = 0 when xn = 0 (Dirichlet condition) 
(ii) sz(j;,(z',0))<§ when (0,y)esuppt;z (Cauchy data condition) 

(iii) for every a one can find \i such that Da
zvz(t,.) belongs to a fixed 

bounded subset of ^,fi(Win
+). 

Then there are fixed bounds for the derivatives with respect to z9t,x of 
vz(t,x) when z is in a neighborhood K' of K0, 1^£<^2 and sz(x,(z',0))<§. 

Note that when zn = 0 this is quite clear since vz is equal to the solution 
of a constant coefficient Cauchy problem with data satisfying (ii) together 
with the reflection in the boundary plane xn = 0. There can be no singulari
ties in the considered set then since it cannot be reached by light rays from 
the Cauchy data. The proof of the lemma will be given in Section 24.7 after 
a systematic study of the propagation of singularities of solutions to the 
mixed problem. It will show that the constant coefficient situation remains 
true for small perturbations. 

Notes 

As pointed out in the notes to Chapter XIII the methods used in Sections 
17.1 and 17.3 have a long history. For the elliptic case we might add 
references to Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg [1,2], Agmon [1,5], Browder [1], 
Garding [2], Lions and Magenes [1], Schechter [1] although this list is far 
from complete. Lemma 17.1.5 comes from Friedrichs [2]. Uniqueness theo
rems such as Theorem 17.2.1 were first proved by Carleman [1] in the two 
dimensional case. It was he who introduced the idea of using norms con
taining powers of a weight function. It has dominated all later work in the 
field. For second order operators in several variables Muller [1], Heinz [1], 
Aronszajn [2], Cordes [1], Aronszajn-Krzywcki-Szarski [1] and Agmon [4] 
proved Theorem 17.2.6 in increasing generality for real ajk. Alinhac and 
Baouendi [1] showed that it is then only necessary to assume the coef
ficients real at the distinguished point. Counterexamples due to Alinhac [2] 
show essentially that this condition is necessary and also that such strong 
uniqueness theorems do not hold for operators of higher order. We have 
here followed the exposition in Hormander [41] where weaker conditions 
on the lower order terms are also discussed. (Jerison and Kenig [1] have 
shown that they are not optimal.) Calderon [1] was the first to prove 
general uniqueness theorems such as Theorem 17.2.1 for operators of higher 
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order in more than two variables. Here we have just included his result in 
the elliptic case assuming only that the coefficients are Lipschitz continuous. 
Plis [3] has proved that this condition cannot be replaced by any weaker 
Holder condition. For the background of Theorem 17.2.8 we refer to the 
notes of Chapter XIV. 

The parametrix construction of Hadamard discussed in Section 17.4 is 
essentially taken from Hadamard [1] although the arguments used here in 
some ways are closer to those of M.Riesz [1]. Seely [3] studied a parametrix 
E(t,x,y) with three terms for the mixed Dirichlet problem for the wave 
equation in R4 defined when the square of the distance between x and y is 
small compared to the boundary distance of y. He applied it to prove 
Corollary 17.5.1 for the Laplace operator in I c E 3 . In Seeley [4] the 
results were extended to higher dimensions, and Pham The Lai [1] did so 
too about the same time. In the latter paper it is evident that it is the 
Hadamard construction which is being used, and it is clear that it is not 
essential to start from the constant coefficient Laplace operator. (Some 
estimates seem incorrect but the end results are valid.) 

Carleman [3] found a way to determine the asymptotic behavior of the 
spectral function of a second order elliptic operator with Dirichlet boundary 
condition. (The corresponding results on the eigenvalues go back to Weyl 
[4].) His idea was to study the kernel of the resolvent and then apply a 
Tauberian theorem; this approach was extended to general elliptic operators 
by Garding [7]. Minakshisundaram and Pleijel [1] showed that one can 
study the Laplace transform of the spectral function as well, for this is 
related to the Green's function of a heat operator. These methods do not 
give precise error bounds, but Levitan [1,2] and Avakumovic [1] disco
vered that taking the cosine transform one obtains optimal result result by 
means of the properties of the corresponding wave equation. Thus Theo
rem 17.5.7 is due to Avakumovic [1] but our proof follows to some extent 
Hormander [22] where the results were extended to higher order operators 
(See Chapter XXIX.) As mentioned above, precise results on the spectral 
function close to the boundary were first obtained by Seeley [3, 4] and 
Pham The Lai [1]. They only considered the Laplace operator. Ivrii [3] 
showed by a quite different method that the asymptotic formula for the 
eigenvalues is valid without this restriction, with the error term given by 
Seeley and Pham The Lai. He also showed that there is a better asymptotic 
formula with a second term when there are not too many closed multiply 
reflected geodesies. The proof was greatly simplified by Melrose [7] who 
derived Ivrii's result from the basic facts on propagation of singularities. We 
have combined these ideas in Section 17.5 to give improved estimates for the 
spectral function near the boundary. The Hadamard type of construction 
from Seeley [3,4] and Pham The Lai [1] is only used in the simplest 
situation to approximate E(t,x9y) when t is less than a constant times the 
distance from y to the boundary. We have presented the arguments in 
Section 17.5 so that they prepare for the full proof of Ivrii's results in 
Section 29.3. 
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Summary 

There is no major difficulty in extending the study of second order elliptic 
operators in Sections 17.1 and 17.3 to higher order operators. From Theo
rem 7.1.22 we know that an elliptic operator P(D) with constant coefficients 
has a parametrix E of the form 

Ef(x) = (2n)-njei<x^a(0M)dL feP, 

where a(^)=l/P(^) for large |£|. As in Chapter XIII an elliptic operator 
P(x,D) with variable coefficients (cf. Section 8.3) can then be regarded near a 
point x0 as a perturbation of the constant coefficient operator P(x0,D) 
obtained by freezing the coefficients at x0. The proof of Theorem 13.3.3 
gives a local fundamental solution E of P(x, D) as a norm convergent series. 
However, the smoothness of the terms in the series does not grow in 
general, so it is not suitable for a precise description of the singularities of 
E. The situation can be improved by taking as a first approximation for E 
the operator A defined by 

(18.1) ^/(x) = (27i)-"Jei<-^>a(x,^)/(^)^, fe<?, 

where a(x,^)=l/P(x,^) for large |<j;|. This means that we define Af(x) 
= Exf(x) where Ex is a parametrix for P with coefficients frozen at x. 
Differentiation under the integral sign in (18.1) gives 

P(x,D)Af(x)H2n)-n$ei<x>t>P(xiZ + DJa(x,&M)dZ, feST. 

Here 
P(x, £ + Dx) a(x, {) = P(x, {) a(x, {) + £ P(a)(x, fl D; a(x, £)/a! 

= i+0(i/|£|) 

which suggests that P(x,D)A = I +R where / is the identity operator and R 
is an operator improving differentiability by one unit. A right parametrix 
should then be given by A(I + R)~l=A-AR + AR2-... where the smooth
ness of the terms increases indefinitely. 

The preceding somewhat formal argument can actually be justified, but 
it is preferable to move the successive approximation to the construction of 
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a function a such that 

(18.2) P(x,f + DJa(x, {) = 1+&(*,{) 

with b rapidly decreasing as £->oo. If 

P(x,£) = Pm{x9?) + Pm_1(x9Q+... 

is a decomposition of P(x, £) in homogeneous terms with respect to £, then 
it is natural to expect a to have an asymptotic expansion 

(18.3) a(x9Q~a_Jx,S) + a_m_1(x,Q + ..., f-*oo, 

where ak is homogeneous of degree k. The condition (18.2) then gives if we 
equate terms of equal homogeneity 

(18.4) Pm(x,Qa_Jx,Q = l, 

+XP>,a^.fl-M(x)o=o! 

and a sequence of equations expressing l^(x,£)a_m_k(x,£) for any fc>0 in 
terms of 

#_m5-«'?#_m_fc-i-i' Since î „(x,£)4= 0, ĉ  + O, if P is elliptic, the se
quence a_m, a_m_ l5... is uniquely determined and gives a solution of (18.2) 
with b decreasing as rapidly as we please. (Compare the proof of Theo
rem 8.3.1 which is based on the same principle.) 

The preceding argument indicates that any elliptic operator has a para-
metrix of the form (18.1) with a admitting an asymptotic expansion of the 
form (18.3). Such operators A are called pseudo-differential operators. The 
reason why they are so useful is that they form an algebra, invariant under 
passage to adjoints and change of variables, so that it can also be defined 
on a C00 manifold. The correspondence between the operator A and the 
function a in (18.1), called the symbol of A, allows one to give formulas for 
these operations in terms of the symbols which are as simple as those for 
differential operators. We shall develop these facts in Section 18.1. 

The Schwartz kernel K(x, y) of a pseudo-differential operator is singular 
only at the diagonal. There it is singular essentially as a homogeneous 
function of x— y9 so application of a first order differential operator which is 
tangential to the diagonal does not make K more singular. In Section 18.2 
we study the space of distributions I(X, Y) cz 3f\X) with the same relation to 
a C00 submanifold Y of the C00 manifold X. For these distributions the 
wave front set is contained in the conormal bundle N(Y) of 7; accordingly 
we call them conormal distributions for Y. They play an important role also 
in the development of the calculus of totally characteristic pseudo-differen
tial operators in a manifold with boundary presented in Section 18.3. In 
particular, the invariance under coordinate transformations of these oper
ators follows from a characterization of their kernels as conormal distri
butions on a modification of X xX. Section 18.3 is intended to give a solid 
framework for the study of boundary problems, in particular a discussion of 
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spaces of distributions in a manifold with boundary and their wave front 
sets. However, little use will be made of the results in the later chapters 
where we use more conventional but non-invariant techniques. The notions 
introduced in Section 18.3 seem so natural though that they are bound to 
play an increasingly important role. 

The calculus built up in Sections 18.1, 18.2 and 18.3 is based on the 
study of Gaussian convolutions in Section 7.6. In Section 18.4 we resume 
their study in preparation for the calculus of operators with general symbols 
developed in Sections 18.5 and 18.6. In addition to operators of the form 
(18.1) with general symbols we also discuss the Weyl calculus which has 
important advantages due to various symmetry properties. For example, a 
real valued symbol always gives rise to a self-adjoint operator; this is why it 
was originally introduced in quantum mechanics. The main theorems in the 
calculus are proved in Section 18.5, and Section 18.6 is devoted to estimates 
for such operators. They will, be needed in parts of Chapters XXVI and 
XXVIII, but apart from that it will usually suffice to have absorbed the 
material in Section 18.1 in order to read the following chapters. 

18.1. The Basic Calculus 

When studying operators of the form (18.1) we must first specify the con
ditions which a must satisfy. We definitely want to accept all smooth 
functions a(x, £) which are homogeneous in £ for large |£| and also their 
linear combinations. The following is a slightly wider class which is techni
cally more convenient: 

Definition 18.1.1. If m is a real number then Sm = Sm(R" x lRn) is the set of all 
aeC°°(IRnx]Rn) such that for all a J the derivative a(

(^(x,^) = ^ ^ a ( x , 0 has 
the bound 

(18.1.1) |flS))(x,{)|^CM(l + |5ir- , a |; x, ( e r . 

Sm is called the space of symbols of order m. We write S-co = f]Sm, S°° = 
Us". 

Definition 18.1.1 is a global version of the special case of Definition 7.8.1 
with 8 = 0 and p = l. Later on we shall localize Sm and also consider general 
p and 8. 

It is clear that Sm is a Frechet space with semi-norms given by the 
smallest constants which can be used in (18.1.1). One advantage of not 
insisting on homogeneity is that a(x, Q = x(£) is in S° if Xe^ The following 
proposition is mainly used in this case where it is closely related to the 
regularization which was introduced already in Section 1.3. 
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Proposition 18.1.2. Let aeS°(WLn xR n ) and set ae(x,£) = a(x,e£). Then aE is 
bounded in S°, 0 _ ^ _ 4 , and aE-^aQ in Sm for every m>0 when e-»0. 

Proof. Since a0eS° the statement follows if we show that for O ^ m ^ l 

(1 + |^ |) | a |-m |^^(a£(x, {) -a(x,0)) | ^ Cape
m, 0 = £ = 1. 

When a = 0 this follows since by Taylor's formula 

When a 4=0 we just have to use that 

(l + l<5l)W-m(l + |e^l)- , a |^M-m^((lH-|^I)/(£-1-hi^l)) | a i-m^l. 

When working with the spaces Sm it is useful to keep in mind that 

(18.1.2) aeSm=>a$ )eSm- | a | ; aeSm and beSm'=>abeSm+m'. 

The proofs are obvious and show for example the continuity of the bilinear 
map (a,b) »-• ab. 

We shall now prove a simple result which gives a precise meaning to 
asymptotic sums like (18.3). 

Proposition 18.1.3. Let a^sS™*, 7 = 0 ,1 , . . . and assume that m.-^—oo as j->oo. 
Set m'k = m2LXj^kmj. Then one can find aeSmo such that suppac(Jsuppa j 

and for every k 

(18.1.3) a-Y,ajeSm'k-

The function a is uniquely determined modulo S"00 and has the same property 
relative to any rearrangement of the series Y<aj> we write 

Proof The uniqueness follows immediately from (18.1.3) and so does the 
invariance under rearrangements. To prove the existence we choose x^CS 
equal to 1 in a neighborhood of 0. By Proposition 18.1.2 we can find a 
positive sequence Sj converging to 0 so rapidly that 

|3«^((l -X(sjO)aj(x,fl)|<2-;(l + |a)f»i+i-M, | a | + |/}|</, 

for 1-X(e.)-+Q in S1 when e->0. Set Aj(x,Z)=(l-x(ejZ))aj(x,Q. Then the 
sum a=Y,Aj is locally finite, hence aeC™. Given a,)S,/c we can choose N so 
large that N ^ | a | + |/?| and m'N + l^m'k. Then we obtain 

\dl8f(a{x,0- I Aj(x,0)\^(l + \i\r^M. 
j<N 
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Since a,-A,eS-°° and A;eSmi< when />fc, it follows that 
j j J

 j — ' 

(18.1.3)' \d\d»Mx, 0 - £ fl/x,0)1 = C.,k(l + |«ir4- W. 

This is the explicit meaning of (18.1.3), so the proof is complete. 

When one has a good candidate for a, the verification of (18.1.3)' is often 
simplified by the following observation which shows that little attention has 
to be paid to the derivatives. 

Proposition 18.1.4. Let a}e$m\ 7 = 0,1,... and assume that m.-^—co when 
7*-*oo. Let aeC00(lRnx]Rn) and assume that for all a,/? we have for some C 
and \i depending on a and ft 

(18.1.4) K, (x ,0 |gC( l + |«ir; x, £GR". 

/ / there is a sequence fik -> — oo such that 

(18.1.3)" l«(x,0- Ifl/x,{)|<Ct(l+|{|r, 

it follows that aeSm, m = supmJ., and that a~Yjaj-

Proof Subtraction from a of some AeSm with A~Y,aj reduces the proof to 
the case where all a} are equal to 0. The hypothesis is then that a is rapidly 
decreasing when £->oo and that (18.1.4) is valid. We have to show that all 
derivatives of a are rapidly decreasing when £-»oo. It suffices to do so for 
the first order derivatives and iterate the conclusion. If n is a unit vector we 
obtain using Taylor's formula and (18.1.4) that 

|a(x^ + £f7)-a(x,0-<^(x,0,£i?>|^C82(l + ^ir, xeK, 0<e< l , 

for some C, \x. Hence 

|<ai(x,ai,>|gC8(l + |{|r + |a(x,0-fl(x,{ + Ci,)|/^ 

which gives |aJ(x,{)|<C,(l + |{|y,-N if we take a = (l + |£|)-N. The derivatives 
with respect to x can be discussed in the same way, and this completes the 
proof. 

Definition 18.1.5. If me(C and h is the reciprocal of a positive integer, the set 
of all aeSRem such that 

co 

0 

where a} is homogeneous of degree m—jh when |^ |>1, will be called 
polyhomogeneous of degree m and step h. We write aeS™^. When h = l the 
step size will be omitted. 

The homogeneity in the definition means that 

aj(x,^) = r-^a j(x,^) ; |£|>1, t > l . 
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This implies homogeneity of degree m— jh— |a| for af$fi) so a} is automati
cally in sRem~jh if a^eC™ and vanishes for large x. That a^C00 excludes of 
course in general that aj is homogeneous for all £4=0, but since the formula 
a~Ysaj *s o n ty a condition for large |{| and the proof of Proposition 18.1.3 
cuts away singularities of a} for small |£| we shall use this notation even if a} 

is just in C00 when £=#0 and homogeneous there. 
The symbols in 5phg are those to which we were led in the summary 

apart from the fact that the discussion there was local in the x variable. We 
shall later on localize Sm in the x variables and sometimes in the £ variables 
also. However, before doing so we shall discuss pseudo-differential operators 
in R" with symbols in 5m, for the results are then stronger than in the local 
case and the proofs are cleaner. 

Theorem 18.1.6. If asSm and we^ , then 

(18.1.5) a(x,D)u(x) = {27i)-n$ei<x>0a(x,t)u(£)dt 

defines a function a(x,D)ue£f, and the bilinear map (a, u) *-• a(x,D)u is con
tinuous. The commutators with Dj and multiplication by Xj are 

(18.1.6) [a(x,D),Dj] = ia^x.D); 

la(x,D\Xj]=-ia^(x,D). 

One calls a(x,D) a pseudo-differential operator of order m. 

The notation (18.1.5) is justified by the fact that if a is a polynomial in £ 
then a(x,D) is obtained from a(x,£) by replacing £ with D = —id/dx put to 
the right of the coefficients. This follows from Fourier's inversion formula. 
Sometimes we write Op a instead of a(x,D). 

Proof Since ue^ it is clear that (18.1.5) defines a continuous function with 

|a(x,i>)w|^(27r)-"J(l+|^|r|i2(5)M^sup|a(x^)|(l + ^l)-m . 

The first relation (18.1.6) states that 

Dja(x, D) u(x) == a(x, D) DjU(x) — ia{j)(x, D) u(x). 

It follows by differentiation of (18.1.5) under the integral sign since ^M(^) is 
the Fourier transform of D-u. The Fourier transform of x-u{x) is — Dju(£) so 
an integration by parts gives the second relation (18.1.6), 

a(x, D)(XJ u) — Xja(x, D)u — iaU)(x, D) u. 

Repeated use of (18.1.6) shows that xaD^a(x,D)u is a linear combination of 

a{$(x, D)xa" D r u; a' + a" = a, ft + j8" = /J. 

Hence xaD0a(x,D)u is bounded by the product of a semi-norm of u in ^ 
and a semi-norm of a in Sm. The proof is complete. 
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Remark. If we introduce the definition of u in (18.1.5), it follows that the 
Schwartz kernel K of a{x, D) is given by 

(18.1.7) K(x,y) = (2n)-n$ei<x-y>t>a(x,0dZ, 

which exists as an oscillatory integral (see section 7.8). Alternatively we can 
interpret (18.1.7) as d(x,y— x)/(2n)n where a is the Fourier transform of 
a(x, £) with respect to the £ variable, defined by an obvious modification of 
Definition 7.1.9. Hence Fourier's inversion formula gives 

(18.1.8) a(x^) = lK(x,x-y)e~i^Uy 

which should again be read as the Fourier transform of K(x,x— y) with 
respect to y. The formulas (18.1.7) and (18.1.8) establish a bijection a<r+K 
between distributions in ̂ ' (R2*). Now a variant of Schwartz' kernel theo
rem (Theorem 5.2.1), which we leave for the reader to verify, states that the 
maps with kernel in 5^'(RWl+n2) are precisely the continuous linear maps 
from ^(R*2) to <^'(Rni). For any ae^ ' (R 2 n ) we can thus interpret (18.1.5) 
as a continuous map a(x,D): «^(Rn)-»Sf'(WLn). The meaning of Theo
rem 18.1.6 is that it maps <^(Rn) into itself when aeSm. Later on this will 
also be proved under much weaker hypotheses on a. 

We shall now determine the adjoint of a(x,D) with respect to the sesqui-
linear scalar product 

(u,v) = \uvdx\ w, ve£f. 

Assume first that aeSf. The kernel K of a(x,D), given by (18.1.7), is then in 
Sf and so is the kernel K* of the adjoint, 

K*(x,y) = K(y9x)^(2n)-nlei<x-^>a(y,rj)drj. 

Since K*(x,x~y) = (2n)-n\eKy^ a{x-y,r\)dr\ it follows from (18.1.8) that 
K* is the kernel of b(x,D) where beSf and 

b(x,Z) = (27t)-n$ei<y>''-0a(x-y9ri)dydri 

= (2n)-nle-i<y'tl>a(x-y^-ri)dydr} 

Since the quadratic form (y,rj) H+ 2{y1rj) in R2" has signature 0, determinant 
( —l)w, and is its own dual, the Fourier transform of (2n)~n e~i<y,n> is by 
Theorem 7.6.1 equal to ei<M> if y, rj are the dual variables of y and rj. Thus 

(18.1.9) b(x, £) = ei<Dx>D*> a{x, £) 

in the sense that the Fourier transform of b is equal to that of a multiplied 
by ei<x,° (see Section7.6). The map av-+b defined by (18.1.9) is continuous 
in Sf\ so it follows that 

(18.1.10) (a(x,D)u,i;) = (u,6(x,£>)i?); u,ve&; 

for every ae¥' if be£f' is defined by (18.1.9). 
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Theorem 18.1.7. If aeSm then Hx,® = ei<D"D*>a(x,£)eSm, 
00 

(18.1.11) b(x,e)~S(K^,^»fca(x^)/fc! = X^^a(x^)/a! . 
0 a 

(18.1.10) is valid and shows that a(x,D) can be extended to a continuous map 
from 9*' to Sf\ as the adjoint of b(x,D). 

Proof Choose xeCJOR") so that z(<^)=l when |<*|<£ and x(£)=0 when 
|£|> 1, and set for integers v^O 

av(x,0 = x(mv)a(x,0, 6v(x,{) = c'<D-l>«>av(x,{). 

In view of Proposition 18.1.2 we have for all v, if (x, £)esuppav, 

l«S&>(*,0l ̂  C.,{1 + |f i r - | a | ^ Caf(l +2*)W. 

Hence Theorem 7.6.5 gives 

(18.1.12) \bv(x,Z)- £ (f<Dx,D^>yav(x^)/j!|<Ck2Hv. 

If |£|>2V+1 then the distance from (x, £) to suppav is at least equal to 
|£|— 2v^|£|/2^(l + |<!;|)/4 so the sum drops out and we are allowed to insert 
a factor (l+|<i;|)"k in the right-hand side. Given £ denote by JX the smallest 
integer ^ 0 with |^ |^2 / i + 2 . Then either /x = 0 and |£|^4 or /*>() and 
2M+1<|£|^2'1+2. In both cases (18.1.12) with the improvement just men
tioned gives 

(18.1.12)' !&„(*,€)- I (i<Dx,D,yyail(x,o/m<ck(i+\i\)M-k. 

To estimate 

b(x, Q-b^x, 0 = j j > , + t(x, 0 -fcv(x, 0) 

we set ,4v(x,£) = av+1(x,£)-av(x,£), Bv(x,£) = fcv+1(x,£)-bv(x,£), and observe 
that 

since 2V-1^|£|^2V + 1 in suppAv. Hence 

\d\diAv{x,T^)\^Cafi2
m\ 

Since 

Bv(x,2v^) = ^<D-^>/2v^v(x,2v(J) 

we obtain from Theorem 7.6.5 where the factor ||A|| is now important 

|Bv(x,2va- X (i<Z)x,^>/27^v(x,2^)/;!|^Q2^-k>v, 
j<k 

that is, 
|Bv(x,^)- X ( / < D x , ^ ) M v ( x 5 9 / j ! | ^ Q 2 ^ ^ 
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Let fc^m + 1 and sum for v = ^ to oo. The sum on the right-hand side is at 
most twice the first term, and (l + |<j;|)/2M lies between fixed bounds. Hence 
we obtain 

£ ( B y ( x , 0 - 2 (i(DX ,D^Av(x,Q/j!) 
pi j<k 

^ci"(i+i^ir 

which combined with (18.1.12)' proves that with a new constant Ck 

(18.1.11)' \b{xA)~ I (KD„D«» /ff(x,€)/j!|^CJk(l + |«|)»"l-* 

Since 

a similar expansion is valid for the derivatives of b, which completes the 
proof of (18.1.11) and of the theorem. 

Remark. The proof gives (18.1.11)' with a constant Ck depending only on a 
finite number of semi-norms of a in Sm. (Since such statements can also be 
recovered from the qualitative statement in Theorem 18.1.7 by means of the 
closed graph theorem we shall usually omit them in what follows.) If av is a 
bounded sequence in Sm which tends to 0 in C00 it follows that 
ei<Dx'D^av(x^) is bounded in Sm and tends to 0 in Sf\ hence in C00. 

Next we study the composition of operators. 

Theorem 18.1.8. / / aj€Smj, j — 1,2, then as operators in Sf or SP 

(18.1.13) al(x,D)a2(x,D) = b(x,D) 

where beSmi+m2 is given by 

(18.1.14) Hx,Q = f?<D~D'>al(x,ti)a2(y,Q\,.it,_x 

and has the asymptotic expansion 

(18.1.15) Hx,Q~'Z(i<D,,D,'>yal(x,t,)a2{y,Q\ll_it,_Jj\ 

=£<>(*, £)Z)«a2(x,£)/a!. 
a 

Proof. Assume first that a^sSf. If ue£f then a2(x,D)ue£f and the Fourier 
transform is 

n^(2n)-nlei<^^>a2(y^)u(0d^dy. 

Hence 

a1(x,D)a2(x,D)u(x) = (2n)-2nttei<x>'>+i<y^ 

so (18.1.13) is valid with 

b(x^)H27t)-n^e-i<x-y^>a1(x9f1)a2(y^)dydri 
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which is equivalent to (18.1.14) as shown before the statement of Theo
rem 18.1.7. Now consider for arbitrary a,jESmj 

B(x,{,y,'iy) = el<l>-^>a1(x,iy)fl2(y,{). 

Since 

I3;a;fl1(x>if)fl2(yt{)i^c^(i+ii,iri-w(i+i{ira 

it follows from Theorem 18.1.7 and the remark after its proof that 

zch(i+\ri\ri-k(i+\t\r2-
Here Ck can be estimated by a finite sum of products of semi-norms of a1 in 
Smi and a2 in Sm*. Since differentiations commute with e

i<Dy,Dr,> we have 
more generally 

|5 | 3{% aj'(B(x, ly, t,) - I (i <Oy, D,>y fli(x, if) a2(y, ®/j!)| 

^cfc(„..t/,i,.(i+hir,-*-|*'l(i+i«iri-w, 
where Cfc a a ^^^ has a similar bound. Hence b(x,£) = B(x, £,x, £)eSwl+m2 and 
the bilinear map (a l5a2)i-»b is continuous from SmixSm2 to Smi+m2. It 
remains to verify (18.1.13) in general. 

Choose X^CQ equal to 1 in a neighborhood of 0 and set 

flJ(x,0 = Z(x/v)Z«/v)fl/x,0. 

Since xW/^a./fof)-* <*/(*» f) in Smj+1 when v->oo (Proposition 18.1.2) we 
have av

2(x,D)u-^a2(x,D)u in Sf as v-> oo, if w e ^ Hence 

a]'(x,D)a2(x,i))M-»a1(x,Z))a2(x,Z))M in 5^ 

If bv(x,£) is defined by (18.1.14) with aj replaced by a) then bv is bounded in 
Smi+m* and converges to fe pointwise, hence in Sf\ so bv(x,D)u-*b(x,D)u in 
5»" as v->oo. Since fev(x,D)u = a];(x,£)a2(x,Z))u it follows that (18.1.13) 
holds. The proof is complete. 

Theorem 18.1.8 permits us to give a precise form to the discussion of 
inversion of elliptic operators in the summary. 

Theorem 18.1.9. Let aeSm and beS~m. Then the conditions 
(i) a(x,D)b(x,D)-IeOpS-co 

(ii) b(x,D)a(x,D)-IeOpS-ao 

are equivalent, and a determines b modS - 0 0 . (J is the identity operator Op 1.) 
They imply 

(iii) a(x,Z)h(x,Z)-lG$-1 
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which in turn implies that for some positive constants c and C 

(iv) \a{xA)\>cmm if\Z\>C. 

Conversely, if (iv) is fulfilled one can find fceS~m satisfying (i), (ii), (iii). 

Proof (i) and (ii) both imply (iii) by Theorem 18.1.8. From (iii) it follows that 
\a(x9 <J) b{x,Z) ~ 1| < i for |f| > C, hence 

i<|a(x,{)6(x,{)|<C' |fl(x,{)| |{ |-", m > C , 

which proves (iv). From (iii) it also follows that 

a(x,D)b(x,D) = I-r(x9D), reS'1. 

We want to invert I —r(x,D) by the Neuman series, so we set 

h(x9D)r(x9D)k = bk(x9D)9 . bkeS-m~k. 
00 

With ft'- J] fej we obtain 
o 

a(x9D)b'{x9D)-I = a(x9D){b'(x9D)- £ bJ(x,D))-r(x,D)kGOp5-fc 

for every k. This proves that (i) is valid with b replaced by b'. In the same 
way we can find b"eS~m such that (ii) is fulfilled with b replaced by b". 
When 

a(x9D)b'(x9D)-IeOpS-co and b"(x9D)a(x9D)-IeOpS-"> 

then 
b'\x9 D) -b\x9D) = b"{x9 D)(I -a(x9 D) b\x9 D)) 

+ (b"(x9 D) a(x9 D) -I) b\x9 D) 

is in Op5~°° so V and b" satisfy both (i) and (ii). This proves the 
equivalence of (i) and (ii) and also that a determines bmodS""00. It remains 
to prove that (iv)=>(iii). The proof is reduced to the case m = 0 if we 
introduce a(x,£)(l +|£|2)"m / 2 and b(x9£)(l + |£|2)m/2 instead of a and b. Then 
it is a consequence of the following: 

Lemma 18.1.10. If al9...9akeS° and FeC 0 0 ^*) then F(al9...9ak)eS°. 

Proof Since Reav, ImaveiS° we may assume that 0. are real valued and that 
FeC°°(IRk). We have 

dF(a)/dxj = X SF/3av av(j)9 dF(a)/dtj = £ dF/dav af9 

and aHj)eS°9 a^eS"1. Hence it follows by induction with respect to |<x| + |j8| 
that the derivatives of F(a) satisfy (18.1.1). 

End of Proof of Theorem 18.1.9. Assume that (iv) is fulfilled and that m = 0. 
Choose FeC00^) so that F(z) = l/z when \z\>c. Then b = F(a)eS° and 
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a(x, £)b(x9 £) = 1 when |£| > C, which strengthens (iii) to 

(iii)' a(x, {)&(*• 0 = 1 when|£ |>C. 

This completes the proof. 

Theorems 18.1.7 to 18.1.9 are the core of the calculus of pseudodifferen-
tial operators. They lead to improved continuity properties: 

Theorem 18.1.11. If aeS° then a(x,D) is bounded in L2(R"). 

For the proof we need a classical lemma of Schur: 

Lemma 18.1.12. / / K is a continuous function in Rw x Rn and 

supJ|X(x,y) |dxgC, sup J \K(x,y)\dy£C9 
y x 

then the integral operator with kernel K has norm = C in L2(Rn). 

Proof Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality gives 

\Ku(x)\2^\K(x,y)\\u(y)\2dy$\K(x,y)\dy. 

If the last integral is estimated by C, an integration with respect to x gives 

$\Ku(x)\2dx^Ctf\K(x,y)\\u(y)\2dxdy^C2$\u(y)\2d^ 

Proof of Theorem 18.1.11. Assume first that aeS~n~l. Then the kernel K of 
a(x,D) is continuous and 

\K(x9y)\S(2n)-n^\a(x,0\d^C. 

Now (x— yf K(x,y) is the kernel of the commutator 

[*!, [*!,..., IX, a(x, />)]]] = i |a| a(a)(x, D), 

by (18.1.6), so this is also a bounded function. Hence 

(l + \x-y\)n+1\K(x9y)\SC9 

and the L2 continuity of a(x9D) follows from Lemma 18.1.12. 
Next we prove by induction that a(x9D) is L2 continuous if aeSk and fc = 

— 1. To do so we form for ue£f 

|| a(x, D) u ||2 = (a(x, D) w, a(x, D) u) = (b{x, D) u, u) 

where 2>(x,D) = a*(x,D)a(x,D)eOpS2k. The continuity of a(x,D) is therefore 
a consequence of that of b(x,D), 

\\a(x,D)u\\2S\\Hx9D)u\\ ||u|| = ||b(x,D)|| N | 2 . 

From the first part of the proof the continuity of a(x,D) for all aeSk now 
follows successively for k^— (n + l)/2, /c_ — (w + l)/4,..., hence for fc_—1 
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after a finite number of steps. Assume now that aeS° and choose 
M>2sup|a(x,£)|2 . Then 

c(x,t;) = (M-\a(x,/;)\2)±eS0 

by Lemma 18.1.10 since M/2^M- \a(x,£)\2 and we can choose FeC°°(R) 
with F(f) = f* when t^M/2. Now Theorems 18.1.7 and 18.1.8 show that 

c(x, D)* c(x, £>) = M -a(x, Z))* a(x, D) + r(x, D), 

where reS"1. Hence 

\\a(x,D)u\\2SM\\u\\2 + (r(x,D)u,u) 

which completes the proof since r is already known to be L2 continuous. 

It follows from the proof that the norm of a(x,D) can be estimated by a 
semi-norm of a in S°. There is a very simple proof of L2 continuity which 
requires no smoothness at all in £ but instead some decay as x->oo. 

Theorem 18.1.11'. Let a(x, £) be a measurable function which is n-f-1 times 
continuously differentiable with respect to x for fixed £. If 

£ $\D*xa(x,0\dxSM9 £eR", 
\a\£n+l 

for some M<oo, it follows that a(x,D) is bounded in L2(RW) with norm 

Proof If UECQ the Fourier transform of a(x9D)u is 

where 

A(rJ,0 = (27t)~nja(x,Oe-i<x^>dx. 

By hypothesis 

(l+kirM^^ai^c.M 
which implies that 

J M(i, - {, 0 | drj ^ CM, J \A(rj - & £)| d£ ^ CM. 

In view of Lemma 18.1.12 it follows that the L2 norm of the Fourier 
transform of a{x,D)u is at most CM ||w||, which completes the proof. 

Let us now reconsider the spaces H(s) introduced in Definition 7.9.1: we 
have ueH{s) if ue&" and tieL2

oc, 

||W||(s) = ((27i)-«J|ii(0|2(l + | ^ | 2 ) s ^ < a ) . 

If F s(£)=(l + |£|2)s/2, then EseSs and the Fourier transform of Es(D)u is 
FS(^)M(^), SO the definition means exactly that Es(D)uel}. This gives a 
precise meaning to the idea that H{s) consists of the distributions with 
derivatives of order s in L2, and we have 
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Theorem 18.1.13. / / aeSm then a(x,D) is a continuous operator from H(s) to 
His_m)for every s. 

Proof. lfueH(s) then v = Es(D)ueL2 and 

Es_m(D)a(x,D)u = Es_m(D)a(x,D)E_s(D)veL2 

by Theorem 18.1.11 since Es_m(D)a(x,D)E_s(D)eOpS°. 

Remark. a(x,D) is also continuous pH(s)^
pH(s_m) by Corollary B.1.6. 

The proof of continuity in Theorem 18.1.11 was based on estimating 
a(x, D)* a(x, D) from above. We shall now prove a stronger one sided es
timate which is often important. It is usually called the sharp Garding 
inequality. Various improvements of it will be given later on, and a shorter 
proof will be possible when we have developed stronger techniques. How
ever, we give a direct and in principle elementary proof here for the benefit 
of readers who do not wish to go through Sections 18.4 to 18.6. 

Theorem 18.1.14. / / aeS2m+ x and Re a ̂  0 then 

(18.1.16) Re(a(x,D)w,w)^-C||w||(
2

m), ue$f. 

Proof. (18.1.16) follows from Theorem 18.1.13 if aeS2m. Since 

(a(x, D) + a(x, D)*)/2 - (Re a)(x, D)eOp S2m 

it is therefore sufficient to prove (18.1.16) with a replaced by Re a. Thus we 
assume a^O in what follows. To prove (18.1.16) we shall then write a(x,D) 
as a superposition of positive operators with an error of order 2m. We start 
by choosing an even function (/>eCJ(R2n) with L2 norm one and define 
\l/e&> by il/(x,D) = (j)(x,D)*(l)(x,D). Then \j/ is even by (18.1.14) and (18.1.9), 
and we claim that 

(18.1.17) H4,{y,t,)dydt, = l. 

For the proof we observe that if K^ and K^ are the kernels of <j>(x,D) and 
of i//(x,D) then 

{2n)-»\\UxA)dxdS = \K^x,x)dx = \\\K4>{x,y)\2dxdy 

= (2n)-"tf\4>(x,Z)\2dxdl; 

where the last equality follows from (18.1.7) and Parseval's formula. 
Having proved (18.1.17) we now set a = a0 + a1 where 

(18.1.18) a^O-^Ux^q^Ai-riyqi^aiy^dydr,, 

«fo) = (l+|i?l2)*. 

Since (il/(x,D)u,u)= ||'0(x,D)u||2^O we obtain (\l/(tx,D/t)u,u)^0 if we re
place u by u(x/t). Hence it follows that 

m(x-yUD-rj)/t)u,u)^09 ue^ {y,r\)e1SL2\ 
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if u is replaced by u(x + y)e~i<x,TI>. It is therefore clear that 

so (18.1.16) will follow if we prove that a0eS2m. 
When we differentiate with respect to x} under the integral sign in 

(18.1.18), the derivative can be replaced by — djdyy After an integration by 
parts the net result is that a has been differentiated with respect to yy 

Differentiation of ax with respect to ̂  is more complicated since 

(d/dij+d/drjj) Ux -y) q{n\ (Z - n)lqiri)) 
=*A'((x -y) q(nl (£ -n)lq{n)) Fjin\ 

where Fj(rj) = q(rj)~1 dqW/drjjES"1 and 

(18.1.19) ^ x , 0 = ^ ( t x , { / t ) | , . 1 = <x,3^/ajc>-<«,3^/30 

is another even function in Sf. Note that \[^'{x, £)dxdt;=Q. Differentiation 
of ax with respect to £. therefore gives one term of the form (18.1.18) with a 
replaced by aij) and one where \j/ is replaced by ij/' and a factor FJES'1 is 
introduced. Inductively it follows that a^l^^a^—a^p) is a finite sum of 
terms of the form 

(18.1.20) M^O^fJ^i^-^atoXtt-^to))^^)^^ 
-b{x,Oll^i(y,ri)dydrj 

where ^Ye£f is even and fceS2m+1~,al. The theorem will be proved if we 
show that beS* implies |b0(x,{)|^C(l + |£|)A'-1. 

a) When | { - iy | ^ ( l + |{|)/2 we have l + | i | | ^3 |{- iy | and 

{i + \Z\W + \i\)£i + \Z-i\> (i + M)/(i + m ) ^ i + l£->/|. 
The factor \j/l in the first integral in (18.1.20) can be estimated by 

for any JV. Since q(rj)2^l + \rj\^3\^~-rj\ the last factor may be replaced by 
(1 + \i-rj\/3)~N. Hence the integrand in the first term in (18.1.20) has the 
bound 

C^(lH-|jc-y|«(0 + l€- f | | /« («) - 2 - - 1 ( l + |«l)M + ' -+ 1- | # 

when | f~i / |^(H- |^ | ) /2 and JV>|ju| + n + l. The integral of the first factor 
with respect to y and Y\ over R 2 n is finite and independent of (x,£), so we 
obtain the desired bound for the corresponding part of the first term in 
(18.1.20) if JV is large enough. 

b) When | « J - I J | < ( 1 + |{ | ) /2 we have 

(1+|£|)<2(1 + |0|)<3(1 + |{|) 
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for every 6 on the line segment between £ and rj. Hence Taylor's formula 
gives 

B(x,y,i,t,) = \b(y,r,)- £ &W(x,£)(y-xA»J-O7a!0!| 
|<x+/J |S2 

^ C(|x -y |««) + 1$ -»||/€(«)3(1 

(Note that the scales in \// were chosen to match in this estimate.) Thus 

f f B(x, y, t, f,)|<M(x -y)«(,),({ -r,)/q(r,))\ dydr, £ C(l +1£|)"-* 
2 | { - i | | < 1 + |{| 

It remains to evaluate the integrals 

U <M(* -y) qmZ-l)M*l))(y -xfiq-tfdydr,. 
2 |4 - , | <1 + |«| 

To do so we would like to replace q(rj) by q(|). With the notation ij/^ in 
(18.1.19) we have for any JV when t and 1/t have a fixed bound 

l^tCtz, «/t) -^r^z, 0) - ( t -1) ^(z, 0)| ^ Cw(l + |z| + |0|)-w(t -1)2 . 

Assuming still that | £ - > J | < ( 1 + |£|)/2 we shall take t = q(ri)/q{£). Then 

9«)( t - l ) = «(if)-«(0 = <«m»f-€> + O(l»?-{|/«(0)2/«(« 

so replacing (z,0) by ((x-y) #(<!;), (£—f)M£)) we conclude that 

Wiiix-yUtout-mm-tiiix-yumt-miQ) 

£ CN(l +\x-y\ q(i) + \t -r,\/q(S))2-N(l + \i\)-\ 

Since 2 |{- if |>l + |fl implies |£-if|/fl(0>(l + K;l)/(2«(O) we obtain 

U ^1((x-y)q(r,)M-ri)/q(rlMy-x)l,(r,-^dydr, 
2 |« - , | <1 + |{| 

^(^' -^ClfM^W^ 
+flK(y,ti)y'ir<'i,9'(Q>dydt,+0((i + \z\)-1)l 

The first integral on the right vanishes when |a + /S| = l and the second 
vanishes when oc + j8=0. When |a + j8| = 2 we get the bound Cq(£)M~w 

= Cq(£)1M-2, when |a + 0| = l we get the bound C^)1"1-1"1-1 

= C^(|)2|a |-2, and when a+ 0=0 the integral is l\$i(y,ti)dydti + 
^((l + i^l)-1). If we multiply by b^x,Z)/a\fi\ and sum, we obtain after 
subtraction of the second integral in (18.1.20) 

|60(x,{)|^C1 £ l^)
)(^^)l(l + l^l)lal"1 + C2(l + l^l)''-*-

This completes the proof. 

Remark 1. In Section 22.3 we shall prove some refinements of Theo
rem 18.1.14. It will then be important that the preceding proof shows that if 
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O^aeS2 then one can find a^S1 such that a(x,D)—a0(x,D) is non-negative 
and 

(18.1.21) \a0(x^)\^C( X (l + \^a]-l\a^(x,0\Hl + \^\n 

This is a special case of the preceding estimate of b0. 

Remark 2. The calculus of pseudo-differential operators works equally well if 
we allow symbols aeSm with values in J?(Bl9B2) where Bl and B2 are 
reflexive Banach spaces. Thus a(x,D) maps 6^(^,3^ to 6^(WLn,B2) and 
^,(WLn,B1) to ^'(3Rn,B2). We just have to replace absolute values by norms 
in the arguments above. When Bx and B2 are Hilbert spaces the results on 
L2 continuity remain valid and the proofs only require obvious modifica
tions. Also the sharp Garding inequality (Theorem 18.1.14) is valid if 
aeS2m+1 has values in i?(/J,H) where H is a Hilbert space, and the 
function u in (18.1.16) takes its values in H. In fact, if A is a positive 
bounded operator in H then 

(il/((x-y)/t,(D-rj)/t)Au,u)^0; y, ^ R n , t > 0 ; 

when \j/ is defined as in the proof of Theorem 18.1.14, for the spectral 
theorem reduces the proof to the scalar case. Thus the first part of the proof 
remains valid, and the second part requires essentially no change at all. 

The following simple consequence of Theorem 18.1.14 gives Theo
rem 18.1.11 a more precise form which is often important. 

Theorem 18,1.15. For every bounded subset A of S° there is a constant C such 
that 

(18.1.22) Re(a(x,D)u,w)^-C<5||w||2, ueSf, 

if aeA, a^.0, 0<<5<1, and a(x,£) = 0 when \£8\<l. We also have 

(18.1.23) ||a(x,D)||<sup|a| + (C<5)±, ueST,-

if aeA, 0<S<1, and a(x,<J) = 0 when |£<5|<l. 

Proof Let At = {a/S;aeA and a(x,£)=0 when |£<5|<l, 0<<5<l}. Since 
<5-1^l+|<i;| in supp a it follows that Ax is a bounded subset of S1. Hence 
(18.1.16) is valid uniformly with m = 0 for all aeAx, which proves (18.1.22). 
Choose x^C°°(R.tt) with O^xSh x(0 = l when | £ |> l and *(£) = () when 
|£| <\. Then we can apply (18.1.22) to 

M2
X(S^)2-\a(xyO\2 

if aeA, M = sup|#| and a(x,^)=0 when |<5^|<l for some (5e(0,l). This gives 
with another C 

M2 | |W | |2-Re(|a|2(x,D)w,W)^-C(5| | t / | |2 , ue&. 
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We have a*(x,D)a(x,D) = \a\2(x,D) + b(x,D) where b(x, £) is bounded in S"1 

and vanishes when |<5£|<1. Hence b(x, £)/8 belongs to a bounded set in S° 
so \\b(x9D)/S\\ ^ C by Theorem 18.1.11 and 

M2\\u\\2~\\a(x,D)u\\2^-(C+C)S\\u\\2. 

This completes the proof of (18.1.23). 

In the following theorem we sum up some smoothness properties of the 
kernel of a pseudo-differential operator, partly encountered already. 

Theorem 18.1.16. Let aeSm and denote by K e ^ f x R " ) the Schwartz kernel 
of a(x,D) defined by (18.1.7). Then KeCj(WLnxWLn) if m+j + n<09 and 
KeC°°(WLnxWLn\A) for any m if A is the diagonal {(JC,JC); xeWC1}. More 
precisely 

(18.1.24) WT(K)cz{(x,x,0, -0) ;x ,0eR"} 

which is the conormal bundle of A. We have 

(18.1.25) WF(a(x9D)u)cWF(u),ue&"9 

(18.1.26) sing supp a(x, D)ua sing supp u, ue&". 

IfaeS-°° then a{x9 D) 9" a C°°. 

Proof (18.1.7) is absolutely convergent and remains so after j differentiations 
if m + j'4- n < 0. This proves the first statement. To prove the second one we 
observe that if / , ^ e C ^ then i(x)K(x,y)\j/(y) is the kernel of the operator 

u t-*xa(x>L>)\j/u, ue99 

which is in OpS"0 0 by Theorem 18.1.8 if supp %n supp i/f = 0. Hence the 
kernel is in C°° then. The more precise result (18.1.24) follows at once from 
Theorem8.1.9 with (j)(x,y,6) = (x-y,6). If ueS' then Theorem8.2.13 gives 
(18.1.25) which implies (18.1.26). (It is also easy to prove (18.1.26) directly 
when UES", for sing supp a(x9D)ucz supp u since KeC00(Rnx']R/ ,\ A), and we 
can write u = u1+u2 with w2eC^, hence a(x,D)u2eC°°, and suppi^ close to 
sing supp u.) If aeS~°° and ue Sf' then 

Dla(x,D)u(x) = (2n)-\u,D«(ei<x>z>a(x,0)>, 

for this is true when ue9 and the right-hand side is a continuous map from 
9" to C°. Hence a(x,D)9'a C°°. If x^eCJ? and i = \ in a neighborhood of 
supp î , it follows that 

\j/a(x,D)u-ij/a(x,D)(xu) = \j/a(x,D)(l -xlueC00. 

Thus WF(ij/ a{x, D) u) <= WF(X u) which yields (18.1.25) for any ue&". 

Remark. (18.1.26) is often called the pseudo-local property while (18.1.25) is 
referred to as the microlocal property of a(x,D). 
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Before discussing the effect of a change of variables on Op Sm we observe 
that if aeSm then a direct computation gives 

a(x,D)(ei<x>°u) = ei<x>°a(x,D + £)u; ueSf\ £eWLn. 

If we take u(x) = v(ex) where veC™ and y(0) = l, it follows when s->0 that 

(18.1.27) a(x,D)ei<x>t> = a{x,Oei<x>°-

This gives a convenient way to recover the symbol from the operator. 

Theorem 18X17. Let X and XK be open subsets of IR" and K: X->XK a 
diffeomorphism. If aeSm and the kernel of a(x,D) has compact support in 
X x X then 

(18.1.28) aK(K(xlrJ) = e-i<Kix)>«>a(x,D)ei<Kix)>r<>, 

^K(y9^) = 0 if y$XK, defines a function aKeSm such that the kernel of aK(x,D) 
has compact support in XK x XK and 

(18.1.29) (aK(x,D)u)oK = a(x,D)(uoK), ueSf". 

For aK we have the asymptotic expansion 

(18.1.30) flJic^^-S^^^'W^^^^^'ValUx, 

where px(y) = K(y) — K(x) — Kf(x)(y — x) vanishes of second order at x. The 
terms in the series are in Sm~^/2. 

Proof If we show that aKeSm then (18.1.28) means precisely that (18.1.29) is 
valid when u(x) = ei<x,n>. This proves (18.1.29) since both sides are con
tinuous from Sf' to $'{X) and linear combinations of exponential functions 
are dense in «9*". Before the proof that aKeSm and that (18.1.30) is valid we 
observe that 

(18.1.31) <t>a(x,rl) = D;ei<^'%=x 

is a polynomial in n of degree ^ |a | /2 with C00 coefficients. In fact, a 
differentiation producing a factor rjj also brings out a derivative of px(y) 
vanishing at x. If k derivatives bring out a coordinate of rj each, we must get 
a zero term unless |a|—fc^k, that is, 2fc<^|a|, so that there are enough 
derivatives left to remove these zeros. This shows that the terms in (18.1.30) 
are indeed in sw-lal/2 so that the asymptotic series is well defined. Note the 
values of the first few polynomials </>a: 

(18.L31X 0O = 1; </>a = 0, |a| = l; 

(f)a(x9ri) = Dxi(K(xlrjy, | a |=2 or 3. 

By Proposition 18.1.4 we shall obtain that aK(/c(x), n)eSm, hence that 
aKeSm, and that (18.1.30) is valid, if we just prove estimates of the form 
(18.1.3)". In fact, differentiation of (18.1.28) gives a finite sum of monomials 
in n multiplied by a similar expression with another a, so (18.1.4) follows. 
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Choose <f>eC™(X) so that </>(x) = 0(y)=l for (x,y) in a neighborhood of 
the support of the kernel of a(x9D). Then 

(18.1.28)' aK(K:(x),^) = 0(x)e-f<K(ac)','>a(x,D)(^(x)el'<K(JC)^>), 

which shows at once that aKeC°°. To study aK for large rj we introduce the 
Fourier transform 

^,rj) = ^(t)(y)ei<K{yhrt>-i<y^dy. 

The differential of the phase is VOOij-f. If \K'(y)\^C and I fc 'M^lgC, 
yesupp</>, then 

|V(y>ij-«|^ |« | /2 if | « | / 2 ^ C | I J | , 

I V ^ i f - ^ I ^ C - M i f - V W - ^ l ^ l i / I ^ C if C|£|<|i,|/2. 

In both cases we can normalize the exponent by writing 

<K(ylrjy-(y,0 = co((K(ylrj/ojy-iy^/coy% a> = |€l + M 

and obtain using Theorem 7.7.1 for any N 

|*(«,ff)|^CN(l + |«| + |i, |)-N unless \rj\/2C<\^\<2C\rj\. 

Now choose ^ e C ^ R " ) equal to 1 when 1 /2C< |£ |<2C and equal to 0 
when |{| < 1/4 C. Then 

a(x,D)(0(x)e'<KW-'>) = /1(x,ij) + /2(x,»,), 

where 

/1(x,if) = ( 2 i i ) - " f e l < ^ > f l ( x f 0 * « , i f ) ( l - Z « M ) « 

decreases faster than any power of 1/(1 + \rj\) as rj-* oo and 

I 2 (x^) = (aV27trJe'*"<^^ 

Here a> = |iy|. The integral I2 is of the form studied in Theorem 7.7.7 if y—x 
is taken as a new variable instead of y9 the roles of x and y are in
terchanged, and another parameter rj/co occurs. Note that x(^) = l near the 
critical point £== V(X)J//(B. Hence we obtain for I2 the asymptotic expansion 

««««.*> £ <Wy9 D^/(0yj ei<Pxly),«> a ( X j w {)/; ! | y . , i € . V(x)l | /W, 

if we observe that all derivatives of a(x,co<i;) can be estimated by of1 in the 
support of the integrand, and that 0(x) = 1 in a neighborhood of the support 
of aK(K(x), rj). The proof is complete. 

The simplest consequence of (18.1.30) is by (18.1.31)' that 

aK(K(x%rf)-a(x,tK,(x)ri)eSm-1. 

In particular, if a is polyhomogeneous with principal symbol <z°, that is, if a0 

is the homogeneous term of highest degree, then aK is polyhomogeneous 
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with principal symbol a° satisfying 

a°K(K(x),ri)=a0(x,'K'(x)r,). 

The principal symbol therefore transforms as a function invariantly defined 
on the cotangent bundle, just as in the case of differential operators dis
cussed in Section 6.4. For the next term a1 resp.a* we obtain (assuming that 
the step is 1) 

^Wx) ,^ ) = a1(x,V(x)f/)+ £ a0*\xSK\x)n)D*x(iK{x\nyioL\. 

A simpler transformation law is valid for the subprincipal symbol defined by 

(18.1.32) a l s (x^) = a 1(x,a + i / 2 X a ( T ( ^ a . 

To compute it for aK we use that 

a°K{y, rj) = a°(x9 V(x) t\\ y = K(X), 

where (tK,(x)rj)i = d(y,rj}/dxh which gives 

I < ( j ! = I dxk/dyj d/dxk £ a°" dyj/dxt 

= I a8?> dxjdyj dyj/dxl + £ 8xk/dyj(a0^ d2 yjdxt dxk 

+ Y,<*°ilp)d2<y>ri>/dxkdxpdyj/dxl). 

If J = dQt(dyj/dxk) then J(dxk/dyj) is the cofactor matrix of the matrix 
(dyj/dxk) so J'1 dJ/dxi = £ d2 yj/dxk dxt dxk/dyj. Hence 

(18.1.33) ais{K{x\ r,) = als(x, V(x) n) - ± £ «°(/)(*> V(x) IJ) (D, J)/J. 

This may not look much simpler at first sight, but we note that als is at 
least invariantly defined at the points in the cotangent bundle where a0 

vanishes of second order. It is also an invariant under measure preserving 
changes of variables, and we shall see later that a slight modification of our 
point of view gives a complete invariant. A more conceptual motivation for 
the notion of subprincipal symbol will be given in Section 18.5. 

Our next aim is to define pseudo-differential operators on a manifold. 
First we must discuss symbols. If XaWL" is open we define S|"oc(IxR") as 
the set of all aeC°°(XxWLn) such that 0(x)a(x,£)eSm(]R^xIR/,) for every 
<j)€C^{X). This means that for every compact set KaX we can find CafiK 

such that 

(18.1.1)' | f l | g ( x , { ) | ^ C . ^ ( l + | { | r - w ; *eK, ZeW. 

By means of a partition of unity we can immediately extend Proposi
tion 18.1.3 to this local case. 

More generally, let r c : lR w xR n be open and conic with respect to the 
second variable, that is, {x,£)er =>(x,t£)er if £>0. Then we define S?oc(r) 
as the set of all aeC°°(r) such that for every compact set K'aT the 
estimate (18.1.1)' is valid in {(x,r£); (x,£)eiC, t ^ l } . Taking K' = 
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Kx {£;\£\<^l} we find that this agrees with the earlier definition when F = 
X x IRn. We shall usually simplify notation by writing Sm(r) instead of S£C(D 
since there can be no ambiguity unless r = Rnx3R". Symbols behave well 
under a change of variables: 

Lemma 18.1.18. Let Xt and X2 be open sets in Rn and let 4>: Xl-+X2 and 
<f>: Xx-»GL(n,R.) (the group of invertible nxn matrices) be C°° maps. If /J 
aXlxWLn and r 2 c l 2 x l " are open and conic, ((j)(x\<P(x)?;)er2 when 
(x, £)eJ^, then 

a1(x,£) = a2((j){x\${x)£) 

is in Sm(ri)for every a2eSm(r2). 

Proof K2 = {((/)(x), ^{x)^);(x^)eK1} is a compact set in T2 if Kx is a 
compact set in JJ. Since |4>(x)<i;|/|£| is bounded from above and below when 
(x^)eK1 and 

a</> = £ af 0kp a1(j) = £ am dcf>Jdxj + £ af d*JdXj £v 

the required estimates (18.1.1)' follow inductively. 

If X c R " is open and aeSm(X x R"), then an operator 

a(x,D): Sf'(R»)^3'(X) 

is still defined by (18.1.5), and it restricts to an operator S'(X)-+<2)'(X) or 
C$(X)-+C»{X). In fact, if <j)eC™{X) then ${x)a{x^)e$m so the correspond
ing operator has already been discussed. It follows also that a(x,D) is a 
continuous map H(s)-> Hl£Lm)(X). However, there is some lack of symmetry 
between right and left multiplication which must be removed before one can 
take adjoints. The situation is clarified by the following 

Proposition 18.1.19. / / A: C^(X)-^ C°°(X) is a continuous linear map and for 
all </>, ij/eC^iX) the operator 

S^ u v-+.<j>Ail)u 

is in Op<Sm, then one can find aeSm(X x Rn) such that 

A = a(x,D)+A0 

where the kernel of A0 is in C°°(X x X). Here a is uniquely determined 
modulo S-°°(X xWLn). 

Proof Let l=Y,ll/j(y) be a locally finite partition of unity in X. Then 
\l/jA\l/ku=ajk(x,D)u, ue6^ where aj1ceSm and ajk(x,£)) = 0 when x<£suppi/^. 
Set 

<*(x,£) = L'ajk(x,Z) 

where we sum over a l l ; and k for which supp^nsupp^fc=j=0. The sum is 
locally finite since any compact subset of X meets only finitely many 
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suppi/^. and they meet only finitely many suppi/^. Hence aeSm(X xW). If 
K is the kernel of A then the kernel of A—a(x,D) is the sum 

I " ^ ( x ) K ( x , y ) ^ ( y ) 

taken over the indices for which suppi/^nsupp^k = 0. It is in C°°(XxX) 
since the sum is locally finite and the terms are in C°° by Theorem 18.1.16. 
Now if beSm and the kernel is in C^QR" x R"), then 

b(x,Z) = e-i<x>t> b(x,D)ei<x>s> 

is rapidly decreasing when £-»oo so beS~°°. If ^4=0 we can apply this 
conclusion to b(x,D)u = (j)a(x,D)il/u taking (/> = i/f = l near any given point 
in X. This proves that aeS'^iX x Rn) which completes the proof. 

We are now ready to define pseudo-differential operators on manifolds: 

Definition 18.1.20. A pseudo-differential operator of order m on a C00 ma
nifold X is a continuous linear map A: C™(X)-*C°°(X) such that for every 
local coordinate patch XKaX with coordinates XK 3 x H-» K(X) 
= ( x 1 , . . . , x „ ) e I K c E B and all <t>9}jteC$(XK) the map 

^ ' ( IR n ) 3 « H 4>{K-1TAK\XI)U) 

is in OpSm. We shall then write AeWm(X) and extend i to a 
map<T(X)-^'(X). 

If Xcz]RM it follows from Proposition 18.1.19 that A must be the sum of 
an operator a(x,D) with aeSm(X xBJ1) and an operator with kernel in 
C°°(XxX). Theorem 18.1.17 shows that conversely every such operator is in 
xFm{X). Definition 18.1.20 just means that the restriction of A to each coor
dinate patch is of the preceding form in the local coordinates. It is of course 
sufficient to know this for so many coordinate patches XK in X that the 
products XK x XK form an atlas for X x X. It suffices to use an atlas for X if 
one requires in addition that the kernel of A is smooth outside the diagonal. 
In particular, if aKeSm and the kernel of aK(x,D) has compact support in 
XK x XK then we can define AeWm(X) by 

Au = K*aK(x,D)(K-1)*u in XK, AueS'{XK). 

If A is polyhomogeneous it follows from Theorem 18.1.17 that a prin
cipal symbol a0 is invariantly defined on T*(X)\0 , where 0 denotes the 0 
section. It is obtained by just pulling the principal symbol back from 
T*(Z K ) \0 to T*(XK)\0. To define the principal symbol for any AeWm we 
first define Sm(T*(X)) as the set of all aeC°°(T*{X)) such that the pullback 
to T*(IK) = I K x R " is in Sm(XKxWLn) for every coordinate patch. By Lem
ma 18.1.18 it is enough to require this for an atlas, and the definition agrees 
with our earlier one if XczJR". If AeWm then the restriction of A to XK 

identified with XK defines a symbol in 5w(XKxRn)/5-°°(XKxRn) by Propo-
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sition 18.1.19. If aKeSm(T*(XK)) is the pullback of a representative then 
aK — aK>eSm~1(T*(XKnXK>)) by Theorem 18.1.17 for every pair of coordinate 
patches. With a partition of unity {xj/j} subordinate to a covering by coor
dinate patches XKj we set 

a = ^jaKjeSm(T*(X)) 

and obtain a— aKeSm~1(T*(XK)) for every K. This determines a modulo 
Sm~1 so we obtain a principal symbol isomorphism 

Vm(X)/<Fm-1(X)^Sm(T*(X))/Sm-1(T*(X)). 

To prove surjectivity we take \j/j now with ^i/^? = 1 and set for aeSm(T*(X)) 

A j u = il/j K* afa D){KJ *)* (ij/j ii), ue C°°(X), 

where a} is the pullback of a to T*(XKj). Then A = Y,^j has the principal 
symbol a. We also have an isomorphism between W~°°(X) and the oper
ators with C00 kernel, that is, operators mapping S'(X) into C°°(X). 

To be able to compose operators freely one needs to have some infor
mation on the support of the distribution kernel, which is a distribution in 
X x X with values in l[x|fi, that is, a distribution density in the second 
variable. 

Definition 18.1.21. The (pseudo-differential) operator A in X is said to be 
properly supported if both projections from the support of the kernel in 
I x l t o l are proper maps, that is, for every compact set KcX there is a 
compact set K'czX such that 

suppuc:iC=>supp/lwc:&'; u = 0 at K' =>Au = 0 at K. 

Note that A can then be extended to a map Q)'{X)-*3)\X) so that the 
last property is preserved. 

Proposition 18.1.22. Every AeYm can be written as a sum A = A1+A0 where 
A^W"1 is properly supported and the kernel of A0 is in C00. 

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 18.1.19 we take a partition of unity 1 

=Y,xl/j *n xanc*set 

with the sum taken over all j and k such that supp^.nsupp^fc=(=0. The 
same proof shows that At is properly supported and that A0 = A—Al has a 
C00 kernel. 

Using the preceding decomposition and Proposition 18.1.3 it is easy to 
show that if Aj€Wmj(X), m}i - oo, then one can find Ae¥m° with 

A-~Y,Aj€Vmk for every k. 

The details of the proof are left for the reader. 
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Since the asymptotic formulas in the calculus of pseudo-differential 
operators only allow one to recognize them modulo IF"00, we shall usually 
be working with Wm/y>-°° instead of Wm. By Proposition 18.1.22 it is then 
always possible to pick a properly supported representative for the class 
considered. It is therefore no essential restriction that we require proper 
supports in the following immediate consequence of Theorem 18.1.8. 

Theorem 18.1.23. / / Aje
xFmj{X) are properly supported, 7 = 1,2, then A 

= AiA2eWmi+m2(X) is properly supported and the principal symbol is the 
product of those of At and of A2. 

Proof Let 0 ,^eC^(Y) where Y is a coordinate patch, and choose xeC%{Y) 
equal to 1 in a neighborhood of supp ij/. Then 

tA^^^A.xKxA^ + tA^l-z^A^. 

The first term on the right is in Wm by Theorem 18.1.8 and the other has a 
C°° kernel. 

The proof that (iii)=>(i), (ii) in Theorem 18.1.9 gives with no change an 
extension of Theorem 7.1.22: 

Theorem 18.1.24. If Ae*Pm is properly supported and elliptic in the sense that 
the principal symbol aeSm(T*(X))/Sm-1(T*(X)) has an inverse in 
S-m(T*(Z))/S-m-1(r*(J(r)) then one can find Be^~m properly supported such 
that 

BA-IeW'00, AB-IeV-00. 

One calls B a parametrix for A. 

In Chapter XIX we shall discuss the existence theory for elliptic oper
ators which follows from the existence of a parametrix. Here we proceed to 
discuss local versions of Theorem 18.1.24. 

Definition 18.1.25. If aeSm(T*(X)) is a principal symbol of AeVm then A is 
said to be non-characteristic at ( x o , £ o ) eT*pQ\0 if ab — l e S " 1 in a conic 
neighborhood of (x0,£0) for some beS~m. The set of characteristic points is 
denoted by Char A. 

The definition is of course independent of the choice of a. The proof of 
the equivalence of (iii) and (iv) in Theorem 18.1.9 shows that in terms of 
local coordinates an equivalent condition is that \a(x, £)l^c|£lm for large \%\ 
in a conic neighborhood of (x0,£0). If A has a homogeneous principal 
symbol a, the condition is equivalent to a(xo^o)+0 so our present defini
tion of Char A coincides with (8.3.4) for differential operators. 

If AeWm and k<m we shall say that A is in Wk, or of order fc, at 
(x o ,£ o )eT*(X)\0 if for the complete symbol a(x,£) of A restricted to a 
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coordinate patch containing x0 we have aeSk in a conic neighborhood of 
(x0,£0). By Proposition 18.1.19 and Theorem 18.1.17 this condition is inde
pendent of the choice of a and of the local coordinates. The case k = — oo is 
of particular importance: 

Proposition 18.1.26. / / AeWm(X) and r is a closed conic subset of T*(X)\0 , 
the following conditions are equivalent, s$ denoting the kernel of A: 

(i) A is of order - o o in T*(X)\ 0 \ JT. 
(ii) W F V # ) C { ( 7 , 7 ) ; 7 € r } . 

(iii) WF(A « ) C f n WF(u), u e &'(X). 

Proof The statements are local so we may assume that XczWL" and that 
A=a(x,D\ where aeSm and a(x, £) = 0, | ^ | < 1 . If a is rapidly decreasing in a 
conic neighborhood V of (x0,£o) w e c a n c ^ o o s e ^eC°°(lRwx(lRn\0)) with-
support in V so that q(x,^) is homogeneous in £ of degree 0 and equal to 1 
in a neighborhood of (x0,{0). Then the kernel of (aq)(x,D) is in C00, and 
(x0 ,£0 ,x0 , — £0) is not in the wave front set of the kernel of (a(l — q))(x,D) 
by Theorem 8.1.9. In view of (18.1.24) it follows that (i)=>(ii). That (ii)=>(iii) 
is a consequence of Theorem 8.2.13. Finally assume that (iii) is valid, and let 
(x0 ,£0)^r. Choose qeS° with support in a closed cone J] with 7 JnF = 0 and 
equal to 1 at oo in a conic neighborhood of (x0,£0). Then WF(q(x,D)u)czri 

for every we(?' since (i)=>(iii), so WF(a(x9D)q(x9D)u)crn/J=0. Thus 
a(x,D)g(x,D) has a C00 kernel X. Choose </>eC^ equal to 1 in a neigh
borhood of x0 and set a(x, D) q(x, D) cf) u = b(x, D)u. By (18.1.27) we have 

b(x, Q = e-i<x'S> J K(x, y) 0(y) **<*<> dy 

and the right-hand side is rapidly decreasing when £->oo. The same is true 
for the derivatives so foeS-00 in a neighborhood of x0 . But b — aeS~°° in a 
conic neighborhood of (x0,^0) so it follows that a e S - 0 0 in a conic neigh
borhood of (x0, £0). Thus (iii) => (i) which completes the proof. 

Since WF'(s/) is contained in the diagonal of T*(X)\0 x T*(X) \0 it is 
natural to identify it with a conic subset of T*(X)\0 . We shall write 

(18.1.34) WF(A) = {yeT*{X)^Q,(y9y)eWF'(j*)}. 

By Proposition 18.1.26 WF(A) is the smallest conic set such that A is of 
order — oo in the complement, we have 

(18.1.35) WF(A u)cz WF(A)n WF(u), uei\X\ 

and no smaller set than WF(A) can be used in the right-hand side. It is 
clear that WF(AB)c WF(A)n WF(B) if AeWm(X\ Be¥m\X). 

We can now state a microlocal version of Theorem 18.1.24: 

Theorem 18.1.24'. If AeWm is properly supported and (x0,£0)$Char A then 
one can find a properly supported BeW~m such that (x0,£0)4WF(BA — I) and 
(x0,?;0)$WF(AB — I); these conditions are equivalent. 
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Proof. By Definition 18.1.25 we can choose B1eT~m properly supported 
(like all operators in what follows) so that ABX — J is of order — 1 at (x0, £0). 
This means that ABX = I + R1+R2 where R^W'1 and (xQ9£0)$WF(R2). By 
Theorem 18.1.24 we can find B2eW° with {I + R1)B2-Ie*¥-<X>. Since 
{x0,£0)$WF(R2B2) it follows that (x0,£0)$WF(AB-I) if B = BXB2. Similar
ly we find B' with (x0,£0)$WF{B' A-I). Since 

W -B = {B' A-I)B-B\AB-I) 

it follows that (x0 ,{0)£WT(F-fl) . Hence {x0,£0)$WF(BA-I), and the 
proof is complete. 

Theorem 18.1.24' allows us to give an alternative description of the wave 
front set of a distribution. 

Theorem 18.1.27. If ue@'(X) we have for every meWL 

(18.1.36) WF(u) = f |cha r A 

where the intersection is taken over all properly supported AeWm(X) such that 
AueC°°(X). 

Proof Assume that (x0,£0)$WF(u).. Then we can choose AeWm with 
WF(A)rsWF(u) = 0 and (x0?£0)^Char,4, by just working in a coordinate 
patch containing x0. This proves that (°| Char AaWF{u). On the other 
hand, assume that AeYm, AueC°° and that (x0,^0)^Char A. We must then 
prove that {x0,£0)$WF(u). Choose BeW~m using Theorem 18.1.24' so that 
(x09{0)tWF{BA-1). Thai 

u = BAu + {I-BA)u 

where BAueC00 and (x09Z0)$WF((I-BA)u) by Proposition 18.1.26. The 
proof is complete. 

From now on we shall always fall back on (18.1.36) as our definition of 
WF(u). With this definition the analogue of Theorem 8.3.1 is obvious: 

Theorem 18.1.28. If AeWm(X) is properly supported and ue@'(X) then 

(18.1.37) WF(u)czWF(Au)vChar A. 

Proof If (x,Q$WF(Au) we can find BeW° with BAueC00 and (x,{)£Char£. 
If (x,Q£Chari4 then (x, £)£Char £,4 so (x,£)£WT(u). . 

Remark. If r is a closed cone c T * ( I ) \ 0 we introduced in Section8.2 the 
space 

@'r(X)={ue2\X\ WF{u)aF}. 

In Definition 8.2.2 we introduced a notion of convergence for sequences in 
2'r(X). The preceding arguments show with little change that u^u in 
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®'r{X) is equivalent to u^u in 9'(X) and Au^Au in C°°(X) for every 
properly supported A with rr\WF(A) = 0. We leave the details for the 
reader. 

In appendix B we have defined the space Hl£*(X) of distributions u on X 
such that (K~l)*((j)u)€His)(WLn) for every local coordinate system K: XK-*XK 

cR" and every <fieC$(XJ. The main point was the invariance of Hc
{^

mp(XK) 
under changes of variables proved in Theorem B.1.8. This is also an im
mediate consequence of Theorem 18.1.13 and Theorem 18.1.17. If AeWm we 
have X0weC°°(X\supp0), and A4>ueHlgLm){XK) by Theorem 18.1.13, if 
ueHl$[{X)9 so we obtain, using Theorem 18.1.24 to prove the converse, 

Theorem 18.1.29. / / ueH\°s*(X) (resp. H™mp(X)) and AeWm is properly sup
ported then AueHl°c_m){X) (resp. AueH^l^X)). The converse is true if A is 
elliptic. 

Thus one can define Hl$(X) as the set of all ueQ)'{X) mapped to l?loc(X) 
by every (some elliptic) properly supported operator in *PS(X). The preced
ing discussion can be localized with the following terminology: 

Definition 18.1.30. If ue&{X) then ueHl$- at x0eX if u = ux+u0 with 
u^H^iX) and w0eC°° in a neighborhood of x0. If (xo,£o)eT*(X)\0 we 
say that ueH1™ at (x0,£0) if M = M1+M0 with u^HffiX) and 
(x0,Z0)$WF(u0). 

It is obvious that ueHl$ at x0 if and only if <t>ueHl$(X) for some 
^€C°°(X) with 0(xo)4=O. The condition ueHl°s* at (x0,^0) can be expressed 
in a similar way with pseudo-differential operators replacing cutoff func
tions: 

Theorem 18.1.31. Ifue@'(X) and AexPm(X) is properly supported then 

(18.1.38) iieffft at (x0,£0) => AueH%Lm) at (x0,£0). 

One can choose A so that AueH\°s
c_m)(X) and (x0,<^0)^Char A. On the other 

hand, 

(18.1.39) Aueti$Lm} at (x0,£0) and (x0,£0)*Char A 

=> ueH1™ at (x0,£0). 

IfueH\°s* at (x09£0)for every £oeTx*\0 then ueH1™ at x0. 

Proof. If u = ux+u0 and u^H^iX) then AuxeH^LJiX) by Theo
rem 18.1.29, and if (x0,£0)$WF(u0) then (x0,Z0)$WF(Au0). This proves 
(18.1.38) and also that AueH\°s

c__m)(X) if WF(uo)nWF(A) = 0. If 
(x0,£0)£CharA we choose BeW~m(X) according to Theorem 18.1.24' and 
obtain if AueH\°s

c_m) at (x0,^0) that BAueH1™ at (x0,£0), and WF(u-BAu) 
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cWF(I— BA) which does not contain (x0,£0). Hence (18.1.39) follows. As
sume now that u€H\0

s° at (x0,£) for every £eTx*\0. Since the unit sphere in 
T*o is compact and Char ,4 is closed, we can choose finitely many AjeW°(X) 
such that AjueH$(X) and 

T^nChar,41n...nChar A, = 0. 

Let AJEW0 have a_ principal symbol which is complex conjugate to that of 
Aj and set A^Y^AjAj. Then Ae*F° and A is elliptic in a neighborhood of 
x0. Using Theorem 18.1.24 we can choose BeW° such that BA—I is of order 
— oo in a neighborhood of x0. Hence BAu — ueC°° in a neighborhood of x0, 
and since BAUEH\°S°(X) it follows that ueHl$ in a neighborhood of x0. 

Remark. The discussion above is equally valid for pHis) for any p. 

Occasionally it is useful to introduce functions in X or in T*(X)\0 
which measure the smoothness of u by means of H(s) spaces, 

(18.1.40) su{x) = sup{s;ueH\°s° at x} 

(18.1.41) s*(*,£) = sup{s;ii6ffftat (*,£)}. 

These are obviously lower semi-continuous functions with su(x) ^ s%(x,Q. If 
s<s^(x,0^^^^ T*\0ihcnu € H^ ^(x.Ofotevery ^sou e H^ at 
x, hence 

(18.1.42) sM(x) = infsM*(x,£). 

By Theorem 18.1.31 we have s*M(x,£)^s*(x,<!;) —m if AeWm, and there is 
equality if (x, £)£Char A. 

We have postponed until now the discussion of adjoints of pseudo-
differential operators. The reason is that the dual objects of functions are 
densities, as we saw in Section 6.3. The adjoint of a pseudo-differential 
operator is therefore a pseudo-differential operator from densities to densi
ties, unless a positive density is distinguished which allows identification of 
functions and densities. We must therefore make some comments on 
pseudo-differential operators between sections of vector bundles E and F 
over X. This will also be important in Chapters XIX and XX. 

Definition 18.1.32. Let E and F be complex C00 vector bundles over the C°° 
manifold X. Then a pseudo-differential operator of order m from sections of 
E to sections of F is a continuous linear map 

A: C%(X9E)^C°°(X,F) 

such that for every open YczX where E and F are trivialized by 

4>E: E\Y-+Yx<£e, cj)F: F\Y-*YxC9 
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there is a / x e matrix of pseudo-differential operators AtjE Wm(Y) such that 

(4>M u)\Y\ = X Ati{4>E u)j9 ue C%{Y,E). 

We shall then write Ae¥m(X;E,F). 

Naturally it suffices to assume that there is a covering of X x X by 
coordinate patches YxY such that Atj can be expressed as an operator in 
OpSm modulo C°° in the local coordinates. We leave as an exercise for the 
reader to verify that the principal symbol of A is well defined as an element 
in 

Sm(T*(X);Uom(E,F))/Sm-1(T*(X);Uom(E,F)) 

where Hom(£,F) is the vector bundle with fiber at (x,£) consisting of the 
linear maps from Ex to Fx. (See also Section 6.4 for the case of differential 
operators.) We also leave for the reader to convince himself that spaces 
Hl$(X9E) of sections of E can be defined as in the scalar case and that 
AeWm(X;EiF) implies that A: H\°s°(X,E)^Hl°c_m)(X,F) is continuous if A is 
properly supported. The obvious extension of Theorem 18.1.23 to operators 
between sections of bundles is also left for the reader. 

In Section 6.4 we defined the density bundle Q on X: a section of Q 
expressed in local coordinates xi9...,xn is a function u such that the mea
sure u\dx\ is independent of how they are chosen, \dx\ denoting the Lebes-
gue measure in the local coordinates. For the representation u' in the local 
coordinates x' we therefore have 

u' \dx'\=u\dx\. 

We can define the powers Qa of Q for any ae<£ by just changing the 
transformation law to 

u'\dx'\a = u\dx\a 

or, more formally, we take the transition functions 

g ^ H d e t ^ K ' - 1 ) ' ! " * * ' in XKnXK, 

if K and K! are arbitrary local coordinates with coordinate patches XK and 
XK.. We shall now work out the transformation law for the second term in 
the symbol of a polyhomogeneous operator acting on half densities, that is, 
sections of Q*. This means that (18.1.29) must be replaced by 

(18.1.29)' ((aK(x,D)u)oK)\J\± = a(x,D)((uoK)\J\±) 

where J = det K'(X). NOW 

\J\~* a(x,D){v\J\*) = b(x,D)v 

where 

ft(x,{)-S|J|-*fl(a)(x,«D-|J|*/a! 
= a(x,0+^YJa

ik)(x^)DkJ/JmodSm-2. 
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The sum cancels that in (18.1.33). For the subprincipal symbol we now have 
the simple transformation law 

(18.1.33)' a1
K

s(K(x\rj) = als(x,tK,(x)ti) 

so it is an invariantly defined function on T*(X)\0. The same calculation 
can be applied to any symbol in Sm. If we repeat the argument in the 
definition of the principal symbol we obtain 

Theorem 18.1.33. / / AeVn{X;Qi
9Q*) then A has a refined principal symbol 

a(A)eSm{T*(X))/Sm-2(T*{X)) such that if A is defined by a(x9D) in a local 
coordinate system then 

<r04)-a-i/2£a<j>eS"-2 . 

When A is polyhomogeneous this means that the subprincipal symbol (18.1.32) 
is invariantly defined on T*(X)\0 . 

r: 

The product of two half densities is a density so the (anti-)dual space of 
C™{X, Q^) is @'(X, Q*). Hence the adjoint of a continuous linear operator 
C${X,a*)-+ C°°(Jf,0*) is a map *'(X9Q*)^9'(X9(P). From Theorem 18.1.7 
we now obtain: 

Theorem 18.1.34. Every AeVm{X;Q±9Q±) has an adjoint A*e*Fm(X;Q±9Q% 
thus 

(Au9v) = {u9A*v); u, veC$(X9Q*). 

If a is a (refined) principal symbol for A, then a is one for A*. 

The (anti-)dual of a complex vector bundle E over X is defined so that 
the fibers are the (anti-)duals of those of E. Thus the transition matrices gtj 

of E are replaced by 'g^1 for the dual and gff1 for the anti-dual E*. We 
also define E ® Q* as the vector bundle with transition matrices obtained by 
multiplying those of E and of O*, the latter being scalars. If 
ii6C°°(X,JE®G*) and veC°°(X,E*®Q% then (u(x)9v{x))eC°°(X9Q) and can 
be integrated over X if the support is compact. The following is an obvious 
extension of Theorem 18.1.34: 

Theorem 18.1.34'. / / £, F are complex vector bundles, then every 
AeWm{X;E®Q±, F ® 0 ^ ) has an adjoint A*eWm(X;F*®Q*, E*®Q% 

(Au9v) = (u9A*v), ueC$(X9E®G% veC%{X9F*<g)Qt). 

If a is a principal symbol for A then a* is one for A*. 

Another advantage of always having a half density bundle factored out 
is seen in the form that the Schwartz kernel theorem (Theorem 5.2.1) takes 
for manifolds: Every continuous linear map C%(X,£(x)Q%)-+<3'{Y9F®Q\) 
has a kernelG^'(YxX,Hom(£,F)(x)Of xX) where (Hom(F,F))y x is the space 
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of linear maps from Ex to Fy. The verification is obvious once one satisfies 
oneself that the converse is true. It was only to avoid being involved in such 
discussions that we stated Theorem 8.2.12 and the following results in Sec
tion 8.2 only for open subsets of 3Rn. 

The results proved in this section are valid for more general symbol 
spaces. In particular one can use some of the spaces S™ 8 obtained when 
(18.1.1) is replaced by 

(18.1.1)" | a J«>(x^) |^C a ^( l+Kir -^ a l + 5 ^ ; x, £eR". 

Here 0 < p ^ l and 0<;<5 < l . These spaces were already introduced in Sec
tion 7.8. The basic reason for their interest is that by Theorem 11.1.3 we 
have estimates of the form (18.1.1)" for l/P(£) if P is hypoelliptic and \£\ is 
large. Since $™f3=>$™^ = Sm, Proposition 18.1.3 and 18.1.4 are valid with no 
change, and so is Theorem 18.1.6. The asymptotic series in (18.1.11) is only 
defined when 8<p, but Theorem 18.1.7 is valid when 8^p apart from the 
breakdown of (18.1.11) when <5 = p. The same is true for Theorem 18.1.8 
whereas in Theorem 18.1.9 we must assume that 6<p. Theorems 18.1.11 and 
18.1.13 are valid when d^p but the proofs given are only applicable when 
8<p. In Theorem 18.1.14 the hypothesis should be replaced by aeS2

p
m

6
¥p~8. 

Changing variables requires an additional condition, for Lemma 18.1.18 is 
only valid when l—p-^8, that is, p^l—d. When 5^p this implies p^\ 
with equality only when b—\ also. Now Theorem 18.1.17 remains valid 
when 1— p^S-^p except for the asymptotic expansion which we only have 
when 8<p. The rest of the section is really just formal and requires no 
change. The notation W™d(X;E,F) is used for the pseudo-differential oper
ators based on S™ s. 

We shall not carry out the proofs of the preceding statements. They may 
be supplied by a reader wanting to consolidate his grasp of the material in 
this chapter. Alternatively, the classes S™d may be regarded as very special 
cases of the general classes of pseudo-differential operators discussed later 
on in this chapter. (See the end of Section 18.4.) However, we shall prove a 
technically useful result concerning products of pseudo-differential operators 
in R" and pseudo-differential operators in x' = (x 1 , . . . ,x„_ 1 )eR" - 1 depend
ing on the parameter xn. 

Theorem 18.1.35. Let aeSm(WLn x R"), fceS^xR"-1), and assume that for 
some e>0 we have 

(18.1.43) a(x,£) = 0 if fi|{J>l and | £ ' | ^ I U 

Then a(x,D)b(x,D') and b(x,D')a(x,D) are in Op(Sm+m), and the asymptotic 
expansion of the symbols can be obtained from (18.1.15). 

Note that in the estimate 

\DiD\b{xA')\^C^{\^f\r-^ 
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we can replace |^'| by |£| in the set where s l^ l^ l^ ' l , for 

l + | f | g l + | { | g ( l + 0 ( l + l/c)-

The asymptotic series (18.1.15) for the compositions are thus well defined. 

Proof of Theorem 18.135. Choose #eC°°(Rw) homogeneous of degree 0 out
side a compact set so that |e^„|>l and |£' |<|££J if £esupp/, and x({) = l 
when | c f j ^ 2 and 2 |{ ' |g |e{J . Then 

61(x,{) = ft(x,{')(l-x(«)6S"' 

and bx=b in a neighborhood of suppa. Hence b1(x,D)a(x,D)eOpSm+m' 
and the asymptotic expansion of the symbol is given by the usual formula 
for b(x,D)a(x9D). By (18.1.43) we have x(D)a(x,D) = c(x,D) where ceS"00 . 
Now 

b(x,D')c(x,D)ei<x>s> = b(x,D')ei<x>s>c(x,£) 

= eiXn^ b(x9 D') c(x, D\ Q ei<x'> «'> 

= «'<*•«> r(x,{) 

where r(x9D\^n) = b(x,D')c(x,D\^n) is a composition of pseudo-differential 
operators in n — 1 variables containing x„ and £n as parameters. Since 
Dinft(x ,,x I I,0 is uniformly bounded in ^"'(R""1 xR"" 1 ) when X„GR, for 
any ;, and (1+\€„\)N D{nD\nc(x'9 xn,-£',!;„) is also uniformly bounded in 
S-N{WLn~1xWLn-1) when (x„,^)eIR2, for any j9k and N9 it follows that 
reS-^iJR" xlR"). We have 

b(x9D')c(x9D)u = r(x9D)u9 ue&", 

since both sides are continuous in Sf' and the equality holds for exponen
tials. Hence 

b(x9D')a{x9D) = bi(x9D)a(x9D) + r(x9D)eOpSm+m' 

and the symbol has the usual asymptotic expansion. Thus h(x9D')*a(x9D)* 
belongs to OpSm+m ' , which implies that a(x9D)b(x9D

,)eOpSm+m'; the sym
bol has the usual asymptotic expansion. 

The kernel of b(x,D') is equal to d(xn — yn)K(x9y') where K is defined by 
the oscillatory integral 

K^y'^ilnY-^e^'-y'^b^nd?;'. 

Even if b is of order — oo so that KeC°° we can only be sure that the wave 
front set is in the conormal bundle of {(x9y); xn = yn) (Theorem 8.1.5). How
ever, these are always the only singularities which can occur besides those 
for pseudo-differential operators: 

Theorem 18.1.36. / / feeSm(R" xR"" 1 ) is of order - oo outside the closed cone 
rc : lR w x( lR w - 1 \0) , then the wave front set of the kernel of b(x9D') is 
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contained in the union of {(x,x,£, — £); (x,£')er} and {(x,y,^, — £); xn = yn, 
{'=0}. Thus we have for ueS" 

(18.1.44) WF(b(x,D')u)c{(x,Z)eWF{uy, (x , f )e r} 

u {(x, 0, £„); ( / , xn,0, £ j e WT(«) for some / } . 

On f/ie other hand, 

(18.1.45) WF(u)c:WF(&(x, £>')") 

u{(x,£); {'=0 or (x,?)eCbaib}. 

Proof. By Theorems 8.1.9 and 8.1.5 

WF(K)<z{{x,y,Z,-0; x'=y',in = 0, (x,?)er}, 

WF(8(xn-yJ) = {(x,y,Z,-Z); x„=y„, {'=0}. 

The statement on the wave front set of the kernel of b(x,D') is therefore a 
consequence of Theorem 8.2.10, and (18.1.44) follows from Theorem 8.2.13. 
To prove (18.1.45) we choose aeS0(WLnx]Rn) with support in a compactly 
generated cone which does not intersect the right-hand side of (18.1.45). 
Then a(x,D)b{x,D')ueC°° by Proposition 18.1.26, and a(x,D)b(x,D') is a 
pseudo-differential operator which is non-characteristic where a is. Hence 
^F(w)czChar a, which proves (18.1.45). 

18.2. Conormal Distributions 

By (18.1.7) the Schwartz kernel of an operator in OpSm is an oscillatory 
integral of the form 

(18.2.1) K(x,y) = (2n)-njei<x-y^>a(x^)d^ x,yeW; 

where aeSm(WLn x R"). It is singular only at the diagonal in Rn x R" where 
the wave front set is contained in the conormal bundle (Theorem 18.1.16). In 
this section we shall discuss a corresponding class of distributions associated 
with an arbitrary C00 submanifold Y of a manifold X, starting with the case 
of a vector space and a linear subspace. To see where we should aim we 
introduce in (18.2.1) new variables x' = x — y, x" = x, so that the diagonal is 
defined by x' = 0, and obtain the distribution 

(18.2.2) {2n)-n\ei<x'^a{x"A)d^ 

Another choice of x" variable, say x" = y would have made a dependent on 
both x' and x" though. We change notation now so that R2w becomes Rn 

with the variables x = (x l 5 . . . ,xn) split into two groups x' = (x1,...,xk) and x" 
= (xk+!,...,xn). First we show that it does not really matter if one allows a 
in (18.2.2) to depend on x' or not. In doing so we also note that in 
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Definition 18.1.1 and the following statements of the properties of symbols it 
is of course irrelevant that there are as many x variables as £ variables. 

Lemma 18.2.1. If aeSm(WLn x lRk) and u is defined by the oscillatory integral 

(18.2.3) u(x) = S €?<*'>*'> afaftd? 

then we also have 

(18.2.3)' u(x) = $ei<x'>s,ya(x",?)d? 

where aeSm(WLn-k x WLk) is defined by 

(18.2.4) a{x"Af) = e-i<D^D^a{xA,)\x^o 

and has the asymptotic expansion 

(18.2.5) a ( x " , 0 ~ Z < - » ' ^ , ^ y f l ( x , « ' ) / ; ^ - o -

Proof. Assume first that atif. Then ueSf and (18.2.3)' means that (2n)ka is 
the Fourier transform of u with respect to x', 

a(x",Z') = (2n)~k tfei<x'-e-?> a(x,6)dedx' 

The last equality follows from the discussion preceding Theorem 18.1.7. 
Now the map 

a*-+e-i<D*'-D*'>a(x9?) 

is continuous in Sf' and maps bounded sets in Sm to bounded sets; this 
follows from Theorem 18.1.7 since the presence of the parameters x" is 
obviously immaterial. For a general aeSm we can take a sequence aveSf 
which is bounded in Sm and converges to a in $f\ that is, uniformly on 
every compact set, and conclude that (18.2.3)' is always valid with a defined 
by (18.2.4). The asymptotic expansion also follows from Theorem 18.1.7. 

We shall now determine the precise regularity properties of distributions 
of the form (18.2.3)' with aeSm. Noting that a density on the subspace 
defined by x' = 0 can be written in the form (18.2.3)', with a independent of £', 
we first prove an extension of Theorem 7.1.28. 

Proposition 18.2.2. Let (/>GC0(R
n) be equal to 0 in a neighborhood of 0, let 

a(x'\^)eSm(Win~k xR k ) vanish for x" outside a compact set, and let u be 
defined by the oscillatory integral 

(18.2.6) u(x) = $ei<x'>S'>a(x",?)d£. 

Then UEL2
1OC and 

(18.2.7) imik2mZ/R)\dZ£CRk+2m
9 R>1. 
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If aeSphg(lR"~fc x Rfc) and a0 is the principal symbol, m' = Rem, then 

(18.2.8) lim R-k-2m'(2n)-n-kj\u(Z)\2(l)(Z/R)d£ 
R-*oo 

= M\ao(x",S')\2W,0)dx'.'dl;'. 

Proof. Let a be the Fourier transform of a with respect to x". Then u(£) 
= (2nfa(Z",?),so 

j\m)\2<t>(W)dz=(2K)2kim'',z')\2ci>(m)dz 
=(2n)2kRk$\a(Z",Rt;')\2<t>(Z',Z"/R)dl;. 

Since |x"| is bounded in the support of a we have for every N 

\&(t",a*cN{i+\z"\rl'i\+\?\r-
We can write 0 = <£1 + 0 2 where <^.eC0(R.'1) and |£ ' |^c in supp^ l 9 |£" |^c 
in supp(/>2, for some c>0 . When 0 is replaced by \</)2\ we have |£"|>c<R in 
the support of the integrand and the integral is rapidly decreasing as JR-* oo. 
When 0 is replaced by I^J then \£'\^c in the support of the integrand, and 
(18.2.7) follows. If a is polyhomogeneous then 

R-2m'$\a(Z\Ra2<l)i(Z,,?'/R)dZ 

= l\a(Z",R?)/R>n\2(l>1(Z\t;"/R)dZ 

^J | f lo ( r ,« ' ) l 2 0i« ' sO)« 

by dominated convergence and ParsevaPs formula. This proves (18.2.8). 

The singularities of u lie in the plane x '=0 : 

Proposition 18.23. / / the hypotheses of Proposition 18.2.2 are fulfilled and 
X€C$(WLk) is equal to 1 in a neighborhood of 0, then (1 -^(x'))we^(Rw). 

Proof. If a = (a1 , . . . ,ak , 0, ...,0) then 

xfau(x) = $ei<x'>t'H-Dz)aa{x'\£')d£ 

is a bounded continuous function if m — |a |<— k so that the integral is 
absolutely convergent. If m —|a|< — k — v then the derivatives of order <;v 
are also bounded and continuous. This proves the statement, for 
(1 —x(x'))\x'\~2N has bounded derivatives of all orders for any N. 

From Proposition 18.2.3 we see that the behavior of u at infinity exam
ined in Proposition 18.2.2 depends only on the regularity properties of u 
when x '=0. Using Definition B. 1.1 of the Besov spaces °°H(S) we can state 
(18.2.7) in the form 

(18.2.7)' We°°H(_m_k/2)(]R
M) if aeSm. 
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(Note in particular that if u is the kernel of an operator in OpSm in n/2 
variables, then we°°i/(_m_n/4).) The regularity property (18.2.7)' is preserved 
under suitable differentiations of u. In fact, if u is defined by (18.2.3) then 

Dju(x) = jei<x'^>DXja(x^')d^; j>k; 

xiDXju(x) = ̂ ei<x'^>(xiDXj-D^j)a(x^')di'; ij£k; 

so these operations preserve the form (18.2.3) and the order of the symbol a. 
(The order of the factors x and D is not important since x^j — DjX^id^.) 
We shall now prove a converse: 

Lemma 18.2.4 Let ue$"{WLn) and assume that 

x*Di>ue°°H{_m_k/2) 

for all a and /? with |a' |^|/?' | . Then u is of the form (18.2.3)' with an amplitude 
a€Sm(Rn~kxRk). 

Proof By hypothesis the Fourier transform u is in C00 and 

J \?irm\2dteCafiR
2m+k

9 RZ1, |a'|£|/T|, 
RI2<\Z\<2R 

for the order of xa and Dp is irrelevant, as just pointed out. Taking |/?'| = Q 
and \fi"\>N + m + k/2 we conclude that for any N 

J W'uinVdn^c^-™ if i n ^ i a 

By Lemma7.6.3 for example it follows that \Dau{^)\^CQL,N\^\-N, if iri>l<T|. 
To deal with the opposite case we introduce 

and observe that 

ER 

if ER is the ellipsoidal annulus defined by i<\£'\2 + \£"/R\2<4. Since the 
maximum of \£'p'\ when |/?'|:=|a'| is bounded from below in a neighborhood 
of the unit sphere in Rk, we obtain for all a and N using Lemma 7.6.3 

\D* uR(o\ s c;iN(i+1{" \y\ if | = i, in <R. 

Returning to the original scales we have proved the estimate 

u»,fl«)i^QJV(i+i{'ir-w(i+in)-N 

for all £. Hence 

a(xf\n = (2n)-njmei<x"'ryd^ 

is in Sm(TR.n~k x Rk) as claimed. 
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The vector fields considered in Lemma 18.2.4 are tangential to the plane 
defined by x' = 0, and they generate all such vector fields: 

Lemma 18.2.5. Any C°° vector field in W which is tangential to the subspace 
defined by x' = 0 can be written in the form 

n 

£ aij(x)xid/dxJ+ X aj(x)d/dxj9 
ij^k k+1 

where atj and a} are in C°°. 

Proof Let £ a^x) d/dx} be a C°° vector field which is tangent to the 
subspace defined by x' = 0. This means that aj(0ix

f,) = 0 whenjrgfc. Hence 
Theorem 1.1.9 (with parameters) gives that for some a^eC00 

aj(x)=YJaij(x)xi, j^k, 

which proves the lemma. 

Let X be an open set in R" and let ue@'(X) be defined by (18.2.3) where 
aeSm(X xWLk). Then it follows from Lemma 18.2.5 and the remarks preced
ing Lemmal8.2.4 that Lt...LNue°°Hl™m_k/2)(X) if Ll9...,LN are any num
ber of first order differential operators tangential to the plane x' = 0. The 
converse follows from Lemma 18.2.4. In fact, if ^ e C ^ ( X ) have locally finite 
supports and ]T ij/j = 1, then Lemma 18.2.4 gives 

^ u ( x ) = fe'<* ,-«'>aJ(x",Odr 

where aJ.GSm(R"-fcxRk), and (18.2.3) follows with fl = X^j S i - T h u s w e a r e 

led to the following definition. 

Definition 18.2.6. Let X be a C°° manifold, £ a C ° ° (complex) vector bundle 
over X and Y a closed C°° submanifold of X. Then the space Jm(X, Y\E) of 
distribution sections of is, conormal with respect to Y and of degree m, is 
defined as the set of all ue&(X,E) such that 

(18.2.9) Lx ...Lxue^H^^XiE), n = dimX, 

for all N and all first order differential operators L} between distribution 
sections of E with C°° coefficients tangential to Y. The topology is the 
weakest one which makes the maps u\-^L1 ...LNue0°Hl™Tn_n/4) continuous. 

Recall that the principal symbol of L. is a linear function on the fibers 
T*(X) with values in the linear transformations in Ex. The condition in 
Definition 18.2.6 is that it vanishes on the conormals of Y The normaliza
tion in (18.2.9) has been chosen so that the kernel of a pseudo-differential 
operator in Wm(X;Q*®£,fi*®F) is in Im(XxX,A;Q*®Hom(£,F)), where 
A is the diagonal in X x X. 
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It is sufficient to take the operators Lj in (18.2.9) among a system of 
generators, that is, a set M l 9 . . . ,M v of first order differential operators 
tangential to Y such that every tangential operator is of the form 

V 

(18.2.10) L = ZajMj + a0 
i 

where ajeCO0{X,\iom(E,E)). In fact, we can replace LN by such a sum in 
(18.2.9). This gives a sum with one factor Lj less if we replace LiV_1 by the 
product LN_1aj. Continuing in this way we obtain at last a sum of terms of 
the form aMh...MiN,u with aeC^iX,Hom(£,£)). In particular, we can 
always take all Mj with principal symbols proportional to the identity. 

Theorem 18.2.7. / / ueIm(X,Y;E) and AeVM\X;E9F) is properly supported, 
thenAueIm+m'(X,Y;F). 

Proof. Let Lj be first order differential operators between sections of F 
which are tangential to Y and have principal symbols proportional to the 
identity. We have to show that 

L1...LNAue00H^m_mt_n/4)(X9F). 

If N=0 this follows from the continuity of A from °°H\0^m_n/4) to 
°°H}^m_m,_n/4). If N>0 we choose a first order operator LN on sections of E 
whose principal symbol is the same multiple of the identity as that of LN. 
Then 

LN A = ALN + i 0 

where A0e*Fm'(X;E,F). Since LNueIm(X, Y;E) the proof is reduced to a 
smaller value of N and therefore it follows by induction. 

We can now show that Im(X, Y\E) does in fact consist of the distri
butions which are locally of the form we first set out to study. 

Theorem 18.2.8. ueIm(X, Y; E) if and only if ^ u e / w ( X , 7; E) for every \j/j in a 
partition of unity on X. If X is an open set in WLn and Y is defined by x' 
= (x1 , . . . ,xk) = 0 while £ = I x C J V , then any ueIm(X,Y;E) with compact sup
port is of the form 

(18.2.11) M(x) = J^<Jc^'>a(x,,,^/)rf^ 

where aeSm+(n-2k)/*(WLn-kxWLk;<CN). Conversely, every u of this farm is in 
Im(X,Y;E). 

Proof The first statement is an immediate consequence of Theorem 18.2.7. 
The second one follows from Lemma 18.2.4, and the final statement is a 
consequence of Proposition 18.2.2 and Lemma 18.2.5. The proof is complete. 
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Next we shall introduce a principal symbol for elements in Im(X, Y; E). 
In doing so we start with the simplest case where E — Q*, the half density 
bundle on X, and we take XctL". If u has compact support and is of the 
form (18.2.11) with aeS™+g

in-2k)/*(WLn-kxWLk) and principal symbol a0, then 
(18.2.8) gives if m' = Rem 

(18.2.8)' lim R-2m'-n,2(2n)-n$\u(Z)\2c/)(£/R)d£ 
R-*oo 

= (2n)kj\a0(x'\t;')\2cl>(Z\0)dx"d?. 

Since u is a half density in R" it follows from Parseval's formula that u 
transforms as a half density under linear changes of variables. The left-hand 
side is therefore invariant under such changes of variables. Now the normal 
bundle of the plane x'=0 is parametrized by 

(18.2.12) (*",£') ^(0,*",£',()) 

so it is natural to expect a0(x",/;') to define invariantly a half density there, 
making the right-hand side of (18.2.8)' also invariant. Since the codimen-
sion k does not occur in the left-hand side we want to make it disappear in 
the right-hand side by including a factor (2n)k'2 in the principal symbol, or 
rather inserting a factor (2n)~k/2 in (18.2.11). If u is the kernel of a pseudo-
differential operator of order m in n/2 variables this does not quite give the 
customary factor (2n)~n in (18.1.7) so we take an additional factor (27i)~w/4 

to get agreement. Thus we change (18.2.11) to 

(18.2.11)' w(x) = (27c)-(w+2k)/4|eI'<x''^>a(x"^')d^, 
a G S m + („-2*)/4 

We want to show that the half density 

a(x"9?)\dx"\*M'\* 

which this defines on the normal bundle of the plane x'=0 with the 
parametrization (18.2.12) is invariantly defined modulo symbols one degree 
lower. 

Theorem 18.2.9. Let X and XK he open subsets of Rw and let K: X^>XK be a 
diffeornorphism preserving the plane F={x;x'=0}. Let uK€S"(XK) and let u 
= \&eiK'\*K*uK€$'{X) be the pullback to X as a half density. If 
uKElm(XK9 7), 

(18.2.11)" M(C(x) = (27t)-(w+2k)/4J^<x^'>alc(x",^,)d^', 

then ueIm(X, Y) is of the form (18.2.11)' with 

(18.2.13) a(x", £')-a>2(0,x"), %,(0,x")"x £')! det K[,(0,x")|-* 

• |detK'22(0,x")|^eSm+(n-2k)/4-1. 
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Here K = (K1,K2) and 

* 21 ^ 2 2 ' 

are the splittings of K and of K' corresponding to the splitting of the variables; 
we have ?ci2(0,x") = 0 since K1(0,X , /) = 0. 

Proof Since K; 1 (0 ,X")=0 it follows from Theorem 1.1.9 that we can choose a 
C°° function ij/ with k x k matrix values so that 

K(x\ X") = (^(X) x\ K2(x)). 

Then ^(0,x") = ^ii(0,x") is non-singular. Since uK and u are in C00 when x' 
4=0 we may shrink X so that this is true in all of X. Now we have 

u(x) = |det K'(X)|*(2 n)-{n + 2k)/4 J e*<+ w*'-,|,> a K(K2(X\ tf) dvf 

= {2n)-(n+lk)l*\ei<x'^> aK{K2^^ 

Here we have put f// = ^ (x )~ 1 £' in the oscillatory integral. It follows from 
Lemmas 18.2.1 and 18.1.18 that u is of the form (18.2.11)' with 

(18.2.14) a ( x ^ O = e - '< D « ' ' D « '>MK2(^ 

Modulo sm+(n~2k)/4-1 this is given by the first term in (18.2.5), that is, 

aK(K2(0,x"), ty(0,x")~X £') |det K'(0,x")|± |det ^(0,x")|-1 . 

Since |detK'(0,x'OIHdet^(0,x'OI|detK;22(0,x'')| because *c'(0,x") is triangular, 
we obtain (18.2.13). 

The half density a{x'\£>
,)\dxn\^\d^ on the conormal bundle N(Y) of Y 

should be considered to have order m + n/4 when aeSm + n / 4 _ f c / 2 . In fact, a 
function f on N(Y) is homogeneous of degree p if M*f = t*tf, r>0 , where 
A^C*"^')3* (*">*£') denotes multiplication by t in the fibers. If we define 
homogeneity of a half density / by the same condition then the half density 
|dx"|*|d£'|* corresponding to a = l is homogeneous of degree fe/2 where k is 
the number of % variables. 

Definition 18.2.10. Let V be a real C00 vector bundle of fiber dimension k 
over a C°° manifold Y Then the space SM(K&*) of half density valued 
symbols on V of order p. is the space of half densities which in a local 
coordinate patch K\ YK-+YK<Z 1&d with local coordinates yeWLd take the form 
*iy,n)\dy\*\dn\* with aeS"-k/2(YKx]Rk) if Fis identified with YKxWLk. 

With this terminology Theorem 18.2.9 means that the correspondence 
A H M given by (18.2.11)' gives rise to an isomorphism 
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Sm+n^(N(Y); Q\{Y))ISm^~ \N(Y); flfc(n) 

-* Im(X, Y; Q\)IIm~ X(X, Y; Q\). 

There is no difficulty in extending this result to distributions with values in 
other vector bundles than Q\ because multiplication of u by a transition 
matrix will just affect the symbol in the same way. Thus we have: 

Theorem 18.2.11. Let X be a C00 manifold, Y a closed C°° submanifold and E 
a C00 complex vector bundle over X. Then there is an isomorphism 

Sr+l*(N(Y), Q%{Y) ® E)/Sm+n^- \N{Y), fl*(y) ® E) 

- JW(X, Y; 0 | ® E)/Im~ X(X9 Y; Q\<x) E) 

defined locally by (18.2.1iy. Here E is the lifting of the bundle E to N(Y) (the 
fiber of E at (y, rj) is equal to Ey). The image under the inverse map is called 
the principal symbol 

Note that we have half density bundles on different spaces here. This is 
why it is convenient to factor out a half density bundle from the beginning. 
Also note that the codimension of Y has now disappeared. The presence of 
the term n/A in the degree of the symbol is caused by our insistence on 
agreement with the degree of pseudo-differential operators. In that case we 
did not have a half density as symbol. However, the normal bundle of the 
diagonal in X x X is isomorphic to the cotangent bundle in X so it has a 
natural density defined invariantly by the symplectic form and given in local 
coordinates by |dx||d£|. Hence there is a natural half density |dx|*|d<!;|* of 
order (dimX)/2 = dim(XxX)/4. When the function defined as principal 
symbol in Section 18.1 is multiplied by this half density the order is raised as 
in Theorem 18.2.11. In general there is no natural half density in N(Y) 
permitting us to identify half densities with functions. 

By Theorem 18.2.7 we know how pseudo-differential operators act on 
Im(X, Y;E). We shall now determine this operation more explicitly on the 
symbols. To do so it is of course sufficient to work locally, with a trivial 
bundle. 

Thus we assume that ue$'(WLn) is of the form (18.2.11)'. Let p be in 
Sm '(R"xR"). To compute p(x,D)u we first observe that Fourier's inversion 
formula gives 

: w(̂ ) = (27l)k-( ' ,+2k)/4ja(); , ,,^>-I '<y"'^>d3; ,^ 

Hence we obtain, taking p and a in £f at first, 

= (27c)-(w+2fc)/4Je i<x^'>a1(x,^)d^ 
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where 
al{x^')H2nt-n\\ei<x,'-y"^> V(xA)a{y"^')di" dy" 

= ei<D>-»f>p(x,Oa(y",0\y = x»,r = o 

by the calculations preceding Theorem 18.1.7. The proof of Theorem 18.1.7 
gives with no essential change that fllE5m+m'+"/4-fc/2 and that 

Hence it follows from Lemma 18.2.1 that 

(18.2.15) p{x;D)u{x) = (2n)-°'+2k)l'i$ei<x'-ii'>b(x">t')dZ\ 

(18.2.16) 6(x",^)=V (<D ' -1 ,«">-<^" , ,«'>'p(x,Ofl(y",fV-^.»'-«»-o 

~E«'B,".B«">-<»"Bx'.V>/p(*.«fl(y".o/j!l,"-^.x'-«"-o-
We have now proved 

Theorem 18.2.12. If ueIm(X, Y;E) and PeWm'(X;E,F) is properly supported, 
then Puelm+m (X, Y;F) and the principal symbol is that of u multiplied by the 
restriction to N(Y) of the principal symbol of P. If u has compact support in a 
local coordinate patch where Y is defined by x' = 0 and u is given by (18.2.11)', 
then the complete symbol of Pu is given by (18.2.15), (18.2.16) where p is the 
complete symbol of P. 

So far we have made no comments on the polyhomogeneous case. 
However, it is perfectly clear from the formulas (18.2.14) and (18.2.16) that 
everything said is applicable then since the step is the reciprocal of an 
integer. We shall need this remark in what follows. 

In the theory of boundary problems one encounters the following situa
tion. X is a C00 manifold, Y is the closure of an open subset of X with C00 

boundary dY. Let E, F be vector bundles on X and P a properly supported 
operator in *F£g(X;E,F). We want P to induce a map C^iXEj-^C^iXF) 
which is not always the case. 

Definition 18.2.13. P is said to satisfy the transmission condition with respect 
to 7 if for every ueC°°(Y9E) the restriction of Pu0 to the interior Y° of Y is 
in C°°(y°,£), that is, has a C00 extension to X. Here u0 = u in Y and w0 = 0 
i n X \ y 

We want to determine the conditions on the symbol required for P to 
satisfy the transmission condition. The question is obviously local so we 
consider the case where I c R " , Y is defined by x x ^ 0 , and E, F are trivial 
bundles. We assume also that the support of u is compact in Y Then 

(18.2.17) u0(x) = (2n)-1$eix^a(x",£1)dt1 
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where x" = (x2,..., xn) and 

(18.2.18) a{x'\^) = ]u{x)e~ix^dxl^-if^^l-kD\u{OX) 
0 0 

is in 5~hg(Rn_1 xR 1 ) . The asymptotic expansion follows by repeated partial 
integrations of course. Thus u0eI~^+2)/4(X,dY). In the symbol a the terms 
of odd (even) order are odd (even), and by appropriate choice of u we can 
get modulo S~°° any symbol aeS'^WL"'1 x R 1 ) with this property and 
compact support in x". Now assume that Pe¥££g where m is an integer. 
Then Pu is of the form (18.2.17) with a new amplitude beS™^1 given by 
(18.2.16). Without affecting the asymptotic expansion of the symbol we can 
multiply by a function in C^(X) which is 1 in a neighborhood of suppw to 
make the support compact. We shall now prove a lemma which is closely 
related to the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem (cf. Theorem 7.4.3). 

Lemma 18.2.14. / / ve£\X\ XaWLn, and 

v(x) = jeix^b(xf\^)d^ 

with b e S ^ R " - 1 x R 1 ) for some fie<C9 that is, 
oo 

o 

where b} is homogeneous of degree ju—j, then v\Xl>0 has a C00 extension to 
the closed half space xx ^ 0 if and only if for every j 

(18.2.19) bj(x'\ -l) = bj(x",l)eniitl-j\ 

This means that bj is the restriction to R \ 0 ofbj(x", IKf -7 wifA Cf ~; equal to 
1 at 1 and analytic in the upper half plane. 

Proof a) Sufficiency. Let r be the curve in C consisting of the real axis with 
( — 1,1) replaced by the half unit circle in the upper half plane. Then 

„ _ £ J^iCi^(x",l)Cr^CieCv 

j<N r 

i f iV>Re^ + v + l. Writing the terms in the sum as 

r 

with Re/i— j —k< —1 and using Cauchy's integral formula we find that they 
vanish when x% >0. Hence all derivatives of v are bounded when xx >0. 

b) Necessity. By Borel's theorem (Theorem 1.2.6) we can find weC$(X) 
equal to v when xx >0. Then 

b4>(Cl) = (2n)-\v-w9e-ix^ct>(xff)y, ^ ^ ( { X G I J X ^ O } ) , 
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is an entire function and 

IMCi)I^C(l + |CI)M, ImC^O, 

by the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem (Theorem 7.3.1). On the real axis we 
have b4,{t^l)t~"-*bl(£,l), t-» + co, where 

*S«iWM*".*iW)<f*". 
Hence 

tends to 0 at oo in the upper half plane and has a bound on F which is 
independent of s. By the maximum principle it follows that there is also a 
fixed bound above F. Thus 

|6#(Ci)I^C|C1|
R", ld l> l , ImC^O. 

Now we can choose tv -* + oo so that 

B(C1) = lim^(tvC1)t,-' 

exists and is analytic in the upper half plane. The boundary values on the 
real axis are fc°(f J in view of say (3.1.13) with iV=0. Hence B(Ci)=&$(lK?, 
O^argCi^Tt, which proves that h0 satisfies (18.2.19). By part a) of the proof 
we can now subtract a distribution corresponding to b0 and vanishing when 
xx>0 and then conclude that hx satisfies (18.2.19) and so on. The proof is 
complete. 

Suppose now that PeW^g{X) and that the symbol has the expansion 
00 

0 

where p} is homogeneous of degree m~j. Then Pu0 is of the form (18.2.15) 
with b given by (18.2.16) and a defined by (18.2.18) If P satisfies the 
transmission condition with respect to the half space x ^ O it follows from 
Lemmal8.2.14 that the principal part po(09x"9Zl90)u(0,x")/i£i must satisfy 
(18.2.19), so 

po(0,x",-l,0) = e"iI-po(0,x",l,0). 

Note that this condition would still have followed if we had weakened the 
transmission condition by demanding in Definition 18.2.13 that u vanishes of 
some fixed order on dY. This weakened transmission condition remains 
valid if P is multiplied to the right or to the left by any differential operator, 
for Dk

Xlu0 will not contain any terms supported by the plane x1==0 if u 
vanishes at least of order k. In particular, the commutators of P with Dj and 
Xj any number of times satisfy this weakened transmission condition, so it 
follows in view of (18.1.6) that for arbitrary a, (3 we have 

(18.2.20) P8*tw(0,x", -l,0)=e«'«"-l"l'pg'>w(0,x", 1,0). 
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Conversely, (18.2.20) guarantees in view of (18.2.16) and Lemma 18.2.14 that 
the operator with symbol p0 satisfies the transmission condition. Subtracting 
it from P we conclude that px has the same property and so on. Hence 

(18.2.20)' p$,(0,x", - l , 0 ) = ^ < — W - ^ ^ ( 0 , x " , 1,0) 

is a necessary and sufficient condition for P to satisfy the transmission 
condition. 

To put (18.2.20)' in an invariant form we introduce for peSphg(X xR"), 
00 

P~T,PJ> 
0 

where pj is homogeneous of degree m —/, a new symbol p such that 
00 

(I8.2.21) ? ( X , O ~ Z « - " ' ° " - J ) P / X , - a -
0 

Clearly p — e~2nimpeS~°° so p\-^enimp defines an involution of 
S ; g ( I x r ) / S - ° ° ( I x R B ) . It gives rise to an involution of Y£g(X)/y-°°(X) 
for any C°° manifold. Indeed, since q = q if q is any polynomial, we obtain 
with the notation of Theorem 18.1.17 

(PKHK(XI >/) ~ £ pf(x, - V(x) n) e-^-t-|a|) ^a(x, rj)/a! 

which is equal to the expansion of (p)K(K(x)9rj). A similar calculation using 
(18.1.15) shows that we have an involution of the algebra W^XyW'^iX) 
and that it commutes with taking adjoints as well. No change is required if 
bundles are present. We have now proved 

Theorem 18.2.15. A properly supported pseudo-differential operator 
PeW^g(X;E,F) satisfies the transmission condition with respect to the closure 
Y of an open subset with C00 boundary if and only if 

(18.2.22) the symbol of P—P vanishes of infinite order on the interior 
conormal bundle of dY. 

The vanishing condition must of course be worked out in local coor
dinates but it is independent of how they are chosen. Since p = e-

2icimp w e 

obtain from (18.2.22) the equivalent condition 

(18.2.22X the symbol of P —e2nim P vanishes of infinite order on the exterior 
conormal bundle of dY. 

The orientation of dY as a boundary is therefore irrelevant when m is an 
integer. 

The proof of the sufficiency of (18.2.20X shows that Pu admits a C00 

extension from Y° to Y also if u is a smooth simple (or multiple) layer on 
dY We shall now study the boundary values of Pu in that case. Again we 
may work locally so we assume that Z = RW, that Y is defined by xt^0 and 
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that P = p(x,D) where p~Y<Pj ^or s o m e Pj homogeneous of degree m—j 
satisfying (18.2.20)'. Let u = S(x1)®v(x,f) where veC^iW1). To compute 
Pu we take </>eC$((-l9l)) with ^(t)dt = l and note that Pu = limPue if 
ue(x) = (l)(xl/8)v(x/f)/e. Now 

PMcW = (27C)-fe'<*'«>p(x,{)^(C{1)»(n^, 

and we shall prove that the integral with respect to ^ has a limit when 
8->0. 

Lemma 18.2.16. Let q(t), teWL, be a continuous function and assume that there 
is an analytic function Q(t) in QR = {te<£; Imt^O, | £ |^JR} for some JR, such 
that Q(t) = 0(tN) for some N when f->oo in QR, and q(t)-Q{t) = 0(t~2) when 
t -» oo onWL. Then 

R 

(18.2.23) $+q(t)dt= J (q(t)-Q(t))dt+ J q(t)dt 
\t\>R -R 

0 

-$Q(Reie)Rieied6 
n 

is independent of the choice of Q. If F(t, s) is an analytic function of t when 
Imf^O, for O ^ s ^ l , and F is a bounded continuous function of (s,t) then 
J+ q(t)F(t,s)dt is a continuous function of s. 

Proof If q = 0 it follows from the maximum principle that 

sup\t2Q(t)(l-ist)-N-3\Ssup\t2Q(t)\, 
QR dQR 

for | l - i e £ | ^ l + e l m £ ^ l in dQR. Letting e-+0 we conclude that t2Q(t) is 
bounded in QR, so it follows from Cauchy's integral formula that 

j Qdt=0. 

This proves that (18.2.23) gives a unique definition of §+q(t)dt. The last 
statement follows at once by dominated convergence after Q(t)F(t,s) has 
been subtracted from q(t)F(t,s). 

Remark. If g is a rational function with no real pole, then the hypothesis of 
the lemma is fulfilled with Q equal to the sum of the terms of degree ^ — 1 
in the Laurent expansion at infinity. Since q(t)—Q(t) = 0(t~2) at infinity in 
C, it follows from Cauchy's integral formula that \+ q(i)dt is equal to 2ni 
times the sum of the residues of q in the upper half plane. 

Let us now return to the boundary values of Pu. For fixed <!;" and large 
£x we have when £x -* oo 

P ( x ^ ) - E ^ - J ' - | a , P f ( x , l , 0 ) r 7 a ! = O(^ 2 ) -
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if we sum over all j and a with ax=0 and ; + |a|<2 + Rem. This follows if 
we write Pj(x,0 = \^i\m~j P^^iMil <T/I£il), expand by Taylor's formula 
and apply (18.2.20)'. We have 

provided that e^xx. Hence it follows that 

f^1«1p(x,«^(c{1)d{1^J+^«1p(x,{)d{1 

when e-»0, and the integral can be bounded by a power of (l-f-|^"|) 
independent of e and xt. Letting xx-»0 also now, we conclude that 
Pu(x)-*q(x",D")v(x") when x1->0, where 

q(xf\n = (2nr1^p(09x
ff^1,ndil. 

We have q~Ys%) where 

(18.2.24) « i(x",n = (2^)- 1 f + P i (0 ,x" ,{ 1 ,n« 1 

is homogeneous of degree m +1 —j. Indeed, choose N so that N > Re m +2 
and set 

Then we have RN€SRem~N when |f"|> 1, say, and it follows that 

gc; / ,(n-in)Rem+1-N- | a ! . 
This proves that q^Y^Qj- Summing up, we have 

Theorem 1&2.17. Assume that p^XpjGSphg(IR
Mx]RM) and that the trans

mission conditions (18.2.20)' are fulfilled. If veC^(RH-1) and u = S(x1)®v(x") 
then p(x,D)u has a C°° extension from the half space {x G RW;JCI > 0} to its 
closure, and 

lim p(x,D)u = q(x",D")v(x") 
* i | 0 

where q^qJ€S^1(fim"-1xWim'1) with qi defined by (18.2.24). 

The boundary values of Dk
lp(xiD)(D[u) are of course also given by 

pseudo-differential operators acting on y; we just have to apply the theorem 
to the pseudo-differential operator D\p(x,D)Dl

u the symbol of which is 
given by the calculus. 

A crucial point in the proof of Theorem 18.2.15 was the fact that functions 
in X with support in Y and with C°° restriction to Y can be identified with 
the elements in I-^+2),4(X,dY;E) with support in Y. For any complex 
number jx we can define the closely related space 

(18.2.25) C™(Y,E)={uePp^
n-2v*(X,dY;El suppuczY}. 
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(We have omitted X in the notation since it does not matter how the 
manifold with boundary Y is extended to an open manifold X.) If u has 
support in a local coordinate patch where Y is defined by x ^ O and E is 
trivial, then we can write 

(18.2.26) u(x) = le>*l*la(x",Z1)dZ1 

where 

(18.2.27) a - I a / x " , ^ ) 
0 

and cij is homogeneous of degree \i — j . If we change the signs of xx and of 
£1 it follows from Lemma 18.2.14 that a^x" ,^) can be extended to a 
homogeneous analytic function of ^ in the half plane l m ^ 1 < 0 . In view of 
Example 7.1.17 it follows when \i is not an integer that u has an asymptotic 
expansion 

00 

u (*) ~ E Mj(*") ® *i+M~*; wiG c°°(iRn-*). 
0 

Here we have used the notation of Section 3.2 and the expansion means that 
the difference between u and a partial sum of high order is as smooth as we 
please. If /i is an integer :g — 1 we obtain the functions vanishing when 
x x < 0 which are in C00 and 0(x^Ai~1) when x ^ O . Finally, when \i is an 
integer ^ 0 then u is the sum of a function 17, which is in C00 when x x ^ 0 
and vanishes when xx <0, and a multiple layer 

X i ^ x ' ' ) ® ^ ) , 

where wjeCQ0(Rn"1). There are boundary problems for which one expects 
the solutions to behave as in one of these cases. 

With Y still denoting the closure of an open subset of the C00 manifold 
X with dYeC00, we can now extend Theorem 18.2.15 as follows. 

Theorem 18.2.18. Let PeW^g(X;E,F) be properly supported and assume that 
for every ueC™(Y,E) the restriction of Pu to the interior Y° of Y is in 
C°°(yo,F). Then the symbol of 

(18.2.28) p-e2mnp 

vanishes of infinite order on the interior normal bundle of dY and conversely. 

Proof We can follow the proof of Theorem 18.2.15 closely, working again in 
local coordinates. If u is of the form (18.2.26), (18.2.27) with â  homogeneous 
of degree /* — j , then 

aj(x
,\l) = eniifl-j)aj(x

,,,-l) 

by Lemma 18.2.14 with the sign of xl changed, for u vanishes when Xj<0. 
Now Pu is of the form (18.2.26) with a replaced by a polyhomogeneous 
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symbol with the leading term po(0,x",^1,0)ao(x' /,^1). Hence it follows from 
Lemma 18.2.14 that if PueC^iY0) then 

po(0,x", -1 ,0 )<I O (X" , - l ) = ^ ( w + ^ o ( 0 , ^ l , 0 ) a o ( x " , l ) 

= ^ ( -+ 2">p 0 (0 ,x /M,0)f l 0 (x" , - l ) . 

Since we can choose a0 so that a0(x", —1)4=0 at any point, it follows that 

po(09x'',-l,0) = e^m+2fi)po(0,xf\l,0). 

Following the proof of Theorem 18.2.15 we can now obtain the correspond
ing condition for arbitrary derivatives of p0 or of the lower order terms. The 
repetition of the details is left for the reader. 

Remark. It follows from Theorem 18.2.18 that the modified transmission 
condition examined in the theorem only depends on the residue class of \i in 
C/Z. If (18.2.28) is valid then the symbol of 

e-2izi(m + n) p _p 

vanishes of infinite order on the exterior normal bundle. If 

(18.2.29) m + fi + u'el, 

it follows that 
p_e2nin' p 

vanishes of infinite order on the exterior normal bundle. Hence we may 
replace Y by Y' = J Y if \i is replaced at the same time by some // satisfying 
(18.2.29). 

18.3. Totally Characteristic Operators 

This section is devoted to the study of a class of pseudo-differential oper
ators in a C00 manifold X with boundary dX. (This notion is defined in 
section B.2 of Appendix B.) In Section 18.2 we introduced the transmission 
condition with respect to X for a pseudo-differential operator P in an open 
manifold of the same dimension containing X. This condition guarantees 
that P defines a map from C$(X) to C°°(X) but P does not restrict to an 
operator from Co(dX) to C°°(<3X) which is sometimes desirable in the study 
of boundary problems. A first order differential operator L has this property 
if and only if it is tangential to dX (cf. Definition 18.2.6). The algebra of 
operators which we shall define is built up from such first order differential 
operators in the same way that standard pseudo-differential operators are 
built up from general first order differential operators. 

As a model for a manifold with boundary we shall use the closure IR+ 
of the half space R"+ = {xeRw;x >0}. As explained in Section B.2, if F is a 
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space of distributions in R" we shall use the notation F(R+) for the space 
of restrictions to R + of elements in i^and we shall write F(R+) for the set 
of distributions in F supported by R + . The space C°°(R+) is by Theo
rem 1.2.6 identical to the space C°°(Rn

+) of C00 functions in Rn+ and we shall 
use both notations. 

According to Lemma 18.2.5 the first order differential operators in Rn
+ 

which are tangential to dJR.n+ are generated by the operators d/dxjj<n, and 
xnd/dxn. We can extend Lemma 18.2.5 as follows: 

Lemma 18.3.1. The algebra Difffe(R+) generated by the first order differential 
operators with coefficients in C°°(R+) tangential to 3R + consists of the 
operators of the form 

P = Ifl .(x)xfD« 

where aaeC°°(R*+). 

Proof Since xnDn = Dnxn + i, the operators (xnDnY, j^K are linear com
binations of the operators xj

nD
J
n, jSK and vice versa. The lemma is there

fore a consequence of Lemma 18.2.5. 

The elements of Dh%(R+) will be called totally characteristic. Lem
ma 18.3.1 suggests extending the subspace DiffJI(R+) of operators of order 
^ m t o a class of operators defined by 

(18.3.1) a(x9D)u = (2n)-n$ei<x>sya(x,Qu(£)dt, ueC%(WLn), 

(18.3.2) 3(x,0 = a(x, { ' ,* ,« , 

x„^0, r = ( f 1 ? . . . , ^ _ 1 ) ; 3(x,fl = 0, x„<0. 

Since our primary concern is the behavior as xw-»0 we shall choose a in a 
symbol class S™ defined so that a will satisfy (18.1.1) for x n > l : 

Definition 18.3.2. By ST}. we shall denote the set of all aeC°°(Rw
+ xRw) such 

that for all multi-indices a, j8 and all integers v^O 

(18.3.3) |a (^(x^) |gC a^, v ( l + | { | r - l a ' ( l+x n ) - v , XGR"+ , £ G R " . 

The kernel of (18.3.1) is the inverse Fourier transform 

(18.3.4) K(x,y) = (2n)-niei<x-^>a(x^)d^ (x,y)eR2"; 

defined in the sense of Schwartz. It is a continuous function of x with values 
in <^'(R") when x„^0 and vanishes when xw<0. We want (18.3.1) to depend 
only on the restriction of u to Rn

+ so we must require that yn^0 in suppX. 
This means that the oscillatory integral 
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which is well defined when xn^.O and yn<0 must vanish then. Taking xnt;n 

as a new integration variable when xn>0 we write this condition in the 
form 

(18.3.5) fe-^afaS'tZJdt^O if t^-1 and x„^0, 

that is, the Fourier transform with respect to ^n must vanish when t< — 1. 

Definition 18.3.3. We shall say that aeSI is lacunary or satisfies the lacunary 
condition if (18.3.5) is fulfilled. The set S£ of all aeSm

+ satisfying (18.3.5) is a 
closed subspace of S+, thus a Frechet space. 

The lacunary condition is not very restrictive, for just like the condition 
of proper support it only affects the residual part of the symbol: 

Lemma 18.3.4 Let p e ^ R ) , p = l in a neighborhood of 0 and supppc 
( - i , *)• / / «eS+ it follows that 

00 

a,(x,{)= | a{x,Z',Z„-t)p(t)dt 
— 00 

is in SĴ , we have a— apeS~°°, the map S+aai—»a — apeS~°° is continuous, and 
xJ2£yn^2xn in the support of the kernel of ap(x,D). 

Proof The Fourier transform of ap with respect to £n is the product of p 
and that of a, so we obtain not only (18.3.5) but a stronger condition 

(18.3.5)' je-^ap(x^\Qd^0 if *#(-*, 1). 

This implies that xJ2^yn£2xn in the support of the kernel of ap(x9D). 
Now the condition on p implies that §pdt = l, $tjpdt = 09 j>0. Hence 

ap(x9£)-a(x,0= J (a(x,?,Zn-t)- £ d>a{x,£)/dZi(-ty/jl)p{t)dt 
— oo j<N 

for any JV. By Taylor's formula the integrand can be estimated by 

CViNtN(l+\i;\r-N(l+xn)-
v\p(t)\ if |*|<l«l/2. 

Evaluating each term separately we obtain the bound 

Cv,N(l + |t |)H+N(l+xJ-v |p(r) | 
^CVtN(l+|{|r-N(l+x l l)-v(l+2|t|)2<w+W)|p(t)|, |t|>|£|/2. 

Since pe6f and JV is arbitrary this shows that ap(x^)—a(x,^) can be 
estimated by any power of(l + |^|)""1(l+x#l)"

1; the constants obtained are 
semi-norms in S+. This is also true for all derivatives of ap~a since 
convolution with p commutes with them. The proof is complete. 

From the lemma it follows that 
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The restriction to lacunary symbols will therefore have no effect on the 
symbol calculus which we shall develop along the lines of Section 18.1. First 
we give an analogue of Theorem 18.1.6. 

Theorem 18.3.5. / / aeS™a and ue^(M.n+) then (18.3.1) applied to any extension 
of u in £f(BLn) defines a(xiD)ue^(Rn

+), and the bilinear map (a9u)\-»a(x,D)u 
is continuous in these spaces. We have 

(18.3.6) [a(x,D),Dj] = iS^(x1D) + i6jn^KxJD)Dn, 

[a{x,D),Xj] = -i aV\x,D) ~ i 6jn xn a^n\x,D). 

For any integer k^.0 

(18.3.7) Dk
na(x,D)u\Xn=0= £ ^)akj(x\Df)(Diu\x^0)9 

akj(x\0= I (.)D";jD^(x',0,^,0)G5m(Rw-1 xR""1). 
i£j W 

Proof The lacunary condition guarantees that yn^0 in the support of the 
kernel K. Hence (18.3.1) is independent of the extension chosen. Since ue&* 
it is clear that a(x,D)u is a C00 function with all derivatives bounded. 
Differentiation under the integral sign or integration by parts gives (18.3.6). 
As in the proof of Theorem 18.1.6 it follows then that the_ map 
Sfax^(M"+)9(a,w)h->a(x9D)w is continuous with values in ^(JR"+). 
When we differentiate with respect to xn under the integral sign in (18.3.1) a 
factor £w appears when the derivative falls on the exponential function or 
the last argument of a(x,£\xni;n). When there are j such derivatives altog
ether we obtain (18.3.7) since 

is the Fourier transform of DJ
nu(x\0) with respect to x\ 

(18.3.7) shows that the purpose of the definition of the operators a(xyD) 
has been achieved: all normal derivatives of a(x,D)u on the boundary can 
be calculated by letting pseudo-differential operators in the boundary act on 
the normal derivatives of at most the same order. We shall now show that 
the main structure of the calculus of pseudo-differential operators is pre
served in spite of the fact that a(x,^\ defined by (18.3.2), has rather bad 
symbol properties with respect to xn. One of the main differences is that the 
kernel of a\x,D) may have some singularities even when aeS'™. We shall 
therefore examine such operators now, using the notation 

e = {(x,y)elR2w; x„^0, yHZ0}9 d2Q = {(x,y)eK2n, xn = yn = 0} 

for the quaterspace containing the support of the kernel K and for its 
distinguished boundary. In Q it is convenient to use the symmetric singular 
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* yn 

/ 

(2,0) -> 

Fig. 2 

(polar) coordinates with respect to xn and yn given by (see Fig. 2) 

(18.3.8) t = (xn + yn)/2, r = (xn-yn)/t = 2(xn-yn)/(xn + yn), 

that is, xn = t(l+r/2), yn = t{\ -r /2). Note that r^O and | r | ^ 2 if (x,y)eQ. 

Theorem 18.3.6. / / aeSfa°° then the kernel K of a(x,D) is in L\oc(WL2n) and in 
C°°(R 2 n \5 2 e) , s u p p K c g , and 

F(x', y', t,r) = t K(x', t(l + r/2), / , r (1 - r/2)) 

is in C00 wnen t^O, egwa/ to 0 w/ierc |r| ^ 2 . For all a, jS, T, p, v we /uwe 

(18.3.9) |D«, D$, DJ Df F(x', / , t, r)| 5S Ca„ tpv(l +\x'-?\ +1)~\ 

Conversely, if KeL\0C(WL2n), suppXcQ, and F has these properties, then K is 
the kernel of a(x,D) for some aeSj^™. 

Proof The inverse Fourier transform 

(18.3.10) A{x,y) = (27z)-n$ei<y>S>a(x,£)dZ 

is a C00 function when x„^0. The proof of Lemma 7.1.3 gives 

(18.3.11) \DlD^yA(x,y)\^CapN(l + \y\)-N(l+xn)-
N, xn^0, 

for all a,/?, AT and shows that conversely every A satisfying (18.3.11) with 
A(x,y) = 0 for yn>\ is of the form (18.3.10) with aeSf^. The kernel K is a 
continuous function of x with values in 9" when xn^0, and (18.3.4) gives 

(18.3.12) K(x,y) = A(x,x' -y',(xn-yn)/xn)/xn, x„>0. 

Hence KeL\oc(WL2n), s u p p X c Q and KeC0 0 when x„>0. If t^O and r> -2 
then 

(18.3.13) F(x', y', t, r) = 2A(xf, f (1 + r/2), x' - / , 2 r/(2 + r))/(2 + r). 

This is a C00 function. With xn = t(l + r/2) and y„ = 2r/(2 + r) we have 

l + |yJ£2/(2 + r), l + l y j + x ^ t * . 

We can therefore estimate F by any power of ( l+r/2)(l + |x' — y'| + 0 _ 1 - The 
same is true for all derivatives of F since these are sums of terms of the 
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same form as F but with A replaced by a derivative and powers of t and 
1/(2-hr) as factors. If we set F(x',y',t,r) = 0 when r<*-~2 it follows that 
FeC™ when t^O and that (18.3.9) holds. 

Conversely, assume that KeL\oc(WL2n), that supp KaQ and that FeC0 0 

when t^O, the estimates (18.3.9) being valid. Since r(l+r/2) = x„ and 
2r/(2 + r) = yn implies r = 2yj{2-yn\ t = xn(2-yn)/2 if x„>0 and yn<2, we set 

(18.3.13)' A(x9 y) = 2F(x\ x' -y\ xn(2 -yn)/2,2yn/(2-yn)W ~yj> 

yn<2, and A(x,y) = 0 when y„>l . The two definitions agree in the common 
domain since 2yJ(2—yn)>2 when l<yn<2. When y n ^ l we have 

2y„/(2->>„) + 2 = 4/(2-yn)g8/(l+|y, I | ) , 

l+x„(2-y„) /2£ l+x„ /2 . 

Note that since F=0 when r < — 2 we can use Taylor's formula to streng
then (18.3.9) to 

(18.3.9)' \ITx.De.D*D>F(x',y',t,r)\ 

^Cxl)rpv(l+\x'-y'\ + t)-*(r + 2y. 

This shows that (18.3.11) follows from (18.3.9) and completes the proof. 

Remarks. 1. In terms of the notions introduced in Section 18.2 the condition 
FeC°° means precisely that KeI-^2(R.2n,d2Q). We leave the simple verifi
cation for the reader. 

2. The proof shows that if asSj~a
n~2 then 

(18.3.14) |K(x, y)\ ̂  C(l + \x' -y'\)-» \xn yj/( |xj + \yn\)
3. 

In fact, since (1 +1/|)"(1 + \yn\)
2 \A(x,y)\ g C we have 

(l + | x ' - / i r | K ( x , j ; ) | ^ C ( l ^ ^ 

S*CxnyJ(xn + yn)
3 ifO<xn^yn. 

In addition (l + | / | ) n | ^ (x ,y) |^ C | l - j ; J , for A(x,y) = 0 when yn>\ and 
(l + \y'\)n\dA(x,y)/dyn\SC. Hence 

(l+\x>-yY\K{x,y)\^CyJx2
n^CxnyJ{xn + ynf if 0<yn<xn. 

This proves (18.3.14) which will be a convenient starting point for the proof 
of L2 estimates below. 

It follows from Theorem 18.3.6 that if aeSz~°° then a(x9D)* = S{x,D) 
where beSfa°°. To prepare for the proof of the analogous result for S™a we 
shall now give an analytic expression for b when aeSfa°° and the strong 
lacunary condition 

(18.3.5)" j ^ » f l ( x , < r , U ^ = 0 if * * ( - l , i ) 
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is fulfilled. With the notation (18.3.10) this means that A(x,y)=0 when y„$ 
(-1,1), thus $£\xJyH\£2 if (x9y)€suppK. By (18.1.9) and (18.1.10) we have 

(18.3.15) (a(x,D)u,v) = (u,S(x,D)v); w, ve^(WLn); 

where 6W<D*'D<>5(x,£)e^' and xM^0 in supp£. If </»eC°°(]R) and (/>=0 in 
(-oo,l), $=1 in (2,oo), then 4>(xJe)a(x9IZ) = <l>(xjE)a(x9?9xHZn)eS-co and 
converges to a in £P as e -• 0. Hence £ is the Sf' limit as e -*• 0 of 

defined by Theorem 7.6.5 or interpreted as an integral first with respect to n9 

then with respect to y. The integral with respect to rjn vanishes by (18.3.5)" 
unless (yn-xn)/yne(-l^\ that is, \<yjxn<2. Choose %eC£(i3) equal to 1 
in (|,2). Without changing the integral we can insert a factor x{yjx^. 
Letting s-+0 we then obtain when xn>0 

b(x,?,xJ„) = S(x,t;) 

= (2w)- ft e-i<^>a(x-y,i'-n',(x„-yMn-r,n))x((xn-yn)/xn)dydrl. 
yn<x„ 

The integral exists as a repeated integral. Replacing yn by xnyn and rjn by 
rjjxn we conclude that 

(18.3.16) fc(x,f) 

= e « * W (a(/, xw yn, n\ yw q j x(y„))|y= (JC<, 1)t „_ c. 

We shall now study this formula when aeS+ for some finite m. 

Lemma 18.3.7. if aeS"l and xeCJ(0, OO) W egwa/ to 1 in a neighborhood of 1, 
then (18.3.16) defines a symbol beS^ such that 

(18.3.17) b(x9Q~Zji<DyJDnyaty9xHyn,fi\y^ 

The map S^sah-^beS^ is continuous. 

The asymptotic sum is well defined in the sense of Proposition 18.1.3 for 
if a y derivative falls on the argument ynnn it causes the degree of a to 
decrease by one unit which compensates for the appearance of a factor nn. 

Proof There is a constant M such that suppxc=(M~1,M). If we set 

Cxjy* n)=«(y, *n yn> n\ yn nn) x(yn) 
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it follows from the bounds l / M g j ^ g M in the support that (l+xn)
vcXn 

belongs to a bounded set in Sm for every v and x„^0. By Theorem 18.1.7 

is a C°° function of (y,r\\ and we have for all a,/?,v 

\D*D>C(y,r,,x„)\^Cxl>v(l+\ri\r-M(l+xn)-\ 

Since the derivatives of cXn with respect to xn are of the same form it follows 
that C is a C00 function of all variables and that 

\iyXnD;DfC(y,r,,xMCxllvj(l + \ri\r-M(l+xn)-
v-

Hence b(x,£)=C(x\ l,£,xw) is in <$+. The asymptotic expansion also follows 
at once from Theorem 18.1.7 since x = l in a neighborhood of 1. If aeS'™ 
we obtain by taking £>n—qn as new integration variable in the first form of 
(18.3.16) 

which is equal to 0 unless M~l'£\-t<tM, that is, - 1 - M ^ r g l - M " 1 . If 
aeSI we obtain the same conclusion by taking UjSS'00 converging to a in 
S™+ *. Thus h€S?a which completes the proof. 

Remark. That the lacunary condition holds is no surprise since x has the 
effect of cutting off the kernel of a(x,D) by a factor x(xjyn). 

Theorem 18.3.8. For every aeS^ the adjoint of a(x,D) is equal to B(x9D) for 
some beS^a in the sense that (18.3.15) is valid. If a satisfies the strong 
lacunary condition (18.3.5)" and X^CQ(0,OO) is equal to 1 in (|,2) then h is 
given by (18.3.16) and has the asymptotic expansion (18.3.17). 

Proof If aeSfa°° the first statement follows from Theorem 18.3.6 for 
(x,y)*-+ K(y,x) has the same properties as K. Thus the first statement follows 
from the second one and Lemma 18.3.4. If aeSfa and (18.3.5)" is fulfilled we 
choose ajeS'00 so that a^a in S++ 1 as 7-+00 and define ajp as in 
Lemma 18.3.4. Then ajpeSra°° satisfies (18.3.5)" and aJp-+ap in S*+ 1 as 
j-+ 00. Let bjGS^™ and b0eS£ be defined by (18.3.16) with a replaced by ajp 

and by ap. Then 

(ajp(x,D)u9v)=(u9Bj(xiD)v); u, ve^; 

and hj-+b0 in S£+ 1 asj-> 00. Hence it follows from Theorem 18.3.5 that 

(ap(x,D)u,v) = (u,B0(x,D)v); u, ve£f. 

Since a-ape S^°° satisfies (18.3.5)" we also have with b -b0e S^°° 

((a(x,D)-ap(x,D))u9v)=(u9(6(x9D)-B0(x,D))v); u,veS?; 

which gives (18.3.15) and completes the proof. 
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By Theorem 18.3.5 a(x,D) is a continuous map ^(Rw
+)->^(IRn

+), and the 
same is true for the adjoint B(x, D). Hence a continuous map 

a(x,D): ^ ' ( R ^ ) ^ ' ( R " + ) 

is defined by (18.3.15) with ue^'(R"+) and ve&(R\). If ueP{WL\) is extend
ed to tt0G^/(R+) by defining u0 = u in R + and M0 = 0 elsewhere, then 
a(x,D)u0 is the function a(x,D)u defined by (18.3.1). By the Hahn-Banach 
theorem the restriction map ^ ' ( R + ) - » ^ ' ( R + ) is surjective. The kernel is 

(18.3.18) ^'(R"+,dR"+) = {we^^ 

(18.3.18)' yk'0k\,dm) = {ueSfX]Rn);x*u = 0}. 

Here we have used Theorem 2.3.5 and the fact that temperate distributions 
are of finite order. Now 

(xk
n a(x, D) u, v) = (II, S(x, D) xk

n v) = 0, ve^{W+), we^'(Rn
+, dW+) 

for 6(x,D)xkv vanishes of order k when xn = 0 by virtue of (18.3.7), so we 
can take out a factor xk

n which annihilates u when moved to the left. Hence 

(18.3.19) a(x,D)^(R"+ ,aRw
+)cz^'(Rn

+ ,aRn
+) for every Jfc. 

Thus a(x,D) induces a map ^ ' ( R n + ) ^ ^ R n
+ ) which is still defined by 

(18.3.15), now with ue&\W+) and ve&{W+). Its restriction to C?(RW
+) 

determines a(x,£) on ^ ' (R+) since Cg)(R+) is dense there. 

In the standard calculus of pseudo-differential operators one ignores C00 

functions since they are in the range of operators of order — oo. A some
what larger class of distributions is neglected in the totally characteristic 
calculus. 

Theorem 18.3.9. / / aeS^00 _and ue#'(jBLH
+) then a(x,D)ueIk(WLn,dRn+) for 

some fc, and supp a (x, D) u c RK
+. 

Proof. By Definition 18.2.6 the statement means that the order of the distri
bution D* (xnDn)

an a (x,D)u has a bound independent of a. Now 

(Da'(x„ Dnf
n a(x9 D) u9 v) = (u, B(x9 D) D"'(Dn xnf» v) = (u, Sa(x9 D) v), 

if ve^(WLn
+) and 

ba(x9^ = ^\in-i-iind/d^b(x9^)eS^. 

It suffices to verify this for the operator 6(x,D)Dnxn=6(x,D)xnDn—iS(x,D). 
Then it follows from (18.3.1) since the Fourier transform of xnDnv is 
-DJJ and 

L Din(e
l<x- «> B(x, i)) = el<x- *> xn £„(6(x, fl - i £<">(*, £)). 
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Hence it follows from Theorem 18.3.5 that for suitable û, // independent of a 

\(D"'(xn Dnf» a(x9 D) u, v)\ = C sup £ \xp D? £a(x, D) v\ 

= Casup £ \x?Dyv\. 

Here we have used the following lemma: 

Lemma 18.3.10. The quotient topology in £f(WLn
+) is defined by the semi-norms 

<7(WLn
+)3v\-*sup\x*D0v\. 

Proof. That these are continuous semi-norms in ^ ( R + ) is obvious for they 
are continuous in ^(Win) and constant in each equivalence class. On the 
other hand, let q be a continuous semi-norm on Sf(WLn

+). Then q is a 
continuous semi-norm on ^(R") , so 

q(v)£C £ sup|xaD"t?| 

and q(v)=0ifv = 0 in Rw
+. If v€^(WLn) we now set 

0(x) = v{x), xn ^ 0, v(x) = X(xn) I fli »(x', 0) xjjj!, x„ < 0, 

where xeC% and x = l in (-1,1). Choose <£eC£(Rn_) with J(/)dx = l and set 
0£(x) = </>(x/£)e~n. Then v*(f>ee^ v*(j)£==v*(t)E in R+ and i>*08-*t; in ^ 
when e->0. Hence 

q(v) = limq(v*(j)e) = \imq(v*(f)E)SC £ sup|xaD^i?|, 

which completes the proof. (Using the proof of Theorem 2.3.5 we could of 
course replace 2 k by k here.) 

Recall that for the distributions in the theorem the wave front set is 
contained in the conormal bundle of the boundary. In many contexts one 
can exclude such singularities for other reasons. However, we postpone the 
discussion of this and related matters until we have completed the remain
ing parts of the calculus, the product formula and the invariance under 
change of variables. 

Theorem 18.3.11. If 0/eS#, 7 = 1,2, then a1(x,D)a2(x,D) = S(x,D) where 
beS?a

1+m2 is given by 

(18.3.20) b{x, 0 = e « ^ > fll(x, n) a2(y\ xn yn, {', £„ yj,_ #. 1 M = < 

^ ^ ^ ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ( x ^ s x ^ ^ s a / ^ L i . 

Proof Assume first that ^eS j" 0 0 and that a2(x, £)==() for large |x|. If 
we^(Rn) it follows then that a2(x,D)ueS' has the Fourier transform 
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When a is o£ order — oo then (18.3.1) remains valid for reasons of continuity 
when ue£'(WLn

+) and x„>0, for £\-^>ei<x'°a(x,£) is then in ^ and is a C00 

function of x with values in £f. Hence we obtain as in the proof of 
Theorem 18.1.8 that a1(x9D)a2(x9D)u = 6(x,D)u9 x„>0, if 

B(x^)H2n)-^e-i<x-y^^>d1(x9rj)a2(y^)dydrj, 

that is, replacing {„ by {„/*„, rjn by rjjxn and yn by xnyn, 

(18.3.20)' b(x,£) 

yn>o 

We shall now show that (18.3.20)' defines for arbitrary m l9 m2 a continuous 
bilinear map S™1 xS?a

23(al,a2)^beS1l
a
1+rn2. It will then be easy to show that 

S(x,D) = a1(x,D)a2(x,D) without the simplifying assumptions made above. 
Choose xeC%(WL+) as in Lemma 18.3.7. To study (18.3.20)' with a cutoff 

function x(yn) inserted in the integral we introduce 

Then (y,rj)\->(l + \£\)-m2(l + xnYfx^y,rj) is uniformly bounded in Smi for any 
v. In fact, yn lies between fixed positive bounds in the support, a differen
tiation with respect to yn bringing out a factor £n is accompanied by a 
decrease in the order of a2, and |<y/(l + |<n + |<^y j )^ l / | y j . Hence it follows 
from Theorem 18.1.7 that 

is defined and that 

j < N 

^cNji+xn)-v(i + \Z\)mi+m2-N-
In view of Proposition 18.1.4 it follows that bleS^l+m2 and that bx has the 
stated asymptotic expansion. 

Set 
Al(x,y) = (2n)-n(l-X(l-yn))ie

i<^>a1(x^)d^ 

Since %(1 —yn) = l in a neighborhood of 0, the proof of (18.3.11) gives 

(18.3.11)' IB; !>; A ^ X , y)| ̂  C«^(l + lyD '^ l 

for any N; the constants Ca/?N are semi-norms of ax in Smi. Since A^x.y) 
=0 when yn> 1 by the lacunary condition, we also have by Taylor's formula 

(18.3.11)" \DlD^Al(x,y)\\yn-l\-
N^CxllN(l + \y\)-2N(l+xn)-

N. 

Now we have b = b1+b2 where 

g ( ^ ^ ^ ) = ^ i ( ^ x ' - / , l - ) ; n ) a 2 ( / , x n 3 ; w , ^ ' , ^ } ; n ) . 
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If we observe again that a differentiation with respect to yn which brings out 
a factor £n is accompanied by a decrease of the order of a2, we obtain 

in view of (18.3.11)" and the fact that l + lf'l + l ^ y J ^ W l + Î DAl + lyJ). 
Since for every /? 

it follows at once that b2eS~°°. 
When ^eSj" 0 0 and a2eS^2, a2(x,£)=Q for large |x|, we have now shown 

that a1(x,D)a2(x,D)u = b(x,D)u in R"+, ueSf, where IbeS"00 is given by 
(18.3.20). Since this is 0 when u = 0 in W+ we have beSf^. If a2 does not 
vanish for large |x| we set a2v(x, £) = %(x/v)a2(x, £) where xeCJ *s equal to 1 
in a neighborhood of 0. Then a1(x,D)a2v(x9D) = Sv(x,D) where ^eSj"0 0 and 
bv->fr in S~°° as v->oo by the proof above, b always being defined by 
(18.3.20)'. Hence beSf^ and a1(x9D)a2(x9D) = 6(x9D). The hypothesis that 
m1= — oo is now removed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 18.3.8 which 
completes the proof. 

The proof of Theorem 18.1.11 is now easily modified to a proof of L2 

estimates for totally characteristic operators. 

Theorem 18.3.12. If aeS?a then a(x9D) is continuous in L2(Rn
+). 

Proof. If aeSfa
n~2 then the kernel K of a(x9D) satisfies (18.3.14) and the L2 

continuity follows from Lemma 18.1.12. If aeS{~a
k we have 

\\a(x9D)u\\2=(B(x9D)a(x9D)u9u) = (c(x9D)u9u)9ue&?
9 

where B(x,D) is the adjoint of a(x9D) and ceSfa
2k. If c(x9D) is already 

known to be L2 continuous we obtain the same result for a(x9D)9 so the 
theorem follows for all aeSj~a

k if fcfg —(w + 2)/2, then if /eg —(n + 2)/4 and so 
on. The proof is then completed by taking an approximate square root 
satisfying the lacunary condition just as in the proof of Theorem 18.1.11. 
(Note that (M2-\a\2)*-MeS°+ if aeS°+ and sup|<z|<MeR.) The repetition 
is left as an exercise for the reader. 

Since a(x9D) commutes approximately with differential operators it is 
possible to extend Theorem 18.3.12 to H{s) spaces: 

Theorem 18.3.13. / / aeSfa then a{x9D) is continuous in IJ(S)(R+) and in 
H(S)(WL\) for every seR. 

Proof For 5=0 this is just Theorem 18.3.12. If ue^(Win) we have by Theo
rem 18.3.5 

Dj a(x, D) u = a(x9 D) D} u - i Sjn a(n){x, D)Dnu- i a(j)(x9 D) u. 
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If s is a non-negative integer for which the theorem is proved we obtain 
ifne^(R"+) 

||a(x,/))u||fs+1)=||a(x,Z))«||(
2

s) + t||^.a(x,Z))M||(
2

s) 
1 

^C( | |« | | J ) +t l l^« l l^ = C||ti||J+1). 
1 

Now ^ ( R + ) is dense in if(s + 1)(R+) by Theorem B.2.1 so this proves con
tinuity in #(S+1)(R

W
+). Using (B.2.2) we obtain in the same way the con

tinuity in His+i)(R
n

+). By Theorem 18.3.8 the adjoint of a(x,D) in /f(s)(R+) is 
for every s the operator B(x,D) in H(_s)(]Rn+) where beS?a. By duality we 
therefore obtain the continuity for negative integers s also. The proof will be 
completed by an interpolation argument close to the proof of 
Corollary B. 1.6, which establishes continuity in H(s+k)(WL\) if k is an integer 
a n d | s | ^ . 

Choose ^eC£(]Rw
+) with *£(£) = 1+0(|£|2) as £-•(). To do so we can first 

take (t)eC%{WLn+) with $(0)=1 and set î  = 2<£-(/>*0, for \j/ = l-(l-$)2 

then. Writing il/e(x) = e~nil/(x/s) we have for | s | ^ | 

JII^*«llft+i ,«1-2 ,^ + }ll«-^*«ll*_1,e-3-2 ,d6^C||«||J+lk) 
0 0 

when u€$?. This is equivalent to the elementary inequalities 

I I 

o o 

Both are obvious if |^ |<1, since \l—\f(s^)\2s~3~2s is bounded then, and 
when |£|>1 they follow if e is replaced by e/\£\ and the integrals are 
extended to +oo. Set vE = a(x,D)(\l/e*u), wE = a(x,D)(u—\l/e*u). Then 

f(ll»«ll2»+i,«1-2,^+l|wt||
2

t_1)e-3-2')de^C1||«||J+)t) 
0 

in view of the continuity in H(k±1)(R+), that is, 

o 
^ C J I u l l 2 ^ . 

If U = a(x,D)u we have U = vE + we, hence 

if l<2e(l + |<J|)<2. Since 

f s-l-2(s+k)de^C3(l+\Z\2)s+k 

l<2e(l + m)<2 
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we obtain the required estimate ||L/||(
2

s+k)^C4|| 
MII (s+k)« The proof is com

plete. 
The interpolation argument is also applicable to Besov spaces; we con

tent ourselves with the case of interest here: 

Theorem 18.3.14. If aeSfa then a(x,D) is continuous in °°H(S)(R+) for every s. 

Proof First we show that for ueaoH(s+k)(Win
+) and | s | ^ i 0 < e < 1, 

This follows if we show with the notation in (B.1.2) that 

J XJ 

The terms where SRJ<1 can all be estimated by (sRj)2~2s since 
|1—i^(8^)|2^C|e^|4 then, and those with sRj>l can be estimated by 
(eRj)~2~2s since |^(e^) |^ C/|e^|2 then. The sum of a geometric series with 
ratio <^\ is at most twice the largest term which proves the statement. Now 
we obtain with the notation in the proof of Theorem 18.3.13 

e2-2,IIMft+1) + e-2-2,llw«ll(*-i)^C~||M||J+5), 

that is, 

If we restrict the integration to Xj and take e= \/Rj it follows that 

^+s(ji(7({)i2^)^cni"ii (
2

fc+s) 

which completes the proof. 

We can apply Theorem 18.3.14 to the spaces Ik in Definition 18.2.6: 

Corollary 18.3.15. If aeSfa and ueIk{W,d^\)c^£\WL\\ then 

a{x,D)ueI\W,dW+)r\9\W+\ 

Proof We must show that P(x,D)a{x,D)ue::cH\™k_n/4) if PeDiff^(Rn+). 
Choose an even integer M>m + m! and set 6({) = I£IM- By Theorem 18.3.11 
we can use the argument in the proof of Theorem 18.1.9 to show that 

P(x, D) 3(x, D) = F(x, D) 2(x, D) + G(x, D) 

for some F, GeSfa, if the coefficients of P have compact support. Since 
Q(x,D)u and u are in coH{_k_n/4) by hypothesis, the statement follows now 
from Theorem 18.3.14. 
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We shall later on use a dual version of Corollary 18.3.15 to obtain the 
continuity of a(x,D) in another space which occurs in the study of boundary 
problems. (See Proposition 18.3.23.) 

All operators of order — oo do not map H(s) into H(s) for any s'>s. In 
fact, let us consider (a(x,D)uE,vE) = j$K(x,y)uE(y)vE(x)dxdy with uE(y) 
= e~^u(y',yn/eX vE(x) = £~^v(xf,xn/e) and suitable w, veC§. As e—>0 it is 
easily seen that if a(x,D) is continuous from H{s) to H{s) and s'>s then the 
function F in Theorem 18.3.6 must vanish when t = 0. However, operators of 
positive order cannot consume more differentiability than in the case of 
standard pseudo-differential operators: 

Theorem 18.3.16. / / aeSfa and m^O, then a(x,D) is continuous from H(S)(R+) 
to His_m)W.\) and from /?(s)(R

M
+) to H^m)(R

H
+) for any seR. 

Proof The first statement implies the second one by duality. When proving 
it we first assume that m is a positive integer and that the statement has 
already been established for smaller values of m. We can write 

n 

a(x, £) = I </fl/te £) + a0(x, i) 
i 

where a-eSJ^"1. In fact, writing 

tyx,0 = «j<i(x,0/(l + |£l2), ; > 0 ; b0{x^) = a{x^)l(\ + \tf)\ 

we have a(x,£) = Y4£jbj(x,£) + fo0(x,0 and can take 
n n 

i i 

with the notation in Lemma 18.3.4. Since 

n - l 

a{x,D)u— YJ aj{x,D)Dju + xnan{x,D)Dnu + a0(x,D)u 
I 

it follows from the inductive hypothesis that a has the stated continuity 
property. Moreover, {a,u)\-+a(x,D)u is continuous from Sfax H{s)(WLn

+) to 
/J(s_m)(R + ). 

A complex interpolation argument similar to that in the proof of Theo
rem 7.1.12 will now prove the general statement. Set 

Bz(x^) = a(x,£)(l+\Z\2)iz-m)/\ Az = (Bz)p + a-ap. 

Then Az is analytic in z, Am = a and AzeSf*z; the semi-norms can be 
estimated by a power of ( l+ |z | ) when Rez is bounded. If M is an integer 
>m it follows from the first part of the proof that when Rez = 0 or Rez 
= M we have for some Cs and \i 

\(Az(x, D)u9 (1 + \D\2)-"2 v)\ ^ Cs(l + \z\f \\u\\{s) |M|(_s); ue^(R"+), ve<7(Rn). 
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When O ^ R e z ^ M we have a weaker estimate with ||w||(s) replaced by 
IMI(S+M)> f° r AzeS™ and the semi-norms there can be estimated by a power 
of (l + |z|). Since l + |z|<;|2z + 2|, Rez^O, it follows from the Phragmen-
Lindelof theorem that when 0 < Re z < M we have for the same u and v 

P z(x,D)W , ( l + |D|2)-z-/2i;)|^Cs|2z + 2riNII(s)lbll(_s). 

This means that 

\\Az(x,D)u\\is_Rez)SCs\2z + 2\v\\u\\{s), ue<?m). 

When z = m this proves the first part of the theorem when m>0, hence the 
second part when m<0. The proof is completed by the argument at the 
beginning. 

To discuss invariance under a change of variables we shall resume the 
study of the kernel K of a(x,D) begun with Theorem 18.3.6, assuming only 
that aeS™a now. The inverse Fourier transform 

A(x,y) = (2n)-n$ei<y>«> a(x,rj)dri 

is then a conormal distributione/m(IR2M, {y = 0}) with principal symbol 
a(x,rj)\dx\*\dri\* on the normal bundle {(x,0,0,f;)} of the plane y = 0. (To be 
quite precise we should observe that a and therefore A is only defined when 
x„^0. However, this is obviously inessential since xn is just a parameter on 
which A depends in a C00 fashion. Quite generally, if X is a manifold with 
boundary and Y a submanifold intersecting dX transversally, then the defi
nition of Im(X, Y) in Section 18.2 can be applied if we just use local coor
dinate systems near the boundary such that X is defined by x„^0, say, and 
Y by xx= ... = xfc = 0. We leave this slight extension for the reader.) The 
kernel K of a(x,D) is given by (18.3.12), 

K(x9 y) = A(x, x' - / , (x„ -yn)/xn)/xn, xn > 0. 

By (18.3.1) K is a continuous function of x with values in 9" when xw^0, 
and K = 0 when x n<0. To interpret this we introduce again the symmetric 
singular coordinates (18.3.8). Since D(t,r)/D(xn,yn)= — 1/f, we obtain if K is 
transformed as a half density to k(x\y\t,r) = K(x,y)t^ 

(18.3.21) /c(x,,y,t,r) = A(x ' , r ( l+r /2) ,x , - / ,2r / (2 + r))( l+r/2)-1r-^. 

Thus t*k(x',y\t,r) is a C°° function when 0 < | r | < 2 , f^O. All derivatives 
tend to 0 when |r |-*2. In fact, this follows when r-> — 2 from the fact that 
(18.3.11) is valid when \yn\ is bounded away from 0. When r-+2 the state
ment also follows from (18.3.11) and the fact that A(x,y) = 0 when yn>l by 
the lacunary condition. Defining fc = 0 when | r | ^ 2 we obtain fi/ce/m(R2

f
n, A) 

where R i " is defined by t ̂  0 and 

A = {(x\y\t,r);x' = y\r = 0,t^0}, 
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which corresponds to the diagonal in the original coordinates. With the 
corresponding parametrization of the conormal bundle of A as {(x', x', £, 0, £', 
— £', 0, p)} the principal symbol of r^/c is 

(18.3.22) a(x', t, f', p) \dx'\* |df |* |d<J'|* |dp|*. 

In fact, r^(l +r/2)*k is the pullback of ,4 as a half density by the diffeomor-
phism (x',y',t,r)i-+(x\t(l + r/2),x'-y\2r/(2 + r)). When r = 0 the differential 
is (dx\dy\dt,dr)t-+(dx\dt + tdr/2,dx' —dy\dr); the adjoint maps the ele
ment (x,0,0, f) in the normal bundle of WLn x {0} to (x',x',x„,0; £', -£ ' ,0 , <*„). 
When weC^ the substitution yn = sxn gives, with all integrals representing 
the action of a distribution 

$K(x,y)u(y)dy = tfk(x\y\xn(l+s)/2,2(l-s)/(s + l)m+s)/2)-± 

•u{y\sx^xldy'ds. 

If k0 is the limit of t*k as £->0 then this converges to 

Jf k0(x', / , 2(1 -s)/(s +1)) (2/(1 + s)) u(y\ 0) dy ds 

when xn -> 0. 
Conversely, given a distribution t ikG/m(Rin , J) of compact support, 

vanishing when | r |>2 , we can reverse the argument by introducing for 

(18.3.21)' A(x9y) = k(x',x'-y\xn(2-yn)/2,2yn/(2-yn))x*(l -yjl)'* 

which vanishes for yn>l, decreases rapidly as y->oo, and is conormal 
with respect to the plane y = 0. From A we return to aeS™a by 

a(x,rj) = $A(x,y)e-i<y>t»dy. 

Hence we have an identification of the operators a(x,D), aeS™a, and the 
conormal distributions in Im(WL2+, A), at least when the kernels have compact 
supports. Thus we recover locally the inv^riance under passage to the adjoint 
(Theorem 18.3.8). Invariance under coordinate transformations will follow 
when we have discussed the intrinsic meaning of the new coordinates 
(18.3.8). 

If X is a C00 manifold and Y is a C00 submanifold, then a new manifold 
X, the blowup of X along Y, can be defined as the union of X \ Y and the 
projective normal bundle of Y, that is, the quotient by multiplication with 
real numbers # 0 of the normal bundle (T(Z) | y \ T(Y))/T(Y). I f / a n d g are 
C00 functions in X vanishing on Y then f/g is well defined in 

{ x e X , g ( x ) * 0 } u { f e X \ X , < M g > * 0 } , 

as a limit in the second set. We declare such sets to be open and f/g to be 
in C00 there. Together with the C00 functions in X lifted to X these 
quotients define a C00 structure on X. To see this we choose local coor
dinates x = (xl9...9x) in X such that Y is defined by x' = (x1,...,xk) = 0. 
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Then X can be identified with the quotient of R xS f c _ 1 xRw-fc by identifi
cation of (£, co, x") with 

i(t,cQ,x") = (-t, -a>,x"). 

Note that the projection TT: (t,uj,x") »-» {tuj,x,f) G X is defined on X since 
7TI = 7r. I f / , g G C°°(X) and both vanish on Y then 

(//g)(0, co, x") = </,',(0, x"), a>>/<&(0, x"), co> 

when the denominator is not 0 and then we have g(£co,x")#=0 for small \t\. 
Thus f/g is defined and C°° in an open subset o f R x S * " 1 x R " " * and even 
under the involution i. Where cofc=t=0, for example, all such functions are C00 

functions of cOj/cok(j<k% xk = tcok and x f c+1 , . . . ,xn so we have indeed a C00 

structure. We could have taken these polar coordinates as the definition of 
the blowup of course, but then we would have been obliged to prove that 
the procedure is coordinate free. 

If X and Y are two manifolds with boundary, we can blow up the 
manifold with corner X x Y with respect to the corner manifold dX xdY, of 
codimension 2. Without embedding X and Y in open manifolds we then 
obtain the stretched product X x Y which is the union of X x 7 \ ( d X xdY) 
and the projective interior normal bundle of dX x dY in X x Y defined as 

(TiM(X)\sx+Tint(Y)\eY)^ T(8X x dY))/T(dX x 8Y) 

modulo multiplication by positive reals. Choose local coordinates in X and 
in Y such that X is defined by xn^0 and Y by ym^0. Then X x Y has local 
coordinates (x\y',t,r); t^O, - 2 ^ r ^ 2 ; with the map into X x Y given by 

(* ' , / , f, r) ~ (*', f(1 + r / 2 ) , / , f ( l - r/2)). 

Thus the C00 structure defined by these coordinates is coordinate free and 
agrees with our earlier singular coordinates (see Fig. 2). 

In the particular case where X = Y the closure in X x X of the diagonal 
in (X^dX)x(X^dX) is a C00 manifold AaXxX which does not meet the 
corners of X x X, and it intersects the boundary transversally. In fact, with 
our local coordinates it is defined by x! = j / and r = 0. The restriction to A of 
the C°° map XxX^XxX is a diffeomorphism on the diagonal A in X 
x X. Now recall that the normal and conormal bundles of A in X x X are 
naturally isomorphic to T(X) and T*(X) lifted to A by the projection on 
one of the factors. More precisely, a cotangent vector yeT*o(X) corresponds 
to n*y—n%yeNXQtXo(A) where 7^ and n2 are the two projections, and if v is 
a tangent vector to XxX at (x0,x0) then nUlv—n2^v is a tangent 
vectorGTXQ(X) depending only on the class of v modulo TXQXQ(A). NOW the 
C00 map X x X -» X x X defines maps 

(18.3.23) T(X x X) - T(X x X), T* (X x X)\A -• T* (X x X)|^. 
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Let t(X) and T*(X) be the dual vector bundles obtained by pulling the 
normal and conormal bundles of A in X x X back to X by the inverse of 
the projection A->X, which is a diffeomorphism since it is a product of two 
diffeomorphisms A->A —-• X. Then we have natural maps 

(18.3.24) f ( X ) - T{X\ T*(X)-+f*(X). 

The first is the composition 

f(X) - T(X x X)\A/T(A) -> T(X x X)/T(A) -» T(X) 

where the maps in turn are obtained from the definition of t, the first part 
of (18.3.23) and the discussion of the normal bundle of A above. The second 
map is similarly the composition 

T*(X)^N(A)-+N(£)-+T*{X) 

where the second map comes from the second part of (18.3.23). With our 
local coordinates the cotangent vector <£,dx> at xeX corresponds to <£,dx 
—dy} at ( X , X ) G ! X I and is mapped to (£',dxr —dy'}+ti;ndr. Thus we 
have in local coordinates the map 

THX)3(x,^(x\x\.xnAZ\-Z\0,xnQeN(A)^t*(X). 

Every element in the normal bundle of A at (x\x',xn,Q) has a unique 
representative of the form 

n - l 

£ Vjd/dXj + vnd/dr. 
i 

By duality we see that (18.3.24) maps it to 

"X Vjd/dXj + xHvHd/dxHeT(X). 
I 

In view of Lemma 18.2.5 it follows that the map T(X)->T(X) sends the 
sections of f(X) to the vector fields which are tangent to dX. This closes a 
circle; it was on these vector fields that we set out to model an algebra of 
pseudo-differential operators in this section. 

We sum up the preceding conventions and results in the following 

Definition 18.3.17. Let X be a C°° manifold with boundary. 
a) The stretched product I x l i s a C00 manifold with corner obtained 

by replacing dX xdX in X x X by the interior projective normal bundle. 
There is a natural C00 map X x X -> X x X. 

b) The diagonal A in X x X is the diffeomorphic image of a manifold A 
in I x l which only intersects the new smooth boundary and does so 
transversally. 

c) The compressed cotangent bundle f*(X) is the pullback of the conor
mal bundle of A in X x X by the inverse of the diffeomorphic projection on 
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X. There is a natural map T*(X)-+T*{X) which maps T?(X) linearly to 
T*(X), bijectively if xeX\dX and with kernel Nx(dX) and a hyperplane as 
range if xedX. The range can then be identified with T*(X)/Nx(dX)^T*(dX) 
which makes T*(dX) a subbundle of t*(X)\dx. The sections of the dual 
bundle f(X) are mapped in T(X) to the vector fields tangent to dX. 

The pullback of the symplectic form in T*(X) (see (6.4.8)) to f*(X), thus 
to the conormal bundle of A in X x X, is a symplectic form with singularity 
at dX. In the local coordinates above it is given by 

n - l 

(18.3.25) X dtjAdxj + t-ldpAdt. 
i 

Thus the half density \d€'\*\dx'\*t-*\dp\*\dt\* is invariantly defined. The 
principal symbol of k, which is f"} times (18.3.22), can therefore invariantly 
be identified with the function a on iV(J)\0, that is, on the compressed 
cotangent bundle f * ( X ) \ 0 . 

We have now developed all that is needed for a global calculus: 

Definition 18.3.18. If X is a C00 manifold with boundary then the space 
*P™(X;Q*,Q*) of totally characteristic pseudo-differential operators A of 
order m on half densities in X is the set of all continuous linear maps 
CJCX'.Q^-frC^tX^fi*) with Schwartz kernel K obtained by pushforward 
from the stretched product XxX to X xX of a distribution half density k 
such that kt*eIm(XxX,A) and k vanishes of infinite order on 
d(XxX)^(dX xdX). Here t is a C°° function i n l x l which is positive in 
X x X^(dX x dX) and vanishes simply on the other part of the boundary. 

The pushforward is defined as follows: Iff: XxX-+XxX is the natural 
C00 map and 0 is a half density of compact support in X x X, then / * 0 is a 
half density of compact support i n l x l s o the equation 

(18.3.26) K((t>) = k(f*<j>) 

defines a distribution half density K in X xX. 
Locally A can be defined by (18.3.1). As we have just seen this leads to a 

principal symbol isomorphism 

(18.3.27) W(X;Q^,Q^)/W^-1(X;Q^,Q^^Sm(t*(X))/Sm-1(t*(X)) 

where t*(X) is the compressed cotangent bundle on X. The adjoint of an 
operator in W™ is in W™, and the principal symbol is obtained by complex 
conjugation. If Ae¥™ and BeW™ are properly supported then ABeW™+m' is 
properly supported and the principal symbol of AB is the product of those 
of A and of B; the isomorphism (18.3.27) also holds if one takes only 
properly supported operators in the left-hand side. All these basic facts of 
the calculus as well as extensions where vector bundles are present follow 
just as in Section 18.1. One just has to replace say Theorems 18.1.6, 18.1.7, 
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18.1.8, 18.1.17 by Theorems 18.3.5, 18.3.8, 18.3.11 and the connection with 
conormal distributions on X x X established above. We have also proved 
that all operators in W™mapH™mp(X) continuously into Hl°c_m)(X) if m^O. 

The spaces Hc™*{X\@\X)J\X\Co{X\... are all defined without any 
reference to an extension of X to an open manifold. So is the subspace 

(18.3.28) Jim)(X) = Jm(X, dX) cz Q'(X) 

of distributions u remaining in coHl^m_n/4), n = dimX, after any totally 
characteristic differential operator has been applied to u. (We tacitly allow 
values in a vector bundle but do not wish to burden the notation by making 
this explicit when it is not essential.) By Theorem 18.3.9 every operator in 
Yf" maps £'{X) into J{X) = [j Jim)(X), and by Corollary 18.3.15 ^ p ( I ) 

m 

is mapped into jrfim)(X) by any operator in Y™ = (J !F*. In these respects the 
k 

relation of jk(X) to totally characteristic operators is similar to the relation 
of C°°(X) to pseudo-differential operators when X is an open manifold. It is 
therefore natural to expect that the dual space of #f will be a useful space 
of distributions, and we shall introduce it after a preparatory lemma. 

Lemma 18.3.19. There exist linear smoothing operators QE: &(X)-> C°°(X) 
such that Qeu^w in stf{m\ 8->Q, whenever uej^im) for some m'<m. For 
every compact set KcX there is another compact set KczX such that 
suppQBuczK' if suppuaK and 0 < e < 1. 

Proof By a partition of unity the proof is reduced to the case X = R + . 
Choose ^ G C ^ ( R M

+ ) with £(0) = 1 and set Qeu = xe*u,Xe(€)=lX(e£)> Then the 
statement on the supports is obvious. Taking x(x) = (t>(x')il/(xn\ x' 
= (x 1 , . . . ,x n_ l ) , we obtain if 

u = \a{x\Qeix^d^n 

that 

Qeu = $aE(x',Ueix^dL; aE{x\L) = foL)\a{x' -By\U<t>{y')dy'. 

If aeS7* and /*>// it follows in view of Proposition 18.1.2 that ae-+a in S" 
w h e n £-•(). 

Definition 18.3.20. By stf\X) we shall denote the set of all ue9'{X) such that 
for every compact set KaX and every m^— (n + 2)/4 the form 
C^{K)B(j)\-^u{(j)) is continuous in the topology of j ^ ( m ) , defined in (18.3.28). 

We recall from the discussion after Definition 18.2.13 that C%{X)a#t{m) 

if m ^ — (n + 2)/4 which is the reason for this condition in the definition. 
Since the embedding jrf(m} -> .ja/(m) is continuous when m' <m the continuity 
condition becomes stronger when m increases, and <j> \-* u{<j>) is continuous in 
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the j ^ ( m ) topology for every m if </)eC$(KnX0) where X° = X\dX is the 
interior of the manifold. By Lemma 18.3.19 the restriction of u{<f>) to CQ(X°) 

already determines a continuous extension to $4{m)c\i' uniquely. In particu
lar, the restriction 

s/'(X)3u*~>u\X0e@'(X°) 

is injective. It is really the range of this map which is dual to s£ which must 
be kept in mind when arguing by duality. 

As topology in s/' we shall use the weak topology defined by the semi-
norms u i-» \u((j))\ when </> e J& n &'. Now C°°(X) is a subset of *A>* since the 
topology in J(m) is stronger than that in °°H}0_c

m_n/4), and C$(X) is weakly 
dense for if fyestf c\$' then w($) = 0 for all UGCQ(X) implies 0 = 0 . 

Proposition 18.3.21. There is a unique continuous restriction map 
s4'(X)-+3}'(dX) which agrees with the standard restriction on C°°(X). 

Proof. To underline the invariance we consider distributions with values in a 
vector bundle E. If U6C$(X,E) then 

(18.3.29) (u\dXi <f>} = <u, T0>, <t>eC%(dX9 E ® Q(dX)) 

where Q is the density bundle and T0 = 0®<5(xn) if xn as usual is a local 
coordinate vanishing on dX. This is independent of the choice of local 
coordinates since d(xn) is a distribution density on R. Now the map 

C%(dX, E' <g) Q{dX))3<t>^T^>e^2-n)^{X, E' ® Q{X)) 

is continuous so (18.3.29) defines a weakly continuous map u H+ u\dx- Since 
the uniqueness is obvious this completes the proof. 

Differentiation is continuous from j / ( m ) to ^ ( m + 1 ) . This implies that the 
space of restrictions to X° of elements in $0' is invariant for differentiation, 
so using Proposition 18.3.21 we can define boundary values of arbitrary 
derivatives of u. (In view of Corollary 8.2.7 this means that the elements of 
stf' have a certain regularity at N(dX) although $'(X°) is a subset of jrf'(X).) 
However, differentiation does not preserve the space sd' unless one takes 
boundary terms into account as^we already did in Theorem 3.1.9. To sim
plify the statement we take X = R + : 

Proposition 18.3.22. If uejtf'(WLn+) then Dju + iSjnu\Xn=0®5(xn)ets/f(Win
+); the 

restriction to WLn
+ is equal to Dj applied to the restriction of u. 

Proof DjU is defined by regarding u as an element in ^'(JR+), thus 

<Z),.W,0>=-<u,/>,>>, <l>eC$m). 

If (j>0 is the element in ^ defined by 0, that is, 0O = 0 when x n ^ 0 and <j>0 

=0 when xn < 0, then 

Dj(l>o = (Dj(t>)o-idjn<l)(-,0)®Hxn). 
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The inclusion C$(WL\)c:jrfim) identifies Dj(f) with (D;</>)0. Thus 

<D. M ,0>=-< W ,D .0 o >- i^< M ,0 ( . ,O)®5(x n )> . 

Since 

<M, <j)(., 0) ® (5(x„)> = <w|Xn= o , 0 ( . , 0)> = <u\Xn= 0 ® 5(xJ,0>, 

and 
j / ( m ) n * ' ( K ) 9 ^ < i i , I ) ^ > 

is continuous for every m and every compact set K, the proposition is 
proved. 

Proposition 18.3.23. / / B£xP^i{X) is properly supported and uejrf'(X) then 
Buejrf'(X). 

Proof. Bue@'{X) and if 4>eC%{K\ K c X , then 

(Bii,^) = (u,B*0). 

Here B * 0 G C ^ ( X ) has support in a fixed compact set, and the continuity in 
the j / ( m ) topology follows since 

is continuous by Corollary 18.3.15. 

Note that (18.3.7) can now be extended by continuity to uestf'. 
The elements of stf(X) are smooth in the interior of X and have tangen

tial smoothness at the boundary while those in sf\X) have normal deriva
tives on dX of all orders. This suggests the following 

Proposition 18.3.24. On any C00 manifold X with boundary one has 

s/\X)n^(X)=C00(X). 

Proof It is obvious that C * ( I ) c / f f l n r f [ I ) . To prove theopposite 
inclusion it suffices to show that if ue£'\WL\)njtf'(WL\)nsi?(WLn

+) then 
ueC$(WL"+). Since uest we have MGC°°(Rn

+). From Proposition 18.3.22 it 
follows that for every a there is an element uaes/' such that Dau—ua has 
support in dWLn

+. 
Choose m so that uestf{m\ Then v = x%Dauestfim+an-N\ that is, 

^ : (x nD/«t;G-/f^_ a n_m_w / 4 )c:L 2 for all /?, 

where the last inclusion holds if Nxxn + m + n/4. Let ^ e C ^ R ) , 0 ^ # ^ 1 , 
and x= 1 in a neighborhood of 0. Set ze(x) = x(x„/fi). Then 

D%(xnDHYn)fv is bounded in L2cz°°H(0) for all j8, 0 < 8 ^ 1 . 

In fact, [^wDrj,Z
E3==%i ^ Xi(t) = tDtX(t) s o w e c a n commute xe through to the 

left, obtaining a sum of similar terms with a factor x) to the left instead, Xj(t) 
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= (tDt)
jx(t) and the L2 estimate is obvious for them. Thus (1 — %E)v is 

bounded in ^ (~" / 4 ) for 0 < a ^ l . Since uaes/' and Dau = ua when x„>0, it 
follows that 

(D*u9(l-f)v) = $\D"u\2xN
n(l-x

e(xn))dx 

is bounded when e -> 0, hence 

J |D a w| 2 x^x<oo if N>an + m + n/4. 
Xn>0 

Now we recall Hardy's inequality for functions i;eC°°(]R+) vanishing far 
away, 

00 00 

l\v\2t2»dt£4/(2ii + l)2 l\vr\2t2tl+2dt9 j i£0. 
0 0 

In the proof one can assume that v is smooth at 0 and integrate by parts, 
which gives 

| | i ; ^ | |2 = _2/ (2^+l ) jRe t ; i ; / ^ + 1 df^2 / (2 / iH- l ) | | r ' t t ; | | | | ^ + 1 t ; , | | . 
o 

Hardy's inequality follows after cancellation of a factor. Now we obtain 

J \Dau\2dx^A | \DaDv
nu\2x2

n
vdx<ao 

xn>0 xn> 0 

if v is a positive integer with 2v>aw + v + m + rc/4, that is, v>a„ + m + n/4. In 
view of Theorem B.2.8 it follows that u=U1 + U2 where U1eC$(WLn+)9 consid
ered as an element of s/\ and xn=0 in suppl/2- Thus U2es/f so l / 2=0 in 
view of Lemma 18.3.19, which completes the proof. 

For the wave front set of a distribution in a manifold with boundary we 
can now give a definition parallel to the characterization in Theo
rem 18.1.27: 

Definition 18.3.25. liue@\X) then WFb(u)af *(X) is defined by 

(18.3.30) WFb(u) = f]Ch3irB 

with intersection over all properly supported BeWb°(X) such that Buejrf(X). 

Here C h a r £ c ? * ( J Q \ 0 is the set of all (x ,£ )e f*(X) \0 such that the 
principal symbol b of B is not invertible at (x,£) (cf. Definition 18.1.25). We 
have used the space ^t(X) and not C°°(X) because it contains the residual 
terms in the calculus by Theorem 18.3.9. Thus it follows at once from the 
definition and Theorem 18.3.9 that WFb(Au)czr if the symbol of-A is of 
order - o o outside the closed conic set r < = t * ( X ) \ 0 . However, C°°(X) may 
be used if we assume more about u: 

Proposition 18.3.26. If ues/'(X) then (18.3.30) is valid with the intersection 
taken over all properly supported BeWb°(X) such that BueC^iX). 
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Proof. If uest'iX) and Buejrf(X) as in Definition 18.3.25 then BueC™{X) by 
Proposition 18.3.24, for Bues/'(X) by Proposition 18.3.23. 

Theorem 18.3.27. If X is a C00 manifold with boundary dX and interior X°, 
and ue9'{X) then 

(i) WFb(u)\x°=WF(u\xo). 
(ii) WFb(Bu)cWFb(u) if BeWb

m(X) is properly supported or if B is a differ
ential operator with C00 coefficients. 

(iii) / / WFb(u) = 0 then uej*(X), hence ueC°°(X) ifues/'(X). 
(iv) WF(u\dX)aWFb(u)nT*(dXl uej*'(X). 

Note that f *(X)|Xo is identified with T*(Z°) and that the map T*(X)\dX 

->T*(X)\dX defines an embedding T*(dX)^T*{X)\dX. 

Proof of Theorem 18.3.27. (i) follows since every BeW°{X°) with kernel of 
compact support in X°xX° is also in Wb°(X) and vice versa. To prove (ii) 
assume that y e T * ( X ) \ 0 \ WFb(u)9 and choose B^W^iX) properly sup
ported and non-characteristic at y so that B1uejrf. We can then find 
CleWb° properly supported so that C^^B^^^I + R^^ where the symbol of JRX 

(in local coordinates) is of order — oo in a conic neighborhood of y. Thus 

CBu=CBC1B1u-CBR1ueJ 

by Corollary 18.3.15 and Theorem 18.3.9 if the symbol of C is of order — oo 
outside a sufficiently small conic neighborhood of y. Hence y$WFb(Bu). It 
remains to prove (ii) when X = WLn+, ue@'(WLH+) and B = Dj. If a(x9D)uesf 
and a is non-characteristic at (0,^0) then we can choose b(x, £) non-charac
teristic at (0, £0) so that b(x, £) = b(0, £) when x is in a neighborhood U of 0, 
and the support of b is in a cone where a is non-characteristic. Then we 
have B(x9D) = c(x,D)a(x9D) + r(x,D) where ceS?a and reSj~°°, so 8(x9D)uejrf 
by Corollary 18.3.15 and Theorem 18.3.9. Choose %eC%{U) with x(0)=}=0. 
Then we have by (18.3.6) 

X B(x, D) DjU = x Dj £(x, D)u + Xi 5jn fr
n)(x, D) Dn u. 

Since xb an<l x(b—ib(n)) are non-characteristic at (0,<i;0) the statement (ii) 
follows. To prove (iii) we choose for <J>ECQ{X) properly supported 
BjEWb°(X), ; = 1,...,N, with Bjuesk and QCharB,. empty over supp $. 
Then we can choose C l 5 . . . , CNeWb°(X) properly supported so that 

ClB1+...-^-CNBN = (l> + R 

where ReWf™ and <t> denotes multiplication by <j>. Since CjBjUestf and 
Ruestf, by Corollary 18.3.15 and Theorem 18.3.9, it follows that (j>ue^. The 
last statement in (iii) follows from Proposition 18.3.24. To prove (iv), finally, 
we assume that yeT*(dX)\0 is not in WFb(u). Then we can find Be%°(X) 
properly supported with y^CharJB and BueC°°(X). We have 

Bu\dx = B0(u\dX) 
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where B0eW°(dX); the principal symbol is equal to the restriction to 
T*(dX) of that of B by (18.3.7). Hence B0 is non-characteristic at y, so 
y$WF(u\ex). The proof is complete. 

From (18.3.30) it follows at once that 

(18.3.31) WFb(u)cWFb(Bu)uChaiB9 ue<3'(X\ 

if BexFh
m(X) is properly supported. Assume now instead that P is any 

differential operator with coefficients in C°°(X), of order m, and let ue3)\X\ 
Pu = f. If (j) is a C00 function vanishing simply on dX, then (j)mP eDiffb and 
<j>mPu = <f>mf. With the usual local coordinates at the boundary we can take 
(t> = xn and have 

x*P(x,D) = 2 x-aa(x)Dau = X ^ - a " a a ( x ) x ^ D a
W 

|a|£m 

which shows that the principal symbol when xn = 0 is aa(x)£", where a 
= (0,...50,m). Thus it is identically 0 in some fibers unless dX is non-
characteristic, and then it vanishes precisely when £n = 0, that is, in T*(dX). 
Thus we have 

Proposition 18.3.28. Let P be a differential operator of order m with coef
ficients in C°°(X), let (/>eC°°(X) vanish simply on dX and assume that dX is 
non-characteristic for P. Then 

(18.3.32) WFb(u)\dXczWFb(d>mPu)dXu T*(3X), ue9\X). 

We shall now prove a result which is closely related to Theorem 4.4.8'. 
As in that statement we just assume partial hypoellipticity at the boundary 
and not that the boundary is non-characteristic. Let X0 be an open set in 
R " - 1 and set I = I o x [ 0 , c ) c R " , considered as a manifold with boundary 
dX = X0 x {0} and interior X° = X0 x (0, c). 

Proposition 18.3.29. Let ue<2)\X°) satisfy a differential equation of the form 

Pu = D"u + am_1D™-1u+...+a0u=f in X° 

where a. is a differential operator in x' = (x1 , . . . ,xn_1) with coefficients in 
C°°(X), and fes/f(X). Then there is a unique Uestf'{X) with restriction u to 
X°. We have x™(PU-f) = 0 in 3)\X\ and there is no other Ue9\X) with 
this property. Here u may have values in CN, the coefficients of a^ being N 
x N matrices then. 

Proof It suffices to prove the proposition when m = l . In fact, if Uj = DJ
nu, 

0<y<m, then 

^ " m - l + Z ajUj = f> DnUj = Uj+l> j<m-l. 
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The statement with m = l will then give extensions Ujes/' satisfying these 
equations multiplied by xn. In particular, xn(DnUj — Uj+1) = 0 for j<m — 1, 
hence 

xi Uj = xiDn Uj_, = ... = x>D>-1 U^xiDi U0, j<m, 

for if k <j then x{ Dk
n can be rewritten as a sum with a factor xn to the right. 

Thus x " ( P l / 0 - / ) = 0 . If Ve@'(X), s u p p F c d X and x™PF=0 then F = 0 . In 
fact, if Y<sX we can by Theorem 2.3.5 write in Y 

V=fjvj®5U\xn). 
0 

Now 

x:Dk
n5«\x„) = cmkJ8<J+k-»> 

which should be read as 0 if m>k+j; here cmmj=f=0. Thus the equation 
x™PV = 0 gives 1̂  = 0, hence vfl_1=0 and so on. 

From now on we assume m = l. Let K 0 C l 0 and set K = K0 x [0,c/2]. 
By Lemma 18.3.19 it suffices to show that 0 »-• (w,$) is continuous in the 
topology of stfik) for every k if 0eCJ(K). Recall that the semi-norms in this 
topology are 

(18.3.33) (j>Y-,^\\x^D^\\{_k_my 

By hypothesis \u((f))\ <£ C ||</>||(s) for some s so the continuity is clear when k< 
—s—n/4. We must prove that continuity in srf{k) follows from continuity in 
^ ( k _ 1 ) . To do so we set ^ = i<£*(<5®#(*„)), that is, 

\l/(x) = i J cj)(x\t)dt. 
— 00 

Then / ) ,> = <£• Let xeC%(-c,c) be equal to 1 in (-c/2,c/2). With 
ln(^) — ySxn) we have for (j>eCo(K) 

<H, 0> = <K, *„ A » = " <#„ M, * , » - 0> ^ i>„ Xn> 

Writing H(xn) = h0(xn) + h2(xn) where h2eCco and the support of h0 is close 
to 0, we can estimate \j/ in C°°(X°) by the semi-norms (18.3.33) on $. We 
can also estimate 

in this way for arbitrary j and a. It suffices to do so for; = n for this implies 
an estimate of co\\x*nDa(xnil/)\\i_k_nf4). Since %„ = 1 near 0 it suffices to 
estimate 

Now 
D„x*«D*s^ = xl»D*»<f>-i<inx*s-lD«»-><l> 
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where the last term should be dropped when an = 0, so this estimate is 
obvious. Thus the semi-norms ^W^T^(Xn^Wa-k-n/^ °f ln^ i*1 ^ ( k _ 1 ) can 
be estimated in terms of the semi-norms (18.3.33) of (/>, which completes the 
proof. 

In the non-characteristic case it follows from (18.3.32) that WFb(u)\8X 

aT*(dX) if/eC°°(X) We introduce a notation for such distributions: 

Definition 18.3.30. If X is a C00 manifold with boundary dX then JT(X) is 
the set of all uest\X) with WFh{u)\dXczT*{dX). 

From Propositions 18.3.28 and 18.3.29 we obtain 

Corollary 18.3.31. Let P be a differential operator with C00 coefficients in X 
such that dX is non-characteristic. If fetA

r{X) and ue3>\X°) satisfies the 
equation Pu = f in the interior X° of X, then u has a unique extension 
u0ejr(X). 

In Chapters XX and XXIV we shall study the wave front set when u 
also satisfies boundary conditions. It will then be technically simpler - at 
least in the present state of the art - not to use the nice invariant definitions 
of this section but rather work with pseudo-differential operators along the 
boundary. We have seen in Theorem 18.1.36 how they act on the wave front 
set in the interior and shall now study the behavior at the boundary. 

Theorem 18.3.32. Let X be an open subset ofWLn
+ and set dX = XndWLn

+. If 
WG^T(X) and beSm(X xR"" 1 ) defines a properly supported operator b(x,D') 
in X, then b(x,D')uejV%(X) and 

(18.3.34) WFb(b(x,D')u)\dXczWFb(u)\dXnr 

if r is a closed cone c d X x J R " - 1 such that b is of order — oo in a conic 
neighborhood of (dX x JR"" * ) \ F in X xR"" 1 . On the other hand, 

(18.3.35) WFb(u)\dXczWFb(b(x,D')u)\dxvChMb0 

where b0(x', £') = b(x\0, £')• 

Proof Since WFb(u) is closed in T*(X) \0 and the restriction to dX is a 
subset of T*(dX), the set 

Y={xeX;xn=0 or 3 x J £ J < | £ ' | when (x^)eWF(u)} 

is an open neighborhood of dX in X. If ^ECQ{Y) we have u0 

= il/uejV(X)n$'(X\ and the wave front set of \j/u in X\dX has no 
element (x,£) with <f=0 causing trouble in Theorem 18.1.36. Choose teS°+ 
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so that 

(18.3.36) t{x^) = l when 2 | { J < | a 151 > 1 , xn<l; 

t(x,£) = 0 when |£J>|£ ' | . 

We can take t(x9£) independent of the x' variables. If i; = fp(x,Z>)M0 we have 

WFb(uo-v)=WFb((l-tp(x9D))uo) = 0 

in view of Theorem 18.3.27(h) and the first part of (18.3.36). Hence 
u0-vesfnj*=C"(RH

+); it follows from Theorem 18.3.5 that the difference 
is in $f (RM

+). If beSm(WLn x R»-x) then 

(18.3.37) fo(x, D') fp(x, D) u0 = a(x, D) u0 

where a(x,Z) = b{x9?)tp(x9{)eS?a by the second part of (18.3.36). In fact, if 
w e y then the Fourier transform of t (x9D)w with respect to x' is 

(2*)"1J «*•*•(,(*., fltftf)^, 

so (18.3.37) is valid with u0 replaced by w. Letting W->M0 in Sf' we obtain 
(18.3.37). Since ip{x9D)u0-u0e¥{W+) we obtain b(x9D')u0 

-a(x9D)u0e^(lRn
+)9 hence b(x9D')u0ejV(X) and 

^Fb(b(x,D')u0)|axczPFFfe(u0)nr 

since a is of order -oo in a conic neighborhood of {(x, £); xn = £n = 0, 
(x', ?)tr). This proves (18.3.34). 

Let (y'9rj')eT*(dX)^0 be a point not belonging to the right-hand side of 
(18.3.35). Then we can choose \I/ECQ(Y) equal to 1 in such a large subset 
that b(x9D')(u0—u) vanishes in a neighborhood of (/,0) if u0 = \l/u as above. 
Then (y\ri')$WFb(b(x9D')u0)=WFb(a(x9D)u0)9 and a is non-characteristic at 
(/jOjj/'jO) since fe0 is non-characteristic at (j/,*;')- Hence O^f/O^Wifrfao) as 
claimed. 

Remark. In the open subset of X where b{x9D')u is determined by the 
restriction of u to { x e l ° ; (x9^)$WF{u) when {' = 0} we conclude using 
Theorem 18.1.36 that WFb{b(x9D')u)czWFb(u). However, the set where this 
holds depends on u. 

Corollary 18.3.33. If ue^V(X) then (y'9rj')$WFb(u) if and only if 
b(x9D')ueCco(X) for some properly supported tangential pseudo-differential 
operator b(x9D') which is non-characteristic at (y'909rj'). 

Proof In view of Proposition 18.3.24 this is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 18.3.32. 

Our definition of WFb(u) is obviously coordinate free. Hence this is also 
true for the alternative definition given by Corollary 18.3.33 which by Corol-
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lary 18.3.31 is applicable to solutions of differential equations with reason
ably regular right-hand sides. The invariance is all that we shall actually use 
of the results of this section, but the general philosophy will also be helpful 
in discussions of regularity at a boundary. 

18.4. Gauss Transforms Revisited 

The reader will have noticed that the calculus in Sections 18.1 and 18.3 was 
mainly based on the results in Section 7.6 on the Gauss transform 
exp(i<Dx,D^» in JR2". Indeed, the proof of Theorem 18.1.7 was based on 
Theorem7.6.5 and a localization argument; the multiplicative properties 
were then reduced to Theorem 18.1.7. In this section we shall make a 
systematic study of the localization properties of Qxp(iA(D)) when A is a real 
quadratic form. The results will be used in Section 18.5 to extend the 
calculus of Section 18.1 to more general symbols and to develop an alter
native to it, the Weyl calculus, which in many respects has better properties. 

To motivate the definitions we first recall that by Definition 18.1.1 the 
symbol class Sm is the set of all C00 functions a in R 2 n such that 

\a^(x,i)\^Cap(l + \i\r-^; x,{eR«. 

To reinterpret this condition we introduce at (x, £) an orthonormal basis 
with respect to the metric 

(18.4.1) \dx\2 + \di\2/(l + \i\2). 

Then the derivatives of order k with respect to the new coordinates can be 
estimated by Ck(l + |£|)m for some Ck independent of £. Our generalization 
consists in considering in a finite dimensional vector space V any slowly 
varying metric in the sense of Section 1.4. By Lemma 1.4.3 it is no restriction 
to assume that it is Riemannian, that is, that for every xeV we have a 
positive definite quadratic form gx(y) in yeV. 

Definition 18.4.1. g is said to be slowly varying if there are positive constants 
c and C such that 

(18.4.2) .gx(y)£c=>gx+ymcgM 

This is precisely the condition in Definition 1.4.7 for the metric \y\x 

= (gx(y)/c)*. Decreasing c if necessary we may therefore as observed in 
Section 1.4 give (18.4.2) a symmetric form: 

(18.4.2)' gx(y) Sc => gx(t)/C Sgx+y(t) S Cgx(t). 

An example is the metric (18.4.1) or more generally 

(18.4.1)' \dx\2(l + \Z\2f + \dZ\2(l+\Z\2)-" 
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if p ^ l . Indeed, if gx^{y,n)^c then |^ | 2 ^c( l +|{|2) which implies 

(1 + | { | ) / 2 ^ 1 + |{ + I , | ^ 2 ( 1 + | { | ) 

if c<\. The slow variation follows at once. 
If G is a fixed quadratic form and ueCk in a neighborhood of xeV we 

shall norm the fcth differential at x by 

| < ( x ) = sup |a»>(x; t 1 , . . . ,g | /nG(t / )* 

For fixed k an equivalent norm is of course the maximum of the derivatives 
of order k with respect to a G orthonormal coordinate system. Leibniz' rule 
gives 

(18.4.3) !«»!?(*)^Z (J) \u\f(x)\v\tj(x). 

If u(x) = 1 and we put u= 1 — v, then the /cth differential at x of t/u is equal 
to the fcth differential of £ ^ which can be estimated by a sum of products 

\v\h ... \v\h w i t h ; v k l andX/ , = *. Thus 

(18.4.4) | l /< (x )^C J i (M?(x )+ . . .+ |< (x ) 1 / *) \ 

if u(x) = l. For general w we obtain a bound by homogenizing this estimate. 
When g is a Riemannian metric we shall write Mf(x) for Mf(x) when G 

=gx. Now we define corresponding symbol classes as follows: 

Definition 18.4.2. If g is slowly varying then a positive real-valued function m 
in V is said to be g continuous if there are positive constants c and C such 
that 

(18.4.5) gx(y)<c=>m(x)/C^m(x + y)^Cm(x). 

We define S(m,g) to be the set of all ueC°°(V) such that, for every integer 
fc^O 

(18.4.6) sup \u\g
k (x)/m(x)< oo. 

It is obvious that 5(m, g) is a Frechet space with the topology defined by the 
quantities in (18.4.6). It is important to note that the seminorms are indexed 
by the non-negative integers k so that it makes sense to talk about "the 
same seminorms" in the spaces S(m,g) with different m and g. 

If g is the metric (18.4.1)' we can take m = (l-h|^|2)M/2 for any real 
number \i. Then S(m,g) becomes the symbol space SJJ 8 introduced in Sec
tion 7.8 already. 

The following lemma is an immediate consequence of (18.4.3) and 
(18.4.4): 

Lemma 18.4.3. / / ueS(m,g) and veS{m',g) then uveS(mm',g). If l/\u\<C/m 
for some C, then l/usS(l/rn,g). -
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It is clear that C$(V)<=.S(m,g), for gx and m(x) are bounded from above 
and from below when x is in a compact set. Assuming always that (18.4.2)' 
is fulfilled we can apply Lemma 1.4.9 and Theorem 1.4.10 to \y\x = (gx(y)/c)* 
and obtain 

Lemma 18.4.4. If 0<s<l one can find a sequence x1,x2,...eVsuch that the 
balls 

Bv = {x;gXv(xv-x)<R2} 

cover V if sc<R2 and the intersection of more than Ne balls Bx is always 
empty if R2<c. If 2ec<R2<c one can choose non-negative 0 V G C J ( B V ) with 
£ $v = 1 so that for all v and k 

(18-4-7) l * v I ^ C t „ . 

The partition of unity can be used to regularize the metric and the 
weight function m. In fact, if we set 

and observe that gXv(x— xv)<c when (/>v(x)=#0, it follows from (18.4.5) that 

m(xv)/C g m(x) g Cm(xv) in supp </>v 

which implies that 

mixyC^m^^Cmix). 

In addition we obtain 

\mi\l{x)^Ckm{x\ 

which means that mleS(m,g) = S(m1,g). In particular, we conclude that 
S(m9g)czS(m\g) if and only if mjm' is bounded. In the same way we can of 
course regularize the metric g. 

If ueS(m,g) it follows from (18.4.7), (18.4.3) and (18.4.5) that uv = (j)vu has 
the bounds 

(18.4.7)' \uv\l(x)SCkm(xv) for xeV, all v and k. 

Here g may be replaced by gXv. Conversely, if we have any sequence of 
functions uv with supports in the balls Bv with R2<c and satisfying (18.4.7)', 
then w = £wveS(m,g). It is therefore clear that optimal estimates for linear 
functionals on symbol classes must be obtained by studying just functions 
with the properties of ux. We shall do so for the Gauss transforms. 

Let A be a real-valued quadratic form in the dual space V of V. Then 
A(D) is a differential operator in V characterized by 

A(D) exp <i x, £> = A(£) exp </ x, £>, xeV, 
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for every fixed £e7 ' . When u is in Sf or in 9" we can define exp(iA(D))u as 
the inverse Fourier transform of exp(L4(£)) w(£) where u is the Fourier 
transform of u. Let g be a positive definite quadratic form in V, and let 

K = {x;g(x)<i} 

be the corresponding unit ball. By (7.6.7) applied to a g orthogonal coor
dinate system we have for ueC%(K) 

(18.4.8) |exp(U(D))n- £ (iA(D)yu/j\\ 
j<k 

^ C s u p sup\A(D)ku\8j(y)/kl 
j^s yeK 

Here 5 is an integer > dim 7/2. Outside X the sum vanishes, and we shall 
then improve (18.4.8) by an argument equivalent to that used to prove 
Lemma 7.6.4. However, we phrase it differently to prepare for another ana
logous proof in Section 18.6. 

Let L be a real affine linear (i.e. not necessarily homogeneous) function 
in 7 Then 

[exp(i4(Z))), L] = Qxp(iA(D)) (A\D\ L'> 

where L is regarded as a multiplication operator and LeV. This is a case of 
(18.1.6) but of course perfectly elementary, for after Fourier transformation 
the identity becomes 

[exp(L4(0), L( -D) ] = exp(U(0) <A'(Z% £>. 

Set L(y) = <j—x,fy> and assume that L=j=0 in K. We have (A'(D),n} 
= 2A(D,rj) = 2(Ar},D} where ^( , ) is the symmetric bilinear form defined 
by ,4 in 7 ' and A is the corresponding linear transformation V'->V. Thus 
the preceding formula gives 

(18.4.9) exp(ii4(D))u(x) 

= 2exp(i^(D))«^^,D>L-1w)(x), weCJ(K), 

and this result may be iterated any number of times. 

Lemma 18.4.5. IfL is linear and never 0 in {y;g(y)<R2} where R>1, then 

(18.4.10) \L(0)/L\l(y)^klR/(R-l)k+\ yeK. 

Proof. It is no restriction to assume that g(y) = YJy
:j a n d that L(y)=l—ayl 

where O^aR^l. Then (18.4.10) follows since ak(l-ay1)~
k-1^R/(R~l)k+i 

when l̂ ŷ l 1. 

If we iterate (18.4.9) and use (18.4.10), (18.4.3), and (18.4.8), with fc = 0, it 
follows after k iterations that 

\cxp(iA(D))u(x)\SCKR(g(Arj)y\L(0)\)k sup sup|u|J, ueC%(K). 
j^s + k 
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To examine how small the new factor g(Arj)*/\L(0)\ = g(Arj)*/\(x,riy\ can be 
made we introduce the dual form of £»-*g(i4£) 

(18.4.11) g^(x)= sup <x,£>2. 
g(A&<l 

gA is of course + oo except in the orthogonal space of the radical {£;A£ = 0} 
= {^;A(i) = 0}, that is, the range of A. If we set x = Arj and note that 
<Af/,0 = C<4&*/> w e obtain 

gA(Arj) = supKy,ri)\2/g{y) 
ImA 

so gA is the composition of A ~ 1 and the dual form of the restriction of g to 
the range of A. Note that supx <x, £y2/gA(x) = g(A £). 

Now assume that the gA distance from x to RK is ^ a > 0 . By the Hahn-
Banach theorem we can then find r\ so that 

<y,rj}<(x + z9n> if g(y)<R2 and gA(z)<a2. 

This means that 

<j, r}> < <x, rj> -ag(A # , yeRK. 

For L(j;) = <);—x,*7> it follows that 

L(0)=-<x,!f><-ag(i4i7)± 

We have therefore proved that for lc = 0,1 , . . . 

(18.4.12) \exp(iA(D))u(x)\ 

£CktR(l+ inf g\x-y)rki2 sup sup|ii|}, 

if UECQ(K). We sum up our results so far: 

Proposition 18.4.6. Let g be a positive definite quadratic form in V and A a 
real quadratic form in V. Denote by K the unit ball with respect to g, and 
define gA by (18.4.11). Then the estimates (18.4.8), (18.4.12) are valid for all 
k^Oand R>1 i /25>dimK 

Since exp(iA(D)) commutes with differentiation it would have been easy 
to add estimates for the derivatives. The important point in (18.4.12) is that 
the right-hand side is very small at large gA distance from a neighborhood 
of K. This localization property allows us to get estimates for eiA(D) in 
appropriate symbol classes; in a special case it was already used in the 
proof of Theorem 18.1.7. The following is the required condition. 

Definition 18.4.7. The Riemannian metric g (and the positive function m) in 
V is said to be A temperate (resp. A,g temperate) with respect to xeV if g is 
slowly varying (and m is g continuous) and there exist constants C and N 
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such that for all y,teV 

(18A13) gymCgx(t)(l+gf(x-y))\ 

(18A14) m(y)^ Cm(x)(l + gf(x-y))N. 

Note that (18.4.13) implies 

(18.4.13)' g*mCgf(t)(l + gf(x-y))N. 

Conversely, (18.4.13)' implies (18.4.13) if A is non-degenerate. When t = x — y 
we obtain in particular 

(18.4.13)" 1 +g*(x-y)S C(l +gf(x-y))N+1. 

To remove the condition on the support of u in Proposition 18.4.6 we 
shall use the partition of unity in Lemma 18.4.4. Choose R0 with R<R0<c* 
and introduce in addition to the balls Bv containing supp$v the neigh
borhoods 

Uv = {x;gXv(x-xv)^R2
0}, U; = {x;gXv(x-xv)Sc}. 

When ueC% we shall apply (18.4.12) to wv = 0vw with R and g replaced by 
R0/R and gxJR2. To add up the estimates for Qxp(iA(D))uv we need the 
following lemma: 

Lemma 18.4.8. Assume that gxSgx and that g is A temperate with respect to 
x. Then there are constants C and N depending only on those in (18.4.13) such 
that 

(18.4.15) £ ( l + d v ( x ) ) - » £ C , dy(x)= inf gf(x-y). 
v yel/v 

Proof. We may assume that gx is the square of the Euclidean norm | |, 
which is then a lower bound for gx. Let k^ 1 and set 

Mk = {v;dv(x)^k}. 

When veMk we choose yveUv with gfv(x-yv)^k. By (18.4.13) 

gyvmc\t\2kN. 
Now yv + ze[/v' if gXv(z)<(c* — R0)

2, and since g is slowly varying we have 
fixed upper and lower bounds for gxJgyv. It follows that a Euclidean ball Vv 

of radius clk~NI2 and center at yv is contained in [7V\ In view of (18.4.13)" 
we have 

\x-yv\
2=gx(x-yv)^gA

x(x-yv)SCkN+i; 

hence the balls Kv are contained in a Euclidean ball of radius Ck{N+1)l2 

with center at x. Since we have a bound for the number of U'v and therefore 
for the number of Vv which can overlap, we obtain 

c' \Mk\ k~nNI2g £ m(Vv)^ Cm((J Fv)^ C few(N+1)/2, 
M k M k 
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if \Mk\ is the number of elements in Mk. Hence I M ^ C / c * - 1 for some new 
constants C and N. If we add successively the terms in (18.4.15) with 
veMl,M2^M1, . . . ,M 2 k \M 2 k - i , the estimate follows. 

With I/V = 0VM we obtain using (18.4.12) 

(18.4.16) |exp(M(D))wv(x)|^Cfe(l+rfv(x))-k/2 sup sup|nv|J*v. 

Since g varies slowly we may replace gXv by g here. With yv defined as 
above we have 

m(y)£ Cm(yv)£C'm{x)(l + dv(x)f, yeUy9 

provided that m satisfies (18.4.14). If the hypotheses of Lemma 18.4.8 are 
also fulfilled then (18.4.16), (18.4.15), and (18.4.7) yield 

(18.4.17) £|exp(iA(I>))iiv(x)|gCm(x) SUP suplttlj/m, 
v j^s+k 

provided that k is large enough. 
We shall use (18.4.17) to extend the definition of exp(M(D)) from C% to 

S(m,g). However, an arbitrary continuous linear form on S(m,g) is not 
determined by its restriction to C^ for this is not a dense subset. We shall 
therefore be interested in a stronger continuity condition: 

Definition 18.4.9. A continuous linear form on S(m,g) will be called weakly 
continuous if the restriction to a bounded subset is continuous in the C°° 
topology. 

A weakly continuous form is determined by its restriction to C~, since 
the partial sums of the partition w = £wv are bounded in S(m,g) if ueS(m,g); 
they converge to u in the C°° topology since they are ultimately equal to u 
on any compact set. 

The proof of (18.4.17) actually gave a convergent majorant series for the 
left-hand side of (18.4.17) which is valid for all u in a bounded set in «S(m,g). 
It follows that the sum 

Qxp(iA(D)) u(x) = ]T exp(M(D)) MV(X) 
V 

defines a weakly continuous linear form on S(m,g). Thus we have proved: 

Theorem 18.4.10. The map C^3u\^Qxp(iA(D))u(x)e(C has a unique extension 
to a weakly continuous linear form on S(m, g) for every x such that g is A 
temperate, gx^g*, and m is A, g temperate with respect to x. We have 

(18.4.18) \Qxp(iA(D))u(x)\Sm(x) \\u\\9 

where the seminorm \\u\\ in <S(m,g) only depends on the constants in (18.4.2)', 
(18.4.5), (18.4.13) and (18.4.14). 
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The hypotheses in Theorem 18.4.10 also allow us to estimate the deriva
tives of exp(iA(D))u(x). Let us first assume that UECQ SO that we know that 
they exist. Then we have 

(18.4.18)' KD,t1}...<D,tkyexp(iA(D))u(x)\^m(x)Y\gx(t])*\\u\\, 
1 

where ||u|| is a seminorm in S(m9g) which depends only on k in addition to 
the constants in (18.4.2)', (18.4.5), (18.4.13), (18.4.14). To prove this we set 

k 

v = (D,tiy...(D,tk)u, m,(y) = m(y)l\gy(tj)t. 
I 

m! is also a A9 g temperate function with respect to x9 with bounds depend
ing only on the bounds for g and m in addition to k. Any seminorm of v in 
S(m'9g) is bounded by a fixed seminorm of u in S(m9g). Hence (18.4.18) 
applied to v gives (18.4.18)'. (It is sometimes useful to observe that it is 
sufficient to have (18.4.6) for the differentials of order ^/c.) The following 
statement is an immediate consequence: 

Theorem 18.4.10'. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 18.4.10 are fulfilled 
uniformly for all x in a linear subspace V0 of V. Then the map 

S(m,g)3u\-+exp(iA(D))u\Vo 

is weakly continuous with values in the space S(m9g)\v of symbols in V0 

corresponding to the restrictions of m and of g. 

For the proof we just have to take tl9...9tkeV0 in (18.4.18)' and note that 
on bounded subsets of S(m9 g) the C00 topology is equal to the topology of 
pointwise convergence. 

The preceding results can all be improved when 

(18.4.19) fc(x)2 = supgx(0/£?(t) 
t 

is not only less than or equal to 1 but is small. (If the coordinates are 
chosen so that gx is the Euclidean metric and 4(£) = £]&/£?> then h(x) 
= sup|fc/|.) First of all we note that h is A9 g temperate with the same 
constants as in (18.4.13). In fact, h is obviously g continuous. We can write 
(18.4.13) in the form gy<^Mgx which implies gf^g^/M and gy/gy^M2gx/g£, 
hence h(y)<>Mh(x). Let us now return to the estimate (18.4.16). Recall that 
there is a bound for the number of overlapping balls t/v' and that 

gXv(x-y)^(c±-R0)
2 = c1>0 when x£l/v' and j;el/v . 

This implies that 

c2Sgy(x-y)Sh(y)2gf(x-y)SCh(x)2(l+gf(x-y))N'9 
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hence that 

lSCh(x)2(l+dv(x)f if x£U;. 

This means that (18.4.17) can be improved by any power of h(x) in the 
right-hand side if we only sum over all v with x^l/v'. The remaining bound-
edly many terms can be estimated by means of (18.4.8) with A(D) as above 
which proves that the remainder term 

(18.4.20) RN = exp(iA(D))u- £ {iA(D)Yu/j\ 
j<N 

has the bound 

(18.4.21) \R^(x;t1,...,tk)\Sh(xrm(x)Y\gx(tj)
i\\u\\, 

1 

where ||wj| is a fixed seminorm in S(m,g). (The proof for fc + 0 is reduced to 
the case /c = 0 as in the proof of Theorem 18.4.10'.) Thus we obtain 

Theorem 18.4.11. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 18.4.10 are satisfied 
uniformly for all x in a linear subspace V0 of V, and define h by (18.4.19). With 
RN defined by (18.4.20) it follows that 

S(m,g)3u^RNeS(mh\g)\Vo 

is weakly continuous. The seminorm in (18.4.21) depends only on JV, k and the 
constants in (18.4.2)', (18.4.5), (18.4.13) and (18.4.14). 

Thus it is justified to calculate Qxp(iA(D))u(x) by the formal expansion 
where h(x) is small. An example is Theorem 18.1.7. There the metric is 
(18.4.1), and A is the quadratic form (X ,QH-><X,0 in R"®R n , so A is the 
map ( x , ( H , x ) and gA = (l + \t;\2)\dx\2 + \dZ\2. Thus ft2 = (l + | £ | 2 ) - \ and 
(18.1.11) follows from Theorem 18.4.11 with the weight function m(£) = 
(l + |{|2f/2, if m is replaced by \i in Theorem 18.1.7. In fact, (18.4.13) and 
(18.4.14) follow with N = l and iV = /j/2 respectively since 

(H-|{|2)/(l + |J7 |2)^(l+(|»? | + |^- f; |)
2)/(l + |/7 |2)g(l + |^-J7l)2. 

More generally, the metric g defined by (18.4.1)' is slowly varying if p ^ l . 
We have 

g^=(i+i^i2rMxi2+(i+i^i2)^i^i2, 
hence h2 = (l+\£\2)d-p<.\ if and only if 5<Lp. The condition for g to be A 
temperate is 

a+iava+\n\ y+v+m2r(i+w2rp 

^c(i+\i-r,\2(i+M2rr-
If \i\<\ti\/2 it is valid if and only if 8^N(l-5), that is, 8^N/(N + 1). When 
\ri\/2<\i\<2\ri\ it is true for large C, and when |^|>2|»/| it follows if N^p. 
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When the condition is fulfilled then (1+|^|2)M/2 is A9g temperate. Hence 
Theorem 18.1.7 remains valid if O^d^p^l and <5<1, as observed before 
Theorem 18.1.35. 

18.5. The Weyl Calculus 

Let V be an n dimensional vector space over R and V its dual. In 
Section 18.1 we associated with any ae£f(W\ W=V®V\ the operator 

(18.5.1) a(x,D)u(x) = (27z)-ntfa(x90ei<x-y>s>u(y)dyd^ ue&. 

(Here dy is a Lebesgue (Haar) measure in V and d£ is the dual one in V 
such that Fourier's inversion formula holds with the usual constant. Replac
ing dy by cdy one must change d£, to c~l d£> so dyd£ is invariantly defined.) 
The weak version of (18.5.1) 

(a(x,D)u,v)=(2n)-n^a(x,i)ei<x~y^>u(y)v(x)dydxdi 

= (27i)-njtfa(x9Z)ei<t>0u(x-t)v(x)dxdtd£ 

makes sense for any ae£f'(W) and defines a continuous operator from Sf(V) 
to £f'(V). The adjoint of a(x9D) is the operator 

(18.5.2) a(x9D)u(x)=={2n)-nNa(y9£)ei<x-y>z>u(y)dydZ, 

interpreted in the weak sense too. If a is a polynomial in £ then a(x9D) is 
obtained when £ is replaced by D= —id/dx placed to the right of the 
coefficients. Putting the coefficients to the right instead we obtain the 
operator d(x9 D). 

If aeSm then Theorem 18.1.6 means that a(x9D) maps £f to £f. By 
Theorem 18.1.7 the class of operator (18.5.1) with aeSm is the same as the 
class of operators (18.5.2) with aeSm so they can be extended to continuous 
operators from Sf' to SP as well. 

In the Weyl calculus one adopts the symmetric compromise 

(18.5.3) aw(x9D) = (2n)-nS$a((x + y)/29£)ei<x-y>s>u(y)dydZ9 

again defined in the weak sense. The Schwartz kernel K is 

(18.5.4) K(x9y) = (2n)-n$a((x + y)/29t;)e
i<x-y>s>dZ9 

that is, 

(18.5.4)' K{x + t/29x-t/2) = {2%)-n\a{x9^)ei<t^d^ 

is the inverse Fourier transform of a with respect to £, so 

(18.5.4)" a(x9Q = $K(x + t/29x-t/2)e-i<t>t>dt. 

(These formulas are analogous to (18.1.7) and (18.1.8).) If L is linear then 
L(x9D) = L(x9D) = If(x9D). To explain the definition (18.5.3) we first compute 
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Lw(x,D)aw(x,D) for aeS? when L is linear. Since 

(L(x9Dx)-L((x + y)/2^))a((x + y)/290ei<x-y^ 

= (L(0, Dx) a((x + y)/2,£) + a((x + JO/2,0 L(D /̂2,0)) e><x->-*\ 

we obtain after an integration by parts in £ 

(18.5.5) Lw(x,D)aw(x,D) = fcw(x,Z)), b = La + {L,a}/2U 

where 
{L, a} = <5L/d£, aa/5x> - (dL/dx, da/dO 

is the Poisson bracket introduced already in Section 6.4. Recall that it is the 
bilinear form in W © W which is dual to the symplectic form 

a(x^;y,rj) = ̂ ,yy-(x,ri\ (x9QeW, {y,n)eW. 

This indicates already the symplectic invariance of the Weyl calculus which 
is an important property to which we shall return later on. At the moment 
we just observe that although the proof of (18.5.5) above assumed that ae^ 
the formula extends by continuity to all ae£f'. Let L be a real linear form 
and set at = exp(itL). Then we obtain 

i L(x, D) d?{x, D) = da?(x, D)/dt 

for {L,at}=0. A simple explicit computation of a™(x,D)u shows that 
a™(xiD)ue£f? if ue£f. Now the closure in L2 of L(x,D) with domain £f is 
self-adjoint. In fact, let ueL2 and L(x,D)u=fel} in the sense of distribution 
theory. Choose xeS?{W) with *(0) = 1. Then 9?3ig{x,D)u-^u and 
Xe(x,D)f^f in L2 as a->0, and 

L(x9D)xa(x9D)u-xB(x,D)f=-8i{I+XHex9eD)u^0 

where xe(;c, £) = #(£ x, a £). This proves the statement. It follows that 

a?(x,D) = exp(itL(x,D)) 

in the operator theoretical sense. The general definition of aw is deduced 
from this case by Fourier decomposition of a, so the preceding property 
characterizes the Weyl calculus. 

From (18.5.3) it follows at once that the adjoint of aw is equal to a™. In 
particular, aw is its own adjoint when a is real valued, which is an essential 
advantage of the Weyl calculus and an important reason why it was in
troduced by Hermann Weyl for the purposes of quantum mechanics. 

In order to motivate the conditions which will be placed on the symbol 
a we shall now derive a formula for the composition of a™(x,D) and a™(x,D) 
when at and a2 are in ^{W). The kernel of a^(x,D) a2 (x9D) is equal to 

(2nr2n^a1((x + z)/2,0a2((z + y)/2,T)ei<x-z *>+'<->-*> dzdtdx, 
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by (18.5.4), so it follows from (18.5.4)" that aw
1a^ = aw if 

a(x,Q=(2Tt)-2nffl$a1((x + z + t/2)/2,C)a2((x + z-t/2)/2,i:)e'EdzdtdtdT, 

E = (x-z + t/2,0 + <z-x + t/2,x}-(t,0 

= <x-z + t/2,(-0 + <z-x + t/2,i-0-

We introduce £ — f, x — <jj, (z — x + t/2)/2 and (z—x — t/2)/2 as new variables 
instead of (, T, Z and t. The Jacobian is 22". Hence 

a(x,Z) = n-2nJMa1(x + z,l; + Qa2(x + t,Z + x)e2i''lt-r'z-!;)dzdt;dtdT. 

Here we regard the symplectic form as a quadratic form on W© W. 
F o r / e ^ R 2 ) we have 

JJ/(x,y)e2 t e 'dxdy = (4ir)-1ff/«,f ,)e- '«"2d{dij . 

This follows from the Fourier inversion formula if f(x9y) = g(x)h(y). Hence 
the formula above can be written in the form 

(18.5.6) fl(x,£) = exp(i<r(Dx ,Z>^ 

We can therefore use the results of Section 18.4 to study a if ax and a2 

belong to suitable symbol classes. Since we have a product a1(x9£)a2{y9rj) in 
the right-hand side we shall encounter quadratic forms in W©W of the 
form 

G(t1,t2) = g1(t1) + g2{tJ 

where gx and g2 are quadratic forms in W. If (x, £, y9 r\)E W® W and (x, <f, j), /?) 
denote dual variables, then the linear map associated in (18.4.11) with the 
quadratic form 

A = 2(r(x,£,y,fj) = 2(£jy-2(x,fj> 

maps (x, £ & i?) to ( - i j), <f, - x). Hence 

G^(x,£,)^) = sup|<x,x> + < ^ ^ 

If we write (x,£) = w and (<f, — x) = w'eVP then ^ x ^ + ^tf^G^WjW'). Let 
(18.5.7) gj(w) = sup|a(w,w0l7g>') 
be the dual quadratic form of gj when W is identified with its dual by 
means of the duality defined by the symplectic form. Then we obtain 

(18.5.8) G > 1 , w 2 ) = g;(w2) + g5(w1), 

(18.5.9) G^H2GA og2^H2gl *> g^H2g°2, 

for the second and third conditions are both equivalent to 

(18.5.9)' I*(w,w0l2£ff2g?(w)g5(w% 

and the first is equivalent to the conjunction of the second and third. 
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If gl and g2 are slowly varying Riemannian metrics in W, and G is the 
Riemannian metric gx®g2 in W® W, it is obvious that G is slowly varying. 
To discuss (18.5.6) we must examine if G is uniformly A temperate with 
respect to the points on the diagonal, that is, if for arbitrary 
W,W1,W2,t1,t2€W 

(18.5.10) &w(t1)+sr2w{t2)£C(fiwl(t1) + &W2{t2))M
N, 

M = l+g"lwi(w2-w) + g'2W2(wl~w). 

If g1=g2=g it follows in particular when Wj=w2 that for teW 

(18.5.11) g ^ O ^ C g ^ M l + g ^ K - w ) ) * ; w,WleW; 

or equivalently 

(18.5.11)' gW l ( t )£Cgw ( t ) ( l+£ 1 (w 1 -w))w ; w,WleW. 

We therefore introduce a definition parallel to Definition 18.4.7. 

Definition 18.5.1. The metric g in W=V®V is called a temperate if it is 
slowly varying and (18.5.11)' is valid. A positive function m in W is called a, 
g temperate if m is g continuous and 

(18.5.12) miwj^ Cm(w)(l +g^1(w-w1)) iV; w, wxeW. 

Note that by (18.5.11) 1/m is a, g temperate if m is. 

Proposition 18.5.2. If g is a temperate and mum2 are a, g temperate in W = 
V® V then the metric G = g1®g2 in W® W, where g1 =g2 = g, and the weight 
function m = m1®m2 are uniformly A temperate and A, G temperate with 
respect to the diagonal. If h(w)2 = sup gjga„ then sup Gw JG*w = h(w)2 too. 

Proof The last statement follows from (18.5.9). To prove the others we must 
show that 

g ^ C ^ i - ^ + g ^ K - ^ ^ C M ^ , M = l+g^ 1 (w 2 -w) + g;2(w1-w). 

Writing w' = w 1+w 2 —w we have w'— w1=w2 — w, wf — w2 = w1 — w, hence 

gU^2~^)SCgl1(w2-w)(l+gli(w2-w))NSCMN+\ 

g ^ ( w 1 - w ) ^ C M N + 1 , 

C K ~ w)g CgUw, - w)(l +g^,(w2 - w))N ̂  C MN\ 

gl2{w2-w)^CMN\ 

which proves the statement with the constants C and N'. 

Occasionally it is necessary to consider the general case where gx and g2 

are different. However, this is a rare situation so it might be best to skip the 
following result during a first reading. 
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Proposition 18.5.3. Let gx and g2 be o temperate in W. Then G=gx®g2 is 
uniformly A temperate with respect to the diagonal in W® W if and only if 

(18.5.13) gUt^Cg^m+gl^t-w))"; t^w.eW; 

gU^CgWOd+gU^-w))"; t,w,w2eW. 

The metric g = (gt + g2)/2 is then a temperate in W. If we set 

hj(w)2 = sup gjjg%; H(w)2 = sup g x Jga
2 w = sup g2Jgff

lw, 

then 

(18.5.14) max(/z1(w)2,/i2(w)2,iir(w)2) 

^4supg w /g^ / i 1 (w) 2 + /i2(w)2 + 2H(w)2. 

If mj is a,gj temperate then m = m1®m2 is uniformly A, G temperate with 
respect to the diagonal in W® W if and only if 

(18.5.15) m^wjSCm^wHl+gUw-wJf; w.w.eW; 

m2(w2)^Cm2(w)(l+gJw(w-w2)f ; w,w2eW. 

These conditions are equivalent to m>} being a, g temperate. 

Proof If (18.5.10) is valid we obtain (18.5.13) by taking tx=t, t2 = 0, w2 = w 
or t 1 =0 , t2 = t, w1=w. Assume now that (18.5.13) is valid. We shall then 
prove that for all t,w,wx€W 

(18.5.16) g ; W l W ^ C g , w ( t ) ( l + & > - * , ) ) " . 

This implies that g is a temperate, so it follows from the proof of Proposi
tion 18.5.2 that for some other C and N 

which is a stronger estimate than (18.5.10) since g f f^2gj. Thus G is uniform
ly A temperate with respect to the diagonal. 

To prove (18.5.16) we first observe that if Fx and F2 are positive definite 
quadratic forms on a vector space V9 then the dual form of F1-\-F2 on V is 
inf,6F'(F{(. — t) + F2(t)\ if Fj is the dual form of Fj on V. If we diagonalize Fx 

and F2 simultaneously we find that it suffices to prove this for the forms Fx(x) 
= x2/a and F2(x) = ax2 on R. Then F[=F2 and F'1 — F1 and the verification is 
elementary. Thus we have 

g'Jt) = inf 2(g?w(t - *o) + 8Sw('o))-

The estimate (18.5.16) is therefore equivalent to 

(18.5.16)' gjWimCgjw(t)M\ M = l+gJW l (w-w 0 ) + g5wl(w0-w1) 
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for all ^ W ^ Q ^ J E ^ Since g. is o temperate and (18.5.13) is assumed, we 
obtain for some C and N 

gjwl^cgJwo(i+giwi(Wo-Wl)r^cgJwoM
N, 

gjWo^CgJw(l+g"lWo(w-w0)f. 

Since again by (18.5.13) and the fact that g2 is a temperate 

we obtain (18.5.16)'. The same proof shows that m- is a, g temperate. 
Conversely, if rrij is a, g temperate then (18.5.15) follows since -|g* 5^gJw; if 
rrij is gk continuous it also follows that mj is a, gk temperate. 

Since g j w ^2g w , hence g ^ 2 g j w , we have for f k = 1,2 

which proves the left-hand inequality in (18.5.14). To prove the right-hand 
one we use that 

which implies 

and therefore 
2gjwm2i+H2)C, 7 = 1,2, 

4gw = (fc? + ^ + 2H2)g* 

which is the right-hand inequality in (18.5.14). The proof is complete. 

Combining Theorem 18.4.11 and Proposition 18.5.2 we now obtain the 
main theorem of the Weyl calculus: 

Theorem 18.5.4. Let g be a a temperate Riemannian metric in W=V®V with 
g^ga> and let ml9m2 be a, g temperate weight functions in W. Then the 
composition formula (18.5.6) can be extended to a weakly continuous bilinear 
map (a1,a2)\->a = a1#a2 from Sim1,g)xS(m2,g) to S(m1m2,g). If 

(18.5.17) /i(*,02 = supgx>c/&4 , 

then the map from a1eS(m1,g) and a2sS(m2,g) to the remainder term 

a^a2{x^)- £ {iG{Dx,D^Dy,Dn)/2)yai{x^)a2{y,n)lj\ 
j<N 

evaluated for (x,£) = (y9n), is continuous with values in S(hNm1m2,g) for every 
integer N. It is zero if ax or a2 is a polynomial of degree less than N. 

The terms with) even (odd) are (skew) symmetric in al9 a2. This implies 
that 

a1#a2-a2#a1-{a1,a2}/ieS(h3m1m2,g)9 

a1#a2 + a2#a1—2a1a2eS(h2mlm2,g). 
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In both cases we would have a factor h less in the calculus developed in 
Section 18.1. 

Using Proposition 18.5.3 instead of Proposition 18.5.2 we obtain a more 
general result: 

Theorem 18.5.5. Let gx and g2 be a temperate metrics in W= V® V satisfying 
(18.5.13), and assume that the function 

(18.5.17)' H(x ,0 2 = supg1 ;c> , /g^? = s u p g 2 x > ^ X i 4 

is ^ 1 . Set g = (g1+g2)/2, and let m^ be gj continuous a, g temperate weight 
functions. Then the composition formula (18.5.6) can be extended to a weakly 
continuous bilinear map (al9a2)\-+a = ai#a2 from S(m1,g1)xS(m2,g2) to 
S(m1m2,g). The map to the Nth remainder term is continuous with values in 
S(HNm1 m2,g) for every integer N. 

Note that the error terms in the calculus improve by powers of H which 
may be much smaller than the function h defined by (18.5.17). 

To give some examples we first observe that if B(x, £) = 2<x, £> then 
gx,^rj) = ga

x^(y, -n) sincQ 

<y,0 + <x,n} = a((y,-rjl-(x^)). 

If the V and V directions are g orthogonal at every point it follows that gB 

= g°. From the discussion at the end of Section 18.4 it follows therefore that 
the metric (18.4.1)' is a temperate if O^d^p^l and <5<1. More general a 
temperate metrics enter the theory in the following way: 

Proposition 18.5.6. Assume that g is a temperate, that G = mg, where m ^ l , is 
slowly varying, and that G^Ga. Then it follows that G is a temperate. 

Proof We must show that for some C and N 

(18.5.18) G^CGJl + G^iw-wJf. 

If G^w — Wi) is sufficiently small this follows from the hypothesis that G is 
slowly varying, so we may assume that Gw(w — w1)^c1. Next assume that 
gw(w — wi)<c w i t n c s o small that this implies 

c-^gjgwisc. 
Then (18.5.18) follows with JV = 1 if we show that 

m(w1)SCfm(w)ga
Wi(w-w1)/m(w1). 

Now 

c1SM^)gJ^-^i)^Cm(w)gWi(w-w1)^Cm(w)h(w1)
2gli(w-w1) 

if h is defined by (18.5.17), and /z(w1)2m(w1)2^l since G^G°. This proves 
the assertion, and it only remains to study the case where gWi(w — wl)^c2 
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for some fixed c 2 >0. Then we have 

gli(w-w1)/m(w1) = Gli(w-w1)^GWl(w-wl)^c2m(w1), 

which implies 

c2m(w1)
2Sgll(

w-wi^ c2g
ff

Wl(w-w1)SGll(w-w1)
2. 

Since 
gWl£C'gw(l+g'Wl(w-w1)Y

f§ 

and m ^ l , we obtain (18.5.18) with N = 2N' + 1. The proof is complete. 

For conformal metrics the condition in Theorem 18,5.5 also simplifies: 

Proposition 18.5.7. Assume that gx and g2 are conformal a temperate metrics 
with /iJ(w)2 = supgJW/gJw^l. Then (18.5.13) is valid and the function H in 
(18.5.17)' M M 2 ) * 

Proof By hypothesis g2 = mg1 for some m. Thus h\ = m2h\ and 

H (w)2 = sup g2Jga
lw = m(w) h x(w)2 = h1 (w) h2(w). 

The first estimate (18.5.13) follows from the slow variation of gt when 
g i w ( w i - w ) ^ c - I f g l w (w 1 -w)^c then 

glJw-Wi)2 = Mw)~2giJw-Wi)2 

Sm(w)-2 / i1(w)-2g l w(w-w1)gJw(w-w1) 

since m(w)h1(w) = h2(w)^l. Since g1 is a temperate the first estimate 
(18.5.13) follows, and the other is proved in the same way. 

Theorems 18.5.4 and 18.5.5 will give a farreaching generalization of 
Theorem 18.1.8 once we have an analogue of Theorem 18.1.6 allowing us to 
regard a1^a2 as the symbol of a composition of operators in Sf or in Of'. 
Since this is not quite straight-forward we postpone the proof to Sec
tion 18.6. Instead we shall discuss here the invariance of the Weyl calculus 
under affine symplectic transformations #, that is, affine maps x m W with 
X*v = (T. In doing so we may assume that V = WLn. Examples of such maps 
are 

(a) The translation X K X + X0 in V. 
(b) The translation £\-+£ + £0 in V. 
(c) The map %(x, £) replacing xj9£j by £j9 — xj9 leaving the other coor

dinates unchanged. 
(d) The map x(x9£) = {Tx,tT-1 f) where Tis a linear bijection in ]Rn. 
(e) The map %(:x,£) = (x,£ — Ax) where A is a symmetric matrix. 

Lemma 18.5.8. Every affine symplectic map is a composition of maps of the 
preceding types (a)-(e). 
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Proof. Since (a) and (b) supply all translations it is sufficient to consider 
linear maps x> The group G generated by the maps of type (c)-(e) is 
transitive. In fact, the basis vector ^ = ( 1 , 0 , ...,0) is mapped to (1,0, .. . ,0, <!;) 
for any desired £ by the map (e) for an appropriate choice of A, hence to 
any (x9£) with x=#0 if we follow with a map of type (d). All elements of the 
form (0, £), £4=0, are obtained if we use the maps (d) and (c). Any x *s 

therefore the product of an element in G and a symplectic linear map Xi 
with X\e\=e\> Thus 

G{x1(x,&e1) = (j((x,£lel) = £1 

so Xi preserves the ^ coordinate. If x' = (x2,...,xn) and £' = (£2, ...,£„) it 
follows that the map x2(x', <f) defined by #i(0,:x',0, £') when the xx and £X 

coordinates are dropped is also symplectic. If n>\ and the statement is 
already proved for smaller values of n we can now write Xi =X3Xi where Xi 
is in the group G corresponding to the x' £' variables and 

X3(^£) = (x1+fl1£1 , . . . ,xn + an£1 ,£1 ,£2 + fo2£1,...,^ + fo„£1). 

That x3 is symplectic means that 
n 

^(dtjAajd^+bjd^Adx^O 
2 

so a2=... =an = b2=... =bn = 0. Thus x?> *s t n e m a P (e) w i t n Ax 
= (ax x l 50, ...,0) conjugated by (c) with j = l. This completes the proof. 

Theorem 18.5.9. For every affine symplectic transformation x in W=V(&V 
there is a unitary transformation U in L2(V\ uniquely determined apart from a 
constant factor of modulus 1, such that for all linear forms L in W 

(18.5.19) U-1 L(x,D)U = (LoX)(x,D). 

U is also an automorphism of Of and of 9*', and 

(18.5.19)' U-1aw(x,D)U = (aoX)w(x,D) 

for every ae£f'{W). 

Proof It is sufficient to prove uniqueness when x is t n e identity. So let U be 
a unitary transformation with 

UL(x,D) = L(x,D)U 

for all linear forms L. Then U commutes with the one parameter group 
generated by L. In particular, U(fg) = f(Ug) if geL2(V) a n d / is a bounded 
exponential, hence if / is any function in ^ for it can be decomposed into 
exponentials by the Fourier inversion formula. It follows that Ug = hg for 
some h of modulus 1 almost everywhere. Since U commutes with trans
lations also, it is clear that h must be a constant. (Note that the result is 
extremely close to Lemma 7.1.4.) 
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To prove the existence of some U satisfying (18.5.19) it suffices to 
consider the cases (a)-(e) above. Then we can take 

(a) Uf(x) = f(x-x0); (b) Uf(x) = f(x)Qxp(ix,£0}. (c) U= Fourier 
transformation with respect to xf9 (d) Uf(x) = f(T-1x)\detT|"}; (e) Uf(x) 
= exp( — i(Ax,x}/2)f(x). This completes the proof of (18.5.19). If a(x,£>) 
= exp(fL(x, £)) for a real linear form L then aw(x,D) = exp(iL(x,D)) in the 
operator theoretical sense so (18.5.19)' is valid then. Since bounded exponen
tials are weakly dense in £f* it follows that (18.5.19)' is always true, which 
completes the proof. 

We shall now study the relation between the Weyl calculus and the 
calculus established in Section 18.1. First assume that ae^{W). Then a(x,D) 
has a kernel Ke£f given by (18.1.7), so we can write a(x,D) = bw(x,D) where 
beSf is given by (18.5.4)", 

b(x,£) = $K(x + t/2,x-t/2)e-i<t>zydt 

= (2n)~n^a(x + t/2,ri)ei<t't,-0drjdt 

= n~n ̂ a(x + t^ + rj)e2i<t^dtdrj 
= e<Dx,D,yi2iaix^ 

Here the last equality follows from the argument which led to (18.5.6). If 
c(x,D) is defined by (18.5.2) then it follows from (18.1.9) that a(x,D) = c(x,D) 
if 

a(x^) = ei<Dx>Ds>c(x,£). 

For reasons of continuity these observations are also true if a,b,ce£f'. Now 
we pointed out after Theorem 18.5.5 that a o temperate metric g with 
gx^(t,z) = gx^(t, — T) is also B temperate if B(x, ^) = 2<x, £>, and m is then a, 
g temperate if and only if m is #, g temperate. Hence we obtain: 

Theorem 18.5.10. Let g be a temperate, g ̂  gff, and let m be a, g temperate. If 
Sx,^(^T) = Sx,^(^ ~~T) then QXP(iKDx>Dz) *s a weakly continuous isomorphism 
of S(m,g) for every TCGIR, 

eiK<Dx,D,ya{xA)_ £ <iKDx9D^a{x9Q/jieS(h
Nm,g) 

j<N 

for every integer N if h is defined by (18.5.17). / / a,b,ceS(m,g) then a(x,D) 
= bw(x, D) = c(x, D) if and only if 

(18.5.20) b(x^) = e-i<D*>Ds>/2a(x^) = ei<Dx>Dsy,2c(x,& 

a(x, £) = e
i<D*>Ds>/2 b(x, § = J<D*-D*> c(x, <J), 

c(x,Z) = e-i<Dx>Ds>a(x,Q = e-i<D*>D^2b(x^). 

If gx>(*(0,T)^|T|2 then the bilinear maps (a,w)h->a(x,Z))w, (b9u)t->bw(x,D)u and 
(c,u)h-*c(x,D)u are continuous from S(m,g)x£f to $f and from S(m,g)x&" 
to ST. 
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Proof. It suffices to show that (a,u)h-*a(x,D)u is continuous from S(m,g) 
x ST to 9>. Since 

m ( x ^ ) ^ C m ( 0 , 0 ) ( l + g S s 0 ( x , ^ ^ C ( l + | x | 2 + |^|2)N 

for some C, C and N, the map is continuous with values in the space of 
continuous functions / with sup|/(x)|/(l + \x\2)N< oo. By (18.1.6) we have for 
some constants ca/S 

(l+\x\2ya(x,D)= X caf<P\x,D)x>, 

and the assumption on the metric implies that a\-+a{a) is a continuous map 
in S(m,g) for every a. Hence a(x,D) is continuous with values in the 
continuous bounded functions in JR". The continuity with values in £f 
follows from the proof of Theorem 18.1.6 since for any teW 

<D,t)aeS(m\g) 

where m'(x, £) = m(x, £)gx ^(t)* is also <r, g temperate. (See also the proof of 
Theorem 18.4.10'.) This completes the proof. 

Remark. Theorem 18.6.2 below will show that the restriction imposed on the 
metric in the continuity statement is superfluous. However, the proof is 
much less elementary then, and the easy result proved above covers the 
metrics which are most frequent in the applications. 

If aj€S(mj9g) and UES? we can conclude under the assumptions made in 
the theorem that 

< (x , D) a J(x, D) u = (a1 # a2)
w(x9 D) u. 

In fact, we can take sequences ajve£f which are bounded in S(mj9g) and 
equal to a} on any compact set for large v. Then a™v(x,D)u^a2

v(x,D)u in Sf 
as v-»oo, so 

(«iv#02v)w(*>D)u = <v(x,D)a Jv(x,D)u-><(x,D)aJ(x,D)u in Sf. 

Since a l v #a 2 v converges weakly to a1#a2 the assertion follows. 
Still under the hypotheses in Theorem 18.5.10 one can easily recover 

composition rules for standard pseudo-differential operators from the pre
ceding results. Suppose for example that ajeS(mj9g) and set a1(x,D)a2(x,D) 
= a3(x,D). Then aj(x9D) = bj(x,D) for 

and 

Since 

. « D , + D,,D« + D , > + . < ^ , ^ > - < ^ , I > , > 
- <DX, D{> - <D,, D,»/2 = <D^, Dy> 
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it follows that 

(18.5.21) a^^e^-^a^OazM^^, 

which is precisely (18.1.14) which is therefore proved now in much greater 
generality than in Section 18.1. 

If a(x,D) is a pseudo-differential operator with polyhomogeneous symbol 

a(x9£)~am(x,£) + am-i(x9£)+ ...9 

where a} is homogeneous in £ of degree j9 we can use Theorem 18.5.10 to 
write a(x9D) = bw(x9D) where b(x,£)~£>m_ ;(x,£). Then 

bm(x^) = am(x,Z), bm_1{x,£) = am_1(x,£) + iYJd
2am(x,0/dxjd£j/29 

and bm_1 is the subprincipal symbol introduced in (18.1.32). Thus the Weyl 
calculus explains the role of the subprincipal symbol, and the composition 
formula in the Weyl calculus gives immediately rules of computation for the 
subprincipal symbol. 

18.6. Estimates of Pseudo-Differential Operators 

In this section we shall first prove that aw(x9D) is continuous in Sf arid in 
SP when aeS(m9g) if g is a temperate and m is o9 g temperate. In a special 
but important case this was proved in Theorem 18.5.10. When the hy
potheses of Theorem 18.5.4 or Theorem 18.5.5 are fulfilled the result gives as 
in the special case that (a1#a2)

w(x9D) is the composition of a™(x9D) and 
a™(x9D) in Sf as well as in 9". When gSga and m is bounded (resp. m->0 at 
oo) we shall prove that aw(x9D) is bounded (resp. compact) in L2. This result 
combined with the calculus in Section 18.5 will give efficient lower bounds 
for operators with non-negative symbol. 

As usual we shall split the symbol by means of the partition of unity in 
Lemma 18.4.4. To handle an individual term it suffices to have the following 
elementary result: 

Lemma 18.6.1. For every ae^(]R2n) we have with operator norm in L2 

\\a™(x,D)\\S(2nr2n\6\\Li=\\a\\FLu 

Proof. The Schwartz kernel K of aw(x,D) is 

K(x,y) = (2n)-nja((x + y)/2,Oei<x-y>°dl; 

= (2n)-2n$a(6,y-x)ei<x+y>d/2>d6. 

Hence 

l\K{x9yydx£\\a\\PLl9 i\K(x9y)\dy£\\a\\PLl9 

so the lemma follows from Lemma 18.1.12. 
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Remark. When using the lemma we shall need the obvious fact that ||a||FLi 
can be estimated by a finite number of seminorms in 9. It is also essential 
that this norm is invariant under composition with affine transformations, 
which is obvious since it is the total mass of characters in the Fourier 
decomposition of a. 

Theorem 18.6.2. If g is a temperate and m is <r, g temperate, then aw(x,D) is a 
continuous map from 9* to 9* and from 9' to 9' for every aeS(m,g% and it is 
weakly continuous as a function of a. 

Proof It suffices to prove the continuity in Sf since the continuity of aw in 
Sf implies that of aw in 9'. Let {0V} be the partition of unity introduced in 
Lemma 18.4.4, define the neighborhoods Uv of supp</>v as before Lem
ma 18.4.8, and set 

0 = Eav> av = 4>va. 

If wv is the center of Uv, the seminorms of av in S(m(wv\gWv) have bounds 
independent of v. By Lemma 18.6.1 and the remark following it we conclude 
that 

| |<(x,D)||^Cm(wv), 

for all positive definite quadratic forms are equivalent under arbitrary linear 
transformations. Thus we have with L2 norms 

\\a:(x9D)u\\£Cm(wv)\\u\\. 

To obtain a better estimate we shall use an argument parallel to the proof 
of Proposition 18.4.6. 

Let L be an arbitrary linear form on W which is positive in Uv. By 
Lemma 18.4.5 we have a uniform bound for L(wv)/L in S(l,gWv) over the 
support of <j)v. Now Theorem 18.5.4 or just (18.5.5) gives 

(18.6.1) < (x , D) u = (aJL)w(x, D) L(x, D) u + i {av/L,L}w(x, D) u/2. 

Here the symbol of aJL is uniformly bounded in S(m(wv)/L(wv), gwJ. If we 
write L(w) = <7(w,0, teWL2n, then 

{aJUL}=-L~\tJavy. 

Thus we have uniform bounds for the seminorms of {aJL, L} in 

S(m(wv)gWv(t)-/L(wv\gWv). 

L(x,D)u is a linear combination of XjU and D}u with coefficients bounded 
by the length of t in a fixed metric such as g0. Iterated use of (18.6.1) gives 

(18.6.2) \\a:(x,D)u\\SCNm(wv)R;N £ | | x a D^| | , ue9, 

for every positive integer iV, provided that 0<Kv^L(wv), L + 0 in t/v, g0(t) 
+ gWv(t)^l, L(w) = G(w,t). By the Hahn-Banach theorem we can take for JRV 
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the distance from 0 to Uv in the norm dual to (g0 + gWv)*
 wr*h respect to a. 

This norm is defined by 

||w||v = inf(g^v(w1) + gS(w2))% w1+w2 = w. 

(See the proof of Proposition 18.5.3.). Thus we can take 

£ v = min||w||v. 

In a moment we shall prove that for some N 

(18.6.3) £ ( H - K , ) ~ * < ° ° . hence Rv^oo, 

(18.6.4) g0(wv)^C(l+Rvr. 

Admitting these estimates we conclude using (18.6.2) for large v that 
|| aw(x,D)u || can be estimated by a seminorm of u in Sf if 

m(wv)gC(l+g0(wv)f 

for some N, which is always true when m is a, g temperate. Let M(x,D) be 
linear in (x,D). Then M(x,D)a™(x,D) has the symbol 

Mav + {M,ay}/2i 

which is bounded in S(m'v,gWv) for some other m'v bounded by a power of 1 
+ £o(wv)- Hence the L2 norm of M(x,D)a™(x,D)u can be estimated by a 
seminorm of u in ^ Repeating the argument we conclude that aw(x9 D) is 
continuous in £f. 

It remains to verify the estimates (18.6.3) and (18.6.4). The proof is 
parallel to that of Lemma 18.4.8. Let 

Mk = {v;R2
v^k}. 

When veMk we can choose w'veUv and w'v' so that 

In the first inequality we pass to the equivalent norm g*, and conclude 
using (18.5.11) that 

gUK-OS ckN, gSK-o^ c/c"'. 
Hence 

g ^ Cg* ; ^ Cx &.V^C2&k»\ 

gWv^CgV
KSC'lg^kN'^C2g0k

N2. 

g0(wv - w'v)^ C2 g w > v - w'v)fc* ̂  C4 ** , 

goK)/2^g0(w;-w;o+g0«)^c5/c
N3. 

The estimate (18.6.4) is an immediate consequence, and (18.6.3) follows if we 
repeat the proof of Lemma 18.4.8. This is left for the reader. 

Next we shall discuss continuity in L2. 
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Theorem 18.6.3. Assume that g^ga
t that g is a temperate, and that m is cr, g 

temperate. Then the operator aw{x,D) is L2 continuous for every aeS(m,g) if 
and only if m is bounded. The L2 norm of aw(x,D) is then a continuous semi-
norm in S(m, g). 

In the proof of necessity we shall need the following lemma: 

Lemma 18.6.4 / / g is a positive definite quadratic form in R2fl then there is a 
linear symplectic map x ^ WL2n such that 

g(z(x.O)-lA,(xJ + tf). 
Here k} are uniquely determined by g, and 

sup g/ga = max kj. 

Proof Since sup g/g° is symplectically invariant it suffices to prove the last 
statement when g(x,{) = £A/xJ + #). Then we have gff(x,£) = X(xi + tf)/Xj 
so the statement is obvious. To prove the lemma we shall consider the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the map 

F: (x,£)^tff(x,£)/2 = (3g/d£ -dg/dx)/2 

which is defined in a symplectically invariant way. Note that if g(x,£) 

F(x^) = (kl^l,...,kn^ni-klxl,...,-knxnl 

so X;=l, Qj= ±i, all other coordinates 0, is an eigenvector with eigenvalue 
±iX}. Hence kl9...,kn are uniquely defined by g apart from the order. For 
general g, if z is an eigenvalue with eigenvector (yin)e<C2n, then 

dg/dn = 2zy, dg/dy=-2zn. 

Writing (0, w) = £0 ; w, if 0, weC, we obtain 

(dg/dyiy) + (dg/drJyn) = 2z((y,n)-(n,y)). 

In the left-hand side we have a positive definite Hermitian form, and 
();^)~(^};) = 2/«Imy,Rey/>-<Rey,Im^»=-2/or(£1,e1) 

if ex and e, are the real and imaginary parts of (y>n). Hence k — z/i is real 
and not 0. Taking the complex conjugates of y9n,z if necessary we may 
assume that A>0. Then we have a(eltel)>09 or a(eliel) = l if we multiply 
by an appropriate constant. Using the symplectic maps (c)-(e) in Lem
ma 18.5.8 it is easy to find a linear symplectic map x mapping the unit 
vectors along the xt and ^ axes to ex and ex respectively. (See also 
Proposition 21.1.3 for a complete proof.) Replacing g by go# we have then 

g(x,£) = A(x? + ^)+g l(x,0 

where gt is independent of xt and {t, for dg/dx^dg/dtj^O, y'=M, at the 
eigenvectors (1,0, ...,0, ±/,0, ...,0) of F. This proves the lemma by induction 
with respect to n. 
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Remark. In Theorem 21.5.3 we shall give a much more thorough discussion 
of the symplectic equivalence of quadratic forms using the tools developed 
in Section 21.1. Note that in Lemma 18.6.4 we can equally well reduce g to the 
quadratic form £(*/+>*; £))- Lemma 18.6.4 is well known in classical me
chanics where k} occur as the fundamental frequencies of the small oscil
lations of a mechanical system around an equilibrium point. 

In the proof of sufficiency in Theorem 18.6.3 we shall use the same 
decomposition of a as in the proof of Theorem 18.6.2. To control the sum 
we need the following lemma of Cotlar, Knapp, Stein, Calderon, Vaillancourt, 
Bony and Lerner on sums of almost orthogonal operators, with an additional 
remark on compactness which prepares for Theorem 18.6.6. 

Lemma 18.6.5. Let Ai, i G I, be a countable number of bounded oper
ators from one Hilbert space Hi to another if2 such that for j £ I 

(18.6.5) £ f e e J P J J 4 * | | * < M, £ f e e / ||A,A£||* < M. 

Then J2j,k \(Ak%Aju)\ < M2\\u\\2, u G Hi, the sum 

Su = ^^ AjU, ue Hi, 

exists with norm conergence in H2, and \\S\\ <M. If the sum 

jeJ 

is compact for every J C I, then \\Aj\\ —> 0 when j' —• 00 in I. 

Proof. Set T = J2ajkA*Ak where o^ G C,.|ay*| ^ 1 and only a finite number 
N are not zero. Then 7* = £ a # A / A * . We have | |r| |2 = | | r T | | , and more 
generally \\T\\2m = | | ( r T ) m | | by the spectral theorem, if m is a positive integer. 
For the terms in the expansion 

(T T) =22ajij\AjxAj2otjjj4AJ3Aj4...OLj4m_xjAmAiAm_xAj^ 

we have the estimate 

ll^/i 4/2 •••^4*_i4/4«ll 

^min( | |A*^2 | | . . . | |A*M_ l^4J | , 

||A7J|||^Ai||....||A^.aA^1||||A^||). 
Taking the geometric mean of the two upper bounds, and noting that \\Aj\\ ̂  M 
by hypothesis, we obtain 

\\T^\\SMU^2\\KAj2\\U\AhA;\\i..4Al_lAjJ\l 
The sum is taken over 71 , . . . j4 m . If we use (18.6.5) to estimate successively the 
sum over jtm,... J2, then only the sum over ji is left over and we see that 

\\T\\lmSNM4m. 
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Taking 2mth roots and letting m -• oo yields || T\\ S M2, hence 

\Y*jk(AkuiAju)\ = \(Tu,u)\^M2\\u\\\ ueHu 

and taking the supremum over all choices of (<xjk) we obtain 

£ \(Aku,Aju)\^M2\\u\\\ ueHi. 
jykei 

If J C / is finite and A(J) = Y,jej
AJ li f° l l ows that \\A(J)u\\ S M\\u% a n d if 

J' D J is another finite subset then 

\\(A(Jf)-A(J))u\\2S £ \(Aju,Aku)\. 
j,k€I\J 

Since £ |(4/M,A&w)| is convergent it follows that Su = YljejAjU converges in 
H2, and that ||Sw|| ^ Af ||a||. 

To prove the last statement it suffices to show that if || Aj \\^c> OJel, then 
YjejAj is not compact for some J Cl.To do so we shall choose j1J2,>--eI so 
that £v^J |4 j v4*J|gl / /* for every [i. Assume that jl9...JN„t have already 
been chosen so that this is true with strict inequality for fi < N if v < N in the 
sums. We must then choose jN=j so that 

£ ||A,„ A/|| < l/N, £ ||A,„ Al|| + ||A,- A*,|| < 1/M) M < N. 

By the second part of (18.6.5) the first inequality holds except for finitely 
many;, and since 114^4* || = 114/4*11 the same is true for the other inequal
ities, by the inductive hypothesis. Set J — UiJi*---}- For every; we choose 
uj G H2 with ||w;|| = 1 and \\AJuj\\ ^ ||A*||/2 ^ c/2 ifjeJ. Then vj = AJ uj 
converges weakly to 0 in H\. In fact, 

(AJupA*v)=(AkAjupv)-+0 as ;-*oo 

so (AJUj,w)-+Q for every w in the closed linear hull of the ranges of the 
operators 4*. Since Akw=0 for every k if w is in the orthogonal comple
ment, we have (4*i*j,w) = 0 for all ;* then. Thus Vj converges weakly to 0. If 
Sj is compact, it follows that 115,1̂ 11 -*0 as;->oo. We have with;,/ceJ 

SJVJ = AJAJUJ + £ AkA]Uj. 
k*j 

The norm of the sum is at most l//x if 7 = ;M. Hence \\Aj A* Uj || -> 0, so 

||4*Wi | |
2=(4 i4*Wi,Mi)-,0. 

This is a contradiction which completes the proof. 

Proof of Theorem 18.6 3. First we prove the necessity so we assume that 
aw(x,D) is L2 continuous for all aeSlm.g). Since the map 

#"Bat-+(aw(x,D)u,v) 
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is continuous for all u,ve£f, it follows that the map 

S(m, g)3ab-*aw(x, D)e£>(L\ L2) 

given by the hypothesis is closed. Hence it is continuous by the closed 
graph theorem. Let wv be a sequence going to oo in W. We shall prove that 
the sequence m(wv) has a bounded subsequence. By Lemma 18.6.4 we can 
take a linear symplectic transformation xv from ^2"> w&h ^ e usual sym-
plectic structure, to Wsuch that gWv(xv(y^)) is reduced to the diagonal form 

Since gSga, all A-v
 a r e bounded by 1. Thus we may assume that their limits 

exist as v-^ oo. Let 0eC^(R 2 n ) and set 

(18.6.6) ev(x, 0 = <£(*, K 0 = K(wv+Xv(x, {)), 

where Av£ = (Alv<!;!,...,Anv£n). If the support of </> is small enough it follows 
that tn(wv)bv is a bounded sequence in S(m,g). The norm of b™(x,D) is equal 
to the norm of e™(x,D) since these operators are unitarily equivalent by 
Theorem 18.5.9. Now 

e:(x,D)uH2n)'n^(l>((x+y)/29XvOei<x-y^u(y)dydi 

has a non-zero limit as v-» oo, for a suitable choice of ueC™. It follows that 
| |^(X,Z))M| | is bounded from below for large v. Hence 

\\m(wv)b:(x9D)\\>cm(wv) 

which proves that m(wv) must be bounded. This ends the proof of the 
necessity. 

To prove the sufficiency we assume now that m = l. Writing a = Yjav a s 

in the proof of Theorem 18.6.2 we have, again by Lemma 18.6.1, 

IK(x,D) | |^C. 

To prove that (18.6.5) is valid for Av = a™(x,D) we must consider the com
positions 

aw =awaw bw =awaw 

Of course it suffices to discuss avfi. By (18.5.6) we have 

av,(x,&=e^D~D*D»>D^ 

We apply (18.4.16) with dv replaced by d'v, defined by substituting g^ for gf 
in the definition (18.4.15) of dv. This is legitimate since l+d'vSC(l+dv)

N' by 
(18.4.13)". Hence we have for any positive integer k 

\avtl(w)\SCk(l+M(w))-k, 

where 

M(w) = min ga
w(w — w') + min ga

w{w — w"). 
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It is clear that 
g;(w'-w")^2M(w) 

if w'eUv and w"eU are chosen so that the minimum in the definition of M 
is attained. We also have 

(18.6.7) g ^ w ' - w " ) ^ Cg; , (w'-w")g Cx g£(w'-w")(l + & ( w - w ' ) ) " 

^C 2 ( l+M(w)) N + 1 , 

(18.6.8) l + g w v ( w - W v ) ^ C ( l + g w , ( w - w O ) ^ C 1 ( l + g ^ ( w - w ' ) ) 

^ C 2 ( l + g ; ( w - w ' ) ) N + 1 ^ C 3 ( l + M ( w ) f + 1 . 

With the notation 

dVfl = min g*v(w'-w") 
w'eUv,w"eUtl 

it follows from (18.6.7) with new constants C and JV that for all w 

1 + ^ C ( 1 + M ( w ) f . 

Taking also (18.6.8) into account we conclude that for any k 

(18.6.9) k » | ^ Ck(l +dvfir
k(l+gWv(w-wv))-

k. 

The same estimate is valid for any seminorm in S(l,gw). In fact, if gWv(t)^l 
and we apply the differential operator <D,£> to aVfl9 we obtain one term 
where the differentiation falls on av, which does not affect the estimate, and 
one where it falls on ar This may lead to a loss of a factor (gw (t)/gWv(t))* in 
the estimates. Since it is bounded by some power of 1 -\-dVfl, our assertion is 
proved. Hence Lemma 18.6.1 combined with the remark following it gives 

| | < , ( x , D ) | | ^ C J V ( l + ^ ) - N 

for any N. We shall prove in a moment that for some C and N 

(18.6.10) Ed+d^-^C, E(l+dJ-*^C. 
v n 

From Lemma 18.6.5 it follows then that \\aw(x,D)\\<.C. 
It remains to prove (18.6.10), which is closely related to Lemma 18.4.8. 

Since for w'eUv and w"el^ we have 

1 + g U w ' - w " ) ^ C(l +&,(w'-w"))g C'(l + g ^ ( w ' - w " ) f 

^vc(i+g^(w'-w'or, 
it follows that 

l+dV MgC"(l+dM V f . 

Hence it suffices to consider the sum in (18.6.10) with respect to fi. We 
choose gWv orthonormal coordinates with 0 at wv. Then g*v is at least as 
large as the Euclidean metric gWv. If dVfl^k then there is some point W'eU^ 
with Euclidean distance at most Ck* from 0. The metric at w" can be 
estimated by a power of k times the Euclidean metric, so a ball of radius 
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k~N with center at w" is contained in U^. As in the proof of Lemma 18.4.8 it 
follows at once that the number of indices p, with dvfl^k is bounded by a 
power of fc, which proves (18.6.10). 

Theorem 18.6.6. Assume that g g gff, that g is a temperate, and that m is er, g 
temperate. Then the operators aw(x,D) with a£S(m,g) are all compact in L2 if 
and only if m -> 0 at oo. 

Proof With the notation used in the proof of Theorem 18.6.3 it is clear that 
a™ is compact for every v. If m-*0 at oo we can for every e>0 choose a 
finite set N(s) such that 

veN(e) 

is bounded in S(l,g) when e-»0. Thus we have by Theorem 18.6.3 

| |aw(x,D)- X <(x ,D) | | ^Ce , 
veJV(£) 

which proves that aw(x,D) is compact. Assume on the other hand that all 
aw(x,D) with aeS(m,g) are compact. Then it follows from Theorem 18.6.3 
that m is bounded. If bv is defined as in the proof of necessity in Theo
rem 18.6.3 and mv = m(wv) then 

Xmvbv6S(m,g) 
veJ 

for every subset J of the index set. Hence 

£ r o v *>:(*, Z>) 
veJ 

is compact by hypothesis, and by satisfy (18.6.5) by the proof of sufficiency 
in Theorem 18.6.3, so it follows from Lemma 18.6.5 that mv ||ft^(x,D)|| -»0. 
Since ||b^(x,D)|| is bounded from below we conclude that mv-»0 as v-*oo, 
which implies that m(x, £)-•() as (x,^)-*oo. The proof is complete. 

So far we have only considered scalar pseudo-differential operators. 
However, it is clear that the calculus developed in Section 18.5 is not 
changed at all if one allows the functions u to take their values in a Banach 
space Bx and the symbol a to take its values in ^{BX,B^ so that aw(x,D)u 
takes its values in B2. However, the discussion of L2 estimates here depends 
on Lemma 18.6.5 where the Hilbert space structure is vital. Theorems 18.6.3 
and 18.6.6 are therefore applicable only when Bt and B2 are Hilbert spaces 
which in the second case must also be finite dimensional. 

As a first application we shall prove a general version of Theo
rem 18.1.14. Note that with the notation there the Weyl symbol of (a(x,D) 
+ a(x,D)*)/2 is Reia + i/l^d2a/dXjd£j) modulo Sm~2. We only consider the 
case of Theorem 18.1.14 where m = 0, for spaces corresponding to H(s) have 
not been defined here in the general context. 
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Theorem 18.6.7. Let g be o temperate, 

(18.6.11) fc(x,£)2 = s u p g x V g ^ g l , 

and assume that 0^aeS(l/h,g). Then it follows that 

(18.6.12) (aw(x,D)u,u)^ -C ||u||2, u e ^ , 

with scalar product and norm in L2(lRn). 

Proof. For the metric 

G = (a-hl)-1h-1g 

we have 

supGJGl = (a(w)+l)-2h(w)-2supgJgl = (a(w) + l)-2^L 

If we show that G is slowly varying it will follow from Proposition 18.5.6 
that G is a temperate, for h(a + l) may be replaced by min (l,/i(a + l)) since 
h(a + l) is bounded. Thus a + 1 is cr, G temperate. We shall also prove that 

(18.6.13) fl + leS(a + l,G), 

that is, 

(18.6.13)' |a ( k )(w;t1 , . . . , tJ^Ck(a(w) + l ) 1 - k / 2 / I (w)- f c / 2 n g w ( r / . 
I 

When k^.2 this follows from the hypothesis aeS(l//i,g), so we only have to 
show that 

(18.6.13)" \h(w)a'(w)t\SC(h(w)a(wpgw(t)±. 

If we introduce gw orthonormal coordinates z1 , . . . ,z2„ with the origin at w 
and regard h(w)a as a function F(z), then 

|D«zF(z)|^Ca, |z |<c, 

for all a since <2eS(l//z,g), and F^O. Thus it follows from Lemma 7.7.2 that 

|F(0)|£CF(0)* 

which proves (18.6.13)". By Taylor's formula we obtain 

F(z) + h(w)^(F(0) + h(w))/2 if |z|2<c1(F(0) + /i(w)), 

that is, 

2/i(w)(tf(w1)+l)^ft(w)(a(w) + l) if G^W-W^KC^ 

Thus GWl ^ CGW then so G is slowly varying. 
If F is a C00 function with 

\tjF^(t)\<CjF(t), t>0, 

and mGS(m,G), it is immediately verified that F(m)eS(F(m),G). (Cf. Lem-
mal8.4.3.) Taking F(t) = t* and m = a + l we obtain b = (a + l)*eS(ft,G). Now 
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Theorem 18.5.4 gives 

aw(x, D) +1 = bw{x, D)2 + cw(x, D) 

where ceS((a + l)-1,G)c:S(l,G). Hence cw(x,D) is bounded which proves the 
theorem since bw(x,D)2 is positive. 

In the last part of the proof there was so much information given away 
that one might suspect that a better result is valid. Indeed, we shall now 
prove the stronger Fefferman-Phong inequality: 

Theorem 18.6.8. / / g is a temperate and (18.6.11) is fulfilled then (18.6.12) is 
valid for every aeS(l/h2,g) with a^.0. 

A crucial point in the proof of Theorem 18.6.7 was the application of 
Lemma 7.7.2. We shall now prove a similar result which takes derivatives of 
order ^ 4 into account. By Br we shall denote the ball {xeRv;|x|<r} where 
|x|2 = e is the Euclidean metric form. 

Lemma 18.6.9. Let 0^feC°°(B2) and assume that 

(18.6.14) 1/liWgl, xeB2i 

(18.6.15) max{|/(0)|,|/r2(0)) = l. 

Then we can find r>0 independent of f such that 

(18.6.16) i<max(|/(x)|,|/r2(x))<2, xeBr9 

(18.6.17) l/IJ(*)<8, ifj<4, xeBr9 

(18.6.18) /W=/ 1 (x) + g(x)2, xeB„ 

where fl9geC°°(Br) and fx^0, <y,3>/1(x) = 0 when xeBr for some ye]Rv\0. 
The supremum of |Da/il an^ °f l^agl *w Br

 can be estimated by the supremum 
of\D^f\inBrfor\p\S2 + \a\. 

Proof We shall first estimate |/|J(0) and |/|3(0). Let fj(x) be the Taylor 
polynomial of order j at 0. Then 

0Sf(x)^l+Mx) + \x\2/2 + f3(x) + \x\V249 |x|<2, 

by Taylor's formula. Hence 

l/iW + /3Wl^l+l^l2 /2 + |x|4/24, |x|£2. 

If |x| = 1 we obtain if x is also replaced by 2x 

l/i(x) + /3M|^3/2+l/24, |2/1(x) + 8/3<x)|^3 + 2/3, 
which implies 

6|./i(x)|£16, 6|/3(x)|^7. 

Thus |/|;(0)^3 and |/|§(0)g7. From Taylor's formula it follows now that 
(8.6.16) and (8.6.17) hold if r is small enough. 
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First assume that | / | | (0) = 1 and that /(0) is small. By Lemma7.7.2 we 
have |rf (0)|2 ^2/(0) if r < | , so / '(0) is also small. The quadratic form f2(x) 
has an eigenvector y with eigenvalue ± | . After an orthogonal transfor
mation we may assume that y = e1=(l,09...,0). Thus 32/(0)/dx2 = ±1 and 
d2f(0)/dx1 dxj = 0 for ; * 1. Since 

0 ^ / ( x l J 0 , . . . , 0 ) ^ / ( 0 ) + x ia/(0) /ax 1±x^/2 + 7|x1|3/6 + xt/24 

we conclude by taking x 1 = ± i that d2f(0)/dx2 = + 1 i f / ( 0 ) < 1/100, for 
l /100- l /18 + 7/162 + 3-4 /24<0. If | x j = r and |x ' |<r, x' = (x2, ...,x„), then 
the estimate 

| 5 / (x ) /3x 1 - a / (0 ) /9x 1 -x 1 | <4 |x | 2 + |x|3/6 

implies that df/dx1 has the sign of xx if 

r>\df(0)/dx1\ + 4r2 + r3/6. 

We fix r so small that 4r + r 2 /6<l /2 and l /2<d 2 / (x) /dx 2 <2 when xeB2r. 
If / (0)<r 4 /8 then [f(0)|<r/2 so we conclude that the equation 

(18.6.19) 3i / (*i ,x ' ) = 0 

has a unique solution x1=X(x') with | x j <r if |x'| <r . Since 

dx/dxj= -d.djfix^ydjfix,^), 
we obtain successively bounds for all derivatives of X of order k from 
bounds for the derivatives of / of order /c + 1, for 3 2 / (X,x ' )^ l /2 . By 
Taylor's formula and (18.6.19) we obtain f = f1 -fg2 in Br where 

/1(x) = /(X(x'),x') 

is independent of x l 5 and 

g W 2 = f(x) - f(X(x'\ x') = (Xl- X(xf))2 Q{x\ 
I 

Q(x) = \d2f{x1 + t{X{x')-x1\x')tdt. 
0 

We have Q *> 1/4, and the derivatives of Q of order k can be estimated in 
terms of the derivatives of / of order fc + 2, so g = (xx — X(x')) Q* e C°°{Br) has 
the required properties. 

It remains to examine the case where / (0 )^ r 4 /8 . Then we can find r0<r 
so that 

/ (x)>r 4 /9 if |x |<r0 . 

If we replace r by r0 in the lemma then g(x) = /(x)* has the required 
properties. The proof is complete. 

The following lemma is the special case of Theorem 18.6.8 where g is a 
constant metric; it is the essential step in the proof. 
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Lemma 18.6.10. Let g be a positive definite quadratic form in JR2" with 
g/ga ^ A2 S1. Let 0 S ae C°°{Wi2n\ and assume that 

(18.6.20) |a|f(w)^/l-2, if W G R 2 " and k^N. 

If N is large enough it follows that 

(18.6.21) (aw(x,D)u,u)^ -C \\u\\\ ue#>, 

where C is independent of g and of a. 

Proof In the proof we may assume that a€£f(WL2n). By Lemma 18.6.4 and 
Theorem 18.5.9 it is no restriction to assume that 

Here A-^A. The hypotheses in the lemma therefore remain valid if we 
replace all Xj by A, and (18.6.20) can then be written 

(18.6.20)' |a|£(w)^A(k-4)/2, fc^iV, welR2". 

Here e is again the Euclidean metric form. We may also assume that the 
lemma has already been proved for lower dimensions than In. This implies 
that (18.6.21) is valid if a is independent of £1? say, for aw(x,D) can then be 
regarded as an operator in the variables x' = (x2, ...,*„) depending on xx as 
a parameter, and it has a lower bound — C for every xx. Using Theo
rem 18.5.9 we conclude that this is also true if a is constant in some other 
direction. This will allow us to handle the term fx in Lemma 18.6.9. 

As in the proof of Theorem 18.6.7 we shall change the metric Xe to a 
metric G with GxA = H{x^)e such that f f ^ l a n d . aeS(l/H2,G). This re
quires in particular that 

a^ i f - 2 , \a\e
2^H-K 

To make sure that these conditions are satisfied we define 

(18.6.22) l/jff(w) = max(l,fl(w)* |a|$(w)). 

Now we apply Lemma 18.6.9 to 

f(z) = H(w)2 a(w + z/ff(w)±), zeWL2n. 

From (18.6.20)' we obtain \f\e
4^l, and we have 

f(0) = H(w)2a(wl \f\2(0) = H(w)\a\e
2(w). 

These quantities are ^ 1 by (18.6.22). We can always apply Lemma 18.6.9 to 
/(z) + 1 - / ( 0 ) . From (18.6.16) we obtain 

1/H(w)^2/H(w1) if |w-w 1 | 2 i f (w)<r 2 , 

t h a t i s ' GWl^2Gw if Gw(w-w1)<r2 . 

Hence G is slowly varying so it follows from Proposition 18.5.6 that G is a 
temperate. The proof in the present situation is so simple that we repeat it 
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to emphasize the uniformity. We must show that 

GW i^CGw(l + G* > - * ! ) ) 
or equivalently that 

H(w1)^CH(w)(l+|w-w1 |2 /^(w1)) . 

In doing so we may assume that Gw{w — w\)^c, that is, that H(w)\w 
— Wi\2^c, and then the estimate holds with C=l/c. 

Choose x^C^{z;\z\<r} real valued and equal to 1 in {z;\z\<r/2}. Then 
we have uniform bounds for x(z)f(z) and its derivatives of order ^ N . This 
follows from Lemma 18.6.9 and the fact that (18.6.20)' gives estimates for the 
derivatives o f / of order ^ 4 . By an obvious modification of Lemma 18.4.4 
we can find a sequence wveR2n such that there is a fixed bound for the 
number of overlapping balls Bv={w;Gw (w — wv)<r2} and for suitable real 
valued <£veC^(E'v), B;={w;GWv(w-wv)<r2/4}, we have | 0 J ^ C k and 

Set 
av(w) = x(H(wv)*(w - wv))

2 a(w). 

Then we have 

2>v(w)2av(w)=a(W); aveC»(Bv); \afk^C,H-\ k^N. 
We shall prove in a moment that there is a constant C2 such that 

(18.6.23) « ( x , D ) u , u ) ^ - C2(u,u), uetf. 

Admitting this we replace u by 4>™(x,D)u and sum. We can consider 
{</>v(x,{)} as a symbol in 5(1, G) with values in /2^J^(C,/2) , for at any point 
there are only a fixed number of terms to consider. Hence it follows from 
Theorem 18.6.3 that the operator 

# : u^{^(x9D)u}eL2(WLn,l2) 

is L2 continuous, that is, 

(18.6.24) ^W^ix^DM'SC.WuW2. 

The sum £<^(x,D)a^(x,D)$^(:x;,Z)) can be regarded as the composition of 
#, the operator A with the diagonal matrix symbol {av(x, £)dVfl} in 
L2(Rn,/2), and the adjoint of 3>. We have control of as many seminorms of 
the symbol of A in S(H~2,G) as we like. Since 0v{av,0v} + {</>v,av} 0v = O the 
first order terms in the composition formula in Theorem 18.5.4 cancel. 
Hence 

X 4C(x, D) < (x , D) W(x, D) = aw(x, D) + R»(x, D), 

where any desired number of seminorms of JR in S(1,G) are bounded. By 
Theorem 18.6.3 and (18.6.23), (18.6.24) it follows that 

(aw(x, D) u,u) = YJ (<(*> D) W(x, D) u, <ft(x, D) u) - (IT (x, D) u, u) 

^ - C 2 C 3 N | 2 - C 4 | M | 2 

as claimed. 
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It remains to verify (18.6.23). In Lemma 18.6.9 we can write 

x(z)2f(z) = x(z)2f2(z)Hx(z)g(z))2 

where / 2 = 0 *s obtained by multiplying fx with a cutoff function which is 
constant in the direction y and 1 in supp x- Then we have bounds for the 
derivatives of f2 of order ^N — 2. Going back to the original variables we 
set Hv = H(wv) and 

Zv = X((. -w v ) f f& K = f2((. -w v) t f*) /Hj , 

cv = (xg)((.-wv)tf*)/#v 

where f2 and g are obtained from Lemma 18.6.9 applied to H2a(wv + ./H*). 
By (18.6.18) we have 

and we have bounds for any desired number of seminorms of bv9 xv
 an<3 cv 

in S(H;2, Hve)9 S(l9Hve) and S(H;\ Hve). By the inductive hypothesis 

(b:(x,D)u,u)^>-C5\\u\\2. 

From Theorem 18.5.4 we obtain as above a bound for any number of 
seminorms of the symbol of a™{x9D)-x™(x9D)b™{x9D)x™(x9D) 
—c™{x9D)c™(x9D) in S(l9Hve) if N is large, so Theorem 18.6.3 gives a 
bound for the norm of this difference. Thus (18.6.23) and the lemma are 
proved. 

Proof of Theorem 18.6.8. We just have to repeat a part of the proof of 
Lemma 18.6.10. Choose 0V as in Lemma 18.4.4 but so that X $ J = 1. We c a n 

arrange so that 0V^V = </>V for some non-negative ^veC^(Bv) which are also 
bounded in 5(1,g). Set av = \j/va9 which implies that a = YJ(j)vav(j>v. Hence we 
obtain as before that 

£ ct>:(x9 D) < (x , D) < (x, D) - aw(x, D) 

is a bounded operator. By Lemma 18.6.10 we have 

(a:(x9D)u9u)^-C\\u\\2 

where C does not depend on v, so it follows that 

YJ(a:(x9D)(t>:(x9D)u9^(x9D)u)^-C \\u\\2 

since (18.6.24) remains valid for our new choice of 0V. This completes the 
proof. 

Specializing to the metric (18.4.1)' we have proved: 

Corollary 18.6.11. / / 0 ^ a e S ^ - ^ ( r x R n ) and 0 ^ < 5 < p ^ l then aw(x9D) is 
bounded from below and so is a(x9 D) -f a(x9 D)*. 

It is not possible to replace X~2 in Lemma 18.6.10 by a larger power: 
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Example 18.6.12. Set fc(x,<J) = x<J, (x,£)e]R2. Then 

bw(x,D)2 = aw(x,D)+± 

where a = b2, for -%-1(d^dy-dxd1)
2x£yn=i Thus 

(aw(x,D)u,u) = \\bw(x,D)u\\2- ||u/2||2, ue<^. 

The equation bw(x,D)u = 0 can be written 2xw' + w = 0 so it is satisfied by 
u(x) = x~*. Let xeC§ be equal to 1 in a neighborhood of 0 and set for small 
£ > 0 

u£(x) = (x(sx)-x(x))/\x\^. 

Then it follows that 

b™(x,D)uE(x) = \x\-±xD(x(ex)-X(x)), 

so \\bw(x,D)ue\\
2SC but ||we||

2/log£-> - 2 as £->0. Thus (aw(x,D)w£,w£)<0 if 
e is small enough. Now choose a0eC~(]R2) so that a 0 ^ 0 and a0(:x, £) = x2 £2 

in a neighborhood of 0. When X -> 0 we obtain 

K f i / I x,] / lD) II8, II.)/A
2 - (aw(x, D) ue, u j , 

for a0( | / Ix, | / I{)/A2 converges weakly to a in 5( ( l+x 2 + c^2)2,e) when A->0. 
Since the right-hand side can be negative this proves that we cannot 
improve the exponent —2 in (18.6.20) or in Theorem 18.6.8. 

However, the condition a^O in Theorem 18.6.8 and Lemma 18.6.10 is 
too strong. The reason is that in the proof of Lemma 18.6.10 we discarded 
quadratic terms which can give essential contributions when combined with 
other such terms in a later stage of the inductive proof. We shall return to 
this matter in Section 22.3. 

Theorem 18.6.7 remains valid in the vector valued case but cannot be 
improved then. The key to the proof of the positive result is the following 
rather weak analogue of Lemma 18.6.10. 

Lemma 18.6.13. Let g be a positive definite quadratic form in R2" with 
g / g ^ ^ l . Let 0SaeC°°(Wi2n,^(H,H)) where H is a Hilbert space, and 
assume that 

(18.6.25) l a l f t w ) ^ - 1 if weWL2n and k^N. 

If N is large enough it follows that 

(18.6.26) (aw{x9D)u,u)^ - C \\u\\2, ue^(JR.n,H). 

Proof As in the proof of Lemma 18.6.10 we may assume that g = Xe where e 
is the Euclidean metric form. Then 

(18.6.25)' \a\e
k(w)SX{k-2)/2. 
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Let Ao + AifcZ) be the first order Taylor expansion of a at 0. By (18.6.25)' 
we have for all veH 

(^oi;,t;) + (^1(x,0)t;,i;) + |x|2i |t; | |2/2^0, 

(A0viv) + (A1(0,Ov,v) + \t;\2\\v\\2/2^0. 

If ueSf(WLn,H) we obtain by applying these inequalities with v = u(x) or v 
= w(£) respectively, with x and £ replaced by 2x and 2£, 

(18.6.27) (^0w,w) + (^ 1 (x ,D)w,w)^-X(l l^w| | 2+P jw| | 2 ) , 

where the scalar products are now in l}(Rn
9H). (This is a substitute for 

Lemma 7.7.2.) Next we prove that 

(18.6.28) (a^^D^u^-C^dlxjuf-hWDjuW2). 

To do so we use Taylor's formula to write 

a(x^) = A0 + A1(x^) + TJxjxkRjk(x9i) + TJij^Sjk(x,0 

+ 2YixjZkTJk(x,Q9 

where Rjk and Sjk are symmetric in j and k and we control any number of 
seminorms of Rjk, Sjk and Tjk in S(l,g). Then we have 

a-(x,D) = A0 + Ai(x,D) + ̂ JR7k(^D)xk + l^jSJk(x,D)Dk 

+ Z . x i ^ ( x j D ) D k + Xl>kt-(x,l))x J .-Jlw(x,l>) 

where 

4R = Yd2Rjk/d^k + Yd2Sjk/dxjdxk-2Yd2Tjk/dijdxk 

has bounded seminorms in S(X, g). This follows from the fact that left (right) 
multiplication by Xj or Dj means that the symbol is multiplied by xj 

±\id/d£j or t;j+\id/dXj, after a short calculation. The estimate (18.6.28) is 
an immediate consequence since ||w||2^ Hx^wpH- HD^H2. 

From (18.6.28) it follows that more generally 

(18.628)' ( ^ ( x ^ J ^ ^ ^ - C X d K ^ - ^ u p + I K ^ - ^ w l l 2 ) 

for arbitrary (y,rj)eWL2n. We just have to apply (18.6.28) to a(x + y, £ + *?) with 
u transformed according to Theorem 18.5.9 to verify this. Now choose 
0eC^(R n ) so that 

Z^-v) 2 = l 
when v runs over the lattice points. Set 0v(x) = c/>(x — v) and apply (18.6.28)' 
with y=v and u replaced by </>vw. Then 

ZH(xj-vJ.)(/>vW||2^C||W||2. 

We can use the calculus with the metric |dx|2 + A|d£|2 to compute 

J ] f f ( x , D ) f l ^ D ) ^ ( x , D ) . 
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The main term in the sum is a and the first order terms cancel, so we 
conclude as in the proof of Lemma 18.6.10 that the symbol is a + b where we 
have bounds for a large number of seminorms of b in S(l,\dx\2 + A\d£\2), 
hence also a bound for the norm. It follows that 

(18.6.28)" (aw(x,D)W,W)^-C(||M||2 + Xll(^-^)"l l2) . 

Here we replace u by 4>™{D)u and rj by v. Repetition of the preceding 
argument then gives (18.6.26). The proof of the lemma is complete. 

From the lemma we obtain at once using the localization argument in 
the proof of Theorem 18.6.8: 

Theorem 18.6.14. Let g be a a temperate metric and assume that (18.6.11) 
holds. If aeS(l/h,g) takes non-negative values in J£(H,H) where H is a 
Hilbert space, it follows then that 

{aw(x,D)u,u)^-C\\u\\2, ue^(WL\H). 

Notes 

Pseudo-differential operators have developed from the theory of singular 
integral operators; these are essentially pseudo-differential operators with 
homogeneous symbol of order 0. In the theory of singular integral operators 
only the principal symbol is studied. Its multiplicative properties appear 
somewhat mysteriously since the Fourier representation is avoided, and this 
seems to be the historical reason for the term. (See Seeley [5].) Singular 
integral operators were introduced in the study of elliptic problems, but it 
was realized in the 1950's that they are not really essential then. The work 
by Calderon [1] on the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem gave another 
testimony to their importance, but in the predecessor of this book his 
results were proved and extended by direct methods based on partial 
integration, Fourier transforms and localization techniques. It seems likely 
that it was the solution by Atiyah and Singer [1] of the index problem for 
elliptic operators which led to the revitalization of the theory of singular 
integral operators. Anyway, shortly afterwards Kohn and Nirenberg [1] 
introduced pseudo-differential operators with general polyhomogeneous 
symbols. Thus they removed the artificial restriction to order 0 and gave 
rules of computation for terms of lower order, which made the new tech
niques highly competitive. Their proofs and definitions relied on the Fourier 
representation except for the change of variables which was based on a return 
to singular integral operators. This remnant was removed shortly afterwards 
by Hormander [16]. The need to incorporate fundamental solutions of hy-
poelliptic operators of constant strength led to the introduction of symbols 
of type p, S in Hormander [18], by many considered as an excessive 
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generalization. However, these were in fact inadequate for the study of 
differential operators of principal type, which led Beals and Fefferman [1], 
Beals [1] to such a great extension of the class of symbols allowed that one 
can adapt the symbols to the operator being studied. An extension of their 
techniques, adapted to the Weyl calculus which has a tradition in quantum 
mechanics going back to Weyl [5] is presented in Sections 18.4 through 
18.6. We have mainly followed Hormander [39] but some extensions are 
adopted from Dencker [2]. One of the applications of the general calculus 
given by Beals and Fefferman [1] was the "sharp Garding inequality" first 
proved in Hormander [17] and later extended to the vector valued case by 
Lax and Nirenberg [1]. In Section 18.1 we give an elementary proof of the 
original result which will be needed frequently in the later chapters. A 
generalization of the Lax-Nirenberg result as well as a much more precise 
statement in the scalar case due to Fefferman and Phong [1] are given in 
Section 18.6. For improvements in another direction we refer to Section 22.3 
and the notes to Chapter XXII. The key to the estimates in Section 18.6 is a 
result on sums of almost orthogonal operators often referred to as Cotlar's 
lemma which was proved by Cotlar [1] and by Knapp and Stein [1]; the 
more general statement given here is due to Calderon and Vaillancourt [1, 
2]. 

The conormal distributions discussed in Section 18.2 were defined in 
Hormander [26]. They constitute the simplest case of Lagrangian (Fourier 
integral) distributions which will be discussed fully in Chapter XXV. The 
results on the transmission condition are due to Boutet de Monvel [1]; the 
extended version in Theorem 18.2.18 comes from old lecture notes inspired 
by the work of Visik and Eskin [1-5]. Section 18.3 is almost entirely due to 
Melrose [1]. We refer to his paper for further developments of the theme 
parallel to the theory of Fourier integral operators in Chapter XXV. 



Chapter XIX. Elliptic Operators 
on a Compact Manifold Without Boundary 

Summary 

For an elliptic pseudo-differential operator on a compact manifold it follows 
immediately from the calculus of such operators that the kernel and the 
cokernel are both finite dimensional. Thus elliptic operators are Fredholm 
operators. The main topic of this chapter is the study of the index, that is, 
the difference between the dimensions of the kernel and the cokernel. This is 
an interesting quantity to study because it is very stable under pertur
bations; for many operators which occur in geometry the index gives 
important information on the topology. Thus the classical Riemann-Roch 
theorem, as well as some of its modern analogues for several complex 
variables, is a case of the index theorem. 
,..̂ We start in Section 19.1 by reviewing abstract Fredholm theory. In doing 

so we add some points which are not quite standard. These concern the 
stability of the index of strongly continuous families of operators, the 
expression of the index by means of traces in the case of operators in 
Hilbert space, and finally related results on invariance of Euler characteris
tics under passage to homology. The main analytical properties of the index 
of elliptic pseudo-differential operators are then established in Section 19.2. 
For pseudo-differential operators in IR" an explicit index formula is proved 
in Section 19.3 by means of evaluation of certain traces. As indicated at the 
end of Section 19.2 the results of Sections 19.2 and 19.3 can be used to 
derive the Atiyah-Singer index formulas. However, this is mainly a problem 
in differential geometry, and we do not wish to develop the necessary 
prerequisites on characteristic classes to discuss it so the remarks will be 
quite brief. Instead we pass in Section 19.4 to the Lefschetz formula of 
Atiyah and Bott which can be stated and proved without any extensive 
background in geometry. A discussion of the extent to which ellipticity is a 
necessary condition for the Fredholm property is given in Section 19.5; a 
more general notion of ellipticity is introduced in this context. 

19.1. Abstract Fredholm Theory 
If Bx and B2 are finite dimensional vector spaces (over C) and T is a linear 
transformation Bx -+B2 then the rank of T is the codimension of the kernel 
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Ker T or equivalently the dimension of the range, that is, 

dim Bx - dim Ker T=dim B2 - dim Coker T 

where Coker T = B2/TB1. This means that 

dim Ker T- dim Coker T=dim Bx - dim B2 

is independent of T. This is the basic reason for the stability properties of 
the left-hand side in the infinite dimensional case; it is called the index of T. 

If Bt and B2 are Banach spaces and Te^(Bl9B2) then 

K e r T = { / G B i ; T / = 0} 

is a closed subspace of Bt but need not be finite dimensional. The range 
TB1 need not be closed, but we have 

Lemma 19.1.1. If Te<£(BlyB2) and the range TBX has finite codimension in 
B2 then TBX is closed. 

Proof. We may assume that T is injective for otherwise we can consider 
instead the map from BJKer T to B2 induced by T. If n is the codimension 
of TB1 we can choose a linear map 

S: <Cn^B2 

such that S<£n is a supplement of TB1? that is, the map 

Tt: B1®€nB{x,y)^Tx + SysB2 

is bijective. By Banach's theorem it is then a homeomorphism, which proves 
that TBX = Tl(B1 © {0}) is closed. 

Definition 19.1.2. Te£?(Bx,B2) is called a Fredholm operator if dim Ker T is 
finite and TBX (is closed and) has finite codimension; one then defines 

(19.1.1) ind T= dim Ker T- dim Coker T. 

Sometimes we shall also use the definition (19.1.1) when only dim Ker T 
is finite and TBX is closed. This situation can be characterized as follows: 

Proposition 19.1.3. / / Te^?(Bl,B2) the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) dim Ker T < oo and TBX is closed. 

(ii) Every sequence f^Bx such that Tf- is convergent and f} is bounded has 
a convergent subsequence. 

For the proof we need a classical lemma of F. Riesz: 

Lemma 19.1.4. The unit ball in a Banach space B of infinite dimension is 
never compact (in the norm topology). 
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Proof. We can choose a sequence fjSB such that 

k<j 

for allj and all ake<E. In fact, if f1,...9fj_l have already been chosen we can 
take g outside the linear space L spanned by these elements. There is a 
point fteL which minimizes ||g-ft|| for L is finite dimensional and the norm 
-•oo if ft-»oo. Then fj=(g — h)/\\g — h\\ has the required properties. In partic
ular we have \\fj — fk\\ ̂ 1 for j=t=fc so there is no convergent subsequence. 

Proof of Proposition 19J.3. If (ii) is fulfilled it follows in particular that the 
unit ball in KerT is compact, so KerT is finite dimensional by Lem
ma 19.1.4. By the Hahn-Banach theorem the finite dimensional space KerT 
has a topological supplement BQCZB^ It also follows from condition (ii) 
that 

(19.1.2) ll/lli^C||T/| |2 , feB0. 

In fact, otherwise there is a sequence fj£B0 with l l / J ^ l and \\Tfj\\2^l/j. 
By condition (ii) a subsequence has a limit / such that feB0, \\f\\ = 1, Tf = 0 
which is a contradiction proving (19.1.2). Conversely, assume that (19.1.2) is 
valid and that f} is a bounded sequence in Bx such that Tfj is convergent. 
We can write/.=g. + ft. where g^eKerTand h}eB0 are also bounded. Since 
Thj= Tfj it follows from (19.1.2) that the sequence hj is convergent, and the 
bounded sequence gj in the finite dimensional space Ker T has a convergent 
subsequence. Thus (ii) holds. Now it follows from Banach's theorem that 
(19.1.2) holds if and only if T restricted to BQ is injective with closed range. 
This proves the equivalence of (i) and (ii). 

Our first stability result on the index is the following 

Theorem 19.1.5. If T satisfies the conditions in Proposition 19.1.3 and 
Se^(BuB2) has sufficiently small norm then dimKer(T + 5)^dimKerT, 
T-f-S has closed range, and ind(T + S) = ind T. 

Proof Assume first that Tis bijective. Then 

T + S=T(/ + T-1S) 

is bijective if UT"1!! ||S||<1, for J + T " ^ can then be inverted by the 
Neuman series. Thus the theorem is valid then. Next assume only that T is 
injective. Then we have by (19.1.2) 

ll/lli^ciiiyii^ciKr+sj/Ha + ciisiiii/iu. .. 
Hence \\f\\x^2C \\(T+S)f\\2 if C| |S | |<i which means that T+S is in
jective with closed range then. If dim Coker T < oo we can choose a finite 
dimensional supplementary space W of TBX. Let q be the natural map 
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B2-*B2/W. Then qT is bijective so qT + qS is bijective if ||S|| is small 
enough, thus 

ind(T+S)=-d im^=indT 

then. If we just know that dim Coker T > u we can choose W of dimension */+1 
with W fi TB\ = {0} and obtain ind(T + S) < -v if ||S || is small enough. If we 
apply this with T replaced by T +5, we see that the sets 

{5; C ||S|| < i,ind(r + S) = - i /} , {5; C ||S|| < ±,ind(r + S) < -i/} 

are open for every */. Because {S; C ||5|| < | } is connected it follows that 
ind(T + 5) must in fact be constant. 

If N = KerT ^ {0} we choose a topological supplement Bo C B\ of N, thus 
#i = BQ 0 N. Then it follows from what we have already proved that T + S 
restricted to BQ is injective with closed range and that 

codim(T+S)£0 = codimT£0 = codim TBX 

if ||S|| is small enough. If AT = Ker(T+S) then F n B ? = {0} and BX 

= N'®W@B0 for some finite dimensional W. The codimension of (T+S)B1 

= (T+S)W®(T+S)B0 is equal to codim TB^ dim W, so 

ind(T+S)=dimiV'-fdimP^~codimTB1 

= dim N - dim Coker T=ind T 
which completes the proof. 

Corollary 19.1.6. The set of Fredholm operators in S^{BX,B2) is open, 
dim Ker T is upper semi-continuous, and ind T is constant in each component. 

Corollary 19.1.7. / / TleSe{Bl,B2) and T2e&(B2,B3) are Fredholm operators 
then T2T1eJ?(B1,B3) is a Fredholm operator and we have "the logarithmic 
law" 

ind(T2 7\) = ind Tx + ind T2. 

Proof. Since Tx maps Ker T2 Tx into Ker T2 with kernel Ker 7"i we have 
dim Ker T2 T% S dim Ker 7\ + dim Ker T2. Similarly, dim Coker T2 Tt ^ 
dim Coker Tx H-dim Coker T2 so it is clear that T2 Tx is a Fredholm operator. 
If I2 is the identity operator in B2 it follows in block matrix notation that 

12 0 \ / 12 cos t 12 sin A /7\ 0 \ 
0 T2/ \ - J 2 s inr I2cost) \ 0 72/ 

is for every t a Fredholm operator from Bx ®B2 to £ 2 ® 2?3. When t = 0 it is 
the direct sum of the operators Tt and T2, and when t=—n/2 it is the 
operator (/i,/2)h^(~"/2»72 ^i/i)- The index is clearly indTj + indT^ and 
ind(T2 Ti) in the two cases which proves the corollary. 

Corollary 19.1.8. If Te&(Bl9B2) is a Fredholm operator and K€g?(Bl,B2) is 
compact, then T+K is a Fredholm operator and ind(T+K) = ind T. 
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Proof. If fj is a bounded sequence in Bx such that (T + K)fj is convergent, 
then the compactness allows us to choose a subsequence fjk such that Kfjk 

is convergent. Thus Tfjk is convergent, and it follows from condition (ii) in 
Propositon 19.1.3 that the sequence fjk has a convergent subsequence. Thus 
another application of Proposition 19.1.3, now to T + K, shows that T + K 
has finite dimensional kernel and closed range. By Theorem 19.1.5 the index 
of T+zK is therefore a locally constant function of zeC, hence independent 
of z. Thus T+zK is always a Fredholm operator with index equal to ind T. 

Corollary 19.1.9. / / Te&(Bl9B2) and for some SjeSe{B2yB1) we have TS2 

= J2 + K2, S1T=I1+K1 where Kj are compact, then T, Sx and S2 are 
Fredholm operators and ind T= — ind S}, 7 = 1,2. 

Proof T is a Fredholm operator since 

d imKerT^dimKerC/ i+Ki) , 

dim Coker T ^ dim Coker (J2 + K2). 

Since 
S i i j 2 :=:: ̂  1 ~f~ *̂  1 ^ 2 = = ^ 2 " ^ * J ^ l ^ 2 

it follows that S2 — S1 is compact. Hence S2T—I1 and TSi — I2 are also 
compact so S^ and S2 are also Fredholm operators by the first part of the 
proof, and ind T+ ind5 J = ind(/J + XJ) = 0 by Corollary 19.1.7 and Corol
lary 19.1.8. The proof is complete. 

The index has much stronger stability properties than stated in Corol
lary 19.1.6: 

Theorem 19.1.10. Let B1 and B2 be two Banach spaces and let I be a compact 
space. If Tte^(B1,B2) and Ste<£(B2,B1) are strongly continuous as functions 
of tel, and if 

^ i i = jSf Tf —J1? K2t=TtSt — I2 

are uniformly compact in the sense that for 7 = 1,2 

Mj^&jtfitelJeBjtWfWjZl] 

is precompact in Bj, then Tt and St are Fredholm operators, dimKerT^ and 
dim Ker St are upper semi-continuous, and ind Tt = — ind St is locally constant, 
hence constant if I is connected. 

Proof. Tt and St are Fredholm operators by Corollary 19.1.9. Let 

N = {(t,f)eIxB1,\\f\\1 = l,Ttf = 0}. 

This is a closed subset of J x Mt, for Ttf = 0 implies f=—KltfeM1. Hence 
N is compact. The proof of Lemma 19.1.4 shows that 

/k={tG/;dimKerT f = fe} 
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is the set of all t such that there exist /1 ? ...,/k with (t,fj)eN and 

for j = l,...,/c and all ate(C. Thus Ik is the projection in J of a compact set in 
Nk and therefore compact, which means that {t;dimKer Tt<k} is open. 
Hence dim Ker Tt is upper semicontinuous and the same is of course true for 
dimKerS,. 

Since ind Tt + indSt = 0 the theorem will be proved if we show that ind Tt 

(and therefore indSt) is upper semi-continuous. Let t0el and choose a 
topological supplement B0aBi of KerTto. Since the injection B0-^Bi has 
index — dimKerTf0, the index of the restriction of Tt to B0 is indT, 
— dimKerTfo. We must therefore show that codim Tf2?0^ codim T,o 2^ when 
t is in some neighborhood of t0. Choose W with dim P^=dimCoker Tto and 
^ ^ ^ = {0}. The set 

Nw = {(tJ)eIxB0, \\fh~UTJeW) 

is compact. In fact, Nw is closed. When (tJ)eNw we have f = StTtf — Kuf 
where KltfeMx, and 

IITJII^Cil/H^C 
since Tt is strongly continuous in t. The compactness of Nw follows now 
from the fact that 

{ ( t ,g )eJx^ ; | | g | | 2 ^C} 

is compact and that {t,g)t-+Stg is continuous there. We can now conclude 
that the projection in I 

Iw = {t;(t,f)eNw for some/} 

is compact. The complement is therefore open and contains to by the choice of 
W. For all f in a neighborhood of to we have therefore proved that 

codim Tt B0 ^ dim W= codim Tt0 B1, 

which completes the proof. 

The hypotheses of Theorem 19.1.10 are very natural in the study of 
elliptic pseudo-differential operators Tt; the operators St are their para-
metrices. - We shall now leave the stability properties of the index and 
derive a trace formula, for the index of Fredholm operators in Hilbert 
spaces. It will be used to prove explicit index formulas in Section 19.3. First 
we recall the basic facts on Hilbert-Schmidt and trace class operators. 

Definition 19.1.11. If Hx and H2 are Hilbert spaces then the space 
S^2{H1,H2) of Hilbert-Schmidt operators from Hx to H2 consists of all 
Te <£(Hl9ff2) such that 

imi^xiir^ii2 

is finite, if {et} is a complete orthonormal system in Hx. 
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The notation already presupposes that the sum is independent of the 
choice of orthonormal basis, which is indeed the case since for any complete 
orthonormal system {fj} in H2 we have 

SllTgl||
2=2i(rg|,//)|

2=i:i(«<.7'*^l2=Ilir*/Jll
2. 

This shows also that T*eJ£2(H2,H1) and that T* has the same Hilbert-
Schmidt norm as T. If S^SeiH'^H^ and S2e£?(H2,H'2) for some other 
Hilbert spaces H[ and H2 we also have S2TS1eJ£2(H[,H2) and 

II^TSJ^IISJIITUISJ, 

the norms of Sx and S2 being operator norms. In fact, 

IIS^SJ^HSJ IITSJ^IISJ ||S*T*||2^||S2|| IISJII ||T*||2. 
If Te^(Hl,H2) has finite rank, that is, the kernel N has finite codimen-

sion, then we can factor Tas the canonical operator H1-^H1/N followed by 
an operator H1/N-^H2. Since HJN is finite dimensional the second opera
tor is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and we conclude that Te^?

2(Hl,H2). 
Operators of finite rank form a dense subset of if2(if1,H2) since we can 
approximate any Te^2(H1,H2) arbitrarily closely by changing the defini
tion of Tet to be 0 except for a large but finite subset of indices. In 
particular we conclude that all Hilbert-Schmidt operators are compact. 

If TjE^2(HpH0lJ = U2, it follows that T=TfT1eS,
2(Hl9H^9 but the 

product has additional properties. In fact, if {e}) and {fj} are orthonormal 
systems in H1 and H2 labelled by the same index set, then 

ZI(T^.)| = X \(Tiej,T2fj)\ ^ I ITJJTJ , . 

On the other hand, let TE^?(H1,H2) and assume that 

(19.1.3) ZKT^/^x 

for all orthonormal systems {e}} and {/)•} in Ht and H2 labelled by the same 
index set. Let A = (T* T)* which is a bounded self-adjoint operator in Hx. If 
the kernel is N, the range is dense in the orthogonal complement N' of N. 
S m C e \\Tf\\2 = (T*Tff)=\\Af\\\ 

the map Af\-+Tf is isometric, so its closure is an isometric operator 
U: N'^>H2, and T=UA. If {e,} is a complete orthonormal system in N' it 
follows that fj= Uej is an orthonormal system in H2, and we have 

Thus B = A* is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and 

||B||2 = XU^^), 
for B vanishes in N. Recalling that ||t/B||2^||B||2 we take T^B and T2* 
= UB, which gives T= T2* T2 and 

l|T1 | |2 | |r2 | |2g||B||i = Xl(Te7,/J)|. 
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The opposite inequality is always true so we must have equality. Summing 
up, we introduce the following definition: 

Definition 19.1.12. If H1 and H2 are Hilbert spaces then the space 
£?

1{HUH2) of trace class operators from Hx to H2 is the set of all 
Te£?{HuH2) such that (19.1.3) is valid for all orthonormal systems {e,}, 
{fj} in Hi and H2 respectively, or equivalently T=T^TX where 
TjeJ£2(Hj,H0) for some other Hilbert space H0. The norm in <£x{ttx,H2) is 
defined by 

(19.1.4) l|T||1 = supXl(T^/ /) l = inf||T1 | |2 | |T2 | |2, 

the supremum (infimum) being taken over all such {^}, {fj} (resp. Tl9T2). 

The triangle inequality and the completeness follow from the first part of 
(19.1.4). From the second part we conclude that if TeJ?1(H1,H2) and 
S^&iH'^HJ, S2e^(H2,H

f
2) then S2 TS^JSP^Hi, JET2) and 

ll^rsj^iisjiiriijsj. 
Hence the operators of finite rank are of trace class, and they form a dense 
subset since this is true for Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 

If T e J ^ H , H) we define the trace of T as 

Tr(T) = Tr ( r |H) = X ( T ^ , ^ ) 

where {e}) is a complete orthonormal system in H. This is independent of 
the choice of {^}, for if we write T=T* Tx with T)ei?2(ff,H0) then 

v , A i = l j 

The coefficient of tx ~t2 is independent of the choice of e3 and it is equal to 
Tr(T). Thus the trace is uniquely defined and it is a linear form of norm 1 
on &X(H9H). 

Proposition 19.1.13. If Te&^H.H) and H' is a closed subspace of H such 
that TH' czH' then the restriction V of T to H' and the operator T" in H" 
= H/H' induced by T are both of trace class, and 

(19.1.5) Tr(T|H) = Tr ( r |HO + Tr(T''|H''). 

If T^JS?!(#!,#!) and S is a continuous bijection H1->H2, then 

(19.1.6) T^ST^-'e^iH^H,), Tr(T1|H1) = Tr(T2 |fl2). 

Proof That T is of trace class follows from the definition of trace class 
operators in terms of (19.1.3). We can identify H" with HQH'. If P is the 
orthogonal projection H-+H" it is clear that T" is the restriction of PT to 
if", hence of trace class. If we take an orthonormal basis {e'J in H' and one 
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{e'(} in H" then they form together an orthonormal basis for H and (19.1.5) 
follows at once. If Te^^H^H) is of finite rank and N is the kernel of % it 
follows from (19.1.5) that Tr(T) is the trace of the operator induced by T in 
the finite dimensional vector space H/N. Hence it is independent of the 
norm in the Hilbert space, which proves (19.1.6) when Tx is of finite rank. 
Since operators of finite rank are dense in Sf^H^.H^) and the map 
£,

1(HuH1)3T1h-+ST1S-1e<$?1(H2,H2) is continuous, we obtain (19.1.6). 

We can now prove a well-known trace formula for the index: 

Proposition 19.1.14. Let Te&{Hl9H2\ Se&(H2,H1)9 and set 

R^Ii-ST, R2 = I2-TS, 

where Ij is the identity operator in Hj. Assume that R^ and P 2 are of trace 
class for some N>0. Then it follows that T is a Fredholm operator and that 

(19.1.7) ind T=Tv(RN
1)-Tr(RN

2). 

Proof. Assume first that N = l. By Corollary 19.1.9 the compactness of Rj 
implies that T is a Fredholm operator. Note that 

TR1=R2T 

and write Hj = Nj®Hfj where Nx is the kernel of T and H'2 is the range of T. 
Then T induces a bijection H^-^H^. If JfJ is the orthogonal projection 
Hl-^H[ then TP1R1 = TRl=R2T. Hence R2 maps H'2 to itself, and it 
follows from (19.1.6) that 

Tr (^ 2 | i fy = Tr(P1^1 | / / i) . 

Now Rx is the identity on Nx so we obtain from (19.1.5) 

Tr(i?1) = dimN1+Tr(P1^1 |ff /
1). 

Furthermore, I2—R2 — TS maps H2 into H'2, so R2 induces the identity on 
H2/H'2. Using (19.1.5) again we obtain 

Tr(R2) = dimN2 + Tr(R2\H
f
2) 

which proves that 

Tr (P 1 ) -Tr (P 2 ) = dimA/1-dimiV2 = ind7: 

Thus Proposition 19.1.14 is proved when JV = 1. If N>1 we replace S by 

S' = S(J2 + J R 2 + . . . + P £ - 1 ) . 

It is then obvious that TS' = I2—R", and we have 

S'T = S(I2 + (I2-TS)+...+(I2-TS)N-1)T. 

Since S(TS)k T = (ST)k+1 and 

x(l +(1 - x ) + ... +('1 -x)N "x) = 1 - ( 1 -x)N, 
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it follows that 
S" T = IX -(Ix -ST)N = I1 -RN

V 

The proof is therefore reduced to the case N = l and so complete. 

The first part of the proof is a special case of the following result on 
invariance of Euler numbers which will be the basis for our work in 
Section 19.4. 

Theorem 19.1.15. Let 

(19.1.8) H_1 = {0}^Ho^H1-^H2-+...^HN->{0} = HN+1 

be a complex of Hilbert spaces with all 7} continuous with closed range. Thus 
we assume TjTj__l = 0, that is, 

TJ_1Hj_1<={feHJ;Tjf = 0}=NJt j = l,...,N. 

Let RjeJP^HpHj) commute with the complex, that is, 

(19.1.9) RjTj_1 = Tj_1Rj_1, ; = l,...,iV. 

Then Rj(Tj_1Hj_1)czTj_1Hj_i and RJNJCZNJ so Rj induces an operator Rj 
of trace class in Hj = Nj/Tj_lHj_1. We have 

(19.1.10) X(-D'Tr(^|^) = X(-l)'Tr(^|^/). 
0 0 

Proof By (19.1.9) we have 

Rj(Tj-1 Hj-i) = Tj-1 Rj-1 Hj_! c Tj_! Hj_1, 

and RjNj^Nj since TjRjNj = Rj+lTjNj={0}. From Proposition 19.1.13 it 
follows that Rj as well as the operator Rj induced by Rj in Hj/Nj are of 
trace class and that 

TilRjlH^TriRjlty+Tm'jlHj/Nj) 

^TriRJTj^Hj.J + TriRjlSjHTriR'jlHj/Nj). 

Now Tj defines an isomorphism Hj/Nj-*TjHj, and by (19.1.9) it transforms 
Rj to Rj+1 restricted to TJHJ. Thus 

T r ^ . l ^ H T r t i ^ 

The first and the third terms drop out when we form the alternating sum in 
(19.1.10) which proves this formula. 

The complex (19.1.8) is called a Fredholm complex if all 7} have closed 
range and the spaces HJ = KQTTJ/TJ_1HJ_1 are finite dimensional. A Fred
holm operator defines a Fredholm complex with JV = 1. Conversely, a Fred
holm complex can be split to a Fredholm operator: 
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Proposition 19.1.16. The complex (19.1.8) is a Fredholm complex if and only if 
the operator A defined by 

H W e n =©ff2 j9 ( /o j2 , - .0^^ 

is a Fredholm operator. The index of A is the Euler characteristic 

£ ( - i y d i m j J j . 

Proof. Since Tj_1 Hj_1 cKer T) the range of Tj_t is orthogonal to the range 
of Tf. Hence 

(19.1.11) \\A(f0J2,...)\\
2 = YJ(\\T2Jf2J\\

2+\\T*_1f2j\\
2). 

Assume first that we have a Fredholm complex. Then 

\\f2j\\
2^C\\T2jf2j\\

2 

when f2j is orthogonal to Ker T2j, for T2j has closed range. Since T2j_1 has 
closed range it follows that T2*j_1 has closed range, hence that 

Wf2j\\2^C\\T*_1f2j\\
2 

when f2j is orthogonal to KQTT^J_1. NOW H2j is the orthogonal sum of the 
orthogonal complement of Ker T2j, that of KerT2*-_1, and H2j which we 
identify with Ker T2jn Ker T2*j_1. Hence 

\\f2j\\
2SC(\\T2Jf2j\\

2+\\T*_J2j\\
2) 

if f2j is orthogonal to H2j, for we can then write f2j
 = g2j + n2j where g2j is 

orthogonal to KerT2j., hence in KerT2*._l5 and h2j is orthogonal to 
KerT2*._l9 hence in KerT2.. The inequality is therefore reduced to the two 
preceding ones applied to g2j and to h2j. Using (19.1.11) we can now 
conclude that A has closed range and kernel ®H2j. In the same way it 
follows that the kernel of A* is ®H2j+1, which proves that A is a Fred
holm operator with index equal to the Euler characteristic. 

On the other hand, if A is assumed to be a Fredholm operator it follows 
from (19.1.11) that Ŵ  = KerT 2 j nKerT 2 % 1 is finite dimensional and that 

I I^II^^IIT^JHIIT^,/^2) 

when f2j is orthogonal to Wj. When f2j is orthogonal to Ker T2j we have 
T2j_lf2j = Q so \\f2j\\

2<zC\\T2jf2j\\
2 which proves that T2j has closed range. 

When f2j is orthogonal to KerT2*j_l we obtain that T2*j_1 has closed range, 
hence T2j_l has closed range. The proof is complete. 

We shall apply the preceding method to a complex defined as a product 
of the complexes associated with two Fredholm operators Ay. Hj

0-+H{, j 
= 1,2. First recall that the tensor product Ht®H2 of two Hilbert spaces Hx 

and H2 is defined as the set of continuous antilinear forms on H j X f ^ 
corresponding to antilinear maps H2~+Hx of Hilbert Schmidt class in the 
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obvious sense. Thus H x® H 2 = J£2(H 2, H J where H2 is H2 with multiplica
tion by scalars changed by complex conjugation. (Equivalently, if we realize 
Hj as L2(Xj,iij) where fxj is a positive measure on X} then H1®H2 is 
naturally isomorphic to L2(X1xX2).) Imitating the definition of the de 
Rham complex of differential forms in R 2 we introduce the complex with 
the spaces 

G0 = Hl®Hl G1=H\®H2
0®H1

0®H2
U G2 = H\®H\, 

and the maps 
W o ®/o2) = (^i/o ®/o >fo ® A2f

2\ 

Ufi ®foJo ®fi) = A1f0
1 ®f2-n®A2f

2. 

Here / / e # j . It is immediately clear that we obtain a complex. Splitting it as 
in Proposition 19.1.16 we obtain an operator A: G0@G2~^Gl defined by 

( 1 9 ' L 1 2 ) A=\lh®A2 AWl) 

in block matrix notation. If F = (F 0 ,^ i )e i fJ®H§©Hl ®H? then 

AF = ((A1®Il)F0-(I{®Ai)Fu{Ih®A2)F0 + (A1®Il)F1) 
and thus 

(19.1.13) | |XF| |2=| | (^1®/g)F0 i r2+| | ( /J®A2)F0 | |2 

4-| |(/1
1®^*)F1 | |2+||(^*®/2)F1 | |2 . 

It follows immediately that 

(19.1.14) KerA = KerA1®KerA2®KQrA*®KerA*. 

The estimate 
\\F\\2SC\\AF\\2 

is valid for all F orthogonal to this space if 

\\f\\2£C\\Ajf\\2
9 

w h e n / e H i is orthogonal to KQV Aj, and 

\\g\\2SC\\Ajg\\2 

when geH{ is orthogonal to Ker,4j\ These estimates are equivalent, and we 
see that the range of A is closed because A} have closed range. Similarly we 
find that A* has closed range and that 

(19.1.15) KQT A* = Ker A*®Ker A2®Kzr Ax®Ker A*. 

Thus A is a Fredholm operator and 

ind A = dim Ker A x dim Ker A 2 + dim Coker A1 dim Coker A 2 

— dim Coker A l dim Ker A 2 — dim Ker A x dim Coker A 2, 

which completes the proof of the following theorem: 
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Theorem 19.1.17. Let Ay. Hj
0^H{, j = 1,2, be Fredholm operators. Then the 

operator A from i f j ® ^ © ^ ^ ^ ! to H{®ifg©HJ(g)H^ defined by 
(19.1.12) is a Fredholm operator, and 

(19.1.16) indA = mdA1indA2. 

We shall end this section by proving a more general version of Theorem 
19.1.15 which is occasionally usefW although we shall not need it in this book. 
The main point is to extend the last assertion in Proposition 19.1.13. 

Proposition 19.1.18. Let H} be a Hilbert space and let Tje^l (H., H^, j = 1,2. 
If there exists a closed linear operator S with domain dense in Hl and range 
dense in H2 such that S is injective and T2S<=STi9 then it follows that Tr(T:) 
= Tr(T2). 

Proof By a classical theorem of von Neumann A = S* S is self-adjoint and S 
is the closure of the restriction to the domain of A. Thus B = A* is a self-
adjoint operator in H1 with the same domain as S, and we have there 
\\Bf\\i = \\Sf\\2- Let if be the spectral projection for B corresponding to the 
interval (e, 1/e). Since 2?/=f=0 when / 4=0 it follows that i f / - > / as £->0 for 
every feHx. Define P2

S = SP1
ES~1 on SHX which by hypothesis is a dense 

subset of H2. If g = Sf then 

\\p2
£g\\=usif/ii=nwr/ii ^ w\\=IIS/II=iigii. 

Thus the closure Q of P2 is defined in H2 and has norm ^ 1 ; Q2 = Q so Q is 
a projection. It is an orthogonal projection, for ||ft||^||g + /i|| for all h with 
Qh = h and g with Qg = 0, so these spaces are mutually orthogonal. We shall 
denote the closure Q also by P2

E. If g = Sf then P2
Eg = SP1

ef 

BI»f = I»Bf-+Bf9 8->0. 

Hence SPEf is also convergent, necessarily to Sf = g, which proves that 
Plg-*g for every fixed geH2. 

Since the range of if is contained in the domain of S, we have by 
hypothesis 

T^P^S^P*, 

hence in the domain of 5 

T2P2
ES = ST1P1*. 

If we multiply to the left by P2 we obtain 

P2
ET2P2

ES = SP1
ET1P1

E. 

Since S is a continuous bijection of If Hl on P2H2, with norm :ge - 1 for 
the operator and its inverse, it follows from Proposition 19.1.13 that 

Tr(P2
£T2P2

£) = Tr(/?£T1P1
£). 

The proof is now completed by the following lemma: 
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Lemma 19.1.19. Let Te i f^H, / / ) and let Sp RjE^(H,H) be sequences con
verging strongly to the identity. Then it follows that Tr(SjTR*)-*Tr(T). 

Proof. Since 

wsjTRjw^c'wn^ 
if C is an upper bound for \\Sj\\ and ||7}||, it is sufficient to verify the 
statement when T is of finite rank. Then N = Ker T is of finite codimension 
and we can write T as a product T=T'P where P: H^H/N and V: 
H/N^H are bounded. Then SjT-+T' in Se^H/N^H) since H/N is finite 
dimensional, so 

\\SJT-T\\1£\\P\\\\S3T'-T'\\1-+Q. 

Similarly, 
WTRf-TW^WRj^-T+W^O, 

which implies that 

WSjTRj-TW^WSjWWTRj-TU + WSjT-TW^O. 

Hence Tr(SjTRj)-+Tr(T), which proves the lemma. 

We can now extend Theorem 19.1.15 as follows: 

Theorem 19.1.20. Let (19.1.8) be a complex of Hilbert spaces and densely 
defined closed linear operators Tj. Thus we assume that the range Wj of Tj_1 

is contained in Ker 7}. (We set Wo = {0} and Ker TN = HN.) Let RjeSf^HpHj) 
commute with the complex in the sense that 

Rj+lTjCzTjRp j = 0 , . . . , JV-l . 

Then R.W^W^ RjKerTJcKerT/? and__Rj induces an operator Rj of trace 
class in the Hilbert space Hj = KerTj/Wj. With this notation the invariance 
formula (19.1.10) remains true. 

The proof is identical to that of Theorem 19.1.15 with Proposition 19.1.13 
improved by Proposition 19.1.18. We leave for the reader to verify that this 
is true. 

19.2. The Index of Elliptic Operators 

Let X be a compact C00 manifold without boundary, and let £, F be two 
C°° complex vector bundles over X with the same fiber dimension. Their 
antiduals will be denoted by £* and F*. We recall from Section 18.1 that a 
pseudo-differential operator Pe¥m(X;E®Q*9F®Q*), where Q is the densi
ty line bundle on X, has a principal symbol 

peSm{T*{X), -Homfo* E, n* F)) 
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uniquely determined modulo Sm~l. Here the fiber of Hom(7r*F,7r*F) at 
yeT*(X) consists of the linear maps Eny-*Fny if n is the projection 
T*(X)^X. Also recall that P is elliptic if there exists some <?eS-m(T*(X), 
Hom(7r* F, 7i* E)) such that 

(19.2.1) qp-IeS-l(T*(Xl Hom(7r*F,7r*F)), 

pq-IeS'^T^X), Hom(7E*F,7T*F)); 

the conditions are equivalent when E and F have the same fiber dimensions. 
By / we have denoted the identity maps in 71;* E and in n* F respectively. 

Theorem 19.2.1. If Pe¥m(X;E®Q*,F®Q±) is elliptic then P defines a Fred-
holm operator from H{s)(X;E®Q^) to H{s_m)(X;F®Q^) with kernel 
aC°°(X\E®Q% thus independent of s; the range is the orthogonal space of 
the kernel a C°°(X;F*®Q±) of the adjoint P*e¥ /m(X;F*(x)0% E*®G±). 
Thus the index is independent of s and equal to the index of P as operator 
C00(X;E®Q^)^C0°{X;F®Q^) or ®'(X;E®Q*)-+9'{X;.F®(P), and it 
depends only on the class of P modulo *pm_1. / / F = F* and P — P*eWm~1 

then indP = 0. 

Proof Choose Qe¥-m(X;F®Q*,E®Q*) so that (19.2.1) is valid for the 
principal symbols of P and of Q. Then 

P: H{s)(X;E®Q±)-+H{s_m)(X;F®Q% 

Q: H(s_m)(X;F®Q-)^H{s)(X;E®Q% 

KX=QP-I: H{s)(X;E®a*)-*H{8+1){X;E®a*)9 

K2 = PQ-I: H{s_m)(X;F®Q-)^His_m+1)(X;F®Q-) 

are continuous for every s. The map ff(s+1)->/f(s) is compact for every s. 
(See Theorem 10.1.10 or else use the characterization of H{s) in Theo
rem 18.1.29 and note that symbols of order —1 can be approximated in 5° 
by symbols of order — oo. See also Theorem 18.6.6 for a general version of 
the statement.) Hence it follows from Corollary 19.1.9 that P: H{s)-+H{s_m) 

and Q: H{s_m)-+His) are Fredholm operators and that indP + ind() = 0. 
Since (19.2.1) is only a condition on the principal symbol, the choice of Q 
only depends on the equivalence class of P modulo W™'1, so indP is 
independent of P within such a class. Now weKerP implies 

u=-Klu=...=(-K1)
NueH{s+N) 

for every positive integer N. Thus ueC00. The adjoint P* of P is an elliptic 
pseudodifferential operator mapping H(m_s)(X9 F*®Q*) to H{_S)(X, E*®Q*). 
If v is in the kernel then 

v=-K*2v=...=(-Ktf'veHlm_,+K) 

for every N so veC00. Since the range of P as operator from H{s) to H(s_m) is 
closed, it is the orthogonal space of this kernel, which completes the proof, 
for the last statement follows from the fact that i n d P = — indP*. 
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From Corollary 19.1.7 it follows that for the product PlP2 of two elliptic 
operators we have 

(19.2.2) ind(P1P2) = indPl+mdP2. 

By Corollary 19.1.6 we have ind/J=indP2 if PjeWm(X;E®Q^, F®Q±) 
are elliptic and the principal symbol of Px — P2 is sufficiently small in Sm. 
A stronger stability property follows from Theorem 19.1.10: 

Theorem 19.2.2. Let I he the interval [0,1] on 1R, and let l3t\-~+a(t) 
eC°°(r*(X); Hom(7r*£,7c*F)) and J9n-+b(0eC°°(T*(X); Hom(7r*F,7r*F)) 
be continuous maps such that a(t) is uniformly bounded in Sm, b(t) is uni
formly bounded in S~m, and a(t)b(t)—I is uniformly bounded in S~1(T*(X); 
Hom(7i*F,7t*F)) while b(t)a(t)~I is uniformly bounded in S~1(T*(X); 
Hom(7t*F,7r*F)). / / ^ A ^ H I j E g f l * F®C±) have principal symbols 
a(0) and a(l) respectively, it follows then that indy40 = ind>41. 

Proof. Let us first recall how one obtains an operator A(t) with principal 
symbol a(t). (See the discussion after Definition 18.1.20.) Choose a covering of 
X by coordinate patches Xp with local coordinates Kji XJ -> Xj a 3R", such 
that there are local trivializations 

<f>y. E\Xj^XjX<EN, *y. F\XJ^XJXC. 

We can choose the covering so fine that XjUXk is also contained in such a 
coordinate patch whenever Xjr\Xk=^0. Set 

which is then an NxN matrix with entries in S m ( I .xR") , where n of 
course is the dimension of X and N is the fiber dimension of E and of F. 
Choose a partition of unity l=X%j o n % w^ t r l XfiCoiXj)- Then we can 
define A(t) for ueC$(X,E) by 

A(t)u = Y,lj</T' KJ aj(t9x,D){KJ*)*(Xj</>jII). 

Similarly we define B(t) with principal symbol b(t). To compute A(t)B(t) 
and B(t)A(t) we can work in local coordinates using Theorems 18.1.8 and 
18.1.17. It follows that 

X1(0 = B ( 0 ^ ( 0 - A K2(t) = A(t)B(t)-I 

are of order —1 and uniformly bounded as operators H{s)-*H(s+l) for any s. 
Hence Theorem 19.1.10 gives at once that 

ind A0 = ind A(0) = ind ^4(1) = ind A x, 

which proves the theorem. 

To determine the index of arbitrary elliptic operators it suffices to study 
operators with polyhomogeneous symbol of order 0: 
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Theorem 19.2.3. Let PeWm{X;E®Q±,F(g)Q>) be elliptic, with principal sym
bol p, and let h be a homogeneous function of degree 1 on T*(X) which is 
positive and C°° outside the zero section. Then the operators with principal 
symbol p(x,R£/h) are elliptic and have the same index as P when R is 
sufficiently large. 

Proof First assume that m = 0. Choose qeS° so that qp — I and pq — I have 
compact support, and set for 0 ̂  e S1 

pe(x,(J) = p(x,<Jx(6fc)), qe(x9£) = q(x9£x(eh))> 

where x is a decreasing C00 function on R with x{t) = \ when t<\ and x(t) 
= l/t when t>2. By hypothesis we can find C so that pq = I and qp = I 
when h ̂  C. This implies that 

provided that hx(^h)^C when €/z^l , that is, eC^mmt^1tx{t). We have p0 

= p so the statement follows from Theorem 19.2.2 if we show that pe and qE 

are uniformly bounded in S° for O ^ e ^ l . To do so it is sufficient to 
examine the set where l^eh^2, for pE=p and qE = q when sh^l, and pe, qe 

are homogeneous of degree 0 when eh^2. With the notation s^ = rj the 
statement for pe is that 

p(x,rjx(h{x,n))/s) 

is uniformly bounded in C°° in the compact subset of T*(X) \0 where 
l^h(x,rj)S2. This follows at once from the fact that p(x,9/e) is uniformly 
bounded in C°° when | ^ / i (x , 0)^2, because p is a symbol of degree 0. The 
proof is now complete when m = 0. 

To handle the general case we choose a C°° positive hermitian metric in 
£* and write it in the form 

(a(x)v,v\ veE*. 

Thus a(x)\ E*'->EX is bijective and its own adjoint. Choose now a pseudo-
differential operator AexP~m(X\E:¥®Q*,E®Q*) with principal symbol 
ah~m. By Theorem 19.2.1 the index of the elliptic operator A is 0 so 
PAe*F°(X;E*®Q*,F®Q*) has the same index as P and principal symbol 
pah~m. Thus it follows from the first part of the proof that P has the same 
index as PR a if a denotes multiplication by a and PR has principal symbol 

p(x,RZ/h)h(x,R£/h)-m = p(x,R£/h)R-m 

for some sufficiently large R. This completes the proof, for a is invertible. 

If P G C ° ° ( T * ( X ) \ 0 , Hom(7c*£,7i*F)) is homogeneous of degree 0 and 
elliptic, that is, p(x9£) is invertible for every (x,£)eT*(X)\0, then we define 
s-ind/? as the index of the elliptic pseudo-differential operators with prin
cipal symbol p. From Theorem 19.2.2 or just from Corollary 19.1.6 it follows 
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that s-indpi = s-indp if 

(19.2.3) s u p l l p M - ^ M - Z I K l , 

the norm being taken with respect to some hermitian metric in E. In fact, 
tp1+(l — t)p is then the principal symbol of an elliptic operator with index 
independent of t when O ^ t ^ l . This observation allows us to define 
s-indp even if p is just continuous; we define s-indp = s-indpi if p\ is 
any C00 homogeneous elliptic symbol of order 0 satisfying (19.2.3). The 
definition is independent of the choice of px since (19.2.3) implies that 

sup\\p2(x^)-i
Pl(x9i)-m<^ 

for some p2 € C°° arbitrarily close to p , hence s-indpi = s-ind p2- For our 
extended definition we still have s-indp = s-indpi if p and p\ are just 
continuous, elliptic and homogeneous symbols of degree 0 satisfying (19.2.3). 

Theorem 19.2.3 suggests a further extension. Let peC(T*(X), 
Hom(7c*£,7c*F)) and assume that the set of (x,£) such that p(x, £) is not 
invertible is compact. If we choose h as in Theorem 19.2.3 then 

pR{x,Z)=p(x,RZ/h) 

is a homogeneous elliptic symbol when R is large, and we define 

s-indp = s-indp* 

then; the definition is independent of the choice of R. It is also independent 
of the choice of h, for if h1 is another positive continuous function which is 
homogeneous of degree 1 then 

p(x,R£/(tfc + (l-t)fti)) 

is for large R invertible when £ ^ 0 and 0 ^ t ^ 1. Thus s-indp does not change 
if h is replaced by h\. 

Theorem 19.2.4. There is a unique function s-ind defined on all p £ C(T*(X), 
Hom(7r* Eyir* F)) with invertible values outside a compact set, such that 

(i) s-indp = indP if P is an elliptic pseudo-differential operator of order 0 
with homogeneous principal symbol p of order 0; 

(ii) if pt for 0 St ^ I is a continuous function oft with values in C(T*(X), 
Hom(7r* E, IT* F)) and p\ (JC , £) is invertible for all such t except when (x, £) is in 
a compact set, then s-ind pt is independent oft. 

Proof. We have already proved the existence, and the uniqueness follows 
from the homotopy used in the proof of Theorem 19.2.3. Note that Theo
rem 19.2.3 states that indP = s-indp for any P € &m(X;E <g> i? i ,F ® tfi) with 
principal symbol p. 

Before proceeding we shall discuss the elementary example where X 
=R/27cZ is the circle and the bundles are just X x <C. It is then enough to 
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study the operator with principal symbol 

a(x,£) = a + (x), £>0 ; a(x,£) = a_(x), £<0, 

where a+ and a_ have values in C \ { 0 } . We can multiply by the (multipli
cation) operator a~_x which has index 0 to change the symbol to a + (x)/a_(x) 
when £ > 0 and to 1 when ^ < 0. If m is the winding number of a+ (x)/a_ (x) then 

a+(x)/a_(x) = eimx+<t>ix) 

where <j> is periodic. Replacing (j> by tcj) for Org £5^1 gives a homotopy 
showing that it is enough to consider the case 0 = 0. 

The operator P defined by 

PGX*"*)= £ uke
ikx 

which takes the analytic part of the Fourier series expansion of u is a 
pseudo-differential operator with symbol 1 for £ > 0 and 0 for £<0. In fact, 
if u is a trigonometrical polynomial then 

Pu(x)= lim (2ni)~l §Y^ukzkl(z~reix)dz 

= lim \u{y)l{\-rei{x-y))dyfln. 
i - ^ l - O 

The limit of 1/(1 -e~eeix) as e-> + 0 is i/{x + i0) plus a term which is in C°° 
in ( —7c,7c). Since i/(2n(x + iQ)) is the inverse Fourier transform of the Heav-
iside function this proves the statement. What remains is to determine the 
index of the operator 

u\-^eimxPu + u-Pu. 

Let u+ be the analytic function in the unit disc with boundary values Pu 
and let u_ be the analytic function outside the unit disc with boundary 
values u — Pu; it vanishes at oo. If ueC°°(X) is in the kernel we have 
zmw + (z) + w_(z) = 0 when |z| = l, so the function which is zmu + (z) when 
|z|;gl and — u_(z) when | z | ^ l is an analytic function vanishing at oo, hence 
equal to 0, if m^O. If m<0 then q(z) = u+(z) when | z | ^ l and q(z) = 
-z~mu_(z) when | z | ^ l defines an analytic function which is 0(|z| |m |_1) at 
infinity. Thus q is a polynomial of degree |m| —1 and conversely every such 
polynomial defines an element in the kernel. Thus the dimension of the 
kernel is 0 when m^O and — m when m<0. 

On the other hand, if feC°°(X) and we write / = / + + / _ as for w, then 
the equation 

Z W M + (Z) + M_(Z)=/+(Z) + /_(Z) 

is satisfied by u_=f_ and u+=z~mf+(z) if m^O. When m>0 it is equiva
lent to u_=f_ and zmu+(z) = f+(z) so it can be fulfilled if and only if f+(z) 
= 0(|z|m). Thus the dimension of the cokernel is 0 and m in the two cases. In 
both cases we find that the index is — m. Summing up, we obtain if a(x, £) is 
a continuous function from I x R to C without zero for large |£| that 
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s-ind a is the degree of mapping for the mapping from the boundary of 
{(x,£); XEX, \£,\<R] to a(x,£)/\a(x9OleS1 if R is large enough. Here we 
have oriented the cotangent bundle of X by dx A d£ >0. 

The extension of the definition of s-ind to continuous symbols was 
made above for two reasons. Firstly it underlines the topological character 
of this object, which was also seen in the explicit example just discussed. 
Secondly, the product operation which we shall discuss below leads to 
operators which are not quite pseudo-differential but are covered by the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 19.2.5. Let Pje
xF$g{X\E®Q*,F®Q*) and assume that JF}->P in 

&{H{S){X\E®Q% H{s_m){F®Q*)) for some seWL. Then the homogeneous 
principal symbol Pj of Pj converges uniformly on compact subsets of T*(X) \0 
to peC(T*(X) \0 ; Hom(7r*£,7c*F)). If p is everywhere an isomorphism then 
P is a Fredholm operator from H(s)(X; E<x) Q*) to H{s_m)(F®Q*) with index 
equal to s-ind/? (If p is modified in a compact set to a continuous function). 
If the hypothesis is valid for all seWL then Ker P is a subspace of C°°(X; E®Q*) 
and the range is the orthogonal space in His_m)(X;F®Q*) of a subspace 
ofC">(X;F*®a*). 

Proof If aeSphg(JR.n x R") has principal symbol a0, and u, veCo(Win), then 

We have 

where the norm is the L2 norm. A similar estimate is true for v, so it follows 
that 

\(a0(.9Qu,v)\£M\\u\\\\vl | { | = l, 

if M is the norm of a(x,D) as operator from H{s) to H(S_OT). Thus 
sup \a0\^M. If we apply this to 0(£ —ij)^ with faij/eC^iX) having sup-

port in a coordinate patch, it follows that pj—pfc-»0 uniformly on compact 
subsets of T*(X) \0 as j and fc->oo, so p = limp. exists and is a continuous 
function, homogeneous of degree m. 

Assume now that p is invertible. For a moment we also assume that 
s = m = 0. Then we have a uniform bound for pj1 on T*(X) \0 when j is 
large. By the second part of Theorem 18.1.15 it follows that we can choose a 
pseudo-differential operator Qj with principal symbol pj1 such that the 
norm of Qj in 5£{R2,FI^ is uniformly bounded if Hl=l}(X\E®Q^) and 
H2 = L2{X\F®Q% Now 

QjP = I + Q.(P~Pj) + (QjPj-Il 
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I + Qj(P — Pj) is invertible in ^(Hl9H1) for large j9 and QjPj — I is compact, 
so QjP is a Fredholm operator. Thus KerP is finite dimensional. Since PQj 

is a Fredholm operator for similar reasons it follows that P has a closed 
range of finite codimension. Hence P is a Fredholm operator, and for large j 

indP = indPy = s-ind/?, = s-ind/?. 

For arbitrary s and m we choose as in the proof of Theorem 19.2.3 
elliptic pseudo-differential operators 

Ae¥-8(X;E*®Q*9E®Q*) and BeVs-m(X;F®Q^F*®Q>) 

with index 0. Thus B(Pj-P)A-+0 in if(L2(Z;£*®0*),L2(X;P*®Q*)) so it 
follows from the case of the theorem already proved that BPA is a Fred
holm operator. Let A' and B' be parametrices of A and of B. Then 

P = B/(BPyl)i4/ + (/-B'J?)PAi4 /-l-P(/-i4i4 /) 

is a compact perturbation of the Fredholm operator B'(BPA)Af, hence also 
a Fredholm operator. For large j the index is equal to that of Pj9 thus equal 
to s-ind pj =s-ind/>. 

If the hypothesis is fulfilled for all s then KerPc=JFf(s)(X;£(g)0*) de
creases with s. UP*: Him_s)(X;F*(g)Q*)->Hi_s)(X;E*®Qjt) is the adjoint 
then dim CokerP is equal to the dimension of KerP*cff ( m _ s ) (X;F*®O i ) 
which increases with s. Since the index is independent of s it follows that 
Ker P and Ker P* are independent of s, which completes the proof. 

In our application the approximating sequence of pseudodifferential 
operators will be obtained from the following lemma. 

Lemma 19.2.6. Let a(x9y9£)eS%hg(WLn+n' x l " ) where m>0, and let a0 be the 
principal symbol. Choose %eC°°(lRn+"') so that x(£,*7)=l when |fy|^max(l,|<J|), 
and %((̂ ,̂ ) = 0 when |*/|^;max(2,2|£|), while x{£»n) is homogeneous of degree 0 
when \n\ > 2. Then 

ae(x, y, {, t,) = a(x, y, fl ztf, s ̂ eS^^"' x R"+") , 

the principal symbol converges uniformly to a0 when \^\2 + \rj\2 = l as 2-*0, and 
the norm of aE(x9y9Dx9Dy) — a(x9y9Dx) as operator from H(s) to H(s_m) tends to 
0 as e^Ofor every selR. 

Proof. The principal symbol of az is a0(x9y9^)x0(^
erl) if Xo is t n e principal 

symbol of %• Here Xo(^el?)~*Xo(&0)=l if e->0 and {=1=0; since ao(x9y90) = 0 
this proves the convergence of the principal symbols. We have 

(ae(x9 y9 Dx9 Dy) - a(x9 y, Dx)) u = a{x9 y9 Dx) ve9 

ve = x(Dx,sDy)u-u. 
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For fixed y we can estimate the L2 norm of a(x,y,Dx)v with respect to x by 
the H(m) norm of v with respect to x. Thus 

||(a,(x, y, Dx, Dy) - a(x, y, Dx)) u ||20) 

^CJJ(l + |$|2riz«,8»;)-i|2l««,»/)l2d{d»; 
^| |u | | (

2
m )SUpC'(l+|^|2r |Z(46»?)-l |2(l+|^|2 + W2)-m 

When jj(^,e»/) + l we have 1 + |<J|2;S2|SJ7|2, hence 

(l + |^2)/(l + |^|2 + W2)^282W2/(l + |^|2 + | f ? | 2)^2 £
2 . 

This proves that 

(19.2.4) \\(a£(x,y,Dx,Dy)-a(x,y,Dx))u\\(0)^C^\\u\\(m). 

Next we shall prove that 

(19.2.4)' \\(ae(x,y,Dx,Dy)-a(x,y,Dx))u\\(s)^Css
m\\u\\(m+s) 

if s is a positive integer. To do so we observe that x(Dx,eD ) commutes with 
differentiations while the commutator of a(x9y9Dx) and a differentiation is of 
the same form. Hence Da(a£(x9y9Dx9Dy) — a(x9y9Dx))u is.a sum of terms of 
the form 

(bB(x,y9Dx,Dy)-b(x9y,Dx))Di'u 

with |/J|^|a| and b of the same form as a. This gives (19.2.4)' at once when s 
is a positive integer. If s is a negative integer and ueH{m+s)9 we can write 

"= I ^ X , I NJI(
2

w)^c||w||(
2

m+s). 

If we commute the derivatives Da through a{x9y9Dx) as above and apply 
(19.2.4), we obtain (19.2.4)' also when s is a negative integer. By Corollary 
B.1.6 this proves the estimate (19.2.4)' for arbitrary real 5. The proof is 
complete. 

If Vx and V2 are vector bundles on different spaces Xx and X2 then the 
vector bundle on XxxX2 with fiber V1XI@V2X2 at (xl9x2) is denoted by 
Vx El V2 in the following theorem. 

Theorem 19.2.7. Let X and Y be compact C°° manifolds, Ex and Fx hermitian 
vector bundles on X9 EY and FY hermitian vector bundles on Y9 and assume 
that 

pe C(T*(X)9 Hom(7r* EX9 n* Fx))9 qe C(T*(Y)9 Hom(7i* EY, n* FY)) 

are isomorphisms outside compact subsets Kx and KY. Then 

*{x,t,y,t,) \I(g)qM pfcfl*®/ / 
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is in 

C(T*(XxY), 

Hom(7c| Ex [xj n £ EY © nx Fx [x] 7c J FY, rc£ Fx [xj 7rf E r © 7i£ £ x [x] 7r£ Fy)). 

d is an isomorphism outside Kx xKY, and 

(19.2.5) s-ind d = (s-ind/?)(s-indtf). 

Proof. With the notation in Theorem 19.1.17 it follows from (19.1.14) and 
(19.1.15) that A is an isomorphism whenever Ax or A2 is an isomorphism. 
The finite dimensional case of this result shows that d(x,^y,rj) is an isomor
phism unless (x,£) € Kx and (y^r)) € Ky. Thus d is an isomorphism outside 
Kx x Ky so s-ind d is defined. 

When proving (19.2.5) we may assume that p and q are homogeneous of 
degree 1 and C°° outside the zero section, for p and q are homotopic to 
such functions. Then d is also homogeneous of degree 1 but may not be C°° 
at (x,£,y,rj) unless both £ and rj are +0. If we choose pseudo-differential 
operators P and Q with principal symbols p and q this corresponds analyti
cally to the fact that 

/ P ® / -I®Q*\ 
\I®Q P * ® / / 

is not a pseudo-differential operator. (Here P* and Q* are of course the 
pseudo-differential operators which are adjoint to P and Q with respect to 
the scalar products fx(u,v) or fY(u,v) for sections w, v of £ (8) i?i or of F <g> i?s. 
Thus they are not the Hilbert space adjoints if P and Q are considered as operators 
in H(s) spaces.) 

Let l = X ^ j anc* l = lL{l/k be partitions of unity in X and in Y sub
ordinate to coverings by coordinate patches where the bundles E and F are 
trivial. Let D0 be defined as D with P and Q replaced by 

which have the same principal symbols. Using Lemma 19.2.6 we can find 
pseudo-differential approximations to (j>j\l/kD<j)jil/k for arbitrary y and fc. If 
we multiply them left and right by 4>j and \jjk and sum, we obtain pseudo-
differential operators DE of order 1 converging to D0 in if(if(s),if(s_1}) for 
every s, and with principal symbols converging to d. Thus ind D0 = s — indd 
by Theorem 19.2.5. To compute indD0 we only have to determine C°° 
elements in the kernel and cokernel. Now the calculation which gave 
(19.1.13) also gives 

D*r> =(Po*Po®I + I®Q*oQo 0 \ 
0 ° \ o P0Po*®i+i®QoQtl 

and a similar formula for D0 D* with P0* P0 replaced by P0 P0* and so on. It 
follows that (19.1.14) and (19.1.15) remain true, so indD0 = indP0indgo = 
(s-indp)(s-ind<7), which completes the proof. 
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We shall now discuss a method which in principle can be used to 
compute s-indp in two steps: 

(i) Simplification of the underlying space X to a Euclidean space. 
(ii) Explicit calculation of the index for elliptic operators in a Euclidean 

space. 

In this context we shall only consider elliptic operators which are trivial at 
infinity, that is, are defined by multiplication with an invertible matrix 
function outside a compact set. Step (ii) is the subject of Section 19.3. Step 
(i) begins with embedding the manifold X in a Euclidean space: 

Lemma 19.2.8. For any compact C°° manifold X there is a C°° embedding 
<P: X-+WLV for some large enough v. 

Proof We can cover X by compact sets Kj9 j = l , . . . , J, contained in coor
dinate patches X- with local coordinates icy. X^W1, if n is the dimension of 
X. Choose (frjeC^iXj) equal to 1 in a neighborhood of Ky Then 

is a C°° map with injective differential. If xeKj and <P(x)=<I>(y) then (f)j(y) 
= (j)j(x)=l so yeXj and Kj(x) = Kj(y). Thus <P is injective which proves the 
lemma. 

By composing # with a generic projection on a 2n + l dimensional 
subspace it is easy to reduce v to 2n+1, but this is not important here. 

Let N(X) be the normal bundle of the embedding, 

N(X)= {(x,y)eX xR v , t0\x)y = O}. 

Then the fibers of N(X) inherit a Euclidean structure from the Euclidean 
metric in Rv, and the implicit function theorem gives that 

{{x,y)eN{X); \y\<p}s(x9y)^^x) + y 

is a diffeomorphism on a tubular neighborhood Up of <P(X) if p is suf
ficiently small. To accomplish step (i) in the plan above we shall generalize 
the product construction in Theorem 19.2.7 so that applied to an elliptic 
pseudo-differential operator in X it yields a pseudo-differential operator in 
Up which can be regarded as an operator in Rv which is trivial outside Up. 
To do this we need first of all an operator of index 1 which can be defined 
in the fibers of N(X) (compactified at infinity to spheres) with reference only 
to the Euclidean structure but is independent of a choice of basis. Thus we 
must define in RM a pseudo-differential operator invariant under the orthog
onal group which has index 1 and, preferably, a very simple kernel and 
cokernel. 

To construct such an operator we consider first in the case \i=\ the 
operators n #sx r r 

F P = x + iD:H1-+H0, 
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where H 0 = L2(IR) with norm denoted by || ||, and H1 consists of all ueH0 

with xueH0 and DueH0, the norm being defined by 

(\\u\\2+\\xu\\2+\\Du\\2)K 

If Pu = 0 then (x + d)u = 0, that is, u(x)=Ce~x2/2 which is a function in HX. 
The range of P is dense in H0 for if ve H0 is orthogonal then (x — d)v = 0, so 
v= C ex2/2 which cannot be in H0 unless C' = 0. Since 

||Pw||2 = \\xu\\2+ \\Du\\2 + (xu,du) + (du,xu)= \\xu\\2+ \\Du\\2- \\u\\2 

it follows from Proposition 19.1.3 that the range is closed, hence equal to 
H0. In fact, if M. is a bounded sequence in H1 such that Puj is convergent, 
then \\xUj\\ and \\Duj\\ are bounded so there is a subsequence ujk which is L2 

convergent. If we apply the preceding identity to ujk — ujt it follows that x ujk 

and Dujk are also L2 convergent. Hence P is a Fredholm operator with 
index 1. 

The analogue of the preceding example in R" is obtained by considering 
the exterior algebra over C" as a complex with exterior multiplication A(w) 
by w = x + i£, 

A(w): 0 - ^ C - ^ 1 C"-*...^An<£n->0. 

This is exact when w=j=0, that is, the range of each map is the kernel of the 
next. It suffices to prove this when w is a basis vector, and then it is clear 
that w only annihilates the forms where w can be factored out. We shall 
split the complex in the manner described in Proposition 19.1.16, after 
introducing the usual hermitian structure in Aj C". Thus we write 

Ae = @A2j(€nl A0 = ®A2j+ x (Cn), 

and when u = (u0,u2,...)eAe we define 

p(w) u = (A(w) u0 + A(w)* u2,.. .)eA°; 

then p(w)*: A°^>Ae has a similar form. By the finite dimensional case of 
Proposition 19.1.16 we know that p(w) is bijective for 0=t=weCn. (In particu
lar, the dimensions of Ae and of A0 are equal, which follows already from 
the fact that (1-1)W = 0.) Let H1 now be the space of all forms of even 
degree 

u = u0 + u2 +... 

such that /, Djf, xjfel? for all coefficients / and j = l9 ...,n, and let H0 be 
the space of all forms of odd degree with coefficients in L2. 

Proposition 19.2.9. The first order differential operator p(x + iD) maps Hx 

onto H0 with one dimensional kernel generated by the scalar function e~'*'2/2. 

Proof. Let qeC*(]R.2n,&(A0,Ae)) be equal to pix + ii)'1 outside a compact 
set. Then geS(# - 1 ,g) where 

R(x,£) = (l + \x\2 + \Z\2)K g = (\dx\2 + \dt\2)/R2. 
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This follows from the homogeneity. Hence q(x,D) is a continuous map from 
H0 to Hx, for q(x,D), Xjq(x,D) and Djq(x,D) are in Op 5(1,g) and therefore 
L2 continuous by Theorem 18.6.3 or just Theorem 18.1.11. From the general 
calculus of pseudodifferential operators in Section 18.5 we obtain, with 
p(x,£) = p(x + i£\ 

q(x,D)p(x,D) = I + K1(x,D) 

where K^S^/R^g). If uetf' and p(x,D)u = 0 it follows that u = 
(—J^ (*,£)))* u for every AT, so ue£f. We also have 

p{x,D)q(x,D) = I + K2(x,D) 

where K2eS(l/R,g). Thus K2(x,D\ XjK2(x,D) and DjK2(x,D) are con
tinuous from H0 to H0 so K2(x,D) is compact from H0 to # 0 . Hence the 
range of p(x,D): H1-^H0 is closed and of finite codimension. If v is orthogo
nal to the range then v= —K2(x,D)*v=;(-K2(x,D)*)Nv for any JV, so veSf. 
Thus it only remains to show that the multiples of e~^lj2 are the only 
forms (with coefficients) in SP annihilated by p{x,D) and that p(x,D)* is 
injective on £f. This requires a more explicit calculation. 

If / is a q form in Rn with coefficients in Sf, then 

A(x + iD)f= <x,dx> A / + df= e~ |x'2/2 d(e | x | 2 /2/). 

We can write 
f=TfjdxJ 

where J = (Ji,-..J(j) is a g-tuple of indices between 1 and n, / 7 is anti
symmetric in the indices, and £ ' denotes summation over increasing indices 
only. Then we have 

A(x + iD)f = £Y;{dj + xJ)fJdxJAdx'9 
j J 

M(x + iD)/ | | 2 = X Z , ( ( ^ + x,)/J,(a i + x I)/L)£/i 
jJJ,L 

where £^ = 0 unless j$J, l$L and {/}uJ = {/}uL; in that case sjJ
L is the sign 

of the permutation I J. We shall rearrange the terms in the sum. First 

consider those with ; = /. For these we must have J = L and j$J if e{[^0, so 
the sum is 

ZZf\\(dj + Xj)fj\\2. 

Next consider the terms with 7=}=/. If e{J
L^0 we must then have leJ and jeL, 

and deletion of / from J or j from L gives the same multi-index K. Since 

eJJ _ oj i pjlK JjK __ _ „J p jK 
blL~~bjlKbljKblL ~ blKbL ' 

the sum of these terms is 

j*l K 
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A simple calculation which we leave for the reader gives 

|| A(x + i D)*f ||2 = 1 1 ' ((x, - dt)flK, (Xj - dj)fjK). 
3,1 K 

Since 
[(xJ.+a.),(x/-a/)]=2(5J, 

we obtain after an integration by parts 

\\A(x + iD)f\\2+\\A(x + iD)*f\\2 = Z Z WiXj + ^fjf + lqWff. 

Using (19.1.11) we conclude that if u = Y,u2q where u2q is a 2q form with 
coefficients in £f then 

||p(x + fD)W||2 = Z4^IN2jl2 + Zll(^ + ^>ll2-
1 j 

Thus p(x + iD)u = 0 implies that u is a multiple of e~ |x|2/2. Similarly we have 
if v = YJv2q+1 where v2q+1 is a 2g + l form with coefficients in £f 

||p(x + fD)*t;||2 = Z(4g + 2)||i;2g+1||2 + Zll(^ + ̂ )^ll2-
q j 

Thus p(x + iD)* is injective which completes the proof. 

Remark. The proof of Theorem 15.1.1 is essentially the case q = l of the 
calculation above. 

To continue our program we must modify p(x + iD) to a pseudo-differ
ential operator of order 0. 

Lemma 19.2.10. / / Te(x,£) = ( l+ |ex | 2 + |££|2)-2 then TE(x,D) is for small e>0 
an isomorphism of 1} on the Hilbert space B of all uel3 with DJUGL2 and 
Xjuell for7 = l,.. . ,n, and TE(x,D)~x/'->/ in L2 as e-»0 if feB. 

Proof Let RE=1/TE and introduce the metrics 

ge = e2(\dx\2 + m\2)/Re(x^)2' 

which are uniformly a temperate when 0 < a ^ l . It is obvious that R£ and TE 

are uniformly bounded in S(RE,gE) and SCFg, gE) respectively, for this is true 
when 8=1 . Hence 

RE(x,D)TE(x,D) = I + Ku(x,D) 

where Ku is uniformly bounded in S(e2/R2,gE). Thus the operator norm in 
L2 is 0(e2), so I + Ku(x,D) is invertible in L2 for small £. Similarly 

TE(X,D)RE(X,D) = I + K2E(X,D) 

where K2E is bounded in S(e2/R2,gE). Hence the L2 operator norm of 
K2E,[XJ,K2J and [D j?iC2J are 0(e2\ so the operator norm of K2e in B is 
0(s2). Thus I + K2E is invertible in £ for small s, so TE(x,D) is an isomor-
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phism L2-># and Re(x,D) is an isomorphism B-+I}. We have 

T£(x, DY 7 = Re(x, D) (I + K2£(x, D))~ 7 feB, 

and (/ + X 2 e (x ,D) ) - 1 / - > / in B as e->0. Finally, when g e ^ then 

|| Ke(x, D) g ||2 = (Ke(x, £>)* Ke(x, D) g, g) 

= llgll2 + £2(Z l l^g | | 2+ ||D.g||2) + (X3£(x,D)g,g) 

where K3E is uniformly bounded in S(s2,ge) so the norm is 0(s2). Hence 
Re(x,D) has uniformly bounded norm as operator from B to L2. If get? then 
#£(x,D)g->g in 5^ as e-»0 since Re->1 in C00 and #£ is uniformly bounded 
in S(Rl9g1). Thus 

T£(x, D)~ 7 = Ke(x, />)/+ Re(x, D) ((/ + K2£(x, D))"* / - / ) - / 

in L2 as e -» 0, which completes the proof. 

Fix a now so small that T£(x, D) is an isomorphism and 

(T£(x,D)-1e-W2/2,e-W2/2)>0. 

Then p£(x,D) = p(x,D)T£(x,D) is a surjective Fredholm operator in 
if(L2(RM,/le), l3(WLn,A0)) with index 1 which is injective in the orthogonal 
plane of e_1*|2/2. Clearly 

p£(x, 0 = p(x, S) Tt(x,«) - i X 3p(x, 0/3 <^T£(x, £)/Sx,. 

To deform p£ to a pseudo-differential operator which is trivial at infinity we 
choose (/>eC^(3R") and ^ G C ° ° ( R " ) as decreasing functions of the radius so 
that 

(/>(x) = ^ (x )= l when | x | < l ; 

0(x) = O, ^(x)=l / |x | when |x|>2. 

Lemma 19.2.11. I /aeS(l ,g) £/zen 

(19.2.6) aa(x,£) = fl(x,0(«x)^K) 

is uniformly bounded in S(l,G)for O^S^l if 

G = \dx\2/(l+\x\2) + \d£\2/(\+\£\2). 

We have a*(x,f) = a(x,0) i / |5x |>2, and a3(x,Z) = a(x9(l>(6x)£/\8Z\) if\d&>2. 

Proof The statement means that 

\D\D{ ad(x, a ^ C.,(l +|^ |)- "'(1 + |x | ) -m . 

In view of the homogeneity in £ when |<5£|^2 we may assume that |<5£|^2 
in the proof. First we assume that |<5x|^l. Then ad(x, £) = a(x,\l/(d£)t;), and 
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it suffices to prove the first estimate when 3 = 1 and then it follows from the 
fact that \j/{i)^ is smooth and homogeneous of degree 0 for large |£|. Since 
l + |x| + ^(5<J)|^|^l + |x| + c|^| the terms in D^D^a6(x,0 where a has been 
differentiated j + |/?| times can be estimated by a constant times 

(1 + |X| + |£|)--M'I(1 + |^|y-laI^C(l + |x|)- |/?l(l + |^ | ) - | a | 

as claimed. When |<5x|>2 we have ad(x9£) = a(x90). The assertion is obvious 
then so we now assume that l^|<5x|gj2. We can then estimate a derivative 
of a of order j by C8j

9 and 

\DiD\cj>{8x) WQ5S\S C.„(l + \x\)~ 1̂ 1(1 + | f | )- | a | 

since this is true when 8 = 1 and <5/(l + |<5x|)^l/(l + |x|). The required es
timate is an immediate consequence. 

We have now developed all the tools required to construct the operator 
to be used in the generalized product formula: 

Theorem 19.2.12. There exists a symbol jBe<Sphg(IR
n x]R") with values in 

&{Ae{W)9 A°(WLn)) such that 

(i) B(x, £) = A(x/\x\) + A(x/\x\)* if \x\ is sufficiently large. 
(ii) The kernel of B(x9D) minus B(x90)8(x — y) has compact support. 

(iii) B(x9D) maps L2(WLn,Ae(WLn)) onto l3(WLn
9A°(WLn)) with one dimensional 

kernel cz C^(H^n
9A

e(WLn)) consisting of rotationally symmetric scalar functions. 
(iv) 0* B(x,D)u = B(x,D)0*u if O is an orthogonal transformation in R" 

andueL2{WL\Ae(WLn)). 

Proof. Choose s so small that the conclusions of Lemma 19.2.10 are valid 
and the kernel of pe(x9D) is not orthogonal to e_,x |2 /2. Next we apply 
Lemma 19.2.11 to a = pe and to b = p~x outside a compact subset M 
= { (x , f ) ;M^C, | f | gC} of R2". Then as(x9£)b3(x9l) is the identity if 
(x,£)£M and 2 5 C g l . In fact, if (x,</>((5x)iA(<5£K)eM then \5x\£5C£l, 
hence ^(<5£)|<5f|^<5C^ so |<5£|^1 and |£ | ^C. Now 

b3(x,D)ad(x9D) = I + Kia(x,D), 

ad(x9D)bd(x9D) = I + K2d(x9D) 

where Kj5 are bounded in S((l +|x|)-1(l +|^|)-1,G) for small S if G is 
defined as in Lemma 19.2.11. Hence it follows from Theorem 19.1.10 that 
ind ^(x, D) = 1 and that dimKera (5(x,D)=l if S is small enough. If 
useKer ad(x9 D) and ||MJ = 1 then ud= —Kldud belongs to a fixed compact 
subset of L2. Any limit point u0 when 8-+0 is in the kernel of pe(x9D) and 
has norm 1, and is therefore not orthogonal to e~W2/2. If dO is the Haar 
measure in the orthogonal group and 

Ud = \0*uddO 
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then Ud is also in the kernel of ad(x, D) and has the same scalar product with 
e-\x\2ii a s u^ s o US^Q for small d. Thus we have a generator for the kernel 
which is invariant under the orthogonal group, which means that it is a 
rotationally symmetric function. 

The kernel K of ad{x,D) is ad(x,0)8(x — y) if |<5x|>2. Now 

K(x,y) = (27z)-n$ei<x-y>s>ad(x^)d£ 

is rapidly decreasing when |<5x|^2 and y->oo (see the proof of Theorem 
7.1.22). It follows that 

(K(x, y) - ad(x, 0) <S(x - y)) (1 - <j>(y y)) - 0 

in 9* as y->0, if <j> is defined as in Lemma 19.2.11. Hence the operator 

B0(x9D) = ad(x9D)-(ad(x9D)-a8(xM(l-<l>(yx)) 

which clearly has the property (ii) will also satisfy (iii) if y is small enough. 
When |<5x|>2 we have 

B0(x, 0 = p(x, 0) T£(x, 0) - i X dp(x9 0)/d Zs dTe(x, 0)/dxj 

= p(x,0)/|sx| + O(l/|x|) as x-»oo. 

If 6 is a sufficiently small positive number then 

B(x, Q = (j>{e x) (1 + s\\x\2 + (j>(Sx)2/52)f (|x|2 + $(dx)2y - B0(x, 0 

+ (l-0(0x))p(x,O)/|x| 

will remain a function of x with invertible values if |(5x|>2, so (i) is fulfilled 
and B inherits properties (ii), (iii) from B0. Rotational symmetry has been 
respected in the entire construction so (iv) is valid, which completes the 
proof. Note that the factor of B0 above was chosen so that the principal 
symbol is 

(i)' p(x + i<l>(5x)Z/\8m\x\2 + <l>(&x)2)-*. 

The operator B(x,D) is convenient to use analytically, and the symbol is 
homotopic to p(x + i£) outside a compact set. We shall call B the Bolt 
operator since the symbol is a generator in the Bott periodicity theorem 
which will not be used here though. For technical reasons it is preferable to 
regard B as an operator in Sn = IR"u{ao}, with the local coordinates Xj/\x\2 

at infinity. B maps sections of the trivial bundle EB = Sn x Ae(<En) to sections 
of the bundle FB which is equal to R"x/l0(C") over R" and to (S*\{0}) 
xyle(C") over S n \{0} , with (x,p(x/|x|)w) and (x,w) identified if x e I T \ { 0 } 
and weAe((£n). With the first representation the definition of Bu is un
changed if ue<T(Rn), and with the second one the operator B acts as the 
identity if suppw is sufficiently close to oo. The compatibility of these 
definitions follows from condition (ii) in Theorem 19.2.12. 

We are now prepared for the proof of an index formula for the fiber 
products which occur in connection with an embedding. The statement is 
long but one should note the analogy with Theorem 19.2.7. 
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Theorem 19.2.13. Let Y be a compact C00 manifold, EY and FY two complex 
C°° hermitian vector bundles over Y, and let 

qe C{T*(Y)9 Hom(7i* EY, TC? FY)) 

be an isomorphism outside a compact set. Let V be a real vector bundle of 
fiber dimension n over Y, endowed with a Euclidean structure. Let Vy be the 
sphere obtained by adding a point at infinity to Vy, and let V be the sphere 
bundle over Y with these fibers. Thus V=Vu(Yx {oo}) with the C°° structure 
at infinity defined so that the inversion Vy\ {0}3v\-*v/\v\2 extends to a diffeo-
morphism K \ V° -> V if V° = Y x {0} is the zero section of V. Denote by V€ the 
complexification of the vector bundle V, and let EB be the lifting from Y to V 
of the vector bundle Ae(V<^. Let FB be the vector bundle on V obtained from 
the lifting of A°(V^} to V and the lifting of Ae(V€) to K \ V° by identification 
of(v,p(v/\v\)w) and (v,w) ifveVy\{0} and weAe(Vy€). Here p(v) = A(v) + A(v)* 
as above. Let EY, FY be the bundles EY, FY lifted to V, and choose 

qe C(T*(V), H o m ( 4 EY, n* Ft)) 

so that with n denoting the projection V-^Y 

(19.2.7) q(t,7t*n) = q(nt,rj) if teV and neT*(Y). 

Now introduce for (£,T)GT*(K), £, denoting the restriction of z to the fiber, 

l , T J \ I®q{t9x) il/(x)p(x + i^(x)r®lj 

where x is t regarded as an element of Vnt and i/̂ (x), 0(x) are decreasing 
continuous functions of\x\ which are equal to 1 at 0 and equal to l/\x\ resp. 0 
in a neighborhood of oo. Then 

deC(T*(V),Hom(n$EB<g>EY®FB®FY9n$ 

is an isomorphism outside a compact set, and 

(19.2.8) s-indd = s-ind#. 

Proof. First we recall that (19.1.12) is an isomorphism whenever Ax or A2 is 
an isomorphism. Now il/(x)p(x + i£(j)(x)) is an isomorphism unless x = £ = 0, 
thus teV0 and T is orthogonal to the fiber Vnt. But that means that T = n*n 
for some neT*t(Y), so it follows in view of (19.2.7) that d is an isomorphism 
outside a compact set. Thus s-indd is defined and is independent of the 
choice of q satisfying (19.2.7) and also of the choice of (j) and of \jj. When 
proving (19.2.8) we can also assume that q is homogeneous of degree 1 and 
C00 outside the zero section of T*(Y). Choose Qe*F*hg(Y; EY® Q*,FY®Q*) 
with principal symbol q. To change the Bott operator B to a first order 
operator we choose a pseudo-differential operator T in Sn such that the 
principal symbol at a cotangent vector (x, £) is its length with respect to the 
standard arc length in S". (This is |dx|2/(l+|x|2)2 in 1R" identified with 
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Sn \{oo} so the principal symbol of T restricted to T*(WLn) is |£|(l + |x|2).) 
Adding a large positive constant to T we can make T invertible, hence of 
index 0. The operator T also acts on sections of the trivial bundle EB on Sn, 
and B^BT is now a first order elliptic pseudo-differential operator with 
kernel generated by a rotationally symmetric scalar function if T is chosen 
invariant under the orthogonal group. It is clear that Bx also acts on 
sections of EB®EY®Q\ for they can locally be considered as forms in IR" 
depending on the parameter y and with values in Ey®Q$, and Bt is 
invariant under the orthogonal group. (In the spherical fibers we identify 
functions with densities.) 

As in the proof of Theorem 19.2.7 we take a partition of unity 1=]£^£ 
subordinate to a covering of Y with coordinate patches Yk where EY and FY 

are trivial and V with its Euclidean structure is equivalent to YkxIRw. In 
terms of these trivializations \l/kQil/k defines an operator from sections of 
EB®EY®Q\ to sections of EB®FY®Q$ which can be approximated by 
means of Lemma 19.2.6. After multiplication left and right by \j/k we can 
pull the operator back to the manifold. Summation over k gives an operator 
<2 = £(5 k from sections of EB®EY®Q\ to sections of EB®FY®Q\ such 
that 

(19.2.9) Q(l®n*u)=\®n*Q0u, 

if u is a section of EY®Q\ on Y. Here Q0
 = YJ

xl/kQll/k *s another pseudo-
differential operator in Y with principal symbol q. When we apply Lemma 
19.2.6 to il/kQil/k we obtain pseudo-differential operators converging to Qk 

with principal symbols converging to i//kq(nt,ri) at (f,7c*iy). (It is extended 
from there so that it is constant in the directions conormal to the plane x 
= constant defined in terms of the local trivializations, but this information 
does not survive when we form Q.) Thus the principal symbols of the 
operators approximating Q converge to some q satisfying (19.2.7). In the 
same way we can also lift Q to an operator Ql from sections of 
FB®EY®QY to sections of FB®FY®Q\, and we have the intertwining 
properties 

(19.2.10) & B i = B i & B^Q^QBl 

since they are true for the local constructions. 
Now consider the operator 

\Q B* J 

from sections of EB ® EY <g> Q\ ® PB ® Fr ® Q\ to sections of FB <g) EY <g> QJ © EB 

®Fy®OJ. Just as in the proof of Theorem 19.2.7 we can now apply 
Theorem 19.2.5 and conclude that D is a Fredholm operator whose index 
can be computed on smooth sections, for the limiting principal symbol 

(19.2.11) 
\q ft, / 
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is an isomorphism outside the zero section of T*(V). In fact, the principal 
symbol b1 of Bx is an isomorphism at (£,T) except when T is conormal to Vnt9 

and then it follows from (19.2.7) that q(t,r) is an isomorphism, when T + O. 
From the intertwining property (19.2.10) it follows that 

/B*Bl+Q*Q 0 \ 
\ 0 ^Bf + ̂ e * / ' 

Here B1Bf is injective, and the elements in the kernel of BfBl can be 
written in the form u0(\x\)®v(ny) where u0 is a scalar function of the 
Euclidean metric and v is a section of EY®Q\. But the proof of (19.2.9) 
gives 

Q(u0 ®n*v) = u0® 7i* Q0 v, 

so the kernel of D is isomorphic to that of Q0. Similarly, 

(B.BX + QXQ, 
\ 0 B 

0 - V 
Here Bt B\ is injective so we see as above that the kernel consists of all 
u0®n*v, where v is a C°° section of FY®Q\, annihilated by Q*. Since Q 
preserves the degree of forms along the fibers of V this means that u0 ® TC* V 
must be orthogonal to Qw for every section w of Fy ® i? | regarded as a 
subbundle of £ B ®F y (x)0 | . If J denotes integration along the fibers then 

\u0Qw = QQ\u0w 

by the definition of Q. (Cf. (19.2.9).) Hence the condition on v is that v is 
orthogonal to the range of Q0, that is, Q*v = 09 so we have 

ind D = dim Ker go - dim Coker Go = ind Go = s-in(* q • 

It remains to establish a homotopy between the symbol (19.2.11) of D 
and d(t,x). The construction of Bj gives 

b1 = \t\xP(x + i<K8x)Z/\8Z\)K\x\2 + <K»x)2)*, 

wjere (5 is obtained from Lemma 19.2.11 and |̂ |JC = ( l+ |x |2) |^ | is the length 
of £ with respect to the spherical Riemannian metric. By the homogeneity 
of p this is equal to 

P ( x | ^ + i0(5x)(l + |x |2)^) /( |x |2 + 0(5x)2)* 

In d we have at the corresponding position \l/(x)p(x + i4>(Sx)^). For O ^ A ^ l 
a connecting homotopy of isomorphisms for £=|=Q is given by 

p(((l-m\x + *)x + i<l>(6x)m + \x\2)/^ 

This completes the proof. 
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One can also make d quite trivial in a neighborhood of infinity by 
considering for 0 ̂  3 ^ 1 the homotopy 

M(x)p(x + i{^ (x ) )®/ -<l>(6x)I®4(t,T)* \ 
l~d{'T) \ 4>{dx)I®q{t,x) \l*{x)p(x + iZ<l>(x))*®l)' 

This is still an isomorphism when x=|=0 or £4=0, and when x = 0 we have 
changed nothing. Thus s-indd = s-inddi = s-inddo- Note that in the neighborhood 
of oo in V where </)(x) = 0 we have 

rfo(t'T)~\ o P(x/\x\)*®ir 
As in Theorem 19.2.3 we can choose a pseudo-differential operator of order 
0 with a homotopic principal symbol such that the kernel of the operator 
differs from the kernel of a multiplication operator by a kernel of compact 
support in F x K This means that the kernel and cokernel of the operator 
can be computed on sections with compact support in V9 so the extension 
by the section at infinity is no longer relevant. To simplify the operator 
further we shall trivialize the bundles: 

Lemma 19.2.14. If E is a C00 complex vector bundle over a compact C°° 
manifold X, then one can find another such bundle G such that £ © G is 
isomorphic to X x <EN for some N. 

Proof This is very close to the proof of Lemma 19.2.8. Choose a covering of 
X by coordinate patches Xj9 j = l , . . . , J , such that for every j there is a 
trivialization i/ty. E^Xj^Xj x Cv. If <t>.eC%(Xj) and £ # , = 1 then 

E 3en-> (ite,il/1<l>1e9...,il/j(l)je)€Xx Cv J, 

where n is the projection E -> X, is an embedding of E as a subbundle of X 
x<CN, N = Jv. Now we just have to take for G the bundle for which Gx is 
the orthogonal space of the image of Ex in-<CN. The lemma is proved. 

If we apply the lemma with X replaced by V and E replaced by 
EB®EY®FB®FY it follows that the direct sum of the identity in C°°{V,G) 
and the operator constructed just before Lemma 19.2.14 is an elliptic opera
tor DG on sections of the trivial bundle Vx<CN which is just multiplication 
by a vector bundle isomorphism in a neighborhood of oo. 

Suppose now that V is the normal bundle of an embedding of Y in Rv 

for some v. As observed after Lemma 19.2.8 we can then identify V with a 
tubular neighborhood Up of Y, and DG defines an elliptic pseudo-differential 
operator on Up with symbol dG which is just a bundle isomorphism on 
(7p \ Ur for some r<p. For a fixed £4=0 in Rv the symbol dG(X,S) gives an 
isomorphism of <CN and the fiber of the range bundle at X, so this is also a 
trivial bundle. Thus DG is a N x N matrix of pseudo-differential operators 
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reducing to multiplication by an invertible matrix function in C/p\ Ur for 
some r<p. To extend it to all of Rv we need the following lemma: 

Lemma 19.2.15. Let £/c:Rv be open and bounded, let KczU be compact and 
aeC°°(U\K,GL(NX)). Then one can find 

A0eC°°(U, GL(N, C)), A^e C°°(RV\ K, GL(N, C)) 

such that Aoo = aA0 in U\K and A^ is homogeneous of degree 0 in a 
neighborhood of oo. 

Proof Choose <j>eC™(U) with Og</> = l and 0 = 1 in a neighborhood of K. 
Then 

£={(x,z1 ,z2)GRvx(CN0(C i V) ;a(x)(l-0(x))z1 = (/>(x)z2 

if xeU, z^Oifx^U} 

is a vector bundle over Rv, hence trivial. The proof goes as follows. If 
\<t<\ then the orthogonal projection from the fiber Excz<E2N to Etx is the 
identity map for large x or t=l, hence an isomorphism for all x if 1— t is 
small. This defines an isomorphism P(x): Ex-+Etx depending continuously 
on x. If we fix a large ball B containing supp 0 then 

P(tk-1x)...P(x):Ex-^Etkx 

trivializes E over B if k is so large that E is trivial over tk B. Thus we can 
find C°° maps F and G from B to N x N matrices such that E restricted to 
Bis 

{(x, F(x) w, G(x) w); xe£ , weC*}. 

Thus a(x)(l-0(x))F(x) = <£(x)G(x) if O < 0 < 1 . Set 

v40(x) = F(x)/(/>(x) when 0(x)>O; 

^oo(x) = G(x)/(l-(/)(x)) when 0(x)< l . 

Then a(x)A0(x) = Y400(x) when O<0(x)< l so we can extend A0 to U by 
defining ^l0(x) = a(x)~1^oo(x) when 0(x) = O and extend A^ to JK by defin
ing Aoo(x) = a(x)A0(x) when 0 (x)= l . Then aA0 = Aoo in L / \X . Since (7 is 
bounded we can take £ = {xeRv; |x|<2.R} with R so large that |x|<R/2 in 
U. With \jj as in Lemma 19.2.11 we may change the definition of ^ ( x ) to 
A00(\jj(xlR)x) to achieve the desired homogeneity, and this completes the 
proof. 

Now we just replace our operator DG by DGA0 and obtain an operator 
acting on <CN valued functions which is just multiplication by A^ outside a 
compact subset of Up. Thus it can be extended to all of Rv. Summing up, 
starting from an elliptic symbol q in Y we have defined an elliptic NxN 
system of pseudodifferential operators in Rv which outside a compact subset 
of Rv is just multiplication by an invertible matrix D(x), homogeneous of 
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degree 0. For this operator acting on functions with compact support the 
index is equal to s-ind#. In Section 19.3 we shall determine the index of 
such operators explicitly. This will in principle yield a method for comput
ing s-indg. References to completely explicit formulas for $-indq will be given 
in the notes, but it would take us too far from the main path to develop these 
fully here. 

19.3. The Index Theorem in IRn 

As in Section 19.2 we shall denote by g the a temperate metric in R2" 
defined by 

gx^ = h(x9Z)(\dx\2 + \dZ\2\ fc(x,0 = (l + M2 + ia 2 ) - 1 . 

The symmetry in the x and £ variables and the use of the Weyl calculus 
simplifies the proof of the following theorem: 

Theorem 19.3.1. J /aeS(l ,g) has values in J*?((CV,<CV) such that a~l exists and 
is bounded outside an open ball B c R 2 " then aw(x,D) is a Fredholm operator 
in L2(Rn,Cv) with index 

(19.3.1) indaw{x9D)= -(-2ni)-n(n-l)\/(2n-l)\ J Tr(a"2 da)2n~\ 
dB 

z/R2" is oriented by dxx A ^ J A ... Adxn Ad£n>0. 

Here a'1 da is a one form with coefficients valued in v x v matrices, thus 
non-commuting. If n = v = 1 then a is a scalar function and the right-hand 
side is 

(27i i)"1 j da/a, 
dB 

that is, the winding number of a considered as a map from dB to <C\{0}. 
(See the example after Theorem 19.2.4.) To prove Theorem 19.3.1 we shall 
use the trace formula in Proposition 19.1.14. First recall that A is a Hilbert-
Schmidt operator in L2(Rn) if and only if the kernel si of A is square 
integrable, and that 

\\A\\2
2 = $\s/(x,y)\2dxdy. 

If A = aw(x,D) this means by ParsevaPs formula and (18.5.4) that aeJ} and 
that 

\\a-{x,D)\\2
2 = {2n)-n\\\a{x^)\2 dxd^ 

(This holds for a(x,D) as well.) If sil9 J / 2 G L 2 ( R 2 M ) then the kernel si of the 
composition A of the corresponding operators is given by 

si(x, y) = $si1 (x, z) si2 (z, y) d z, 

and the trace of A is \\sii(x,z)si1(z,x)dxdz. Now 

s/(x, x + y) = [si1 (x, z) si2 (z, x + y)dz 
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is by Fubini's theorem in L1 as a function of x and is a continuous function 
of y with values in L1 since 

J | j2/2 (z>x+y) ~~ ^2 (z>x+/)l2 ^ x ^ z 

tends to 0 with y — y'. Hence the trace of A is j stf(x,x)dx if the kernel j / of 
4̂ is continuous. This is true if A = aw(x, D) is of trace class and the symbol 

is integrable, so then we have 

Tr(A) = (2n)-nNa(x^)dxd£. 

If the values of a are v x v matrices then A is an operator in L2(RM, Cv) and 
the formula remains valid with a replaced by the trace of a as a matrix in 
the right-hand side. We leave the verification as an exercise and pass to a 
very elementary sufficient condition for an operator to be of trace class. 

Lemma 19.3.2. aw(x,D) is of trace class in L2(RM) and 

(19.3.2) \\a»(x9D)\\i£C I ||xa^D«'Z)f a\\L2 
M+...+ 1/rign+i 

if the right-hand side is finite. 

Proof From the operator calculus we obtain 

hw(x,D)(l+\x\2 + \D\2) + cw(x,D)=l 

where c = Ah/4eS(h2
9g) is also a function of |x|2 + |{|2. Hence l + |x|2 + |D|2 

commutes with hw and cw since the Poisson bracket of functions of |x|2 + |^|2 

is 0. Raising the identity to the power k where 2/c^n + l we obtain 

ZbJ(x,D)(l+\x\2 + \D\2y=l 
o 

where bj(x, D) is a sum of products of j factors hw(x, D) and k —j factors 
cw(x,D) in some order, hence bjeS(h2k~\g). If we multiply to the right by 
aw(x,D) and multiply the largest possible number of factors x and D less 
than or equal to n + 1 into aw(x9D) then we obtain with summation for |a'| 
+ ... + | / T | g n + l 

where 
aa^a^^r(x90 = xa' e Df D^' a(x^) 

while 2>a',a»,0'(/r is independent of a and is in S(h(n+1)/2,g) since at most 2/c 
— (n + 1) factors x and D will be left as right factors of bj9 and b}eS(hk

9g). 
Thus b™, a„ £, p, is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator which completes the proof of 
the lemma. 

Proof of Theorem 193.1. Choose ^ C ° ° ( E 2 n ) so that 1 - ^ has compact 
support and a is invertible in suppi^. Set fo = ^ a _ 1 , defined as 0 outside 
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suppi/f. Then beS(l,g) and ba = ab = \l/I where J is the identity matrix. 
Hence 

hw(x, D) aw(x, D) = I- R™(x, D), aw(x, D) bw{x, D) = I- R™(x, D) 

where J is now the identity in H = L2(]R",CV) and RjeS(h,g). The symbol of 
RJ(x,D)N is therefore in S(hN

9g) so it follows from Lemma 19.3.2 that 
RJ(x,D)N is of trace class if i V ^ n + 1 . Using Proposition 19.1.14 we con
clude that aw(x, D) is a Fredholm operator in H and that 

(19.3.3) indaZ(x,D) = Tr(RY(x,Df -R%(x,D)N) 

To derive an explicit formula like (19.3.1) from (19.3.3) we must place 
ourselves in a situation where the asymptotic expansions of the calculus of 
pseudo-differential operators give a precise result in the whole space. This 
can be done by considering for 0<erg 1 the symbols 

ae(x9 £) = a(s x, e £), be(x9 <J) = b{s x9 s £) 

which are uniformly bounded in S(l,gE) if 

gz = hM(\dx\2 + \dt\2\ hE(x,0 = e2h(sx,8t). 

Note that ge^g since he^h. If as before we define 

RJi (*, D) = I- b:(x, D) ̂ (x, D\ R- (x, D) = / - < (x , D) &?(*, Z>) 

then Rej — (l-il/e)I is uniformly bounded in S(/i,g) when 0 < s ^ l if ^£(x,£) 
= \l/(ex,si). When £ is bounded away from 0 then 1—^e also has such a 
bound so it follows that the symbol of R^(x, D)N is uniformly bounded in 
S(hN,g) and a continuous function of e with values in C°°(R2w). Since 

(19.3.3)' mda^(x,D) = Tv(R^(x1Df -R»2(x,D)N) 

and the right-hand side is a continuous function of s by Lemma 19.3.2 while 
the left-hand side is an integer, it follows that a™(x,D) and aw(x,D) have the 
same index for every £6(0,1). (This is also an easy consequence of Theorem 
19.1.10.) 

For 0 < £ S1 we now introduce 

C^D^R^Dr-R^Df. 

If we compute the right-hand side by means of the asymptotic formulas in 
Theorem 18.5.4, breaking off where the error term becomes bounded in 
S(/if, gfi), then the trace of the error term is bounded by 

CHhydxdZ=Ce2iN-n)l$hNdxdZ-+0 as £ ^ 0 . 

(Recall that N>n.) If Se is the finite sum of terms kept in the asymptotic 
expansion of Cs it follows that 

(19.3.4) mdaw(x,D) = \im(2n)-n^Tr(SE(x,i))dxd^ 
£^0 
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where Tr is now just the trace of a matrix. Every term in Se is a product 
where every other factor is a derivative (possibly of order 0) of ae and every 
other factor is a derivative of be. If we introduce ex and s£ as new 
integration variables in (19.3.4) then every term containing \i differentiations 
in all becomes a constant times e^~2n. Hence the contributions to the 
integral when \x<2n must add up to 0 and 

(19.3.4)' mdaw{x9D) = {2n)-n\Tr{S0
E{x9^)dxd^ 

where S® consists of the terms in SE where exactly 2 n differentiations occur. 
The right-hand side is independent of s so we can take s = 1 and write S° 
instead of S° in what follows. 

If TeGL(2n,]R), the group of invertible linear transformations in IR2", 
and AT = a<>T9 then ATeS{l9g) so the preceding discussion can be applied 
also to AT. It follows that ind ^ ( x , D) is a continuous function of T9 hence 
constant in each component of GL(2n,R). Thus 

ind A%(x, D) = ind aw(x9 D) if det T> 0. 

In particular we can apply this to diagonal matrices with positive diagonal 
elements, 

T(x9£) = (elxl9...9enxn9S1£l9...9SJn). 

If we replace a and b by the composition with T and then introduce s-x. 
and 5j£j as new integration variables, we find that the contribution to 
indaw(x9D) from a term in 5° containing differentiations of order a1? . . . ,an , 
/?!,...,/}„ with respect to xl9...9xn9 £l9...,l;n is multiplied by e"1"1... <5£n_1. 
Hence 

(19.3.5) mdaw(x9D) = (2K)-nl$Tt(S1(x,£))dxdt9 

if S1 denotes the terms in S° containing precisely one derivative with respect 
to each variable xl9 ...,x„,^1? ...,£„. 

An immediate consequence of (19.3.5) is that the index of the operator 
Aj(x,D) above is equal to indaw(x,D) times the sign of detT for every 
TeGL(2n9WL). In fact, (19.3.5) proves this for arbitrary diagonal matrices, 
and the assertion has already been proved when det T> 0. In particular we 
can apply the result when T is the linear transformation corresponding to 
an arbitrary permutation of the x9 £ variables. 

Returning to the integration variables T(x9 £) we conclude that if 
Sx(t9x9£) is obtained from Si(x9 £) by making the permutation t of the 
differentiations d/dxj and d/d £k then 

sgntmdaw(x9D) = (2n)-ntfTr(Si(t,x9Z))dxd£. 

Hence it follows that 

(19.3.6) mdaw(x9D) = (2n)-ntfTr(S2(x9£))dxd£/(2n)\ 
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where 

t 

The alternation which occurs in S2 eliminates all terms containing a factor 
differentiated more than once, for only sgn t is changed if we exchange the 
corresponding differentiations. Thus S2 is a sum of products of derivatives 
of a and b of order less than or equal to- 1, a derivative with respect to each 
variable occurring exactly once. To compute S2 we can now return to the 
calculus formulas discarding all terms containing a derivative of order 
greater than 1. In the expansion of the symbol of bw(x, D) aw(x, D) it is 
therefore sufficient to keep the terms 

ba-i{b,a}/2 = \jjI-i{b,a}/2, 

and in the expansion of the symbol of aw(x, D) bw(x, D) we just keep 

ab-i{a,b}/2 = il/I-i{a,b}/2. 

Note that since matrices do not commute, the Poisson bracket 

(19.3.7) {b,a} = YJ(
db/8^jda/dxj-db/dxjda/d^) 

does not only differ in sign from {a,b}. In the symbol series for Cx we shall 
never keep terms where {b,a} or {a, b} is differentiated. The terms we keep 
will therefore be products of factors {b,a} or {a,b} and terms from the 
expansion of the symbol of a power of \j/w{x, D), for all factors involving ^ 
can be moved together since \jj is a scalar. However, since {^,^}=0 there 
are no such terms where \j/ is differentiated only once. It follows that in Cl 

we need only consider the terms 

((1 - ft I + i {b, a}/2)N -((1-^I-i {a, b}/2)N. 

The terms where 2n derivatives occur are 

Q(l-W-"(i/2r({b,ay-{a,bn 

If we introduce the explicit definition (19.3.7) of the Poisson bracket we find 
that {b,a}n contains 2nn\ terms where precisely one derivative occurs with 
respect to each variable. They occur with the same sign as coefficients of 
d^1Adx1A ... /\d^n/\dxn in {db/\da)n. If we perform the permutations t, 
multiply by sgn t and sum then all terms are obtained once. This proves 
that 

S2dZiAdx1A...Ad£nAdxn = n\in (N\(l-\l/)N-n((db Ada)n-(daAdb)n). 

Hence we obtain 

(19.3.8) ind aw(x,D) = (n !/(2n)!)(z/27c)nj2(l -\l/)N~n (N\ Tr(dbAda)n 
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where the integration is made over R2 n with the orientation given by 

(19.3.9) d£ 1 Adx 1 A.. .Ad£„Adx n >0. 

Here we have used the fact that 

Tr (da A dbf = -Tx(db A da)\ 

since the trace of a product of matrices is invariant under circular per
mutation whereas moving an exterior one form from the right to the left 
through a In — 1 form will change the sign. 

Now we introduce the definition b = \j/a~~1 and 

db = (dij/)a~~1 — ̂ a~1((ifl)a~1, db Ada = (d\j/) A a - 1 da—\l/(a~1 da)2. 

When forming the nth power we can only use one factor d\j/ since dxj/ (anti-) 
commutes with the other factors and d\j/ Adi// = 0. Moreover 

(193.10) Tria-Ua)2"^ 

for moving a factor a~1da from the extreme right to the extreme left 
introduces a factor — 1 without changing this quantity. By the invariance of 
the trace under circular permutations of factors of even exterior degree, we 
conclude that 

Tr(db A da)n = n^/n~1 dij/(- l)n~1 A Tr(a~1 da)2"-1. 

The form T r ^ " 1 da)2"1-1 is closed by (19.3.10). If we set 

F(t) = \ (^(l-sf-^s^'ds 

we obtain F ( l ) = ( ) nB^N-n + l,n)=l (see (3.4.9)), hence by Stokes' for
mula W 

(19.3.1)' inda w (x ,D)=-(27rO-"(n- l ) ! / (2n- l ) ! J T^a'1 da)2n~l 

dB 

where B is a ball so large that a(x, £) is invertible in its exterior. We recall 
that IR2" has here been oriented by (19.3.9). Choosing the standard orien
tation used in (19.3.1) introduces a factor ( — 1)" so (19.3.1) and (19.3.1)' are 
equivalent. The proof is complete. 

The proof of (19.3.10) shows that the differential form T r ^ " 1 ^ ) 2 " on 
GL(v,(C) is equal to 0, hence that T r ^ - 1 ^ ) 2 " " 1 is closed. This implies that 
the integral in (19.3.1) only depends on the homotopy class of the map 
dB -• GL(v, C) defined by a. We shall use this homotopy invariance together 
with the stability properties of the index to extend Theorem 19.3.1 to sym
bols in S(1,G) where 

(19.3.11) G = \dx\2/(l + M2) + |rf£|2/(l +1£|2). 

Lemma 19.3.3. Let I ^ G Q ( 1 R 2 " ) be a decreasing function of r = (\x\2+ \£\2f 
which is 1 when r ^ l and 1/r when r ^ 2 , and set ^ ( x , Q = ^(£x,£^). If 
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aeS(l,G) then 
ae{x, 0 = fl#c(x, £) x, \j/e{x9 £) £) 

is uniformly bounded in 5(1,G) when O ^ a ^ l and belongs to S(l,g) i / 0 < 8 ^ 1 . 

Proof. When r ^ l / e we have ae(x, £) = a(x, £) so we may assume in the proof 
that r > 1/g. Then we have 

(19.3.12) (1 + |x|/e r)~x |/>JDj ̂ ( x , £)x,.| £ Ca„(l + |x|)- "•(1 + |f |)~ | a | 

and an analogous estimate with x and £ interchanged. To prove these 
estimates we observe that \\JE is uniformly bounded in 5(1/(1 -I- s r),g). This 
gives the estimate 

c^a+w/s^-Hi+e^-Ha+rr^^ixi+a+r)1-^^) 
^c^a+rr^^+a+ixD-^i+r)1-"^^). 

The second term can be omitted if /? = 0 so this proves (19.3.12). The lemma 
follows at once from (19.3.12) and its analogue with x and £ interchanged 
since ^ g ^ l / 2 e r when e r ^ l . The proof is complete since ae is homogeneous 
of degree 0 when e r ^ 1. 

Theorem 19.3.1'. Theorem 19.3.1 remains valid for every aeS(l,G) with values 
in if(Cv, <CV) 5wc/z t/iat a - 1 exists and is bounded outside a compact set. 

Proof Define ae as in Lemma 19.3.3 and set be = \j/a~x with \jj chosen as in 
the proof of Theorem 19.3.1. Then the symbols of a™(x,D)b"'(x,D)—I and 
by(x,D)ay{x9D)-I are bounded in S((l +|x|)"1(i +|£|)-1,G), so it follows 
from Theorem 19.1.10 in view of Theorem 18.6.6 that a™(x,D) is a Fredholm 
operator with index independent of e. Since (19.3.1) is valid for ae when £>0 
and both sides are independent of s when e^O it follows that (19.3.1) is also 
valid for e = 0, which proves the theorem. 

Theorem 19.3.V is applicable in particular to the pseudodifferential oper
ators in R" which we encountered in Section 19.2. This is the reason why 
we have restricted ourselves to such a special metric in Theorem 19.3.1'. A 
moment's reflection shows that the proof of Theorem 19.3.1 is directly 
applicable to much more general metrics. It seems plausible that Theorem 
19.3.1 is valid for every a temperate metric such that supgx,$/&£$ -» 0 as 
(x, £) -> oo but no proof seems to have been given in such generality. 

In Theorem 19.3.1 and Theorem 19.3.1' one can replace aw(x,D) by 
a(x,D). In fact, we have a(x,D) = a™{x,D) where 

^ - a e S a i + l x D - ^ l + I S i r S G ) . 

If B is sufficiently large it follows that at = tal +(1 — t)a, O g f ^ l , is a 
homotopy between the maps dB-*GL(v,(C) defined by a and by a1. Thus 
the right-hand side of (19.3.1) does not change if a is replaced by al9 which 
proves the claim. This completes in principle the determination of the index 
of elliptic operators. 
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19.4. The Lefschetz Formula 

In geometry elliptic complexes rather than elliptic operators occur naturally. 
To define this notion we assume that we have a compact C°° manifold X9 

C°° complex vector bundles E09 El9...9EN on X and polyhomogeneous 
pseudo-differential operators of the same order m 

(19.4.1) 0-+C°°(X5£0®O*)-^-> C°°(X9Ex®a*)-^ ... 

-^UC°°(X9EN®Q>)-+0 

forming a complex, that is, the compositions DjDj_i vanish for 7 = 1,..., 
N — L The complex is called elliptic if for all ( x , { )eT*( I ) \0 the principal 
symbol sequence 

(19.4.2) 0~>EOx >Elx->... >ENx->0 

is exact, that is, the range of each map is exactly the kernel of the next. The 
basic example is the de Rham complex of differential forms on X with Dj 

defined by the exterior differentiation from j forms to j +1 forms. 
After introducing a hermitian structure in each Ej we obtain adjoint 

operators 

DJ: C°°(X, Ej+! ® Q±) -• C°°(X9 Ej ® O*). 

The exactness of (19.4.2) means precisely that for every j 

/~(z>/_1z>;_1+D;D,y 

is an elliptic operator on sections of E^Q*. The kernel 

(19.4.3) Kj={fG@f(X9Ej®Q*);Djf=0,D*_1f=0} 

is therefore a finite dimensional subspace of C°°(X9Ej®Q*), and for every 
/eif(s) orthogonal to K} one can find geH{s+2m) with 

(DJDj + Dj^DJ.Jg-f. 

If Djf=0 then / and Dj_1Df_1g are orthogonal to DJDjg so it follows 
that DjDjg = 0 and that f=Dj_1u where u = Dj_lgeH{s+my Thus Dj_1 

mapsH(s+m) on the set of all feHis) with Djf = 0 orthogonal to Kj. Hence 
Kj can be identified with the quotient of the kernel of Dj by the range of 
Dj_x if Dj and Dj_1 operate on C°° sections and also if they operate on 
distribution sections. The Euler characteristic 

(19.4.4) ^ ( - l y d i m K j 

is equal to the index of the elliptic operator 

CT O(X,©£2 .®O^)9(u0 ,w2 , . . .)^(i)0u0 + D*w2,...)GCoo(X,e£2j.+ 1 ® ^ ) 
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obtained by splitting the complex, so it can be determined with the methods 
developed in Sections 19.2 and 19.3. 

We shall now show that Theorem 19.1.15 is valid not only for trace class 
operators Rj but also for arbitrary Rj such that the calculus of wave front 
sets makes it possible to define a trace by restricting the Schwartz kernel to 
the diagonal. 

Theorem 19*4.1. Let (19.4.1) be an elliptic complex and let Kj be the finite 
dimensional cohomology spaces KQrDj/ImDj_1 isomorphic to (19.4.3). Assume 
given operators 

Rj: C°°(X, Ej ® Q\) -+ 9'(X, Ej ® Qx) 

commuting with the complex, that is, assume that 

(19.4.5) RjDj_1f=Dj_1Rj„1f, j = l , ...,AT; / e C 0 0 ^ , ^ ® 0 | ) . 

Then Rj induces a linear mapRj'. Kj-*Kj. Assume that the Schwartz kernel 
9%j€@}'(X x X, Ej^Ej®Qixx) has °> wave front set disjoint with the conormal 
bundle of the diagonal in X x X, and denote by Tr(Rj) the integral over X of 
the trace of the pullback e^f(X,Hom(Ej3Ej)®Qx) °f &j by the diagonal 
map X -* X x X. Then we have 

(19.4.6) f ( - l ) J T r ( ^ ) = i ; ( - l ) J ' T r ( ^ | K , ) . 
0 0 

Proof Let Fj be a parametrix for the "Laplace operator" Dj_iDJ_x+DJDj. 
Thus the operators 

(19.4.7) (Dj_ ,!>*_!+ DJ Dj) Fj - IJ9 F/D •_, D*_ x + D* Dj) - J, 

have C°° kernels if Ij is the identity operator on sections of E}®Q*. We 
define a parametrix of the complex by 

Gj=DfFJ+u j = 0 , . . . , J V - l . 

The essential property is that the operators 

(19.4.8) hj-Ij-Dj^Gj^-GjDj 

have C°° kernels. To prove this we first observe that 

h^Ij-Dj^DJ^Fj-DJFj^Dj. 
Now we have 

D{Dj_ x DJ_ 1 + DJ Dj) = DjDj Dj = (DjDf + Df+, DH t)D,. 

If we multiply to the left by Fj+1 and to the right by Fj and use that the 
operators (19.4.7) have C00 kernels it follows that Fj+1Dj-DjFj has a C°° 
kernel. Since 

h^Ij-iDj^Df^ + DfDJFj+DJiDjFj-Fj^Dj) 

it follows that hj has a C°° kernel as claimed. 
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hj also commutes with the complex, that is, Djhj = hj+1Dj, for both sides 
are equal to Dj-DjGjDj. If feKevDj then hjf=f-Dj_1Dj_1Fj so h} 

induces the identity in the quotient spaces K}. Hence hjRjhj induces the 
mapilj there, and hjRjhj is a continuous map from 2)' to C°° so it is a trace 
class operator. By Theorem 19.1.15 we have therefore proved that 

£ ( - iy Tr(J? .| Kj) = £ ( - iy Tr (hj Rj h). 

Now hjRjhj — Rj is a sum of a number of terms each containing at least one 
factor Fj or Fj+1. We shall make these terms disappear by choosing a 
sequence of parametrices converging to 0 in a suitable sense. This requires a 
brief review of properties of the wave front set established in Section 8.2 and 
the construction of parametrices given in Section 18.1. 

First recall from Theorem 8.1.9 (see also Theorem 18.1.16) that if 
aeSm(lR.n x Rw) and si is the kernel of a(x,D) then 

WF(sf)cN(A)={(x9x,Z,-Q;xeWL\ietLn^0}. 

If av is a bounded sequence in Sm which converges to 0 in the C°° topology 
then the kernel of av(x,D) converges to 0 in @>\ and it follows from the 
proof of Theorem 8.1.9 and the arguments following Definition 8.2.2 that it 
tends to 0 in S; ( d )(R"xR"). For example, if /eC^OR") and %=1 in the unit 
ball, then av(x,£) = (l — #(£/v))a(x,£) is a sequence to which this applies, and 
av(x,D)-a(x,D)eOpS-°° has a C°° kernel. Writing a parametrix T in the 
form Yj^k^k^k where (j>k9il/k have support in a local coordinate patch and 
Tk is a pseudo-differential operator in the local coordinates we can apply 
this observation to each term. Thus we can choose sequences FJ of para
metrices above with kernels converging to 0 in @'N(A)9 and this implies that 
the kernel of Rj-h^Rjh) converges to 0 in 2'M(X x X) if M=WF(Rj). Here 
we have used Theorem 8.2.14. But then it follows from Theorem 8.2.4 that 
the pullback by the diagonal map converges to 0 in 2)'{X\ which completes 
the proof. 

We shall now discuss the classical Lefschetz fixed point formula as an 
example of Theorem 19.4.1. Thus we consider the de Rham complex 

0-+C°°(X,ylo)-^-+ C^iX.A1)-^ C°°(X,/l2)-^->... 

where Aj are the exterior powers of the complexification of T*(X) and d the 
exterior differential operator. Then the spaces Kj are the de Rham cohomol-
ogy groups, that is, the cohomology groups over C of the compact manifold 
X. If (j): X -> X is a C°° map, then the pullback of forms defines maps 

commuting with the complex since d(j)*f=(l)*df for every differential form 
/ The Lefschetz number L(</>) of </> is the alternating sum of the traces of the 
maps induced by (/>* in the de Rham cohomology spaces. 
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Now the kernel of ^ is a simple layer on the graph {(x,4>(x))eXxX} of 
(j). (See Example 5.2.5.) By Example 8.2.5 the wave front set is the conormal 
b u n d l e {(x,4>(x), -WxHrixeX^eTf^} 

of the graph which intersects the conormal bundle of the diagonal only 
when x = 0(x) and '</>'(*) *? = *?• Thus the wave front set and the conormal 
bundle of the diagonal are disjoint if and only if 

(19.4.9) 0(x) = x=>det(/-(/>'(x))4=O. 

The fixed point x is then said to be non-degenerate. (Here (j)'(x): 
TX(X) -> TX(X% and / is the identity map in TX(X) so the determinant is well 
defined.) By the inverse function theorem non-degenerate fixed points are 
isolated so if all fixed points of (p are non-degenerate there are only a finite 
number of them. Let us choose local coordinates xl9...,xn vanishing at 
a non-degenerate fixed point. In a neighborhood the kernel of $ 0 is then 
5(y — (j)(x)) and the kernel of $. is Aj(x)d(y — <j){x)) where Aj{x) — Ajt(j)\x) is 
the linear transformation in Aj (CM defined by composition of a j form with 
the differential (j)'(x). The alternating sum of the traces of the pullbacks by 
the mapxh-»(x,;c) is 

(X(-l>'Tryl J(x))3(x-0(x)) = det(/-0'(x))/|det(7-0'(x))|5(x). 

Here we have used Example 6.1.3 and made a standard expansion of 
det(7 — f$'(x)). Theorem 19.4.1 now reduces to the Lefschetz fixed point 
formula: If all fixed points of (j> are non-degenerate then the Lefschetz 
number L(</>) is 

(19.4.10) L(</>) = £ sgndet(J-</>'(*)), 
<l>(x) = x 

that is, the number of fixed points counted with signs. 

19.5. Miscellaneous Remarks on Ellipticity 

In order not to complicate the exposition we did not discuss in Section 19.2 
whether ellipticity is necessary for the Fredholm properties. We shall now 
show that this is true in some sense. By X we denote a compact C°° 
manifold and by E, F two C°° complex vector bundles on X not necessarily 
of the same fiber dimension. 

Theorem 19.5.1. / / PeWm(X; E®Q*,F®Q*) then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 

(i) The operator P: H(s)(X; E®Q*)-^H{s_m){X\F®Q*) has closed range 
and finite dimensional kernel for every s. 

(ii) Condition (i) is fulfilled for some s. 
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(iii) The principal symbol p has a left inverse qeS~m{X; Hom(7i*F,7r*E)), 
that is, qp-ideS-^XiHomin*E9n*E)).-

(iv) The operator P has a left parametrix QeW~m{X;F®Q>, E®Q% 
that is, QP=I+R where R is an operator with kernel in C°°(Hom(E,£) 

Proof (i)=>(ii) is obvious. If (ii) is fulfilled then we can find a constant C 
such that 

(19.5.1) ||u||(-)£ C(||Pu||(s_m)+ \\u\\ia_^ ueH(s)(X; E®Q% 

Indeed, otherwise we could find a sequence Uj with ||w7||(s)=l and 

II^U(.-»)<1/J, INill(S-D<1/j-
By Proposition 19.1.3 it follows that u} has a subsequence converging in 
H(s)(X;E®Q^) which is absurd since the limit must have norm 1 and be 
equal to 0. It is no restriction to assume that s = m for otherwise we can 
multiply P to the left by an elliptic operator of order s — m. Let Y be a local 
coordinate patch with local coordinates xl9...,xn, where E and F are 
identified with Yx€N' and Yx€N'' respectively. Choose \l/eC$(Y) equal to 
1 in a large open subset Z, and set with $eC™{Z\ ^ G R " and we<EN\ |w| = l, 

u^{x)^(i)(x)wei<x^\ 

Then (l — \l/)Pu^ is rapidly decreasing when £-*oo since the kernel of 
(1— \l/)P(j) is in C°°. We have \j/F(j)u = a(x,D)u in terms of the local 
coordinates, and a{x,£) — p(x,£)</>eSm_1. Applying (19.5.1) to u% we obtain, 
since \l/Pu^ = a(x^)wei<x,°, 

(i+iarii^ii^ciipfe^w^wii + Q a + ^ r 1 

(see the proof of Theorem 19.2.5). Here || || is the I? norm. This implies that 

lim inf M\p(x^)w\/(l + \£\)m^l/C. 

In fact, assume that there are sequences wv with |wv| = l, xveZ, £v->oo such 
that |p(xv,£JwJ/(l + | £ J ) m ^ C 0 < l / C . Passing to a subsequence we may 
assume that wv-+w, xv-»x0 . Then 

ip(x,«v)wi<i(c0+i/c)(i+i{vir 
for all x in a neighborhood U of x0 independent of v. When (j)eC^(ZnU) 
we obtain a contradiction since s = m. Thus 

(p*(x,0p(x^)w,w)^(l + |^|)2-|w|2/2C2, xeZ, 

if |£| is sufficiently large. The determinant eS2mN' of p*(x, t;)p(x, £) is there
fore bounded from below by (1+|c^|)2miV'/(2C,2)N' so it has an inverse in 
S~2mN' by Theorem 18.1.9. The product q of this inverse by the cofactor 
matrix of p*p and with p* is a left inverse of p belonging to S~m over Z. 
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Piecing together such local constructions of q by a partition of unity in X 
we obtain (iii). If (iii) holds and Qx has principal symbol q then QXP = 
I + R1 where R^W'1. Thus I-\-R1 has a parametria and (iv) is valid for 
the product of such a parametrix and Qx. By Proposition 19.1.3 it follows 
at once from (iv) that (i) is valid, which completes the proof. 

There is also an essentially dual result: 

Theorem 19.5.2. IfPeWm(X; E®Q*,F®Q*) then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 

(i) The range of the operator P: H(s){X; E®Q*)-»H{s_m)(X;F®Q±) has 
finite codimension for every s. 

(ii) Condition (i) is fulfilled for some s. 
(iii) The principal symbol p has a right inverse qeS~m(X; 

,Hom(7c*F,7c*£)), that is, pq-ideS'^X; Hom(7r*F,7t*F)). 
(iv) The operator P has a right parametrix QeW~m(X; F®Q*,E®Q% 

that is, PQ = I + R where R is an operator with kernel in C°°(Hom(F,F) 

Proof That (i)=>(ii) is trivial. By Lemma 19.1.1 condition (ii) implies that the 
range is closed, hence 

P*:H(m_s)(X;F*®Q*)-»H(_s)(X;E*®Q±) 

has closed range and finite dimensional kernel. By Theorem 19.5.1 it follows 
that p* has a left inverse g*eS~m, and qeS~m is then a right inverse of p. 
That (iii)=>(iv) follows just as in the proof of Theorem 19.5.1 (see also the 
proof of Theorem 18.1.9), and (iv)=>(i) is clear since I + R is a Fredholm 
operator. The proof is complete. 

Remark. When P is polyhomogeneous the conditions in Theorems 19.5.1 
and 19.5.2 are of course equivalent to injectivity and surjectivity of the 
principal symbol. 

Theorems 19.5.1 and 19.5.2 combined show that P defines a Fredholm 
operator H(s)-+His_m) if and only if P is elliptic. This justifies the hypotheses 
made in Section 19.2. However, it should be understood that the class of 
Fredholm operators changes if the norms are changed. A particularly simple 
case of importance in Chapter XX occurs when we have decompositions 

E=@Ek, F=@Fj. 
1 1 

A section u of E®Q^ can then be written in the form (ul9 ...,uK) where uk is 
a section of F fe®£^, and sections of F®Q* can be written similarly as 
(fl9...,fj). If PeY00(X;E®Q*9F®Q*) the equation Pu=f can then be 
written K 

Ypjk^k=fp .7 = 1,...,J, 
I 
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where Pjke¥00(X;Ek®Q^,Fj®Q^y Let s l 5 . . . ,s7 and tl9...,tK be real num
bers. Then P defines a continuous operator 

(19.5.2) P: ®H{tk)(X; Ek®Q-)-^®H{Sj)(X; Fj®Q*) 

if PjkeWtk-sJ(X;Ek®Q*,Fj®Q±). 

Theorem 19.5.3. If Pjke¥tk-sJ(X;Ek®Q*,Fj(g)Q*) then P = {Pjk)'defines a 
continuous operator (19.5.2), and the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) (19.5.2) is a Fredholm operator. 
(ii) One can find qkjeSSj ~tk(X; Hom(7i* F;, TI* £k)) such that (p)(q)-id 

and (q)(p) —id are in S'1 ifpjk is the principal symbol of Pjk. 
(iii) One can find Qkje¥Sj~tk{X\ Fj®Q*,Ek®Q*) such that for the cor

responding operator Q the kernels of QP — id and PQ — id are in C°°. 

Proof Let Ake ¥ ~tk {X; Ek ® Q*, Ek ® Q±) and B,e WSj (X; Fj® fi±, F} ® Q*) be 
elliptic operators. Then the diagonal operators A = (Akdkl) and B = (J5J. Îj) 
are Fredholm operators, 

A:H{0)(X;E®G±)->@H{tk)(X;Ek®Q% 

B:@H{Sj)(X;Fj®Q-)->H(0)(X;F®Q% 

If (i) is fulfilled it follows that BPA is a Fredholm operator in L2, hence 
elliptic by Theorems 19.5.1 and 19.5.2. If b} and ak are the principal symbols 
of Bj and Ak it follows that (bjpjkak) has an inverse (rkj)eS°, and (ii) is then 
satisfied by qkj = akrkjbj. The proof that (ii)=>(iii) is just like the proof of (iii) 
=>(iv) in Theorem 19.5.1, and (iii)=>(i) by Corollary 19.1.9. The proof is 
complete. 

An operator satisfying the conditions in Theorem 19.5.3 is said to be 
elliptic in the sense of Doughs and Nirenberg, and (pjk) is called its prin
cipal symbol. It is clear that all we have done for standard elliptic operators 
can be extended to such operators by the simple device of left and right 
multiplication by appropriate diagonal matrices as in the proof of Theorem 
19.5.3. This is also true for the index if we take the principal symbols of Ak 

and Bj as positive multiples of the identity. It is clear that these operators 
have index 0 and we still obtain ind P = s — indp. As a rule we shall there
fore content ourselves with discussing only the standard elliptic case and 
leave the extension to Douglis-Nirenberg systems for the reader. Thus the 
reader is now asked to state and prove analogues of Theorems 19.5.1 and 
19.5.2 for such systems. 

Even in the scalar case there exist Fredholm operators defined by non-
elliptic pseudo-differential operators provided that the spaces H(s) are suit
ably modified. Examples are hypoelliptic operators of constant strength (cf. 
Theorem 13.4.1) or more generally the operators studied in Section 22.1. 
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Notes 

The first result on the index of pseudo-differential (or rather singular in
tegral) operators seems to have been proved by Noether [1] to whom the 
example discussed after Theorem 19.2.4 is due. The extension of Fredholm 
theory from compact perturbations of the identity to compact perturbations 
of arbitrary "Fredholm operators" given in Atkinson [1] made it plain that 
the index was an interesting homotopy invariant of elliptic operators. It was 
determined for various special classes of elliptic operators by a number of 
authors at the end of the 1950's. However, the most natural and important 
examples arise in complex analysis and algebraic geometry, in the Riemann-
Roch theorem (in higher dimensions) and the Hirzebruch index theorem. 
(See Hirzebruch [1].) These results suggested an expression for the index in 
terms of characteristic classes, and such a formula was found by Atiyah and 
Singer [1]. We have not given their explicit formula here but just the 
characteristic properties of the index established in part I of Atiyah-Singer 
[2]. (Their discussion of the group invariant situation has been omitted 
here.) For the purely geometric derivation of the index formula from these 
results we refer to part III of Atiyah-Singer [2]. The formula has the 
following character. If X is a compact C°° manifold then the principal 
symbol of an elliptic operator P defines a Chern character which is a 
cohomology class with compact support in T*(X). In the manifold X there 
is a cohomology class <f(X), independent of P, defined in terms of the 
Pontrjagin classes. Then indP is the integral over T*(X) of the product of 
the Chern character and J(X\ lifted to T*(X). To verify it from the results 
proved here one must first show that the formula agrees with (19.3.1) for 
operators in Rw which are trivial at infinity. This is easy because J>{X) — \ 
then. One must further show that the product construction in Theorem 
19.2.13 agrees with the formula at least when V is the normal bundle of an 
embedding in Euclidean space. It is here that </(X) appears as the integral 
of the factor of the Chern character coming from the Bott operator. 

The indicated path to the index formula differs from that of Atiyah-
Singer [2] only by relying on Theorem 19.3.1 and the construction of the 
Bott operator in Section 19.2 instead of the Bott periodicity theorem and 
some simpler normalization conditions. The proof of Theorem 19.3.1 is due 
to Fedosov [1], who has later on discussed more general manifolds in the 
same way. Richard Melrose has informed the author that in unpublished 
work he has given a proof of the full index formula for operators between 
trivial bundles by arguments of Fedosov's type based on a careful cor
respondence between symbols and operators on a Riemannian manifold. 
Thus his arguments give the quite complicated index class J{X\ For anoth
er derivation of the index formula we refer to Atiyah-Bott-Patodi [1]. 

The Lefschetz formula of Section 19.4 is essentially due to Atiyah-Bott 
[2]. They only considered operators Rj related to composition with a 
diffeomorphism in X with non-degenerate fixed points but now that the 
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notion of wave front set is available Theorem 19.4.1 seems the natural 
setting for their arguments. The reader should consult Atiyah-Bott [2] for 
less classical applications than the one given here. 

Section 19.1 is largely a collection of classical results in Fredholm 
theory. We have added some strengthened results on the stability of the 
index taken from Hormander [42]. (The reader consulting this reference is 
warned that misprints are abundant since the article was never proofread.) 
The Bott operator was also discussed there. The simpler treatment of it here 
is largely taken from Hormander [39] and relies on later progress in the 
theory of pseudo-differential operators. We also refer to Hormander [42] 
for a proof that the index formula remains valid for fairly large classes of 
hypoelliptic operators which will be studied from a local point of view in 
Section 22.1. They include the elliptic operators in the sense of Doughs and 
Nirenberg [1] introduced in Section 19.5. Lack of space has made it 
impossible to cover the closely related results concerning Toeplitz operators. 
The reader is referred to Boutet de Monvel [3] for a discussion including an 
index theorem. 



Chapter XX. Boundary Problems 
for Elliptic Differential Operators 

Summary 

In Chapter XVII we discussed some of the classical methods for solving the 
Dirichlet problem for second order elliptic differential operators. The pur
pose of this chapter is to use the theory of pseudo-differential operators to 
study general boundary problems for elliptic systems of differential oper
ators. (See also the end of Section 17.3.) 

To illustrate the main idea in a simple case let us assume that we want 
to solve the boundary problem 

Au = 0 in X, b0u0-\-b1u1=f on dX, 

where X is an open set in 1RM with smooth boundary dX, A is the La-
placean, and b0,b1 are differential operators in dX acting respectively on the 
boundary value u0 and the normal derivative u1=du/dn of u. If E is the 
fundamental solution of the Laplacean (see Theorem 3.3.2) and u is smooth, 
we obtain from Green's formula 

(20.1) u(x) = J dE(x - y)/dn u0(y) dS(y) - J E(x - y)Ul(y) dS(y% 

if xeX. Thus it suffices to determine u0 and ux. However, although (20.1) 
always defines a harmonic function u it may not have the boundary value 
and normal derivative u0,u1. To examine if that is true we let x approach 
8X and obtain 

(20.2) u0 = k0 u0 + kx ux, 

where k0 and kx are pseudo-differential operators by Theorem 18.2.17, for 
convolution by £ is a pseudo-differential operator satisfying the trans
mission condition. Conversely, (20.2) implies if n > 2 that there is a harmonic 
function u with u0 and ux as boundary value and normal derivative. For if u 
is defined by (20.1) it follows from (20.2) that u = u0 on dX. If we subtract 
Green's formula for u from (20.1) we obtain 

$E(x-y)(ui{y)-du/dn)dS(y) = Q, xeX. 

The integral is a continuous function of x which is harmonic outside X 
and vanishes on dX and at infinity. Hence it is identically 0 which implies 
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that u1=du/dn. To solve the boundary problem is thus equivalent to solv
ing the system of pseudo-differential equations 

(l-ko)uo-k1u1=0, b0u0 + b1u1=f. 

Here kx is an injective elliptic pseudo-differential operator, and it is easily 
seen that it has index 0, hence a pseudo-differential inverse /cf1. Thus the 
Dirichlet problem is solved by taking u1=k^1(l—k0)u0. In general we 
obtain pseudo-differential equation 

When this is an elliptic pseudo-differential operator the boundary problem 
is called elliptic and then we can just apply the results of Chapter XIX. 

To develop the preceding ideas in general we must examine the anal
ogues of the operators k0 and fex for general elliptic systems of differential 
equations in X. This requires only minor additions to the results proved in 
Section 18.2. They are given in Section 20.1 where we establish the Fred-
holm properties of general elliptic boundary problems. 

Next we turn to the question of the index of an elliptic boundary 
problem. As a preliminary we discuss in Section 20.2 some elementary but 
important facts on ordinary systems of differential operators with constant 
coefficients. These are used in Section 20.3 to deform an elliptic boundary 
problem to another one with the same index which is just one half of the 
index of a natural extension of the operator to the double of the manifold, 
which no longer has a boundary. As in Chapter XIX we do not give an 
explicit formula for the index but only establish a procedure for obtaining 
it. 

In Section 20.4, finally, we give some remarks on non-elliptic boundary 
problems. These are meant to motivate why we devote so much effort to 
existence theory for non-elliptic pseudo-differential operators in the sub
sequent chapters. 

20.1. Elliptic Boundary Problems 

Let X be a compact C°° manifold with boundary dX. Assume given an 
elliptic differential operator P of order m from C°°(X,E) to C°°(X,F) where 
E and F are complex C00 vector bundles on X with the same fiber dimen
sion N. (We do not include half density bundles here since they would just 
complicate notation.) Thus the principal symbol p(x, £,) is a bijection Ex-+Fx 

for every £eTx*\{0}. To set up a boundary problem we need in addition 
boundary differential operators By C°°(X,E)-+ C°°(dX9Gj)9 j=l,..., J, where 
Gj are C°° vector bundles on dX. (This notion is discussed in the scalar case 
in Appendix B.2. The presence of bundles makes no difference locally and 
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should be ignored by the reader who does not feel familiar with bundles.) 
The boundary problem we shall study is to find ueC°°(X,E) satisfying 

(20.1.1) Pu=f in X; BjU = gj in dX, ; = 1,...,J; 

where feC°°{X,F) and gjeC°°(dX,Gj) are given. Later on we shall state the 
problem under weaker smoothness assumptions also. 

In a local coordinate patch XK such that XK is defined by xn^0 and £, 
F are identified with XK x CN, the equation Pu—f has the form 

%P«(x)D*u=f 

where the coefficients Pa are C00 functions of x with values in N x N 
matrices, and the coefficient of D™ is invertible since P is elliptic. Thus we 
can write 

D:u = P0-ln(f- X P*(x)D*u). 
aM <m 

If the transversal order of Bj exceeds m — 1, that is, B} contains terms 
Bja(x)Dau with a„^m, then we can replace D™u by this expression in all 
terms with (xn^>m to reduce the transversal order. Repeating the argument 
and using a partition of unity to combine the local constructions we 
conclude that 

where Brj has transversal order <m and Cj is a boundary differential 
operator from C°°(F) to C°°(G^ Then (20.1.1) is equivalent to 

Pu=f in X; Br
jU = gj-Cjf in dX, j = l , . . . ,J . 

It is therefore no restriction to assume that the transversal order of Bj is less 
than m, as we shall do from now on. However, we shall put no restriction 
on the total order m} of By 

For any s ̂  m we can extend P from C°° to a continuous map 

P:H(s)(X°,E)^H(s_m)(X°,F); 

here X° is the interior of X and the spaces are defined in Appendix B.2. B\ 
Theorem B.2.10 we also have a continuous extension 

since the transversal order of Bj is ^m —1. We want to examine when the 
operator 

(20.1.2) His)(X°9E)3u\-+(Pu,B1u9...,Bku)e 

H(s_JX^E)®H(s_mi_i)(dX,G])®...®H{s_mj_i)(dXiGJ) 

is a Fredholm operator. 

Definition 20.1.1. The boundary problem (20.1.1) is called elliptic if 

(i) P(x,D) is elliptic. 
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(ii) The boundary conditions are elliptic in the sense that for every 
xedX and £eT*(X) not proportional to the interior conormal nx of X the 
map 

is bijective, if Af+^ is the set of all ueC°°(WL,Ex) with p(x,£ + Dtnx)u(t) = 0 
which are bounded on R + . 

Here bj is of course the principal symbol of Bi and p is that of P. In the 
definition it suffices to take one £, in each equivalence class modJRw^ since 
translation by snx is equivalent to conjugation by eist. By condition (i) we 
know that p(x,( + m x ) is non-singular when r is real, for £ + Tnx=f=0 then by 
assumption, so all elements of Mx^ are in fact exponentially decreasing on 
R + . (See also Section 20.2 for a discussion of systems of ordinary differential 
operators.) We have chosen the term elliptic since we shall see that the 
definition is equivalent to ellipticity of an associated system of pseudo-
differential operators. However, the literature contains many other terms 
such as the Lopatinski-Schapiro condition, coerciveness and the covering 
conditions. The main result of this section is the following generalisation of 
the study of the Dirichlet problem in Section 17.3. 

Theorem 20.1.2. / / the boundary problem (20.1.1) is elliptic and s^m, then 
(20.1.2) is a Fredholm operator. 

The proof will be given after some preparations which allow a reduction 
along the lines indicated in the introduction to a system of pseudo-differen
tial operators in dX. It is convenient to identify a neighborhood X1 of dX 
in X with dX x [0,1) for example by introducing a Riemannian metric in X 
and taking geodesic normal coordinates with respect to dX (see Appendix 
C.5). We can also identify the bundles E and F restricted to Xx with their 
liftings by the projection it1\Xx->dX, for any bundle map £ - • 7r:f £, for 
example, which is an isomorphism on dX must be an isomorphism on 
dX x [0,8) for small e. A change of scales will replace Xx by dX x [0,e). In 
what follows we denote points in Xx by (x\xn) where x'edX and x„e[0,1). 
Since Ex = E{x, 0) the normal derivatives D[u of sections u of E are then well 
defined. We can also extend X to an open manifold I = I u ( 5 I x ( - l , 0 ) ) 
with the obvious C°° structure. The bundles E and F can be extended to X 
so that the fibers are independent of xn in dK x (—1,1). We can also extend 
the differential operator P to X. Shrinking Xx again if necessary we may 
assume that P is elliptic on X too. By T we denote a properly supported 
parametrix of P on X. Thus TeW~m(X; F,E) and 

(20.1.3) TP = IE + RE, PT=IF + RF, 

where J£, IF denote the identity operators on sections of E and F, and RE, 
RF are operators with C°° kernels on such sections. 
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If ueC°°(X,E) we write 

yu = (u,D1u,...,D™-1u)\dxeC°°(dX9E
m) 

for the Cauchy data. In dX x [0,1) we have 

m 

0 

where Pj is a differential operator of order m—j in 8X depending on the 
parameter xn. We denote the principal symbol by py With u° = u in X and 
w° = 0 in X \ X , we obtain in X 

(20.1.4) PM0 = (Pw)0 + Fc'yw 

where for U = (U0,...,Um_1)eCoo(dX,Em) 

(20.1.5) Pc t/ = r x X P j+1 I ^_fc®Z)*<5, 

S denoting the Dirac measure in xn. In fact, induction with respect to ; gives 

Di+1u° = (Di+1u)0 + i-li7j-ku2)Di5. 
0 

If T is applied to (20.1.4) we obtain "Green's formula" 

(20.1.6) u° + REu° = T(Pu)° + TPcyu, 

in view of (20.1.3). Note that if Pu = 0 in X and JR£ = 0 it follows that yu 
= yTPcyu, where the boundary values on the right exist by Theorem 18.2.17 
since every term in the symbol of T is a rational function. For 
Ue C°°(dX, Em) we therefore introduce 

(20.1.7) QU = yTPcU; 

thus QU is the Cauchy data of the Green potential TPC U. Explicitly, 
m - 1 

(QU\= £ QUU„ fc=0,...,m-l, 
0 

where 

QuU^i 'i^D'TP^^U^DidU 

the boundary values being taken from X of course. Thus Qkl is a pseudo-
differential operator in d X of order k — l with principal symbol 

(20.1.8) qkl(x\0 = (2nir1$+mYJ ' ^pi^A^Pj^ii^A^d^ 
7 = 0 

that is, the sum of the residues of the integrand in the half plane Im ̂ n > 0. 
This means that (Qkl) is a Douglis-Nirenberg system as discussed in Section 
19.5. 
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Theorem 20.1.3. The system Q of pseudo-differential operators defined by 
(20.1.7) is an approximate projection in the space of Cauchy data in the sense 
that Q2 — Q has a C00 kernel. If we identify solutions of the ordinary differen
tial equation p(x\0,£\Dn)v = 0 with the Cauchy data (v(0), ...,D™~1 v(0)) then 
the principal symbol q(x\£) is for £'4=0 identified with the projection on the 
subspace M + of solutions exponentially decreasing on R + along the subspace 
M~ of solutions exponentially decreasing on R_. One calls Q, and sometimes 
also q, the Calderon projector. 

Proof. If u= TPC U then the restriction of u to X is in C°° and by (20.1.3) 

Pu = (IF + RF) PCU = RFPCU in X° 

where RF has a C°° kernel. By definition yu = QU, so if we apply (20.1.6) to 
u and take the Cauchy data from X, it follows that 

QU + yRE(TPc U)° = yT(RFPc U)° + Q2 U. 

Now the map U\-*RFPCU is continuous from 9\dX,Em) to C°°(X,F), and 
since T satisfies the transmission condition it follows that the map 
U\-*yT(RFPcU)° is continuous from 9? to C00, hence has a C°° kernel. If 
( ^ e C ^ p C E * ® ^ ) and 1/eC00, then approximation of 0 by functions van
ishing near dX gives 

((TPc[/)0
?(/)) = (Pcl/,T*(/)0). 

(Note that T* (f)°eCm-l{X,E).) Since T* also satisfies the transmission 
condition it follows that T*(j)°eC°°{X\ which proves that Uh^(TPcU)° can 
be extended to a continuous map from Q)\dX,Em) to Q)'{X,E\ Hence 
U\-+yRE(TPcU)° is also continuous from 9' to C°° which proves that Q2 

-Q has a C°° kernel. 
To interpret the principal symbol we observe that if U = (U0,..., 

Um_l)eE™x,Q) then the inverse Fourier transform 

i?(xB) = (27c0-1fp(x',O^)-1 X pj^^x'A^tme^^d^ 
j + l<m 

is in £f' and satisfies the equation 

ptfAZ'iDJv-r1 I pj+l+1{x'A^)UiDjJ. 
j + l<m 

Thus v concides for xn>0 with an element v+eM+ and when xn<0 with an 
element v~ eM~. For x„ = 0we have the jump conditions 

Dk
n(v

+-v-)=Uk, fc = 0 , . . . , m - l . 

The equations (20.1.8) mean that 

^ , { ' ) l / = (t;+(0),...,D;-1t;+(0)). 

Hence qU=U means that v~ =0, that is, that U is the Cauchy data of a 
solution in M + . The equation qU = 0 means that v+=0, that is, that U is 
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the Cauchy data of a solution in M~. Hence q is the projection on M+ 

along the complementary space M~; that q is a projection is of course also 
a consequence of the fact that the symbol of Q2 — Q is of order — oo. The 
proof is complete. 

Corollary 20.1.4. The map 

Coo{X,F)3f^QyTf0eCoo(dX,Em) 

can be extended to a continuous map from H(0)(X°,F) to C°°(dX,Em). 

Proof. If feC°°(X,F) then u=Tf°\xeC°°(X,E) since T satisfies the trans
mission condition. It follows from (20.1.3) that Pu=f+RFf° in X. Thus we 
obtain from (20.1.6) 

yu + yREu° = yTf0 + yT(RFf0)° + Qyu. 

The m a p / •-> RFf° is continuous from H(0) to C°°, s o / •-> -yT(RFf°)° is 
continuous from HQ) to C°°, again by the transmission condition. Now 
/ h-* 7/°|x is continuous from //(o) to //(m)(X°), so / H-» JREU° is con
tinuous^ from ii ( 0 ) to C00. By Theorem B.2.10 the map/i—>yu is continuous 
from H(0)(X°,F) to © H ^ . ^ ^ ^ S X j E ) , and since Q — Q2 is continuous from 
®H{m_j_i)(dXiE) to ©C°°(dX,£), the corollary is proved. 

By hypothesis the operators B} in (20.1.1) have transversal order < m, so they 
can be written in the form B^B^y, where Bc

} is a differential operator from 
sections of Em on dX to sections of Gj on dX. If U = yu it follows from 
(20.1.6) that U — QU is essentially determined by f = Pu, so we are led to 
replace (20.1.1) by equations of the form 

U = ̂  + QU; BcjU = gp 7 = 1,...,J. 

At first sight it might seem that there are too many equations here. For 
example, the Laplace equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions leads to 
3 equations for 2 unknowns. However, \j/ is not arbitrary since Q\j/ is 
essentially 0 by Corollary 20.1.4. Since Q is a projection this will effectively 
decrease the number of equations to be solved as shown by the following 
proposition which for the sake of simplicity is stated for standard elliptic 
operators rather than those of the Douglis-Nirenberg type. 

Proposition 20.1.5. Let H and G be C°° complex vector bundles on a compact 
manifold Y without boundary, let QeW°hg(Y; H,H\ Be¥£hg{Y; H,G) and as
sume that Q2 — Q = 0, that is, that Q 2 -gG lF~ 0 0 . Denote the principal symbols 
by b and by q. Then 

(i) ifb(y,n) restricted to q(y,rj)Hy is surjective for all (y,?/)er*(Y)\0, then 
one can find SeW^(Y; G,H) such that 

(20.1.9) BS = IGi QS = S. 
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(ii) if b(y,n) restricted to q(y,rj)Hy is injectivefor all ( J ; ^ ) G T * ( 7 ) \ 0 then 
one can find S'eV^iY; G,H) and S"e¥°hf,(Y; H,H) such that 

(20.1.10) S'B + S" = IH, S"<2EE0. 

(iii) if b(y,Y\) restricted to q(y,rj)Hy is bijective, then 5, S\ S" are uniquely 
determined mod <F~°°, and S' = S. 

Proof In case (i) we can by the polyhomogeneous form of Theorem 19.5.2 
applied to BQ find TeS^YiG^H) such that BQT = IG. Then S = QT satis
fies (20.1.9), for 

BS = BQT = IG, QS = (Q2-Q)T+QT=QT=S. 

In case (ii) we can use the polyhomogeneous case of Theorem 19.5.1 for the 
Douglis-Nirenberg system B®{IH-Q) to find VeV^(Y;G,H) and 
T"eV°hg(Y;H,H) such that 

TB+T"{IH-Q)^IH. 

Then Sf = T and S" = T"(IH-Q) satisfy (20.1.10) since S"Q = T"(Q-Q2) = 0. 
In case (iii) we choose S, S' and S" so that (20.1.9) and (20.1.10) hold. Then 
it follows that 

S, = S'BS = S,BS + S"(S-QS) = S'BS + S"S = S. 

Hence S = S' so these operators and therefore S" are uniquely determined 
mod W~°°. This completes the proof. 

In the situation at hand Q = (Qkl) where QkleY£^l(dX;£,£), and B is 
replaced by the matrix (Bc

jk) defined by 
m - l 

Vj U= Z B% Uk, B)ke V%-\dX; E, Gj). 
0 

By the arguments used to prove Theorem 19.5.3 it follows from Proposition 
20.1.5, if the boundary problem is elliptic, that we can find operators 

SkJeV*£m>(dX;Gj9E); fc = 0 , . . . , m - l ; ; = 1,...,J; 

S^eV^idXiE.E); /c,/ = 0 , . . . , m - l ; 

such that (20.1.9), (20.1.10) are fulfilled for S' = S = (Skj) and S" = (S'ti. We can 
use these operators to construct a parametrix of the boundary problem. 

First assume that ueC°°(X,E) and that (20.1.1) holds. With U = yu it 
follows from (20.1.6) that 

U + yREu° = yTf° + QU, 

and the boundary conditions (20.1.1) give BCjU = gj. By (20.1.10) we have 
with the obvious block matrix notation 

SBC + S"(I-Q) = I-R 
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where ReW-°°(dX;Em,Em). Hence 

, U = Sg + S"(yTf°-yREu°) + RU. 

Using (20.1.6) again we obtain 

(20.1.11) u = {I + TPcS"y)Tf° + TPcSg + Ku, 

where 
Ku = TPc(Ryu-S"yREu°)-REu° 

is a continuous map from H{m)(X°,E) to C°°{X,E). Thus the map 

(20.1.12) (f,g)^(I + TPCS"y) Tf° + TPcSg 

is an approximate left inverse of (20.1.2). It is also an approximate right 
inverse. In fact, with the notation u for the right-hand side of (20.1.12) we 
have by (20.1.3) 

Pu = (IF + RF)((I + PcS"yT)f° + PcSg) 

=f0 + RFf° + RFPcSf'yTf° + RFPcSg 

where the second equality is valid in X°. Hence 

(20.1.13) P((I+TPcS"y)Tf° + TPcSg)=f+K1f+K2g 

where Kx is a continuous map from H(0)(X°,F) to C°°(X,F) and K2 is a 
continuous map from @\dX,®G) to C°°(X,F). We have 

Bc y u = BC(I + QS") y Tf° + Bc QSg. 

Here K4 = BCQS-I is of order - oo by (20.1.9), and (20.1.9), (20.1.10) give 

BC(I + QS") = BC{I + Q- QSBC) = BC + BCQ- BCQSBC = BCQ. 

In view of Corollary 20.1.4 it follows that 

(20.1.14) B((I + TPcS"y)Tf° + TPcSg) = g + K3f+K4g 

where Kz is a continuous map from H{0)(X°9F) to C°°(X,@Gj) and X4 is 
a map in C°°{X,®G) with C00 kernel. Theorem 20.1.2 will follow from 
Corollary 19.1.9 and (20.1.11), (20.1.13), (20.1.14) when we have verified some 
continuity properties of (20.1.12). 

In the following proposition the notation ||w||(s) stands for the norm in 
H{S)(X°) if ueC°°(X,£), and similarly for sections of F in X°. For the sake 
of clarity we shall write fv for the restriction of Tv to X°. 

Proposition 20.1.6. Ifs^m and feC°°(X,F) then 

(20.1.15) lltf°||(s)^C||/||(s_m). 

/ / U = (U09...,Um_1)eC00{dX9E
H) we have for any s 

(20.1.16) WtP'UW^C^WUjW^j^y 
o 
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Proof. It suffices to prove (20.1.15) when / has support in a compact subset 
K of a local coordinate patch Yx [0,1) at the boundary, YcJR" -1 . Choose 
4>eC^(Yx [0,1)) equal to 1 in a neighborhood of K, and let k be an integer 
g:s —ra. We shall first estimate \\4>ff°\\is_k>k), with the notation in Appendix 
B.2. To do so we note that 

II J W(-m+s-k,k)= WJ 1 1 ( 0 , s - m ) = \[J 11(0, s-m)= II 7 l l ( s - m ) ' 

Here f° is considered as a distribution in 3R". We can write 

Da(j)T= X TPDP 

M*\*\ 

where Tp is a pseudo-differential operator of order — m and /?„ = 0 if an = 0. 

Since ^fX-m-k)* ll/°ll<.-»-*.» if 1 0 ^ * and j»„=0, it follows that 

WD'tTfX-^CWfX-n-KV 
if a„ = 0 and |a|^fc. This gives an estimate of \\4>Tf°\\{s_kfk), so 

Il4>f/%_k>^q|/||(s_m). 

Now Pff°=f+RFf° in X° by (20.1.3). Choose ^ e C ^ y x [0,1)) so that ip 
= 1 in a neighborhood of K and 0 = 1 in a neighborhood of supp ip. 
Theorem B.2.9 or rather its proof shows that 

\WtfX^c(\\f\\(s_m)+\\<j>tfX-kJ-
Since (l—\l/)Tf° is a continuous function of feH{0) with values in C°°(X) 
when suppfczK, we have proved (20.1.15). 

We may also suppose that supp UcK when proving (20.1.16). By (20.1.5) 
we have 

m— 1 

0 j+l<m 

Since JP.+ / + x is of order m—j — l — 1 we have 

I.\\^h-m+j+i^cYl\\u}i,_J_i). 

The Fourier transform of Vj®DJ
n d is t ^ ' ) £;[, and 

ien
Jtt+W\2 + 0-mdtn^C(l + \t;'\2y-">+* 

when 7 < m. Thus 

i i » J ® ^ 5 i i ( _ 1 1 I + I _ t i l k ) ^ i | 0 i ® D i ; ^ i i ( _ 1 1 1 > , ) ^ c i i » J i i ( 1 _ 1 1 1 + J + i „ 

if j < m and k is an integer g;max(s,0). Hence 

m - l 

llf^[/||(s_k,fe)=c x I I^I I , ,^^, , 
0 

for commuting T with x' derivatives it is easily seen that T is continuous 
from H(t_mJc) to H(tJl) for every integer /c^0. (See also Lemma 21.1.9 below.) 
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Since U\-+PTPC U = RFPCU is continuous from @\dX) to C°°, we can 
improve the estimate to (20.1.16) in the same way as in the proof of 
(20.1.15). The proof is complete. 

Remark. The estimates proved here by means of Theorem B.2.9 are in fact 
valid for every T satisfying the transmission conditions. We leave the proof 
for the reader. 

Theorem 20.1.7- The map (20.1.12) is continuous from 

H(s_m)(X°,F)®H{s_mi^)(dX,Gl)®...®H{s_mj_i)(dX,GJ) 

to H{s)(X°,E) for every s^m. It is an approximate left inverse of (20.1.2) in 
the sense that (20.1.11) is valid with K continuous from H{m)(X°,E) to 
C°°(X,E\ and an approximate right inverse as well in the sense that (20.1.13) 
and (20.1.14) are valid with 

K3 KJ 

continuous from H(Q)(X,F) 0 &'(dX, ®Gj) to C°°(X, F) ® C°°(dX, ®Gj). 

Proof. By (20.1.15) we have 

l\\yJTf%_}_i)zc\\f\\l,_m), 
so it follows from (20.1.16) and the fact that S'k',e«P*-' that 

\\fPcS"yTf%s)SC\\f\\(s_m). 

The continuity of the other terms in (20.1.12) is an obvious consequence of 
Proposition 20.1.6, which completes the proof. 

As already pointed out, Theorem 20.1.2 is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 20.1.7 and Corollary 19.1.9. Using Theorems 19.5.1 and 19.5.2 it 
would also be easy to show that ellipticity is necessary for the conclusions 
to hold. 

Theorem 20.1.8. If the boundary problem (20.1.1) is elliptic then the kernel of 
the Fredholm operator (20.1.2) is in C°°(X,E) and the range is the orthogonal 
space of a finite dimensional subspace of 

C°°(X, F* ® Qx) 0 C°°{dX, G* ® QdX) 0 . . . 0 C°°(dX, G* <g) QdX). 

Thus the index is independent of s. It is also independent of the lower order 
terms in P and in Bp and it is stable under arbitrary small perturbations of the 
coefficients. 

Proof. From the properties of the left inverse in Theorem 20.1.7 it follows 
that if ueH{m)(X°,E) and (20.1.1) is valid with feH{s_m){X°,F\ 
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gjeH(s_m._^)(dXiGj) for some s^m, then ueH(s)(X°,E). In particular, the 
kernel of (20.1.2) is contained in C°°(X,E), and it suffices to prove that the 
range is defined by C°° relations when s = m. Thus assume that 

veHm(X, F* ® Qx), hjeHimj+4_ m)(dX, Gj ® QdX), 

and that 

(Pu,v) + Y1(Bju,hj)=0 when ueC°°(X,E). 

In particular we can define u by (20.1.12) with / = 0 , 

u = TPcSg; g}eC™{dX,G). 
Then Pu = K2g, Bu = g + K4.g where K2 and KA are continuous maps from 
2' to C°°. Thus 

Z (gj, V («2 «,») - («* 8. *) 
is a continuous linear form on gj in the distribution topology, so h^eC00. 
Since 

(Pu,v)= -Z(BjU,hj), ueC°°{X,E), 

we obtain P* v = 0 in X° by taking u equal to 0 near the boundary. Thus the 
Cauchy data of v are well defined (Theorems B.2.9 and B.2.8), and they are 
in C°° since they can be expressed in terms of h. Using Theorem 1.2.6 
(Borel's theorem) we can define v in X^X° so that veC^(X\X°) has these 
Cauchy data on dX and the higher order derivatives with respect to xn on 
dX are chosen so that P*v vanishes of infinite order there. After this 
extension veH$?p(X) and P*VGC°°(X). Hence veC°°(X) which completes 
the proof that the range is defined by smooth relations independent of s. 
Stability of the index under perturbations of lower order follows from 
Corollary 19.1.8 and stability for arbitrary small perturbations is a con
sequence of Corollary 19.1.6. The proof is complete. 

Theorem 20.1.8 shows that the index of an elliptic boundary problem is 
determined by the topological data defined by the operators involved. In 
Section 20.3 we shall show that the determination of the index can be 
reduced to the same problem on a manifold with no boundary. The proof 
will require some elementary facts on ordinary differential operators with 
constant coefficients which will be discussed in Section 20.2. It will also be 
necessary to generalize the results of this section. First we note that there is 
no need to assume that Bj are differential operators. The proofs are un
changed if Bj = Bcjy where Bc

} are pseudo-differential operators from sections 
of Em to sections of Gj on dX satisfying the ellipticity condition. However, 
we must also allow more general operators P, and that requires more work. 
The most natural setting is to allow P to be any pseudo-differential opera
tor satisfying the transmission condition. However, the boundary conditions 
are then far more difficult to state (see the references given in the notes) so 
we shall use another not quite invariant class of operators which has the 
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advantage that its elements are close to being differential operators at the 
boundary. 

We shall assume as above that a neighborhood of dX in X has been 
identified with dX x [0,1), and that E, F in this "collar" are identified with 
the liftings from dX. Write X5 — dX x [0,5) and define the extension X as 
before. We shall assume that P = Pb + Pl where PleW™hg(X

0) and the kernel 
has support in ( X \ X±) x ( X \ X^), say, and 

m 

0 

Here m is a positive integer and If is a C00 function of xne(—1,1) with 
values in *F^~J(3X) vanishing for xn>2/3 say. We assume that /^ is a vector 
bundle map £ -> F. By definition the principal symbol of P is the sum of 
those of Pb and of P\ As indicated above we allow B} to be of the form 

m - l 

0 

where BjkeW^~k(dX\E,G^. The principal symbol defined in the obvious 
way is homogeneous of degree m7- and is a polynomial in £n of degree < m. 
It is clear that Definition 20.1.1 makes sense in this more general situation 
and that we still have a continuous map (20.1.2). To extend Theorem 20.1.2 
we must reexamine the definition and the properties of the parametrix % for 
we can no longer use a standard pseudo-differential operator. Since our 
present setup is not invariant we shall use a local variant of the arguments 
used to prove Theorem 20.1.2. 

In terms of a local coordinate system on dX the symbol of P in the 
corresponding part of the collar is a sum of a standard symbol of order m 
and a polynomial of degree m in £n for which the coefficient of €{ is a 
symbol of degree m — j in the other variables. Thus the symbol will locally 
satisfy estimates of the form 

(20.1.17) |D- D»xa{x, £)| ^ C.,(l + |{|f-""(l + \?\)- M 

where ^, = (^1,...,<^n_1). The first time we differentiate the symbol of Pb with 
respect to £' the term £™ drops out since P% is just a multiplication operator. 
Thus da/d^j satisfies (20.1.17) with m replaced by m—1 for every j and not 
only for j = n. 

Before proceeding with our discussion of the boundary problem we must 
make some remarks on the calculus of pseudo-differential operators. Denote 
by Sm'm' the set of all as C°°(Rn x R") such that 

(20.1.17)' |DJD{a{x9 £)| ̂  C.,(l + |£|)m-a"(l +1{'|)m'~ |a'!. 

Lemma 20.1.9. / / aeSm'm' then a(x,D) is continuous from ^(s+m,r+m')(lRn) 
to H(Stt)(WLn) for all s, t eR. / / fteS"'"' then a{x,D)b(x,D) = c{x,b) where 
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ceSm+fl>m'+fl\ more precisely, c-af teSw + ' l 'm '+ ' 1 ' - 1 . If aiJ)eSm~Um' for every j 
thenc-abeSm+fi-1>m'+<1'. 

Proof Sm'm' is the space of symbols of weight (1 + |£|)w(l + |<T|)m' with respect 
to the c temperate metric 

\dx\2+m2i{i+\^)2+\dQ2i{\^2\ 

Hence it follows from Theorems 18.5.10 and 18.5.4 that cey»+M,»'+M' a n ( j 
that c - a b e S m + " ' m ' + " ' - 1 . Hence 

aM(x,D) = (l + |D|2)s/2(l + ^ 

is in Op S0 , 0 and therefore L2 continuous by Theorem 18.6.3. This proves 
the continuity statement. 

In order to prove the last statement we write 

b(x9 i) -b(y,Z) = Y (*j ~ yj) Hx> y> ft 
i 

bj(x, y9£) = J b(j)(y + t(x - y),£) dt. 
o 

When yeWC1 is regarded as a parameter it is clear that bj is uniformly 
bounded in S7^', and so are the y derivatives. Now 

a(x,D)b(x,D) = a(x,D)b(yiD) + Y(Xj-yJ)ci(x,D)bj(x,y,D)+C(x,y,D); 

C(x, y, D) = - i X aU)(x9 D) 6/x, y, D). 

Thus C(x9y,£) and its y derivatives are uniformly bounded in sm+fl~1>Tn' + fl'. 
Taking j / = xwe obtain 

c(x9 £) = a(x, £)fc(x, <*) + C(x9x9 £) 

which proves that c — abeSm+fl~1,m+^. The proof is complete. 

The following lemma is essentially a case of Lemma 18.4.3: 

Lemma 20.1.10. Let xeC%(WLn)9 aeSm>°9 and assume that 

|a(x,£)|^c(l + |£ir iy{esupp(l-x). 

Then b{x9£) = (l-x(Q)/a(x9Q is in S'"1*0. If a^eS""1*0 then b^eS'^1-0. 

Proof Assume that estimates of the form (20.1.17)' have already been proved 
for derivatives of order <|a + j8| of b. Then we obtain by differentiating the 
equation ab=l—x that 

| f l(x,^)D|I);&(x,{)|gC^(l+|f |)-a»(l + |f|)-l«'l, 

and this implies that 

|D| D{b(x, o\ ̂  c;,(i+ifl)---(i+o~'"''. 
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Since 

b^(x^)=~a^(x^)/a(x,02 

outside supp x, the second statement follows from the first. 

Remark. The lemma and the proof remain valid if a is N x N matrix valued 
and a(x, £ ) - 1 can be estimated by (1 +|£|)~w. 

Assuming as we may that P is defined and elliptic on X we can now 
prove the interior regularity result we need: 

Proposition 20.1.11. If ueH'^^X) and PueH™mp(X) then UGH^^X). 

For every compact subset K of X we have if supp u c= K 

Proof Since for every (freC^ 

WP^uW^UPuW^ + cWuW^^^ 

it is sufficient to prove the statement when u has compact support in a 
coordinate patch. We may assume that the coordinate patch corresponds to 
the set {xeW;\x\<2} and that suppu<=.{xeWLn;\x\^\}. Set a(x,£) 
= p(\l/(x)x,£) where p is the symbol matrix of P in the local coordinates, for 
some trivializations of E and F, and \j/ is chosen as in Lemma 19.2.11. Then 
aeSm'°, aij)GSm~1,0 for every j , a(x,£) = p(x,£) in a neighborhood of suppw, 
and |{|ma(x,<^)_1 is bounded for large |£|. Using Lemma 20.1.10 we can now 
choose a matrix symbol beS~m,° so that b{j)(x,^)eS~m~1,0 for every;*, and 
b(x,^)a(x,i) is the identity for large |£|. By Lemma 20.1.9 it follows that 
b(x,D)a(x,D) = I + R(x,D) where ReS~lf0

9 hence R(x,D) is continuous from 
# ( s + m-i ) toH ( s + m ) . Thus 

||ii||(s+m)g||6(x,D)fl(jc,D)u||(5+m)+||R(x,Z))tt||(s+lll) 

gC(||a(x,i))ii| |w+||ii| | (a+m_1)). 

This proves the proposition. 

Next we shall discuss regularity at the boundary. In doing so we consid
er a local coordinate patch where P = Pb; we trivialize E there first and then 
trivialize F using the identification of E and F given by multiplication with 
P%; After extending the symbols of P and of Bj to the whole space as in the 
proof of Proposition 20.1.11 we obtain the following situation. The symbol 
of P is of the form m 

P(x,{) = l p / x , { ' ) { i 
0 

where pjeSm-j(WLnxWLn~1l pm is the identity NxN matrix and I ^ P p ^ f ) - 1 

is bounded for large |^|. Similarly the symbol of B} is 

m - 1 

0 
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where bjkeSm "^R"" 1 xR"" 1 ) . As in Lemma 20.1.10 we define T(X,£) = 
(1— X(£))P(X>£)-1 where xeCg? *s equal to 1 in such a large set that TeS~m'° 
and T0)G£-™-i,o for e v e r y j Corresponding to (20.1.3) we set 

T (x, D) p (x, D) = I + r£(x, D), p(x,D)T(x,D) = I + rF(x,D) 

where r£ ,rFG5~1 , 0 . Thus the operators rE(x,D) and rF(x,D) are continuous 
from H(s)0(R

n) to f/(s+1 0(R") for all s, t while T(X,D) is continuous from 
H(st)(WLn) to #(s+wM)(R"). We must also establish estimates similar to those 
in Proposition 20.1.6. If / G ^ ( R " ) we denote as usual by f° the function 
which is equal to / in R + and 0 elsewhere. Let x(x,D)f° be the restriction 
of z(x,D)f° to R+ and define rE(x,D\ rF(x,D) similarly. 

Lemma 20.1.12. If feSf then 

(20.1.18) l | T l x , Z ) ) r | | ( ^ 

gCS iJ/| | ( 5 i 0 , 5^0, 

with the norms of H(, ,.)0R+)- If /eH(_m>t)(RB) and x„ = 0 iw supp/, t/ien we 
have for every v 

(20.1.19) ||f(x,D)/||(¥i,_v)+||?B(x,D)/||(v+1_111,,_v)+||f1,(x,D)/||(v+1_I1,>,_T) 

^C s > I ,v | | / | | (_m > ( ) 

where the norms on the left-hand side are in if(#>e)(R+) and the norm of f on 
the right-hand side is in H(_m f)(R

w). 

Proof The essential point is that p(x, £) has a nice asymptotic expansion as 
<!;„-• oo. (Thus it is really the transmission condition that we use.) With the 
notation 

S = ^ + i(|{'|2 + l)* 
we can write 

m 

o 

where Pm = J and PjeSm~j(WLnxWLn~1). Then we can successively choose 
TjeSj{WinxR""1) so that for N = 1,2,... 

J V - l m - l 

S>(x,^) X t / x > O S - J = S » / + X pNJ(x,OS-J, 
0 0 

where pN . is in Sj+N. In fact, for JV=1 this means that T0 = I and that pXJ 

= Pm-i-j' If the identity is established for one value of N then 

s*+i
P(x,a£;T,(x,os—-' 

o 
m— 1 m 

=S W + 1 /+ X P W > - / (X ,« ' )S 1 - - '+£P„_ 7 (X ,02 1 - - 'T W (X ,0 
0 0 
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which is of the desired form if TN(X, £')= — PN,O(X> £') a n d 

PN+IJ = PNJ+I +Pm-i-jTN\x>£) 

for 7 = 0,...,m — 1. If we multiply the identity by T(X, £) = (1—%(<i;))p(x, £ ) - 1 

and by E~N, it follows that 

o 
where 

p w ( x , « = - Z ( 5 ) ' i ; \ / x , O S - " - - ' - ( l - Z « ) ) p ( x , 5 ) - 1 I PsJ^OS-'-". 
o o 

Since | | / | | ( O i ,+ 0JII/ l l<M ) , 5 = 0, and the norm off0 in H(0>S+0(IR
W) is equal 

to that of / in H(0s+r)(IR"+), the fact that pNeS-m-N>N gives when N^s 

The continuity of pN(x,D) from H{_mtt) to H(vt_v) when v = N also gives an 
estimate for the term ||pN(x,D)/||(v f_v) in (20.1.19). 

For the operator 
00 

S(D)'ku(x) = rk J exp(-£(|D'|2 + \f)tk~1 u(x\xn + t)dt/(k-l)\ 
o 

the restriction of the left-hand side to the half space xn>0 is determined by 
the restriction of u to that half space. Since Op(TjE~m~j) is continuous 
from H{s 0(R") to H(s+mt)(lR.n) we also have continuity in the corresponding 
restriction spaces in WLn

+. This proves the estimate for x(x,D)u in (20.1.18) 
and (20.1.19) since the terms just discussed give no contribution at all in 
(20.1.19). 

To prove the estimates for f£(x,D) and rF(x,D) we shall examine 
p(x,D)t(x,D) — (pr)(x,D) and r(x,D)p(x,D) — (xp)(x,D) using the same de
composition of T. First we observe that the symbols of p(x,D)pN(x,D) 
-(PPN)(X>D)

 a n d PN(X>D)P(X>D)-(PNP)(X>D)
 a r e *n S~N,N~1 for every N, 

and for large enough N we can therefore argue in the same way as when we 
estimated T(X,D)U. The symbols of 

xj(x, D') S(D)-m~ Jp(x, D) - (TjPE-m~ J) (x, D) 

and the corresponding difference with the order of the factors interchanged 
are in S~1,0 for every j . Thus the operator is then continuous from 
ff(M)(Rn) to if(s+1 f)(R") for all s,t which again implies continuity in the 
corresponding restriction spaces in 1R+. This completes the proof. -

With P replaced by p(x,D) and T replaced by T(X,D) we now repeat the 
steps which led to the proof of Theorem 20.1.2. First we define the matrix Q 
of pseudo-differential operators by (20.1.7). Only the principal symbol of Q2 

— Q is now equal to 0, which means that Q2 — Q improves differentiability 
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by one unit. The proof of Corollary 20.1.4 therefore gives that 

H(sJKn
+W^QyT(x,D)f°e®H(s+t+m-j+i) 

is continuous for s^O. If the hypothesis on Q in Proposition 20.1.5 is only 
fulfilled on the principal symbol level, that is, Q2 — QexP~1, then the con
clusions remain valid with = interpreted as equality of principal symbols. 
We can also obtain BQS-IGEW-°° by taking S = QT where BQ2 T 
— IGEW~°°. For our Douglis-Nirenberg systems we thus obtain Skj 

= S'kjE^-mj and SkleW^1. The error term K in (20.1.11) is now continuous 
from H(s f)(3R"+) to # ( S + M )(R"+) when s^m. For the error terms 
K1 ? . . . ,K4 ' in (20.1.13) and (20.1.14) we obtain: 

K1 is continuous from H(s t)(WLn
+) to H ( s + 1 r)(lR+) when s7>0; 

K2 is continuous from H^^^^W1) to fl(s+M_s)(R"+) 
for arbitrary s and t; 

K3 is continuous from H(M)(lR
n

+) to ©H ( s + f + w_m .+ i )( lR"-1) if s ^ 0 ; 

K4 has a C°° kernel. 

In the verification, which we leave for the reader, it is useful to recall from 
the proof of Proposition 20.1.6 that 

Suppose now that ueHim)(WLn
+) and that u vanishes outside some large 

ball. We shall prove that ueH(s)(WLn
+) if 

p(x,D)ueH(s_m)(W+\ bfaDfreH^^W-1). 

In the proof we may assume that we know already that ueH(s,)(WLn
+) for 

some s'^m with srgs' + l. Since 

u = (I + T(x,D)PcS"y)T(x,D)f° + T(x,D)PcSg + Ku 

the assertion follows from the continuity properties of K above and from 
the continuity of the other operators given by Lemma 20.1.12. 

Next assume as in the proof of Theorem 20.1.8 that we have a relation 

0 = J (Pu)vdx^iBju(x,)hMf)dx^ ueC™(WLn
+) 

xn>0 

where veEft^) and hjeH^+m)+i_m)(Br-x). 
We shall prove that this must remain true with t replaced by t + l, hence 

for all t. To do so we take fe C^OR") and set 

(20.1.20) u=<p((I + T{x,D)PcS"y)x(x,D)f0 + t(x,D)PcSg) 

where <j>eC^(Rn) is fixed. Then 

l | i , w-<£Ao, - ( )+Zl l B ; M - < £gA-r - m j - i + m > 

^C(ll/ll<o,_(-i) + Illg;ll(--1-mW+».>) 
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by the estimates for K} given above and the continuity of the operators in 
the right-hand side of (20.1.20) which follows from Lemma 20.1.12. Hence it 
follows that 

I J 4>fvdx+YJ\4>gjhjdA^C{\\f\\^_t__,)+YJUJ\V-t-mi-i+m)-
x n > 0 

This proves that ^ e H ( 0 t + 1 ) ( R " + ) and (t>hjeH{t+m.+^_m) as claimed. Thus 
we have hjeC00. Since tPveC00 and the Cauchy data of v are in C°° it 
follows as in the proof of Theorem 20.1.8 that UGC°°(RW

+). 

Theorem 20.1.8'. Let P = Pb + Pl where Pl is a pseudo-differential operator of 
order m with kernel of compact support in X° x X° and Pb is a differential 
operator in xn which is pseudo-differential along dX in the collar, as described 
above. Assume that P is elliptic and that the boundary operators Bj are elliptic 
with respect to P. Then the conclusions of Theorem 20.1.8 remain valid. 

Proof First we prove that the operator 

(20.1.21) H{m)(X°,E)Bu^(Pu,B1u,...,BJu)e 

j 

is a Fredholm operator with range equal to the annihilator of a finite 
dimensional subspace of C™(X9F*®Qx)@®C00(dX,Gj®QdX). Let uv be a 

_ j 

weakly convergent sequence in H(m)(X°,E) such that Puv is norm con
vergent in H{0)(X°,F) and BjUv is norm convergent in H{m_m._^)(dX9GJ) for 
every ;. Then uv is norm convergent in H(m_1)(X°,E) so the sequence 4>uv 

has the same properties if </>eC^(X). When (j>eC^{X°) it follows from 
Proposition 20.1.11 that <puv is also norm convergent in H{m)(X°9E), and if 
supp </> is sufficiently close to a boundary point the same conclusion follows 
from the fact that the operator K above is compact from H(m) to H(m). By 
Proposition 19.1.3 this proves that the operator (20.1.21) has finite dimen
sional kernel and closed range. Now we have proved that the orthogonal 
space of the range is in C 0 0 ( I , P ® ^ ) e © C 0 0 ( a i , G j t ( g ) ^ ) . (The regu-

j 
larity in the interior follows from Proposition 20.1.11 applied to the adjoint 
of P.) By Lemma 19.1.4 and the closed graph theorem this implies finite 
dimensionality. If s ^ 0 and 

(f,g1,...,gJ)eHis)(X
0,F)®@H{s+m_mj_i)(dX,GJ) 

j 

is orthogonal to this space we know that the boundary problem (20.1.1) has 
a solution ueH{m)(X°,E). We have also proved that the solution is in fact 
in H{s+m)(X°,E) in a neighborhood of the boundary; the same conclusion 
follows in the interior from Proposition 20.1.11. The proof is complete. 

Theorem 20.1.8' contains a global regularity statement which it is useful 
to microlocalize to a result analogous to Theorem 8.3.1. In a preliminary 
step we keep the hypotheses on P and Bj. 
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Lemma 20.1.13. Let P and B} have the properties in Theorem 20.1.8', let u 
and f be in JV(X\ and assume that 

Pu=f in X, BjU = gj in dX, j = l9...,J. 

Then 

(20.1.22) WFb{u%x= WFb(f)\6Xv (j WF(gj). 

Proof. It follows from Theorems 18.3.32 and 18.3.27 that the left-hand side 
contains the right-hand side. To prove the opposite inclusion we first choose 
<5>0 so that WF(u) contains no element (*,<!;) with £' = 0 and 0<x„^<3, 
which is possible since uej^iX). (See the proof of Theorem 18.3.32.) Let W 
be the union of the right-hand side of (20.1.22) and 

{(x,?)-0<xnSS,(x,l;)eWF(f) for some {„}. 

This is a closed set since WFb(f) is closed. We shall call a symbol 
xeS°°(R+ x T*(dX)) admissible if /(x, £') = 0 for xn^S and x is of order — oo 
in a conic neighborhood of W. Thus x(x,D')feC°° by Theorems 18.1.36 
and 18.3.32 if x is admissible. 

We can choose s and t so that ueHj^XJ), hence 

(20.1.23) x(x,D')ueHi8tt) for every admissible #eS0. 

The same result follows with t replaced by t — \i if xe^- From (20.1.23) it 
follows that for admissible / G 5 ° 

(20.1.24) Px(x9D')u = x(x,D')f+tP,x(x,D')-]ueH{s_m+Ut), 

for [F,%(x,D,)]= £ DJ
nXj(x,D') where x/eSm~1~j is admissible. Hence 

j<m 

(20.1.25) Dlx(x,D')ueH{s_j+ Ut_u 

if' j=m. By induction we obtain the same result for j<m, for if it is already 
proved with j replaced by j +1 then 

Di+1
X(x9iy)ueHia_ht_1)9 Dix(x,D')ueHis_ht) 

by the inductive hypothesis and (20.1.23). In view of Theorem B.2.3 we 
conclude that (20.1.25) holds. When j = 0 we have proved (20.1.23) with (s,t) 
replaced by (s + l,t — 1). After a finite number of iterations we obtain 
(20.1.23) with some new (s,r) such that s^m. Then 

Bix(x,D/)w = z(^O,D0gj+[Bj,x(x,i)0]MeH(s+t_M.+i) 

so recalling (20.1.24) we conclude using Theorem 20.1.8' that 
x(x,D')ueH{s+1 ty Thus (20.1.23) is true with s replaced by s + 1 and no 
change of t, which means that xix^D^ueC^iX) and proves that the left-
hand side of (20.1.22) is contained in the right-hand side. The proof is 
complete. 
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Lemma20.1.13 can be given a more general form: 

Theorem 20.1.14. Let X be a C°° manifold with boundary dX9 and let P be a 
differential operator from C°°(X,E) to C°°(X9F) where E and F are complex 
C°° vector bundles with the same fiber dimension. We assume that dX is non-
characteristic. Let Bx,...,Bj be boundary differential operators, and define the 
characteristic set C h a r ( P ; £ 1 , . . . , £ J ) c T * ( d X ) \ 0 as the set of all 
(x , ,^ ,)eT*(3X)\0 such that either P is characteristic for some (x,QeT*(X) 
in the inverse image of ( x ' , 0 under the natural map, or else the map in 
condition (ii) of Definition 20.1.1 fails to be infective. Ifu9fejV{X) and Pu — f 
in X°9 BjU = gj in dX,7 = 1,...,J, then 

(20.1.26) WFb(u)\dxc:ChaT(P;B1,...9BJ)uWFb(f)\dxu(j WF(gj). 

Proof. We may assume that X = WLn
+ and have to show that (0,ft)<£WTb(u) if 

(0, ft) is not in the set on the right-hand side. Dropping some superfluous 
Bj$ we may assume that the map in condition (ii) of Definition20.1.1 is 
bijective at (0, ft). Write 

m 

p(x,£)=Xi5(x,oe 
0 

and set 

P(x, o=pjx) £ + " t (/Jte O WO+Pj(o, ft I O/l ft I) (i - WO) ii 
0 

where ^eC00(IR/,~1) is homogeneous of degree 0 in £' when 1 0 ^ 1 a n d 
equal to 1 in a conic neighborhood of ft. If the support of \j/ is small 
enough then P is elliptic in a neighborhood of 0, and the boundary problem 
(P;Bl9...,Bj) is elliptic too if Bj are defined similarly. Now Pu=f in X°9 

BjU = gj in dX where 

(o,{y^w-/)uU^(g ry 
so it follows from Lemma 20.1.13 that (0, £'0)<fcWFb(u). The proof is complete. 

20.2. Preliminaries on Ordinary Differential Operators 

Let £ be a finite dimensional vector space over C and let A e <£(£,£). Then 
the differential equation 

(20.2.1) Du-Au=0 

where w6C°°(R,E) and D= ~id/dt has d im£ linearly independent solutions. 
The solution with u(0) = uo is given by 

u(t) = (2ni)-1§(zI-A)-1u0e
itzdz = YJ^s(zI-A)-1u0e

it\ 
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where the contour integral is taken along the boundary of a domain 
containing the eigenvalues of A. If A has no real eigenvalues then u(t) 
= u+(t) + u_(t) where u+ is the sum of the residues in the upper half plane 
and u_ is the sum of those in the lower half plane; u+ is bounded on R + 

and u_ is bounded on R_ . Thus 

(20.2.2) q= X Res(zJ-y l ) - 1 

Imz> 0 

is the projection on the space M + of solutions bounded on R + annihilating 
the space M~ of solutions bounded on IR_, if solutions are identified with 
their values at 0. 

Without violating the "ellipticity condition" that A has no real eigenval
ues one can deform A to a very special form: 

Proposition 20.2.1. / / A has no real eigenvalues and q is defined by (20.2.2), 
then 
(20.2.3) At = (l-T)A + T(iAq-iX(I-q)) 

has no real eigenvalues for 0 :g T ̂  1 if A>0, and 

(20.2.2)' q= X R e s ( z / - ^ T ) - 1 , O ^ T ^ I . 
Imz> 0 

Proof Let qz be the residue of (zl — A)"1 at z. Then qz = 0 unless z is an 
eigenvalue, and qz is then the projection on the space of generalized eigen
vectors belonging to the eigenvalue z along the space spanned by the other 
generalized eigenvectors. Thus the projections qz commute and 

Imz> 0 

The restriction of A — zl to qzE is a nilpotent operator and the restriction 
of q is the identity (zero) if Im z > 0 (lmz<0). The restriction of Ar to qzE is 
thus the sum of a nilpotent operator and the identity times 

(1 — T) Z + T i k sgn Im z, 

which has an imaginary part of the same sign as Im z. Thus AT cannot have 
a real eigenvalue when O g r ^ l . The spaces of generalized eigenvectors do 
not depend on T although the eigenvalues do. The proof is complete. 

The interest of the proposition is that on one hand A0 is an arbitrary 
operator with no real eigenvalues and on the other the homo topic Ax is 
very special. We can write down the solutions of the equation Du — A1u = 0 
explicitly, 

u (t) = exp (— X t) q u0 4- exp (X t) (I — q) u0. 

Higher order operators are not as easy to deform as first order ones. We 
shall therefore discuss a reduction to first order systems. Let for some m > 1 

m 

(20.2.4) p{z) = Y.PjZJ 

0 
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where p.eJg(E,E) and pm = L Every solution of the equation p(D)u = 0 can 
be written in the form 

u(t) = (2ni)~1 jpiz)-1 U(z)eitz dz^Resipiz)-1 U(z)eitz) 

with a unique polynomial U(z) of degree <m with values in E. In terms of 
the Cauchy data U is given by 

U{z)= I pj+1DJ~ku(0)zk. 

(Cf. (20.1.5).) 
In the standard reduction to first order systems one simply introduces 

DJu(t% 0 ^ j < m , as new unknowns. However, we must not introduce any 
real eigenvalues and must therefore as in Proposition 20.2.1 use the oper
ators D + iX and D — iX instead for some X>0. First note that we can write 

m 

(20.2.4)' p{z) = Yuaj{z-kiy{z-{-Xi)m-j. 
o 

With (z — Xi)/(z + Xi) = w, that is, z = Xi(w +1)/(1 — w), this means that 

m 

X a j wj = ((1 - w)/2 X i)m p{X i(l + w)/(l - w)). 
o 

Thus we conclude that for some constants cjk 

m 

(20.2.5) aj=YJcjkPkk
k-m. 

0 

If p(D)u = 0 and we set 

Uj^iD-XiYiD + Xir-1-*!*, O^j <m, 

it follows that we obtain a system of first order equations 
m - l 

«m(^-^0"m-l+ X ^ ( ^ + ^ 0 ^ = 0, 
0 

(D + AOMj—(i>-AOMj_i=0,- 0<j<m. 

This is essentially the usual procedure modified by the Mobius transfor
mation above. 

In order to make a smooth transition to the original equation we define 
for O ^ T ^ I a polynomial Px(z) with values in J£(Em,Em) by the block matrix 

(20.2.6) 
'/>(*) 0 . . . \ / R 0 ( T , Z ) RX(T,Z) * m - i ( T , 2 ) \ 

0 M0(z) 0 ... \ / - r M ^ z ) 0 
0 . . . J I 0 - T M X ( Z ) 0 

0 ... Af0(z)/ \ 0 0 ... - T M ^ Z ) 0 
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Here M0(z) = (z + 2.i)m, M1(z) = (z-U)(z-hXi)m~\ and 

R0(T9Z)= -Tmp(z) + Tma0M0(zl 

Rj(T,z) = Tm-jajM0(z\ 0 < ; < m - l , 

The coefficient of zm in Px(z) has determinant 1, and since a 0 + ... -\-am — I an 
easy calculation also gives that it has the factorization 

n Tm-1(a1+...+am) ... T(tfm_!+am)N 
0 / 0 ... 

,0 ... 0 / / \ 0 ... - T / / 

Thus the coefficients of the inverse are just linear functions of a0, ...,am, and 
this remains true if a0, ...,<2m are replaced by more general operators. 

Note that the second term in (20.2.6) vanishes for T = 0 and that P^z) 
becomes of first order in z if one factors out (z + Xif1"1. Let us now 
determine the solutions U = (U09...,Um_1) of the equation Px(D)U = 0. Ex
plicitly the equation is 

( l-Tw)p(D)[/0 + (i) + ^ r ( a 0 i m [ / 0 + . . . + a m _ 1 T [ / m _ 1 ) 

+ T(D + Xi)m-l(D-U)amUm_1=0, 

{D + XirU^TiD + XiT-^D-XijU^^ 0<j<m. 

If U is a solution which is bounded on 1R+ then the derivatives are also 
bounded so we can cancel a factor (D + Af)m_1 because (D + Ai)f = 0 has no 
solution bounded o n R + other than 0. Hence 

(D + Xi)Uj=T(D-Ai)Uj_t; (D + Ai)jUj=Tj(D-Xi)jU0. 

The first equation can now be rewritten p(D) Uo = 0. 
If det p(z) 4=0 when zeWL then the space MT

+ of solutions of PX(D) U = 0 
which are bounded on R + is thus obtained by taking U0 in the set M+ of 
solutions of p(D)u = 0 which are bounded on R + and taking for I/, the 
exponentially decreasing solution U} of 

(D + A 0J' Uj = Tj(D -1 i)j U0. 

In particular, it follows that det/J(z)=J=0 when zelR. 
Suppose now that we have a set of boundary operators 

(20.2.7) Bj(D)= X bjkD\ j = l , . . . , J , 
k ^ mj 

where bjkeJ?(E,Gj) for some other finite dimensional vector space G}. 
Assume that 

(20.2.8) M + 3iih->{BX(D)ii(0),..., Bj{D)u(0))e®Gj 
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is bijective. Then it follows that 

(20.2.9) M^U^iB^D) E/o(0), ...,B,(D) Uo(0))e@Gj 

is also bijective. 
Assuming that m}<m for every; we can write 

(20.2.7)' Bj(z)= X ^ ( z - A Q ^ z + Ai r - 1 -* . 
k <m 

Here f}jk can be computed from the identity 

X Pjk w* = ((1 - w)/2 k if-1 Bj(X z(l + w)/(l - w)) 

which shows that for some constants ckl 

(20.2.10) / ^ = X 4 , V + 1 - m . 

For UeM+ we have 

rfc(D - A 0k(D + A i)m"* ~* l/0 = (D + A 0m" * £/k. 

If T 4=0 it follows that 

(20.2.11) Bj(D)[/o =
 mX1T-fc

j8jk(D + 2 0 m - 1 t/k. 
o 

For reference in Section 20.3 we sum up the preceding conclusions: 

Proposition 20.2.2. Let p(z) be defined by (20.2.4) where Pj€j?(E,E) and pm = I. 
Assume that p(z) is invertible for real z. Define aieS£{E,E) by (20.2.4)' or 
equivalently by (20.2.5), and define a polynomial Px(z) with coefficients in 
$£{Em, Em) by (20.2.6). Then the coefficient of zm has determinant 1 and the 
entries in the block matrix for the inverse are linear in a0,...,am; Px(z) is 
invertible for real z, and the projection of solutions of Pr(D) [7 = 0 on the first 
component is a bisection of the set MT

+ of solutions bounded onWL+ on the set 
M+ of solutions of p(D)u = 0 bounded on R + . / / Bj(D) is of order mj<m 
with coefficients in i f (£, G •), then (20.2.8) is bijective if and only if (20.2.9) is 
bijective. When T + 0 we have (20.2.11) if UeM+ and Pjk is defined by (20.2.7)' 
or equivalently by (20.2.10). 

Remark. If Pxm is the coefficient of zm in Px then the preceding conclusions 
hold for Px~

x Px as well. For this operator the coefficient of Dm is also the 
identity. When T = 0 this does not affect the operator Px. 

20.3. The Index for Elliptic Boundary Problems 

As in Section 20.1 X will denote a compact C00 manifold with boundary cX, 
and £, F will be two C°° complex vector bundles on X of the same fiber 
dimension. We assume that a neighborhood of dX in X has been identified 
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with dX x [0,1) and use the notation (x',x„), x'edX and 0 = x„< 1, for points 
in this collar. There we also choose an identification of £,Y, v ,, F,v, v , with 
^(JC',O)' ^(x',0)- We s n aH discuss the index of elliptic boundary problems for 
operators P of the form P = Pb + Pl where P f e ^ g ( X ° ; £ , F ) has a kernel of 
compact support in X° x X°, and 

m 

0 

Here m is a positive integer and Pjb is a C00 function of xne(—1,1) with 
values in *Fp™~-7(dX) vanishing for x„>§, say; ijf is a bundle map. We define 
the principal symbol and ellipticity as explained in Section 20.1. Next we 
determine the index in a very special situation: 
Proposition 20.3.1. Let E = F and assume given a decomposition E\dX — 
E+ ®E~. Choose 0eC^(( —1,1)) so that O = 05^1 and 0 = 1 in a neighborhood 
of 0, and consider 4>(xn) as a function on X with support in the collar. Choose 

A^^idX, E±,E±), Ae^hg(X°;E,E) 

with principal symbols equal to X± and X times the identity, where X±>0 in 
T*(dX)\0 and X>0 in T*(X°)\0. / / ueC°°(X,E) the restriction to the 
collar can be written u = (u+,u~~) where w1 is a section of E±, and we define 

(20.3.1) Pbu = (j){xn){{Dn + iA+)u+,{-Dn + iA-)u-). 

Set Piu = i{\-(j){xn))A{l-(j){xn))u, P = Pb + Pl and 

Bu = u-\dxeC°°(dX,E-). 

Then the boundary problem (P, B) is elliptic and the index of the correspond
ing operator His)(X

0,E)^>H(s_1)(X
0,E)®His_JL)(dX,E) is equal to 0 when 

s = l. 

Proof If (y,n)eT*(dX)\0 then the solutions of the equations 

{Dn + U+(y9ri))u+=09 (-Dn + iX-(y,rj))U-=0 

which are bounded on R + are u+=0, u~ =UQ exp( — xnX~(y,n)\ so the 
ellipticity is obvious. To determine the kernel, which we know is in C°°, we 
choose a hermitian structure in E so that E+ and E~ are orthogonal in the 
collar. We also choose a positive density in X which in the collar is the 
product of one in dX and the Lebesgue density dxn. If ueC°°(X,E) then 

2 Im (Pb u, u) = ((Pb u, u) - (u, Pb u))/i 

= 2Re((cM+ u+,u+) + (0/l~ u~,u~)) + {{(l)Dnu
+,u+) 

-{u+,(j)Dnu
+)-((j)Dnu-,W)-i-{u-,(l)Dnu-))/L 

By a partial integration we move the operators Dn to the other side and 
obtain in view of the positivity of A+ and A~ 

2Im(Pbu,u)^\\u+\\2
dX-\\u-\\2

dX-C\\u\\x. 
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Since Re P( is also bounded from below it follows that 

2 Im (P u,u)^ — C (u, u), 

if ueC°°(X,E) and Bu = 0. Thus the kernel of (P + itI,B) is equal to {0} if 
2t>C. Replacing P by P + itI we assume in what follows that the kernel is 
equal to {0}. 

The hermitian structure and densities introduced above allow us to 
regard the adjoints of A and of A± as operators in the same bundles. 
Assume now that veC°°(X,E) and heC°°(dX,E-) are orthogonal to the 
range of (P, B), that is, 

(v,Pu)x + (h,u-)dx = 0, ueC°°(X,E). 

Then we have P*i; = 0 and v+=0 on dX since there is no boundary 
condition on u+. Now — P* is of the same form as P but with the roles of 
E~ and E+ interchanged. If the number t above is chosen large enough it 
follows that v = 0, hence that h = Q. Thus the index is equal to 0, and the 
proof is complete. 

Note that the positivity of the imaginary part of the symbol makes all 
operators considered in Proposition 20.3.1 homotopic when E, E+ and E~ 
are fixed. We shall now show that the index theorem on manifolds without 
boundary allows one to handle general symbols in the interior of X. Thus 
we keep the assumption that there is given a decomposition E\dx = E+ ®E~. 
We also assume that E is identified with F in the collar dX x [0,1) but do 
not require that this is true in all of X. As before Pb is defined by (20.3.1), 
but Pl is now any operator in W}hg(X°;E,F) with kernel of compact support 
in X° x X° such that P = Pb + Pl is elliptic. To determine the index we shall 
form the double X of X consisting of two copies X1 and X2 of X identified in 
dX. The C°° structure is defined by identifying the collar in Xt with dX 
x [0,1) and that in X2 with dXx( —1,0] by changing the sign of the xn 

coordinate. On X we have a bundle E obtained by gluing together the 
bundle E in X± and in X2, and a bundle F is obtained by gluing together 
the bundle F in Xx with the bundle E in X2. This is possible and the vector 
bundle structure is obvious since in the collars both bundles are obtained 
by lifting the same bundle from dX. We keep the definition (20.3.1) of Pb in 
the double collar d X x ( - l , l ) < = X and choose I$€V*hg(X

0
2;E9E) as in Prop

osition 20.3.1. If we regard Pj as an operator in X then P = Pb + Pi + P2
i maps 

sections of £ on I to sections of JF, and P has an elliptic principal symbol p 
in our present sense although P is not quite a pseudo-differential operator. 

Proposition 20.3.2. Under the preceding assumptions P is a Fredholm operator 
H{s)(X9E)->His_1)(X,F) for every s ^ l . The index of P is equal to the index 
of the boundary problem (P, B) and also equal to s — ind p. 

Proof We can rewrite the equation 

(20.3.2) Pu = f 
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where UEH{S)(X,E) and feH^^^X^F) by regarding the restrictions of u and 
o f / to Xx and to X2 as sections u1,u2eHis)(X,E) and f1eHis_1)(X9F)9 

f2eHis_i)(X,E) such that 

(20.3.2)' Pux=fl9 P2u2 = f2 in X; u^=u^9 u\ =u2 in dX. 

Here P2 has the form in Proposition 20.3.1 but with the roles of E+ and E~ 
interchanged since Dn is replaced by -Dn when the sign of xn is changed. 
The boundary operator 

Bx(ul,U2) = (u$-Tul9Ui-TU2) 

is elliptic with respect to the system in (20.3.2)' for any T; the boundary 
conditions in (20.3.2)' are obtained when T = 1. In fact, for the bounded 
solutions of the ordinary system of differential equations which occurs in 
Definition 20.1.1 we find as at the beginning of the proof of Proposi
tion 20.3.1 that Ui=u2 =0, and the boundary conditions then give u\ =u2 

= 0. The index is therefore independent of T, and when T = 0 it is equal to 
ind(P,£) by Proposition 20.3.1 for then there is no coupling between ux and 
u2. Thus the index of the elliptic boundary problem ((P, J^),!^) is equal to 
the index of the boundary problem (P, B). 

Now the index of the operator (20.1.2) is equal to the index of the 
operator 

{ueH{s)(X^E);Bu = 0}3u^PueH{s_m)(X\F) 

provided that the equation Bu = g alone can be solved for any geC°°9 for 
this restriction of the domain does not change the kernel and gives an 
isomorphic cokernel. In our situation the msip(ul9u2)h^B1(u1,u2) is ob
viously surjective so this observation is applicable. Hence we conclude that 
P is a Fredholm operator, and the index is equal to the index of (£, P) since 
we can return from (20.3.2)' to (20.3.2). 

By Lemma 19.2.6 we can choose a sequence Afe*P*hg(X;E,F) with prin
cipal symbols converging to those of A± so that A± — Af-+0 in 
i?(H(s)(X,£), H{s_t)(X,F)). For s ^ l we conclude for large j that the 
pseudo-differential operator Pj obtained when A* is replaced by Af is a 
Fredholm operator with the same index as P. In view of Theorem 19.2.4 it 
follows that ind P = s — ind p, which completes the proof. 

The boundary problems covered by Proposition 20.3.2 may seem very 
special but the homotopy invariance of the index gives it a surprisingly wide 
scope: 

Proposition 20.3.3. Let (P, B) be a first order elliptic boundary problem with B 
of order 0. Then the direct sum with a suitable operator of the form studied in 
Proposition 20.3.1, with E = E+

9 is homotopic to a boundary problem for which 
the index is given by Proposition 20.3..2. 
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Proof. As usual we may assume that E- = E{X, 0) in the collar. The coefficient 
Pb of Dn in Pb is an isomorphism of E on F in dX x [0,c] for some ce(0,1). 
We can use it to identify E and F then. Thus 

Pb = Dn-A(xn) 

for 0 ^ xn ^ c, where A(xn)e ^ ( d X ; £, £). Replacing A(xn) by 

(l-T^(xn))A(x„) + T^(xn)A(0), O ^ t ^ l , 

we obtain a homotopy of elliptic boundary problems if ^ = 1 in a neigh
borhood of 0 and vanishes outside another small neighborhood, O^gi/^1. 
Changing c also we may therefore assume that A is independent of xn for 
0^xn^c. We may also assume that the support of the kernel of Pl does not 
meet X x (8X x [0, c]) or (dX x [0, c]) x X. 

Step J. Let a be the principal symbol of A and let 

q(y,ri) = (27ii)-1$+(zl-a(y,ri))-1dz 

be the Calderon projector. It is a C00 projection map in E lifted to 
T*(dX)\Q and is homogeneous of degree 0. Choose QeW°hg(dX;E,E) with 
principal symbol q and AeW^hg(dX;E9E) with principal symbol equal to a 
positive multiple A of the identity. With </>eQ?(( —c,c)) equal to 1 in a 
neighborhood of 0 and 0 ̂  </> <£ 1 everywhere we define /J6 = Pb when x„ ̂  c 
and 

/J* = D B - ( l - T 0 ) y l - T 0 ( i y l Q - i y l ( / - Q ) ) when x„^c . 
By Proposition 20.2.1 Px = Pb + Pl is then elliptic and the Calderon projector 
is equal to q for all re [0,1]. If (P,B) is elliptic it follows that (Pl9B) is 
elliptic with the same index. Note that 

J* = P* + (1 -0 )P* ; Pb = (t>(Dn-iAQ + iA(I-Q)). 

The kernel of (\ — <f))Pb has compact support in X°xX° so using Lem
ma 19.2.6 we can find a genuine pseudo-differential operator Pl with kernel 
of compact support in X° x X° and symbol so close to that of (1 — (j))Pb + Pi 

t h a t ( l - t ) P 1 + r P 

is elliptic for O ^ T ^ I if P = Pb + Pi. At the boundary these operators do not 
depend on T SO (P, B) is elliptic with the same index as (P, B). 

Step II. We can now start with an operator P such that 

(20.3.3) Pb = cl)(Dn-iAQ + iA(I-Q)) = <t>(Dn + iA(I-2Q)). 

The difference between this situation and that in Proposition 20.3.2 is that 
the "projection operator" Q in (20.3.3) is a pseudo-differential operator and 
not as in Proposition20.3.2 just a bundle map on dX. Let BeW°hg(dX;E,G) 
be our boundary operator. (Since P is of first order the boundary operator 
only acts on the boundary values, that is, it does not involve Dn.) That (P,£) 
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is elliptic means that the principal symbol b(y9rj) is bijective from the range 
°f flC^*?) to Gy for all (y,rj)eT*(dX)^Q. Recall from the proof of Proposi
tion 20.1.5 that this is equivalent to the existence of a (unique) map s(y,rj): 
Gy^>Eiy0) such that 

(20.3.4) b(y9rj)s(y,rj) = IGy, q(y,rj)s(y^) = s(y,rj), 

s(y,ri)b(y,rj)q(y,rj) = q(y,rj). 

The last equality follows since sbs = s by the first one, the range of s is 
contained in that of q by the second one, and the equality of dimensions 
implies that they are equal. For 0^9^ n/2 we now define 

bd(y,r1) = (cos9b(yiriXsmeiGy): E{y,0)®Gy-+Gy, 

/cos 9 s(y,rj)\ 
s ^ = ( sin6IG )• G>->£<*o>©G,; 

/ (cos 9)2 q (y, rj) sin 9 cos 9 s (y, rj)\ 
qe(y> n) = y s i n g c o s e b^ ^ q^ ^ ( s in 0)2 ^ j • 

Direct calculation shows that qd(y,rj) is a projection operator in Ey0®Gy 

and that 

(20.3.4)' bQsQ = IGy, qdsd = sd, sdbdqd = qd; 

the last equality follows as above since the range of the projection q0 has 
dimension dim Gy which implies that sd and qd have the same range. When 9 
varies from 0 to n/2 we obtain a homotopy connecting the projection q(y,rj) 
©0 to the projection on the second component. 

To exploit this homotopy we must first choose a vector bundle H on X 
such that H\dx = G®G' for some vector bundle G' on dX. This is possible 
by Lemma 19.2.14 which shows that we can take H = Xx<CN for sufficiently 
large N. The same decomposition of H is then valid in the collar. Now 
define J^ by Proposition 20.3.1 with E,F,E+ replaced by H and E~ absent. 
Then PH (with no boundary condition) has index 0. We define an operator 
P0 from sections of E © H to sections of F © H by 

(20.3.5) P0{u,v) = (Pu9PHv)9 

if u is a section of E and v is a section of H, and we set 

(20.3.6) B0(u,v) = Bu. 

The boundary problem (P0,B0) is then elliptic and has the same index as 
(P,B). We shall prove that it is homotopic to a boundary problem of the 
form studied in Proposition 20.3.2. 

Let qG be the projection H-+G which is well defined in the collar, and 
choose a decreasing function 9(xn) such that 4>(xn)=l in supp# and 9(xn)=l 
in a neighborhood of 0. For O ^ T ^ T I / 2 and ueC°°(X9E), veC°°(X9H) we 
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now define 

Pt
b(u,v) = (t)((Dnu,Dnv) + i(A(u-2(cosT6)2Qu-sm2T6SqGv\ 

AH(v - sin 2 T 9 BQ u - 2(sin x 0)2 qG v))). 

Here SeW°h%(dx>G>E) has principal symbol 5, and AHeW^hg(dX;H9H) has 
principal symbol X times the identity and is assumed to be the operator 
which appears in the definition (20.3.1) of P#. With Pj equal to the direct 
sum of the interior pseudodifferential operator terms in P and in PH we set 
Px = PT

b + PJ and 
Bx(u, v) = cos T B u + sin % qG v. 

When T = 0 these definitions agree with (20.3.5), (20.3.6), and (Px,Bt) is elliptic 
for every T in view of (20.3.4)'. The index is therefore independent of T. NOW 
we have 

P*2(u,v) = (Dnu + iAu,Dnv + iAH(v-2qGv)) 

in a neighborhood of dX, and 

Bn,2(^v) = qGv. 

This is of the form considered in Proposition 20.3.2. (When we identify E 
with F as here using the coefficient of Dn in Pb then there is a change of 
sign in the second component of (20.3.1) which makes it agree with P*l2 for 
the decomposition £ © H = (£©G')©G on dX.) As at the end of Step I we 
can cut Pb

/2 off and add an approximation for the rest of this operator to 
the interior one, and this completes the proof. 

Remark. It should be observed that the homotopy of Pb to the simple form 
obtained in Step II assumed that an elliptic boundary problem was known. 
There is a topological obstruction to the construction of such a homotopy, 
so elliptic boundary problems do not exist for every elliptic P. If B is of 
order fi + 0 we can of course apply Proposition 20.3.3 after multiplying B to 
the left by an elliptic operator in dX of order — \x. 

We shall now study some operators P of order m>\ which are very 
close to first order operators. As usual we identify Ex with E{x,0) in the 
collar, and we use the coefficient of D™ in Pb to identify F with £ in a 
neighborhood of dX. Let A+ and A be as in Proposition 20.3.1 when E+ 

= £, and assume that 

(20.3.7) Pbu = (Dn-A)(Dn + iA+)m-1 

for some Ae^hg(dX;E,E) when xn is small. Also assume that P is elliptic 
and that each boundary operator Bj factors in a similar way 

(20.3.8) BjU^BjiDn + iA+r-iu 

where B}s V$g
+ *~m(dX; £ ,G). 

Proposition20.3.4. Let Pb = (j){Dn-A) where ^eC^QR), O^0<U, <£ = 1 in a 
neighborhood of 0, and (20.3.7) is- valid in supp<£. Choose ij/eC^i — l,!) with 
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O g i / ^ 1 and ^ = 1 in supp</>. Let P = Pb + Pi where F e ^ r j ^ E ) and the 
kernel has compact support in X° x X°. If the principal symbol of P multiplied 
by (\l*(£>n + iX+) + i{\--\l/j1 k)m~l is sufficiently close to that of P it follows that 
(P, B) is elliptic with the same index as (P, B). 

Proof The ellipticity of P is obvious. To prove the ellipticity of the bound
ary conditions we observe that if a, bj are the principal symbols of A, Bj9 

then the solutions of the ordinary differential equation 

(Dn-aiyMiDn + i^Mr-1^', (y,ri)eT*(dX)^0; 

which are bounded o n R + are by assumption mapped bijectively on ®Gj 
by 

u^(b1(y9t1)v(0)9...9SJ(y9rj)v(0)) 

where v = (Dn + iX+(y9rj))m~1 u satisfies (Dn — a(y9rj))v = Q. Conversely, if v is a 
solution of this equation which is bounded on R + then v = (Dn 

+ iX+(y9rj))m~1u for a unique u bounded on R + . Thus (P9B) is elliptic. By 
Proposition 20.3.1 the operator g, 

Qu = il/(Dn + iA+)u + i(l-xl/)A(l-il,)u9 

has index 0 as operator from H(s) to H{s_1) for s ^ l . Hence it follows from 
Corollary 19.1.7 that for s^m the operator 

®H(s_mi_i)(dX9G1)®...eH{s_mj^)(dX9GJ) 

has the same index as (P,B). The boundary operators are equivalent to Bj. 
By Lemma 20.1.9 PQ"1'1 is the sum of a compact operator and an operator 
in our standard class with symbol close to that of P. Hence the stability 
properties of the index show that the index is equal to that of (P9B). The 
proof is complete. 

Using Proposition 20.2.2 we shall finally reduce an arbitrary elliptic 
boundary problem to the type handled by Proposition 20.3.4. In this final 
reduction we still assume that EX = E(X, >0) in the collar, and we identify E 
with F in a neighborhood of dX so that 

m 

p>>=ZP>>Di 
o 

with P^ equal to the identity for 0 ^ x „ ^ c , say. Define Q as in the proof of 
Proposition20.3.4 and set for sections U = (U09..., Um_ t) of Em 

^ 0 l / = (P( / 0 ,e - l / 1 , . . . ,e w L/ m _ 1 ) ; <M°U = BjU0. 

This defines a Fredholm operator in the usual spaces with the same index 
as that of (P, B). The operator Qm is not quite of our standard class though. 
However, we can replace it by an operator Qm which near the boundary 
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keeps the form (Dn + iA+)m and differs in principal symbol and in norm so 
little from Qm that the index is not affected. We shall deform the operator 
90 so modified, and the boundary operators as well, so that a new bound
ary problem is obtained which satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 20.3.4. 

When 0^x„^cwe define with cjk as in (20.2.5) 
m 

Aj = Y,cjkPkbFm~keY°(dX'>E>E) 
o 

where F is a parametrix of A+. Since (20.2.4), (20.2.4)' is equivalent to 
(20.2.5) we have 

m 

Z Cjk = $mk> 

so A0+ ... + Am = L We have for 0^xn^c 
m 

Pb=ZAj(D„-iA+y(D„ + iA+r~J 

0 

apart from terms of order — oo in dX and order <m with respect to xn. 
Without changing the index of (P, B) we can change the definition of P so 
that this is an exact equality. Let xeC%( — c,c) be equal to 1 in a neigh
borhood of 0, 0 S X ̂  1 everywhere. Now we define 9* by (20.2.6) with x 
replaced by xx, p(z) replaced by Pb, a} replaced by Aj9 M0 replaced by 
(Dn + iA+)m and M\ replaced by (Dn-iA

+)(DH + iA+yn-1. As pointed out in 
Section 20.2 the coefficient 9fm of D™ has an inverse whose block matrix 
entries are just linear combinations of the A}. Without changing anything 
outside supp x we can thus define 

Since this is equal to 9% when z(xn) = 0, we can continue the definition by 
taking 9*=9% for x„2>c. Finally we define 9X as the sum of 9* and the 
direct sum of the interior pseudo-differential terms in P and in Qm, taken 
m—1 times. 

By Proposition20.2.2 the boundary problem (9r99f°) is elliptic for 
O ^ T ^ I . When T = 1 we can use (20.2.10) to choose PjEWm^1-m(dX;Em

9Gj) 
such that Jf? for O^gfc^l may be replaced by 

a*U = {l-K)BJU0 + KpJ(Dm + iA+ym-1U 

because the principal parts of these operators all act in the same way on the 
functions occurring in Definition 20.1.1. Thus the index of (P,B) is equal to 
the index of {9X,M\ and this is a problem of the type discussed in 
Proposition 20.3.4, because (Dn + fyl+)m~1 factors out on the right both in 
the operator 9X and in the boundary operator &x. 

We end this section by summing up the steps required to determine the 
index of an elliptic boundary problem: 
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(i) If m > 1 one takes the direct sum with the mth power of the operator 
in Proposition20.3.1 with £ + = £ , repeated m—1 times, and then deforms to 
an operator and a boundary condition which can be factored to the right by 
such an operator raised to the power m — 1. This factor is then cancelled 
(Proposition 20.3.4) so that one is left with a first order operator; the order 
of B is then reduced to 0. 

(ii) When m = l one can use Proposition20.2.1 to find a homotopy to a 
system of the form (20.3.3) where Q is a pseudo-differential projector. (This 
is Step I in the proof of Proposition 20.3.3.) 

(iii) After taking the direct sum with an operator provided by Proposi
tion 20.3.1, with no boundary condition and containing the bundles where 
the boundary operators take their values, one can by a homotopy change 
the Calderon projector to a bundle map and change the boundary condition 
similarly. (Step II in the proof of Proposition 20.3.3.) 

(iv) One can now double the manifold (Proposition 20.3.2) to determine 
the index. 

We have developed the arguments in the opposite order since each step 
seems better motivated then. 

20.4. Non-Elliptic Boundary Problems 

In the introduction we indicated how the solution of the Dirichlet problem 
for the Laplacean can be used to reduce general boundary problems to 
pseudo-differential operators in the boundary. We shall here outline a 
general form of this procedure. 

Let X be a C°° manifold with boundary, E and F two C°° complex 
vector bundles on X, and P\ C°°(X9E)-* C°°(X,F) an elliptic differential 
operator of order m. Assume that 

By C00(X9E)^C00(dX,GJ), ; = 1,...,J, 

define an elliptic boundary problem for P as in Definition 20.1.1. Let now 

Ck: C00(X,E)-+C0°{dX,Hk), fc=l,...,K, 

be another set of boundary differential operators, of transversal order < m 
of course. We want to study the boundary problem 

(20.4.1) Pu=f in X; Cku = hk in dX; fe = l , . . . ,X; 

where / is a given section of F on X and hk is a given section of Hk on dX. 
Suppose that u is a solution and set 

Bju = gp j = l , . . . , J . 

Then we obtain using (20.1.11) 

Cku= Ck(I +TPC S" y)Tf° + CkTPc Sg+ CkKu. 
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We can write Ck=Cc
ky where Cc

k is a differential operator from C°°(dX9E
m) 

to C°°(dX,Hk). Thus 

(20.4.2) Cc
kQSg = hk-Ck(I+TPcS"y)Tf°-CkKu 

where CkKueC°° and the other terms in the right-hand side are known. 
Here we may replace QS by S if we add another C°° term on the right-hand 
side. 

On the other hand, let us try to find a solution of (20.4.1) of the form 
(20.1.12) 

u = (I+TPcS"y)Tf° + TPcSg. 

Then we have (20.1.13), and 

Cku=Ck(I+TPcS"y)Tf° + Cc
kQSg. 

To solve the boundary problem (20.4.1) is therefore equivalent to solving 

(20.4.3) f + Kj + K2g = f; Cc
kQSg = hk-Ck(I+TPc S" y)Tf°. 

The first equation gives f — feC°°(X,F), so the right-hand side in the 
second equation is hk- Ck(I+ TPCS"y)Tf°mod C°°. Thus we can essentially 
reduce the study of the boundary problem to the study of the pseudo-
differential operator (C\ QS,..., CC

KQS) from sections of @Gj to sections of 
®Hk on dX. We write down two cases of this principle, denoting by rrij and 
by \ik the degrees of £ . and of Ck. 

Theorem20.4.1. Let m<s0^s1. Then the following regularity properties are 
equivalent: 

(i) / / u€H(m)(X°,E), PueH(Si_m)(X°,F) and 

C iiieH ( I1_ f t_ i )(ax,H j k), k=l,...,K, 

thenueH(So)(X°,E). 

(ii) If gjeH(m_mj^(dX,G} and 

ClQSgeH^^^dX,^), k = l,...,K, 

then gjeH^mj-»(dX,G}. 
Proof, (i) => (ii). With gj as in (ii) we set u=TPcSg. Then ueH(m)(X°,E), 
PueC°°(X,F), and 

Cku=Cc
kQSgeH[fl_llk_i)(dX,Hl).' 

By condition (i) this implies that ueH(So)(X°,E), hence 

BjueH^j-vVX.GJ. 

Now BjU-gjeC00 by (20.1.14) so g^H^^.^ which proves (ii). 
(ii) => (i). With u as in (i) we set g}=BjU,j = l,...,J. Then (20.4.2) gives 

CjeSgeHUl_Mk_i)(5X,Ht), k = l,...,K, 
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so jjeH^^uidXtGj) by (ii). From (20.1.11) it follows now that 
ueH(So)(X°,F), which completes the proof. 

In the same way one proves: 

Theorem 20.4.2. Let m<*s0SSi' Then the following existence statements are 
equivalent: 

(i) For arbitrary feHiSi_m)(X°,F) and h^H^^^dX,^), /c = l,...,K, 
one can find ueH{So)(X

0
9E) with Pu-feC°°{X9F) and Cku-hkeC°°(dX9Hk)9 

fc=l,...,K. 
(ii) For arbitrary /ifeGiif(sl_Mk_i)(3X5JrIfe) one can find 

such that Cc
kQSg-hkeC°°,k = l,...,K. 

We leave the proof for the reader and refer to Theorem 26.4.2 for the 
relations between solvability mod C°° and solvability with finite dimensional 
cokernel. 

Notes 

The definition of elliptic boundary problems was probably first stated by 
Lopatinski [1], but a large class of boundary problems for second order 
equations had been studied earlier by Visik [1]. Elliptic boundary problems 
were discussed in great detail during the 1950's by many authors such as 
Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg [1], Agmon [1], Browder [1], Peetre [1, 3], 
Schechter [1]. A thorough treatment was given in the predecessor of this 
book. It was based on methods of the type used here in Sections 17.1 and 
17.3, and so is the exposition by Lions and Magenes [1]. 

Calderon [3] outlined another approach to boundary problems using 
singular integral operator theory. It was further developed by Seeley [1]. 
Similar ideas to handle also non-elliptic boundary problems for overde-
termined elliptic systems by means of pseudo-differential operators were 
presented in Hormander [17]. Section 20.1 follows that paper to a large 
extent. The discussion of the parametrix for the Calderon projector and the 
boundary operator given in Proposition 20.1.5 is closer to Grubb [1] 
though. In the proof of Theorem 20.1.8' we have also used a case of the 
symbol classes studied in Grubb [2]. 

The index problem for elliptic boundary problems was solved by Atiyah 
and Bott [1]. By a sequence of homotopies of the principal symbol, using 
the given elliptic boundary operators, they defined a virtual vector bundle 
on the boundary of the unit ball bundle in T*(X) and outlined a proof that 
the index of the elliptic boundary problem is equal to the topological index 
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of this extension. Thus they gave a reduction to the index problem on a 
manifold without boundary which was already solved. In Section 20.3 we 
have followed the arguments of Atiyah and Bott [1] closely in principle. 
(See also Luke [1].) However, they have been modified so that each step has 
a natural analytical interpretation. It is interesting to compare with the 
topologically motivated discussion of Atiyah and Bott, so we list an approx
imate correspondence between their five homotopies and the presentation 
here: 

First homotopy: Change of degree in Proposition 20.3.4 using Proposi
tion 20.3.1. (The latter comes mainly from Boutet de Monvel [2] though.) 

Second homotopy: Proposition20.2.2 and its application at the end of 
Section 20.3. 

Third and fourth homotopies: Proposition20.2.1 and its application in 
Step I of the proof of Proposition 20.3.3. 

Fifth homotopy: Step II of the proof of Proposition20.3.3. 
Already Visik and Eskin [1-5] established Fredholm properties of bound

ary problems for elliptic singular integral operators. (See also Eskin [1].) 
Boutet de Monvel [1] introduced the transmission condition, and in [2] he 
developed a theory of elliptic boundary problems for such operators, includ
ing a determination of the index. More exactly, he considered operators of 
the form 

( T Q ) : c™(x>E)®c™(8x>G)-+coo(x>F)®coo(dx>H) 

where Q is a pseudo-differential operator in dX, T is a "trace operator", K 
is a Poisson operator, that is, the adjoint of a trace operator, and A is 
essentially the sum of a pseudo-differential operator in X° and the product 

of a Poisson and a trace operator, mere we have only considered a pair 

1 i.) The more general setup has the advantage of a better multiplicative 

structure and a better symmetry under passage to adjoints. However, it 
would have taken us too far to develop this approach completely. A very 
detailed exposition has recently been given by Rempel and Schulze [1]. 

The study of non-elliptic boundary problems has largely been motivated 
by their occurrence in the theory of functions of several complex variables. 
(See Kohn-Nirenberg [2].) The study of boundary regularity for the d 
Neumann problem has been brought to great perfection but is beyond the 
scope of this book. 
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Summary 

We have seen in Sections 6.4 and 18.1 that the principal symbol of a 
(pseudo-)differential operator in a C°° manifold X is invariantly defined on 
T*(X)\0, the cotangent bundle with the zero section removed. When 
discussing the integration theory for a first order differential equation 
p(x,d(j)/dx) = 0, for example the characteristic equation of a (pseudo-) 
differential operator, we also saw in Section 6.4 the importance of certain 
geometrical constructions in T*(X) related to the canonical one form co, 
given by X^-dxj in local coordinates, and the symplectic form G = dco 
= Yjd£>jAdxj. The integration theory was in fact reduced to the study of 
manifolds cT*(X) of dimension dimX where the restriction of a is equal 
to 0. Maslov [1] has introduced the term Lagrangian for such manifolds. 
The conormal bundle of a submanifold of X is always Lagrangian. The 
extension of the theory of conormal distributions which we shall give in 
Chapter XXV will require a good description of arbitrary Lagrangian 
manifolds. We shall also need to know the structure of submanifolds of 
T*(X) where G has a fixed rank or where the rank varies in a simple way. 
To develop such a study it is useful to start from an intrinsic point of view. 

By a symplectic manifold S one means a manifold with a given non-
degenerate two form a such that CIG = 0. A classical theorem of Darboux, 
which we prove in Section 21.1, states that S is locally isomorphic to an 
open set in T*(R"). If a multiplication (free action) by positive reals is 
defined in S and G is homogeneous of degree 1 with respect to it, then S is 
locally isomorphic to an open conic subset of T*(R n ) \0 with multiplication 
by reals in S corresponding to multiplication in the fibers. The one form co 
is invariantly defined in S and defines in <S/R+ a contact structure. We shall 
not use this terminology here but rather talk about conic symplectic mani
folds which is usually closer to the applications we have in mind. 

A diffeomorphism preserving the symplectic form is called symplectic or 
canonical. In Section 21.2 we give a local symplectic classification of (homo
geneous) Lagrangian manifolds as well as two other classes of submanifolds 
of a symplectic manifold, called involutive and isotropic, which can be 
thought of as larger resp. smaller than a Lagrangian manifold. A classifi
cation of pairs of Lagrangian manifolds is also given. 
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Section 21.3 is devoted to classification of certain functions under sym-
plectic transformations and multiplication by non-vanishing functions. This 
is useful because we shall see in Chapter XXV that these changes of the 
principal symbol of a pseudo-differential operator can be achieved by means 
of a suitable conjugation and multiplication of the operator. Such argu
ments will be essential in Chapter XXVI when we study singularities of 
solutions. 

The symplectic classification of geometrical objects is resumed in Sec
tion 21.4 with the study of symplectic transformations, or rather relations, 
having fold type of singularities so that they are in general 2 to 2 cor
respondences. We then continue with the study of intersecting transversal 
hypersurfaces when the restriction of the symplectic form to the intersection 
vanishes simply on a submanifold of codimension 1. The result, called 
equivalence of glancing hypersurfaces, is essential for a deeper understand
ing of mixed problems. However, in this book we shall never rely on any 
of the results proved in Section 21.4. 

Already in Section 21.1 we present a small amount of symplectic linear 
algebra. The topic is pursued in Section 21.6 with a study of the Lagrangian 
Grassmannian, the space of Lagrangian planes in a symplectic vector space. 
The main purpose is the study of the density and Maslov bundles which 
will play a fundamental role in the global machinery to be established in 
Chapter XXV. Another aspect of symplectic linear algebra is discussed in 
Section 21.5 where we study the symplectic classification of quadratic forms. 
This is mainly a preparation for the study of hypoelliptic operators in 
Chapter XXII. 

21.1. The Basic Structure 

In the vector space T*(R") = {(x, £); x, ^elR/1} the symplectic form o 
= Z d£j A dXj is the bilinear form 

(see Section 6.4). If e. and e. are the unit vectors along the x} and ^ axes 
respectively, then we have for j , k = 1,..., n 

(21.1.1) <r(epek)=a(epek) = 0; (r(ej9ek)= -a(ek,Sj) = Sjk 

where 3jk is the Kronecker delta, equal to 1 when j = k and 0 when j=)=/c. We 
shall now put this situation in an abstract setting: 

Definition 21.1.1. A vector space S over R (or C) with a non-degenerate 
antisymmetric bilinear form o is called a real (complex) symplectic vector 
space. If Sl9.S2 are symplectic vector spaces with symplectic forms <Jl,a2 
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and T: St -><$2 is a linear bijection with T*o-2 = cr1, that is, 

ffi(y,/) = cr2(Ty,r/); y,y 'eS i ; 

then T is called a symplectic isomorphism. 

That a is non-degenerate means of course that 

<j(y>7') = 0Vy'eS => 7 = 0. 

We shall now show that every symplectic vector space is symplectically 
isomorphic to T*(JRn) (resp. T*(Cn); from now on we consider only the real 
case but the complex case is parallel). 

Proposition 21.1.2. Every finite dimensional symplectic vector space S is of 
even dimension 2n and admits a linear symplectic isomorphism T: S->T*(RW). 

Proof We just have to show that S has a symplectic basis, that is, a basis 
satisfying (21.1.1). Choose any el+0 in S. Since a is non-degenerate we can 
then choose e1eS with a(el9e1) = l. Let Sx be the space spanned by ex and 
8!; it is two dimensional since a(sl,sl) = 0. Then 

So^{yeS;a(y9St)^0} 

is of codimension 2 in S and supplementary to S1# In fact, if yeS0nS1 then 
y = xlel + l;18l and 

0 = a(y9e1)=-xl9 0 = a(y9e1)=i1. 

S0 is a symplectic vector space, for if yeS0 and er(y,So) = 0 then (r(y,S) = 0 
because tr('y,<S1) = 0 by the definition of S0. Assuming that the proposition is 
already proved for symplectic vector spaces of dimension <dimS we can 
choose a symplectic basis e2,e2,...,en,en for S0 which gives a symplectic 
basis ex, sx,..., en,sn for S. The proof is complete. 

A partial symplectic basis can always be extended to a full symplectic 
basis: 

Proposition21.1.3. Let S be a symplectic vector space of dimension 2n and A, 
B two subsets of {l , . . . ,n}. If {ej}J€A, {sk}keB are linearly independent vectors 
in S satisfying (21.1.1) then one can choose {ej)^A,{&k}kiB so that a full 
symplectic basis for S is obtained. 

Proof Assume for example that JeB^A. We choose e3 — e so that 

o(e9ej) = 0, jeA; <r(e9eJ=-Sjtk9 keB, 

which is possible since {ej}jeA9 {sk}keB
 a r e linearly independent and a is non-

degenerate. If 
xe + E ^ + Xfkfik^O 

A B 
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then the a scalar product with Sj is 0, hence x = 0. This implies Xj=^k — 0 so 
the extension of the system by e3 preserves the linear independence. We can 
argue in the same way if A^B is not empty. Finally, if yt = B=j={l, ...,n} and 
S1 is the space spanned by {e3)jeA and {Sj}jeA, then we find as in the proof 
of Proposition 21.1.2 that 

S0 = {yG5;(j(7,S1) = 0} 

is supplementary to Sx and symplectic. Choosing a symplectic basis in S0 

then completes the proof. 

A coordinate system (x,£) = (x l5...,xn, <*!,...,£„) in S is called symplectic 
if it defines a symplectic map S-+ T*(Rn). There is an extension theorem for 
symplectic coordinates parallel to Proposition 21.1.3. To prove it we observe 
that if L is in the dual space S' of S, that is, a linear form on S, then there is 
a unique vector HLeS such that 

<t,L> = cr(t,HL), teS. 

One calls HL the Hamilton vector of L. The map Sf3Lh-+HLeS is an 
isomorphism, and we define a symplectic form in S' by 

{L,L} = <r(HL,HL.)=<HL,L}. 

It is called the Poisson bracket. If S= T*(W) then 

H t = I 3L/0{, cV<5x,. - X 3L/5x,. 5/3^, 

{L, L'} = £ (3L/3 ̂  3L/ax7 - BL/dXj dL/8 ̂ ) 

by an obvious calculation made already in Section 6.4. The coordinates x, £, 
in T*(1R") satisfy the so called commutation relations 

(21.1.1)' {xj9xk} = 09 R;,£k} = 0, {Zj,xh}= - { x k , y = V 

Application of Proposition 21.1.3 to S' now shows that any partial system of 
linearly independent forms on S satisfying (21.1.1)' can be extended to a full 
coordinate system in S satisfying (21.1.1)'. But this means precisely that the 
coordinates define a symplectic isomorphism S -> T*(R"). 

We shall continue this brief introduction to symplectic linear algebra in 
Section 21.2 but now we pass on to the analogue of the preceding discussion 
for manifolds. 

Definition 21.1.4. A C00 manifold S with a non-degenerate closed C00 two 
form a is called a symplectic manifold. If Sl9 S2 are symplectic manifolds 
with symplectic forms G19G2 and #: S1->S2 is a diffeomorphism with x*<x2 

= 0-1? then x is called a symplectomorphism, or a canonical transformation. 

An example of a symplectic manifold is T*(X) if X is any C00 manifold. 
If 7 is another C00 manifold and K: X -> Y is a diffeomorphism, then 

r*(X)9(x,£)h->(K(x), V(x)-1 £)eT*(Y) 
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is a symplectomorphism. This is just another way of saying that the sym
plectic structure in T*(X) is invariantly defined. 

Our next goal is to prove that every symplectic manifold is locally 
symplectomorphic to T*(]R"). However, before doing so we must make 
some important preliminary observations on the symplectic structure. The 
symplectic form makes the tangent space Ty(S) of S at any yeS a symplectic 
vector space, so S is of even dimension In by Proposition21.1.2. If/eCk(S), 
fc=l, then df is a linear form on Ty(S) which defines a Hamiltonian vector 
Hf(y). Working in local coordinates we see at once that Hf is a C k _ 1 vector 
field on S. It is called the Hamilton vector field of /. The Poisson bracket of 
/, geCk is again defined by 

{f,g} = HfgeCk-K 

To express the condition da = 0 we need a lemma. 

Lemma 21.1.5. If co is any C1 two form on a C2 manifold M and X,Y,Z are 
three C1 vector fields on M, then with the notation [X, Y] = XY— YX 

(21.1.2) < X A Y A Z , ^ > = X < Y A Z , C O > + Y < Z A X , C O > 

+ Z < X A 1 » - < [ X , Y ] A Z , C O > 

- < [ Y , Z ] A X , O > > - < [ Z , X ] A I » . 

Proof Both sides are linear in X, Y,Z,co. If X is replaced by fX, / e C 1 , then 
both sides are multiplied by / since 

[ / * , Y ] = / [ X , Y ] - ( Y / ) X , 

(y/)<ZAi,G))+(z/)<iA^co)+(y/)<iAZ,ft))-(z/)<iAi;a)>=o. 
A similar remark is true for Y and Z. It is therefore sufficient to prove 
(21.1.2) when M is a neighborhood of 0 in WLN,X,Y,Z are constant vector 
fields, and co = / x df2 ^df3 with / ^ C 1 and / 2 , / 3 equal to coordinates. Then 
the left-hand side is the determinant with the rows (X(fJ)iY(fJ),Z(fj)\ j 
= 1,2,3, and the right-hand side is the expansion by the first row. 

Now we apply (21.1.2) to the symplectic manifold S with co = o and X 
= if/5 Y = Hg, Z = Hh, where fg,heC2(S). We have 

<Hg A Hh9 ay = a{Hv Hh) = {g, h} = Hgh, 

aHf,Hg]AHh,a} = (HfHg-HgHf)h = {f{g9h}}-{gAfh}} 

so the right-hand side of (21.1.2) becomes 

(1 - 2 ) ( U {g,h}} + {g, {h,f}} + {h, {/,g}}). 

Hence the fundamental Jacobi identity 

(21.1.3) {/,{g,fc}} + {g, {&,/}}+ {M/,g}} = 0; f,g,heC2(S); 
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follows from the hypothesis da = 0 and is in fact equivalent to it. Replacing 
the last term by — {{fg},h} we can also write it in the equivalent form 

(21.1.3)' H^IH^HJ. 

This argument shows that (21.1.3) is in any case a first order differential 
operator on h and similarly on / or g. If S= T*(lRn) we could therefore prove 
(21.1.3) by noting that it only needs to be verified when fg9h are coordinate 
functions and then it is obviously true since any Poisson bracket of them is 
a constant so that the second Poisson bracket is zero. However, as already 
emphasized, in our general situation the Jacobi identity expresses the hy
pothesis da = 0. 

We are now ready to prove that a symplectic manifold is locally sym-
plectomorphic to T*(JRn). In doing so we observe that if $: S1^S2 is a 
symplectomorphism then 

(21.1.4) <A*Ug} = {</>*/,</>*£}; / ,geC2(S2). 

Indeed, if we use 4> to identify Sx and S2 this formula just states that the 
Poisson bracket is determined by the symplectic form. Conversely, (21.1.4) 
implies that (j)*G2

 a n ( i °i define the same Poisson bracket, hence that (£*cr2 

= ax so that 4> is symplectic. It is of course sufficient that (21.1.4) holds for a 
system of coordinates. To define a local symplectomorphism from S to 
T*(WLn) therefore means choosing local coordinates satisfying (21.1.1)'. 

Theorem21.1.6. Let S be a symplectic manifold, of dimension In, A and B two 
subsets of {!,...,n}. / / qj9 jeA, and pk, keB9 are C°° functions in a neigh
borhood of y0eS with linearly independent differentials satisfying the com
mutation relations 

(21.1.iy {qi9qj}=09 iJeA; {Pi,pk}=0, i,keB; 

{Pk><lj} = djk> keB, jeA, 

then one can find local coordinates x, £ at y0 satisfying (21.1.1)' such that Xj 
= qj9jeA; £k = pk9keB. 

In particular, if we start from the empty sets A and B the theorem shows 
that a neighborhood of y0 in S is symplectomorphic to an open set in 
r*(]Rn). This is known as the Darboux theorem. 

Proof Set Xj=qj9 jeA; £k = pk, keB. If we apply Proposition21.1.3 to the 
cotangent space at y0 it follows that we can supplement these functions to a 
local coordinate system satisfying (21.1.1)' at y0. Without restriction we may 
therefore assume that SczlR2" is a neighborhood of y0 = 0, that qj = Xj when 
jeA, and that pk = £k when keB; moreover (21.1.1)' is valid at 0 which 
implies that Hqj= —d/d^j and Hpk = d/dxk at 0. Assume for example that 
J$A. Then we can find qj = q with dq = dxs at 0 satisfying the differential 
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equations 

(21.1.5) Hqjq = {qj9q}=0, jeA; Hpkq={pk9q}-5kj9 keB. 

Indeed, by the Jacobi identity (21.1.3)' and (21.1.1)" the vector fields Hq.9 

Hpk all commute, for the Poisson brackets {#,-,£*},..., are constant. Hence 
it follows from the Frobenius theorem (see Appendix C, Corollary C.1.2) 
that (21.1.5) has a unique C00 solution q near 0 with 

q(x,Z) = Xj when <̂  = 0, jeA, xk = 09 keB, 

for we know that the Hamilton vectors Hq , Hpk at 0 are linearly inde
pendent and span a supplementary plane. At 0 we have dq — dxj since 
(21.1.1)' was already fulfilled there. Hence we can replace A by Au{J} with 
qj — q. Continuing in this way we obtain a complete set of symplectic 
coordinates. 

Remark. The important role played by the Jacobi identity in the proof is 
very natural for we know that the theorem would be false if da were not 0. 
Thus the full strength of the Jacobi identity is required. 

With symplectic local coordinates we have v = Y*d£j *dxj9 thus 

an = n\d£1 /\dxx A ... /\dt;n/\dxn 

since two forms commute. Hence on/n! is a volume form which can be used 
to orient S and also identify the a-density bundle Q? on S with the trivial 
bundle. In fact, if \jj\ Si-+S2 is symplectic, then \j/*on

2ln\ = onJn\ so the 
Jacobian of a symplectic change of variables is one. We can thus identify 
sections of Q° with the functions defining them when symplectic coordinates 
are used. 

Let us also note that the non-degeneracy of a at yeS is equivalent to on 

4=0 at y, if dim S — 2 n. In fact, the proof of Proposition 21.1.2 shows that we 
can always find local coordinates x, £ such that 

k 

(j = J£dd£jAdxj at y; 
I 

the construction just breaks off when we have chosen the beginning of a 
symplectic basis el9ei9...,ek,ek and a is equal to 0 in the plane orthogonal 
to them with respect to a. This is true in an odd dimensional space as well. 
At y we therefore have ak = k\di;1 /\dx^ A ... Arf<JkAdxk4=0 while crk+1=0. 
Thus the rank of the form is 2/c if k is the largest integer with crfc4=0 at y. 

In Section 21.4 we shall also encounter degenerate symplectic structures 
for which an analogue of the Darboux theorem is valid. They will be of the 
form discussed in the following theorem, which will not be needed though 
since simplifying additional structure will be present. 

Theorem21.1.7. Let S be a C°° manifold of dimension 2n9 let a be a closed 
two form on S9 and assume that an = ma) where co is a nowhere vanishing 2 n 
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form and m = 0, dm + O at a point y0eS. Assume also that the restriction of 
on~l to the surface So = m_1(0) does not vanish at y0. Then we can choose 
local coordinates x, £, in a neighborhood of y0 such that 

n 

G = £1d£)1 AdXi^+Yjd^j^dXj. 
2 

Thus we would have the usual symplectic form if we could take ^\/2 as 
a local coordinate instead of £x. This is of course not permissible since it 
would identify points with opposite values for ^ and change the differenti
a t e structure where £ t = 0. 

Proof We make a preliminary choice of local coordinates such that y0 has 
coordinates 0 and m = £>1. If i is the inclusion of the surface S0 where £x = 0 
then ax = i* a has rank In — 2 by hypothesis, so the radical 

{teTy(S0); (T1(r,O = 0V^T7(S0)} 

is a line in Ty(S0) for every yeSQ near 0. Locally we can therefore choose a 
C°° vector field 4=0 in the radical. Choosing new coordinates so that the 
integral curves of the vector field become parallel to the xx axis, we have 

ai = X ajkdxjAdxk+ £ bJkd£jAdZk+ £ cjkdxjAdik. 
1 < j < k 1 < j < k j , k > 1 

Since d<J1=Q the coefficients must all be independent of xx for no cancel
lation of terms in dax involving dxx can occur. By the Darboux theorem we 
can therefore choose new coordinates x2,^2,...,xn,^„ so that 

n 

2 

It follows that 
n 

o = d£>1A\jj + YJd<!;jAdxj when ^ = 0 , 

2 

1 2 

Here we have written £' = (£2, ...,£„). Thus 
G = Y,d(£j + aj£l)Ad(xj-bj£>1) + a1d£1Adx1 when ^ = 0 . 

2 

We replace the coordinates <!;. and x} by i>j-\-aj£>l and Xj — bj^ when j>\ 
and note that ax = 0 since an = 0 when ^ =0. 

The form a has now been reduced to 

a = Zie + fjd£jAdxp 6 = e0+d£1A(t) + O({;1) 
2 
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where 60 does not involve d^ or ^ . We have 

1 2 

Hence 

a^d^j + Aj^mAdiXj-Bj^HiMid^Adx.+e^ + O^i). 
2 

Taking ^j + Aj^l/2 and Xj — BjH/2 as new variables we obtain 

n 

a = £1{A1dZ1Adx1 + 60) + O(£2
1) + Y.dZjAdxr 

2 

Since da = 0 WQ have when ^ = 0 

^ 0 0 = 0, 

hence 0O = O since 80 does not involve cx or d^. Now 

on = n\A1£>1d£>l Adxx A ... Arf(̂ „ AdxwH-0(^) 

so Ax 4=0 when ^ = 0 by hypothesis. Changing the sign of xx if necessary we 
may assume ^ x > 0 . If c^/lj is then taken as new variable instead of ^ we 
have with a smooth two form o2 

(7 = (70 + ^ ( r 2 , <r0 = €1d€1 Adx1+Yd^jAdxj-
2 

Repeating the argument once more, which we leave for the reader to do, we 
obtain with new coordinates <7 = G0 + £3

1(J3 where a3 is also smooth. 
If / E C°° the Hamilton vector field Hf with respect to <r is defined when 

^ =|=0. With respect to a0 we get the Hamilton vector field 

ff?=£r W/a^ 8/dXl -df/dx, d/dtj+tw/dtjd/dxj-df/dxjd/dZj) 
2 

as is obvious if £j/2 is used as a new coordinate. We can write 

^a3(t9Hf) = a0(t9THf) 

where T is a linear transformation in 1R2" with smooth coefficients. Hence 

cro(f,(/ +f?7,)ff/) = *(*,#/) = (M/> = tfo(M*/0) 

which proves that Hf = (I + ̂ T)-lH0
r Thus Hf-H

0
f = ^Rf where ^ is 

smooth. 
Following the proof of Theorem 21.1.6 closely we shall now choose local 

coordinate functions ql9 ...,g„, px, ...,p„ such that 

° = PidPi Adq1+dp2Adq2+ ...+dpnAdqn, 
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that is, so that we have the commutation relations 

PiHp1Pj = PiH
Pl

(lj = ^ J>U 
H

Pj Pk = H
qj Ik = °> HPJ <lk = &Jk> j , k > l ; 

Pi H
Pl Qi = U Hpjq^Hqjqx = 0, ; > 1. 

We set p1 = ii and then choose p2,---,Pn, <h> •••>#* m arbitrary order, 
leaving the choice of qx to the end. We claim that this can be done uniquely 
with boundary conditions posed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 21.1.6, 
and that Pj=£j, Qj = Xj when ^ x = 0 for all j . Suppose that this is already 
shown until a certain step in the construction which is still incomplete. 
Then we have to find the next coordinate satisfying first of all the differen
tial equation 

p1Hpiu = du/dxx + £\ Rpi u = 0. 

This equation is also satisfied by the other coordinate functions / already 
chosen so d2f/dxx d£t=0 when ^ =0. Hence 

f=fo+Pifi+Plf2 

where f0 and fx are independent of xx and £l9 and 

Hf = Hfo + p1(Hfi+p1Hf2)Hfi + 2Plf2)Hpi. 

The equation Hfu = c may now be replaced by the equation 

(Hfo + Pl(Hfi+PlHf2))u = c 

which means Hfou = c when ^ = 0 . This will not affect the Frobenius 
condition when ^4=0 so it will be satisfied also when ^ x = 0 because of 
linear independence. Hence the construction of u is done as before, and 
since our old coordinates satisfy the required equations when ^ x = 0 we 
maintain the conditions P/ = £/, a.j = xj when ^ x = 0 every time we choose a 
new coordinate function. Thus we can carry the construction on until it 
gives a system of local coordinates. 

The definition of a symplectic manifold was motivated by the properties 
of a cotangent bundle T*(X) but omitted a great deal of its structure: 
T*(X) is also a vector bundle and the symplectic form vanishes in the 
fibers. We have even a = dco where co is a one form which also vanishes in 
the fibers. We can recover co from a by noting that 

<j(p,t) = co(t) 

if t is a tangent vector field and p is the radial vector field which in local 
coordinates is given by P = YJ£jd/d%j- ^ *s invariantly described by 
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where Mt(x9£) = (x,tl;) is multiplication by t in the fibers of T*(X). Note 
that M* ex = t o. Although we shall continue to ignore much of the structure 
of T*(X) this multiplication will play an important role in our applications 
so we introduce the following terminology. 

Definition 21.1.8. A C00 manifold S of dimension N is called conic if 
(i) there is given a C°° map M: R + x S - * S ; we write Mt(y) = M(t,y); 

teWL+
9 yeS, 

(ii) for every yeS there is an open neighborhood V with M(1R+ xV)=V 
and a diffeomorphism (j>: F->F, where F is an open cone in R^xO, such 
that 

t<t> = (t>Mv t>0. 

By a conic symplectic manifold we shall mean a conic manifold which is 
symplectic and for which M* a = ta where a is the symplectic form. 

Note that the definition implies MtMt, = Mtt, since this is true in R N \ 0 . 
What we have assumed is therefore a free group action of R + . An example 
of a conic symplectic manifold is T*(X)\0, the cotangent bundle of X with 
the zero section removed. The required maps into R 2 n \ 0 are given by 
(x, £)H->(;X;|£|,£) in terms of the usual local coordinates. We shall prove that 
for every conic symplectic manifold there is a local symplectomorphism 0, 
homogeneous of degree 1, on an open conic subset of T*(R")\0; the 
homogeneity means of course that $ commutes with multiplication by 
positive reals as in part (ii) of Definition 21.1.8. However, we must first make 
some remarks on the definition. 

First we note that in a conic manifold a radial vector field p is defined 
by 

P / ^ M * / L l ; 

with the notation in Definition 21.1.8 we have <j>*p = £ J/J d/dyj for if 
FeC^K") then 

jM* F(y)\t= x =jtF(ty\m x = 2>,0F/3y,. 

If a function / is homogeneous of degree ju, that is, M*f = tllf, then differen
tiation gives pf = fif (Euler's homogeneity relation). Conversely a solution 
of this equation in a suitable neighborhood V of a point in S can be 
extended uniquely to a function homogeneous of degree p, in the conic 
neighborhood generated by V. This is perfectly obvious when SciR^ and V 
is convex. 

Now assume that S is a conic symplectic manifold. The condition M* a 
= tcr means that 

(21.1.6) tM*{/,ii} = {M*/,Af*tt}; /, ueC^S). 
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To prove this we choose a positively homogeneous positive function T of degree 
1 and set o\ = a/T. Then Mt*a\ = ta/tT = <Ti, SO for the Poisson bracket with 
respect to <T\ we have (21.1.4). Thus 

M*(T{f9u}) = T{M*f9M*u) 

which gives (21.1.6). Differentiation of (21.1.6) gives when t = l 

(21.1.6)' {f,u} + p{f9u} = {pf9u} + {f,pu}9 

that is, 

(21.1.6)" Hf+\j>,Hf-] = Hpf. 

In particular, iff is homogeneous of degree \i then 

(21.1.6)'" [ H / , p ] = ( l - / i ) H / . 

We shall now modify Theorem 21.1.6, taking into account that the stand
ard local coordinates x, £ in the cotangent bundle are homogeneous of 
degree 0 and 1 respectively. 

Theorem 21.1.9. Let S be a conic symplectic manifold of dimension 2n9 A and 
B two subsets of {!,..., rc}, and qj9 jeA; pk9 keB; C00 functions in a conic 
neighborhood of yeS such that 

(i) qj and pk are homogeneous of degree 0 and 1 respectively, 
(ii) the commutation relations (21.1.1)" are valid, 

(iii) the Hamilton fields Hqj9 Hpk with jeA, keB9 and the radial vector 
field p are linearly independent at y. 

Let aj9 bk be arbitrary real numbers such that 

(iv) qj(y) = ap jeA; Pk(y) = bk, /ceB, 

and assume that bj + 0 for some J$A. In a conic neighborhood of y one can 
then find C°° functions qj9 j$A, and pk, k$B, so that (i), (ii), (iv) remain valid 
for indices running from 1 to n and (iii) remains valid if j3=J> In particular, 
(q, p) defines a homogeneous symplectomorphism of a conic neighborhood of y 
in S on a conic neighborhood of (a,fr)eT*(]Rn)\0. 

Note that starting from the empty sets A and B we conclude in particu
lar that every conic symplectic manifold is locally isomorphic to T*(R")\0. 
The prescription of the values of q^y) is not of real interest since one can 
add constants to qj without affecting (i), (ii), (iii). From (i) it follows that 

°(P>Hq) = Q, a(p,Hpj) = pk. 

Since (j(Hq.,Hqj)=Q when UjeA the symplectic form vanishes in the plane 
spanned by Eqp jeA, and p, which must therefore be of dimension ^n in 
view of Proposition 21.1.3. Hence (iii) implies that A has at most n —1 
elements. For the extended system we must have 

i 
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where — cJ = <p,dpJ>=pJ.. If (iii) is valid it follows that the conclusion in the 
theorem is false unless fe/4=0 for some j$A. 

Proof of Theorem 21.1.9. It suffices to construct qt, Pj in a neighborhood of y 
satisfying the required conditions with (i) replaced by 

(i)' P1j = 0, PPk = Pk> 

for qj9 pk can then be extended to homogeneous functions in a conic 
neighborhood of y. By hypothesis the Hamilton vectors 8j= —Hq.(y), ek 

= Hpk(y) in the symplectic vector space W= Ty(S) satisfy the conditions 

(i)', (iv) (j(p,£j) = Q, jeA; o{p,ek) = bk, keB; 

(ii) <r(si9Sj) = 09 UjeA; a(ei,ek)=0, i,keB; 

a(Sj,ek) = 5jk, jeA, keB; 

(iii) Bj, jeA; ek, keB; and p are linearly independent. 

The first step in the proof is to show that one can choose sj9 J$AKJ{J} and 
ek, k$B so that these conditions are preserved. This is just a problem in 
linear algebra, which we solve by looking at a number of cases: 

a) If keA^B we choose e = ek satisfying the equations 

a(p,e) = bk; a(ei,e) = 0, ieB; a(epe) = Sjk, jeA. 

This is possible since o is non-degenerate and (iii) is fulfilled. Since o(zk,e) 
4=0 but sk is a orthogonal to p and to sj9 jeA, and to el9 IeB, the linear 
independence is preserved when we add ek to our system. 

b) If keAnB then W=W0©W1 where W1 is spanned by ek and sk and 
Wo is the symplectically orthogonal space of e* and sk. Correspondingly we 
split p = p0 + p1 and obtain the same conditions for px and the remaining 
vectors si9 et in W0. The statement then follows from a lower dimensional 
case. 

c) If A is empty and k$B we have to choose e = ek so that 

a(p,e) = bk, a(ei9e) = 0, ieB. 

The solutions form an affine space of dimension 2n — \B\ — l if \B\ is the 
number of elements in B. It must contain elements outside the span of p 
and ei9 ieB, unless |J5| =w — 1 and the equations are satisfied by all elements 
in this plane. This implies 

0 = bk = a(p,ei) = bi 

for all ieB, which contradicts the hypothesis that some fry 4=0, which was 
preserved in the reduction made in case b). 

d) If B = {l,...,n} and A is empty, n>\, we choose s = 8j for some 74= J 
so that 

a(p,s) = 0, a(ek,e)=-5jk, k = l,...,n. 
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Suppose there is a linear relation 
n 

£ = CP+Y.Ckek-
1 

Then 

djk = a(s,ek) = ca(p,ek) = cbk. 

Taking k=j we find that cH=0 but this is a contradiction when k = J since b3 

4=0. Hence the linear independence is automatically preserved. 
A combination of the preceding steps completes the construction of the 

vectors 8j,j + J, and ek, and we then choose Sj so that (i)', (iv), (ii) remain 
valid. It remains to modify this infinitesimal solution to a construction of 
actual coordinate functions. To do so we start by choosing local symplectic 
coordinates at y so that x} = qp jeA, ^k — pk, keB, and Hx.(y)= — zp H^k(y) 
= ek for all;, k. Then we have 

P^ijd/dij+p,-, p^Zfjd/dtj+Zgtd/dxt 
A 

where the coefficients of px are independent of £j,jeA9 and xk, keB, because 
(21.1.6)"' gives 

[ < y ^ , P l ] = -lHqj,pl-d/d^= -Hqj + Hqj = 0, 

[a/5x fc?Pl] = [ i f P k , P ]=o . 

To choose a new coordinate function, say u = pK, K$B, means to find a 
solution of the equations 

du/d£j = djK, jeA; du/dxk = 0, keB; pu = u. 

If we set u = £K + v this means that v is independent of £. and xk and that 

P2v-v = £K-YJdjK£j 

where p2 is obtained from px by dropping d/d£j,jeA, and d/dxk, keB. For v 
we therefore have a differential equation in the remaining variables, and p2 

=#0 by (hi). Hence the equation can be solved with prescribed initial data 
on a surface transversal to p2 through y in the plane of the variables ^., 
j$A9 xfc, k$B. We can then give du any value compatible with the equations 
at y, in particular take du = d£K at y. The construction of a coordinate 
function qj9j^A<j{J} is exactly parallel. Finally, when all pk and all g. with 
7*4= J are known, we obtain q3 by solving an ordinary differential equation in 
£j. This completes the proof. 

With the coordinates constructed in Theorem 21.1.9 we have a homo
geneous local symplectomorphism to T*(Rn). There p is the Hamilton field 
of the one form (o = Yd€jdxj which is therefore invariantly defined on any 
conic symplectic manifold. In fact, co(t) = a(p,t) if t is a tangent vector. We 
have dco = a since this is true in T*(R n ) \0 , so the symplectic form is always 
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exact on a conic symplectie manifold. The condition (iii) in Theorem 21.1.9 
is often stated in the equivalent form that dq^ dpk and co are linearly 
independent at y if jeA, keB. 

There is also a homogeneous version of Theorem 21.1.7 which we give 
for the sake of completeness; it will never be used here. 

Theorem21.1.10. Let S be a conic manifold of dimension In with a two form a 
satisfying the hypothesis in Theorem 21.1.7 such that o is homogeneous of 
degree 1 and the radial vector p(y0) is not in the radical of a restricted to S0. 
In a conic neighborhood of y0 one can then choose coordinates i,x homo
geneous of degree \, £2,...,<i;n homogeneous of degree 1 and Xj homogeneous 
of degree 0 such that the coordinates of y0 are x = 0, i = sn and 

n 

a = £id£1 Adx1-\~Y,d^jAdxj-
2 

Proof Very little has to be changed in the proof of Theorem 21.1.7 so we 
shall only review it briefly. The surface S0 defined by m = 0 is obviously 
conic. By hypothesis the radical of the two form o\ in So is not generated by 
the radial vector field, so we can take a conic hypersurface Si C So through 70 
which is transversal to the radical. The restriction of ax to S x is then non-
degenerate and makes St a conic symplectie manifold. By Theorem 21.1.9 we 
can therefore choose homogeneous symplectie coordinates x2,..., x„, 
£2> •••>£,! m ^ 1 W ^ £n = 1 a nd the oth^s 0 at y0. We extend these functions 
to a conic neighborhood of Sx in S0 so that they are constant along the 
integral curves of the radical, which preserves the homogeneity properties, 
and we choose xx homogeneous of degree 0 and 0 at y0 with restriction to 
S0 vanishing simply on Sx. Finally we choose ^ homogeneous of degree \ 
vanishing simply on 50. The restriction of a to 50 is then equal to 

n 

YjdtjAdXj. 
2 

Since the successive reductions made in the proof of Theorem 21.1.7 are all 
unique it is quite obvious that they preserve the homogeneities. The verifi
cation of this is left for the reader. 

Example21.1.11. The situation in Theorem 21.1.10 occurs if in T*(]Rn+1) we 
form the intersection of the surfaces defined by xt =0 and 

The intersection is transversal when {n>0, and the restriction of the sym
plectie form to the surface is 

G = d€2Adx2+...+d€nAdxn + d($2
1/QAdxn+1. 
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Taking xn+l9 x2 , . . . ,x„, ^(2 /^)% £2, ...,<!;„ as variables on the surface we 
have the situation described in Theorem 21.1.10. An equivalent formulation 
of Theorem 21.1.10 is therefore that a reduction to this example is always 
possible. We shall return to the example in Section 21.4. 

21.2. Submanifolds of a Symplectic Manifold 

As in Section 21.1 we begin with a brief discussion of linear algebra in a 
symplectic vector space S, with symplectic form a. Just as in a Euclidean 
space a linear subspace V of S has an annihilator Va <= S with respect to the 
symplectic form, 

V° = {yeS',G(y9V) = 0}, 

and (Vay = V. However, in general V is not a supplementary space of Va. 
Since dim V + dim Va = dim S this is true if and only if VnVa = {0}, that is, 
V is symplectic in the sense that the restriction to V of the symplectic form 
is non-degenerate. In that case Va is of course also symplectic so S is the 
direct sum of the symplectic subspaces V and V*. This observation was used 
already in the proof of Proposition 21.1.2. In general there is a substitute for 
this construction: 

Proposition 21.2.1. / / V is a linear subspace of the symplectic vector space S 
then 

(21.2.1) S' = {V+Va)l{Vr\Va) 

is a symplectic vector space, and 

(21.2.2) AimS' = d\mS-2Aim{VnVa) = 2A\m{V +Va)-AimS. 

Proof. The o orthogonal space of W=V+Va is Wa=Vffn(VaY 
= Vn Vaa W. If weW then <r(w,w') = 0 for all w'eW if and only if weW°, so 
a induces a non-degenerate antisymmetric bilinear form G' on S'. Since 

dim W + dim Wa = dim S, dim W - dim W* = dim S', 

we obtain (21.2.2). 

In particular, we have dimS / = dimS' —2dimF if Va=>V and dimS" 
= 2dimK —dimS if Va aV. These cases occur so frequently that they have 
special names: 

Definition 21.2.2. A linear subspace V of a symplectic vector space is called 
isotropic, Lagrangian resp. involutive (or coisotropic) if Vc:Va, V=Va and 
V-=>Va respectively. 
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The dimension of V is thus ^dimS/2, =dimS'/2, and ^dimS/2 in these 
three cases. An isotropic (involutive) subspace V is Lagrangian if dimS 
= 2dimK 

Proposition 21.2.3. V is isotropic (involutive) if and only if V is contained in 
(contains) a Lagrangian subspace. 

Proof Assume first that V is isotropic and choose a basis e1,...,ek for V. 
Then a(ei9ej) = 09 i j = l,...,/c so by Proposition21.1.3 we can extend this to 
a symplectic basis el9...9en9 el9...9sn for S. Then el9...9en span a Lag
rangian subspace containing V. If V is involutive then Va is isotropic, so 
FffcA for some Lagrangian plane, hence Xc V. 

S' always splits in a natural way into the direct sum of two orthogonal 
symplectic subspaces V/(Vn Va) and Va/(Vn Va). The symplectic form of S 
vanishes on Vr\Va. Now start by choosing a basis el9...9ek for VnVff as in 
the proof of Proposition21.2.3 and extend it by elements ek+l9...9ek+l9 

ek+l9...9ek+l whose residue classes form a symplectic basis for V/(VnVa). 
Next add elements ek+l+l9...9en9 ek+l+l9...9en representing a symplectic 
basis in Va/(VnV<T). We have then obtained a basis for V+Va satisfying 
(21.1.1). Since dim5 = dim(l/ + y<T) + dim(FnF<r) = 2n we can now use Prop
osition 21.1.3 to add elements el9...9sk to get a symplectic basis for S. With 
corresponding symplectic coordinates V is then defined by 

Ci= ••• =sfc==0? xk+l+1= ... =xn = Qk+l+1= ... =£n = 0. 

The dimension is fe + 2/ while the dimension of S' is 2(n — k) so it is not in 
general determined by the dimension of V. 

The preceding discussion can be extended to manifolds: 

Theorem 21.2.4. Let S be a conic symplectic manifold, V a conic submanifold 
such that the restriction of the symplectic form to V has constant rank 21 in a 
neighborhood of a point y where the canonical one form CD does not vanish 
identically on T(V). Then there are homogeneous symplectic coordinates x9 £, 
in a conic neighborhood of y in S such that V is defined by 

(21.2.3) <*!=... = £ k = 0, xk+l+1= ... =xn = ik+l+1= ... =£n = 0 

where k + 2l = dim V. 

Note that /=#() for V cannot be isotropic since the tangential radial 
vector p(y) by hypothesis is not orthogonal to Ty(V). There is an obvious 
non-homogeneous version of the theorem where co does not occur so that 
this condition drops out. We shall usually leave such variants for the reader. 

Proof We can choose fi9...9freC°° homogeneous of degree 1 and vanishing 
on V so that dfl9 ...9dfr are linearly independent at y and define T(V). Here 
r = 2n— dim V where 2n = dimS. Set k = dimV—21. 
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a) If k 4- / < n it follows from the discussion of the linear case that some 
Poisson bracket, say {fl9f2}, does not vanish at y. Thus Hfi cannot be 
proportional to the radial vector p, since pf2 = 0. By Theorem 21.1.9 we can 
therefore choose local homogeneous symplectic coordinates such that £n = f1 

and y corresponds to (0,8^, e 1=(l ,0 , ...,0), say. Then the equation f2 = 0 
can be solved for xn since 

dfJdx^iftJJ+O at y. 

In a sufficiently small conic neighborhood of y the equation / 2 = 0 can 
therefore be written in the form 

where g is homogeneous of degree 0. If Xn = xn — g(xl9^l9 ...,^„_1?^n) we 
have £M = 0, Xn = 0 on V, and {£n ,XJ = l in a neighborhood of y. Using 
Theorem 21.1.9 again we can find a new homogeneous symplectic coor
dinate system where Xn and £„ are the last coordinates. Changing notation 
we may therefore assume that x„ = £M = 0 on V. This means that V can be 
considered as a submanifold of T^QR"-1), and the theorem follows if it has 
already been proved for symplectic manifolds S of lower dimension. 

b) If k + l = n but fc + 0, that is, V + S, we have {/ i,/ i}=0 on V for i,j 
= l , . . . , r by the discussion of the linear case, and by hypothesis p is not a 
linear combination of Hfi,...,Hfr. We choose homogeneous symplectic 
coordinates such that f1 = ti and y has coordinates (0,e„), say. Then ^=0 
on V and dfj/dx1 = {^1,fj}=0 on V, 7 = 2, ...,r. Hence F is cylindrical in the 
xx direction and defined near y by ^ = 0 , /,((), x2 , . . . ,x„,0, £2,...,£n) = 0, ; 
= 2,. . . , r. The differentials of these functions and co are linearly independent. 
If the theorem is already proved for lower dimensional S we can choose 
new coordinates x2, . . . ,xn , £2 , . . . , fn such that K n J x ^ ^ ^ O } is defined by 
£2 = . . . = £k = 0, and this completes the proof. 

In part b) of the proof we found that V was generated by a family of 
curves. These are manifestations of an important foliation which we shall 
now discuss. (See Appendix C.l for terminology.) 

Definition 21.2.5. A submanifold V of a symplectic manifold is called sym
plectic, isotropic, Lagrangian resp. involutive if at every point of V the 
tangent space of Fhas this property. 

Remark. Note that the constant rank condition of Theorem 21.2.4 is auto
matically fulfilled in these cases. 

Theorem 21.2.6. If V satisfies the hypothesis in Theorem 21.2.4 then the sub-
space Ty(V)r\Ty

a{V) of Ty(V) defines a foliation with isotropic leaves transver
sal to the radial vector field, of dimension dim V — ranka|F . . 
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Proof. In the local coordinates of Theorem 21.2.4 we have the foliation of V 
by the parallels of the xx... xk plane. 

The reader is advised not to ignore this important result because of the 
brevity of the proof; it really depends on all we have done so far in this 
chapter, and the foliation will be used very frequently. 

As pointed out after the statement of Theorem 21.2.4 there is a non-
homogeneous version of that result so we have a foliation of any sub-
manifold V of a symplectic manifold S such that the symplectic form 
restricted to V has constant rank. If S and V are conic and the radial vector 
field p is tangent to a leaf B of the foliation at some point y, then B is conic. 
In fact, the ray through y must stay in the leaf since the homogeneity 
implies that p is in the plane of the foliation along it. The homogeneity also 
implies that Mt B is a leaf of the foliation for any t, if Mt denotes multiplica
tion by t; since it has points on the ray through y in common with B it 
must agree with B. Hence we have the following supplement to Theo
rem 21.1.6. 

Theorem 21.2.7. If S is a conic symplectic manifold, V a conic submanifold 
such that the symplectic form restricted to V has constant rank, then 
Ty(V)nTy°(V) defines a foliation of V with isotropic leaves which are either 
transversal to the radial vector field or else conic. 

When V is involutive the constant rank condition is automatically ful
filled, as already pointed out, and the leaves of the foliation are then 
generated by the integral curves of the Hamilton fields Hf of functions 
vanishing on V. Indeed, we have Hf(y)eTy°(V) = Ty(V)nTy*(V) when yeV then. 
The foliation is therefore usually called the Hamilton foliation. 

If V is a submanifold of a symplectic manifold 5, such that the symplec
tic form restricted to V has constant rank, then we have a natural vector 
bundle Sv on V with fiber 

(Ty(V)+Ty°(V))/(Ty(V)nTy°(V)) 

at yeV. The fiber is a symplectic vector space so Sv is called a symplectic 
vector bundle. In the local coordinates of Theorem 21.2.4 Sv is the product 
of V and the symplectic vector space T*(R"-fc). It is easy to see that we 
have in fact a vector bundle with these local trivializations. Note that the 
restriction of Sv to a leaf B of the foliation of V is equal to the bundle SB, 
so the construction is mainly of interest in the isotropic case where the 
foliation is trivial (the leaves become all of V). For a manifold which is 
neither isotropic nor involutive the symplectic bundle Sv is in a non-trivial 
way the direct symplectically orthogonal sum of two symplectic bundles S'v 

and Sy with fibers 

Ty(V)/(Ty(V)nTy°(V)) and Ty'(V)/(Ty(V)nTy'(V)). 
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There is also an analogue of Theorem 21.2.4 when the restriction of co to 
V is identically 0. This implies that the restriction of a = dco to V vanishes, 
so V is isotropic. Conversely, if V is isotropic and conic then the restriction 
of co to V is 0, for co(t) = a(p,t) = 0 if t is a tangent vector of V, since p is also 
a tangent vector of V. 

Theorem 21.2.8. Let S be a conic symplectic manifold, V a conic isotropic 
submanifold. In a conic neighborhood of any yeV one can then find homo
geneous symplectic coordinates such that V is defined by 

(21.2.4) Xl= ... = x„ = 0, £ k + 1 = ... = { , = 0 

where k is the dimension of V. 

Proof We shall first prove that the coordinates can be chosen so that V is 
defined by 

(21.2.5) x x = 0 , £ 2 = . . . = £ t = 0 , x,+ 1 = ^ + 1 = . . .=x n = £„=0. 

Part a) of the proof of Theorem 21.2.4 is applicable with no change and 
reduces the proof to the case where dimV = n, that is, V is Lagrangian. If 
n > 1 we can still choose one of the functions fi vanishing on V so that Hf 

is not proportional to p, so the reduction in part b) of the proof of 
Theorem 21.2.4 is applicable. Finally, if n = l the fact that the one form 
£>1dx1 vanishes on V implies that xx is a constant which we choose as 0. 
Since there is a local homogeneous symplectomorphism mapping any conic 
isotropic V of dimension k, and in particular (21.2.4), to the same model 
given by (21.2.5), we can also choose (21.2.4) as our model. 

In particular any conic Lagrangian manifold can be defined locally by 
x = 0, that is, as the fiber TQ(lRn)\0 in a suitable system of homogeneous 
symplectic coordinates. Note that if X is any C00 manifold and YczX is a 
submanifold, then the conormal bundle N(Y) of Y is Lagrangian since 
(dx, O = 0 on TX(Y) if £eNx(Y). The theorem is therefore applicable in 
particular to any conormal bundle. The following theorem shows that any 
conic Lagrangian submanifold of a cotangent bundle contains large open 
subsets of this type. 

Theorem 21.2.9. Let X be a C°° manifold and V a C00 conic Lagrangian 
c=T*(X)\0. / / (x0,£0)eV and the restriction to V of the projection n: 
T*(X)-+X has constant rank r in a neighborhood of (x0,(^0), then there is a 
C°° submanifold YczX of dimension r in a neighborhood of x0 with conormal 
bundle equal to V in a neighborhood of (x0, £0). 

Note that r<n since 71^^ = 0 for the radial vector field p which is a 
tangent of V. 
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Proof. By PropositionC.3.3 a neighborhood of (x0>£o) i*1 ^ *s mapped by n 
on an r dimensional C°° manifold YaX. Since ^T^.dx^O on V and n^ 
maps the tangent space of V onto that of Y, it follows that £ must be a 
normal to ^ that is, Vc:N*(Y) in a neighborhood of (x0,£0). Equality must 
hold since the dimensions are the same. 

The hypothesis in Theorem 21.2.9 is always fulfilled in an open dense 
subset of V where the rank is equal to the maximum in any neighborhood. 
However, in general the projection of V can be quite singular. A simple 
example is the Lagrangian in T*(R 2 ) \0 defined by 

(21.2.6) x^WJZtf, x 2 = - 2 « i / « 2 ) 3 , ^2*0. 

The projection is the curve (xj/3)3 —(x2/2)2=0, and V is the closure of the 
conormal bundle of the regular part. 

We shall now derive a normal form for intersecting conic Lagrangians. 
The intersection is never transversal, for the canonical one form vanishes on 
both tangent planes at the intersection. We must therefore use the notion of 
clean intersection discussed in Appendix C.3. 

Theorem 21.2.10. Let S be a conic symplectic manifold of dimension 2n, Vx 

and V2 two conic Lagrangian submanifolds intersecting cleanly at yeS. Then 
one can choose homogeneous symplectic coordinates x, £ at y such that the 
coordinates of y are (0, £x), £x = (1,0,.,.,0) and near (0, sx) 

(21.2.7) F1 = {(0,0},F2 = {(0,x"^',0)} 

where x' = (xx, ...,xfc), x" = (xfc+1, ...,x„) and k is the dimension of V1nV2 (or 
equivalently the excess of the intersection). 

Thus V1 is locally the conormal bundle of a point and V2 the conormal 
bundle of a manifold of codimension k through it. Note that the conormal 
bundles of manifolds intersecting cleanly must also intersect cleanly since 
they are linear spaces in coordinates where the intersecting manifolds are 
linear spaces. 

Proof By Theorem 21.2.8 we may assume that S is a conic neighborhood of 
(0,8^ in T*(]Rn)\0 and that V1 is defined by x = 0. The intersections V{, VC

2 

and V[r\Vc
2 of V1,V2,VlnV2 with the sphere bundle S1 = {(x,$); |f| = l} 

have dimensions decreased by one, and the direct sums of their tangent 
spaces and p are equal to those of Vl9V2, VtnV2 at Sl. Hence V[ and V2 

intersect cleanly with k — 1 dimensional intersection. 
a) Assume first that fc = l. Then the intersection is 0 dimensional which 

means that the tangent spaces of V[ and V2 have only 0 in common. Since 
V{ is the sphere defined by x = 0 it follows that the differential of n: K2

c-^lRn 

is injective, hence of rank n — 1. By Theorem 21.2.9 it follows that V2 in a 
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neighborhood of (O,^) is the conormal bundle of a hypersurface which we 
can take as the surface xx = 0 by a change of variables in 1R". 

b) Assume now that k>\. Then V[ and V2 are of dimension n — 1 and 
have a fc — 1 dimensional clean intersection in a 2n — l dimensional ma
nifold, so the excess is k by (C.3.3). Hence we can find /c_2 functions 

f x , . . . 9fk homogeneous of degree 1 which vanish on Vx u V2 and have linearly 
independent differentials at y. Then Hf and p must be linearly independent 
for some j9 say 7 = 1. As in part b) of the proof of Theorem 21.2.4 we can 
choose new homogeneous symplectic coordinates such that fx = £n and con
clude that Vx and V2 are both locally equal to the product of the xn axis and 
Lagrangians in xn = £n = 0 intersecting cleanly of dimension k — 1. If the 
theorem is already proved for smaller values of k and n we can choose new 
coordinates xl9€l9...9xn_l9€n_l so that Vx and V2 are defined near (0,ex) 
by 

V2: x1=...=xk_1=09 ^ = . . . = ^ = 0, 

which intersect in the plane where all variables except xn9^l9...9^k_1 are 0. 
In particular, the pair in (21.2.7) can be presented in this form which 
completes the proof just as in the case of Theorem 21.2.8. 

Theorem 21.2.10 is of course also valid in the non-homogeneous case. 
The linear case is very elementary but instructive: If Vx and V2 are Lag-
rangian subspaces of a symplectic vector space S then we can choose a 
symplectic basis el9...,en98l9...,en such that Vt is spanned by sl9...9sn and 
V2 is spanned by ek+l9...9en9el9...9ek. To do so we first choose a basis 
8!,...,efc for V1nV2 and extend it to a basis el9...9sn for V1. The symplectic 
form restricted to Vt x V2 gives a duality between VJiV^ n V2) and 
V2/{V1nV2). Hence we can choose ek+l9...9eneV2 forming a dual basis to 
efc+1,...,£n, and then we just have to extend to a full symplectic basis using 
Proposition21.1.3. The following consequence will be useful below: 

Corollary 21.2.11. Let S be a symplectic vector space and Vl9 V2 two 
Lagrangian subspaces. Then we can find a Lagrangian subspace V transversal 
to both. 

Proof. If Vt and V2 have the form (21.2.7) we can take 

F={(x,O;x ' ' = r , ^ = 0 } . 

If S1 and S 2 are symplectic manifolds then a symplectomorphism or 
canonical transformation x* S2-^S1 is a diffeomorphism with z*<Ti=0*2 if °'j 
is the symplectic form in Sj (Definition 21.1.4). This implies that S t and S2 

have equal dimensions. The graph of x 

G=My),y);yeS2}c:S1xS2 
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is a Lagrangian submanifold of Sx x S2 with the symplectic form 

(71 2 = 7T* CF i — 7 t* G 2 

where nl: SlxS2-*S1 and the two projections. (In 
what follows we shall usually write o} instead of nj G} when no misunder
standing seems possible.) In addition itj restricted to G is a diffeomorphism 
on Sj for 7 = 1,2. By dropping this condition we can extend the notion of 
canonical transformation and in particular drop the condition that Sl and 
S2 have equal dimensions. 

Definition21.2.12. Let Sl9 S2 be symplectic manifolds with symplectic forms 
aX,G2. A Lagrangian manifold GczS1xS2 with respect to the symplectic 
form a1 — G2 is then called a canonical relation from S2 to Sx. If Sj are conic 
and G is conic we call the relation homogeneous. 

As in Section 5.2 a relation maps a set EaS2 to a set G(E)aSu 

G(E) = {y1eSl;(yl9y2)eG for some y2eE) = 7c1(Gnn~ lE). 

Relations can be composed as functions: If G 1 c 5 1 x 5 2 and G2c:52x53 
then 

G1oG2 = {(y1,y3);(i>1,y2)eG1 and {y2,y?)eG2 for some y2}. 

We can also interpret this as the projection on Sx x S3 of the intersection of 
Gx x G2 with 5 t x A(S2) x S3 where A(S2) = {(y,y); ye52} is the diagonal in S2 

x S 2 . Note that J(S2) is isotropic with respect to the symplectic form 
— 7C*i(J2 + 7r22(72 where n2j is the projection S2xS2-*S2 on t h e / h factor. 
There is of course no reason in general why GxoG2 should be smooth but 
we shall prove that for canonical relations Gx and G2 we always obtain a 
smooth canonical relation if the intersection is clean and suitable global 
restrictions are made. First we study the construction in the linear case, in a 
somewhat more general context. 

Proposition 21.2.13. Let S be a symplectic vector space with symplectic form G, 
let A be an isotropic subspace, and denote by Sf the symplectic vector space 
Aa/A. If XaS is any Lagrangian subspace of S then X' = (2.nA<T)/(lnA) is a 
Lagrangian subspace of S'. 

Proof That X is isotropic follows from the fact that X is isotropic and from 
the definition of the symplectic form in S\ Now 

dim A + dim A* = dim (A n Aa) + dim (A + Aa) 

= dim(Anzlff) + dim5-dim(AnzJ), 

hence by (21.2.2) 

dim A' = dim A — dim A = (dim S')/2. 
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Remark. Although the map Ai—»A' is always defined it is not continuous 
when Xc\Aa changes dimension. As an example consider S = T*(]R2), 

J = {(0,x2,0,0)}, J<r = {(x1,x2,{1,0)}. 

Then /l = {(ax2 ,x2 ,^1 , -a^)} is Lagrangian for every a but A' = {(x1,0)} if a 
* 0 , ^' = {(0,^)} if £1 = 0. 

We are now prepared to discuss the composition of general canonical 
relations. 

Theorem 21.2.14. Let Sj be a symplectic manifold with symplectic form ap j 
= 1,2,3. / / G1aSl xS2 and G2<=S2xS3 are Lagrangians for the symplectic 

forms al —G2 and a2 — a3, and Gx x G2 intersects Sx x A(S2) x S3 cleanly in G, 
then the projection it from G to Sx xS3 has rank (dim51 + dimS3)/2 and the 
range G\oG2 of n is locally a Lagrangian manifold with respect to al—a3. 

Under these hypotheses we shall say that the composition is clean. 

Proof Let (y1,y2,y2,y3)^G. By the definition of clean intersection the tan
gent space of G there is 

XniTJSJx A(Tn(S2))x Tyi(S3)% X=Tyuyi{G,)x T„>M(G2). 

A is a Lagrangian subspace of the symplectic vector space 

TJSJ® Ty2(S2)(& Ty2(S2)® Tyi(S3) 

with the symplectic form a1— ^2i+ ( J22 — 0'3- The range of the differential of 
n is thus obtained by the construction in Proposition 21.2.13 applied to the 
isotropic subspace {0} x A(Ty2(S2)) x {0} which proves the statement on the 
rank. Hence it follows from Proposition C.3.3 that the range of n is locally a 
Lagrangian submanifold of S1xS3. 

Remark. If Q is an open set in S1 x S3 and the map n: n~1(Q)->Q is proper, 
it follows that 7r(7r_1(i?)) is an immersed closed Lagrangian submanifold of 
Q and that 7r_1(jQ) is a fiber space with compact fibers over it. 

The construction in Theorem 21.2.14 is applicable in particular when S3 

is reduced to a point. Then it produces a Lagrangian in Sx from one in S2 

and one in S1xS2. This idea leads to an important method of parametriz
ing C°° Lagrangian submanifolds A of the cotangent bundle T*(X) of a 
manifold. Recall from Section 6.4 that if A is a section of T*(X) then A can 
locally be represented in the form {(x, </>'(*))} where (freC00 in an open 
subset of X. This representation breaks down if A is not a section. In 
particular it can never be used if A is conic since the radial vector field p is 
then a tangent of A. However, assume that (j)(x,6) is a C°° function in the 
product of an open set in X and another C°° manifold 0. Then 

G={(x,ct>f
x(x,e);e,-ct>f

e(x,e)} 
is a Lagrangian submanifold of T*(X) x T*(<9) (the minus sign is caused by 
the conventions above about the symplectic form in the product of two 
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symplectic manifolds). The zero section G0 in T*(<9) is also Lagrangian. If 
T*(X) x A(T*(G)) and GxG0 intersect cleanly, that is, 

{(x,0);0;(x,0) = O} 

is a submanifold of X x 0 with tangent space everywhere defined by the 
equations d(fr,

e(x,9) = 0 then 

(21.2.8) {(x,0;(x,fl));0i(x,0) = O} 

is locally a Lagrangian submanifold of T*(X). We recall that this con
struction occurred already in Theorem 8.1.9 in its natural analytical context. 
It is clear that (21.2.8) is conic if 0 is homogeneous of degree 1. 

Definition 21.2.15. If I is a C°° manifold and 0(x,0) a C00 real valued 
function in an open conic set f c I x ^ x O ) which is homogeneous of 
degree 1. in 0, then <f) is called a clean phase function if dcp^O and 

C = {(x,6)er;4>'d(x,9) = 0} 

is a C°° manifold with tangent plane defined by the equations d(j)'d = 0. The 
number of linearly independent differentials d(d(f)/d9J)9 ; = l,...,iV, is equal 
to AT — e on C, where e = dim C — dim X is called the excess. The map 
CB(X, 9)h->(x, </>y is locally a fibration with fibers of dimension e and a conic 
Lagrangian A as base; A is said to be parametrized by $. If e = 0 the phase 
function is said to be non-degenerate. 

Theorem 21.2.16. If X is a C°° manifold of dimension n and y l c T * ( X ) \ 0 is a 
C°° conic Lagrangian submanifold, then A can always be locally parametrized 
by a non-degenerate phase function § in an open cone in X x (R" \ 0). If 
y0eA and x0 is the projection of y0 in X, the local coordinates xl9 . . . ,xn at x0 

can be chosen so that with the corresponding coordinates xl9...,xn9 £l9...,£n 

in T*(X) the Lagrangian plane £ = constant through y0 is transversal to A. 
Then there is a unique phase function of the form 

<KX,0) = £XJ9J-H(0) 
1 

parametrizing A; HeC°°9 H is homogeneous of degree 1, and near y0 

Proof Choose local coordinates yl9...9yn at x0 such that the coordinates of 
x0 are all 0 and yo = (09dy1(0)). Using these coordinates we consider A as a 
subset of T*(R n ) \0 . The tangent plane k0 of A at (0,^), el =(1,0, ...,0) is a 
Lagrangian plane. It may not be transversal to the plane £ = el9 which is the 
graph of the differential of the yx coordinate. However, we know from 
Corollary 21.2.11 that there is a Lagrangian plane through (0,6^ which is 
transversal both to X0 and to the fiber T0*(Rn). Hence it is a section of 
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T*(]RM) of the form 
ri = d(y1+A(y)) 

where A(y) is a quadratic form. Now take x1=y1+A(y)9 x2 = y2,..-,xn = yn 

as new local coordinates. The tangent plane of A at y0 is then transversal to 
the graph of dxt which passes through y0. The transversality means in 
standard local coordinates that the map 

has bijective differential at y0. Hence we can locally take £ as a parameter 
on A which is then defined by x = (/)(£) where <j> is a C°° function from a 
neighborhood of 6X to Rn. Since 0 is homogeneous of degree 0, we can take 
a homogeneous extension to a conic neighborhood still defining A. Now A 
is a conic Lagrangian so we have co = YJ£jdxj = 0 on yl, thus 

This means that 0J(^) = 3if({)/3^- and completes the proof. 

It is often but not always possible to use a smaller number of 6 variables 
when parametrizing a Lagrangian: 

Theorem 21.2.17. Let the hypotheses be as in Theorem 21.2.16 and Jet fc be the 
dimension of Tyo(A)nT*o(X). Then A can be parametrized near y0 by a non-
degenerate phase function in X x (Rk \ 0) but not by one involving fewer 
parameters. 

Proof Assume first that A is parametrized by the non-degenerate phase 
function 4>(x96) where 6eWLK. Then fi = Tyo(A)nT*o(X) is the image of the 
set in TXo(X) x RK defined by d<% = 0, dx = 0, so it is at most of dimension K. 
Hence *c^fc. 

To prove the first statement we choose local coordinates in X at x0 such 
that 70

 = (^ e i ) a n d ^ is defined by x = H\E) nearby. By a linear change of 
variables preserving xx and therefore y0 we can make \i defined by dx = 0, 
d£" = 0 where £"=(<!;k+1,...,£n). Set ^/ = ({1 , . . . ,^k). The Lagrangian plane 
Tyo(A) contains \i so it is contained in the orthogonal plane \ia defined by 
dx' = 0. Hence the map 

has bijective differential at y0. In fact, dx'=dx" = 0 in the kernel so it is 
contained in fi and satisfies d£' = 0. The statement is now a consequence of 
the following 

Theorem 21.2.18. Let y lc :T*(R n ) \0 be a conic Lagrangian manifold in a 
neighborhood of a point y0 where 

43(x,<J)i-Kx",{')€:Il" 
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is a bijection for a splitting x = (x',x"), £== (£',£") of the coordinates. Then 
there is a function S(x", £') such that near y0 

A = {(dS/d£9x";£9-dS/dx")}. 

A is defined by the phase function </>(x, £') = (x'9 O - S(x", £'). 

Proof On A we can regard x' and £" as functions of (x", £'), and 

0 = <& rfx> = d«x' , O ) - <x', <*£'> + <<T, dx"y 

If we take.S(x",0 = < x ' , 0 J t follows that 3S/3x"=-<J" and that 3S/5{' 
= x'. The last statement is obvious since d(f)/d^ = 0 means that x' = dS/d£\ 
mdd<l>/dx=(?9-dS/dx!'). 

The reader may by now have raised - and answered - the question why 
we bother to introduce the notion of clean phase function when there is 
always a non-degenerate one. The answer is that the composition studied in 
Theorem 21.2.14 leads naturally to a clean but degenerate phase function 
when the intersection taken there is just clean and not transversal. However, 
before elaborating this point we must make an important remark on the 
definition of a canonical relation G in the product (T*(X) \0)x(T*(Y) \0) 
by means of a phase function. Recall that by definition G is Lagrangian 
with respect to the difference ax — oY of the symplectic forms of T*(X) and 
T*(Y) lifted to T*(X)x T*(Y)=T*(X x Y). This differs in sign from the 
symplectic form <xx4-<7y of T * ( I x Y ) , so it is the twisted canonical 
relation 

Gf = {(x,^y9-ri);(x,^y9rj)eG} 

which is Lagrangian with respect to the standard symplectic structure in 
T*(X x Y). (Recall that this sign change occurred already in the calculus of 
wave front sets in Section 8.2, particularly in Theorem 8.2.14.) If we take a 
clean phase function <f) defining G' it follows that it defines G through 

(21.2.9) G = {(x,&(*,*6\y9 -<t>'y{x9y96));<t>'e{x9y90) = O}. 

When we say that a canonical relation is defined by a phase function we 
shall always refer to the formula (21.2.9) with a sign change in the second 
fiber variable. 

Proposition 21.2.19. Let X9Y9ZbeC™ manifolds and Gl9G2 homogeneous canoni
cal relations c (T*(X) \0 ) x (T*(Y)\0) and (T*(Y)\0) x (T*(Z)\0), parame
trized locally by non-degenerate phase functions (j)(x9y,9)9 0e]Rv, and i//(y9z9T)9 

TGIR^, defined in conic neighborhoods of (x09y0960) and 0>0>
zo>To) where <j>'e 

= 0, ^ = 0, (/>y + i/^ = 0. / / the composition Gl<>G2 is clean at the correspond
ing point then 

<P(x9 z, y9 99 T) = (j) (x, y, 9) +1// (y9 z, T) 
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is a clean phase function defining the composition, if (y, 9, x) are now regarded 
as the parameters. The excess of <P is equal to the excess in the clean 
intersection ofG.x G2 and T*(X) x A(T*(Y)) x T*(Z). 

Note that (F,0,T) belongs to a conic manifold so there is an obvious 
interpretation of the homogeneity condition on phase functions in this situa
tion. We might also take 

(y(\6\2 + \T\2)*,0,T)eWLnY+v+fl 

as parameter to agree literally with Definition 21.2.15. Here nY = dim Y. 

Proof That <\> and \j/ are non-degenerate means that (locally) 

M = {(x,y,0);^ = O}, ]V = {(y,z,T);^ = 0} 

are manifolds, with tangent planes defined by d(j)'d=§ resp. d ^ = 0 and that 
the maps 

M3(x ,y ,e )H(x ,^ ,y , -(j)y)eGl9 

JVa(j>,z,T)i->(j;,^;,z9 -il/'z)eG2 

are local diffeomorphisms. That G1oG2 is clean means first of all that 

G = {(x, {,/, i, ',y\ n", z, QeG, x G2; / = y'\ rjf = n"} 

is a manifold, of dimension nx + nY + nY + nz — 2nY + e = nx + nz + e where e is 
the excess of the intersection. Taking (x, / , 0, / ' , z,z)eM xN as a parametri-
zation of Gx x G2 we know that G is defined by the equations 

{=4>'x(x9 y, e\ y = y ' , tf = - 4>;(x, y, e\ n
f=^, 

^ = ^ ; ( y , z , T ) , c = - ^ ( y , z , T ) 

and that the tangent plane of G is defined by the vanishing of all differen
tials in addition to those of <^, ^ defining the tangent plane of M x N. All 
this just expresses the hypothesis that the intersection is clean. The claim is 
that 

{(x, z, y, 0, T); &(x, J, 0) = 0, <ft(y, z, T) = 0, (j>'y(x, y, 6) + i//'y(y, z, T) = 0} 

is a manifold with tangent plane defined by the equations 

#;=o, #;=o, <f(4>;+</g=o. 
Putting y' = y" = y and defining ^ = - ^ ( x , y , 0 ) , n" = ̂ 'y(y'\z,x) identifies the 
sets and the tangent planes. Since the excess of the phase function is by 
definition dimG —dim(XxZ), the proposition is proved. 

In Section 21.6 we shall return to the composition and in particular 
discuss operations defined on half densities in the canonical relations. As in 
Section 18.2 these will occur as symbols for the distributions associated with 
a Lagrangian in Chapter XXV. 
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21.3. Normal Forms of Functions 

In questions concerning regularity and existence of solutions of a pseudo-
differential equation 

Pu = f 

the theory of pseudo-differential operators developed in Section 18.1 allows 
one to replace the principal symbol p of P by the product with any non-
vanishing homogeneous function q. In fact, q can be taken as the symbol of 
an elliptic and therefore essentially invertible operator; the equation Pu = f 
is then nearly equivalent to QPu = Qf. The microlocal point of view where 
one first looks only for equations modulo functions with no wave front set 
at a given point (x0,£0) in the cotangent bundle allows one to localize the 
argument so that only invertibility of q at a point is needed. In particular, 
the points where p is non-characteristic are then of no further interest. 

In Chapter XXV we shall extend the theory of pseudo-differential oper
ators with a machinery which also allows one to change the principal 
symbol by composition with a local homogeneous canonical transformation. 
To benefit from this one must know simple normal forms, which can be 
studied quite explicitly, such that general principal symbols can be reduced 
to one of them by the two basic operations 

(i) multiplication by a factor =|=0; 
(ii) composition with a local homogeneous canonical transformation. 

This section is devoted to the geometrical investigation of normal forms. 
The material will not be used until Chapters XXVI, XXVII so the reader 
may well postpone studying it without loss of continuity. 

Let p be a C°° complex valued function homogeneous of degree m in a 
conic neighborhood of (0,^o)eT*(lRw)\0. By multiplication with the non-
vanishing function |£ | s - m we can always change the degree to any con
venient value s; it often turns out that s = l is a good choice. We first 
observe an immediate consequence of Theorem 21.1.9 where this is so. 

Theorem 21.3.1. Let p be a real valued C00 function in a conic neighborhood 
of (0, £o)eT*(Rw)\0, with p(0, £0) = 0, such that p is homogeneous of degree 1 
and the Hamilton field Hp is not in the radial direction at (0, {0). Then there is 
a homogeneous canonical transformation x from a conic neighborhood of 
(0,e„), e„ = (0,0,...,l) to (0,{o) such that tp = ^. 

Proof By hypothesis the conditions in Theorem21.1.9 are satisfied by px=p, 
a = 0, b = sn, so we can complete to a homogeneous system of symplectic 
coordinates qj9 pk near (Q,^) with ^ = 0, pk = Skn at (0,£0). 

When p is complex valued our equivalence problem becomes much more 
difficult but we shall discuss a number of important cases. In doing so we 
write p=px + ip2 where px and p2 are real valued. If dpx and dp2 are 
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linearly independent at a point, then the equation p = 0 defines a manifold 
of codimension 2 in a neighborhood. We shall first study the case where it 
is involutive. 

Theorem 21.3.2. Assume that p is a C°° homogeneous function in a conic 
neighborhood of a zero (0,£o)eT*(]RM)\0 and that 

(21.3.1) ReHp , ImHp and the radial direction p are linearly independent at 

«u0); 
(21.3.2) {p,p}= — 2i{Rep, Imp} = 0 in a neighborhood of (0,£0) when p = 0. 

Then there is a C°° homogeneous function a(x, £)=l=0 and a homogeneous 
canonical transformation % from a conic neighborhood of (0, eM) to (0, £0) such 
that x*(ap) = £1+i£2' 

Proof The hypothesis (21.3.1) implies that V=p~l(0) near (0, f0) is a C00 

conic manifold of codimension 2 such that the canonical one form does not 
vanish in the tangent plane at (0, £0). Condition (21.3.2) shows that we have 
G(RQ Hp,lm Hp) = 0 on V that is, V is involutive. By Theorem 21.2.4 we can 
therefore by a homogeneous canonical transformation bring V and £0 to the 
desired position, so we assume from now on that Z0 = £n and that V is 
defined by ^ = £2 =0. We may also assume that p is of degree 1. Now 

Hp = a(x,£)d/dxl + b(x,£)d/dx2 on V 

where a = dp/d£1 and b = dp/d£2 span the complex plane. This is an elliptic 
operator in xl9 x2 - essentially the Cauchy-Riemann operator - depending 
smoothly on the parameters (x3,f3, ...,£„)> a n d a> ^ a r e homogeneous of 
degree 0. (Outside V we might have a very complicated equation but it will 
be avoided.) By Theorem 13.3.3 we can therefore find local C°° solutions of 
the equation Hpu = f on V if feC°°; if/ is homogeneous of degree p we can 
take u homogeneous of degree p. We shall now show that it is possible to 
make {p,p} equal to 0 identically by multiplying p with a non-vanishing 
function. This requires several steps. 

a) By hypothesis we know that {p,p}=0 on V, so by Taylor's formula 
(Theorem 1.1.9) we have near (0, sn) 

{p,P}=foP+fiP 

with fjEC00. Now set q = ewp where w is homogeneous of degree 0. Then 

(21.3.3) te?}=^Rew({p,p} + {p,w}p+p{w,p}4-{w,w}pp) 

is 0(p2) locally at (0, f0) if on V 

Since {p,p} = {p,p}= -{p,p} we canalways replace / 0 by ( / 0 - / i ) / 2 and / t 

by (/1—/0)/2, hence arrange that f0=—f1. The two equations are then 
identical so choosing w with # p w = — f0 on F, we obtain {q9q}=0(p2). 
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b) Assume that {p,p} — 0(pk) at (0,£0) for some fc> 1. As in step a) 

{P,P}=lfjV
iPk-\ fk-j=~fj-

0 

Choose now q = ewp where 

fc-1 

0 

Then the last term in (21.3.3) is 0(p2k~1) = 0(pk+1) since we can only loose 
two of our 2fc factors p,p and a Poisson bracket {p,p} = 0(pk) appears at the 
same time. In the preceding two terms the contributions where a Poisson 
bracket of p and p occurs are 0 (p 2 k ' 1 ) = 0(pk+1). Hence (21.3.3) is 0(pk+1) if 

fj + HpWj-Hpwk_j = 0 on V. 

Since fk_.= —f. the equation with j replaced by k—j is equivalent so it 
suffices to solve these equations when j<; fc/2. We can then take w- = 0 when 
7 > fc/2 and have the equations 

H
P™j=-fj> J<k/2> HpWj=-fj/2 if; = fc/2, 

for / ; is purely imaginary if j = fc/2 is an integer. Now fj can be chosen 
homogeneous of degree 1 — fc, and extending a solution of the preceding 
equation by homogeneity from the case |£| = 1 we obtain wj homogeneous of 
the same degree, hence w homogeneous of degree 0. 

c) By repeating step b) we obtain wj vanishing of order j on V and 
homogeneous of degree 0 such that {qk,qk} vanishes of order fc + 2 in a fixed 
neighborhood of (0, sn) on V if 

qk=pexp(w°+ ... +wfc). 

If we choose w with the Taylor expansion w° + wl + . . . at V and homogeneous 
of degree 0, the problem is solved to infinite order. 

d) We have now reduced the proof to the case where 

{Pl,P2}=
ClPl+C2P2 

with Cj homogeneous of degree 0 and vanishing of infinite order on V. 
Choose / i homogeneous of degree 0 so that 

{eflP1,P2}=eflc2p29 that is, Hp2f1=cl 

and so that ^ = 0 when x2 = 0, if dp2/d£2+0 as we may assume. The 
solution of this first order differential equation is unique, hence homo
geneous of degree 0, and it vanishes of infinite order on V since Hp2 is 
tangential to V; we just have to differentiate the equation to prove this 
successively. Next we observe that 

{ef*pue
f2p2}=0 if {ef>PlJ2}+ef>c2 = 0 
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which again has a solution f2 vanishing of infinite order on V. Thus 

aHeflP1 + ief2p2)/{p1 + ip2) = l+((efl-l)p1+i(ef2-l)p2)/(p1 + ip2) 

is infinitely differentiable, and differs from 1 by a function vanishing of 
infinite order on V. Now q = ap has the desired property {Reg,lmg}=0. In 
view of Theorem21.1.9 we can make Req = £l9 Img = {2 in a new homo
geneous symplectic coordinate system, which completes the proof. 

Remark. Note that after the reduction the Hamilton field is exactly the 
Cauchy-Riemann operator in x1+ix2. This simplicity is essential for it 
allows us to connect with classical function theory and also gives an 
operator which we know how to handle even outside V. 

We shall now study the opposite situation where {p,p}4=0 at a zero y of 
p. This implies that Re / / p , lmHp and the radial vector field p are linearly 
independent at y, for a linear relation 

aReHp + bImHp + cp = 0 

implies a{RcHp, lmffp}=0 when applied to lmHp and b{ImHp9ReHp} 
= 0 when applied to RcHp, in view of the homogeneity. In particular, 
p_1(0) is near y a manifold of codimension 2. Note that when p = 0 we have 

{ap,ap} = \a\2{p,p} 

so the sign of the Poisson bracket {Rep, Imp} cannot be changed by the 
operations we allow. The following theorem shows that it is the only 
invariant: 

Theorem 21.3.3. Let p be C°° and homogeneous in a conic neighborhood of 
(0,£0) where p = 0, {Rep, Imp} ^ 0 . Then there is a homogeneous canonical 
transformation % of a conic neighborhood of (0, ± sn) on a conic neighborhood 
of (0, £0) and a C°° function a with a(0, £0)4=0 such that 

X*(ap) = £1+ix1£n. 

For the proof we need a lemma which we state in sufficient generality 
for another application later on. 

Lemma 21.3.4. Let p and q be real valued C°° functions near a point y in a 
symplectic manifold S where p = q = 0 and {p,q}>0; and let a, b be positive 
numbers with a + b = \. Then there is a unique positive ueC°° in a neigh
borhood of y such that 

(213 A) {uap,ubq} = L 

If S is conic and p, q are homogeneous of degree m and m! respectively, then 
uap and ubq are homogeneous of degree a(\ —m') + bm and am' + b(\ —m). 
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Proof. The equation (21.3.4) can be written in the form 

(21.3.4)' u{p,q}HbqHp-apHq)u = l. 

On the manifold V of codimension 2 where p = q = 0 it reduces to w{p,g} = l. 
If we set u0 = l/{p,q}, p0=pua

0, q0 = qub
0 we have therefore {p0,q0} = l on V. 

We simplify notation by assuming that p and q already have this property. 
By the Darboux theorem (Theorem 21.1.6) we can choose symplectic coor
dinates so that £>1=p, 7 = (0,0). Thus 3^f/3x14=0 at (0,0) so the equation q 
= 0 can be solved for xx to give x1=X(x',£), x' = (x2,...,xn). Since we have 
{£1,x1—X(x'9£)} = l another application of Theorem 21.1.6 shows that we 
can take x1— X(xf, £) as a new symplectic coordinate instead of xx. With 
such coordinates we have p = £1 and q = Qxl9 QeC00. The equation (21.3.4)' 
is then of the form 

udq/dx1+(bdq/dx1x1d/dx1+a£1dq/dx1d/di;1)u+... = 1 

where dots indicate a differential operator vanishing of second order when 
x1 = (^1=0. Division by dq/dxx reduces the equation to the form discussed 
in Theorem C.2.1 in the appendix and proves the first part of the lemma. 

Assume now that we have homogeneous p and q. Choose u so that 
(21.3.4) is valid in a neighborhood of y and set P = uap, Q = ubq. Then {P,Q} 
= 1. Set M*P = Pt, M*Q = Qt and M*u = ut where Mt is multiplication by t 
in S. Then 

{Pt,Qt} = t 

by (21.1.6) and since Pt = ua
tt

mp, Qt = ub
tt

m' q we obtain 

{ua
tp,ub

tq} = t1-m-m\ 

In view of the uniqueness of the solution of (21.3.4) it follows that 

Ut = tl-m-m'u 

in a fixed neighborhood of y when t is near 1. Hence u can be extended to a 
homogeneous function of degree 1—m —m', and (21.3.4) remains valid in a 
conic set. This proves that P and Q have the stated homogeneity properties. 

Proof of Theorem2133. Assume that {Rep,Imp}>0. If we apply Lem
ma 21.3.4 to Rep, Imp with a = b = j and y = (0, £0) we obtain a function u 
such that u*p = p is homogeneous of degree \ and {Rep,Imp} = 1. Now we 
choose a real valued homogeneous function h of degree 1 such that 

{Rep,/*} = {lmp,/z}=0 

and h(y) = \. To do so we just solve these differential equations with homo
geneous C°° values prescribed on F = p_1(0), equal to 1 at y. This is possible 
since [HR e^,H I m^]=0 by the Jacobi identity, which maked the Frobenius 
theorem applicable (see Corollary C. 1.2 in the appendix). Note that the 
plane spanned by HRep and Hlmp is transversal to V. The uniqueness of the 
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solution proves its homogeneity. Now Theorem 21.1.9 shows that we can 
find homogeneous symplectic coordinates near (0, £0) such that 

rj1=h*Rep, y1=h~^lmp, nn
:=h, 

and so that y1 = ... = yn = rj1 = ... = nn_1=0 at 7. Then 

h*P = ri1 + iy1rin 

which proves the theorem when {Rep, Imp}>0. For the opposite sign we 
apply this result to p and conclude that there are symplectic coordinates 
such that (0, £0) corresponds to (0,e„) and the product of p by a non-
vanishing function is equal to n1—iy1nn Replacing the coordinates yn,nn by 
— yn, —fjn then proves the statement. 

The zero set of p may be a symplectic manifold of codimension 2 even if 
{Rep, Imp} is identically 0 in it. An example is 

Then {p 1 , p 2 }=^x f c r 1 C Hpi = d/dxl9 Hp2= - /ex*"1 ij/d^+^d/dx, so 
all Poisson brackets formed with at most k factors vanish when ^ 1 = x 1 = 0 
but H^p2 = {pu{pu...,{puPi}...}} = *!& + 0 if & ± 0. This situation is 
characterized invariantly in the following theorem. 

Theorem21.3.5. Let p = Px + ip2 be a homogeneous C°° function in a conic 
neighborhood ofy = (0,£0) where p = 0, ffpi=}=0, and assume that p2 has a zero 
of fixed order k>l near y on each integral curve of Hpi in pjf ^O) (that is, the 
leaves of the Hamilton foliation of the involutive surface pf ^O)). Then the 
zeros of p form a manifold V near y. On V we have Hp2 = bHpi, all Poisson 
brackets of p1 and p2 wit/i at most k factors vanish, and for every aeC°° 

(21.3.5) Hk
ReapImap = |a|2(Re(a + iba))"- 1 / /* e p Imp. 

There is a homogeneous canonical transformation x from a conic neighborhood 
of (0,ej to a conic neighborhood of (0, £0) and a C°° function a with a(0, £0) 
=#0 such that 

X*{ap) = ^+ix\^n 

unless the sign on the right-hand side of (21.3.5) is always <0, that is, k is odd 
and H^eplmp<0; then Imp changes sign from + to — along the integral 
curves of Hpi and the statement is true with en replaced by —en. 

Before the proof we give a general reduction which follows from the 
Malgrange preparation theorem. It does not really provide a normal form 
but it will be of fundamental importance in Chapters XXVI and XXVII. 

Theorem 21.3.6. Let p = p1-\-ip2 be a C°° homogeneous function in a conic 
neighborhood of (0, £0) where p = 0 and Hp is linearly independent of the 
radial vector. Then there is a homogeneous symplectic transformation x of a 
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conic neighborhood of (0,e„) on a conic neighborhood of (0, £0) and a C°° 
homogeneous function a with a(0,<i;0)4=0 such that 

X*(ap)=^ + if(x,^ 

where £' = (<i;2, ...,£„). Thus the imaginary part is independent of £1. 

Proof. We may assume that p is of degree 1 and that HRep does not have 
the radial direction. By Theorem 21.1.9 homogeneous symplectic coordinates 
can then be chosen so that p1 = £1 and i0 = sn. In particular dp/d^ 4=0 so by 
Malgrange's preparation theorem (Theorem 7.5.6) we can find q, reC°° near 
(0,e„) so that 

and r is independent of £)l. Restricting to £n = l and extending by homo
geneity from there we can make q and r homogeneous of degree 0 and 1 
respectively. Thus writing r = r1+ir2 we have 

qp = £1-r1-ir2 

and we can apply Theorem 21.1.9 again to choose new homogeneous sym
plectic coordinates with y1=xl and rj1 = ^x — rx. Then Hyi =HXl = — d/d^ so 
Hyir2 = 0. In the new coordinates we therefore have — r2=f{y,r\') so qp = rj1 

+ if(y,rj') with / independent of rjx. Hence a = q and i'. (}>>*/)|-*(*><i0 have 
the required properties. 

Proof of Theorem 21.3.5. In the hypersurface Vx defined by p 1 = 0 the zeros 
of q = Hk

p~
1p2 form a hypersurface V2 where {pl9q}+0 and Hj

pip2=0, j<k. 
Thus the restriction of p2 to Vx is divisible by qk, so 

P2 = bp1+cq\ 

{Pi,P2}=Pi{Pi>b} + {p1,c}qk + ck{pl,q}qk-1. 

where b, ceC00. Thus the zero set V of p is locally equal to V2 and Hp2 

=zbHpi there. All Poisson brackets with at most k factors pl9 p2 vanish on V. 
In fact, taking a Poisson bracket of {px,p2} with cqk gives a zero of order k 
— 1 which cannot be removed by k — 2 subsequent Poisson brackets, and the 
Poisson bracket of functions divisible by px is again divisible by pt. Hence 
it suffices to prove (21.3.5) when a is a constant. Then we have 

{Re ap, Im ap} = i {ap, ap}/2 = \a\2 {Rep, Im /?}, 

and H f c i may be replaced by (Re(a + iafc) ) k - 1 (H R e / - 1 . 
Now choose a and new symplectic coordinates such that ap has the 

form 
q = Zl + if(x,£) 

and y = (0,sn) (Theorem21.3.6). Since HReq = d/dxx+0, it follows from the 
part of the theorem already proved that the zeros of q near (0, en) form a 
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manifold of codimension 2 where 

f t = 0, djf (x, <f )/dx{ = 0 when ; < k and dk/(*, <D/d*J * 0. 

The equation dk~1f(x, £)/dxk
1~

1=0 defines xx as a C°° function X(x', £') and 
djf(x9^)/dx{ must vanish when x1=X(x / , £') since the zero set of q is a 
manifold of codimension 2. Thus the quotient f(x,£f)/(x1—X(x\£'))k is 
smooth and positive, if dkf(x, ^)/dx\>0 at (0,£„) as we now assume. Hence 
it has a positive fcth root, so f(x,£') = g(x9£')k where g is C°° and homo
geneous of degree 1/fc, and {^1,g(x,<^/)}>0 at (0,e„). We can now apply 
Lemma21.3.4 with p replaced by ^ and q replaced by g, with a = k/(k + l) 
and b = \/(k + \). This gives a function u such that 

{^,^} = 1 if </> = wfc/(k + 1 ) ^ , iA = M 1 / ( k + 1)g. 

Here 0 is homogeneous of degree /c/(fc + l) and xjj is homogeneous of degree 
l/(fc + l). As in the proof of Theorem 21.3.3 we can now choose h homo
geneous of degree 1 with h(0,sn)=l so that 

{<M} = OM}=o. 
By Theorem21.1.9 there are homogeneous symplectic coordinates (y,rj) at 
(0,£n) with y = 0, rj = sn at (0,£n) and 

iy1=fc1/(k+1)^, y1=fc-1/ (k+1>^, ^„ = /z. 

Then 

tt*/(*+l)fcl/(*+D({1 + i/) = l 7 l + I-yJ l / i | 

so the theorem is proved when dkf/dx\>0. If the opposite sign holds we 
can apply this conclusion to p, hence reduce p to the form rj1—iylrjn at 
(0,£„). If k is even we multiply by —1 and take —yl9 —rj1 as new coor
dinates instead of y\^rj\ to obtain the desired form. If k is odd we replace yn, 
Wn by —yn, —y\n and obtain the equivalence with rj1-\-iy\rjn in a neigh
borhood of (0, — £„). The sign of (21.3.5) is then invariant so it is not possible 
to have equivalence with rj1+iy\rjn at (0,£M). 

21.4. Folds and Glancing Hypersurfaces 

In the preceding sections we have studied a number of symplectic classifi
cation problems in non-degenerate situations. We shall now consider some 
of the simplest singular cases, starting with Lagrangian submanifolds A of a 
cotangent bundle T*(X). If A is a section, that is, the projection n: A-+X is 
a diffeomorphism, we know that A is locally the graph of the differential of 
a function in X; indeed, it was this observation which first brought us in 
contact with Lagrangian manifolds in Section 6.4. We shall now examine the 
case where n is a folding map. (For definitions and basic facts see Appendix 
C4.) 
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Theorem 21.4.1. Let X be a C°° manifold and A a Lagrangian submanifold of 
T*(X) such that the projection A^X has a fold at (x0,<i;0)eA Then there 
exist local coordinates x in X, vanishing at x0, and a C°° function \j/(x) near 0 
such that at (xn,<i;0) the manifold A is parametrized by 

(21.4.1) A = {{x,d^/dx',di)/dxn ± x j ) ; xn ^ 0}. 

Here x' = (x1,...,xn__1). 

That (21.4.1) defines a manifold with a folding projection is clear if we 
put xn = t2

n for then the set is of the form 

{{t\tld1w,tl\...,dnwA)+tn)}. 

When £n=t=0 we have the graph of the differentials of the two functions \jt(x) 
± § xf so it is clear that A is Lagrangian. 

Proof of Theorem 21.4.1. By Theorem C.4.2 we can choose local coordinates 
tx,...,tn in A and x1?...,xM in X so that the projection of the point in A 
with coordinates (t\ tn) has the coordinates (t'9t%) in X. Then A is defined by 

A = {{t',t2
nM))} 

where £(t) is a C90 function of t with values in Rn and we are using 
standard coordinates in the cotangent bundle. That A is Lagrangian means 
that 

" t Zjdtj + ZM) 
i 

is closed, hence the differential of a function cj)(t) with 

Zj = d<l>/dtj9 j<n; 2tHZH = d<l>/dtn. 

Hence A is the graph of the differentials of the functions <f>(x\ ±xf) when 
x„>0. To put it in the desired form we write 0 = (/>e + </>o where (j)e(t) 
= ((j)(t\tr)^-(j){t\ — tn))/2 is even under the involution in A and 0O is odd. 
Thus we know by Theorem C.4.4 that (j)e{t) = \l/{t\tl) for some xj/eC00 at 0. 
Since t1,...,tn are parameters in A we know that d£j/dtn^0 at 0 for some). 
Now d^j/dtn = d2(l)/dtjdtn = 0 at 0 if ;<w, so we must have d£jdtn*0 at 0, 
that is, 

d^o(t)/dt3
n=d*ct>(0)/dtl*0. 

Changing the sign of tn if necessary we may assume that the sign is positive. 
Since djcf)o/dtJ

n = 0 when tn = 0 i f ; < 3 we can now write (j)0(t) = tlF{t) where 
FeC°°, F(0)>0, and F is an even function of tn. Hence Theorem C.4.4 shows 
that there is a C°° function G near 0 such that 

(Uo(t))f=e2F(t))*t2
n=G(t\t2

n). 

We have G = 0 and dG/dxn>0 when xn = 0, and c/)0(x\ ±xn*)= ±\G{xf, 
x„>0. If we take G(x) as a new variable instead of xn, the theorem is 
proved. 
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Remark. \// and the coordinate function tn are uniquely determined where 
tn>0 but otherwise arbitrary apart from the smoothness. The other vari
ables are any variables which define a coordinate system. Another form of 
the theorem is therefore that there exist two C°° functions (/> and \jj at x0 

with </>(x0) = 0, 0'(xo)4=O, such that the projection of A is locally defined by 
</>^0 and A is the graph of the differentials of the functions \j/+\(j>*. 
Lagrangians of the form just considered occur frequently in diffraction 
theory. 

Next we shall study folds over a symplectic manifold. This will lead to 
the degenerate symplectic structure discussed already in Section 21.1. 

Theorem 21.4.2. Let S be a C°° symplectic manifold, T a C°° manifold of the 
same dimension In and f. T^S a C°° map with a fold at t0. Then there exist 
a local symplectic coordinate system (x, £) vanishing at f(t0) in S, and local 
coordinates (y, rj) vanishing at t0 in T such that 

(21.4.2) f{y,n)={yi,-.;y„ n\l% r,2,...,r,„). 
Thus the pullback f* a of the symplectic form in S is given by 

n 

(21.4.3) ^lidrjl Adyi+YjdVj^dyy 
2 

Conversely, let n, y be local coordinates vanishing at t0 which are even with 
respect to the involution of the fold apart from Y\X which is odd. If / * o is 
equal to (21.4.3) then there exist local symplectic coordinates x, £ at f(t0) such 
that (21.4.2) holds. 

Proof. By TheoremC.4.2 we can choose local coordinates t1,...,t2n in T 
vanishing at t0 and s l9 . . . ,s2 l I in S vanishing at f(t0) such that 

f(t) = (t1,...,t2n_ut2J2). 

By the Darboux Theorem 21.1.6 we can choose local symplectic coordinates 
x, £ in S vanishing at f(t0) such that ^ =s2n. Then 

are local coordinates at t0. In fact, if the differentials of yj9 rjj at t0 in the 
direction y vanish for all j , then (y,dt2n)=0 and 

</'(*0)y, dxj} = </'(*0)y9dZj>=0, J = h • • • ,n, 

since </'(t0)y, d£1} = (y,dtln/2) = 0; hence y = 0. Since rjl/2 = f*£1 we have 
(21.4.2), which proves the first part of the theorem. 

To prove the second part we choose, using Theorem C.4.4, C00 functions 
qj9 pk in a neighborhood of f(t0) such that f* qj = yj and f*pk = nk if k 4=1, 
/*Pi= = f7i/2. From (21.4.3) it follows that a = YJdpjAdqj in the range of / ; in 
particular we have local coordinates at f(t0). They are symplectic when 
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pt>0 but fairly arbitrary when p ^ O . Now define ^j = Pp xj = (ij *n a 

neighborhood of 0 when pt>0, and extend the definition to a full neigh
borhood of 0 so that 

These equations are valid when p1>0, and since Hqi= —d/d^x when p1=0 
they define x, ^ uniquely in a neighborhood of 0. For the new coordinates 
the commutation relations are also valid when ^ <0, for 

Hqi{xj9xk} = {ql9{Xj9xk}}=-{xk9{ql9Xj}} + {Xj9{ql9xk}}=0 

by the Jacobi identity and similarly for the other Poisson brackets. With 
these symplectic coordinates (21.4.2) remains valid, and the proof is com
plete. 

The pullback oT = f* a of a to T is of course a closed two form. If i is 
the involution of the fold we have i*oT = GT9 because f°i = f This is also 
obvious from (21.4.3) since i just changes the sign of rjl. The following 
version of Theorem 21.1.7 for manifolds with involution gives a characteri
zation of this situation. 

Theorem21.4.3. Assume that S and a satisfy the hypotheses of Theoremll.1.1 
and that i is a C00 involution with i*a = a and S0 as fixed point set. Then 
there exist local coordinates y9 r\ such that o is equal to (21.4.3) and the 
involution only changes the sign of the rj1 coordinate. 

Proof We shall give a proof which is completely independent of Theo
rem 21.1.7 since the existence of the involution actually simplifies matters. 
Let sl9...9s2n be local coordinates at a point s 0 e5 0 such that the involution 
just changes the sign of s2n. Write 

G=YJ UijdSiAdSj. 

Since i*a = a we have i*aij = aij if j + 2n9 and i*aij=—aij if j = 2n. By 
TheoremC.4.4 it follows that for suitable A^eC™ 

e^Z^AtjWtAdfj 

where f(s) = (sl9...9s2n_l9s\J2)9 for this means only that f*Aij = aij when 
j<2n and that s2nf*Aij = aij whenj = 2n. The form 

S = YJAij{t)dti^dtj 

is closed when t2n^0 since the pullback by / is closed, and it is non-
degenerate at 0. By the Poincare lemma 

5 = d(ZBj(t)dtj) 

when t2n^0 and \t\<5 say, and BJEC00 then. Extending B} to a C00 function 
in {teWL2n; \t\<d} we find that the definition of Atj can be chosen so that o 
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is a non-degenerate closed two form in a full neighborhood of 0. Since a 
==/*& Theorem 21.4.3 is now an immediate consequence of Theorem 21.4.2. 

Theorem21.4.4. Assume that S and a satisfy the hypotheses of Theoremll.U 
and that f g are two involutions with f*a = a9 g*o = o having S0 as fixed 
point set and with linearly independent reflection bundles. Then there exist 
local coordinates x, £ such that 

n 

(21.4.4) a = £1d£l Adx1+^dijAdxj9 
2 

(21.4.5) /(*,£) = (*,-£i,<T); g(x,0 = (x1 + { 1 , x ' , - { 1 , O . 

Proof Using Theorem 21.4.3 we choose coordinates x, £ such that a and / 
have the desired form, and using Theorem C.4.6 in the appendix we choose 
another set of local coordinates y, n, vanishing at the same point, such that 
/ and g have the desired form. We have to reconcile the two coordinate 
systems. Note that in the x£ system the vector field d/dxl when ^ x = 0 is 
determined as the radical of the symplectic form while in the yrj system the 
vector field d/dyl when ^ = 0 is uniquely given by the span of the reflection 
bundles. A first step in the proof is therefore to show that these vector fields 
do agree. To do so we shall prove that 

(21.4.6) */i{*h,J0}=*h {*?!,*/,•} 
= 0, 7>1 , when rjl=09 that is, ^ = 0 . 

(Note that n1 Hni is a smooth vector field.) To prove this we set u = y} or nj9 

for s o m e 7 > l , and observe that f*u = u, g*u = u but that —*l1=f*g*y1 

—yt. This means that when r\x 4=0 

-{rii,u} = {f*g*yl9f*g*u}-{yl9u}=f*g*{yl,u}-{y1,u}. 

Hence 

~n1{ril9u}=f*g*(r]1{y1,u})--ri1{y1,u}=Q when ^ = 0 , 

which proves (21.4.6). Now 

1lH,l=t,Mdrll/dZ1d/dx1-dri1/dx1d/del)+... 

where the dots indicate a smooth vector field vanishing when £1=Q. We 
have rjl = 0 when <JX = 0 so drj1/dx1 =0, dn1/d£14=0 and 

rj.H^idrjJd^fd/dx, when ^ = 0 . 

Hence (21.4.6) gives 

(21.4.7) dyj/dx^drjj/dx^O, j = 29...9n; 

dn1/dxl=0 when ^ = 0 ; 

proving the statement about agreement of d/dxl and d/dyt made above. 
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We can express the xt; coordinates in terms of the yrj coordinates, 

xj = <l>j(y,ri2i,ri'\ a l l ; ; 

Here we have used that all coordinates except ^ and r\1 are even under / 
and that these are odd. Differentiation with respect to xx gives when ^ = 0 , 
if we use (21.4.7) and note that it implies dyl/dxi 4=0, 

dfj/dy^O, d^j/dyi=0; ; > 1 , ^ = 0 . 

Thus 

Stj = 0 /0 , y, 0, tf)9 Z, = ^ ( 0 , y', 0, i/O, ; * 1, 

are equal to xj resp. <̂ . when ^ = 0 and are even under / and g. Set xx =xx, 
which is an even function with respect to /. 

If veC™, f*v = v and dv/dxl =0 when ^ =0, then Hv is a smooth vector 
field equal to 

(21.4.8) d2 v/di2
1d/dx1 + £ (dv/d{j d/dxj - dv/dxj d/d£j) 

2 

when ^ =0. In fact, when ^=j=0we have 

Hv=^-{dv/dix d/dx, -dv/dxx d/dZJ + tidv/dtjd/dxj-dv/dxjd/dtj). 
S l 2 

Since t; and dv/dxx are even functions of ^ we have 3i;/3x1 = 0 ( ^ ) and 
dv/dt^OtfJ, hence S i ^ ^ S V ^ i + O t f i ) . 

We can now complete the proof by following that of the Darboux 
Theorem 21.1.6 rather closely. To be able to use (21.4.8) we shall choose 
symplectic coordinates q, p with the required properties in the order p2 , 
<?2>---> Pn> <ln> Pi, 4i- S e t P2 = ^2- T h e n P 2 = ^2 w h e n £i=°> and f*p2 = g*p2 
= p2. Now we determine q2 by solving the differential equation 

{p2,q2}=Hp2q2 = l; q2 = 0 when x2 = 0. 

The solution is unique near 0 since dx2 = dx2 there. Now the Poisson 
bracket condition and the boundary condition are both invariant under / 
and under g, so f*q2 and g*q2 are also solutions, hence f*q2 = g*q2 = q2. 
When ^ = 0 the equation is satisfied by q2 = x2 since (21.4.8) shows that 

Hp2 = B/dx2 + d2p2/di2
1d/dx1 

then, so q2 = x2 when ^ = 0 . The equation (21.4.8) is therefore applicable to 
q2, and we can now choose p3 with 

H
P2P3 = H

q2P3 = °> P3 = ̂ 3 when p2 = q2 = 0. 

Continuing in this way we obtain p2,q2,...,pn,qn satisfying the commu
tation relations, all invariant under / and g, so that these functions are 
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equal to £2 ,x2 , ...,/;n,xn when ix=0. Now we determine px from the differ
ential equations 

H
PjPi=H

qjPi=^ J>U Pi=*li when p2 = ...=qn = 0. 

Since rj1 is odd with respect to / and g, this is also true for pv Finally the 
solution qx of the equations 

Hpj<Ii=H
qj<li=0> J>1'> P i# P l 4 i = 1 ; 

qx=Q when p2 = ...=qn = x1=0 

is even with respect to / since xx is, but qx has no simple relation to g. 
Now introduce q and p as new coordinates z, £. In terms of these 

coordinates the symplectic form is given by (21.4.4), / is given by (21.4.5), 
and 

g(z,O = (Zi + G(z,0,z',-Ci,C') 

for some so far unknown G. Now the fact that g is symplectic gives 

l -C 1 d(-C 1 )Ad(z 1 + G(z,0) = C1dCiAdz1 

so d£j AdG = 0 which means that G is a function of £i only. That g is an 
involution means that G is odd, and G'(0)4=0 since the reflection bundles of 
/ and g are not the same. We shall now make a final change of the z1^l 

variables to obtain the desired G. In this step the other variables are no 
longer involved so we drop them and write t = zl9 T = £ 1 to avoid subscripts. 

Put K(t,T) = (tA(T),B(T)). Then K<>f = foK if B is odd and A is even, and K 
preserves the symplectic form T dx A dt if 

(21.4.9) B(T)B'{T)A{T) = %. 

Finally we have K~1 ogoK = g0, g0(t9i:) = (t + T9 — T) if 

g o K(t, T) = (tA(T) + G(B(T)), - B(T)) = K o g0( t , T) 

= ((f + T)A(-T) ,B(-T) ) . 
This means that 

G(B(T)) = TA(T) = T2/B(T) B'(T\ 

which is easily integrated and gives 
B(t) 

T 3 / 3 = j sG(s)ds. 
0 

Since G is odd and G'(0)4=0 the right-hand side can be written B3G\(B)/3 
where Gx is an even function with Gx (0)4=0, so the equation becomes 

x=BG1(Bf 

which has a unique solution by the implicit function theorem. We can 
determine A from (21.4.9) with A even and smooth at 0 since B has a simple 
zero. This completes the proof of Theorem 21.4.4. if we take 7C-1(£,T) as new 
variables. 
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As a first application of Theorem 21.4.4 we shall give a normal form for 
canonical relations with folds. 

Theorem 21.4.5. Let St and S2 be symplectic manifolds of the same dimen
sion and with symplectic forms al9 o29 and let G be a canonical relation from 
S2 to Sx near (s(l,s2

))eS1 x S 2 , that is, a Lagrangian submanifold with respect 
to al—a2. Assume that the projections nf. G-*Sj have folds at (s^9s2). Then 
one can choose local symplectic coordinates (x9 £) in Sx vanishing at s® and 
(y9 rj) in S2 vanishing at s2 such that 

G = {{x,&y,rj)^l=m=2(xl-yl)\x'=y\£ = r]^ 

Proof Set o" = 7if(71=7rfo-2. By Theorem 21.4.2 this is a degenerate symplec
tic form in G of the type (21.4.3). The reflection bundles for the involutions 
ft and f2 in G defined by nl and n2 are different, for they are the kernels of 
ditj and (nl9n2) is the injection of G in S1xS2. Hence it follows from 
Theorem21.4.4 that we can choose local coordinates tl9...,tn9 xl9...9xn in G 
vanishing at (s?,s2) such that 

n 

a = x1dx1 Adtx +Yjd?j Adtji 
2 

fl(t,T)=(tl + T1,t\ - T 1 , T / ) ; /2(t,T)=(r, -T19T') 

where t' = (t29...9tn). Hence tl9...9tn, x\9 T 2 , . . . ,T M are invariant under f2 so 
by Theorem 21.4.2 there are local symplectic coordinates (y9rj) at s2 such 
(hat 

%2(t9T) = (t9%\l29T'\ 

Similarly t1-\-xJ29 t29...9tn9 x\9 x29...9xn are invariant under fx since ti+x1 

+ ( - r 1 ) /2 = r14-T1/2. Since 
n 

a = x1dx1 Ad(t1-\-x1/2)-\-Y,^TjA^tj 
2 

we can also choose symplectic coordinates (x9£) in Sx such that 

n1(t9x) = (t1+x1/29t\x\l29x'\ 

This means that 

G = {(*! + Ti/2, t'9 x\j29 x';tl9t
f
9 x2J29 x')} 

which is clearly a Lagrangian with the required properties. Note that the 
canonical relation affects only one pair of symplectic coordinates. 

To motivate the next application of Theorem 21.4.4 we shall sketch the 
situation where it occurs; this gives an important clue to the constructions 
used in the proof. We consider a (second order) hyperbolic equation in X9 

with principal symbol p(x9£). The bicharacteristics of p, that is, the curves in 
the Hamilton foliation of p-1(<3), are the light rays of geometrical optics. 
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When they arrive at a surface S, defined by s(x) = 0, the reflection law is 
applied. This means that the position (x,^_)eT*(I) where the incoming ray 
hits S, or rather T*(X)\S, is replaced by the starting point (x,£+) for the 
outgoing ray in such a way that £+—£_ is conormal to S and p(x, £+) = 0 of 
course. Another way of describing this is that we go from {_ to {+ along 
the Hamilton foliation of T*(X)\S9 that is, the zeros of 5. We then follow the 
Hamilton foliation of p until the next encounter with T*(X)\S and so on. 
With this formulation the functions p and s take on surprisingly symmetri
cal roles. Some conditions must of course be imposed for the procedure to 
make sense for all rays near a ray tangent at (x0,{0) say - which is the 
really interesting case. The first is that we can find precisely one other zero 
of p(x,{) near £_ in the normal direction (possibly coinciding with £_). This 
is guaranteed if we know that the second order £ derivative in the normal 
direction is not 0, that is, {s, {s,p}}=f=0. The second is that there is some 
good control of how the ^characteristics of p meet the surface S. The 
simplest situation is where the given ray does not have higher order contact, 
that is, HpS = {p,.{p,s}}=£0 at (x0,^0). Together with the obvious condition 
that dp and ds are linearly independent these are the conditions which we 
shall impose: 

Definition 21.4.6. Let S be a C°° symplectic manifold and F, G two C00 

hypersurfaces intersecting transversally at s0eS. Then F and G are said to be 
glancing at s0 if the Hamilton foliation of F (of G) is simply tangent to G 
(to F) at s0. 

If we choose functions / and g with / = 0 on F, g = 0 on G and df3=0, 
dg=}=0 at s0, the transversal intersection means that df, dg are linearly 
independent at s0, and the other conditions can be written 

(21.4.10) {/,g}=0, {/,{/,g}}4=0 and {g,{g,/}}*0 at s0. 

Thus we have precisely the situation in the preceding motivating discussion. 
Set J = FnG, which is a manifold of codimension 2, and 

K = { s e J ; U g } = 0 } . 

This is the set where the intersection is not symplectic. K is a manifold of 
codimension 3 for df, dg and d{f,g} are linearly independent at s0 since 
Hf{f,g}+0 but Hfg = Hff = 0, and Hf,Hg are linearly independent. To 
clarify the geometrical picture we shall introduce local coordinates such that 
the surfaces F, J and K are conveniently located: 

Lemma 21.4.7. There is a neighborhood U of s0 in S and local symplectic 
coordinates y, rj vanishing at s0 such that 

FnU = {(y,r,)eU;yi=0}, JnU = {(y,r,)eU; ^ = 0 , i,. = i,?}, 
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Proof. Choose local symplectic coordinates x, £, vanishing at s0 such that F 
is defined by xt=0 and G by g{x,£) = 0 near (0,0). From (21.4.10) it follows 
that 

dg/dt^O, d2g/de^0 at (0,0). 

Since g(0,0) = 0 this means that g has a double root at 0, as a function of £>l. 
The Malgrange preparation theorem (Theorem 7.5.6) implies the existence of 
C00 functions a, b vanishing at 0 and independent of ^ and a C00 function p 
with p(0,0) + 0 such that 

g = p ( ^ + a ^ + b ) = p( (^+a /2) 2 + fo-a2/4). 

Now, using Theorem21.1.6, we can choose new symplectic coordinates (y,rj) 
vanishing at s0 such that 

>?i = £ i + a / 2 , J>i=Xi. 

Since d/drj^-Hyi=-HXi = d/di1 we have &(*,{')-a(x,<n2/4= -c(y,rj') 
where c is independent of rjv In the new coordinates the surface G is 
defined by g1(y,rj) = rjl—c(y,rj') = 0, where c(0,0) = 0. The linear indepen
dence of dy\ and dgl gives 

4vc(0,0)^0. 
By a symplectic change of the (/,*/') coordinates we can make c(0,/,*/') one 
of them, so we may assume that c(0,y\rj') = rin. Then F,J,K have the form 
described in the lemma. 

Let us now list some simple but important consequences of the lemma. 
Choose U as a ball in the y9 r\ coordinates, and set 

with the notation in the lemma. Since the curves in the Hamilton foliation 
of F are just the parallels of the ^ axis it follows from the lemma that (y,rj) 
and iF(y,rj) are the only points in J on the same curve in this foliation; they 
are different if (y,rj)$K. Hence the C00 involution iF of J with fixed point set 
K is invariantly defined, without reference to the local coordinates. It 
expresses the construction in the introductory motivation above. The re
flection bundle of iF is generated by Hf since this is d/drj x in the local 
coordinates. The restriction of the symplectic form to J is 

n - l 

YJdfijAdyj + 2ri1drj1Adyn 
2 

so it satisfies the hypotheses in Theorem 21.1.7, with n replaced by n — 1. 
Finally, if \l/eC°°(U) then H^ is tangential to J at s0 if and only if d\j/ 
vanishes in the direction Hf and in the direction of the radical of the 
symplectic form restricted to K. In fact, these conditions mean respectively 
that dij//dri1 =0 and that d\j//dyn = 0, and the tangent plane of J is defined by 
dy1=drjn = 0 at (0,0), so H^ is tangential when d\l//drj1=dil//dyn = 0. 
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We are now prepared for the proof that all pairs of glancing hyper
surfaces are equivalent: 

Theorem 21.4.8. Let S be a C00 symplectic manifold and F9 G two C00 

hypersurfaces in S with a transversal glancing intersection at s0eS. Then there 
are local symplectic coordinates (x, £) vanishing at s0 such that F is defined by 
xl = 0 and G is defined by £\ — x1 — £„ = (). 

In particular, the dimension In of S is at least 4. That n>\ is im
mediately clear since {fg} = (j(Hf9Hg) = 0 means that Hf and Hg are pro
portional if n = l. 

Proof of Theorem 21.4.8. The manifold J with the restriction o\j of the 
symplectic form and the involutions iF, iG - defined as iF - satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 21.4.4 by the preceding remarks. Hence we can 
choose local coordinates tl9...9tn_l9xl9...9xn_l in J at s0 so that 

n - l 

a\J = 2x1dx1Adt1 + Y^dTjAdtj, 
2 

h(t,x) = (t9 - T 1 ? T 2 , . . . , ! „ _ ! ) , 

iG{t9X) = (tl+2xl9tl9...9tn_l9 - T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T „ _ 1 ) . 

We have inserted factors 2 here to get simpler formulas below. This is 
permissible since Theorem 21.4.4 shows the equivalence with the old model 
which is also immediately verified by a change of variables. The theorem 
states that there are local coordinates (x, £) in S such that 

n - l 

J = {(09x29...9xn,Z1,...,l;n_1,£i)}9 a\J = 2£1d£1Adxn+ £<*<*, A dx,., 

2 

lp\V9 X 2 , ...9Xn9 Ql9 . . . , Cn-1» Cl) = (") x2> '*">Xn' ~ Si? S2' •••>£„_ l> Sl)> 

iG(09x2, ...9xn9Ql9 ...9Qn_l9g!) = ((),x2, . . . ,xn + 2<;1, — £ l5£2, • ••>£„_ i,£i)« 

In fact, the Hamilton vector field defined by xx is d/d^ and that of ^\ 
-x1-^n is 2£1d/dx1-d/dxn + 3/d£1, so x 2 , . . . ,x n _ l 5 £ 2 , ...,^B_1, £ i - X i = £„ 
and ^ +xn are constant on the curves of the Hamilton foliation of G. 

Introduce now the local coordinates y,n of Lemma21.4.7 which make 
F9J9iF and K have the desired form. Thus J is regarded as a subset of 
T*(Rn), 

J = {(0,y2>'->yn>rli>'->rln_uri2
1)}nU 

parametrized by yl9 ...9yn9rjl9 ...9rjn_1. We define our new coordinates x, £ 
first on J by 

(21.4.11) Xj = tj9 £j = Tj9 ,l<j<n; xx=09 i±=Tl9 xn = tl9 Zn = x\. 
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where t,x are regarded as functions of y2, ...,yn,rj1, ...,r\n. Then we have 

(21.4.12) j^d^Adx^alj on J. 
2 

We must now extend the functions ^. and x} from J to a neighborhood of 
(0,0) so that we obtain a symplectic coordinate system with xx = 0 on F and 
£?-*i-<!;n = 0 o n G . 

The map 

j 3 ( 0 j 2 , . . . j n , f | 1 , . . ^ „ _ 1 , ^ ) K ( } ; 2 , . . . , y ^ 2 , . . . , j | n _ 1 , ^ ) 

is a fold map with involution i f , and since x2 , . . . ,xn , <i;2, ...,£„ are even 
under iF there exist functions x2 , . . . ,xn , <f2,...,£n of (/,^) in a neighborhood 
of 0 which restrict to x2 , . . . ,xn , £2> •••>£,, on J if we regard them as 
functions in F = {(y,rj); yx =0} independent of rjl. From (21.4.12) we obtain 

(21.4.12)' j^d^Adxj^drijAdyj in F 
2 2 

in the set f]n>0 where <f. and x̂ . are uniquely determined. As in the proof of 
Theorem21.4.2 we can then change the definition when rjn<0 so that 
x 2 , . . . ,x n , <f2,...,£n become symplectic coordinates in T^flR/1"1) in a full 
neighborhood of 0. Set x t = 0 , still when y1=0. 

To extend the functions xj9 | . to a full neighborhood of 0 we observe 
that xn + ^ is a function on J which is invariant under iG. Hence the 
preceding argument with F and G interchanged shows that there is a C00 

extension Q to a neighborhood of 0,0 which is constant along the foliation 
of G. Thus 

(21.4.13) 2 = *„ + £i on J. 

The derivative of Q along the radical of o\K is not 0 because of the term xn 

so HQ is tangential to G but not to J, and G is near (0,0) the HQ flowout of 
J. It follows also that HQ is transversal to F, for J = F n G . We can therefore 
define x t , ...,xw, £2, ...,<!;„ uniquely near 0 by 

(21.4.14) HQXJ = 0, ; = 2,...,n, tfQ£k = 0, /c = 2 , . . . , n - l , 

HQx1 = l, HQZn=-l 

with initial values given by x - , | . on F. Then we obtain 

(21A15) {«,,**} = ^ k , { ^ r } = 0 , 
{xk,xfc,}=0; j , / = 2,...,n; fc,/c' = l, ...,rc. 

By the Jacobi identity and (21.4.14) the Poisson brackets of these quantities 
and Q are equal to 0 so it is sufficient to verify (21.4.15) on F. There the 
derivatives with respect to Y\X all vanish so the Poisson brackets reduce to 
Poisson brackets in the variables y2 , . . . ,y„, Y\2>-->r\n which satisfy the re
lations (21.4.15) in view of (21.4.12)' and the fact that x ^ O . 
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Now define the extension of ^ by 

(21.4.13)' £i = 6 - * „ 

which is legitimate by (21.4.13). Then the remaining commutation relations 

tf^HO, {Zl9xk}=8lk9 j,k = l9...,n 

follow from (21.4.14). It remains to verify that £>\—xx—Zn vanishes on G, 
which so far we know on J by (21.4.11). Since G is the HQ flowout of J it 
suffices to verify that 

which follows from the commutation relations. The proof is complete. 

In some approaches to the study of diffractive boundary problems one 
needs the analogues of Theorems 21.4.5 and 21.4.8 in the homogeneous case. 
(See Section 24.4 for other methods.) To prove them one must reexamine 
the preceding theorems from Theorem 21.4.3 on. 

Theorem 21.4.9. Assume that S and a satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem 21.1.10 and that i is a homogeneous C00 involution with i*a = (r and 

fixed point set S0. Then there exist local coordinates with the properties 
stated in Theorem 21.1.10 such that the involution only changes the sign of the 
£x coordinate. 

Proof We can follow the proof of Theorem 21.4.3 closely. By the proof of 
TheoremC.4.5 there are local coordinates s1 , . . . ,s2 n in a conic neighborhood 
of any s0eS0 such that Sj is homogeneous of degree 1 and even with respect 
to i for j + 2n while s2n is homogeneous of degree \ and odd. By Theo
rem 21.4.3 the Hamilton field of s\J2 is smooth and is a non-zero element 
in the radical of a at s0, hence non-radial. As in the proof of Theorem 21.4.3 
we have G = f*a where f = (sl,...,s2n_usln/2) and G is a closed non-degen
erate homogeneous two form in U+ = {teU;t2n^.O} where U is a conic 
neighborhood of f(s0). Thus a = dcb if a>(.) = cr(d/dt,.), for d/dt is the radical 
vector field. A homogeneous extension of the one form a> gives a homo
geneous closed non-degenerate extension of a to a full conic neighborhood 
U' of f(s0). Since 

f*{t2n,u}s={s2
2J2,f*u}a 

is not 0 at s0 for all homogeneous u vanishing at /(s0), the Hamilton field of 
t2n is not radial. By the homogeneous Darboux Theorem 21.1.9 we can 
therefore choose homogeneous symplectic coordinates y, rj in U' such that 
rj1 = t2n. Then Xj = f*yp £k=f*rjk for fc*l, £i=s2n, have the required 
properties since f*rj1=slJ2 = t;l/2. This completes the proof, which is inde
pendent of Theorem 21.1.10. 
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The analogue of Theorem 2 l A A m the homogeneous case is more com
plicated both to state and to prove: 

Theorem 21.4.10. Let S be a conic manifold of dimension In with a two form a 
which is homogeneous of degree 1 and satisfies the hypotheses in 
Theorem 21.1.1. Let f and g be two homogeneous C00 involutions of S with 
f*o = o, g*G = a, having S0 as fixed point set, and assume that their reflection 
bundles at y0 and the radial vector p(y0) are linearly independent. Then n^2 
and in a conic neighborhood of y0 one can choose coordinates (x, £) homo
geneous of degree 0 and 1 respectively and equal to (0,en) at y0, such that 

n 

(21.4.16) <T = d(Z2
1/QAdx1+YJdZJAdxj 

2 

(21.4.17) / (* ,£) = ( * , - £ i , £ 2 , . . . , U 

g(x,Q = {x1+2ZJZH,x2,...,xH-l{Z1/0
3,-Z1,Z2,...,ZJ. 

The preceding normal form really comes from the intersection of the 
glancing hypersurfaces at the end of Section 21.1; we shall return to this 
point in Theorem 21.4.12. 

Proof As a first step we show that a, f g as given in (21.4.16), (21.4.17) 
satisfy all the hypotheses. To do so we observe that the reflection bundles 
are generated by (0,8X) and (— el9 £„£i), hence independent of (0,en). That 
f*a = G is clear and also that we have involutions. Finally g*o = a because 

ditto A d{i^jQ -dtn A dm JO3) 
= 2^1 ft. A ddJQ - 2(£ JQ2 d£„ A d(£ JO=0. 

Theorem C.4.8 in the appendix really says that all conic manifolds with 
homogeneous involutions satisfying the hypotheses are equivalent. By Theo
rem 21.4.4 the radical of the symplectic form a restricted to S0 is in the 
linear span of the reflection bundles, so the hypotheses of Theorem 21.1.10 
are also fulfilled. By Theorems 21.4.9 and Theorem C.4.8 in the appendix we 
can choose homogeneous coordinates x, £ such that a and / have the 
desired form, and also homogeneous coordinates y, rj such that / and g 
have the desired form; both sets of coordinates are equal to 0,en at y0. If we 
think of ^ (2 /^ )^ as a variable instead of ^ we see that the situation is 
essentially the same as in the proof of Theorem 21.4.4. One difference is that 
yn is not invariant with respect to g, but yn + nlyJ3ril is. With (j>j9 xj/j as in 
the proof of Theorem 21.4.4 we therefore set 

^ = ^(0 ,y* ,0 , i / ) , £ = ^ ( 0 , y * , 0 , 7 / ) , j ' ± 1, 

where y*=(y2, ••^yn-i^yn'
irn\yJ^Yll)' Then x. and ^ are invariant under / 

and g. We define p2 , q2,->,Pn
 a s before but postpone the choice of qn since 

the Hamilton field would become radial (see also the proof of Theo-
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rem 21.1.9). Instead we determine pt using the commutation relations with 
P2>'->Pn a n d t n e boundary condition p1=rj1 when p2 = ... = # n - i = * w

 = 0-
Next q1 is determined with q1=0 when p2 = ...=zqn_1=xn = x1=0. Finally 
qn is obtained by integrating the commutation relations with boundary 
conditions where p1=q1 = ...=qn_1=xn = 0. The coordinates pj9 q} auto
matically get the required homogeneity because of the homogeneity of the 
equations and the boundary conditions posed. However, in the choice of the 
last two coordinates qx and qn the boundary conditions were not invariant 
under g so we have no information how they are related to g. 

If we take q and p as new local coordinates, changing notation so that 

they become x, £, then (21.4.16) holds, / is given by (21.4.17), and 

g(x,£) = (x1+v(x9l),x29...,xn__l9xn + w(x9 0 , - ^ , ^ , . . . , ^ ) 

for some v9 w homogeneous of degree 0. Since g preserves a we have 

(21.4.18) dtfl/^Adv + d^Adw^O 

which implies that v and w can only depend on the variables £x and £n. The 
others no longer play any role so we simplify notation by assuming n = 2. 
We can write v(£) = V(t), w(£)=W(t) where £1 = t£29 which simplifies 
(21.4.18) to t2d£2AdV + d£2AdW = 0, that is, 

(21.4.18)' t2V'(t) + Wf(t) = 0. 

That g is an involution means that 7 and W are odd functions of t. Note 
that 7(r) = 2r implies W(t)=-2t3/3 by (21.4.18)' since J7(0) = 0, which ex
plains the look of (21.4.17) and shows that it suffices to make 7(t) = 2t. 

As at the end of the proof of Theorem 21.4.4 we make a simple change 
of variables by introducing 

K(x^) = (x1S(t),x2 + x1T(t\Z2R(tlZ2), t = ZJS2. 

Then K*a = (j if 

d(£2R
2)Ad(x1S) + d£2Ad(x1T) = d(£2t

2)Adx1, 

which means explicitly, if we write U = R2, that 

(21.4.19) l / S + T = r2, US' + V = 0, UfS = 2t. 

The middle equation follows from the other two; it is clear that S and T 
can be determined as even functions with 5(0)4=0 satisfying (21.4.19) by 

S = 2t/U\ T = t2-2tUIU' 

if R is chosen odd with a simple zero at 0, We then have a diffeomorphism 
K. Now K commutes with / under these conditions and 

gofc(x,f) = (x1S + 7(*) ,x 2 +x 1 T+P7(R) , -{ 2 R,{ 2 ) . 

If gj is defined as g with 7 and W replaced by Vx and Wx then 

Kogl(x,Z) = ((x1 + V1)S,x2 + Wl+(xl + V1)T,-Z2.R^2), 
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SO goK = Kog1 i f 

VXS= V(R\ Wl + V1T= W{R). 

In particular, V1(t) = 2t if 

V(R) = 2tS(t) = 2t2/R(t)R'(t), 
that is, 

R 
2t3/3 = jV(s)sds. 

o 
Since F^OJ + O because the reflection bundles are different, this determines .R 
as a function of t with a simple zero at 0 (see the proof of Theorem 21.4.4), 
so we have obtained a change of variables giving cr, / and g the desired 
form. The proof is complete. 

In the applications of Theorem 21.4.10 which follow the important point 
is not the explicit normal form given but that all S, a, /, g satisfying the 
hypothesis are equivalent. We can therefore use any other more convenient 
model. 

We come now to the homogeneous version of Theorem 21.4.5. The 
normal form for a homogeneous canonical relation from T*(IRW)\0 to 
T*(lRn)\0 which we shall use is perhaps best described by means of the 
phase function 

(21.4.20) cj)(x,y,s,i;) = (x-y,0+sZ1-s
3Uy, 

x,y,£eR", £„>0, SGR. 

The equation <^ = (f>'s = 0 means that 

x1-y1+s = 0; xn-yn-s
3/3 = 0; Xj = yp l < / < n ; ^=s2^n. 

The corresponding canonical relation is 

(21.4.21) G = {(xi^y,rj);(x1-yi)
2^n = ̂ ,3(yn-xn) + (yl-xl)

3=0, 

£ = rj,Xj = yp l < / < n , {„>()}. 

With the parameters x,s,£' = (£2,...,<!;B) we have 

(21.4.21)' G = { ( x , s 2 ^ , ^ , x 1 + S , x 2 , . . . , x n _ 1 , x r l - s 3 / 3 , 5 2 ^ , 0 ; 

£„>0} 

which shows that G is a 2n dimensional manifold. In view of the symmetry 
between x and y it follows that we have fold maps to each factor 
T*(lRn)\0, the range being defined by C ^ O and r]l^0 respectively. The 
kernel of the differential of the map when s = 0 is the y± direction and x1 

direction respectively. With the coordinates in (21.4.21)' the corresponding 
involutions are sh^—s and si—• — s, xl\-+x1+2s, xnv->xn — 2s3/3 respectively, 
and the pullback of the symplectic form to G from either copy of T*(1R") is 

n 

d(s2^n)Adx1+Y,d^jAdxj-
2 
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Theorem21.4.11. Let S1 and S2 be 2n dimensional conic symplectic manifolds 
with symplectic forms ol9a29 and let G be a homogeneous canonical relation 
from S2 to St near (s^9s2

y)eSlxS2. Assume that the projections ny. G->Sj 
have folds at (s^s®) and that the canonical one forms co1 and co2 in Sx and S2 

lifted to G do not both vanish on the tangent plane of G at (s °, s2). Then n _ 2 
and we can choose local homogeneous symplectic coordinates (x, £) in Sx and 
(y, 77) in 52, equal to (0, en) at s® and s^, so that G is locally given by (21.4.21). 

Proof The radial vector p at (s^s^) is not the sum p1 + p2 of tangent vectors 
to G with zero component in S2 and Sl respectively, for by hypothesis at 
least one of the components of p in T^S^ and Tso(S2) is not in the 
Lagrangian tangent plane of G. The hypotheses of Theorem 21.4.10 are 
therefore fulfilled by G, oG = n\ol = n%a29 and the involutions fl9 f2 defined 
by nv n2. In particular, this is true for the model we are aiming for, so we 
can choose local coordinates tl9...9tn9s9 T 2 , . . . ,T M in G, with tl9...9tn9s ho
mogeneous of degree 0 and T 2 , . . . , T „ homogeneous of degree 1, in = l and 
the other coordinates 0 at (s°u s2) so that 

n 

aG = d{s2rn)Adt1+Y,dTjAdtp 
2 

Mt9s9T') = (t9 -S9T')9 f2(t9s9T
f) = (ty + 2s9t29...9tn_l9tn-2s3/39 - S , T ' ) . 

Then there are C00 functions x, £ in Sx and y, n in S2, homogeneous of 
degree 0 and 1 as usual, such that 

n$Xj = tj9 71*^ = 71*^ = 1;, j + 1, n*!;l=7z*Y\l=s2Tn9 

Ayr1)' J = 2 , . . . , n - 1 , nly^ti+s, Ayn = tn-s3/3. 

They form local homogeneous symplectic coordinates in a neighborhood of 
(0,ert) when £i ^ 0 and 771 _t 0 respectively. As in the proof of Theorem 21.4.2 
they have unique modifications when ^ <0, rj1 <0 to symplectic coordinates 
in a full neighborhood of (0,a„) with xx and yx unchanged. These are 
automatically homogeneous because of the uniqueness. The proof is com
plete. 

Finally we shall prove the homogeneous form of the equivalence of 
glancing hypersurfaces. Here we take the model surfaces in Example 21.1.11, 

F = { ( X , { ) G T * ( R M ) \ 0 , X 1 = 0 } , 

G = {(x ,^)GT*(]R"U n _ 1 >0,^=x 1 ^_ 1 + ^ _ 1 U n>2. 

The intersection is transversal, 

F n G = J = { ( 0 , x ' , ^ 1 , . . . , ^ _ 1 , ^ „ _ 1 ) } 

is parametrized by x 2 , . . . ,x n ,^ 1 , . . . ,^ n_ 1 and the restriction of the symplec
tic form to J is n l 

2 
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The Hamilton foliation of F consists of the lines parallel to the ^ axis so 
the corresponding involution iF just changes the sign of £v Since 

are constant on the Hamilton foliation of G we find that the corresponding 
involution iG changes £ t to - £ l 5 xn_x to xn_1 -2({1/^n_1)3/3 and xn to xw 

+ 2{1 /^w_1 while leaving the other coordinates unchanged. The reflection 
bundles when ^ = 0 are given by (0,^) and (— en,£n_1e1), and since £n_1^0 
they are linearly independent of the radial vector (0, £), 

Theorem21.4.12. Let S be a conic symplectic manifold of dimension 2n^.6 and 
symplectic form a, and let F, G be two conic C00 hypersurfaces in S with a 
transversal glancing intersection at s0eS. Assume that the tangents of the 
foliations of F and G at s0 and the radial direction are linearly independent. 
Then there are local homogeneous symplectic coordinates (x, £) equal to 
(0,fi„_i) at s0, such that F is defined by x x = 0 and G is defined by 

Proof All the hypotheses of Theorem 21.4.10 are fulfilled by J = FnG with 
the form o\3 and the involutions iF, iG defined by the Hamilton foliations of 
F and G. This proves that n — 1^2 and that we can find local coordinates 
£i>•••,£„_!, Ti5---?

T«-i *n J, homogeneous of degree 0 and 1 respectively, 
with in_1 = l and the others 0 at s0, so that 

M - l 

<r\j = d(T2
l/T;n_1)AdtlL+ ^ ^ A ^ . ; 

2 

iF changes the sign of tl9 and iG changes the sign of T1 and replaces tx by 
£ 1 + 2 T 1 / T M _ 1 , tn_1 by tn_1 — 2 (T 1 /T I I _ 1 ) 3 /3 . The proof of Lemma 21.4.7 shows 
that we can find homogeneous symplectic coordinates y, rj in S, equal to 0, 
£
n-1

 a t so> s u c n t n a t F *s defined by j ^ =Q and 

(21.4.22) J = my\rJl,...,nn_vn
2
1/rJn_1}; 

hence iF has the desired form. In fact, the proof of Lemma 21.4.7 works with 
no change until we have obtained a coordinate system where F is defined 
by )>i=0 and G by r\\ — c(y,n') = 0 where c is homogeneous of degree 2 and 
dy>n'C is not proportional to dyn__1 at ((),£„_ J. Set c0(y,^/) = c(0,/,f//). We 
can choose 4>{y\r\') homogeneous of degree 1 with {c0,(/>}=0 and </> = l at 
(0, e„_i), for HCQ does not have the radial direction so we can put homo
geneous initial data on a conic surface transversal to HCo. Then cj(j) is 
homogeneous of degree 1 and {co/0,(/>} =0, so we can use Theorem21.1.9 to 
find a homogeneous symplectic coordinate system z2 , . . . ,zn , C2> •••>£* wn"n 

C_i = </> and Cn
 = co/(t)' Changing notation from z', £' to y',77' we have 

achieved (21.4.22). 
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We can now define our new coordinates x9 £, on J by (21.4.11) except 
that £n = rf/rn-i. This makes (21.4.12) valid and we can find extensions 
xl9...,xn, l2,...,ln to F as before. The definition of Q in (21.4.13) must be 
changed; the terms have different homogeneities. However, xn£n_1 + £l is 
now invariant under iG9 homogeneous of degree 1, and has the same 
differential as x ^ ^ at (0, sn_1). We can therefore find a C°° extension Q 
which is homogeneous of degree 1 and constant on the G foliation so that 

(21.4.13)' •e = *»£ I-i + £i on J. . 

HQ is still transversal to F, so we can extend xl9...9xn9 <f2> •••>£« by solving 
the differential equations 

(21.4.14)' HQXJ = 09 J # l , n - 1 ; HQXI = 1, HQX^^X,, 

fffl^ = 0, ; > l , n , HQtn=-Zm_l9 

with initial values xj9 f. on F. With €1=Q—xn£n_l we then have the 
desired coordinate system as before. 

21.5. Symplectic Equivalence of Quadratic Forms 

The general purpose in this section is to study the simplest singularities of a 
Hamiltonian vector field. Recall that a vector field v in a manifold X is said 
to have a singularity at xeX if v = 0 at x; then 

4>\-+d(v4>){x\ (/>eC2(X), 

defines a linear map Tx*-> 7̂ * with adjoint V: Tx-+ Tx defined by 

<Vt9d(j)) = <t,d(v(l))> if (j)eC2(X)9 teTx. 

In local coordinates the matrix of V is of course (dvj/dxk)jJc=1^. We shall 
use this invariant concept for Hamiltonian vector fields: 

Definition 21.5.1. If S is a symplectic manifold and feC2(S) is real valued, 
df = 0 Sit s0eS9 then the linear map F in TSQ(S) defined by Hf/2 will be called 
the Hamilton map of / 

Some authors use the term "fundamental matrix" which seems awkward 
when one wants to have an invariant setup. The factor \ is just a traditional 
convention which will be seen to be convenient. The Hamilton map is of 
course determined by the Hessian / " of / at s09 so no generality is lost if 
we assume that S is a real symplectic vector space and that / is a real 
quadratic form Q. The definition of F (at 0) is then that for XeS and linear 
functions 0 

<FZ,0> = <X,HQ(/>/2>= -<X9H+Q/2y= -<X9Q(.9H(f>)>= -Q(X9HJ 
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where Q(X, Y) denotes the symmetric bilinear polarized form of Q, that is, 
Q(X,Y) = Q(Y,X) and Q(X,X) = Q(X). The left-hand side is a{FX,H^) so the 
definition of F is equivalent to 

(21.5.1) a(Y9FX) = Q(Y9X); X, YeS. 

(There is no factor 2 here thanks to the factor \ in the definition.) In 
symplectic coordinates (x, <!;) the matrix of F becomes "the fundamental 
matrix" 

The symmetry of Q means that 

(21.5.2) o(FX, Y)= -a(X,FY\ 

that is, F is skew symmetric with respect to a. Note that the preceding 
definition is still applicable if Q is complex valued provided we replace S by 
its complexification 

Sc={X + iY;X,YeS} 

with the obvious complex symplectic structure. To study the symplectic 
classification of quadratic forms by means of the spectral decomposition of 
the Hamilton map F we must anyway make this extension even if Q is real. 
Let Vx denote the space of generalized eigenvectors of F in S€ belonging to 
the eigenvalue Xe<£. 

Lemma 21.5.2. a(Vx,VfX) = 0 i/A + ji + 0. 

Proof. F + fi is a bijection on Vx when A 4- /i=t=0, and 

if N is large enough. 

From the lemma it follows that Vx is the dual of V_x with respect to the 
symplectic form. Thus V0 and FA©F_A, /14=0 are symplectic vector spaces, 
orthogonal with respect to a and invariant under F, hence Q orthogonal 
too. We shall use these observations to determine the structure of F and Q 
in the cases of interest for us, namely when Q is real and positive semi-
definite or hyperbolic in the sense that the negative index of inertia is 1. In 
both cases Q^O in a hyperplane, so Q cannot be ^ 0 in a two dimensional 
plane which only meets 

R a d e = {X;e(X,Y) = Oforall Y} = KerFaV0 

at the origin. If ReA#=0 it follows from Lemma 21.5.2 that Q vanishes on 
ReKAcz7A-hKj so the dimension of this space must be at most 1. Hence k 
must be real and Vk one dimensional if Vx is non-trivial. Choose a real basis 
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vector el for Vk then and a dual one ex for V__x with o{£l9el)=\. Then Fex 

= Xel9 Fe1= —/L81? and Q(el9e1) = Q(sl9e1) = 09 Q(el9s1) = A9 so 

Q(x1e1 + £le1) = 2Xx1£v 

Assume now that X = ifi9 fi>0 and that FX = ifiX9 X = X1 + iX2 + 0. Then 

Q(X9 X) = a(X9 FX) = o{X9 ifiX) 
so 

-2pL<r(Xl9X2) = Q(X9X) = Q(Xl) + Q(X2)9 

Q(t1X1 + t2X2) = <r(t1Xl+t2X2,F(t1X1+t2X2)) 

= o(tlX1 + t2X29 -tiLiX2 + t2iiXl) 

= -liG{Xl9X2){t\ + t2
2). 

Since Q cannot be ^ 0 in a two dimensional plane not meeting the radical 
we conclude that <j(Xl9X2)<0 so we have an invariant symplectic two 
plane. Normalizing so that a(Xl9X2)= — 1 we can take Xl9 X2 as basis 
vectors there in a symplectic coordinate system, which makes Q equal to \i 
times the Euclidean form, and can then pass to examining the o and Q 
orthogonal complement. Repeating this argument we find that S is the 
direct sum of symplectically and Q orthogonal subspaces where Q is given 
by /i(Xj+£j), JU>0, or 2kx£j9 A>0, and the real part V0 of V0. It only 
remains to study VQ9 SO we assume from now on that S = VQ9 that is, that F 
is nilpotent. 

If one can find XeS with 

F2X = 09 Q(X) = (T(X9FX)*09 

then X9 FX span a two dimensional F invariant symplectic space where 

Q(tlX + t2FX) = (r(tlX + t2FX9t1FX) = t2
1Q(X)9 

and we can pass to studying the a orthogonal complement. Such a re
duction is also possible if KerF contains two elements X and Y with 
a(X9 7) + 0. What remains is therefore to study the situation where 

a) Ker F is isotropic 
b) F2X = 0=>Q(X) = 0. 
By our hypothesis b) implies that KerF 2 /KerF has dimension at most 

one. In the exact sequence 

0 >KerF > K e r F 2 - ^ K e r F n I m F >0 

we have ImF = (KerF) f f3KerF by a), so 

0 >KerF > Ker F 2 -^-> Ker F >0 

is exact and KerF has dimension 1. It follows now from the Jordan 
canonical form of F that there is a number N and an element X such that S 
has the basis X,FX9...,F

N-lX while FNX = 0. The dimension N must be 
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even and > 2. Now 

- Q(FjX,FkX) = (-l)ja(X,Fj+k+1X) 

vanishes if; + /c+l^iV, so Q vanishes in the two dimensional space spanned 
by FN'3X, FN~2X if 2(JV-3) + l^JV, and it does not meet KerF. Hence 
2(N-2)^N, that is, N = 4. We must also have a(X,F3X)<0 since Q^O in 
the two dimensional space spanned by FX and F2X otherwise. We normal
ize so that a(X,F3X) = - 1 and set Y = X + tF2X. Then a{Y,FY) = o{X,FX) 
— 2r = 0 if t = a(X,FX)/2. A symplectic basis is thus given by 

et=-F3Y9 e2=-FY9 ex = Y9 e2 = F2Y. 

With the corresponding symplectic coordinates we have Q = xl—2£1£2. We 
sum up our conclusions as follows: 

Theorem 21.5.3. If Q is a positive semi-definite quadratic form in the symplec
tic vector space S of dimension 2n then one can choose symplectic coordinates 
x, £ such that 

(21.5.3) G(*,« = Z/i/*J + #)+I>7
2, 

1 fc+1 

where /j.>0. / / Q is hyperbolic, that is, has negative index of inertia equal to 
1, then the symplectic coordinates can be chosen so that 

(21.5.3)' Q(x,t;) = YJ»j(x] + Z])+ £xj + q(x,Q, 
1 fc+1 

where \x- > 0 and either k+l<n — \ and 

(21.5.4) q(x,i) = x2
n-2i„_^„ 

or fc + / <n and 

(21.5.5) q(x,Z)=-x2
n or q(x9S) = UxmSH9 A>0. 

The cases listed are of course all inequivalent; ifij are the eigenvalues of 
F on the positive imaginary axis, counted with multiplicity, (21.5.4) occurs 
when there is a 4 x 4 box in the Jordan decomposition of F, and the second 
case (21.5.5) means that X is an eigenvalue of F. 

We shall now give a modified form of the result when Q is complex 
valued and R e g is positive definite. More generally the results in the semi-
definite case have analogues when 

(21.5.6) | Img(X) | ^CRee(X) , XeS, 

as we shall now assume. Set 

(21.5.7) r = {wG<C;|Imw|^CRew}, 

which is then a convex angular region containing the values of Q. We could 
use any such angle but (21.5.7) is convenient in the proof. 
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Theorem 21.5.4. 7/(21.5.6) is valid, then 
a) Q(X,X) = 0oFX = 0oFReX = FImX = 0oFX = 0 so KerF is' 

spanned by its real elements. 
b) F 2 F 0 = 0, that is, 

XeV0oQ(X,Y) = Q when <r(KerF, Y) = 0. 

c) X/ieF or X/ie—F if X is an eigenvalue of F. 

Proof Write X = X 1 + *X2 with real X}. Then 

Q(X,X) = Q(X1) + Q(X2) 

so (21.5.6) shows that Q(X,X) = 0 implies ReQ(Xj) = 0, hence Img(X;) = 0. 
If ze<E is so close to 1 that Rezg is positive semidefinite, it follows that 

Rez6(Y,X.) = 0, YeS, 

hence Q(l^XJ) = o-(7,^X^ = 0 so F X ^ O . The other implications in a) are 
obvious. To prove b) assume that X e S c and that F 3 X = 0. Then FF 2 X = 0 
by a) and 

Q(Jx,FX) = a(FX,F2X) = -<J(X,FF2X) = 0 

so F 2 X = 0 by a) again. Since o"(KerF, Y) = 0<=> Y — FZ for some Z, we have 
Q(X,Y) = (j(X,FY) = 0 for all such Y if and only if F 2 X = 0. Finally c) 
follows since FX = XX, X = Xx + iX2, implies 

Q(X1) + Q(X2) = Q(X,X) = G(X,FX) = X<r(X,X) = 2iXa(X1,X2). 

Here a(X1,X2) is real and not 0 unless FX = 0 which proves c). 

Let W = SnKerF and set S'-=Wa/(WnW*) which is a new symplectic 
space. Then 

^ = I m F / ( K e r F n I m F ) ^ © Vk 

by Theorem 21.5.4 a) and b), and for the quadratic form Q' induced by Q in 
S" the Hamilton map is isomorphic to the restriction of F to the eigenspaces 
with eigenvalues =#0. When studying these further we may therefore assume 
that Re Q is positive definite. 

Definition 21.5.5. A complex Lagrangian plane A c S c is called positive if 

(21.5.8) icx(X,X)^0, XeX. 

If icr(X,X)>0 when 0 + XEX we say that X is strictly positive. 

Note that io(Y,X) is a hermitian symmetric form since 

-i<j(Y,X) = ia(X,Y). 
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Theorem 21.5.6. / / Re Q is positive definite, then 

Xeir 

is a strictly positive Lagrangian plane, invariant under F. 

Proof. That S+ is Lagrangian follows from Lemma 21.5.2, and the invariance 
under F is clear. To prove that S+ is positive we first assume that Q is real. 
Then we can choose symplectic coordinates so that 

6 M = I>,(x2 + {2). 
Thus F(x,£,)=(fi1£, !,..., /i1x1,...) so S+ is defined by ^ — ix- and 

<x(x,£;*,a=-2i£|x/ 
which proves the positivity. Returning to the general case we first observe 
that if S+ is positive and i<r(X,X) = 0 for some XeS+, then i<r(X, 10 = 0, 
YeS+, by Schwarz' inequality. Taking Y = FX we obtain g(X,X) = 0, hence 
X = 0 so S+ is strictly positive. The general proof follows now by a con
tinuity argument. Set 

e , (X)=Reg(X) + itImQ{X), XeS, 0 = £ = 1. 

The Lagrangian plane 5r
+ defined by Qt varies continuously with t since the 

projection of S€ on 5r
+ is given by 

{2ni)-'\{Ft-z)-ldz 
y 

where Ft is the Hamilton map of Qt and y is a circle in the upper half plane 
containing the eigenvalues of Ft there in its interior. Let T be the supremum 
of all te[0,1] for which Sr

+ is strictly positive. Then Sj is positive for 
reasons of continuity, hence strictly positive as we proved above. This 
proves that T—l and completes the proof. 

Remark. Since 
ia(X,FX) = iQ{X9X)eir 

the numerical range of the restriction of F to S+ , with respect to the 
positive definite hermitian form there, is contained in iT. This implies that 
all eigenvalues are in iF but is a much stronger statement. 

A strictly positive Lagrangian plane gives S additional structure: 

Proposition 21.5.7. / / S + c S c is a strictly positive Lagrangian plane then 
S+3Xh-+ReXeS is a bisection giving S a complex structure. There is a 
unique positive definite hermitian form H in S with respect to this structure 
such that 

ImH(X, Y)= -a{X, 7); X, YeS; 

and Re H gives a natural Euclidean structure in S. 
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Proof. UXeS+ then 

0<i<r(X9X) = 2o(ImX9 ReX), X * 0 , 

which proves that S+3X\-+ReXeS is injective, hence bijective since the real 
dimensions are equal. The hermitian form H we look for may be regarded 
as one on S+ , and then we must have if XeS+ 

H(X9iX) = iImH(X9iX)=-ia(ReX9ReiX) = ia(ReX9ImX)9 

hence 

H(X9X) = a(lmX9 ReX) = i<r(X9X)/2. 

Polarization gives 

(21.5.9) H(X,Y) = ia(Y,X)/2 

and proves the theorem since the argument can be reversed. 

One can use Proposition 21.5.7 to choose symplectic coordinate systems 
which are well adapted to a strictly positive Lagrangian plane: 

Corollary 21.5.8. Let S+ be a strictly positive Lagrangian plane aSc and let X 
aS be Lagrangian. Then one can choose symplectic coordinates x, £ in S such 
that X is defined by x = 0 and S+ = {(x,ix); xeC"}. 

Proof. The hermitian form H in Theorem 21.5.7 is real in X. We can 
therefore choose a real orthonormal basis s1,...,en in X. Choose XjeS SO 
that 8j-iXjeS+. The definition (21.5.9) of H means that then 

iaiej + iXj^-iX^/l^Sj^ 

that is, a(Xj9Xk) = 0 and <T(ej9XJ + G(Ek9Xj) = 2Sjk. Since 5 + is Lagrangian 
we also have (j(£j — iXj9£k—iXk) = 09 hence a(£j9Xk) = (j(sk9XJ) which proves 
that Xl9 ...,Xn9 el9 ...,£„ is a symplectic basis for S and proves the corollary. 

When we apply the corollary to the space S+ in Theorem 21.5.6 we 
conclude that Q(x9ix) = 0 with the coordinates chosen. Thus Q is in the ideal 
generated by Xj + i£j9j=l9...9n. 

A strictly positive Lagrangian plane has a very simple representation 
also for arbitrary symplectic coordinates: 

Proposition 21.5.9. Let /lc:T*(Cn) be a strictly positive Lagrangian plane. 
Then there is a symmetric matrix A = A1 + iA2 where A1 is real and A2 is 
positive definite, such that k={(z9Az); z e C } . Conversely, every such'plane is 
strictly positive. 

Proof. From Definition 21.5.5 it follows at once that 2nT0*(Cw) = {0}. Thus X 
is the graph of the differential of a quadratic form, that is, X = {(z9Az),ze<Cn} 
where A is a symmetric matrix. If A = Ax + iA2 with At and A2 real, we 
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have 
icr((z, Az), (z, Az)) = 2(A2z,z) 

which proves the proposition. 

The structure of an arbitrary positive Lagrangian plane is clarified by 
the following result. 

Proposition21.5.10. If XczSc is a positive Lagrangian plane and XeX, a(X9X) 
= 0, then XeX, hence ReXeX and ImXeA. 

Proof. By Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality we have io(X, Y) = 0 for all YeX. 
Since X is Lagrangian this implies that XeX. 

Corollary21.5.11. Let XczS€ be a positive Lagrangian plane and let X^be the 
isotropic plane XnS. Set S' — XyX^. Then the image X' of X in S'€ is a strictly 
positive Lagrangian plane. 

Proof. That X' is Lagrangian follows from the complex analogue of Proposi
tion 21.2.13. Since X' contains no real elements it follows from Proposition 
21.5.10 that X' is strictly positive. 

Alternatively we can write S = S1@S2 where Sl9 S2 are symplectically 
orthogonal symplectic subspaces and AR is Lagrangian in Sv Then X is the 
direct sum of the complexification of /LR in Si€ and a strictly positive 
Lagrangian plane in S2€. 

21.6. The Lagrangian Grassmannian 

Lagrangian manifolds were discussed at some length in Section 21.2 in 
preparation for the theory of Lagrangian distributions in Chapter XXV. To 
make that theory global we shall need a careful invariant analysis of the 
infinitesimal case involving Lagrangian planes in symplectic vector spaces. 
This will be provided in the present section. 

Definition 21.6.1. If S is a finite dimensional symplectic vector space with 
symplectic form a, then the Lagrangian Grassmannian A(S) of S is the set of 
all Lagrangian planes in S. 

We shall first show that A(S) has a natural structure as an analytic 
manifold of dimension n(n+ l)/2 where 2n = dimS'. First we consider the 
subset 

Afl(S) = {XeA(S); AnM = {0}}, fieA(S% 

of Lagrangian planes transversal to a given one. 
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Lemma 21.6.2. A^S) has a natural structure as an affine space with the 
symmetric tensor product p(x)p as underlying vector space. 

s 

Proof. The bilinear form G(X, Y) with l e / i and YsS is zero for all Xep 
precisely when Ye pi so it gives an identification S/p-+p\ the dual space of 
p. If AEA^(S\ then the composed map 

X -> S/p -» pi 

is an isomorphism, so it has an inverse T which we regard as a map into S 
with range X. It has the properties 

(21.6.1) <X,(£> = <T(X,T(/>); Xe/i, 0e/z', 

(21.6.2) er(T<k7V0 = Q; </>,^e//. 

Conversely, every such T: / / -»S defines an element of A^S). If T is one 
solution of (21.6.1), (21.6.2) and T + R is any other, then by (21.6.1) 

a(X,R(l)) = 0; Xep, (f>ep\ 

that is, R is a map p'-+p, and (21.6.2) gives 

ff(T(/>,#i/0 + <7(#</>,Ti/0 = 0; 0,^e/i ' , 

since a(R(j),R\l/) = Q. Thus JR corresponds to a bilinear form 

A{(j),xl/) = G{R(t),T\jj) = o{Rxj/,T(t))v &\j/ep'\ 

which is symmetric. Conversely, every such ,4 defines a solution # of 
(21.6.1), (21.6.2) as claimed. 

It is useful later to have seen the proof in terms of coordinates also: If 
we choose symplectic coordinates (x, £) so that p is defined by x = 0, then A, 
as a Lagrangian section of T*(R"), is defined by the graph of the differential 
of a quadratic form A/2 in R", 

2={(x , ix ) ;xeE"} 

where A is the symmetric matrix of the quadratic form. This also identifies 
A^S) with JR»("+1)/2

 sinCe n(n +1)/2 is the number of elements on or above 
the diagonal i n a n n x n matrix. 

If px and p2
 a r e t w o different Lagrangians we can choose symplectic 

coordinates (x, £) such that /xx is defined by x = 0, and symplectic coordinates 
j / = L(x, £), 77 = M(;c, <!;) such that /i2 is defined by y = 0. A Lagrangian plane 
XeA^fflnA^S) is defined by rj = Ay and by £ = Bx in the two coordinate 
systems. Thus the equations M(x,£) = AL(x9£) can be solved for £ and give £ 
= Bx, so the coefficients, of B are rational functions with non-zero de
nominators of those of A. Hence the local charts we have given make A(S) 
an analytic manifold of dimension n(n+ l)/2. (Recall that the Grassmannian 
G(N9k) of k planes in RN is a manifold of dimension k(N —k), the number 
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of coefficients required to express N —k coordinates in terms of the remain
ing k. In particular, G(2n,n) = n2 is much larger than dimyl(S) except when n 

= 1.) 
Our coordinate patches leave out a rather small subset of A(S): 

Lemma 21.6.3. If fieA(S) then 

(21.6.3) UeA(S); dimlnfi = k} 

is a submanifold of dimension n(n +1)/2 — k(k+1)/2. 

Proof The intersection V~XC\JX is an element in the Grassmannian of k 
planes in ju, which has dimension k(n—k). For given V there is a one to one 
correspondence between Lagrangians AcS with A n / i = F and Lagrangians 
A' in S' = V°/V transversal to fi/V, given by the construction in Proposition 
21.2.13, A' = A/K This is easily seen to be a fibration so the dimension of the 
space in (21.6.3) is (n— k)(n— fc + l)/2 + fc(n— k) as claimed. 

In particular, A(S)\Afl(S) is a null set, the union of manifolds of codi-
mension fc(fc + l)/2 for /c = l,2, ...,n. Any countable intersection f]A (S) is 
therefore non-empty which gives a much stronger version of Corollary 
21.2.11. 

In the analytical context in Chapter XXV S will occur as the tangent 
space of a cotangent bundle at some point. Then there is a distinguished 
Lagrangian plane given, the tangent space of the fiber. In what follows we 
shall therefore assume that a distinguished element X0eA(S) is given. 

For a linear subspace V of IRn the simplest prototype of the conormal 
distributions studied in Section 18.2 is a translation invariant simple layer 
on V. This is a (half density) solution of the equation 

L(x,D)u = 0 

for all linear functions L(x, £,) vanishing on the conormal bundle VxV° of 
V9 where V° is the annihilator of V. In fact, L1(x)u = 0 for all LX vanishing 
on V means that u is a simple layer on V, and L2(D)u = 0 for all L2 

vanishing on V° means that u is translation invariant along V. We shall now 
extend this construction to general Lagrangian planes. 

To do so we choose any A1eylAo(S), that is, Ax is Lagrangian and 
transversal to the distinguished Lagrangian plane A0. Recall that the bi
linear map 

A o x A ^ X ^ b - x r ^ Y ) 

is then non-degenerate so it defines an isomorphism X1->X0 which we can 
use to identify half densities in Ax and in A'0. Introducing symplectic coor
dinates x, £ in S adapted to Ax in the sense that x = 0 in A0 and { = 0 in Al5 
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we define for any XeA(S) 

(21.6.4) I(X,X1) = {ue#,'{X,
0,Q*); L(x,D)w = 0 for all 

linear forms L(x, £) vanishing on X}. 

Here Q* is the half density bundle. Note that the definition is independent 
of the choice of basis in X0, thus independent of the choice of dual basis in 
Xv We shall prove that the dependence on X1 is very mild and that /(A,/^) 
can be used to define the fiber of X in a line bundle on A(S). - Note that if 0 
+ ueI(X,Xi) and L(x,D)w = 0 for some linear L, then {L,L'}w = f[L(x,D), 
L'(x,D)]w = 0 for all linear L vanishing on X. Thus L vanishes on X, so the 
system of equations in (21.6.4) is maximal, and X is determined by u. 

With the symplectic coordinates x, £ adapted to Xx any other X2GAXO(S) 

can be written in the form 
X2 = {{x^)'A = Ax} 

where A is a symmetric matrix. Thus the coordinates y = x and n=£—Ax 
are symplectic and adapted to X2. If L(x,{) = 0 on X we obtain L(y,rj + Ay) 
= 0 on A in the y, n coordinates. Now 

L(x,D)w1=0 o L(y,D + Ay)u2 = 0 

ifu2(y) = u1(y)e-i<Ay>y>12. The map 

(21.6.5) I{X,X1)3uk^ukie-i<A-^l2 = uX2eI{X,X2) 

is therefore an isomorphism allowing us to identify I{X,X^) with I(X,X2). It is 
coordinate independent since it can be described as in the proof of Lem
ma 21.6.2, and it is transitive. The set I(X) of equivalence classes can be 
thought of as the set of maps 

AXo(S)3X1\-^uXieI(X,Xl) 

satisfying (21.6.5). For every X^eA^S) we have of course an isomorphism 

For every XeA(S) there is some X^eA^S) transversal to X. It is then 
easy to describe 1{X,X^)\ 

Lemma 21.6.4. Let Xx be transversal to X and X0, and choose symplectic 
coordinates x, £ such that X0 and Xt are defined by x = 0 and £ = 0 respective
ly. Every uel^X^ is then an oscillatory integral 

(21.6.6) u(x) = c(2n)-3n/*$eH<x^-<B^>/2)d{; 

where B is the symmetric matrix defining X through 

(21.6.7) l = {(BZ,Z);ZeWL»}, 

and c is a constant. 

Proof. Since X is transversal to Xx we can define X by an equation x = B£, 
and B is symmetric since X is Lagrangian. The equations defining /(A, Ax) are 
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then 
XjU—(BD)jU = 0; j=l,...,n; 

or after Fourier transformation 

Du + B£ii = 0. 

The solution is w(£) = cexp( — i(B£, 0 /2 ) for some constant c, which gives 
(21.6.6) with another constant. (We have inserted a factor (2n)~3n/4r in 
(21.6.6) to get agreement with (18.2.11)' when k = n. A better justification will 
follow shortly.) 

Remark. It is easy to evaluate the integral (21.6.6) using Theorem 7.6.1; if 
<£{, £> = <£'£', £'> is a non-singular quadratic form in £' = (£1, •••>£&) then 

(21.6.6)' w = c(27c)(' ,-2fc)/4eI'<^"lx''x'>/25(x")^-7ri(S8nB')/4|detF|-^. 

In view of (21.6.5) it follows for arbitrary X and for X1eAXo(S) that I(X, Xx) is 
a translation invariant simple layer on a subspace multiplied by a Gaussian 
of constant absolute value. However, such representations will be avoided 
since they hide how nicely (21.6.6) depends on B, that is, on X. 

For fixed X1eAXo(S) and arbitrary XeAXi(S) we can identify I(X) with <C 
by first identifying I(X) with I{X,XX) and then identifying we^/l ,^) with ce<£ 
when (21.6.6) holds. We shall prove that this makes 

I = {(u,X);ueI(X)} 

a line bundle over A(S). To do so we must determine the transition function 
which the coefficient c in (21.6.6) is multiplied by when Xx is replaced by 
another Lagrangian plane X2eAXo(S) such that XeAk2(S). First note that it 
follows from (21.6.6) that the oscillatory integral of u is well defined; we 
have 

(21.6.8) \u{x)dx = {2n)nl*c. 

Since u is a half density, c transforms as a —1/2 density in Xu hence c\d^ 
is a half density in the dual space X0 depending only on the choice of X1 and 
not on the choice of x coordinates. Now the projection 

nki\X-*X0 

of X on XQ along X1 is bijective since A1nA = {0}, so the half density c\d^\2 

can be lifted to a half density 

u*=nZc\dtf 
in X. When X2eAXo(S) the element uel^X^ defined by (21.6.6) is according 
to (21.6.5) identified with veI(X,X2) defined by 

v(y) = c(2n)-3n/4e-i<Ay'y>/2^ei{<y^-<B^/2)di. 
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If XeAXi(S) we can define uf2 as we defined uft, noting that when v is 
written in the form (21.6.6) then the coefficient c is replaced by 

c2 = (27i)-n/4K()/)dj; = ^ ^ ^ 

= ce 
,nis/4- det r? -i) 

(—A I \ 
where s is the signature of the matrix I J. It is non-singular 

because X and X2 are transversal, which means that the equations x — B£ = Q 
and £ — Ax = 0 only have the solution x = £ = 0. The matrix has In rows and 
columns, so the signature is an even number, hence enisl* is a power of the 
imaginary unit. 

Next we compare the densities 7tfjd^| and nf2\drj\ on X. In the x, £ 
coordinate system £ parametrizes the point (B€,£)eX9 and in the y, n system 
rj parametrizes the same point if rj = ^—Ay = ^—AB^ so 7cA27rJl

1^ = 
(J- ,4J3Kand 

nl2\dri\ = \det{I-AB)\nl\dS\. 

Since |det( / -^J5) | = 

(21.6.9) 

det r? -i) we obtain 

^is/4. » = sgn( ^ JB). 

Apart from the powers of i here we have thus been able to identify I(X) with 
the translation invariant half densities Q(X)^ on X. 

The integer 

(21.6.10) a(X0,X;X2,Xl) = ^sgn (~1 -'.) 
has been defined for any four Lagrangian planes X0, X, X2, X1 such that each 
of the first two is transversal to each of the last two, by means of a 
symplectic coordinate system such that 

(21.6.11) AQ '. X : = 0; X: x = B£; X2: £ = Ax; X,: { = 0. 

For reasons of continuity o is constant when A0, A, X2, Xx belongs to a 
connected open set in A(S)4 where these transversality conditions are valid. 
When ueI(X) we have assigned to every Lagrangian Xx transversal to X0 and 
to X a translation invariant half density uft on X such that, if X2 is another 
such Lagrangian, 

U7 =1 
'•o(ko,k\X2,ki)..* 

Ar (21.6.9)' 

Thus we have modulo 4 

(21.6.12) a(X0,X;X2,Xl)= -G{X0,X\ XUX2\ 

(21.6.13) a(A0, A; A3, \ \ ) = <T(A0, A; A3, A2) + <J(A0, A; A2, Aj) 
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when all terms are defined. These equalities are in fact valid exactly. It 
suffices to prove (21.6.13) which gives (21.6.12) when X3 = Xt. Let X0, X, X2, 
Xt be defined by (21.6.11) and X3 by £ = Afx. With the coordinates y = x9 

rj = ̂ —Ax adapted to X2 we have the equation rj = (A' — A)y for X3 and 
y = B' rj for X if B£ = F ({ -AB£)9 that is, B' = B+B'AB (the resolvent equation!). 
Thus we must prove that 

I-A' I\ (A-A l \ I-A l \ 
sgn( l _ B ) = s g n ( i _ F ) + s g n ^ ; _ ^ ) . 

In doing so we may assume that B and B' are invertible, for the equality is 
stable for small perturbations. Now 

J B~l\l-A M M 0\ (-A + B-1 0 \ 
0 / / \ / -B) \B-X / / \ 0 -BJ 

so the equality becomes 

s g n ( - ^ / + B - 1 ) - s g n B = s g n ( A - ^ ' + F - 1 ) - s g n F - 1 

+ sgn(- ,4 + £ - 1 ) - s g n £ 

which is true since B~1=B'-1+A. This proves (21.6.12), (21.6.13). We also 
have the anti-symmetry 

(21.6.14) d(/l0, A; X2,Xl) = — a(XuX2; A, A0). 

It follows from the symplectic change of variables y= — {, rj = x, which 
makes X0 defined by rj — 0, X by Y\= —BX, X2 by y= —Arj and J^ by y = 0, 
and 

sgn("f - i )= _ S 8 n( / I)-
Definition 21.6.5. The complex line bundle M defined on A(S) by the 
covering with the open sets AXi(S\ X^A^S), and the transition functions 

(21.6.15) gAaAi = rtfo.A;A2.Ad XeAXl(S)nAX2(S% 

is called the Maslov bundle on A(S). 

Thus we have identified J with the tensor product M®Q* of the Maslov 
bundle and the bundle with fiber at X equal to the translation invariant half 
densities in X. One should think of the elements of M ® Q^ as the symbols of 
the elements of /. 

If we apply (21.6.5) with some X2 transversal to X and A0, and use 
Lemma 21.6.4 to represent wA2, it follows that every usI(X,X^) can be written 
in the form 

u(x) = (2n)-3nl*$eiQix>t)dt xeXl9 
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where Q(x,£) = (x,£}+((Ax,x} — <££,£>)/2 for some symmetric A and B. 
Thus we have such a representation even if X is not transversal to Xx. We 
shall now study even more general representations of the form 

(21.6.16) u(x) = a(2n)-(n + 2N)/*$eiQix>d)d6, xeXu 

where Q is a real quadratic form in X^ x JRN and a transforms as a half 
density if the coordinates x are changed. At first we assume that Q is non-
degenerate as a phase function in the sense that dQ/d91, ...9dQ/d9N have 
linearly independent differentials. Since Yjtj^Q/dQj *s identically 0 precisely 
when (0,£) is in the radical of Q, an equivalent condition is that 
(0,t)eRadQ implies t = 0. Thus 

\e\^c(\dQ(x,e)/dx\+\dQ(x,6)/de\) if c|x|<|0|, 
which makes (21.6.16) defined as an oscillatory integral. (The homogeneities 
are not the same as in Section 7.8 but the arguments used there apply. 
Regarded as a phase function Q does not have the homogeneity assumed in 
Section 21.2 either.) We hive 

L(x,D)u(x) = a(2n)-in + 2N)/^^L(x,dQ/dx)eiQ{x'e)d0 = O 

if L(x,dQ/dx) = YstjdQ/d6j ^or some tj9 that is, if L vanishes on the La
grangian 

X = {(x,dQ/dx); dQ/d9 = 0} 

parametrized by Q. Thus ueI(X,X^). 
If XeAXi(S) we can define X by (21.6.7), and u must be of the form (21.6.6) 

with 
c = (2n)~n/4^u(x)dx = a(2n)-(n+N)l2^eiQ^e)dxd6. 

Here Q is non-singular since 8Q/d9 = dQ/dx = 0 implies (x,0)eA, so x = 0 by 
(21.6.7). The integral can thus be evaluated by Theorem 7.6.1 which gives 

(21.6.17) c = a ^ / 4 s g n Q | d e t e , r i ; 

the power of 2n in (21.6.16) was chosen so that we get cancellation here. 
There is an important geometrical interpretation of (21.6.17). The map 

JRn+N3(x96)^Qf
d(x,e)EWiN 

is surjective, so the pullback d(Q'd) of the S function in IRN is a density dc on 
C = {(x,9)eWLn + N; Q'd(x,9) = 0}. By (6.1.1) we have 

dc = \D(t,dQ/d9)/D(x,9T1\dt\ 

if *!,...,tn are linear functions in JRn + iV which restrict to coordinates on C, 
and \dt\ is the Lebesgue density on C defined by these coordinates. Since 

C3(x,9)^(x,dQ/dx)eX 

is a bijection for any X, we can always regard dc as a density on X. When X 
is transversal to A1? we can take t = dQ/dx, for the restriction to C agrees 
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with £. Thus we have 

4 = \detQ"\-*\dt\* 

where both sides are considered as half densities on X. If we recall that uft 

= c\d£\*> it follows from (21.6.17) that 

(21.6.17)' ut = ad^eni/4^n^ 

If we have another representation 

(21.6.16)' u(x) = a(27i)-in + 2~N)/* J <?&*& dS 

of the same element as in (21.6.16), then Q must parametrize the same 
Lagrangian as g, and it follows from (21.6.17)' that 

(21.6.17)" fl4^(sgnQ-sgn^)/4 = a 4 -

The signature difference is not influenced by the x dependence, for we have 

(21.6.18) s g n e - s g n e = sgnQ(0,.)-sgn(2(0,.). 

(The signature of a singular quadratic form is also defined by the con
vention sgn t = t/\t\ when £ e R \ 0 and sgnO = 0.) To prove (21.6.18) we first 
change the 9 coordinates so that Q(0,9) is a non-singular quadratic form 
Q0{9") for a splitting 9 — {9\9") of the variables. Then we can write 

(21.6.19) Q(x,6) = Q0(6" + L(x,e')) + Q1(x,9') 

where L is a linear map, g^O, .) = 0 and 

sgn g = sgn g 0 + sgn Q1 = sgn g(0, .) + sgn g ^ 

It is therefore sufficient to prove (21.6.18) when g and g are linear in 9 and 
9, which implies that the right-hand side is 0. Thus assume that 

Q(x,9) = q(x) + (x,T9} 

where T: R i y-^Rn is injective since g is a non-degenerate phase function. 
We have 

X = {(x,q'(x) + T9);tTx = 0} 

where q(x) = <q'(x),x}/2 = <^x)/2 if fTx = 0, (x,£)el The kernel Jf of fT 
and the restriction q\^ are therefore determined by L Conversely, Jf and 
q\jr determine X since the range of T is the orthogonal space of Jf. If we 
choose x coordinates {x\x") such that Jf is defined by x' = 0 and make a 
linear change of 9 variables, we have <x, T9} = <x', 9} with no change of the 
signature. Now the signature of g(x',x") + <x',0> is equal to that of the 
restriction to the plane where the (x', 9) derivatives vanish, that is, x' = 0 and 
9 + dq(0,x")/dx' = 0. Thus the signature is equal to that of q\jr, which only 
depends on X. This proves (21.6.18). 

From (21.6.17)" and (21.6.18) it follows that 

(21.6.17)"' a^adle^^0'^-^0*'™* 
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when (21.6.16) and (21.6.16)' are valid. So far we have proved this only when 
A is transversal to Ax. Then it follows from (21.6.18) that the Maslov factor 
in the right-hand side does not change if we make small perturbations of Q 
and of Q so that they still parametrize the same Lagrangian. This con
clusion remains true even if A is not transversal to Al9 and so does 
(21.6.17)"'. In fact, we can always find A2 transversal to A0 and to X. 
Replacing X1 by X2 means that — (Ax,x}/2 is added to Q and (5 which then 
become non-singular. This does not affect the signature difference in 
(21.6.17)"' or the definition of dc, d^ on X. 

We can now give an alternative definition of the Maslov bundle as 
follows. Fix Xx and cover A(S) by open sets co such that X is defined by a 
non-degenerate Qx depending continuously on X when XECD. For another 
continuous function Qx,Xecb, we obtain a locally constant transition func
tion 

^7ci(sgnQA(0,.)-sgnQA(0,.))/4 Xe(DC\(h 

defining the Maslov bundle. (If we always take the same number of fiber 
variables N, say N = n, then the transition function is a power of the 
imaginary unit.) 

Every real quadratic form Q(x, 0) in X1 x RN defines a Lagrangian plane 

A = {(x,e;);Ga = 0}. 
Let 

K = {0;G;(O,0)=&(O,0)=O} 

be the intersection of the radical and the plane x = 0. We choose a splitting 
0 = (0', 0") of the 0 variables such that &30i—>0" is bijective. This means that 
R has an equation of the form 0' = ^(0"), so 

Q(x,0',0")=e(^0/-^(0//),o). 

The quadratic form Q(x, 0', 0) is a non-degenerate phase function defining X, 
so 

U = a(2n)-in + 2N)/4$eiQ{x>d)d0f, xeXu 

is a well defined element in /(A,^) independent of 0". We can interpret 
(21.6.16) invariantly as a translation invariant density on R with values in 
liX.Xij. To do so we take a projection T: B.N^>R and consider 

(21.6.16)" C0(R)3x^a(2n)-{n + 2N)/* $ eiQ(x>6) x(T9)d6. 

Since Q(x,0) = Q(x,0'-iA(0"),O) we replace 0' by 0' + iA(0") and note that 

because T is linear and T(^(0"),0") = (^(0"),0"). Hence the right-hand side of 
(21.6.16)" is equal to l/Jx(M0"),0")<*0", thus an element of / ( A ^ ) inde
pendent of the choice of T. Thus (21.6.16)" interprets (21.6.16) as an element 
o f / ( A ^ ) ® ^ ) . 
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If A is an isotropic subspace of S then SA = Aa/A is a symplectic vector 
space (Proposition 21.2.1). By Proposition 21.2.13 every XeA(S) defines 
another Lagrangian 

XA = (XnA°)/(lnA)eA(SA). 

In particular X0A gives a distinguished Lagrangian in SA. We shall now show 
that there is a natural map from the fiber of M®Q112 at X to the fiber at XA 

of the corresponding line bundle MA®Q\ on A(SA)9 tensored with the 
density bundle Q(XnA) and another factor depending only on A. 

In the proof we use symplectic coordinates putting A in a convenient 
position. Since A is isotropic we have 

{0} c AnX0 c AanX0 c X0. 

We choose a basis el9...9sk for AnX0 and extend it first to a basis el9 . . . ,e k + / 

for AanX0 and then to a basis sl9...9sn for A0. The symplectic form makes 
A/(AnX0) dual to XJ(AanX0) so we can extend sl9...9ek with ek+l+l9...9en to 
a basis for J so that the commutation relations are fulfilled. Completing to 
a full symplectic basis we then obtain symplectic coordinates (x9£), 

x = (x\x'\x'"\ <J = (£',{",£'") s u c h t h a t A i s t h e £'*'" P l a n e a n d ^o = {(*U)}. 
We shall write n' = k9 n" = l9 ri" = n — k — l for the various dimensions. 

Define Xx by £ = 0 and recall that I(X) is isomorphic to 7(A,Ai) where 
every element u can be written in the form (21.6.16) with Q nondegenerate 
as a phase function defining L Now consider the integral of u with respect 
to x"' restricted to x' = 0, 

(21.6.20) wJ(x") = a(27c)-(n + 2 iV) /4JJ^Q(O 'x"'x '" '9)dxmd0. 

Here we have to take into account the radical in the parameter direction 

R = {(x"\9); dQ/dx" = dQ/dx"f = dQ/d6 = 0 at (O,O,xm,0)}. 

The bijection {(x,0); dQ/d6 = 0}3(x,9)\->(x9dQ/dx)eX sends R to 

The Lagrangian parametrized by 6(0, x", x'", 0), where (x"',0) is now the 
parameter, is given by 

{(*", 56(0, x", xm, 0)/3x"); dQ/dx'" = 36/5 0 = 0} 

= {(xr', H ; (0,x", x'", {', {",0)eA for some x'", {'}. 

Since Aa is defined by x' = ^/// = 0 and A is the <fx'" plane, the coordinates 
x"9£," induce symplectic coordinates in SA and the Lagrangian obtained is 
precisely XA. Thus (21.6.20) defines an element in I(XA9XlA)(g)Q(XnA)9 hence 
one in I(XA)®Q(XnA). Passing to "symbols" we have a map from the fiber 
of M®Q* at X to the fiber of MA®Q\ at XA tensored with Q(XnA)9 but so 
far it depends on a number of choices made. 

First we show the independence of the choice of Q. If Q is of the form 
(21.6.19) then integration with respect to the 0" variables yields the same 
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factor in (21.6.16) as in (21.6.20). Hence Q and Ql define the same map. We 
may therefore assume that Q is linear in 6, 

Q(x,e) = q(x) + (x,T6>. 

Here T is injective, Ker 'T is uniquely determined, and so is the restriction 
of q to Ker 'T Adding a polynomial vanishing in Ker 'T to q changes 
neither (21.6.16) nor (21.6.20), which proves the independence of the choice 
ofQ. 

Suppose now that we keep the x variables but replace £ by £ — Ax where 
A is a symmetric matrix. We require that A is still the £' x'" plane. Then 
A(0,0,x"f) must be in the % direction so the quadratic form <^(0,x",x'"), 
(0,x",x"')> is independent of x"'. Passing to the new coordinates means by 
(21.6.5) that u is multiplied by e-

i<Ax*x>i2
9 and this will only lead to multipli

cation of uA by g-K^(o,x",o),(o,x",o)>/2 which agrees with the change of 
coordinates induced in SA. 

Finally, if we keep the plane k1 fixed we can only change the x variables 
and the dual £ variables so that the plane x '=0 and the plane x' = x" = 0 are 
preserved, for these are the orthogonal spaces of Ank0 and of Aank0. Since 
u transforms as |dx|* = |dx'|*|dx"|*|dx'"|* when we change coordinates, it 
follows that uA transforms as 

Idxfldx'fldx'T*, 
that is, as 

\d^\-^\dx"'\-^\dx'f, 

Since (£',x'") are coordinates in J, this means that we have actually ob
tained a map 

I{X)-*I{XA)®Q{XnA)®Q{A)-*. 

Passing to "symbols" we obtain a map 

M(X) ® Q{Xf -> MA(kA) ® Q{kAf ® Q(krsA)® Q( A)~ * 

It is clear that we have a bundle map if k is allowed to vary only in a 
manifold where kr\A has a fixed dimension. Since the transition functions in 
M and MA have absolute value one and those in the density bundles are 
positive, the map is the tensor product of two uniquely defined maps 

M(k) - M(kA) and Q{kf -> Q{kAf ® Q(knA) ® Q(A)~ * 

where the second map preserves positivity. It can also be described in a 
much more direct and geometrical way. In fact, since kA is the quotient 
space of knAa by knA we have 

(21.6.21) Q{kAf^Q{knAaf®Q{knA)-*. 

The symplectic form makes k/(knAa) and A/(knA) dual, so 

(21.6.22) Q{kf®Q{knAa)-Jk = &{knAf®Q{A)-*. 
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Combination of (21.6.21) and (21.6.22) gives 

Q{Xf^Q{XnAaf®Q{XnAf®Q{A)-* 

^Q{XAf®Q{XnA)®Q{A)~*. 

We shall prove that apart from a power of 2% this is identical to the 
isomorphism defined above by means of (21.6.16), (21.6.20). When doing so 
we observe that the passage from S to SA can be made in two steps, first 
from S to SA, where A' = Ar\X9 and then from SA, to SA; in that case we have 
AArnAA> = {0}. It is therefore sufficient to examine these two situations 
separately. 

a) Assume that AczX and choose the coordinates so that A is the £' x'" 
plane as above. Then x' = £'" = 0 in X. Changing the £" variables if necessary 
we may assume that XA is of the form x"=B£)". This means that XA is 
parametrized by <x", £"> — <#£", 0 / 2 and that X is parametrized by 

Q(X9 $=<*', o+<*", o - <* r, O A 
Thus (21.6.16) and (21.6.20) become apart from the volume factor \d%\ \dx"'\ 

u(x) = a(2n)-{n+2n' + 2n")/4 J eiQ{x>® d? d%\ 

uA(x,f) = a(2n)^n+2n' + 2n'')/4]ei^ 

with the coordinates £', x"' in A=XnA. Since dg /d (< f ,nH* ' , * ' ' - ££ ' ' ) the 
set C = {(x ,{ ' ,n»3G/S(^ ,n = 0} is parametrized by {', <J", x'" and dc 

= |d<TI |d<!;"| |dx'"|. The positive half density on X associated with u is then by 
(21.6.17)' 

Mld£1*|dri*k*x'"l*. 
That associated with uA on Â  is \a\(2n)~~i3n'+n'")IA'\d/;"\*9 which corresponds 
with the coordinates used to 

\a\(2n)-(3n'+n"'m\d£"\*\dW^ 

This differs by the factor 
/<-) \ — (3n' + n'")/4 __ /^ _\(dim J — 2 dim JnAo — 2 dim <4nA)/4 

from the identification of Q{Xf with Q(A^ 00(^1)* given by (21.6.21) and 
(21.6.22). 

b) If XnA = {0} we can choose the coordinates so that A is the £'x"' 
plane and A is transversal to the plane £ = 0. To do so we observe again that 

{0} c zl nX0 c zl^n A0 c 1 0 . 

Choose a basis e l 5 . . . ,8k for Ar\X0 and extend it to a basis 81,...,ak, 
e*+i+i> •••>£„ for A, where 2/ = dimS J . In SA we can find ek+1 , . . . , e k + / 

spanning a plane transversal both to X0A and to A .̂ Let sk+l, ...9sk+l be a 
biorthogonal basis for X0A, and choose ek+l9 ...9ek+leAa and 
ek + 1 , . . . ,£k + IeJ*nA0 in the classes of ef+l9 ...9ek+l. Then 81,...,ek+f, 
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ek+l9...9en form a partial symplectic basis in S, and el9...9ek+l spanzTn>io-
If \x is the isotropic plane spanned by ek+l9...9en then fir\XczAnX = {0} 
and finXo = {0} since finX0czAnX0 and sl9...9ek9 efc + i,...,e„ are linearly 
independent. To choose el9...9ek we observe that sl9...9ek are in \f and 
linearly independent modulo ja. Thus we can find e\,...,e\e^[L biorthogonal 
to the classes of e1? ...,£k and spanning a Lagrangian plane in S^ transversal 
to Xp and to X0fl. Now we pick el9...9ekGff in the classes of e?,...,e£ and 
orthogonal to ak+1, . . . ,e k + / , which is possible since ek+1,...,ek+lefi. This 
extends the partial symplectic basis, and the plane spanned by el9...9en is 
transversal to X and to X0 since the intersections are contained in //. Because 
the Lagrangian plane spanned by el9 ...,en is transversal to X0 the remaining 
elements ek + z + 1 , ...,eB in a symplectic basis can be chosen uniquely in X0. 

With the coordinates chosen X is of the form x = Bt; and (21.6.6) becomes 

u(x) = c(2nr3n'^ei{<x^-<B^/2)di. 

We have 

The phase function G(x",x , ,/,{) = < x " , 0 + < ^ " / » 0 - < S { , 0 / 2 is non-de
generate, for 

C = {(x",x'", £); de/dx'" = 0, 3Q/d£ = 0} 

^ { ( B { , £ ) ; r = 0,(B{)' = 0} = A n ^ 

has dimension n". We can take £" as coordinates there, hence 

dc = \d£"\ \D(dQ/dx"9 dQ/dx'"9 dQ/dg)/D(x", x'"9 f )|"* 

=idnidets2e/a{'3«r1. 
The absolute value of the half density in Â  associated with uA is 

(27r) ("" ,-" , ) / 4 |dri i |det52e/55 /3{ / |- i 

for -3n/4 + (n" + 2n-\-2n'")/4 = (n"f-n')/4. With u we have associated the 
half density 

c\dz\*=c\d?\*\dn*\dr\* 
on X parametrized by £, as {(££, £)}. If we take x', £", £'" as parameters 
instead, noting that \Dx'/D£'\ = \detd2Q/d£'d£'\ then 

c\d£\± = c\detd2Q/d£d^*\dxf\d£'\i\dr\jt-

These variables are useful since A* is defined by x' = £'" = 0; the quotient 
X/(XnAa) is thus parametrized by x' and £>'" which in (21.6.22) are paired 
with £' and x'" by means of the symplectic form, identifying \dx'\^\ d£'"|* 
with \d%\-^\dx'"\-^' According to (21.6.21), (21.6.22) one thus identifies 
c|d£|*with 

c\detd2Q/d^di,\-^\dif\-i\dxf,,\~i\dn^ 
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where £" is the parameter on XnAa&XA. Apart from the factor 

(2n)(n "~n ) /4 = (27i)(dim A~ 2 d im J n A o ) / 4 

this agrees with the density obtained from uA. Summing up, we have 
proved: 

Theorem 21.6.6. Let A be an isotropic subspace of the symplectic vector space 
S and let SA = Aa/A with the induced symplectic structure. If XeA(S) then XA 

= (XnAa)/(XnA)eA(SA). There is a natural map 

M{X)®Q{Xf^M{XA)®Q{XAf®Q(XnA)®Q{A)-* 

which in symplectic coordinates x', x", x'", £', £", £'" such that A is the x' £'" 
plane maps the symbol of (21.6.16) to that of (21.6.20) multiplied by 
\d^'\~^\dx'"\~^. It is a bundle map when the dimension of Xr\A is constant, 
and it induces maps 

M(X)-+M(XA), Q(X)±->Q(XA)*®Q(A)-*®Q(XnA). 

The latter is equal to the isomorphism defined by (21.6.21), (21.6.22) multiplied 
by 

(0\ 6 9 ^ /^_\(dimJ —2 dimJnAo—2 dim JnA)/4 

Our main application of Theorem 21.6.6 concerns the composition of 
linear canonical relations defined in Theorem 21.2.14. 

Theorem 21.6.7. Let Sj be a symplectic vector space with symplectic form GJ9 

j= 1,2, 3, and distinguished Lagrangians Xj0, and let Gx czSt x S2, G2aS2x S3 

be linear canonical relations from S2 to 5X and S3 to S2 respectively, that is, 
Lagrangians for OX—G2 and for G2 — O3. Set G = GloG2czS1xS3 and N 
= {yeS2; (0,y)eG1, (y,0)eG2}. Then (21.6.16), (21.6.20) give rise to natural 
bilinear maps 

M(GX) x M(G2) -+ M(G), Q{Gxf x Q{G2f -> Q{Gf ® Q(N). 

The latter map is (2n)~e/2 times the map derived from (21.6.21), (21.6.22) where 
e = dimN is the excess of the (clean) composition, and Q(A(S2))^ has been 
trivialized by means of the symplectic form in S2. 

Proof This is the special case of Theorem 21.6.6 where A is the diagonal in 
5 2 times 0 in St and in S3. We have identified Q(A) with C by means of the 
natural density defined by (Jn

2/n2\ in S2 = A. Note that (21.6.23) simplifies 
because dim A = 2 dim A n X0. 

The map of densities in Theorem 21.6.7 simplifies a great deal if one of 
the relations, say G1? is the graph of a linear canonical transformation. 
Indeed, with X = GxxG2 and A = A(S2) we have XnA = {0} so (21.6.21) is 
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just the identification of XA with XnAa = G2. (21.6.22) expresses the duality 
between A and k/(k nAa) given by the symplectic form. Now 

X = (G1x{0})e(XnAff) 

because (7i,72»72»73)G^ implies (Gx y'2,y2,i^l^lc^A0. The duality is 
therefore the self duality of S2 when A and Gx are both identified with S2. 
Thus the identification of Q(A)* with C means that we identify ^(G^^CC 
using the natural density defined by a2 in S2 (or a1 in S )̂, lifted to Gx. 
Multiplication of d^Q^iGJ and d2eQ*{G2) therefore means that dA is 
identified with a constant c\ and that one forms ci*/2 € i?(C/2)5 - /2(G)5. 

As in the discussion preceding Definition 21.2.15 one can consider the 
general representation (21.6.16) of elements in M(k)®Q(Xf as a special case 
of the map in Theorem 21.6.6. However, this argument would now be 
circular since (21.6.16) was used when we defined the map in Theorem 
21.6.6. 

We have insisted on invariance throughout this section in order to have 
an extension to symplectic vector bundles immediately available. Thus as
sume that Y is a manifold and E-*Y a symplectic vector bundle with fiber 
dimension In over Y. This means that every point in Y is assumed to have a 
neighborhood U where there is a vector bundle isomorphism 

UxT*(WLn)->E\v 

respecting the symplectic structure. It is clear that the set A(E) of La
grangian planes in the fibers of E forms another fiber bundle on Y with fiber 
A(T*(WLn)). Assume now that we have a distinguished section A0 of A(E). 
Then the Maslov line bundles M defined on the fibers Ay(E) define a line 
bundle M(E)-+A(E). In fact, we can trivialize E locally so that X0 corre
sponds to the fiber of T*(JR") at 0, and this gives a local trivialization of 
M(E). Different trivializations are obviously compatible. If now X is any 
other section of A(E) we can pull M(E) back to a line bundle A*M(£) on Y 
which will also be called the Maslov bundle. 

The typical situation we have in mind is a Lagrangian submanifold Y 
aT*(X) where X is a C°° manifold. Then the tangent spaces of T*(X) 
define a symplectic vector bundle E on Y and the tangents of the fibers in 
T*(X) give a distinguished Lagrangian section. We also have the La
grangian section of E given by the tangent planes of Y. This defines on Y a 
well defined Maslov line bundle, with structure group Z4 of course. It is 
needed for the invariant (and global) statements in Chapter XXV. 

So far in this section we have emphasized the analytical origin of the 
Maslov bundle. To clarify its meaning we shall now supplement this with a 
brief purely geometrical discussion although this will not be required in the 
further developments here. In doing so we shall restrict ourselves to a 
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symplectic vector space S again. We can take S = T*(R") with the usual 
symplectic coordinates x, £. 

i) Let w = l. Every line in T*(R) is Lagrangian so A(S) is the projective 
line PX(IR). A generator for n^AiS)) is therefore obtained by turning the x 
axis in the positive direction an angle of n. Let Uj9 j = 1,2, be the set of lines 
transversal to Xj where X1 is defined by £ = 0 and X2 is defined by £ = x. It is 
clear that U1 and U2 cover vl(S'). When XeU1nU2 we can define A by x = B% 
where B={=1. The integer (21.6.10) 

ff(Ao,A;A2,A1) = i s g n ( _ ^ j 

is half the signature of the quadratic form — x2 + 2x£ — B£2, that is, —1 if 
B>1 and 0 if £ < 1 . Thus the Maslov 1 cocycle is defined by the cocycle 
c21{B)= —1 if B>\, c21(B) = 0 if B<\. We can now compute the change of 
an element in the Maslov bundle as we go around P^IR) once, that is, 
follow the generator for n1(P1{Wi)) described above. If we have the value c in 
the trivialization corresponding to l^ then the value in U2 on the line X 
defined by x = B£ is c/i if B is large positive and c when B is large negative; 
when B goes from +oo to — oo the element in the Maslov bundle will 
therefore be multiplied by i. We could make the same calculation with the 
cohomology class in H1(A(S)) defined by a and conclude that its intersec
tion with the generator of n1(A(S)) is equal to 1. 

ii) When n>\ we shall prove that every closed C1 curve in A(S) is 
homotopic to a sum of closed curves of the form X1(t)xl2 where X^t) 
czA(T*(]R)) is the path described in i) and X2 is a fixed Lagrangian plane in 
T*(JRn-1). The choice of X2 is unimportant from the point of view of 
homotopy, for it follows from Lemma 21.6.2 that ^(T^QR""1)) is connected. 
Let t\-*X(t\ X(t + \) = X(t\ be the given C1 curve in A(S). We shall first prove 
that it is homotopic to a curve intersecting X0 in a very simple way. For any 
t0 we can choose e>0 and suitable symplectic coordinates such that X0 is 
still defined by x = 0 and 

X(t) = {(A(t) £,£)}, \t-t0\^e, 

where A is a symmetric matrix which is a C1 function of t. Let us examine 
the intersection with a Lagrangian plane x = B£ where B is symmetric. The 
intersections are given by (B — A(t))£ = 0, so we must ask if B = A(t) + Bk 

where Bk is of rank k<n. The dimension of the manifold Mk of all sym
metric Bk of rank k was essentially determined in Lemma 21.6.3; to choose 
Bk one must first choose a subspace of codimension k and then a non-
degenerate quadratic form in the orthogonal space, so the dimension is 

k(n-k) + k(k +1)/2 = n(n +1)/2 - (n - k) {n - k +1)/2. 

From the Morse-Sard theorem it follows that the range of the map 
[t0— (5, t0 + 52 x Mk3(t,Bk)\-^» A(t) + Bk is of measure 0 if k<n — 1, and so is the 
set of critical values when k = n — 1. If B is not in these sets and det(£ — A(t)) 
= 0 for some t with \t — t0\^S it follows that the rank of B — A(t) is n — 1 
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and that A'{t) is not a tangent to Mn_1 at B — A(t), that is, the derivative of 
det(£ — A(t)) with respect to t is not equal to 0. Now the maps 

(x,£)i->(x-8B&ft 0 ^ 6 g l , 

are symplectic. If we use them to deform X(t) we obtain the desired simple 
intersection with X0 when \t — tQ\^d, and choosing B small enough we do 
not disturb such a property already achieved in another closed set. After a 
finite number of such deformations we find that every homotopy class 
contains a curve such that 

a) X(t)r^X0 = {0} except for finitely many values tt, ...,tN of tmod l , and 
in a neighborhood of each of these points X(t) can be written in the form 

b) If A(t) is singular then A(t) has rank n — 1 and &etA(t) has a simple 
zero. 

Indeed, in order to obtain the second property in a) we just have to 
choose as the plane £=0 a Lagrangian plane transversal to X0 and a finite 
number of other Lagrangian planes. 

Except in a neighborhood of tl9...,tNmodl we can represent X(t) in the 
form £ — B(t)x. Choose ^ e C 0 0 with Org^.^l, periodic with period 1, dis
joint supports and X/=l in a neighboorhood of £.. Set x = ̂ Xj- Then the 
curves Xs defined by 

m = {(x,(eX(t) + (l-e))B(t)x)}, O^egl, 

where #4=1, and A£(t) = A(r) where 'x(0 = 1, give a homotopy which connects 
the curve t*—>/(f) to a finite number of loops starting and ending at Xx 

= {(x, 0)}, each containing only one Lagrangian not transversal to X0. It 
remains to examine a curve with only one such point. 

Assume as in b) that det.A(t) has a simple zero when t = 0, and let 
A(0)£o=0. We can choose coordinates so that £0 is the first unit vector, 
that is, 

x ( 0 ) = ( o l)> deMo+0' 
where A0 is a symmetric (n — 1) x(n —1) matrix. The derivative of det^4 is 
A\l(0)dQtAo so ^411(0) =1= 0. The sign has a symplectically invariant in
terpretation. In fact, if ^(OeC1 and £(0) = (1, ...,0) then 

a(o, m,A{t)^t\m)={A{t)^t\ my 
has the derivative ^4'n(0) at 0. Hence 

(21.6.24) sgnA,
11(0) = sgn^a(7(0),7(0)|r=o 

if t H-» 7(r) is a curve with j(t) e \{t) and 0 ^ 7(0) G A0 also. 
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We may make a further homotopy of A near 0 so that in a neighborhood we 
obtain 

«<>^'"o0)' : ) • 
The deformation above can then be made in the variables &» • • • > £n for all t and 
gives a homotopy to X(t) defined by 

A(0 = {(*,£,0); £i'A'n(0) = X(t)xi} 

when |f| < 1/2 and periodically continued to R. This is the example in i), 
perhaps with a change of sign. We have therefore proved: 

Theorem 21.6.8. The first homotopy group n^AiS)) is isomorphic to Z. Every 
homotopy class contains a curve t\->A(t) such that A(t)nAo = {0} except for a 
finite number of values of t where the intersection is simple and has a well 
defined sign given by (21.6.24). The sum of the signs gives the isomorphism 
with E. The intersection of the corresponding homology class with the Maslov 
cohomology class defined by (21.6.10) is equal to this integer v; going around 
the curve multiplies the elements in the Maslov line bundle by iv. 

Notes 

Most of Section 21.1 comes from classical mechanics and can be found in 
another form in, for example, Caratheodory [1]. The theory of Fourier 
integral operators created new interest in these matters. A special case of 
Theorem 21.1.9 for example can be found in Duistermaat-Hormander [1], 
and a more general version was given by Melrose [2]. There is a great deal 
in the literature about degenerate symplectic structures, but we have only 
included what is directly related to the equivalence theorem of Melrose [2]. 
Also Section 21.2 begins with classical results. The importance of allowing 
clean intersections was stressed by Duistermaat-Guillemin [1] and Wein-
stein [3]. The discussion of clean phase functions is taken from these papers. 
The non-degenerate case was discussed in Hormander [26] and goes back 
to classical results on generating functions of canonical transformations. 

The normal form in Theorem 21.3.2 was established by Duistermaat-
Hormander [1]. That in Theorem 21.3.3 is due to Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara 
[1] in the analytic case and Duistermaat-Sjostrand [1] in the C°° case. For 
the extension in Theorem 21.3.5 see also Yamamoto [1]. Theorem 21.3.6 is 
a key result in Nirenberg-Treves [2]. 

The equivalence of glancing hypersurfaces was conjectured by Sato in 
the analytic case but Oshima [1] gave a counterexample. In the C°° case the 
result was proved true by Melrose [2], and Section 21.4 mainly follows his 
paper. The results on canonical relations with folds are due to Melrose and 
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Taylor (see Taylor [3]); they are also important in the study of mixed 
problems. 

The symplectic reduction of quadratic forms is an old topic in me
chanics, for it occurs in the study of Hamiltonian systems at an equilibrium 
point. The presentation here depends on Melin [1], Boutet de Monvel [4], 
Sjostrand [3], Ivrii-Petkov [1] and Hormander [36]. 

The Maslov index studied in Section 21.6 was defined by Maslov [1] in 
connection with his canonical operators. It expresses the classical obser
vation in geometrical optics that a phase shift of n/2 takes place at a caustic 
(see Section 12.2), .and it was formulated quite explicitly already by Keller 
[1]. Arnold [1] gave a clear presentation of the Maslov index which was 
rephrased somewhat in Hormander [26]. The presentation here is modified 
in order to fit the case of Lagrangians with clean intersections. For the case 
of complex Lagrangians we refer to Melin-Sjostrand [1] and Wang-Tsui 



Chapter XXII. Some Classes of 
(Micro-)Hypoelliptic Operators 

Summary 

In Chapter XI we have proved that a differential operator P(D) with 
constant coefficients is hypoelliptic if and only if for some p > 0 

(22.1) P(a)(£)/P(£) = 0 ( | £ r p w ) for every a when £->oo in R". 

Recall that P(D) is called hypoelliptic if 

(22.2) sing supp u = sing supp P (D) //, ue2)'. 

For operators with constant coefficients (22.2) is equivalent to microhypoel-
lipticity, 

(22.3) WF(u) = WF(P(D) u\ ue2f'. 

Microhypoellipticity implies hypoellipticity but the converse is not always 
true. We shall mainly consider microhypoellipticity here. 

In Chapter XIII we extended the results just mentioned to operators of 
constant strength. These are differential operators P{x,D) such that 

(22.1)' \D$D'xP{x9 i)\ £ Cap\P(x, £)| | £ | - p H for large |£|. 

However, the perturbation methods based on pseudo-differential operators 
are much more powerful than those in Chapter XIII. This will be seen in 
Section 22.1 where we improve the results of Section 13.4 by studying 
pseudo-differential operators (of type p, S) with a pseudo-differential para-
matrix. These results still have serious flaws though. One is that pseudo-
differential operators of type p, S are not always invariant under changes of 
variables so the classes of hypoelliptic operators obtained are not in-
variantly defined either. A striking example is given how the hypoellipticity 
of the heat equation may be masked by a change of variables from the 
point of view of the criteria in Section 22.1. Another flaw is that the results 
proved in Section 22.1 do not cover some simple types of hypoelliptic 
operators occurring in probability theory such as the Kolmogorov equation 
(7.6.13) for which we have already given an elementary proof of hypoellip
ticity. 
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Section 22.2 is therefore devoted to a study of "generalized Kolmogorov 
operators" of the form 

where Xj are real vector fields. It is proved that such operators are hy-
poelliptic if the Lie algebra generated by all Xj gives a basis for all vector 
fields at any point. The methods used in the proof can also be applied to 
pseudo-differential operators with non-negative principal symbol pm under 
similar symplectically invariant conditions on -pm and on the subprincipal 
symbol ps

m_1. It is shown that if PueH{s) at some point then ueH{s+m_2JtE) 

there for an ee(0,1]; it is customary to say that one has hypoellipticity with 
loss of 2 —£ derivatives then, since this is the deficit compared to the elliptic 
case. In the proof we use the Fefferman-Phong lower bound of pseudo-
differential operators proved in Section 18.6 but otherwise we shall only rely 
on facts concerning pseudo-differential operators contained in Section 18.1 
until we reach Section 22.4. There the general theory of Sections 18.5 and 
18.6 will be used freely. 

The lower bound of pseudo-differential operators due to Fefferman and 
Phong is very precise in some respects and very weak in others. In Section 
22.3 we therefore prove another lower bound due to Melin which gives 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a first order operator to majorize a 
positive constant operator. This estimate improves the theorems on hy
poellipticity in Section 22.2 for the case of loss of exactly one derivative. 
Complete results on such operators with principal symbol taking values in a 
proper convex angle in C are proved in Section 22.4. As already mentioned, 
the proofs there are less elementary and Section 22.4 will not be referred to 
in later chapters. However, the methods are interesting and will reappear 
later in Chapters XXVI and XXVII in related contexts. 

22.1. Operators With Pseudo-Differential Parametrix 

Let X be an open set in RM and P = (Pjk)j,k=i,...,N a NxN matrix of 
properly supported pseudo-differential operators PjkeW^d for some p, S with 
0^5<p<,l. (See the end of Section 18.1.) Under hypotheses similar to (22.1) 
we want to prove that P is hypoelliptic, that is, that solutions u of the 
system 

are smooth where / is smooth. To state the hypotheses on the symbol 
p(x, £,)eS™3 of P we introduce a notion of temperate norm on C^, parame
trized by T*(X): A norm || \\x^ on <EN defined for every (x,Z)eT*(X) will 
be called temperate if for every compact set KaX there are constants C 
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and M such that with ||z|| =CL\ZJ\2)^ 

(22.1.1) C- 1 ( l+ |{ | ) -M | | z | |^ | |z |U. .^C(l+ |{ | )M | | z | | ; XGK, {eRB, ze<£N. 

Definition 22.1.1. A symbol p{x,£)eS£d(X xJR") with values in L{<EN, <EN) is 
said to be hypoelliptic if there exist two temperate C^ norms || \\'x^ and 
|| ||i'^ parametrized by T*(X) such that for every compact set KaX there 
are constants C, Cap with 

(22.1.2) | | * | | ; , ^C | |p (x ,£)z | | ^ ; xeX, |£ |>C, ze€N; 

(22.1.3) | |p i? , (x ,«z | | ; ' f^C^(l+ |{ | ) -^ a l+^ | |^ l i ; .« ; xeX. 

It would not really have been necessary to assume peS™d for this is a 
consequence of (22.1.3). To clarify the meaning of these conditions we 
assume first that JV = 1. Then | | z | | ^ = M(x, £) | | z | | ^ and the conditions are 

M(x, £)g C|p(x, fl|, |p$(x, £)| £ Ca„M(x, 0(1 + | § | ) - P W + ^ I 

so M(x, £) must be equivalent to \p(x, £)| for large |^|, and 

Ipgtfx, *)l ̂  C X * > 0111 + |£l)-p | a | +-w , XGK, |{| > C. 

This weakened form of (22.1)' together with polynomial bounds for p and 
1/p for large |^| is equivalent to the hypoellipticity in the definition. 

If we choose 

||z||^=(i + l£l)fNL ||z||^=U + l£l)sNI, 
the condition (22.1.3) is that peS^J and (22.1.2) means that l/peS*-J for 
large |£|. More generally, we could split the z variables into several groups 
for which we use different exponents s and t. This grading leads to the 
Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg elliptic systems where the notion of principal 
symbol depends on the location in the matrix symbol. (See Section 19.5.) -
Here we have tacitly assumed the following simple but important lemma. 

Lemma 22.1.2. If the hypotheses of Definition 22.1.1 are fulfilled, then 

(22.1.4) ||Z>JZ>5p(x, « - 1 z | | ; , ^ C^dH-l^ l ) -^ - 1 -^ lkll^«; xeK, | £ |>C . 

Proof (22.1.4) concides with (22.1.2) when a = /? = 0 and will be proved in 
general by induction for increasing |a + /?|. Differentiation of the equation 

gives when |£ |>C 

p(x, «)DJBjp(x, 0 - 1 = - I C ^ D J ' D J X X , £)DfDj"p(x, 0 " 1 

where a' + a" = a, j8' + j8" = jS and |a" + /?"|<|a + j3| in the sum. By the in
ductive hypothesis and (22.1.3) we obtain 

\\p(x, i)DlDip(x, O'1 C 4 £ Q ( l +|{|)-"l«"+'l"l | | z | | ^ 

so (22.1.4) follows from (22.1.2). 
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We can now prove an extension of Theorem 18.1.9. 

Theorem 22.1.3. Assume that PeW^X; <EN, C^) is properly supported and 
that the symbol satisfies the hypotheses in Definition 22.1.1 with O^d<p^l. 
Then one can find Q satisfying the same hypotheses with the norms in 
Definition 22.1.1 interchanged and 

PQ=I+RU QP=I+R2 

where R1 and R2 are of order — oo. 

Proof As in the proof of Theorem 18.1.9 it is sufficient to construct Ql9Q2 

with PQ1=I + R1, Q2P = I + R2 and Rl9 R2 of order -oo , for Qx-Q2 is 
then automatically of order — oo. By Lemma 22.1.2 we can choose Q0 

properly supported with symbol p(x, ^)~1 for large |£|. The symbol of 

has the asymptotic expansion 

r0{xA)~ I ( i Z > , r p M D « p M - 7 « ! 

so using (22.1.3), (22.1.4) we obtain 

l lC(* ,Oz | |» .^c a / , ( i+ |^- ' - ' , i« i + ' i ' , i | | z | | ' : ; > 4 . 

The symbol of Rk
0 satisfies the same condition with d—p replaced by 

k(8—p) in the exponent. Since || | | ^ is a temperate norm it follows that 
Rk

0e¥™j-k{d~p) for some fixed M, at least on a compact set, so there is an 
operator Twith 

T-Zi-RoYeVFJ™-* 
j<N 

for every N. Thus PQ0 T = I + R1 with R1 of order — oo. The symbol of Ql 

= <20 T satisfies estimates of the form (22.1.4). Similarly we construct Q2 

noting that Q0P = I + R'0 where R'0 has the same properties as R0 with || ||" 
replaced by || ||;. This completes the proof. 

The construction of Q2 could also have been obtained from the con
struction of Q1 by passage to the adjoint. In fact, if P satisfies the hy
potheses of Theorem 22.1.3 then P* also satisfies them with respect to the 
duals of the norms || | | ^ and || | | ^ . We leave the simple verification for 
the reader. Instead we give the main application of Theorem 22.1.3. 

Theorem 22.1.4. Assume that PeY™d(X;£N,CN) is properly supported and 
that the symbol is hypoelliptic in the sense of Definition 22.1.1. Then P is 
microhypoelliptic, that is, 

(22.1.5) WF(u)=WF(Pu\ u<z@'{XXN\ 
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Proof. The inclusion 

WF{Pu)czWF{u) 

is the global p, 8 version of (18.1.25), which also gives 

WF{QPu)czWF(Pu) 

if Q is the parametrix in Theorem 22.1.3. Since QPU — UGC°°, this proves 
(22.1.5). 

The result in Theorem 22.1.4 can of course be micro-localized further; if 
(22.1.2), (22.1.3) are only satisfied in an open cone f e T * ( I ) \ 0 then (22.1.5) 
is valid in F. On the other hand, when 1— p^5<p^\ the results in this 
section can be given a global form where X is a manifold and 
PeY™d(X;E,F) for two vector bundles E, F on X with equal fiber dimen
sion. The norms || ||'x>(* and || H'^ are then interpreted as hermitian norms 
on the bundles E and F lifted to T*(X). One just has to show that the 
conditions in Theorem 22.1.1 are invariant under a change of variables. We 
leave for the reader to verify that this follows from the p, 6 version of 
Theorem 18.1.17. Note that such invariant classes of hypoelliptic operators 
are only obtained when p>\. The heat operator d2/dx2—d/dx2 satisfies 
(22.1) with p = i . If we introduce 

then 

d2/dx2
l-d/dx2 = (d/dyi+y1d/dy2)

2-d/dy2 

= d2/dy2 + y2d2/dy2
2 + 2y1d

2/dy1dy2. 

The symbol — {rj1+y1rj2}
2 does not satisfy the conditions in Definition 

22.1.1. This shows that the restriction p>\ is essential and also that just 
comparing the symbol and its derivatives as we have done here is not 
always a satisfactory method for determining if an operator is hypoelliptic. 

On the other hand, Theorem 22.1.4 proves the hypoellipticity of many 
operators which are very far from the operators of constant strength dis
cussed in Chapter XIII. An example is the symbol 

p(x,l;) = c + \x\2*\^ 

where c>0. The hypotheses of Theorem 22.1.4 are fulfilled with p = l and d 
= p/v if p < v. Since 

<|x|2|D|2(5,(/>>=-zl|x|20(O)=-2n(/>(O) 

we see that 2n + |x|2 |D|2 is not hypoelliptic, so the condition p<v cannot be 
omitted. 
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22.2. Generalized Kolmogorov Equations 

As an example of Fourier transforms of Gaussian functions we constructed 
in Section 7.6 a fundamental solution of the Kolmogorov equation 

d2 u/dx2 + x du/dy — du/dt=f 

which represents Brownian motion on R,x denoting the velocity and y the 
position of a particle. The fundamental solution is smooth outside the 
diagonal and one can easily deduce that the Kolmogorov equation is 
hypoelliptic. It is clear that it does not satisfy the conditions in Definition 
22.1.1 for any choice of variables. 

In this section we shall study more general equations of the form 

(22.2.1) (^L2
j + L0 + c]ju=f 

where Ly are real C°° vector fields in the n dimensional manifold X and 
ceCC0(Z). It is easy to see that (22.2.1) cannot be hypoelliptic if c = 0 and the 
rank of the Lie algebra generated by L0, . . . ,L r is <n in an open set Y, that 
is, the vector fields 

(22.2.2) V L L ^ L ^ E L ^ E L ^ L , , ] ] , . . . 

have rank <n at every point in Y. In fact, in a neighborhood of a point 
where the rank k is maximal we can by the Frobenius theorem (Theorem 
C.l.l in the appendix) choose local coordinates such that 

k 

1 

All functions of xn are then solutions of the homogeneous equation (22.2.1). 
On the other hand, we shall prove that the equation is microhypoelliptic if 
the rank is n everywhere: 

Theorem 22.2.1. Let Lh j = 0, ...,r, be real C00 vector fields in the manifold X 
generating a Lie algebra of rank dim X at every point. Then the equation 
(22.2.1) is microhypoelliptic. 

n 

Example. The operator d2/dx2 + Yjx™j'^/dxj is microhypoelliptic if 0^m 2 

<m3< ...<mn are integers. 2 

The statement is local so we may assume in the proof that X c R". Set 

P^-t^-Lo-c. 
1 

If Lj(x, £) is the symbol of Lj/i, which is a real linear form in £„ then the 
principal symbol of P is 
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We can write r 

P-ZPjLj+T+c 
1 

where L*.= —Lj — cj is the adjoint of L- and T= —L0 + YJCJLJ- Then T and 
Ll,...,Lr also generate a Lie algebra of rank n. Denote the L2 norm by || ||. 

Lemma 22.2.2. If K is a compact subset of X then 
r 

(22.2.3) X| |L /w||2gRe(Pu,u) + CJt t | |2 , ueC%(K), 
i 

(22.2.4) tllp(2¥)(*.i>)«ll(2o, + tllP2(v)(*.^)«ll(2-i) 
1 1 

SCKRQ(PU,U)+C^\\U\\2, ueC™(K). 

Proof (22.2.3) follows from the identity 
r 

Re{Pu,u) = Y,\\LjU\\2 + (((T+T*)/2 + c)u,u) 
I 

since T+ T* is just multiplication by a function. Now 

p<2»> = 2 £ dLj/8 £v Lj, p2(¥) = 2 f BLj/dx, Lj 
1 1 

so p{2](x,D) is a linear combination of Lj(x9D) with C00 coefficients while 

p2(v)(x,D)-2XLy(v)(x,D)LJ(x,Z>) 

is of order 1. This proves (22.2A). 

We shall prove Theorem 22.2.1 using only the estimates in Lemma 22.2.2 
and that p2 is real valued. This will allow us to generalize the theorem at 
the end of the section without repeating the proof. Thus we now denote by 
P=p(x,D) a properly supported pseudo-differential operator of order 2 with 
real principal symbol p2 such that (22.2A) is fulfilled. We denote by Ql the 
set of all properly supported first order operators q(x,D) with real principal 
symbol such that for every K 

(22.2.3)' \\q(x,D)u\\2SCKRQ(Pu,u)+ Q| |u | |2 , ueC™(K). 

It is clear that Q1 contains all operators of order 0 so this is just a 
condition on the principal symbol. Let Es be a properly supported self 
adjoint pseudo-differential operator with symbol (l + |£|2)s/2. Then the as
sumption (22.2.4) means that Pv = p{

2
v)(x,D) and Pv = E_1p2(V)(x,D) are in Q^. 

Let Q2 be the set consisting of (P — P*)/i and all commutators [#,#']/* with 
q,q'eQl9 and define Qk successively for k>2 as the set of all [#,#']/* with 
qeQk_l and q'eQ1 or qeQk_2 and q'eQ2. In view of the Jacobi identity 

[«, [«', «"]]=[[«,«'],«"]+[[«",«],«'] 
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we just have to use the element (P — P*)/i from Q2 here. The main step in 
the proof of Theorem 22.2.1 is now the following 

Lemma 22.2.3. / / qkEQk and e^21 _ f c we have for every X c l 

(22.2.5) lkkn|| (8_i)^ C(\\Pu\\ + N | ) , ueC™(K). 

Proof. (22.2.5) follows from (22.2.3)' when fc=l. In the proof for k>l it is 
convenient to have Re(Pw,w)^0 which we can always achieve by adding a 
large constant to P, since we work in a compact set. Write 

P' = (P + P*)/2, P" = (P-P*)/2i 

for the real and imaginary parts of P. Thus P' is assumed to be positive. To 
prove (22.2.5) for k — 2 and qk = P" we have to estimate 

\\E_±P"u\\2 = (P"u,Au) = ((P-P')u,Au)/i 

where A=E2_±P" is of order 0. It is clear that 

\{Pu,Au)\^C\\Pu\\ ||u||, 

and Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality gives in view of the positivity of P' 

\(P' u,Au)\^{Pf u, u)*(P'Au, Au)*^(Re(Pu, u) + Re(P,4w, Au))/2. 

The calculus gives 

(22.2.6) [P, A]^ WPj + Aj pj) + ^o 

where A'^A'j and A0 are of order 0. Hence 

RQ(PAu,Au) = RQ(APu,Au) + RQ([P,A']uiAu) 

^C(||Pu||+Xl|P^II+II|P^|| + NH)||i/|| 
which proves (22.2.5) for P". 

Before the general inductive proof we observe that (22.2.5) implies 

(22.2.5)' \\BqkAu\\i8)£C\\\Pu\\ + \\u\\), ueC™(K), 

s + order A + order B ^ e —1. In fact, the order of B\_qk9 A"] is at most equal to 
e — l—s^—s, and by (22.2.5) the desired estimate is obviously valid for 
\\BAqku\\isy It is also useful to note that 

(22.2.7) \\BPAu\\ia)+\\BlP9A-] u\\{s)^C(\\Pu\\ + ||n||), ueC%(K\ 

if s-forder,4 + orderP<^0. For the commutator this is clear since we have 
an identity of the form (22.2.6) with ApA'-,A0 of the same order as A. Since 
||P^Pw||(s) has an estimate of the desired form, this proves (22.2.7). In the 
commutator term we may replace P by P' since B [P",A~] is of order ^ — s. 

Assume now that (22.2.5) is valid for a certain value of k. To prove 
(22.2.5) for higher values of k we must show that if qeQx then 

l l f e^ ]^ l l ( £ / 2 - i ) ^a i l ^ l l + NII), ueC%(K). 
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This means that we must estimate 

([q,qk~]u,Au) = (qku,qAu)-(qu,qkAu) 

where A = E^/2_llq,qk] is of order s — 1. (We may assume q,qk self-adjoint 
since only the principal symbol is important.) But 

WQk^W(s-i) \\qAu\\(1_s)+ \\qu\\{0) \\qkAu\\{0)£ C(\\Pu\\ + N | ) 2 

by (22.2.5)', so [g, qk~\ u has the desired estimate. 
Finally we shall prove that (22.2.5) implies that 

I ICF'^Jf i l l^ . i^CdlPt tJ I + lliill), ueC™{K). 

This means that we must estimate 

([F\qklu,Au) = i((P*-Pf)qku,Au) + i(qk(P-Pf)u,Au) 

where A is of order e/2 — 1. The term 

has an estimate of the required form by the assumed estimate (22.2.5) and 
(22.2.7), and so has the term (Pu,qkAu). What remains is to estimate 
(qku,P'Au) and (P'u,qkAu). We may commute P' and A in the first term, for 

llft«ll(.-l,ll[i> '^]w||(l-8) 

has the appropriate estimate since 1 — e + order A < 0. Now an application of 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality as in the estimate of P" above shows that 
we only have to establish an estimate by (||Pw|| + ||w||)2 for 

(P' qkAu,qkAu) = RQ(PqkAu,qkAu), 

{FA*qku,A*qku) = Re{PA*qku>A*qku). 

These estimates follow since by the inductive hypothesis (22.2.5)' and by 
(22.2.7) we have 

l l^^ w l l ( - £ /2)+ \\PA* qku\\{_e/2)+ \\qkAu\\ie/2)+ \\A* qku\\m) 

£C(\\Pu\\ + \\u\\)9 ueC™(K). 

The proof is complete. 

The hypothesis that the vector fields (22.2.2) have rank n at every point 
means that the operators Lj9 [Lh,LJ2~], [Lh, [L J 2 ,L J 3]], . . . have no charac
teristic point in common. In the following lemma we use a generalized 
version of this assumption: 

Lemma 22.2.4. Assume that for some integer N the operators in Qxu...uQN 

have no characteristic point in common. If s^2~N it follows then that for 
every compact set KczX and every seWL 

(22.2.8) l|u|l(,+2., + III^«ll(.+ . , + Sll^«ll( .+ . ) 
^Cs>K(||Pu||(s)+||u||(s)), ueC%(K). 
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Proof. Choose q1,...,qJGQ1^j...uQN with no common characteristic point 
over K. By Lemma 22.2.3 

S l l ^ ^ ) " l l ( 2 « - i ) ^ C ( l l ^ l l + ll«ll), "eC?(X), 
I 

hence 

(22.2.9) N | ( 2 £ ) ^ C(||Pu|| + H ) , ueC™(K). 

By hypothesis P. and PJ are in Qi? hence we have by (22.2.3)' for every B>0 

(22.2.10) E(ll^«H + lli>7«ll)^c(Blli>«ll(-.) + B~1ll«llw+llM|l(0)).. ueC%(K). 
Since we have such estimates for every K we may replace u by Esu in 
(22.2.9) and by Es+Eu in (22.2.10). Since the symbol of Es modS"0 0 

is (l + |£|2)s/2, we obtain 
||w||(5+2£) S\\EsU\\(2e) + C\\u\\(s), 

II^JM||(J+£) ^ \\PjEs+eu\\(0) + C||ii||(,+C) 

and similarly for P*, for [ P , , ^ ^ ] and [Pj,Es+£] are of order s +e. The calculus 
gives 

where J? is of order s. Hence 

IIPB.+.Ml^-o^ll^llw+ClllPjttllw + Cllull,,,. 

Combining these estimates we now obtain for sufficiently large B 

(22.2.11) ||«ll(,+2.) + El|PJ«ll (,+„ + Zl l^«l l ( , + , ) 

^C(||P«|| ( J ) + 2:i|PJM||w + Xll^«ll ( . )+Nil (.+.)). 

Now it follows from Holder's inequality that the H(s) norms are logarithmi
cally convex functions of s, so we have for example 

ii/ii(.,^ii/ii,viV')ii/iirr) ,)^«ii/ii(,+.)+5-i/ ,ii/ii(,-i). <5>o-
If we estimate C\\Pju\\(s) in (22.2.11) by ||P,.u||(s+£)/2 + C'N| ( s ) and C\\u\\is+e) 

by I|M|I(,+ 2.)/2 + C' | |« | | ( I ) in (22.2.11), we obtain (22.2.8). 

Lemma 22.2.5. Let the assumptions in Lemma 22.2 A be fulfilled. If Pu 
=feHl°fat (x0, £o)eT*(X)\0, it follows then that 

(22.2.12) ueHfc2t), PjueHl°;+t), PjueH^+e) at (x0,£0). 

Proof. We may assume in the proof that 

(22.2.13) weJffc,,, PjueHfi, PJueH% at (x0,£0). 

In fact, this hypothesis is certainly fulfilled with s replaced by s — Ns if N is 
large enough. If the statement is proved under this additional hypothesis we 
can therefore successively conclude that (22.2.13) is valid with s replaced by 
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s — ks, k = N, N — 1, . . . ,0. We may also assume that ue$f(X) and can then 
modify P outside a neighborhood K of suppw, where (22.2.8) remains valid, 
so that PeOpS2(RnxWLn). Choose ij/eS0 with l # e S ° in a conic neigh
borhood of (x0,£0) so that \j/ is of order — oo outside a conic neighborhood 
of (x0,£0) where (22.2.13) is fulfilled. We can choose ^(x,D) properly sup
ported, in fact so that $upp\l/(x,D)vczK for all v with support near suppw. 
Choose xeC^QR") with £(0) = 1 and set 

Then \j/d is bounded in S° and % ue C™(K) for small S. It is clear that 
\\% w||(s) is uniformly bounded when <5->0. Since 

PWdu=WdPu-iYJ^jd(^D)^u + i^i(x,D)Pju-Rd(x,D)u 

where Rd, \l/j5 and i/^ are bounded in S° and of order — oo outside a cone 
where (22.2.13) holds, we conclude when (22.2.8) is applied to Wdu that 

is bounded when 5->0. This proves (22.2.12). 

With Lemma 22.2.5 we have completed the proof of Theorem 22.2.1 and 
even proved that PueH(s) at (x,£) implies ueH{s+2e) at (x, £) for some s>0. 
We shall now examine the more general results which are actually con
tained in the preceding lemmas. Let X be a C00 manifold and P a properly 
supported pseudo-differential operator in *Fm(X) such that the refined prin
cipal symbol cr(P) (cf. Theorem 18.1.33) satisfies 

(22.2.14) lma(P)eSm-\ Rea(P) + r ^ 0 

for some reSm~2. If Xc:R n and p(x9£) is the full symbol of P this means 
that 

(22.2.14)' I m p e S w - \ R e p + r ^ O 

for some reSm~2. For the sake of simplicity we assume X c R " in what 
follows, but since the conclusions will be local they are valid for a manifold. 
As before we denote by Es a properly supported pseudo-differential opera
tor with symbol (l+|£|2) s /2 . Then ueHifl) is equivalent to EsueH{^_s), and 
ESP satisfies (22.2.14)' with m replaced by m + s since the real part of the 
symbol is (l + |£|2)s/2 Rep(x,£) modS m + s _ 2 . Taking s = 2-m we reduce the 
study to the case of operators with m = 2 which we assume in what follows. 
By the Fefferman-Phong inequality (Corollary 18.6.11) we have then for 
every K c l 

RQ(PU,U)^-XK\\U\\\ ueC$(K). 

More generally, let Q1 be the set of all properly supported qeW1(X) with 
real principal symbol such that for every X c l 

(22.2.15) |<z (x ,0 | 2 ^QRep(x ,£ )+Q, XEK. 
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If we apply the Fefferman-Phong inequality to P — d q(x, D)* q(x, D) with 
S CK<\ it follows that (22.2.3)' is valid for every qeQ1, for the real part of 
the symbol of q(x,D)* q(x,D) is \q(x, £)|2modS°, and the imaginary part is in 
S1. 

The inequality (22.2.15) is satisfied by the operators Pj and Pj with 
principal symbol (1 +\£\2)~Jtpu)(x, £) and pU)(x,£) respectively. In fact, if 
R ^ 1 then the derivatives of order ^ 2 of 

fR(x9£) = Rep(x9RZ)/R2 

have a bound independent of R when ^ < | £ | < 2 and x is in a neighborhood 
of K. Adding a constant to p we may assume that fR^0. Then Lemma 7.7.2 
gives 

\dfR{x^)/d{x^)\2^CfR{xA\ |£| = 1. 

Since ImpeS1 this proves (22.2.15) for the principal symbols of Pj and Pj. 
From Lemmas 22.2.3 to 22.2.5 we now obtain: 

Theorem 22.2.6. Let PeWm(X) be properly supported and assume that the 
refined principal symbol satisfies (22.2.14) for some reSm~~2, in a conic neigh-
borhood q f ( x o , g e T * ( I ) \ 0 . Let Q1 be the set of all QeWm~1 with real 
principal symbol q such that in a conic neighborhood of(x0,£0) 

k(x^ ) | 2 ^CRe /7 (x^ ) ( l + |i|2)( 'M-2)/2 + C ' ( l + | ^ | 2 r - 2
5 

and assume that (x0,£0) is non-characteristic with respect to some commutator 
ofv1 factors in Ql and v2 factors P — P* with v1+2v2^AT. Ifs = 2~N it follows 
that 

(22.2.16) ue@'{X\PueHl™ at (x0,f0) implies ueHl°\m_2 + 2&) at (x0,f0). 

Note that a commutator [qx(x,D), [q2(x,D\ [... ,qk(x,D)]...]] oik operators 
of order m — 1 is an operator of order k(m - 1) - k + 1 with principal symbol 

fei(^0,te(x,0,{...,ftfr,0}...}}i"^ 
The hypothesis is therefore that some of these, repeated Poisson brackets of 
qj satisfying (22.2.15) or ^J = Imp^_1 is invertible in a conic neighborhood of 
(x0,£0). We have stated the result with local conditions on the symbol of P. 
This improvement is immediately obtained by adding to P an operator with 
symbol \£\ma(x,£) where O^aeS0 is 0 in a conic neighborhood of (x0,£0) 
and is positive outside another such neighborhood where the hypotheses are 
applicable. 

22.3. Melin's Inequality 

The inequality of Fefferman and Phong played an important role in the 
proof of Theorem 22.2.6. It is a very precise result in the sense that for self-
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adjoint operators p(x9D) of order >2 it may happen that p(x9D) is not 
bounded from below in L2 although Rep(x, £) is bounded from below. 
However, the result is weak in the sense that an operator p(x9D) of order 
two may be bounded from below in L2 although the symbol tends to — oo 
as fast as |£| in some directions. The reason for this is that the harmonic 
oscillator D2 + x2 on R has the lower bound 1 because 

((D2 + x2)u,u)=\\(D-ix)u\\2+\\u\\\ weC~(R). 

We shall prove some lower bounds for pseudo-differential operators with 
polyhomogeneous symbols by imitating this identity. As an application this 
will give a supplement to Theorem 22.2.6. We begin with an algebraic 
lemma. 

Lemma 22.3.1. Let Q be a positive semi-definite quadratic form in JR2n and Vx 

the space of generalized eigenvectors in.<C2n with eigenvalue X of the Hamilton 
map F of Q. Choose a unitary basis vl9...9vk for V+ = 0 Vifl with the 

n>o 
hermitian form Q(v9v)/2, and an orthogonal basis vk+l9 ...9vk+l for the real 
part of V0/KQT F with the quadratic form induced by Q there. If L-{x9 £) 
= Q(vj9(x,£)) it follows that 

(22.3.1) (Q(x, D) + Q(x9 D)*)/2 = £ L/x, D)* L/x, D) + Tr + Q9 

or equivalently 

(22.3.2) IIL,(x,£)l2 = G(*.<a, 

X { R e L ; ' I m L
J } + T r + e = 0, (x,£)eR2". 

k 

Here Tr+ Q = YJt
JLj wnere ify are tne eigenvalues of F restricted to V + . 

Proof The symbol of L^x, D)* is L7(x, £) so that of the self-adjoint operator 
£L /x ,D)*L /x ,D) i s 

X\Lj(x90\2 + i~' IdLfaQ/dZydLj(x90/dxv, 

The symbol of (Q(x,D) + Q(x9D)*)/2 is 

G(x,« + Z 3 2 e / 3 x v 3 ^ 2 i . 

Taking the real part of the symbols we find that (22.3.1) implies (22.3.2); the 
converse is clear since two self-adjoint operators cannot differ by a purely 
imaginary constant+ 0. 

The condition (22.3.2) is clearly symplectically invariant, and (22.3.1) is 
obviously invariant under unitary transformations of vl9..., uk and orthogo
nal transformations of vk+l9...9vn. By Theorem 21.5.3 it is therefore suf-
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ficient to verify one of the conditions (22.3.1), (22.3.2) when 

1 fc+1 
Vj = tiii(ej + izj)> l^JSk; Vj = ej9 k<j£k + l. 

Here e} and &j are unit vectors along the xj and £j axes. (22.3.2) is then 
obvious for Q(vp (x, £)) = n](xj + i £,), j ^ fc; Qfy, (x, £)) = xpk<j^k +1 

For operators with polyhomogeneous symbol we can now give a sub
stantial improvement of the sharp Garding inequality (Theorem 18.1.14). 

Theorem 22.3.2. Assume that PeW££(X,Q*) is properly supported and self-ad
joint. Let p2m and p2m_i be the principal and subprincipal symbols and assume 
that 

(22.3.3) P2m(x,O^0 in T*(X)^0, 

(22.3.4) p ^ M + T r + S ^ O if (x,QeT*(X)^Ofp2m(x,Q=0. 

Here Qx^ is the Hessian of p2J2 at (x, £). Finally we assume that the 
characteristic set 2/ = {(x, £ ) eT*pQ\0 , p2m(x>£) = 0} *5 a C°° manifold, that 
Tx %(Z) is the radical of Qx^ when (x, £)eZ and that the symplectic form has 
constant rank on Z. For every compact set KczX one can then find a constant 
CK such that 

(22.3.5) (Pu,u)^-CK\\u\\fm_1)9 ueC™(K). 

Before the proof we make some observations on the statement. That P is 
self-adjoint implies that p2m and ps

2m_1 are real valued. The condition (22.3.3) 
implies that dp2nl = 0 on Z9 so the Hessian is invariantly defined on Z. It is 
automatically semi-definite and vanishes on Tx J,Z). The assumption on the 
radical is therefore that Qx ^ is positive definite in a plane transversal to 
Tx ^(Z); the condition is often referred to as transversal ellipticity. 

Proof of Theorem 223.2. Let Es be a properly supported operator with 
principal symbol (l+|£|2) s / 2 (defined with respect to some Riemannian met
ric). Then it is sufficient to prove that 

(PE^^E.^u^-CJuWf^ ueC%(K\ 

for this gives (22.3.5) when u is replaced by Au where A is a parametrix of 
Ei-m- The principal symbol of E\_mPEx_m is |£|2-2mp2m(x,£) and the 
subprincipal symbol is \£\2~2mps

2m_1(x,£) since it must be real valued. The 
hypotheses in the theorem are therefore fulfilled by E*_mPE\-mt so we may 
assume that m = 1 in the proof. 

We can apply Lemma 22.3.1 to the quadratic form Qx ^ in Tx ^(T*(X)\ 
(x,£)eZ. The radical is Tx ^(Z) and the rank of the symplectic form there is 
constant. In the notation of Lemma 22.3.1 this means that In —2k —I and 
2(n — k — l) are constant, so k and / are constant. It follows that the spaces 
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V+ and V0 vary smoothly with (x,£)eZ, although this is of course not true 
for the individual spaces VifJL. For all (x, £)eZ in a neighborhood of any 
given (x0,£0)eZ we can then choose C00 complex tangent vectors 
vl{x9^)9...9vk(x9^) forming a unitary basis for V+ and real tangent vectors 
vk+1(x,E),...9vk+l{x9£) forming an orthogonal basis for the real part of 
V0 mod TX^(Z). Then 

LJ(V) = QXJVJ9V)9 veT(T*(X)) 

is a (complex) cotangent vector of T*(X) at (x,£) which is conormal 
to Z. With Ax ^ = (ReL1? ImL 1 , . . . ,ReL k , lmLk9Lk+l9...9Lk+l) we have by 
(22.3.2) 

2k + l 

(22.3.6) g x » = X AxAJv)\ veTxJT*(X)). 
1 

Now the Morse lemma (Lemma C.6.1) shows that near (x0,£0) we can 
write 

2*+/ 

(22.3.7) M*,0=E¥*>0 
l 

where bjSC00. Indeed, if we choose local coordinates y9 z so that Z is defined 
by z = 0 then 82p2/dz2 is non-singular by hypothesis so the lemma shows 
that p2 is a quadratic form in z for some other local coordinates. If we 
restrict bj to the surface |£| = |£ol and then extend to a homogeneous func
tion of degree 1 we still have (22.3.7), i^eC00, and bj is homogeneous of 
degree 1. ^ 

On Z we have Qx <* = YJdbj9 hence 

j 

where 0 is a C°° function and the matrix (0tJ) is orthogonal. We restrict 0 
to |^| = |< 0̂| and then extend O to a C°° function of (x, £), homogeneous of 
degree 0, in a full conic neighborhood of (x0, £0). Set 

Then 

(22.3.7)' P2(*,0 = I > t ( x , a 2 , 

and dct.(x, £) = / lx t̂- in a neighborhood of (x0,£0) on Z when |£| = |£ol- Set 

Xj(x9£) = c2j_1{x9£) + ic2j{x9£)9 ; = 1, ...,/c, 

X,.(x,£) = cfe+j(x,£), j = /c + l,...,/c + /, 

and let X.e^gCX') be properly supported with this principal symbol in a 
conic neighborhood of (x0,^0). Then 

Q = P-Y.XfXt 
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is self-adjoint and of first order in a conic neighborhood of (x0,£0). The 
principal symbol qx is real there. On I we have 

qi(x, Z) = Pl{x, Q-r'ZdXjteQ/dZvdXjix, £)/dxv9 

and since qx is real we obtain by taking the real part 

i 

when (x, £)eX is close to (x0,£0). The equality follows from the second part 
of (22.3.2). 

The hypothesis (22.3.4) is that g ^ O on I. We can therefore choose a 
homogeneous function ql9 of degree 1, which is non-negative everywhere 
and is equal to q1 on I in a neighborhood of (x0, £0). Then 

*i(x, 0 = « i fc O + E t fx , 0 Xy(x, £) + ]>,(x, OX,(x, {) 

in a neighborhood of (x0, £0), where r. is homogeneous of degree 0. Choose 
Q and Rj with principal symbols qx and r.. Then the symbol of 

is of order 0 in a conic neighborhood of (x0, £0) so this is also true for that 
of 

P-Z(Xj+Ry(Xj+Rj)-Q. 

If ij/eS0 has support in a sufficiently small conic neighborhood of (x0,<j;0) it 
follows that we have a microlocal form of (22.3.5) 

(22.3.5)' (Pi//(x, D)u, \//(x, D)u)^-C ||w||2,ueC™(K), 

for the operator Q is bounded from below by Theorem 18.1.14. The same 
result is quite obvious if \jj is supported in a small neighborhood of a non-
characteristic point (x0,£0). In fact, if QeW^ has symbol g 1 +g 0 + --- then P 
— Q*Q is of order 0 in a conic neighborhood of (x0, £0) if q\ =p2 and 2q1 q0 

=p\ there, that is, q1=p\ and q0=ps
1P2112/^-

To complete the proof of (22.3.5) we choose real valued t/̂ .(x, £)eS0 with 
so small support that (22.3.5)' is valid for each ij/j and 

j 

£ i/̂ .(x, {)2 = 1 for x near K. 
i 

Then we have, with Wj = \l/j(x,D) assumed properly supported, 

(Pu, u) = Z(PYjU, Vju) + [{(1 - V* Vj)Pu, u) + S([*J, P] H, ¥Ji«)]. 

Here [¥J,P] is a first order operator with purely imaginary principal sym
bol so the self adjoint part of ¥J*[¥J,P] is of order 0. Furthermore, X ^ * ^ 
— 1 is of order — 1 in a neighborhood of K, self-adjoint and with purely 
imaginary symbol of order — 1. Hence this difference is actually of order 
- 2 , so (22.3.5) follows from (22.3.5)'. The proof is complete. 
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If the inequality (22.3.4) is assumed strict, the other conditions in Theo
rem 22.3.2 can be relaxed and we obtain Melin's inequality: 

Theorem 22.3.3. Assume that PeW2^(X) is properly supported and self ad
joint. Let p2m and ps

2m-\ be the principal and subprincipal symbols, and 
assume that (22.3.3) is fulfilled and that 

(22.3.4)' ps
2m-i(x,O + K+Qx4>0 Cf (*,£)€ r ( X ) \ 0 , />2m(*,0 = 0. 

For every compact set K C X one can then find CK > 0 and CK such that 

(22.3.8) (Pu,u) ^ cK\\u\\lm_l/2) - CK\\u\$m_X), u e C£°(K). 

Proof Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 22.3.2 we can reduce to the case 
m = l and also show that (22.3.8) follows from analogous microlocal es
timates similar to (22.3.5)'. Let (x0>£o) be a characteristic point. We can 
choose local coordinates y9z there such that QXo^0 is equal to \z\2. Then the 
Morse lemma (Lemma C.6.2) shows that in a conic neighborhood of (x0, £0) 

Here b} is homogeneous of degree 1 and Yjdb2j=QXo^0 at (x0,^0). We can 
also choose 

where 0 is an orthogonal matrix, so that dct(x, ^) = Ax^ti
 a t (xo> £o)> 

k 

1 

Here we have used the notation in the proof of Theorem 22.3.2 and also the 
fact that the arguments there are valid for the fixed point (x0, £0). 

Now we can split the symbol of P as follows, 
3 

p2(x, f) + Pi(*> £) = Z^(*> & 
1 

ql(x,0=Pi(x,0- £ Cj(x,0\ 
j^2k+l 

k 

q2(x, 0= Z Cj(x9 £ ) 2 - £ {c2j,C2]-i}> 
j^2k + l j=l 

k 

q3(x,£)= Z {c2pC2j-i}+Pi(x>£y 

We have ^ ^ O i n a conic neighborhood of (x0, £0) and q1 vanishes of third 
order at (x0, £0). Hence it follows from Theorem 18.1.14 and the first remark 
following its proof that we can find q^eS1 with principal symbol vanishing 
at (x0,£0) such that if \j/eS° has support in a small conic neighborhood of 
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(x0, £0) and W = \j/(x, D) then 

RetfiXtDyVu, Wu)^Re(q4(x,D)Vu, Yu)-CK\\u\\2, ueC™(K). 

(We could have taken q4eS°hg by the Fefferman-Phong inequality but this 
precision is not required here.) With Xj€S*hg properly supported and with 
principal symbol c2j_1+ic2j,jt^K and ck+j,j>k, we have 

ReiqHxtD^^-ZiXfXjUtU^-CxM2. 

In fact, the self-adjoint operator (q2(x, D) + q2(x, D)*)/2 — YJX*XJ is of order 
0 since the principal symbol is 0 and the first order symbol is purely 
imaginary. (These calculations are much more transparent if one uses the 
Weyl calculus but we have not wanted to require this background here.) 
Finally the real part of the principal symbol of q4 + q3 is positive at (x0, £0), 
hence 

R e t e V ^ 3 ) ( x , D ) ^ , ^ ) ^ £ x | | ^ | | (
2

1 ) - - Q | | u | | (
2

0 ) , ueC%(K) 

if sK is sufficiently small. Summing up the preceding estimates we have 
proved the desired local version of (22.3.8). 

Remark. In Section 22.4 we shall prove that conversely (22.3.8) implies 
p 2 m ^ 0 and (22.3.4)'. 

As an application we shall now give an improvement of Theorem 22.2.6 
at points where Tr+Qx ^>0. (See Proposition 22.4.1.) 

Theorem 22.3.4. Assume that PeW^g(X) is properly supported, and that the 
principal symbol pm is non-negative in a conic neighborhood of (x0,£0)e 
T*(X) \0 but vanishes at (x0, £0). Let Q be the Hessian of pjl at (x0, £0), 
and assume that the subprincipal symbol p^ - i satisfies 

(22.3.9) p s
m_1(xo^o) + Tr + e^]R_ = {t6lR,t^0}. 

Then us2'(X\ PueH(s) at (x0, £0) implies that ueH{s+m_1) at (x0, £0). 

Proof As usual we may assume m = 2. The hypothesis (22.3.9) means that we 
can choose a complex number z with 

(22.3.10) Rez>0 , Rez(pi(x0, £o) + T r + g ) > 0 . 

Then i^ = (zP + zP*)/2 has the principal symbol Rezp m ^0 and the sub-
principal symbol Rezp*. If \j/eS° has support in a small conic neigh
borhood of (x0,^0) and W = ij/(x,D) we have then by Theorem 22.3.3 if 
KmX 

| | ^w| | (
2

i )^CRe(zP^w,^w)+Q| |w| | 2 , ueC™{K). 

Hence 

(22.3.11) | l ^ M | | 4 ) ^ C 2 | | z P ^ | | (
2 _ i ) + 2Q| |u | | 2 , ueC™(K). 
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Let Pj and Pj be properly supported of order 1 with principal symbols 
dp2/d£j and |<J|_1 dp2/dxj respectively. Then the principal symbol of 

is non-negative near (x0,£0) f° r small 3, as observed in the proof of Theo
rem 22.2.6. For small 3 we can apply Theorem 22.3.3 again and obtain 

(22.3.12) XllpJ'^Mll2 + I l l ^^ w l l 2 ^ C R e ( z P ^^ w )+ c ' , l l M l l 2 

^C'llzP^II^^H^II^+C'NII2, ueC^(K). 

(22.3.11), (22.3.12) are a microlocal version of (22.2.9), (22.2.10) with s = | so 
the proof of the theorem is completed by inspection of the proofs of 
Lemmas 22.2.4 and 22.2.5. 

Not even the condition (22.3.9) is quite optimal. In Section 22.4 we shall 
determine the precise set which ps

m^i(x0,i0) must avoid for the conclusion 
of the theorem to be valid. 

22.4. Hypoellipticity with Loss of One Derivative 

In this section we shall determine necessary and sufficient conditions on P 
for the conclusion of Theorem 22.3.4 to be valid when the condition 
R e p w ^ 0 is relaxed to 

(22.4.1) pJx ,£ )£F = {zeC; | Imz |gyRez}. 

(Any other convex angle with opening <n could be used, but this is a 
convenient choice.) However, we shall first prove the converse of Theorem 
22.3.3 which we postponed since it is technically closer to the arguments in 
this section. 

Proposition 22.4.1. Assume that Pe W^g(X) is self-adjoint and that for every 
compact set KcX 

(22.4.2) (Pu,um-CK\\u\\fm/2_lp ueC$(K). 

Then it follows that the principal symbol pm is non-negative and that 

(22.4.3) ^ _ 1 ( x , ^ ) + T r + e x ^ 0 if(x,Z)eT*(X)^Oandpm(x9S) = 0. 

Here ps
m_l(x, £) is the subprincipal symbol and Qx ^ is the Hessian of pjl 

at (x, £). 

Proof It suffices to prove (22.4.3) when XcJR'1, x = 0 and 0 is an interior 
point of K. Choose xeCgiX) equal to 1 in a neighborhood of K and 
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suppPw for every ueC$(K). Then Pu=xPxu=p(x,D)u, ueC%(K), where 
peS£hg and p~pm+pm_ t + ... in K. We shall apply (22.4.2) to 

(22.4.4) wCy) = «*<JF-*> 

where i^eC^(R"). Then we have ueC%(K) when \£\ is large. Since u{r\) 
= ^(('7-«/l^li)l^|-"/2wehave 

(22.4.5) |^-2«||«llS,=l«|-i""2,(2«)-"f(H-N2) ,l^((»;-«/l«l*)l2d»; 

=(27r)-" |^r 2 + |^/|^| + /?/|^|*|2)s |^)|2^^|| lAI|2 

when £->oo. An elementary calculation gives 
(22.4.6) p(y,D)u(y) = ei<^>4>i(y\i\% 
(22.4.7) 0^(^) = (27r)-"J^<>-">Jp(>./|̂ |*, it + n\tf)$(n)dn. 

By Taylor's formula we have 

P(y/I«l*,£ + »J|£I*)= I l^w- ,/, ,)/2pS),(0,«/^/a!/J!+/?c(y,»7), 

l^(>','?)I^C(|3;| + | f/|)
3 |^r-3/2,|»? |<|^/2, 

|i? (̂y, i,)| ^ C(l + \y\ + \r,\)2(l + M)2|m|, M >\Z\*/2. 

In the first case this follows since |<!; + //|<i;|*|>|£|/2 if |»j|<|^|*/2 and in the 
second case we have estimated each term separately and used that 
l̂  + ?7^l*l<6|»/|2. Hence 

(22.4.8) |<^(y)- I |«|<l"|-|")/2pg)
)(0,«/Z)-^/a!/?!| 

|a + /»|g2 

gc(i+w)3i^r-*, 
which by dominated convergence implies that 

|^"-m(FM,M) = |^|-m(^,lA) = pm(0^)|^|-'"||1A||2 + O(|^|^). 

In view of (22.4.5) it follows from (22.4.2) that pm(0,£)^0. If pm(0,{0)=0 it 
follows that p$fi)(0,£o)=0, |a + /?| = l, and taking £ = r£0 we obtain 

l5l*" + 1-"(P«,«) = |«r-"(^,^) 
.=W{y,D)+pm_1(0,W,'l') + O(\Z\-i) 

where Q = Q014 . Hence (22.4.2) implies 
((Q(y,o)+pm_1(0^0))^.A)^o, ^ Q . 

It is now convenient to switch to the Weyl calculus, noting that 

Q(y,D)+Pm_l(0,i0)=Qw(y^)+ps
m_l{0^o) 

since g^y,D) is obtained from Q(y,D) when ysD} is replaced by (y'jDj 
-\-DJyj)/2 = yjDj-i/2. With the notation c=ps

m_l(0,co) we have 

(22.4.9) (ew(y,D)^^) + c (^^ )^0 , 4>s£f, 
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for C% is dense in 9*. We now use the important property of the Weyl 
calculus that such inequalities are invariant under composition of Q with 
linear symplectic maps (Theorem 18.5.9). To analyze (22.4.9) we may there
fore assume that Q has the form (21.5.3), 

i fe+i 

The inequality (22.4.9) can then be written in the form 

Y»J\\(yj+iDj)n2+kTJ \\yjn2+ (C+£>,WII 2S;0, 
i k + i V l / 

fc 

as in Lemma 22.3.1. If we recall that Tr+ Q = Y,lij anc* t a ^ e 

I 

rHy)=ie->V2x(yk+1/s,...,yJs)e*-"V\ 
1 

it follows when e->0 that 

(c + T r + 0 | | Z | | 2 ^ O . 

Hence c + Tr+ Q ^ 0 as claimed. 

The proof of Proposition 22.4.1 also leads to necessary conditions for an 
operator to be hypoelliptic with loss of one derivative as in Theorem 
22.3.4. First we must prove a lemma: 

Lemma 22.4.2. Let PexPm(X) be properly supported, XczJR", and assume that 
ue$"(X) and PUGH{S) implies weH ( s+m_1). For every compact set KcX one 
can then find CK so that 

(22.4.10) llu|| (,+Il l.1)^Cx(||Pii| | (, )+||ii| | ( i+I l l.2>), ueC™(K). 

Proof. The set of all ueH{s+m_2)n$'(K) with PueH(s) is a Banach space 
with the norm in the right-hand side of (22.4.10). Since it is embedded in 
S'{K)r\H{s+m_l) and the embedding is closed, the statement follows from 
the closed graph theorem. 

Let Es be a properly supported pseudo-differential operator with symbol 
(1 +|£|2)s/2. If we replace u by E_su in (22.4.10) we conclude that (22.4.10) is 
equivalent to the same estimate with P replaced by ESPE_S, and s replaced 
by 0. If the symbol of P is pm + pm_1 + . . . then that of ESPE_S is 

so the first two terms are not changed where dpjdx = 0. Keeping this in 
mind we assume s = 0 in the following proposition. 
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Proposition 22.4.3. Let Pe*Fp™g(X) be properly supported and assume that for 
every compact set KcXczJRJ1 

(22.4.10)' ll«ll0ll_1)^CJt(||P!i||(0)+||«||(lll_2>), ueC%(K). 

Let Q{y,n) be any limit ofiy^^pjx + y^-*, f+ i f l f l* )^ 1 -* as x^x°eX, 
£-+oo and <J/|<!;|-> £°. Then we have pj^^x0 , £°) = 0, |a + jS|<2, Q is a quadrat
ic polynomial with principal part 

|a + /*|=2 

and it follows that 

(22.4.11) W^dy^CWQ^y^^+f^.ix^eWdy, ^eC~(]R"). 

Here C is bounded by the constant CK in (22.4.10)' if x° *s in the interior of 
K. One can replace Q by the homogeneous polynomial ylQ(y/y0,rj/yoy 

Proof Let xv-*x°, ^v/|^v|->^° be a sequence giving the limit Q, and assume 
that x° is in the interior of K. We shall apply (22.4.10)' to 

(22.4.4)' uv(y + xv) = J<>*>il,{y\Sy\*) 

where ^eC£°(]R"), which is just a translation of (22.4.4). Then we have 

(22.4.5)' ia" / 2- 2 sIM (
2

s , - l l ' / ' l l 2 , 

(22.4.6)' Puv(y + xv) = e'<^> <I>MQ% 

(22.4.7)' 4>v(y) = (2nrniei<^>p(xv + y/\Q^v + n\Ui)il}(t1)dr,. 

We claim that for any N 

(22.4.8)' \(t>v{y)- I \Qm~m2P^^Q/D^la\p\\ 

^C(\+\y\)-»\Qm-K 

When N= — 3 this is precisely the estimate (22.4.8). Since 

/ ( M ) 0 = ( 2 7 r ) - W j e ^ 

the proof of (22.4.8) also gives (22.4.8)' with N= - 3 and any power yy in the 
left-hand side. This is equivalent to (22.4.8)'. By hypothesis and Taylor's 
formula 

la1-"1 I i£vi<laMW2p%>(*v,uAa-e(>',>7) 
so p ^ ( x v , £ J £ J ) = O(|£v | l '+" l /2-1)->0 if |a| + |f l<2, and 

i a n / 2 + 2<1-m,l|P«vll(
2o,= ll ia1-m^ll ,2o ) 

^\\Q(y,D)ii,+pm_1(x
0,e)n\y^^-

Hence it follows from (22.4.10)' and (22.4.5)' that 

wi^cjeo^)«/'+pm-1(*(uo)«/'ii-
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As in the proof of Proposition 22.4.1 we have 

Q(y,D)+Pm-i(AZ0)=Qw(y,D)+ps
m_1(x°,e) 

so this proves (22.4.11). If we replace £v by t2 £v where f>0, then Q(y, rj) is 
replaced by t2Q(y/t,n/t). Substitution of \j/( — y) for ij/{y) changes the sign of 
t, so this proves the last statement. 

Unfortunately the theorem gives no information on the lower order 
terms of Q. However, they can be determined easily if pm vanishes precisely to 
the second order on the characteristic set I of pm, that is, if for some 
positive constants C1 and C2 

(22.4.12) C2d(x, i)2^\pm{x9 S)\£CX d{x9 i)
2; xeK, |£| = 1, 

where d denotes the distance to I. Indeed, let 

|{v|
1-Wpm(Xv + yl5v|- i^v + '?l{vl i)^G0'^)-

Then |5v|1-MpM(xv,{v) = |«v |pM(xv,{v/ia)'is bounded, so (22.4.12) gives 

d{xv,U\U)=0{\Q~% 

Choose (x'v,{'v)er with \Q = \Q so that |xv-x'v | = 0(|£v|-*) and |£v-£'v | 
= 0(|^v|^). Passing to a subsequence we have 

\iv\
1-mPm(K + y\Q-M'v + r,\ai)^Q0(y,r1) 

where Q0 is a homogeneous polynomial. If (xv—x,
v)\^v\^-^yl and 

K v - a i ^ v l " * - ^ ^ ! . ^ follows that Q(y,rj) = Q0(y + yurj + ri1). 
Now a translation of \j/ or the Fourier transform $ of \j/ shows that a 

real translation of the polynomial Q does not affect the validity of (22.4.11). 
When (22.4.12) is valid it follows that the condition in Proposition 22.4.3 is 
not changed if we take the lower order terms of Q to be 0. 

Our next goal is to determine when an estimate of the form (22.4.11) is 
valid for some C and then to determine when the same constant can be 
used for a family of (<2, K\ K = ps

m_1(x°,£°). In doing so we shall keep in 
mind that Q is obtained from pm as described in Proposition 22.4.3, which 
implies that 

(22.4.1)' e(x,^)Er,(x,^)GlR2", 

if pm satisfies (22.4.1). At first we even assume that ReQ has a positive 
definite principal part. 

Lemma 22.4.4. Let Q be a complex valued quadratic polynomial in JR2" with 
principal part Q2 such that Re<22 is positive definite. Let fil9...,fin be the 
eigenvalues of the Hamilton map of Q2/i in the half plane ReA>0, and let c 
be the value ofQ at the unique point (z, £)e(E2n where dQ(z, £) = (). Then 

(22.4.13) ||iA||^C||ew(x,i))iAII,^G^ 
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holds for some C if and only if 

n 

(22.4.14) c + X(2aJ + l)^.4=0, Ogo^eZ, 

and then we also have for some other constant C 

(22.4.13)' £ l l / ^ I I ^ C ' l i e ^ D ^ l U e ^ 
|a + 0 |^2 

Proof Let B be the Hilbert space of all ij/eL2 with / D ° > e L 2 , |a + j8|^2, 
and the norm 

( X ||/D"iM2)*. 

The operator Qw is a Fredholm operator from B to L2(1R"). In fact, e(x, £) 
= g(x, ^)/(l+|g(x, <J)|2) is a symbol of weight (1+|x| + |^ | )" 2 with respect to 
the metric 

{\dx\2 + \d&2)/(l+\x\2 + \Z\2) 

so ew(x, D) is a continuous map from L2 to £. We have 

ewQw = I + R™,Qwew = I + R™, 

where Kx and R2 also have weight (1+|x| + |^|)~2, so R™ and R™ are 
compact in L2 and in J5, which proves the Fredholm property. Also note 
that Qwu = 0 implies u= -R^u = (-R^)Nu for every N, hence ue9>. If i?e^ ' 
is orthogonal to Qw^ then i;= — R™v, hence u e ^ Since 

(X,^tQ(x,o+a-t)(i+\x\2+\a\2) 
satisfies the hypotheses in the lemma for 0 ^ t ̂  1 it follows that the index is 
the same as for the operator |x|2 + |D|2 + l which is injective on £f with 
range dense in L2 hence of index 0 as operator from B to L2. The index is 
therefore always 0, so (22.4.13)' is valid if Qw(x, D)5f is dense in L2. 

In order to study the kernel and cokernel of Qw we use Theorem 21.5.6 
and Corollary 21.5.8 to choose symplectic coordinates such that Q2(x,ix) 
= 0. With teC" to be chosen later we set 

and note that Ee6f and that 

E~1QwEv = Qwv 
where 

is linear in x. If s is another vector in C" we have if v is an entire function 

S_s*Qw(v*5s) = Rwv 

where v * 3s(x) = v(x — s) and 

R{x,£) = Q(x + s,li + i(x + s) + t). 
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Now the radical of Q2 is {0} (cf. Theorem 21.5.4) so the equation dQ(z, £) 
= 0 has a unique solution, characterized by 

e(x+z,{+c)=e2(*>0+6fco-
With s = z, t—^ — iz and the notation c = Q(z, £) we obtain 

Rwv = Q2
v(x,D + ix)v + cv. 

The fact that Q2(xjx) = 0 means that Rw maps polynomials of degree ^fi 
to polynomials of degree 5 ^ , for every /i. Two cases can occur: 

a) Rwv = 0 for some polynomial v + 0. Then 

Q™(E(v*ds)) = 0 

so (22.4.13) is not valid. 
b) Rwv + 0 for every polynomial v 4=0. Then R is surjective on the space 

of polynomials of degree ^fi. Now the products of ES = E*5S by poly
nomials are dense in L2. In fact, if fell and 

$fEsvdx = 0 

for every polynomial v, then the derivatives of the entire analytic function 

(fEs) are 0 at 0, so fEs = 0, hence / = 0 . Then (22.4.13)' must be valid. 
What remains is just to show that (22.4.14) is equivalent to injectivity of 

Rw on the space of polynomials. Using the polarized form of Q2 and the 
Hamilton map F defined by (21.5.1) we have 

g2(x, £ + ix;x, £ + ix) = 2Q2(0, £; x,ix) + g2(0, f) 

= 2a((0,{),F(x,ix)) + Q2(0,Q. 

The space {(x, ix)} is spanned by the generalized eigenvactors of F with 
eigenvalues i/ij9 so F(x,ix) = (Mx,iMx) where M has the same eigenvalues. 
Hence 

i r = 2<Mx,D> + TrM/i + c + Q2(0,2)). 

The first three terms preserve the order of a homogeneous polynomial while 
the third lowers it by two units. Since the eigenvalues of a triangular matrix 
are determined by the diagonal elements it follows that Q2(0,D) does not 
affect the eigenvalues of Rw as an operator on the space of polynomials. By 
Lemma C.2.2 in the appendix the eigenvalues of 2<Mx,D> + TrM/f + c as 
an operator on homogeneous polynomials of degree \i are precisely the 
sums 

2 ]T (Xj fij + Tr M/i + c, \a\ = \i. 

Hence (22.4.14) means precisely that no eigenvalue is equal to 0, which 
completes the proof. 

Proposition 22.4.5. Let Q be a quadratic form in R 2 M satisfying (22.4.1)', 
denote by jLij the eigenvalues in T \ 0 of the Hamilton map of Q/i, and let V0 

be the space of generalized eigenvectors belonging to the eigenvalue 0. Then 
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the estimate 

(22.4.15) \\nSC\\(Q™(x,D) + K)il,\\, * e ^ ( R " ) , 

is valid for some C if and only if 

(22.4.16) K + Q(v, v) + £(2ay + 1) fij ± 0 when v£V0 and 0 S OLJ £ Z. 

Proof Since R e g is semi-definite we can use Theorem 21.5.3 to choose 
symplectic coordinates such that 

(22.4.17) R e e = £ ^ + £,2)+z 'x,2 ; 1,>0. 
1 fe+1 

In view of Theorem 21.5.4 it follows that Q is then a quadratic form in x' 
= (x1?...,xfe), £' = (£!,...,£fe) and x" = (xk+1 , . . . ,xk + /) . Thus 2w(x,D) only 
involves derivatives with respect to x' and can be regarded as a differential 
operator in x' depending on the parameters x". The estimate (22.4.15) is 
therefore valid if and only if for every fixed x" 

(22.4.15)' \MSC\\{(T{X\X'\D') + K)XIJI xjje^{Wik). 

As observed after Theorem 21.5.4 

Si, = I m F / ( K e r F n I m F ) ^ © Vx\ 

here F is the Hamilton map of Q and I m F = (KerF)<T is the complex x'g £" 
plane, K e r F n l m F is the £," plane, so (x\ <f) are symplectic coordinates in 
S'€. The map F' induced by F in S'€ is the Hamilton map of Q(x', 0, £') which 
is therefore a non-degenerate quadratic form. By b) in Theorem 21.5.4 V0 is 
the Q orthogonal space of Imi% that is, V0 is defined by dx,^Q(x', x", £') = 0. 
Hence it follows from Lemma 22.4.4 that 

(22.4.15)" ||<AII S C(x")ll (Q™(xf, x", D') + KW\\, i / ^ ( R f e ) , 

if and only if 

K + Q(*,X", 0 + 1 ( 2 ^ + 1 ) ^ * 0 , OSocjeZ 

when (z',x", 0 G ^o-
Any veV0 can be written in the form v = vx+iv2 where t;1? v2eV0 and 

the x" coordinates are real, for (x', £') is a linear function of x". Hence v — v1 

+ iv2 has x" coordinates 0, so 

Q(v,v) = Q(v1-iv2,v1+iv2) = Q(v1) + Q(v2). 

The range of Q(v,v) when veV0 is therefore the same convex angle as the 
range of Q(v) when veV0 and v is required to have real x" coordinates. This 
proves that (22.4.16) is necessary and sufficient for (22.4.15)" to be valid with 
C(x")<oo for every x". However, the fact that (22.4.13) is equivalent to 
(22.4.13)' shows that the best constant is locally bounded. We can also take 
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C(x") bounded for large x". In fact, we have 

Re(e(x,^) + K;)^l if |x"|>M. 

This implies 

||^||2^Re((Gw(jc,Z>) + K:)^,^), I / ^ ( 1 R * ) , |x"|>M, 

as follows immediately from Lemma 22.3.1 if we remove the first order 
terms in x\ D' by a translation of xj/ and of xp. Hence 

ll^ll^ll(Gw(x,P) + ic)^||, ^e<?(R% \x"\>M, 

which completes the proof. 

It is easy to see that the estimate (22.4.15) remains valid with a small 
change of C if K and Q are replaced by K\ Q' and K — K\ Q — Q are 
sufficiently small, rank Q = rank Q\ and the dimension of the zero eigenspace 
remains fixed. However, small perturbations of Q may increase the rank and 
decrease the zero eigenspace. To obtain explicit conditions for (22.4.11) to 
hold we must therefore study families of estimates (22.4.15). 

Proposition 22.4.6. Let M be a set of pairs (Q,K) where KG<C and Q is a 
quadratic form in R2" satisfying (22.4.1)'. Assume that K and the eigenvalues of 
the Hamilton map ofKeQ are uniformly bounded when (Q,K)EM. Then there 
is a constant C such that (22.4.15) is valid for all (Q, /c)eM, if and only if there 
exist positive constants s, d such that 

(22.4.18) S£\K + Q&v) + Y,(2aj+l)nj\ 

if (Q, *c)eM, O^Oj-eZ, /^ are the eigenvalues in T \ 0 of the Hamilton map of 
Q/i and v is in the space spanned by the generalized eigenvectors of the 
Hamilton map of Q corresponding to eigenvalues of modulus < s. 

In view of the symplectic invariance and Theorem 21.5.3 we may assume 
in the proof that for every (Q, K)EM the real part of Q is of the form 
(22.4.17). After splitting M into a finite number of sets we can assume that k 
and / are fixed and that k + l = n. By hypothesis we have a uniform bound 
for Xj. It will be sufficient to show that every sequence (Qv, Kv)eM satisfying 
one of the conditions in the proposition has a subsequence satisfying both. 

Write 

(22.4.17)' ReG, = £ W + tf)+ t xj. 
I fc+i 

Since there is a uniform bound for Xjv we may assume that lim Xjv = Xj exists 
V-+00 

for every j . The coordinates can be labelled so that ^=(=0 when j-^n' and Xj 
= 0 when;>n' . We shall write 

X = ( X 1 , . . . , X M / ) , X =(Xn>+ j , . . . , X f c j , X =(Xk+ 1 ? ...,Xn). 
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By hypothesis |ImQv|:gy Reg v , so if we write x"/Xv for the vector with 
coordinates xJX^n' <j^k9 then 

|Im Qv(x\ x"/Xv9 x'", ?, £"MV)| S 7 Re Qv(x', x"/lv, x"\ £', ?'/Xv). 

The right-hand side converges to 

so the coefficients of Im Qv are uniformly bounded after this dilation. Pass
ing to a subsequence if necessary we obtain 

where g is elliptic in the indicated variables. Note that we have made a 
non-symplectic change of scales here. The justification for this will be given 
by the following lemmas, which also involve the limit 

Goo(x,O = e(x',0,x'",{',0) 

when the scale is not changed. The Hamilton map of Q^ has n' non-zero 
eigenvalues in i T, and the generalized eigenspace belonging to 0 is given by 
(x',£') = H00(x"') where H^ is a linear map. For any convergent sequence of 
linear maps in a finite dimensional vector space, the linear hull of the 
generalized eigenvectors belonging to eigenvalues converging to 0 converges 
to the zero eigenspace of the limit. It follows that the space Nv spanned by 
generalized eigenvectors of the Hamilton map of gv belonging to eigenval
ues converging to 0 can for large v be written in the form (x;, £') 

= ffv(x",x'",{"). 

Lemma 22.4.7. Hv(x"/Xv9x"\t;"/Av) has a limit H(x",x'",£") as v-»oo, and 
(x', <f) = H(x", x'", £") is equivalent to 

(22.4.19) Q(x^;y9n) = 0 when y"= / " = n" = n'"= 0, 

that is, dQ(x9Q/d(x\Z') = 0. 

(If F and F^ are the Hamilton maps of Q and Q^ this means that FOQF(x9^) 
= 0.) 

Proof Qv(x\x"/Xv9x"\£',Xvi;") differs from Qv by a symplectic dilation so the 
space spanned by the generalized eigenvectors with small eigenvalues of the 
corresponding Hamilton map is defined by 

(x'A') = Hv{x"IXx9x
f'\X^"\ 

This equation must therefore converge to the equation of the zero general
ized eigenspace of the Hamilton map of G(x,£',0). Here we may interchange 
the roles of x" and £", which proves that the asserted limit H exists. More
over, from b) in Theorem 21.5.4 it follows that (22.4.19) is valid if (x ' , f ) 
= flr(x/,,x,,,,0 and either £" or x" is 0. In view of the linearity the last 
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condition can immediately be removed. Since (22.4.19) determines (x'? <f) 
uniquely in terms of the other variables, the lemma is proved. 

Lemma 22.4.8. The limit of the range of Qv(v9v) when veNv is equal to the 
range of Q(v9 v) when v = (x, £) and (x', £') = H(x"9 x'", £"). This does not change 
if we require x", £", x"' to be real. 

Proof The range of Qv in question is the range of 

<2v(x', x"/Av, x '" ,1\ l"IK\ *', x"/Av, *"', ?, Z"IK) 

when (x',£') = Hv(x"/Av9x'"9l;"/hv). The quadratic form converges to Q9 the 
restriction on (x,£) converges to (*',£') = H(x'\xm^"\ and Q is elliptic in the 
variables (x', x"9 x'", {', £") which proves the first statement. To prove the last 
one we just have to repeat an argument in the proof of Proposition 22.4.5, 
this time using (22.4.19). This is left for the reader. 

Proposition 22.4.6 is proved in one direction by Lemma 22.4.8 and 

Lemma 22.4.9. Assume that (22.4.15) is fulfilled by the sequence (QV,KV) and 
that KV -* K. With the preceding notation it follows that 

(22.4.16)' ic + Q(t?, i?) + X ( 2 a J + l ) ^ + 0 

if iif are the eigenvalues in T of the Hamilton map of QJU O ^ O J G Z , and v 
= (x, <J) satisfies (x', {') = H(x"9 x'"9 {"). 

Proof The last statement in Lemma 22.4.8 shows that we may assume that 
x",x"',f" are real. By a rotation in the XJ^J plane for n'<j<Lk we can 
arrange that £" = 0. A symplectic change of scales shows that (22.4.15) is 
equivalent to 

\\nSC\\Q:(x\xyXv9x"\D\XvD'')xfr + KM, lAe^R"), 

where C is independent of v. Letting v->oo'we conclude that 

||iAII^C|iew(x,D', 0W + K<H, ^e^(R"). 

The zero eigenspace of the corresponding Hamilton map is defined by (x', £') 
= ff(x",x"',0), so (22.4.16)' follows from (22.4.16) when {" = 0. 

Remark. All positive multiples of the small eigenvalues which occur in 
(22.4.16) are contained in the range of Q on the corresponding eigenspace. 
Hence (22.4.16)' implies that (22.4.16) is satisfied uniformly by KV9QV when v 
is large. However, simple examples show that (22.4.16)' is a good deal 
stronger than that. 

When proving the sufficiency of (22.4.16)' we shall regard Qw as a 
(pseudo-)differential operator in x", x'" with values in operators on functions 
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of x'. To shorten notation we write £ = (x",x"', £"). From the proof of 
Lemma 22.4.4 we know that (22.4.16)' implies that Qw(x\ D\ t) + K for every 
real t has an inverse E(t) which is a continuous operator from L2 to the 
Hilbert space B of all ueL2(WLn) with 

\\u\\B = ( £ ||x'«Z>''ii||2)*<ao. 

It follows that E(t) also exists and is an analytic function of t when t is in 
some small complex neighborhood of JRn+fe~~2n'. In particular, EeC°°. 

Lemma 22.4.10. For all multi-indices a, /?, y with |a + /?|^2 we have 

(22.4.20) (H-|t|) ,y| + 2- | a |-^| | i>?x / aD^£ii | |^ 'C7 | | t t | | , ueC™(WLn). 

Proof. It suffices to prove (22.4.20) when |r| is large. Assume first that y = 0. 
There is a constant c>0 such that for large t 

c(|x/|2 + |{'|2 + |f|2)^Re(e(x /,^,f) + ic). 

Hence the end of the proof of Proposition 22.4.5 shows that 

cJ( (M 2 + |r|2)H2 + |D ,!;|2)dx ,gRe((ew(x ,,D /,0 + ^)»^) 

S\t\~2 \\(Qw + K)v\\2/2c + c\t\2 \\v\\2/2, veST(R*). 

Hence 
c2\t\2^(\xr + \t\2)\v\2 + \D'v\2)dx'S\\(Qw(x\D\t) + K)v\\\ 

so we have 

(22.4.20)' X t2-M-m\\x'aD^v\\SC\\(Qw(x\D\t) + K)vl 
\oc + p\<2 

(22.4.20) follows when y = 0 if we combine this result with the estimate 

X \\xfaD^v\\^C(\\Q^xf,D\0)v\\ + \\v\\) 

which follows from Lemma 22.4.4. Since DtE= —E(DtQ)E, we obtain 
(22.4.20) inductively by repeated differentiations. 

It is clear that we may replace Q + K in (22.4.20)' and therefore in 
(22.4.20) by any sufficiently small perturbation which is independent of £'". 
In particular we can for large v replace Q + K by 

ev(x',x"Av,x"',^rAv)+Kv 
and obtain an operator £v(x", x'", £") such that (22.4.20) is valid uniformly 
and 

(Q:(X\ X"/AV, X'", D\ r AV)+KV) EV(X", x'", n=i. 
Set 

E'v(x", x'", n = £V(AV x", x'", Av T). 
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For ueC™(Rn) we denote by w(x',<i;",x'") the Fourier transform with 
respect to the x" variables and set 

iv u(x) = (2TI)-W" J **<*"• *"> £'v(x", x"', H "(*',<T, x'")*?'. 

It follows from (22.4.20) that the norm of Dy
x,,r Fv as operator in L2(RB') is 

bounded by C'(l + |x"| + |<!;"|)",yL s o the vector valued version of Theorem 
18.1.11 proves that Sv is uniformly bounded in L2(R"). A direct computation 
gives 

(e?(x,D) + K v K = / + ^ v , 

where Mv is defined as Sv but with Fv replaced by 

*'v(x", x-\ n=(Q:(X9 D', D"+n - Q;{X9 D\ D ) EW, *", n 
= #v(/lvx",x'",/lv<i;"), 

Rv(x", x"\ n = (Q?(x\ x"/Xv, x"', jy, (lv
2 D" + niK) 

-Q:{x',x"/Xv>x'",D',i"/Xv))Ev. 

It follows immediately from (22.4.20) that 

\\DJRvu\\^C X.I^I2(1+W)_WII«II, ue<T(R"'). 
ri + 1 

Hence we conclude that the norm of 0lv as operator in L2(Rn) tends to 0 as 
v-»oo. Since we know that (Q™ + KV) is invertible, the inverse is <fv(J + ^ v ) _ 1 

which has uniformly bounded norm as v-»oo. The proof of Proposition 
22.4.6 is now completed in view of Lemmas 22.4.8, 22.4.9 and the remarks 
which followed the statement. 

Proposition 22.4.6 assumes a much simpler form if one has a compact 
family where Q has constant rank. This is the only case which occurs in our 
application when the characteristic set is a manifold and pm is transversally 
elliptic. 

Corollary 22.4.11. Let M be a compact set of pairs (Q,K) of complex numbers 
K and quadratic forms Q in JR.2" satisfying (22.4.1)'. Assume that all forms Q 
occurring have the same rank r. Then there is a uniform estimate (22.4.15) 
when (Q, K)EM if and only if (22.4.16) is valid for each (Q, K)EM. 

Proof Let Qv-+Q and assume that all Qv have the same rank as Q. Denote 
by N0 the space of generalized eigenvectors of the Hamilton map of Q with 
eigenvalue 0 and by Nv the space spanned by generalized eigenvectors of the 
Hamilton map of Qv belonging to eigenvalues -»0. By Proposition 22.4.6 it 
suffices to show that the range of Q(v,v) when veN0 is the limit of the range 
of Qv(v,v) when veNv9 v->oo. It is obvious that dim Nv = dim N0 for large v, 
and Nv resp. N0 contains the null spaces iVv' and NQ of the Hamilton maps of 
Qv and Q. Since N'0 has the same dimension as JVV' by hypothesis, it follows 
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that NV~+NQ. We can choose a linear bijection Tv: N0-+Nv converging to the 
identity as v-»oo so that TVNQ = N^. Then QV°TV induces a hermitian form 
Q'v on NQ/NQ converging to the elliptic form Q' induced there by Q. This 
implies that the range of Q'v converges to that of Q\ which proves the 
corollary. 

In Proposition 22.4.6 we have given necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the uniform validity of the test estimate (22.4.11). Our next goal is to 
prove a converse of Proposition 22.4.3. In doing so it is convenient to 
assume m = l, which is no essential restriction. 

Lemma 22.4.12. Let Pe*P*hg(X) be properly supported with principal symbol 
px satisfying (22.4.1). Suppose that for every compact set KaX there is a 
constant C such that (22.4.11) is valid for all limits defined in Proposition 
22.43 with x°eK. Then there is a function £(<!;)-• 0, £-»oo, such that for every 
xeK 

(22.4.21) j\il/\2dy 

+ c(Of £ |/D«<M2dy, *eC?(R«). 
|a+/»|£3 

Proof We just have to show that (22.4.21) is valid for large |£| if e(£) is 
replaced by a fixed positive number e. Assume that this is false. Then there 
exists for some e > 0 sequences XJGK and £/-»oo, t/^eCJ, such that 

(22.4.22) l=$\ilsj\2dy 

>(C + 1)J| £ P^)^ ,^-) l^ . | ( | a | - l / ? , ) / 2^/> a i /0 /a! ^8!-hp0(^-,<5j)^jl2^^ 
|«+0|£2 

It follows that the sequences x^D^ij/j are precompact in L2 when |a + j8|^2, 
so we may assume that they converge to x^D^ij/ in L2 for some ij/el}. Since 
(22.4.1) implies by Lemma 7.7.2 that for |<x +)8| = 1 . 

Ip(&>(*, «l \i\M'mt2 S C(RePl(x, «))* xeK, 

the sequence p^Xp^j) must be uniformly bounded, for the right-hand side of 
(22.4.22) would otherwise be asymptotically equal to |Pi(x^^)|2(C + l). 
Hence we obtain a limit Q as in Proposition 22.4.3 and a function \j/ with 
xaDfi\l/el}, |a| + |j8|^3, for which (22.4.11) is not valid. Approximation of \jj 
with a Cg° function gives a contradiction which proves the lemma. 

When we use (22All) it is convenient to change scales by substituting 
y\£\$ for y and then y— x for y, D—<J for D (which amounts to a translation 
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of \j/ or $). This gives the equivalent estimate 

(22.4.21)' \\\l/\2dy 

£{C + 1)J| X V%p^){y-xf{D-^^la\^\+Vo{x^)xif\2dy 

+ e(£)J I \^-^\(y-xf (D-^fxl/\2 dy, ^e^ (R") ,xeX. 

Lemma 22.4.13. Assume that the hypotheses in Lemma 22.4.12 are fulfilled, 
and let Pj, Pj be properly supported operators with principal symbols dpjd^j 
and |^ |_ 1 dp1/dxj respectively. Then there is for every compact set KczX a 
constant CK such that for arbitrary d>0 and ueC^(K) 

(22.4.23) Il^liCo)^ <̂ ^ ||^w||(0>-K^ (ll"IICo> ~̂  ̂  II ̂ "^" I! (̂>H~ £II ̂  " II <̂ >) -+- C^ l|w|U__̂ >. 

Proof If xeC^(X) is equal to 1 in a neighborhood Kx of K then Pu = P%u 
= p(x,D)u, ueC%(K\ where peSphg(]R

n) has compact support in x and p is 
equal to the symbol of PmodS~°° in Kx. We choose XiE^ equal to 1 in 
K and with support in the interior of Kx. The estimate (22.4.21)' is valid for 
some 8(£)-»0, £->oo, for all xeKx. 

We shall now localize with respect to the metric 

gd = \dx\2(S2\i;\ + l) + d*\dZ\2/(d2\Z\ + l\ 0<S<1. 

The quotient by the dual metric is (54; since the metric is slowly varying and 
a temperate when 6 = 1 it follows that this is true uniformly when 
0<<5<1. Choose ^JeCg°(]R2'1) and (xpZ^esuppij/j so that \jjj is real valued, 

ij/j is uniformly bounded in S(l,gd) and there is a fixed bound for the 
number of overlapping supports and for the g3 distance from (x,-,^) to 
points in suppi/^.. Then {t/̂ } is a symbol in S(l,g3) taking its values in / 2 = 
JS?(C, /2) = =£?(/2, C), so the calculus gives 

YJ\\i/'j(x,D)u\\2 = (u,u) + (r(x,D)u,u) 

where r has a uniform bound in S(d2, gd). It follows that 

(22.4.24) WuW'sYWj&DM' + Cd'WuW2, ueC™. 

The proof of (22.4.23) will be complete if we show that the sum in the right-
hand side can be estimated by the right-hand side of (22.4.23). 

If suppij/j and suppxi are disjoint then Theorem 18.5.4 gives 

\ltj(x9D)u = \l/j(x,D)x1u = <l)j(x,D)u9 ueC™(K) 

where {(f)j} is bounded in S(82,gd). Hence 

(22.4.25) Y!Wj(x>D)u\\*^cs2\\u\\2> ueCo(K) 
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if ]T' denotes the sum for such indices. For any finite sum we have 

(22.4.25)' r ' l l ^ ^ D M ^ C H u l l f . ^ 

From now on we therefore assume that xjsK1 and that |£7| is larger than 
some suitable number depending on S. Then we have by (22.4.21)' 

(22.4.26) ||^(x,D)w||2^(C + l) ||T/x,D)'^(x,D)u||2 

+ *«/) I ||^.(x,D)W|i2, 

where 
Tj{x, D) = £ p^ixj, £j) (x - x / (D - £ / /a! j?! + p0(x,, Q, 

*.w(x,.fl = (|£y|*(* -Xj)y^.\-i(Dx + ^-Qr */x, ft. 

Now (|^-|~^I>Ja^j is f°r large j bounded in S(S^,gd) and the components of 
\ij\Hx-Xj) and l ^ " * ^ - ^ ) are bounded in S(S~\gd) in suppi/^., so \jjaN is 
in a bounded set in S(S~loc+^,gd). Hence 

(22.4.27) X Z ^ ) l l ^ ( x , i ) ) W | | 2 = (^w,W)^C^||M||2 

since the symbol of R is bounded in S(S2,g8) if J is large enough. 
To estimate the first term in the right-hand side of (22.4.26) we observe 

first that the symbol of 7}(x, D) ̂ (x, £>) is 

Rj(x,0= £ (T«(x,0-pW(x,{))DJ^(x,«/a!, 

| a | £ l |a |=2 

Here 7}(x,$)-p(x,{) is bounded in S(S-2(l + d2\£\)-*,gd) in supp^ by 
Taylor's formula, for the norm of the fcth differential of p with respect to gd 

is bounded by (1 + |£|)((<52I£I + l)/d4(l-¥\£\)2)k/2 Ck. Hence {Rj} is bounded in 
S{5-2(l + d2\£\)--,gd) so it follows that 

(22.4.28) X IIJR^MII2^ C 5 - * J | ( 1 + 5 2 | 1 > | ) - * M | | 2 ^ C , ||ull?_«-

Finally 

Sj(x, D) = ̂ (x, 2>) p (x, D) + i X <Ajv)(*, *>) P(v)(x, #) 

- iE^cv)(^ i>)P ( v ) (^^)+^/>) 

where {^} is bounded in S((52 + (l + ^2|^|)~1
?g<5). In fact, in the asymptotic 

expansion of the symbol of say ^J(x,D)p(x,D) the terms improve suc
cessively by at least a factor' (l + ^lfD^l + l?!)"1, and ( l + ^ I K l + lfl)-1 
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^(52-fl/(l+<52|<i;|), so the error when one breaks off after two terms 
has this weight. The last term in Sj has a similar bound. It follows that 

If we note that i/fjv) and \\/j{y) are bounded in S(d2(d2\£\ + l)~*9gd) and in 
S((<52|£| + l)*,ga) respectively, we conclude that 

(22.4.29) £ ||S,«||2£C(||p(x,I»«||2 + $ 2 £ ||pw(x,D)tt||fi) 

+ «2Illp(„(x,B)«ll(
2-i,+^ll«ll2) + C,||u||2_1). 

This estimate combined with (22.4.28), (22.4.27), (22.4.26), (22.4.25) and 
(22.4.24) yields (22.4.23). 

From (22.4.1) it follows that Rep^O and that y Rep 1 - Imp 1 ^0, hence 

(22.4.30) \i\Y¥^a2 + \i\-1I,\Pm(x^r^CKKep1(x,i), xeK, 

by Lemma 7.7.2, as already observed. Theorem 18.1.14 gives 

X iipw(x,D)uiifi)+x I M ^ M I ? - * , 

SCKRe(p(x,D)u,u)+CK\\u\\2, ueC$(K). 

This means that with new constants 

I l l^ul l^+Z \\Pvu\\{i)^CK(\\Pu\\ + ||«||), 

which combined with (22.4.23) gives for small S 
IM|(0)gC*(||Pii|| + MI(_i)), ueC%(K). 

The logarithmic convexity of ||M||(S) in s shows that Cjjwll^) can be 
estimated by \\u\\{0)/2 + CK ||M|[(-1), SO we can replace ||M||(_^) by ||w||(_X) in 
the right hand side. Summing up, we have 

(22.4.31) INII(0) + I I | F ^ | | ( i ) + II|F iW | | ( i ) 

^C*(||Pu||(0)+||u||(_iy), ueC%(K). 

This is a perfect substitute for (22.2.9), (22.2.10) with s = | although there is a 
slight discrepancy in the subscripts caused by the fact that P is now a first 
order operator. However, nothing has to be changed in proving that 
(22.4.31) implies that P is microhypoelliptic with loss of one derivative. 
Summing up the results of this section we have therefore proved 

Theorem 22.4.14. Let PeW^g(X) be properly supported and assume that the 
principal symbol satisfies (22.4.1). If for some seR we have 

UG(f,(X),PMGif(s)=>MGH(s + m _ 1 ) 

then there is for every compact set KczX a constant 8>0 such that 

^ ^ _ 1 ( x ° ^ 0 ) + e(S,^ + I (2a ,+ l)MJ|, Oga^Z, 
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ifx°eK, |f°| = l, Q(y,y0,ri9ri0) is any limit of 

ylPmix+m'Vyo^+mVyomi1-"1 

as x —• x°, £ —> oo, £/|£| —> £°. 77*e numbers /i;- Are dte eigenvalues in T of the 
Hamilton map of Q/i, and v is in the space spanned by its generalized 
eigenvectors belonging to eigenvalues < 8 in absolute value. Conversely, if this 
condition is fulfilled then 

u € &'{X), Pu e H(s) at (JC°, f°) implies u £ ff(j+m_i) at (x0, £°) 

for arbitrary s € R and (JC°, £°) G T*(X)\ 0, ĉ? P w microhypoelliptic. 

The condition in the theorem is deplorably complicated, but it simplifies 
if one makes stronger hypotheses on the geometry: 

Theorem 22.4.15. Assume in addition to (22.4.1) that the zeros of pm form a 
C°° manifold where pm is transversally elliptic. Then the conditions in Theorem 
22.4.14 are equivalent to 

if Pm(x°\ £°) = 0, Q is the Hessian ofpm/2 at (JC°,£°), /x,- are the eigenvalues in 
r of the Hamilton map of Q/i, and v is a generalized eigenvector belonging to 
the eigenvalue 0. 

Proof By a remark after the proof of Proposition 22.4.3 we only have to 
consider the limit Q which occurs here, and Corollary 22All shows that 
the uniformity of the test estimate (22.4.11) is automatic. 

Notes 

In the 1950's the results on hypoelliptic operators of constant strength 
proved in Section 13.4 seemed quite general, but Treves [4] constructed an 
example of a hypoelliptic operator not satisfying these conditions for any 
choice of coordinates. Such examples can now be found in the class of 
hypoelliptic operators discussed in Section 22.1. It was introduced in Hor-
mander [18] and reformulated in Hormander [42] which we have followed 
here. For second order differential operators no such class of operators 
is invariant under coordinate changes. This motivated the study in Hor
mander [20] of hypoelliptic operators related to the equation of Kolmo-
gorov [1]. (See Section 7.6 for the original treatment.) Simpler proofs of 
slightly less precise but more general results were later given by Kohn 
[2] and Olejnik-Radkevic [1], and we have followed their arguments in 
Section 22.2. 

The precise lower bound in Theorem 22.3.3 is due to Melin [1]. It was 
observed in Hormander [36] that the stronger Theorem 22.3.2 is valid 
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under additional assumptions. The proof of Theorem 22.3.3 given here 
exploits that fact. See also Hormander [37, 39] and particularly Fefferman-
Phong [1,2] for strong versions without such supplementary conditions, 
some of which were discussed in Section 18.6 above. 

Melin [1] proved that his inequality implies some cases of Theorem 
22.4.14 due to Radkevic [1]. Sjostrand [3] went much further, and a great 
deal of the methods in Section 22.4 come from his paper; some special 
model cases had been discussed before by Grusin [2]. The generality was 
increased further in Boutet de Monvel [4], and Theorem 22.4.14 was proved 
in full generality by Hormander [35]. An independent proof of Theorem 
22.4.15 was given by Boutet de Monvel-Grigis-Helffer [1]. 

From the study of hypoelliptic operators with double characteristics 
there has developed an extensive study of hypoelliptic operators on nil-
potent Lie groups. We shall not discuss these interesting developments here 
but refer the reader to Helffer-Nourrigat [1], Melin [2], Rothschild [1] and 
the references given in these papers. 



Chapter XXIII. The Strictly Hyperbolic 
Cauchy Problem 

Summary 

The Cauchy problem for a constant coefficient differential operator P with 
data on a non-characteristic plane is correctly posed for arbitrary lower 
order terms if and only if P is strictly hyperbolic (Corollary 12.4.10 and 
Definition 12.4.11). If the plane is defined by xn = 0 this means that the 
principal symbol Pm(£\£,n) has m distinct real zeros £n for every £' 
= (^1,...,^n_1)eRw""1\0. In Section 23.2 we shall prove that this condition 
also guarantees the correctness of the Cauchy problem in a very strong 
sense when the coefficients are variable. The converse will be discussed in 
Section 23.3 and in the notes. 

The proofs in Section 23.2 depend on factorization of P{x,D) into first 
order factors of the form Dn — a(x,D') where the principal symbol of a is one 
of the zeros of Pm(x, £', £„). We shall therefore study such first order oper
ators in Section 23.1. The basic tool is the energy integral method. It could 
be applied directly to the operator P(x,D) but it is more transparent and 
elementary in the first order case which will therefore be studied first. 

In Section 23.3 we show that for operators of principal type the correct
ness of the Cauchy problem requires strict hyperbolicity away from the 
plane carrying Cauchy data. However, certain types of double roots may 
occur at that plane. This situation is studied at some length in Section 23.4 
since it occurs for the important Tricomi equation. We shall also come 
across such operators in Section 24.6. 

23.1. First Order Operators 

In this section we shall study the Cauchy problem in R"+1 

(23.1.1) du/dt + a(t,x,D)u=f9 0<t<T; u = (/> when t = 0. 

We shall assume 

(i) at(x^) = a(t,x^) belongs to a bounded set in S1(R.nxRn) when 
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(ii) t-»at is continuous with values in @'(R2n) (or equivalently in 
C°°(]R2n)); 

(iii) R e a ( t , x , ^ ) ^ - C , O ^ r ^ i ; 

The assumption (iii) is natural for if a is constant and f=0 then the 
solution of (23.1.1) is u = e-at<\>. 

It follows from (i), (ii) that th-+a(t,x,D)u is continuous with values in Sf 
if usSf, for a(t,x,D)u is bounded in 9* by Theorem 18.1.6 and continuity 
with values in C°° is obvious. In view of Theorem 18.1.13 it follows that 
at(x,D) is a strongly continuous function of t with values in the set of 
bounded operators from H{s)(WLn) to H{8_1)(R

H), for every s. 
The following basic estimate is proved by the energy integral method 

which we already encountered in the proof of Lemma 17.5.4. 

Lemma 23.1.1. If s € 1R and if A E IR is larger than some number depending on 
s, we have for every u e Cl([0, T]; H(s)) n C°([0, T]; His+i)) and p G [1, oo] 

(23.1.2) ({Tf\\e-Xtu(t,.)\f{s)Xdt)l/P 
o 

T 

^ \\u(0,.)\\(s) + 2fe-Xt\\du/dt+a(t,x,D)u\\{s)dt, 
o 

with the obvious interpretation as a maximum when p = oo. 
Proof First assume that s = 0. By Theorem 18.1.14 it follows from con
ditions (i) and (iii) that for some constant c 

Re(a,(x,D)u,u)^ -c(v,v\ veH{i). 

Writing f=du/dt + a(t,x,D)u and taking scalar products for fixed t, we 
obtain 

2Re(/W,u(0)e~2A ' = | : e ~ 2 A l ^ ^ ot 

ot 
provided that k ^ c. If we integrate from 0 to T ^ t ̂  T it follows that 

M(t)2= sup ^2At | |M(T)||2^||w(0)||2 + 2M(Oje-AT | |/(T)||dT. 
0 | t | t 0 

Hence 
2 2 

( M ( 0 - / e - A H l / ( T ) | M r ) ^ ( | | n ( 0 ) | | + / e - A T r ( T ) | | r f r ) , 

which for A = c implies 

e - c ' | | « (0 | | ^ ||«(0)||+2/«-CT\\f(r)\\dr. 
0 

If we multiply by e^c~X)t it follows that 

e~Xt\\u(t)\\ ^ ^(C-A)r||w(0)|| +2Je-XT\\f(T)\\e(c-X)(t-T)dr. 
o 
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When A > 2c we have (c - A) < -A/2, and the norm of e~Xt/2 in lf(0, oo) is 
, <; (2/A)1^ if A > 0, which gives (23.1.2) when s = 0. 

To prove (23.1.2) for arbitrary 5 we set £S(D) = (1 +|D|2)S/2, 
b{t, x, D) = ES(D) a(t, x, D) E _S(D). 

Since b(t,.)— a(ty.) is bounded in S° the properties (I)—(iii) remain valid for b. 
The estimate (23.L2) follows from the same estimate with a replaced by b, s 
replaced by 0, and u replaced by Es(D)u. The proof is complete. 

The following existence and uniqueness theorem is suggested by (23.1.2) 
and it extends the validity of this estimate. 

Theorem 23.1.2. Assume that (i)-(iii) above are fulfilled and let seR. For every 
fel}((0,T);H(s)) and 0eH(5) there is then a unique solution ueC([0, T]; H{S)) 
of the Cauchy problem (23.1.1), and (23.1.2) remains valid for this solution. 

Proof Uniqueness. Assume that / = 0 , 0 = 0. Since a{t,x,D)u is a continuous 
function of t with values in H{s_i) it follows that 

ueC'm T ] ; #(S-,))nC°([0, T ] ; tf(s)). 

We can therefore apply (23.1.2) which s replaced by s - 1 and conclude that 
w = 0. 

Existence. If a solution u of the Cauchy problem (23.1.1) exists and 
u€C2°({(£,x);f<T})then 

T T 

l(u,-dv/dt+a(t,x,D)*v)dt = l(fv)dt + (<l>,v(0)). 
0 0 

If we replace t by T—t and a(t,x,D) by a(t,x,D)* it follows from Lemma 
23.1.1 that for some C 

T 

sup H*)||(_5)=XJ \\g(t)\\{_s)dt9 g= -dv/dt + a(t,x,D)*v. 

Hence 

o g i g r 0 

i(f,v)dt+(<l>M0))\ gCJ||g(t)||(_s)dt. 

Using the Hahn-Banach theorem to extend the anti-linear form 

gt-*Kf,v)dt+(<l>M0)) 
0 

we conclude that there is some weL°°((0, T); H{S)) such that 
T T 

l(u,-dv/dt + a(t,xyD)*v)dt = $(fv)dt + (<l>,v{0)) 
0 0 

if ve C™ and t < T in supp t;. Thus 
du/dt + a(£,x,D)u=/ 

in the distribution sense when 0<t<T! Assuming for a moment that fetf* 
we obtain du/dteLT^T); H(s_1}), hence ueC([0, T]; H(S_U). Using the 
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equation again we find that ueCl([Q, T ] ; H{s_2)) and that u(O) = 0. I f / e ^ 
and 4>€^ we obtain if s is replaced by s + 2 in the argument that there is a 
solution of (23.1.1) to which (23.1.2) is applicable. Now we can for arbitrary 
/ and (j) satisfying the assumptions in Theorem 23.1.2 choose sequences 
(/>ve^(JRn) a n d / v e ^ ( R n + 1 ) such that 

0 

Choose u.eCHEO, T ] ; H (s+1)) so that uv(0) = <t>v and 

duJdt + a(t,x,D)uv = fv. 

Then it follows from (23.1.2) that uv is a Cauchy sequence in C([0, T ] ; H{s)). 
The limit as v->oo is the required solution of (23.1.1). This completes the 
proof. 

Corollary 23.1.3. If u satisfies (23.1.1) with / = 0 , and <£etf(s)(]R
n) for every s, 

then ueCl([0,T~\9H(s)(WLn))for every s if this is true for some s. In particular, 
M((,.)eC°°(R") for fixedt. 

We shall now study the wave front set of u(t9.) when (j)eHi_O0) = {jHis) 

but $ is not smooth. In doing so we strengthen the hypothesis (iii) to 
(iv) fleSphg and the principal symbol is purely imaginary. 

The direction of the time can then be reversed in Theorem 23.1.2. Suppose 
00 

that (xo ,£o)er*(Rw)\0\WT(<£). We can then choose q~X^-eS^, so that 
o 

4o(xo>£o)*0 but q vanishes outside such a small conic neighborhood 
°f (*o>£o) ^ a t q(x,D)(f)eCQ. We shall obtain information on the solution 
u of the Cauchy problem 

(23.1.3) du/dt + a(t,x,D)u = 0, u(0,.) = 4 

if we can find Q(t,x,D) with Q(09x9D) = q(x9D) so that Q commutes with 
iDt + a(t,x,D). Indeed, then we have 

(iDt + a(t,x9D))Qu = Q; QueC% when t = 0; 

so it follows from Corollary 23.1.3 that Qu(tf.)eC°°. Hence the wave front 
set of u(t,.) is contained in the characteristic set of Q(t, x, D). 

With bj homogeneous of degree 1 — j and b0 real we have 
oo 

o 
The symbol Q{t,x, <*) should be asymptotic to ^Qj(t9x9 £) where Q, is 
homogeneous of degree —j. The principal symbol of the commutator 
\\Dt + a(t9x9D)9 6(t,x,i))] is 

and the term of order —j is equal to 

(d/dt + HJQj + Rj 
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where Rj is determined by 20> •>2/-i- Thus we first have to solve the 
Cauchy problem 

(23.1.4) (d/dt + Hbo)Qo = 0; Q0 = q0 when t = 0; 

and then solve inhomogeneous Cauchy problems of the same kind for Qjm 

The equation (23.1.4) means that Q0 is constant on the orbits of the 
Hamilton field 

(23.1.5) dx/dt = db0(t,x9Z)/d£9 d£/dt= -db0(t9x,£)/dxr 

The uniformity hypothesis (i) guarantees that there is a solution with initial 
values 

(23.1.6) x = y, £ = */ when * = 0 

in a fixed interval 0^t^to if \r\\ = 1, and the derivatives of (x9 £) with respect 
to (y, rj) have fixed bounds then. Because of the homogeneity of b0 the 
solution exists for all 774=0 when 0^£^£ 0 , and x,£ are homogeneous of 
degree 0 and 1 respectively with respect to rj. We can pass from t = 0 to any 
t^T in at most |T/t0| + l steps which shows that the solutions exist for 
O^t^T. If we write (x9 £) = xt{y, rj) it follows from (6.4.12) that xt is a 

homogeneous canonical transformation. Integrating for decreasing t we find 
that xt is invertible. The solution of (23.1.4) is now 

Q0(t,x,0 = qo(xrHx,a 

The later equations 

(d/dt + HJQj + Rj = 0 

can be written in the form 

dQjbXtfrriWdt + Rjbtfori))^. 

The solution which is equal to qj when j = 0 is therefore 
t 

Qj(t, xt(y> n))=q-jty, n) - J Rj(xa(y> n)) ds. 
0 

We have uniform bounds for all x, £, derivatives of the functions Qj so 
obtained. If we choose Q(t9 x9£)~YjQj(t> x> £) it f°H°ws that 

g(0, x, £)-q(x9 {)eS~°°, \}Dt + a(t9 x9D), Q(t9x9D)-]=R(t9x9D) 

where R(t9.) is bounded in <S-00 and continuous as a function of t with values 
in C°°(lR2n). If u satisfies (23.1.3) with (/>eH(_00)(lR

n) we conclude that 

(iDt + a(t9 x9 D))Q(t9 x9 D)ue C([0, T ] ; H(S)) 

for any s, and that Q(t9x9D)ueH(s) for any s when r = 0. Hence it follows 
from Theorem 23.1.2 that this remains true for any t. Since Q0(t9x9£)3=0 
when (x, £) = &(x0,£0), it follows that #,(x0, £0)^^(1/(t,.))- The time direc
tion can be reversed, so we have proved 
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Theorem 23.1.4. / / a satisfies (i)-(iv) and ueC([0, T ] ; H^^WL")) is the 
solution of the Cauchy problem (23.1.3), with 0eJ[f(_oo)(IR

M), then WF(u(t,.)) 
= ltWF((f)) where xt *s tne canonical transformation obtained by integrating 
the Hamilton equations (23.1.5) from 0 to t, with b0 equal to the principal 
symbol ofa/i. 

In the preceding discussion we have only considered the singularities of 
u for fixed t.lf a £ S^OR"4"1 x E") we can also discuss the singularities of u as 
a distribution in 1RM+1. In fact, although Dt + a{t, x, D)/i is not a pseudo-
differential operator it becomes one if we multiply by a pseudo-differential 
operator in (t, x) with symbol vanishing in a conic neighborhood of £ = 0 
(Theorem 18.1.35). Multiplying the equation (Dt + a(t,x,D)/i)u = 0 by such 
an operator we conclude that when 0 < t < T we have 

WF(u)cz{(t,x; -feo(r ,x,a^)}u{(t,x,T,0)}. 

From the proof of Theorem 23.1.4 we also obtain (£,x; T, £)$WF(u) if { 4=0 
and Qo(t,x9i) + 0. If for some reason we know that {#=0 when 
(t, x, T, £)eWF(u), then it follows in view of Theorem 8.2.4 that 

WF(u(t,.)) = {(x^);(t,x; -b0{UxA)A)eWF{u)}. 

Thus Theorem 23.1.4 means that WF(u) is a union of bicharacteristics of 
T + ft0(£,x, £). This is a result of the same form as Theorem 8.3.3'; we shall 
return to it in Chapter XXVI. 

The solution of the Cauchy problem (23.1.3) defines a map 

Ft: (f)h^u(t,.) 

such that by Theorem 23.1.4 

WF{Ft(j>) = itWF{<t>). 

The analytic structure of Ft will be elucidated in Chapter XXV; it is an 
elliptic Fourier integral operator associated with the canonical transfor
mation Xr W e could also have used the theory of Fourier integral operators 
in this section. However, this would have been less elementary, and the 
discussion above provides a concrete background for the study of Fourier 
integral operators in Chapter XXV. 

23.2. Operators of Higher Order 

We shall begin by extending Lemma 23.1.1 and Theorem 23.1.2 to operators 
of the form 

m 

P = YPj(t,x,Dx)DJ 
0 

in Rw+1 . We shall assume that 
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(i) Pm = l, and i^eSm-J(IRw+1 xR") when;<m; 
(ii) Pj has a principal symbol Pj(t,x,£) which is homogeneous in £ of 

degree m-j; thus ^ ( t , x , f ) - ( l - x ( 0 ) P ^ , x , e ) e S m - 1 - - ' if xeC£(R") is equal 
to 1 in a neighborhood of 0; 

(iii) the zeros x of the principal symbol of P 

p(t,X,T,£) = £>7.(t,X,£)T-

are real when £4=0, and they are uniformly simple in the sense that for 
some positive constant c 

(23.2.1) Idp^x.x^ydxl^cUr-1 if p(t,x,T,{) = 0. 

Denote the zeros x of p(t, x, T, {) by Ax (t, x, £) < 22(^ x> £)<••• < ^m(^ *> £)• 
They are homogeneous in £ of degree 1, and 

for this is true when |£| = 1 by the implicit function theorem and (23.2.1). Let 
^•j — iX " J t K P j f c ^ £)• By commuting the derivatives D{ in P to the left and 
using the identity Dt = (Dt — Aj(t9x,D))+Aj(t9x,D) we can find 

Qj= I fijfcfcx.DjD? 
o 

with QjkeSm-1~k such that 

(23.2.2) P - (D, -^ ( f , x, DJ) 6 , = ^ ( t , x, Dx). 

It is clear that Rj^Sm. The principal symbol p—(T—A^g,. is independent of T 
so it is equal to 0, which proves that in fact RJES™'1. Later on we shall 
improve the crude factorization (23.2.2) but it suffices for the extension of 
Lemma 23.1.1. 

Lemma 23.2.1. / / seWL and T>0 we have for every u in f] CJ([0, T ] ; 
#<s+m-w>) ^h Puel}({0, T); H(s)) 

(23.2.3) sup X i|l^w(*,.)llu+-.-i-/> 

^C , i r ( s i |D /« (0 , . ) | | ( . + 1 . _ 1 _ J ) + f||P«(t,.)| | ( i )dt). 

Proof. By Theorem23.1.2 we may apply (23.1.2) to Q}u with a= — iAy This 
gives for large A and p e [1, oo] 

r 
(23.2.4) (±J>-A 'Q,"(',-)|lk)A<fo) 

o , .. .. £ 

UP 

^l|e,«(0,.) | |( , ) + 2 / c - A ' ( | | / ' « ( f , . ) | | w + C||«(r,.)| | ( i+m_1))^. 
o 
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If qj is the principal symbol of Qj then 

qj(t,x,T,£)=l\(T-lv) 

so it follows from Lagrange's interpolation formula that 

Let 
Mkj(t,x, £) = (1 -m)Xj(t,x, &/Yl(Xj(t,x, £)-Av(t,x, Q) 

which is in 5 k + x-m(R"+ x x ]R"). Then we have 
m - l 

'Df« = ZMw(t>x,D)GJtt+ X Rkj(t,x,D)D{u 
0 

where Rkj.GSk"-/~1. Hence 

1 ||DN(t,.)ll(s+,-i-k)^C(Zlieju(r,.)ll(s)+ I PN(^.)ll(s+_2-fe))-
fc < m fc < m 

In the last sum we can drop the term with k = m - 1, for H^w - Z>/W""1M||(J_1) 

can be estimated by the other terms. Thus 

E </ ik-^n^.oiiU-i-*^*)1^ ^ C ( B / ik-A'e;«(f,.)ii^Ado1/p 

*<m 0 0 

+ E (/ll«-A/A*«('v)||^_2_*)AA)1/''). 
* < m - l 0 

Again by (23.1.2) the last sum can be estimated by 

2 £ l|/)N(0,.)ll(s+m-2-k) + 4 X ]\\e-ktDk
t^u{t9.)\\(s+m.2.k)dt9 

k<m-1 fc<m-l0 

so we obtain 

*<m 0 * < m 

+ / \\e-XtPu{t,.)\\(s)dt + £ / ||e-
A'DfM(r,.)||(S+m-i-t)*). 

0 k<m 0 

When /? = 1 and A is large, the last sum is less than 1/2C times the left-hand 
side. Hence we obtain, first for p = 1 and then for arbitrary p, with a new constant 
C independent of s, p, and A when A is large 

(23.2.4)' £ ( / |k"A lD*ii(J, .) | lU-i-*)A*)1 / P 

fc<m 0 

^ C ( E ||D*"(0,.)||(,+m-l-t) + /| |/ ,«(r,.)| |(J)*), 
*<m 0 

which is a much stronger estimate than (23.2.3). 
Next we prove an analogue of Theorem 23.1.2: 
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Theorem 23.2.2. Assume that (iH"0 above are fulfilled. For arbitrary 
/eLV((0, T); His)) and ^ i€H ( s + m_1_J ) , j<m, there is then a unique solution 

ue 0 CJ([0, T]; / / ( s + m .1_ j )) of the Cauchy problem 
o 

(23.2.5) Pu=f ifO<t<T; Dju^fa for j<m if t=0. 

Proof The uniqueness is an immediate consequence of Lemma 23.2.1 which 
gives M = 0 if / = 0 and 0 o = . . . = $ w l = O . To prove the existence we note 
that if u is smooth and v is in CJ(R , ,+ 1), t<T in suppu, then 

T T 

(23.2.6) \(u,P*v)dt = \{Pu,v)dt-i £ (Diu(0),DlPj+k+1(t,x,D)*v(0)). 
0 0 j+k<m 

Now it follows from (23.2.3) applied to P*, with t replaced by T-t, that if 
g = P*v then 

Zl^»Wi(...*,^Cj|g(0«o_11^A. 
k<m 0 

This implies that }(fv)dt-i I (<l>pD>Pj+k+l(tyx,D)*v(0))\ 
0 j+k<m J 

Using the Hahn-Banach theorem to extend the anti-linear form in g on the 
left-hand side we conclude that there is some M€L°°((0, t); H(s+m_i}) such 
that 

(23.2.6)' J(/, 0) A - i £ (* i> Dk
t Pj+k+ {(t, x, D)*»(0))=J (ti, P* »)rft 

o o 
if VECQ and f < T in suppu. This implies that Pu=f if we take v with 
0 < t < T in suppo; that the Cauchy data (23.2.5) are assumed will follow by 
comparison with (23.2.6) when we have established enough regularity for w. 

In view of the estimate (23.2.3) it suffices as in the proof of Theorem 
23.1.2 to prove existence when / and $} a r e lTi & From the fact that 
weL2((0,T); H(a+m-n) and PueST we shall deduce that D/weL2(((U); 
//(,+*_!_;)) if 05&/£m (this is in fact true for every j). The proof is a minor 
variation of that of Theorem B.2.9. First note that Theorem B.2.3 remains 
valid if we define H{mtS) as the set of restrictions of elements in //(mf5)(R

,,+ 1) 
to (0,T)xR". Indeed, if xeC°°(R) is equal to 1 in ( -oo , i ) and 0 in (&oo) 
then Theorem B.2.3 is applicable to %u and also to (1—x)w if t is replaced 
by T—t. Now we know for the solution of Pti=/constructed above that 

if fc=0. Assuming that this is known for some k<m we obtain 
D?u = Pu- £ Pj(t,x9Dx)DiueH{k_m+Us+m_2_k). 

j<m 

By the modification of Theorem B.2.3 just discussed it follows by induction 
for decreasing; that D{ueH{k+l^s+m_k_2)9 
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which means that k is replaced by k + 1 in the hypothesis. Thus it is true for 
k = m which means that 

° l " 6 f l ( » - i , . - i ) . J^m> 

and implies that Dj
tueC([Q, T ] ; H ( s+m_ j_3/2)) by Theorem B.2.7. This is 

enough to make (23.2.6) valid. If we compare (23.2.6) and (23.2.6)' when D{v 
= 0 for f = 0 and j<m — 1, we obtain 

(«(0)-^o ,DT-1»(0))=0, 

hence M(0) = </>0. Taking D{v = 0 for j<m— 2 only we then obtain Dtu(0) = (f)1 

and so on until all the Cauchy data (23.2.5) are verified. From the unique
ness already established it follows that the Cauchy problem (23.2.5) with 
fe£f and all Q.eP has a solution ttef)C"_1([0,T];H(5)). Using the equa-

s 

tion Pu=f repeatedly we obtain uef] C°°([0, T ] ; H ( s ))c C00. This completes 
the existence proof. s 

The main purpose of this section is to study strictly hyperbolic differen
tial operators: 

Definition 23.2.3. A differential operator P of order m in the C00 manifold 
X, with principal symbol p, is said to be strictly hyperbolic with respect to 
the level surfaces of 0eC°°(X,R) if p(x,<£'(x))+0 and the characteristic 
equation p(x, £ + T</>'(X)) = 0 has m different real roots T for every XGX and 

{er ; \Rf(4 

The Cauchy problem for a strictly hyperbolic operator always has semi-
global solutions: 

Theorem 23.2.4. Let P be a differential operator of order m with C00 

coefficients in the C°° manifold X, and let 7 c l be an open subset. Assume 
that P is strictly hyperbolic with respect to the level surfaces o/<^eC°°(X,R), 
and set 

X + = {xeX;<£(x)>0}, X0 = {xeX; 0(x) = O}. 

/ / feHl$(X) has support in the closure of X+ one can then find 
ueH\°s

c+m_1)(X) with support in the closure of X+ such that Pu=f in Y. If 
s^O, v is a vector field with ix£ = l, and feH\^(X+), il/jeH^c

+m_1_j)(X0j, 
j<m, then there is some ueH\°s

c
+m_1)(X+) such that Pu=fin X+nY and tfu 

= il/j in X0nY when j<m. 

To prove the theorem we shall first study the case where XcW and 
cj)(x) = xn. By hypothesis the coefficient of D™ is never 0 so we can divide by 
it and assume henceforth that it is equal to 1. Let A1(x,£')<...<Am(x,£/), 
£ ,=(£15 . . . ,£ | |_1) be the roots of the equation p(x,^,A)=0, choose XECQ(X) 
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with 0 ̂  x S1 and % = 1 in Y, and set 
m 

p(*, a=lift.-*/*.«')). 
1 

X/x,£')=z (x) A,(x, ̂ ') + (1 -x(x))M'\. 
We can then define P with principal symbol p so that P(x, <!;) = P(x, £) when 
xeY and fj(x, <!;') is independent of x outside a compact subset of X. Then 
the hypotheses of Theorem 23.2.2 are obviously fulfilled with xn playing the 
role of t and (xl5 ...9xn_1) in the role of x. 

Proposition 23.2.5. Assume that P is strictly hyperbolic with respect to the 
planes xn = constant in I d " , and let Y c X . If feH(s>t)(WLn+) and s^O, and if 
\l/jeH{s+t+m_1_j)(lR

n-1l j<m, one can find ueH(s+m_Ut)(M
n
+) such that Dj

nu 
is a continuous function of xn with values in H{s+t+m_1_j)(Win~1) when x n ^ 0 , 
ifj<m, and } 

(23.2.7) Pu =/.. in YnWL\, D{u = ij/j in Yn(WLn~x x {0}) if j<m. 

Proof Choose T>xn for xeY The hypothesis on / implies that 
/eL^CO, TIH^^WL"-1)) so it follows from Theorem 23.2.2 that one can 
find ue H Cj([0, T]; H ( s+f+m_1_ j )) with Pu=f when 0 < x n < T a n d Dj

nu = xl/j 
j <m _ 

when xn = 0, j<m. Since M G H ( W _ 1 S + 0 in the slab {x ;0<x„<T} and 
PueH(st) there, it follows just as in the proof of Theorem 23.2.2 that 
ue /? ( m _ 1 + M ) , which completes the proof. 

Proposition 23.2.5 gives a local version of the second part of Theorem 
23.2.4; we shall now prove a local version of the first part. 

Proposition 23.2.6. Assume that P is strictly hyperbolic with respect to the 
planes xn = constant in XcR", and let Y d . 1//eH(M)(JRn

+) we can find 
ueH(s+m_lt)(lR

n
+) such that Pu=f in Y. Here s (or t) may be +oo. 

Proof If s^O it follows from Theorem 23.2.2 after xn is replaced by xn — 1, 
say, that we can find ueH{m_ls+t) with Pu = f when xn<T. As in the proof 
of Theorem 23.2.2 it follows that ueH{s+m_lt) by an analogue of Theorem 
B.2.9. When proving the theorem for s < 0 we may now assume that it is 
already verified when s is replaced by s + 1. By the remark after Theorem 
B.2.4 we can write 

/=/<>+£„/„ 

where f0eH(s+Ut_1) and /„etf ( s+M) . Choose «06ffu+11I>,_1) and u„etf(s+m>1) 

such that 

Pu0=f0 and Pu„=f„. 

Then [/ = M0 + D„u„eH(s+m_1>(), and 

Pt/-/=[/»DJu.eH(i+1.,_1), 
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since [P, D J is of order m but only of order m —1 in Dn. By the inductive 
hypothesis we can find veH{s+mt_1) such that Pt> = [P, D J wM, and u~U—v 
is then the desired solution. 

To prove Theorem 23.2.4 by piecing local solutions together we need a 
uniqueness theorem: 

Theorem 23.2.7. If P is strictly hyperbolic in X with respect to the level sur
faces of (j), then every x0eX has a fundamental system of neighborhoods V 
such that ueQ)'{y\ $^(/>(x0) in suppw, and Pu = Q in V implies u = 0 in V. 

Proof We can take a local coordinate system at x0 such that x0 = 0 and 
0(x) = (/>(O)-fxM-|x,|2. Set 

^ = {x; |x j<e 2 , |x ' |<e}. 

Since p(0, £', £n) is of degree m with respect to £n and has m different real 
zeros if ^ G R " _ 1 \ 0 , the same is true for p(x,£',£n) if xeVB, 0<s<s0, for 
p(x, £) is essentially real (cf. Lemma 8.7.3). If geC% (Ve) it follows from Prop
osition 23.2.6 applied to P* that we can find veC00^) such that P*v = g in 
Ve and v(x) = 0 if xn>s2— S with 3 so small that g(x) = 0 when xn>s2—d. 
But then we have 

0 = (Pu,v) = (u,P*v) = (u,g) 

so u = 0 in Ve. Thus the neighborhoods VE have the desired property. 

Proof of Theorem 23.2.4. We can find a finite number of coordinate patches 
XvczX and open sets 7 v € l v such that Fcz(jYv. To prove the first state
ment in Theorem 23.2.4 we use Proposition 23.2.6 to find for every v some 
uveH\°c

+m_1)(Xv) vanishing when cjxO such that Puv=f in Yv. Choose a 
covering of X 0 n 7 b y open sets V^ such that Pv = 0 in V^ and v = 0 when 
<£<0 implies v = 0 in V^. We choose V^ so small that for all p, p' with 
V^nV^ + 0 w e ^ a v e ^ u ^ t , c ^ v f° r some v. Now define u = uv in V^ if V^ 
c 7 v . By Theorem 23.2.7 we have uv = uv, in V^ if ^ c 7 v n 7 v , , so the choice 
of v does not matter. The definition made in V^ agrees with that in V^ in the 
overlap, since V^ and V^ are contained in Yv for the same v if the intersec
tion is non-empty. It is clear that Pu=f in V= (J V^. 

Choose / e C ^ ( F ) equal to 1 in a neighborhood W of X0nY. Then / 
= P(%u) in W. Hence we can find geHl°s*(X) and £>0 such that g = 0 when 
</>(x)<e and f=P(xu) + g in Y It suffices therefore to prove the statement 
with / replaced by g and 4> replaced by (j>— s. A moment's reflection on the 
geometrical nature of the proof of Theorem 23.2.7 shows that the same e 
can be used when (j> is replaced by (\>— t for some t>0. Since the statement 
is trivial when (jxO in 7, it follows after a finite number of iterations of the 
preceding local solution. To prove the second statement in Theorem 23.2.4 
we just start by using Proposition 23.2.5 instead of Proposition 23.2.6. The 
construction then continues as before. The proof is complete. 
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We shall next discuss the singularities of solutions of the Cauchy prob
lem (23.2.5). As a preparation for the proofs we refine the factorization 
(23.2.2). 

Lemma 23.2.8. If P satisfies the conditions (iHni) at tne beginning of the 
section then the operators A> and Qjk can be modified with terms of order 0 
and m-2-k so that the right-hand side Rj in (23.2.2) is in S~co{Win+1 xJRM). 

Proof Suppose that we already have (23.2.2) with RJES™'* for some ju>0, 
as we do for /x=l. We can choose AeS1""(R , ,+ 1 xR") so that 

m - l 

Rj{t,x,Q + A(t,x,Q £ Qjk(t,x,Z)Aj(t,x,ZfeS"->-\ 
0 

for RjeSm~fl by hypothesis and the sum is elliptic of order m —1 by (23.2.1) 
since the principal symbol is p'x(t, x, A., £). Now it follows as in our earlier 
discussion of (23.2.2) that we can choose qkeSm~1~,l~k so that with the 
notation Aj = Aj + X the symbol of 

m - l m - 2 

Rj(t,x,Dx) + X(t,x,Dx) X Qjk{t^Dx)D
k
t-{Dt-Aj{Ux,Dx)) I qk(t,x,Dx)D

k 

0 0 

is independent of r and belongs to sm-A*-i# if Aj is replaced by Ay and Qjk 

is replaced by Qjk + qk when k<m — 1, we obtain a new identity of the form 
(23.2.2), now with RjeSm~fl~1. If we repeat the argument for /x= 1,2,... and 
add to Aj, Qjk the asymptotic sums of the successive corrections AM, <$ (see 
Proposition 18.1.3), we obtain (23.2.2) with Rj € 5"00 . 

We shall now discuss the singularities of the solution of the Cauchy 
problem (23.2.5), starting with an interior regularity result similar to Theo
rem 8.3.3'. It is no restriction that we assume the principal symbol of the 
hyperbolic operator real. 

Theorem 23.2.9. Let P be a differential operator of order m with C00 

coefficients in the C°° manifold X, and assume that P is strictly hyperbolic 
with respect to the level surfaces of 0GC°° (X,1R) . If Pu = f it follows that 
WF(u)\WF(f) is a subset o/p_ 1(0) which is invariant under the flow defined 
by the Hamilton vector field of the principal symbol p. 

Proof That WF(u)\ FKF(/)cp - 1(0) is already a consequence of Theorem 
8.3.1. Since WF(u) is closed we just have to show that the intersection with 
any bicharacteristic arc y of p is open in the complement of WF(f). This is a 
purely local statement so we may assume that I c R " , that </>(x) = xn, and 
that y0 = (0, £0)eWF(u)\ WF(f)\ we must prove that WF(u) contains a 
neighborhood of y0 on the bicharacteristic y of p through y0. Since (x,JV) is 
non-characteristic if xeX and N = (0, ...,0,1), we have {'o=N0. We can there-
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fore choose aeS°(WLnxWLn) equal to 1 in a conic neighborhood of y0 and 
equal to 0 at infinity in a conic neighborhood of X x IRiV as well as for all x 
outside a compact subset of X. Set v = a(x,D)u, g = P(x,D)v. Then vei'{X\ 
y0eWF(v)\WF(g), and 

(23.2.8) (R* x RAT) n WF(v) = 0. 

We must prove that this implies that WF(v) contains a neighborhood of y0 

on y. 
First note that if ^ G 5 - ° ° ( R W X R " " 1 ) then R^D^veC™. In fact, we can 

write 
R(x,D')v = R(x,D')q(D)v + R(x,D')(I-q(D))v 

where q(i;)eS0 has support in such a small conic neighborhood of N that 
q(D)veCco

9 hence R(x,D,)q(D)veCco, but q = \ at infinity in another conic 
neighborhood. By Theorem 18.1.35 we have R(x,D')(I-qiD^eOpS'00, hence 
Rix^D'W-qiD^veC™. In particular, we have R(x,D')veC°° if JR = 0 in a 
neighborhood of supp v. 

Choose P as in the proof of Proposition 23.2.5. Then we obtain Pv 
-PveC00. Using Lemma 23.2.8 we can factor P 

P(x9 D) = (Dn -Aj(x, D')) Qj(x, D) + Rj(x, D') 

where Dn~Aj is characteristic at y0 but Q} is non-characteristic there; 
AjES-00. Set w = Qj(x,D)v. In view of Theorem 18.1.35 we have y0eWF(w)9 

and since RjveC™ as proved above, we obtain y0$WF((Dn—Xj(x,D'))w). By 
the discussion after Theorem 23.1.4 it follows that WF(w) contains a neigh
borhood yx of y0 on y. Using Theorem 18.1.35 again we conclude that yt 

C WF(v) C WF(u)9 which completes the proof. 

Remark. The function <j> plays no role at all in the conclusion of Theorem 
23.2.9. This suggests that hyperbolicity is not essential, and we shall prove 
later (Theorem 26.1.1) that it suffices to assume that the principal symbol is 
real. 

We shall now discuss the regularity of the solution of the Cauchy prob
lem, assuming that P is a differential operator of order m with C00 coef
ficients in the C°° manifold X which is strictly hyperbolic with respect to 
the level surfaces of 0GC°°(X,1R) . The sets X + and X0 are defined as in 
Theorem 23.2.4 and we choose a C00 vector field v with v(j) = l. Assume that 
feJf(X+) (Definition 18.3.30), and assume that us9'{X+\ Pu=f in X + . 
Then it follows from Corollary 18.3.31 that u is the restriction to X + of a 
unique element ue.^V(X+), and so is vju. This implies that the boundary 
value <j)j of vju is well defined. By Theorem 18.3.27 (ii) we have WFb(f) 
cWFft(ii), and Theorem 18.3.27 (iv) gives WF{<j))c=.WFb{u)nT*{XQ). 

Theorem 23.2.10. Under the preceding hypotheses we have 

(23.2.9) WFb(u)\x0 = WFb(f)\x0v ( T j ' WF(<t>j)) I 
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hence WF(u) is contained in the union of the forward bicharacteristics starting 
at WF(f\x+) or at points in the inverse image of the right-hand side of 
(23.2.9) under the natural map 

T*(X)\Xo^T*(X0). 

Proof The last statement follows from the first if we note that WFb is closed 
and apply Theorem 23.2.9. Thus we only have to verify that the left-hand 
side of (23.2.9) is contained in the right-hand side. This is a local statement. 
After multiplying u by a suitable cutoff function we may therefore assume 
that I c R " , (j)(x) = xn, v = d/dxn, ue£'{X+) and that (X,£)EWF(U\ xn>0 im
plies £'4=0. (See the proof of Theorem 18.3.32.) 

Define P(x,D) as in the proof of Proposition 23.2.5 and form the factor
izations 

(D„ - Aj(x, D')) Qj(x, D) = P(x, D) + Rj(x, D') 

where R jGS'-00(RwxR' ,-1) as in the proof of Theorem 23.2.9. Let 
yeT*(X o ) \0 , and assume that y is not contained in the right-hand side of 
(23.2.9). We must show that y is not in WFb(u)\Xo. From the proof of Theo
rem 23.1.4 we know that <Pj(x,£')eS° can be chosen non-characteristic at y 
so that 

[D„ - Aj(x, D% <Pj(x, D')] = Tj(x9 D') 

where 7} is of order — oo and $j is of order — GO outside any given neigh
borhood of the bicharacteristic of £n— Xj(x,^') passing through y. Now we 
have outside X0 

(D n -^ . (x ,DO)^(x,D')e /x ,D)M 

= Tj(x, V) <2/x, D) u + <f>,(x, D')J+ <Pj(x, D') Rj(x, D') u 

where f=P(x,D)u is equal to / in a neighborhood of suppw, outside X0. 
All terms on the right are in Jf by Theorem 18.3.32. Since <Pj(x, D') R/x, D') 
and Tj(x, D') Qj(x, D) u are of order — oo it follows that the right-hand side is in 
C00 for 0^x„<£, say, if the support of ^(x ' ,0,^ ') is in a sufficiently small 
conic neighborhood of y. The boundary values of Qj(x,D)u are given by 
pseudo-differential operators acting on <l>Q,...,(j)m_1, so the boundary values 
of &j(x, D') Qj(x9 D) u are in C00 if the support of <Pj is in a small conic neigh
borhood of the bicharacteristic through y. Hence it follows from Theorem 
23.1.4 and the remarks after its proof that #.(x,D')Q}(x,D)u is in C00 for 

m— 1 

0^x n <£ . Now the operators Q/(x,Z)) = £ Qjk(x,D')D*9 j=l,...9m can be 
o 

regarded as a Douglis-Nirenberg system composed with the operator 
(1,/)„,...,D™~1) (see Section 19.5). Hence we can find pseudo-differential 
operators Wj and Vk such that 

m m— 1 

£ Wj(x,D')#/x,D')Qj(x,D)u=Z Vk(x,D')Dk
nu 

1 0 
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where F0(x',0,£') is non-characteristic at y but VkeS~"° for /t4=0. Hence 
V^D^ueC™ for small x„^0, and it follows from Theorem 18.3.32 that 
y$WFb(u). The proof is complete. 

23.3. Necessary Conditions for Correctness 
of the Cauchy Problem 

Definition 23.2.3 was motivated only by the constant coefficient theory de
veloped in Chapter XII. One might therefore suspect that it is too restric
tive. However, we shall now prove that a weaker hyperbolicity condition is 
necessary for an existence theorem like Theorem 23.2.4 to hold. 

Theorem 23.3.1. Let P be a differential operator of order m with C00 coef
ficients in the C00 manifold X, and let F c J be an open subset. Let 
(/>eC°°(X,]R), 0' + O in X, and set 

X+ = {xeX;cl)(x)>0}, Xo = {xeX;(j)(x) = 0}. 

Assume that for every feCo(X) with supp/czX + one can find ueQ)'{X) with 
suppwcX + and Pu=f in Y If yeX0nY and £eT*(X) it follows then that 
the characteristic equation p(y, £ + T0'(;y)) = O in x has only real roots unless it 
is fulfilled for every T. 

Proof The hypotheses remain valid if we shrink X and Y, so there is no 
restriction in assuming that XclR", (j)(x) = xn, and y = 0. Repeating an argu
ment in the proof of Theorem 10.6.6 we shall prove that if K c Y is a com
pact neighborhood of 0 then there exists an integer N such that for some C 

(23.3.1) \(fv)\SC £ sup|D"/l X sup|D'P*i>|; 

/eC°°(in
+) , veC%{K). 

Here (fv) = \fvdx and P* is the adjoint of P with respect to this scalar 
product. To prove (23.3.1) we consider^/, v) as a bilinear form on all / eC 0 0 

with bounded derivatives and supp/c:]Rn
+ while veC$(K). Such functions / 

form a Frechet space with the topology defined by the semi-norms 
sup \D*f\, and the functions v form a metrizable space with the semi-norms 
sup \DfiP*v\. When f=Pu in 7 we have 

xn>0 

{f,v) = (u,P*v). 

If xn^0 in suppw this proves the continuity with respect to v for fixed /, in 
view of Theorem 2.3.10. Thus (fv) is separately continuous, hence con
tinuous, which proves (23.3.1). 

Assume now that for some {' = (^ 1 , . . . , ^ M _ 1 )G1R W ~ 1 the equation 

P(0,£ ' ,T) = 0 
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has a root with ImT=j=0 but is not identically valid. Then £'=#0 and replac
ing (<!;', T) by — (£',T)/ImT we may assume that I m i = - 1 . Taking <*',£'> 
+ x n Rer as new xn_x coordinate while xn is unchanged we may also as
sume that T = — i and <f = (0,...,0,1). Thus 

(23.3.2) P(o,...,o,^_1,u=(^+^n-1re(^1,u 
where r is the multiplicity of the root — i, thus Q(l, —0=1=0. 

To show that (23.3.1) cannot be valid we shall choose / and v con
centrated close to 0. With an integer v > r we therefore introduce new coor
dinates by 

yj = xjp\ j^n-2; yj = Xjp
2\ j = n-l,n9 

where p is large. This blows up any neighborhood of 0 so that it contains 
any given compact set when p is large. P* is replaced 

P*{y, Dy) = P*(yjp\..., y„_2/p\ y„_ Jp2\ yjp2\ 

p*Dl,...,p*Dn_2,p
2*Dn_1,p

2*D„). 

From (23.3.1) it follows with K = v(n + 2 + 4JV) that 

(23.3.1)' \(f,v)\^CpK £ sup|D'/l Z sup |D»P*v\, 
| a | ^ iV \p\^Nyn^0 

when /eC°°(Rn
+) and VECQ(M) where M is a fixed compact set. As p-+oo 

we have 
p-^uP;(y,Dy)-p(0,...,09Dn-UDn) = O(p-'') 

where 0(p~v) means that the product by pv is a differential operator with 
coefficients bounded in C00 as p-»oo. In the main term given by (23.3.2) the 
factor Dn—iDn_1= —(d/dyn_1 + id/dyn) is essentially the Cauchy-Riemann 
operator \n yn_1+iyn. Choose an analytic function ^(y^i-Hy,,) which van
ishes at 0 and has positive imaginary part when y„^0 and 0 < | j ; | ^ l . We 
can take 

^ = 2(yn_ 1 + iyn) + i(yn-1 + i ynf. 
If we put 

ny)=t iyj+^(yn-i+iyn) 
i 

it follows then that (Dn-iDn_1)W(y) = 0 and that Im W(y)^\y\2 when | y | ^ l 
and yn"^0. 

Now we shall construct a formal series 
CO 

up(y)=Yeimy)Vj(y)p-} 

0 

where V.GCQ, I> 0 (0 )=1 , such that P*up = 0 in a neighborhood of 0. Since 
v>r the lowest term in P*up is p2mv+m~r times a(Dn — iDn_x)

rv0. Thus we 

r e q U k e a(Dn-iDn_JVo=0, 
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where a = Q(dW/dyn_l9d
}F/dyn)3=0 in a neighborhood V0 of 0. Choose 

XECQ{V^ equal to 1 in another neighborhood V1 of 0 and set v0 = x- The 
subsequent equations are of the form 

(23.3.3) aiD.-iD^Jv^Fj 

where Fj is determined by the preceding amplitudes v0, ...,vj__1. Repeated 
solution of Cauchy-Riemann equations gives a solution of (23.3.3) which we 
then cut off by multiplication with %. The equation remains valid in Vl9 and 
v,eC»(K0). 

If we choose for u a partial sum w£ of the series up of higher order, it is 
now clear that the second sum on the right-hand side of (23.3.1)' tends to 0 
as p->co, like any desired power of 1/p. Choose FeCJ (R+) and set 

fP{y) = F{py)p". 

Then the right-hand side of (23.3.1)' tends to 0 as p-»oo if p is large enough, 
and 

if&KMy^SWe^-' + ̂ dy. 
If F is chosen so that the integral on the right-hand side is not 0, it follows 
that (23.3.1)' cannot hold. This completes the proof. 

From the constant coefficient case (see Section 12.8) we know that no 
stronger conclusion on the principal symbol at a point in I 0 would be 
possible in Theorem 23.3.1. In particular, X0 may be characteristic. How
ever, in the strictly hyperbolic case it follows from Theorem 23.2.7 that there 
is a finite propagation speed for the support of the solution to the Cauchy 
problem, just as in Theorem 12.5.6. We shall now prove that this is only 
true in the non-characteristic case. To simplify the statement we place our
selves in R" right away and write x' = (xl9...9xn_l). 

Theorem 23.3.2. Let P be a differential operator of order m with C00 coef
ficients in XczRM, let 0<B^A9 and let YczX be an open subset containing 0« 
Assume that for every feC^iX) with xn^A\x'\ in supp/ one can find 
ue2\X) with xn^.B\x'\ in suppw such that Pu=f in Y. Then the plane x„ = 0 
is non-characteristic at 0 provided that /?(0, £) is not identically 0. 

Proof Let Kt = {x;xn^t\x'\}. The hypothesis implies that if K c F is a com
pact neighborhood of 0 then 

(23.3.4) \(f,v)\£C I sup|DVI X sup|D'P*i>| 

if veC%(K) and / G C ° ° ( R M ) , s u p p / c K ^ . This follows by an obvious modifi
cation of the proof of (23.3.1) which we leave as an exercise. If p(0, ...,0,1) 
= 0 we can write 

m 
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where q3 is homogeneous of degree j9 qr^0 and r > 0. Now we introduce the 
new coordinates y = x/pv where v>r. We have 

m 

p-m*pp*osDy)=X^')i>:-j'+o(p-v), 
r 

and (23.3.4) is replaced by a similar estimate for P* with a power of p in the 
right-hand side. We choose Y(y) = iyn now and determine a formal solution 

00 

0 

of the equation P*up = 0 in a neighborhood of 0. The leading term in the 
equation is 

qr(D)vo = 0 
so we can take v0eCQ(V0) equal to 1 in a neighborhood Vx of 0. The sub
sequent equations are of the form 

qr{D')vrF} 

where Fj is determined by the preceding amplitudes. They can be solved 
successively in Vt with VjeCo(V0). The proof is now completed just as that of 
Theorem 23.3.1, with FeCo(KA) of course. 

We can now motivate Definition 23.2.3 of strict hyperbolicity better. First 
recall that by Theorem 10.4.10 the strength of a differential operator with 
constant coefficients is independent of the terms of lower order if and only if 
it is of principal type in the sense that the differential of the principal sym
bol is never 0 outside the origin. We shall devote Chapters XXVI and 
XXVII entirely to such operators. The following proposition examines the 
combination of this principal type condition with the necessary condition 
in Theorem 23.3.1 imposed in all of X + . 

Proposition 23.3.3. Let X he a C00 manifold, let QeC^iX) and let 
peC*°(T*(X)) be a polynomial along the fibers such that 

(i) ( ip(^) + 0 i n T * ( I ) \ 0 ; 
(ii) when 0(x)^O the equation p(x, £ + x(j)'(x)) = 0 in x has only real roots 

unless it is satisfied for every x. 

Then it follows that when (j){x) ^ 0 the equation p(x^ + T(f}r(x)) =0 cannot 
have a root x of finite order k>\ unless fc = 2, </>(x) = 0, and 

( H ^ ) ( x , ^ i f ( x ) ) > 0 . 

Proof There is nothing to prove unless </>'(x)=|=0. We can then choose local 
coordinates so that (fi(x) = xn, say. If (t>(x)>0 then Lemma 8.7.2 with 6 
= (0,...,0,1) shows that if x is a zero of order k of p(x,£ + T<//(;*;)) then all 
derivatives of p of order <k vanish at (X,£ + T0'(X)). (Note that the proof of 
Lemma 8.7.2 only requires analyticity in the 6 direction.) Hence fe = l by 
condition (i). If 0(x) = O we can only conclude that the derivatives of p of 
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order <k with respect to the variables other than xn vanish at (x, £4-T0 ' (X)) . 

If k #=1 it follows from (i) that <3/?/3xn=j=0. When (s,t)-+0 we have 

p(x\s,Z\£n + T + t) = as-hbtk + 0(s2 + \st\ + \t\k+1) 

where a = p{n)(x,£ + T0'(X)) and b = dkp{x,£>+T<p\x))ld£)
kJk\. By condition (ii) 

there must be k small real zeros t for all small s ̂  0. Replacing s by sks and 
t by £t we conclude as in the proof of Lemma 8.7.2 when e->0 that the 
equation as + btk = 0 has k real roots t for every s^O. Thus fc = 2 and ab<0. 
Now 

HpxH = dp/dZH9 H2
pxn= -dp/dxn8

2p/den at (x, £ + T <£'(x)), 

which completes the proof. 

In Section 23.4 we shall prove that the results of Section 23.2 remain 
valid with very small modifications if strict hyperbolicity is relaxed as in 
Proposition 23.3.3 on the manifold carrying the Cauchy data. However, at 
genuine double characteristics where dPm = 0 one can usually prove neces
sary conditions on the subprincipal symbol analogous to Corollary 12.4.9. 
There is also an extensive literature on their sufficiency. It is perhaps partic
ularly interesting that the Cauchy problem is solvable for arbitrary lower 
order terms for some hyperbolic operators with double characteristics. 
However, it would take us too far to develop these results here, and we 
shall content ourselves with references in the notes. 

23.4. Hyperbolic Operators of Principal Type 

In this section we shall extend the results of Section 23.2 to operators P 
satisfying the conditions in Theorem 23.3.2 and Proposition 23.3.3. If 0(x) 
= xn and X is a neighborhood of 0 in Rw, this means that the principal 
symbol is assumed to satisfy the following conditions: 

m 

(i)P(x,£)=£p,.(x,oe^=i; 
0 

(ii) when xeX, xn>0 and £ ' E R ' , ~ 1 \ 0 the equation p(x,{) = 0 has only 
simple real roots £n; 

(iii) when xeX, x„ = 0 and <fe]R"~1\0, the equation p(x,£) = 0 has only 
real roots, and dp/dxnd

2p/d%2<0 at the double roots. 
Suppose that £n = T is a double root when x' = x'0, xn = 0 and €' = €'0. 

Then it follows from the Weierstrass preparation theorem and the homo
geneity that in a conic neighborhood of (x'o,0,<j;') we have 

P(*, i) = («„-*(*, O)2 -Hx, ?))q(x9 £) 
where a, foeC00 are homogeneous of degree 1, 2 with respect to £', b(x, <D^0 
when xn ^ 0, and q is a polynomial in £n of degree m — 2. Moreover, b = 0, a 
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= T and db/dxn>0 at (x'o,0,£'o), so b{x,g)^cxn\£\2. We shall begin by a 
study parallel to Section 23.1 of such second order operators, which are 
differential operators in xn but pseudo-differential operators in x'. As in 
Lemma 23.2.1 we shall then return to the original operator. 

Before proceeding we give an important example of a differential opera
tor satisfying the preceding conditions which it is useful to keep in mind. 

Example 23.4.1. The Tricomi operator 

1 

is strictly hyperbolic for x n >0 and satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii) above 
when xn = 0. When xn<0 it is elliptic. 

Lemma 23.4.2. Let aeS^WL" xR"" 1 ) , beS2(WLn xR"" 1 ) , ImaeS°(WLn xR"" 1 ) , 
ImfreS^R^xIR" - 1), and assume that 

(23.4.1) xn\£\2^ Cx Reb(x, £ ) + C2(l + |£'|), ° ^ * i ^ *• 

Set P = {Dn-a(x,D'))2-b(x,Df). If 0 ^ £ < T ^ 1 and ueC£(Rn), u = Dnu = 0 
when xn = t, it follows that for every seWL 

(23.4.2) m)u^+1)+\\Dnu^e-2^dxn^c]e-2^PuVwdxn. 
t t 

Here || ||(s) is the H(s) norm in R n - 1 for fixed xn, and C is independent of s 
when X>AS. 

Proof A change in the lower order terms changes the right-hand side by an 
amount which is 0(1/1) times the left-hand side. The statement is therefore 
independent of the lower order terms. It is convenient to choose them so 
that A = a(x, D') and B = b(x,D') are self-adjoint. By the sharp Garding in
equality (Theorem 18.1.14) we can also assume that b(x\ xM,D')^:0 for every 
xne[0,1], and we may strengthen (23.4.1) to 

(23.4.1)' x ^ f + l J ^ C ^ e & ^ a 0 ^ x H g l . 

As in the proof of Lemma 23.1.1 the independence of lower order terms 
shows that it suffices to prove (23.4.2) when s = 0. 

Set \l/ = e~2XXn/xn, and form with scalar products in L2(G), G 
= {xeWLn;t<xn<T}, 

2 Im(^(D„ -A)u, Pu) = 2lm(il/(Dn -A)u, {Dn -A)2 u)~2lm{\l/(Dn -A)u, Bu). 

With v = (Dn—A)u the first term can be written 

2Im(\l/v,(Dn-A)v) = 2Im(\l/v,Dnv) = $\l/dn\v\2dx 
G 

= - f M V d x + jMx', T)\2xj/(T)dx'. 
G 
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Both terms are non-negative and we shall drop the second one. Next we 
observe that 

-2Im(\l/(Dn-A)u,Bu) = i([B\l/,(Dn-A)]u,u) + (\l/Bu(.,T),u(.,T)). 

The last term is non-negative since B is. The symbol of i[B\jj, Dn— A] is, 
apart from terms of order 1 multiplied by \j/9 

-d(bil/)/dxn + {a,b}il, = 2Abil, + il,(b-xn(db/dxn~{a,b}))/xn. 

If we apply Taylor's formula to Refe((x, £')— sH^n_Kea), 0^s^xn, recalling 
that Reb(x',0, <j;')^0 by (23.4.1)', it follows that 

Re (b -xn(db/dxn - {a, b})) Z - C(l +|<TI2) x2
n - Cxn(i +|{'|). 

Hence (23.4.1)' gives 

Re i/,(2Ab + (b -xn(8b/dxn - {a, b}))/xn) 

^ e - 2 ^ ( l + | f f ) ( 2 A / C 1 - Q - C ( l + | « ' | ) ^ 

When X>CCl we have 2X/C1 — C^.X/C1. By the sharp Garding inequality 
applied to the quotient by $' for fixed xn it follows that 

(23.4.3) RcidBil/^D^A^^^-X/C^e-^WuW^dx, 
t 

T 

^-c$m\\u\\(l)\\u\\i0)dxn. 
t 

We estimate the right-hand side by the inequality between geometric and 
arithmetic means. Summing up, we have now proved 

(23.4.4) Je-2AM*„-2 + 2 W | ( D „ - ^ ^ ^ 
G t 

^2\e-2Xx»\{Dn-A)u\\Pu\dx/xn 
G 

+ C/X J (X/xn + x- 2)2 e~ 2XXn \u\2 dx. 
G 

We estimate the first integral on the right-hand side by the inequality be
tween geometric and arithmetic means so that half of the first term on the 
left is cancelled. Now an integration by parts similar to those above gives 

72 = j e- 2 Axn(2 x
3/xn + A2/*2 + 2X/xl + 3/x*) \u\2 dx 

G 

SIm-$e-2XXn(X2/xn+l/x*)(Dn-A)uudx 
G 

ZI($e-2**»Wxn + l/x2
n) \(D„ -A)u\2 dx)* 

G 

where we have used the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Hence I2 can be esti
mated by the left-hand side of (23.4.4). We have therefore proved a stronger 
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estimate than (23.4.2) for s = 0 

(23.4.5) J<r2*"PX+l/*^ 
t 

^CJe-2^\\Pu\\f0)dx„. 
t 

(A similar estimate is of course valid when s 4=0.) The proof is complete. 

We shall also need an estimate for the solution of the Cauchy problem 
for decreasing xn: 

Lemma 23.4.3. With P, t and T as in Lemma 23.4.2 it follows if ueC$(Rn) 
and u = Dnu = 0 when xn = T that 

(23.4.6) la2||«ll(
2

s) + ^(||M||(
2

s+1)+||D„u||(
2

s)))e
2^dx„ 

t 

• ^C |e 2 ^x 2 | | Pu | | ( Vx B ) 
t 

when X>AS. 

Proof We can essentially repeat the proof of Lemma 23.4.2 taking \j/ = 
—xne

2kXn now. The independence of lower order terms is again clear, so we 
can take s = 0 and A,B self-adjoint, B^O. Now 

2Im(l|/v,(Dn•-A)v)=-$\v\2l|/,dx-$\v(x'9t)\
2l|/(t)dx, 

G 

where —\l/' = (2Axn + l)e2Xxn and the second term is also positive. The next 
partial integration works as before, and the symbol of [iBij/,Dn—A~] is, 
apart from terms of order 1 multiplied by ij/, 

-Ubil,-il,(b + xn(db/dxn-{a9b}))/xn. 

Using Taylor's formula as before we find that the real part is bounded from 
below by 

e2^((2Ad - CK2d + l*f) - cxn{\ + \?\y>. 

When X>CC1 it follows by the Fefferman-Phong inequality (Theorem 
18.6.8) that 

(23.4.7) ^e2^(2Xxn + l)\(Dn-A)u\2dx + X/2C^x2\\u(.,xn)\\f1)e
2X^dxn 

G t 

S2\\{Dn-A)u\\Pu\xne2^dx+Cx]\\u\\2
Q)e

2^dxn. 
G t 

We have 
T 

1 = 21$ e2Xxn\\u\\2
0)dxS2lm\ e2Xx»u(Dn-A)udx 

t G 

£(2I/A)*Q\(DH -A) u\2 e2Xx»dxf, 
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hence 
nS2j\(Dn-A)u\2e2Xx»dx. 

G 

Using Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality in the right-hand side of (23.4.7) and es
timating the left-hand side from below by means of this estimate for /, we 
obtain (23.4.6). The proof is complete. 

Let us now return to the differential operator P of order m in the open 
set XclR", with principal symbol p satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) discussed at 
the beginning of the section. Let Y c X. 

Lemma 23.4.4. If 0 < ^ < T < H and UECQ(Y) it follows that for every seWL we 
have 

(23.4.8) }mtl\\K-l-ku\\ts+k)dxn^Cs]\\Pu\\ls)dxn, 
t 0 t 

if DJ
nu = 0 when xn = t and j<m; 

Tm-l Tm-2 

(23.4.9) i x \\J>:-l~ku\\i+k)xidxn+\ x \\i>:-2-ku\\fs+k)dx„ 
t o t o 

^Csj||Pu||fs)x„2rfx„ 
t 

if DJ
nu = 0 when xn=T and ;<m. 

Proof The proofs are quite similar starting from Lemmas 23.4.2 and 23.4.3 
respectively in cases (23.4.8) and (23.4.9), so we shall only discuss (23.4.8). By 
Lemma 23.2.1 it is sufficient to prove (23.4.8) where t and T are small, so we 
may assume that X and Y are products of open sets X0 and Y0 in R " _ 1 and 
intervals Ix, IY on the xn axis. We can choose a covering of ToX(R w - 1 \ 0 ) 
by finitely many open cones i] such that 

i 

where each q{ is either of the form £n — A(x, £') or of the form (£n—a(x, £'))2 

—b(x, £') with a, b real valued, b(x,^)^cxn\^\2. The factors q{ have no zeros 
<^n in common. The functions A9 a and b are only defined locally at first but 
can be extended to the whole space. For the corresponding operators we 
obtain a priori estimates from Lemma 23.1.1 in the first order case and from 
Lemma 23.4.2 in the second order case. Choose X/eC00 with support in JJ 
and homogeneous of degree 0 in £' when |£'I>1 so that 

X x / x ' ^ ' H l when | n > l . 

In supp^ the polynomials 

il EI «{(*> 0, K < deg qj,, p = 1,..., N, 
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form a basis for polynomials of degree ra —1 in £n. Using the equation 
PXj(x\D')u = Xj(x\D')(Pu) + [P9Xj(x\D')]u and factoring P on the principal 
symbol level in JJ-, we obtain essentially as in the proof of Lemma 23.2.1 
after adding the estimates obtained for Xj(x\D')u 

(X-C)\ £ \\Dm
n-l-ku\\l+k)e-^»dxn 

t o 
T T m-l 

if DJ
nu = 0 when xn = t and j<m. The last sum can be estimated by 

T m - l 

I E in>rk«ii£+*-i,e-2*e"«fr„. 
t o 

In the term with fc = 0 we write Dmu = Pu + (D™—P)u and observe that 

m - l 

0 

The estimate (23.4.6) follows now when X is large enough. The remaining 
details are left for the reader to avoid too much repetition of the proof of 
Lemma 23.2.1 (see also the proof of Theorem 28.1.8). 

The preceding lemmas allow us to extend Theorem 23.2.4 and Theorem 
23.2.7 as follows: 

Theorem 23.4.5. Let P be a differential operator of order m with C00 

coefficients in the C00 manifold X, and let Y d be an open subset. Assume 
that P is strictly hyperbolic with respect to the level surfaces of (j)eCco(X,W) 
in 

X+ = {xeX;(j)(x)>0}, 

that P remains of principal type in 

X O = { X G X ; ^ ( X ) = 0} , 

and that X0 is non-characteristic with respect to P. If feHl^(X) has support 
in the closure of X+ one can then find ueHl£c

+m_1)(X) with support in the 
closure of X+ so that Pu = f in Y This determines u uniquely in a neigh
borhood of XQnY. 

Proof We just have to supplement Theorems 23.2.4 and 23.2.7 with local 
existence and uniqueness theorems at X0. We may therefore assume as 
above that XczBJ1 and that (j){x) = xn. Let 7 c X and choose M so large that 

p(x,£)*Q whenxEY and |{J^Af|{' | , £4=0. 

If K is a compact subset of YnX0 then 

KT = {x;0^\xn\ST,\x'-y'\^M\xn\ for some y'eK} 
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is contained in Y if T is small enough. Let feC^ and WLn
+ nsupp fez KT. If 

0 < £ < T it follows from the existence Theorem 23.2.4 and the uniqueness 
Theorem 23.2.7 that there is a solution wfeC^(Y) of the equation Put = f for 
t^=xnt^T such that Dj

nut = 0 for j<m when xn = t. (Here we use that the 
supporting planes of the cones {x; M(xn— yn)<\x' — y'\} are non-characteris
tic in Y.) For ut we have the estimate (23.4.6) which is uniform in t when 
t-+0. Hence we can find a limit u as f->0 which satisfies the equation Pu = f 
for 0 ̂  xn ^ T and has zero Cauchy data when t — 0. It can be estimated by 
(23.4.8) with t = 0. Hence a solution ueH(m_ls) exists for all / G S ( 0 S ) with 
support in the interior of KT. The proof of local existence is now completed 
by repeating that of Proposition 23.2.6. 

To prove local uniqueness we argue similarly. Set 

MT = {x;0<*xnS-T;\x'-y'\^M(T-xJ for some y'eK}. 

We have MTa Y if T is small enough. By Theorems 23.2.4 and 23.2.7 we can 
for any g e CQ°(MT) and t G (0, T) find a solution v of the equation P*v = g 
when t<xn^T with zero Cauchy data for xn = T and supp£>cMT. We can 
estimate v by means of (23.4.9) with P replaced by P* and conclude that all 
derivatives are continuous up to the boundary plane X0 since P*v = geC°° 
also. If Pu = 0 in Y and suppuaX+ u l 0 , it follows that 

(tt,g) = (Pu,t?) = 0. 

Hence u=0 in the interior of M r , which proves the uniqueness. 

Remark There is no difficulty in discussing the Cauchy problem with in-
homogeneous Cauchy data of the form (23.2.7). However, we must require 
half a derivative more for ij/j than in Proposition 23.2.5 in order to be able 
to reduce the proof to Theorem 23.4.5. 

We shall now prove an extension of Theorem 23.2.10. The main step is a 
micrplocal version of Lemma 23.4.2. 

Lemma 23.4.6. Let a, b, P be as in Lemma 23.4.2, let qeS° be real valued, 
q(x,£') = 0 when xn>T, and assume that 

(23.4.10) \dq/dxf\ + \dq/d£\(l+\£\)S-Sdq/dxn. 

Set Q = q(x,Df). If T and S are sufficiently small, it follows that for every 
seWL and ue^(Win) with u = Dnu = 0 when xn = 0 we have when h>As 

(23.4.11) *}(\\Qu\\ts+1)+\\QDnu\\fs))e-2^dxn 
0 

^CMQPu\\ls)+\\Pu\\l_^e-2^dxn. 
0 

Proof From Lemma 23.4.2 we know that 

Al( | |M | | (
2

s + i )+| |D„u| | (
2

s_ } )) e- 2^rfx„^Cl | |PM | | f s_ i ) e- 2^dx„. 
0 0 
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For large A the lower order terms in P and in Q can therefore only change 
the constant in (23.4.11). If we replace u by (l + |D'|2)~s/2w and observe that 

(1 + \D'\2YI2P(1 + |Df ) - s / 2 - P , (1 + \D'\2Y,2Q(1 + |Df ) - s / 2 -Q 

are of order 1 and —1 respectively, it is clear that it suffices to prove 
(23.4.11) when s = 0. We may also assume that A = a(x, D') and B = b(x,D') 
are self-adjoint, that (23.4.1)' holds and that £ ^ 0 . We write Q = (q(x,D') 
+ g(x,D')*)/2. With scalar products in L2(3RW

+) and \j/{x) = e-2kXnlxn we form 

2lm{xl/Q2(Dn-A)u,Pu) = 2lm(xl/Q2v,(Dn-A)v)-2lm(il/Q2(Dn-A)u,Bu) 

where v = (Dn— A)u. Integrating first for xn>t>0 we obtain when t-+0 

(23.4.12) 2lm(^Q2v,(Dn-A)v) = i((Dn-A)v^Q2v)-i(il/Q2v9(Dn-A)v) 

H-VQv,Qv) + iWlQ2
9DH-A]v9v). 

Since — ij/' = e~2XXn{2A/xn + x~2) the first term gives control of Qv. Next we 
observe that 

(23.4.13) -2Im{il/Q2(Dn-A)u,Bu) 

= i(il/Q2(Dn-A)u,Bu)-i(Bu,\l/Q2(Dn-A)u) 

= iWtB,Q2]v,u) + i(lQ\Dn-A]xl/Bu,u) 

+ i(Q2lxl/B,Dn-A-]u,u). 

The terms in (23.4.12) and (23.4.13) containing a commutator with Q2 are 

(23.4.14) miQ2,Dn-A2%v)HnB,Q2lv9u)HnQ2,Dn-A^Bu9u)). 

With l/ = (i>,(l + |D'|2)*u) this is of the form (^ W(x, D') U, U) where W is 
vector valued of order 0 with principal symbol 

/{q2,i„-a} {b,q2}/m'\ \ 

\{b,q2}/2\i'\ {q2An-a}bl\^\2r 

It is positive semi-definite if 

\{b,q2}/2\ = \q{b,q}\^{q2,$n-a}b* = 2q(-dq/dxn-{q,a})bK 

that is, 
\{b,q}\S2bH-dq/dxn-{q,a}). 

This inequality follows from (23.4.10) if Lemma 7.7.2 is applied to b. Thus 
the sharp Garding inequality for systems gives 

o 

^-CIX\\\Pu\\l^e-2^dx„. 
0 

The last estimate follows from (23.4.5) (with the order of the norms lowered 
by one half). 
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The last term in (23.4.13) can be written 

i(Q2[tfrB, Dn -A] u, u) = *([>£, Dn -A\ Qu, Qu) + i(Q[Q, |>B, D„ - 4 ] ] w, u). 

The principal symbol of iQ[Q, [_^B,Dn— AJ] is purely imaginary and of or
der 1, hence the self-adjoint part is of order 0 and 

(23.4.15) | R e z X e , [ a [ ^ ^ - ^ ] ] w , e w ) I ^ C j | i A 1 l | w | | f 0 ) ^ n . 

Since ||tt||j*0)^||w||(£)||w||(_.i.) we obtain using (23.4.5) with the order of the 
norms lowered by one half 

(23.4.16) X*im \\u\\2
{0)dxn^c]\\Pu\\l^e-2^dxn. 
0 

The term Rez(DA#,Dn— A]Qu9Qu) is estimated from below by (23.4.3) with 
u replaced by Qu. Summing up, we obtain 

}m\\Q(Dn-A)u\\2dxn + l/2Cl]e-2^\\Qu\\f1)dxn 
0 0 

^2]e-2knQ{Dn-A)u\\\\QPu\\dxJxn+CX-^]\\Pu\\l^e-2^dxn 
0 0 

+ CX-']{Xlxn + x-2)2e-2^\\Qu\\2dxn. 
0 

In the first term on the right-hand side we use the Cauchy-Schwarz in
equality so that one term which occurs is at most one half of the first term 
on the left. In the half remaining after cancellation we use that Q(Dn~A) 
= QDH-AQ + [A9Q]=(Dn-A)Q + [Q,Dn-A'] where the commutators are 
of order 0 so that [A,Q]u and [Dn —A,Q]u can be estimated using (23.4.16). 
The last step of the proof of Lemma 23.4.2 is now applicable and completes 
the proof. 

Lemma 23.4.7. If a,b,P are as in Lemma 23.4.2 and feH{0s)(WLn
+) then the 

equation Pu — f has a unique solution ueH{2s_1)c:H{liS) when xn<\, such 
that u = Dnu = 0 when xn = 0. If Q satisfies the conditions in Lemma 23.4.6 
with T=\ then QueH(is+^ if QfeH{0>s+,y 

Proof a) Existence. The estimate (23.4.2) extends by continuity to all 
ueH{2tS)(R

n
+), with t = 0 and T = l , so it suffices to prove the existence for / 

in a dense subset of H{0s), say all feH(0s+1). The equation Pu=f with the 
homogeneous Cauchy boundary conditions means that with L2 scalar pro
ducts in R"+ 

(23.4.17) (II, P* v) = (f v\ ve C? (Xx), 

where X1 = {xeWLn;xn<l}. If feH(0 s + 1 ) then it follows from Lemma 23.4.3 
that 

l(/^)l^ll/ll(0..+ l,ll»ll(0.-.-l,^ll/ll(0..+ l)ll^»ll(0.-.-l, 
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where the norm on P*v is taken with respect to the half space R+ Hence 
the Hahn-Banach theorem shows that (23.4.17) is satisfied by some 
ueH{0 S+1)(R"+). By Theorem B.2.9 it follows that yu has the required prop
erties if x e C S , ( - l , l ) and * = 1 in (-£,•*). 

b) The estimate (23.4.2) with s replaced by s —1 is valid for all 
ueHi2tS_l)9 which gives the uniqueness immediately. 

c) Assume that QfeHi0s+jt), Choose xeCJfR"- 1 ) mthjxdx' = l and let 
fe = X(eD')f be t r i e convolution with e1~nx(x'/s). Then feeH(0tir) for every a, 
so the Cauchy problem PuE = fe with zero Cauchy data when xn = 0 has a 
solution when xn<^ satisfying (23.4.11) with s replaced by s + j . Since 

QfE = i(sD')Qf+lQ,i(eD')-]f 

and the commutator is bounded in O p S - 1 for 0 < e < l , it follows that QfE is 
bounded in iJ(0 s + i ) when 0 < e < l . Hence (23.4.11) shows that QuE is 
bounded in H{ltS+±y We have ue-+u in H{Us) when e->0 so it follows that 
QueH(1 s+±)9 which completes the proof. 

We can now prove an extension of Theorem 23.2.10. 

Theorem 23.4.8. Let P satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 23.4.5, let /e.yT(X+), 
ue£&'(X+), Pu—f in X+ and vju\Xo = (j)j, j<m, where v is a C00 vector field 
transversal to X0. Then the extension iie.yT(X+) of u satisfies 

(23.4.18) WFMXo=WFb(f)\Xov ("() WFtfA 

Proof As in the proof of Theorem 23.2.10 we just have to verify that the 
left-hand §ide of (23.4.18) is contained in the set on the right. To prove this 
local statement we may assume that X c R " , (fr(x) = xn, v = d/dxn, iiei'{X+\ 
and that (x,^)eWF(u), xn>0, implies £'#=0. At first we also assume that m 
= 2 and that P satisfies the hypotheses in Lemma 23.4.2; thus we allow P to 
be pseudo-differential along the boundary. 

Let ( / , rf)ET*(SLn~~1)^0 belong to the complement of the right-hand side 
of (23.4.18). Choose a conic neighborhood W<=R , l x(R , , - 1 \0 ) of (/,0,i/') 
such that {(x',£');(*',0,£')eW} does not intersect the right-hand side of 
(23.4.18) and (x,£')eW, xn>0 implies (x,£9/;n)$WF(f), £neR. By a slight 
change of the proof of Theorem B.2.9 (see the proof of Lemma 24.4.6) it 
follows from the equation Pu=f that we can find s so that 

X{x,D')ueHiltS) 

for all xeS0 with cone s u p p ^ c W Set U = x(x,D')u. Then 

F = P[ / = Z(x,JD
/)/+[P,x(x,D')] u6fl(0iS), 

and x(x,D')^>jeCQ. If Q satisfies the conditions in Lemma 23.4.6 and x = l 
in a neighborhood of suppg, then QFeH(l(T) for all a. since QPx(x,D') 
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— Qx(x,D')P is of order — oo tangentially. Hence Lemma 23.4.7 gives 
GtfeJff(lfS+i) which implies QueH{ls+iy 

The condition (23.4.10) is satisfied by 

«(x,50=^(fi-x^-|x'-yi2-|f'(i + |^2r*-if7|if'||2) 
if £ is small enough and I ^ G C Q ( - 1 , 1). The support lies in W when |£'| is 
large. If we iterate the preceding argument for functions x(x^il °f this f ° r m 

only we find inductively that q(x,D')ueH{ls) for all such q and all s. Using 
partial hypoellipticity again (see Theorem B.2.9 or Lemma 24.4.6) we con
clude that gfoDOMeC00, hence that (y\rjf)^WFb(u). 

For arbitrary %m we can factor P as in the proof of Theorem 23.2.10 as a 
product of first and second order factors with an error of order — oo 
tangentially. Strictly speaking we only have such a factorization in a small 
conic neighborhood of (y\ 0, r\'\ but that is all one needs to apply the pre
ceding argument to remove the factors successively. No new ideas are re
quired in the proof so we leave the details for the reader. 

Notes 

The Cauchy problem for strictly hyperbolic second order equations was first 
solved by Hadamard [1] with his parametrix method. (See Section 17.4 for 
operators of the form D? — a(x,D) where a is elliptic. The general case is 
similar since as explained in Section C.6 geodesic normal coordinates can be 
introduced in general.) A variant of the method was developed by M. Riesz 
[1]. Another approach depending on L2 estimates was introduced by Fried-
richs and Lewy [1] who transferred the idea of energy estimates from the 
theory of Maxwell's equations. Thus the estimates were proved by a partial 
integration. However, the extension of the estimates to higher order hyper
bolic operators found by Petrowsky [1,5] relied on quite complicated 
Fourier analysis techniques. The simpler energy estimate method was ex
tended to higher order operators much later by Leray [1] and Garding [3], 
Shortly afterwards the Fourier analysis approach of Petrowsky reappeared 
in the guise of singular integral operators. (See e.g. Calderon [2], Mizohata 
[2,3].) We have here steered a middle course, using energy estimates for 
first order operators in Section 23.1 and then a factorization of higher order 
operators into first order pseudo-differential factors in Section 23.2. 

Both in Section 23.1 and in Section 23.2 we study the singularities of the 
solutions of the Cauchy problem closely. Such studies were first made by 
Courant and Lax [1], Lax [3] and Ludwig [1] before the introduction of 
wave front sets; the results were then less precise and harder to prove since 
they did not have a local character. In Chapter XXVI we shall prove more 
general results on interior singularities with a more systematic method. 
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The necessity of weak hyperbolicity proved in Theorem 23.3.1 is due to 
Lax [3] for simple roots and to Mizohata [5] in general. The simple proof 
given here is essentially due to Ivrii and Petkov [1]; see also Hormander 
[36]. Theorem 23.3.2 also comes from Ivrii and Petkov [1]. These papers 
are mainly concerned with conditions on the subprincipal symbol at a 
doubly characteristic point, that is, one where Pm = dPm = 0. The Hessian of 
PJ2 is there a hyperbolic quadratic form Q by Theorem 23.3.1 and Lemmas 
8.7.2, 8.7.3. A symplectic classification is therefore given by Theorem 21.5.3. 
If no real eigenvalues exist then solvability of the Cauchy problem for P 
requires that the subprincipal symbol of P lies between — X^j anc* X^j 
where ifij are the eigenvalues of the Hamilton map on the positive imag
inary axis. The proof was given in part by Ivrii and Petkov [1] and 
completed in Hormander [36]. On the other hand, when the characteristics 
are at most double and real eigenvalues exist for the Hamilton map at every 
double characteristic (the effectively hyperbolic case) then the Cauchy prob
lem can be solved for arbitrary lower order terms (see Ivrii [1], Melrose [6], 
Iwasaki [1], Nishitani [1]). Much work has also been devoted to double 
characteristics which are not effectively hyperbolic. (See Lascar and Lascar 
[1] and the references given there.) However, there are no complete results 
yet in the doubly characteristic case. 



Chapter XXIV. The Mixed Dirichlet-Cauchy 
Problem for Second Order Operators 

Summary 

In Section 23.1 we introduced energy integral estimates for first order oper
ators only. The passage to higher order operators in Section 23.2 was made 
by factorization. However, as we saw in Section 23.4 the energy integral 
method is also applicable directly in the higher order case, and it was orig
inally introduced for second order operators. We shall discuss it in that case 
in Section 24.1 to derive estimates for mixed problems. For the sake of 
simplicity only the mixed Dirichlet-Cauchy problem will be discussed in this 
chapter. References to work on more general mixed problems will be given 
in the notes. However, the propagation of singularities at the boundary is a 
very intricate matter also in this special case. It will be discussed in Sections 
24.2 to 24.5 by means of a microfocal version of the energy estimates of 
Section 24.1. Section 24.3 is devoted to the geometrical aspects of the flow of 
singularities. Some problems remain concerning bicharacteristics which are 
tangents of infinite order to the Dirichlet boundary. Thus there is a gap in 
the final results on propagation of singularities in Section 24.5. Two other cases 
where these fail are discussed in Section 24.6. Both are related to the 
Tricomi equation. In Section 24.7 finally we discuss estimates for operators 
depending on a parameter in order to complete the study in Section 17.5 of 
the asymptotic properties of the spectral function of the Dirichlet problem. 

24.1. Energy Estimates and Existence Theorems 
in the Hyperbolic Case 

Let P be a second order differential operator with C°° coefficients in a C°° 
manifold X of dimension n, with interior X° and boundary dX. We assume 

(i) P is strictly hyperbolic with respect to the level surfaces of 
</>eC°°(X,IR). 

(See Definition 23.2.3.) Let p be the principal symbol. Since P may be 
multiplied to the left by p(x,(j)'{x))~l we may asusume without restriction 
that p(x,(f)'(x))>0 for every xeX. The quadratic form p(x,g) can be polar-
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ized for fixed x to a symmetric bilinear form p(x,£9rj); £9rjeT*. The 
orthogonal plane of (j)'(x) with respect to this form is then supplementary to 
]R </>'(*), and the hyperbolicity means that p(x, £) is negative definite there. 
Thus p(x, <!;) has Lorentz signature: the indices of inertia are 1, n — 1. 

With standard local coordinates x1? ...,xM, £l9...9£n we shall write 

to conform with the usual notation in (pseudo-)Riemannian geometry. We 
identify £eT* and teTx when p(x,^rj) = {t,rj}, rjeT*, that is, in local coor
dinates 

tj=Zgjk(x)Zk. 

This carries p over to the dual quadratic form in TX(X) 

T,gjk(x)tjtk 

where (gjk) is the inverse of (gjk). This form defines a pseudo-Riemannian 
geometry in X. A tangent vector t at x is called timelike if Yjgjk{x)tjtk>0. 
Since <£, 0'(x)>=p(x, £, (/>'(x)) if ^ is the cotangent vector corresponding to £, 
we must have <£, $'(x)>=}=0 then so the timelike tangent vectors at x form a 
double cone. Those with <£, </>'(x)>>0 will be called forward directed. Their 
closure is a convex cone in which the pseudo-Riemannian scalar product of 
any two non-zero vectors is positive apart from the case of two linearly 
dependent vectors in the boundary. These boundary vectors are isotropic, 
that is, Xg/fcM^fc^- Vectors with X g j f c M ^ k < 0 finally are called space-
like. Hypersurfaces are classified by their conormals v: A hypersurface is 
spacelike (timelike) if p(v) > 0 (p(v) < 0). 

We shall assume that 

(ii) The map X9XH-»</>(X) is proper. 
(iii) dX is timelike. 
Thus Xab = {xeX; a^(j){x)^b) is for arbitrary real a<b compact; the 
boundary consists of the two spacelike surfaces </>-1(a) and (j)~l{h) and the 
part of dX where a^cfr^b. It intersects the spacelike boundary pieces 
transversally. The condition (iii) means that the pseudo-Riemannian metric 
remains of Lorentz signature when restricted to dX. 

One of the main goals of this section is to prove the following existence 
theorem: 

Theorem 24.1.1. Letf € H$(X°), UQ G H^dX) where S ^ 0, and assume that 
f and u0 vanish when (j)<a. Under the assumptions (i)-(iii) above there is then 
a unique ueHl

{°s
c
+1)(X°) vanishing when (jxa such that Pu=f in X° and u = u0 

ondX. 

Remark. We have only made a statement here concerning the case of 
vanishing Cauchy data. This is not a serious restriction since we already 
know how to solve the Cauchy problem. However, the discussion of com-
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patibility conditions between u 0 , / and the Cauchy data in their common 
domain is otherwise somewhat complicated. 

The proof of Theorem 24.1.1 like that of Theorem 23.2.4 will follow once 
we have proved a local existence theorem analogous to Proposition 23.2.6 
and obtained a local uniqueness theorem analogous to Theorem 23.2.7. We 
shall therefore postpone the proof of Theorem 24.1.1 until we have estab
lished these local results. 

Thus we assume in what follows that 

P(x, D) = X gjk(x) DjDk + X bj(x) Dj + c (x) 

where the coefficients are in C°°(]Rn) and constant outside a compact set, 
(gjk) is real with Lorentz signature, and g"">0, g11==— 1. Then we have 
hyperbolicity with respect to the planes t = constant if t(x) = xn, and the 
plane x x = 0 is timelike. The energy estimate in Lemma23.1.1 was obtained 
by taking the scalar product of Pu with u multiplied by e~Xt. Here we argue 
similarly but multiply with a first order derivative of u. First note that if gjk 

and fl are real constants then 

2Re£ /^£^ '*3 ;d^ 
=E$(r/(n)/') 

where for a cotangent vector v and fm = YJSmifi 

(24.1.1) YiV(u)fivj = 2ReYig
JkdkuvJYJg

imdiufm-YJS
jkdjudku^gliflVi. 

When j { and gjk are variable there is only a sesquilinear form in the 
derivatives of u to add on the right-hand side. Since ^ g ^ ^ ^ M + Pw is of 
first order, we obtain the basic energy identity 

(24.1.2) £ 3 / e - " ( X i ; W + / W ) ) + ^ ^ 

= -2RQe-xXf,u'}Pu + e-XtR(u) 

where R is a sesquilinear form in (w, uf) which is independent of X. We recall 
that t = xn, hence £' = (0, ...,0,1). We shall integrate the identity over a 
quarter space xx>0, xn<T. The first term can be integrated out by means 
of Green's formula then, which gives a surface integral over each of the 
boundary planes. The essential point is now to examine when the form 
involving T/ is positive definite; we have kept the notation rather more 
general than necessary to make this discussion clearer. 

Lemma 24.1.2. Let L be a real quadratic form of Lorentz signature in a finite 
dimensional vector space V, and let a, b be timelike vectors in the same cone. 
Thus L(a), L(b) and L(a, b) are positive if L(£, rj) is the symmetric bilinear form 
with L(£, £) = L(^). Then the quadratic form 

(24.1.3) F3^2L({,a)L({,6)-L(«,{)L(fl ,6) 

is positive definite. 
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Proof. The right-hand side of (24.1.3) can be written L(a,rj) where n 
= 2£L(&6)-&L(&£), thus L(rj,r,) = L(b,b)L(^i)2^0. If £ = t& + 0, L(ft,0) = O, 
then 

Lfa, b) = 2L(& fo)2 - L(b, 6) L(& £) = (t2 L(6,6) - L(0,0)) L(b, b)>0 

if £=}=0. Thus n is then in the same closed Lorentz cone as b, which proves 
that L(r],a)>0. 

Remark. Conversely, L o r - L has Lorentz signature and a, b are timelike 
vectors in the same Lorentz cone if (24.1.3) is positive definite. In fact, 
taking £ = a or £ = b we obtain L(a,a)L(a,b)>0 and L(b,b)L(a,b)>0. After 
a change of sign if necessary it follows that L(a\ L(b\ L(a, b) are all positive, 
and when L(£,a) = 0 we obtain L(£,£)<0 if £4=0, which proves that the 
indices of inertia are 1, n — 1. 

If / is timelike and directed forward, it follows that the second term in 
(24.1.2) is positive definite in (u,uf). The surface integral obtained over the 
plane xn = T will also have an integrand which is a positive definite form in 
(w, w') then. With v = ( —1,0, ...,0) the first order terms in the integrand of the 
surface integral over the plane xx = 0 will be e~Xt times 

l 7 J ^ ) / i v j = 2Rep(ii',v)p(tt',/c)-p(u /,u')p(v,/c) 

where fc is the cotangent vector corresponding to / . If u equals 0 when x1 

= 0, then u' = tv so this is equal to \t\2 p(v,v)p(v,fc) = \t\2f1 which is positive 
if / points toward the half space where x x >0 . In that case we have for 
arbitrary ueC1, if w' = £v + £ where p(v, £) = 0 

X ^ ) / i v J = 2Rep(tv + £,v)p(fv + ?,/ c)-p(tv + £,tv + 0p(v,/c) 
= | r | 2 / 1 - 2 R e t p ( ^ / c ) + p ( £ , a / 1 

*\t\2f1/2-2\p(MJ\Vf1+P(Z,Z)f1. 
Using a partition of unity it is of course easy to choose / so that f1 > 0 on 
dX and / lies in the forward cone everywhere; we can take feC°° and 
constant outside a compact set. If we integrate (24.1.2) over QT 

= {x;x1>0,xn<T}, estimate the integral of the first term on the right-hand 
side by Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality, and cancel a constant times the volume 
integral of |i/ |2-f|u|2, we obtain if ueCl(WLn) and X is large enough 

(24.1.4) f l{\u'\2 + \u\2)e-Xx»dx+ J (\u'\2 + \u\2)e-Xx*dS 
QT 8QT 

^CX-1 J \Pu\2e-kx»dx+C J (\u\2 + Y.\dju\2)e~kXndS-

As a first application we prove a uniqueness theorem. 

Lemma 24.1.3. / / Dauel}(QT), | a | ^ l , and Pu = 0 in QT while, u = 0 in 
{x; xx =0,xn< T}, then u = 0 in QT ifu vanishes outside a compact subset ofQT. 
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Proof. Choose a so that a + l<xn when xesuppu. It follows from (24.1.4) 
that 

(24.1.4)'. J (|i?'|2 + |i?|2)dx^Cfl J \Pv\2dx 
QT QT 

when veC2(QT) and v = 0 if xn<a or xl=0 or |x| is large. Let ^ e C ^ R " " 1 ) , 
jij/dx = l, and set 

xl/e = £1-n\l/(x2/e,...,xje)5{xl). 

Since the plane xx=0 is non-characteristic it follows from Theorem B.2.9 
that u is locally in H{ml_m) for every m with respect to the half s p a c e ^ >0. 
If x„>0 in slippy and e is small it follows that ve = u*\j/e is in C°°(QT) and 
equal to 0 when xn<a. The support is compact so we may apply (24.1.4)'. 
Since Pu = 0 we have 

Pve = P(u * i/0 ~(Pu) * ^ = I {xf\D}Dku * i/0-(g>kDpku) * iAJ 

+ X (tyity* * */0 - ( W ) * */0 + c(u * i/0 - (cu) * i/v 

In the first sum the term with j = k = l is equal to 0 since g u = — 1. To the 
others we can apply Friedrichs' lemma (Lemma 17.1.5), for fixed xx at first, 
to conclude that the L2 norm over QT tends to 0 with e. This is obvious for 
the other terms since DaueL2 for | a | ^ l . Hence the L2 norm of Pve over QT 

tends to 0 as s-+0, and since vE-+u in L2 norm it follows from (24.1.4)' that 
w = 0 in QT. The proof is complete. 

From Lemma 24.1.3 we can deduce a local uniqueness theorem which 
combined with Theorem 23.2.7 implies the uniqueness in Theorem 24.1.1. 

Theorem 24.1.4. Let the hypotheses (i), (iii) of Theorem 24.1.1 be fulfilled in a 
neighborhood of x0edX. Then there is a fundamental system of neighborhoods 
Vofx0 in X such that ueffffiVnX°), u = Q in VnX° when </><(/>(x0), Pu = 0 
in VnX°, and u = 0 in VndX implies w = 0 in V. 

Proof We can choose local coordinates at x0 such that x 0 =0 , xl = 0 on dX9 

and (/>(x) = </>(0) + x„ —|*'l2- Let VE be defined as in the proof of Theo
rem 23.2.7. If the coefficients of P are extended smoothly to a full neigh
borhood of 0 it is clear that P is strictly hyperbolic there. With ^eC^R") , 
O ^ x ^ l a n d Z = l in a neighborhood of 0 it is also obvious that 

X(x/y)P(x9D) + (l-X(x/y))P(09D) 

satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 24.1.3 if y is chosen small enough. When & 
is so small that x(x/y) = l in VE it follows from Lemma 24.1.3 that the 
uniqueness statement in the theorem holds. 

Our next goal is to derive an existence theorem from (24.1.4). Thus we 
return to the hypotheses on P made in the proof of (24.1.4). If P* is the 
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formal adjoint of P, then Pu—f in QT and u=^u0 when xx = 0 implies 

(24.1.5) J(P*i?)udx = J i > / i x - j dxvu0dS 
QT x1 = 0,xn<T 

provided that veC^(M.% xn<T in suppt;, and v = 0 when x 1 =0 . (Recall 
that g11 = —1.) Conversely, if (24.1.5) is valid with u,fel} for all such v9 we 
first obtain Pu = f by taking veC^(QT). Thus ueH{2_2) locally which 
makes the boundary values of u when xx = 0 well defined. From (24.1.5) with 
general v vanishing for xx = 0 it follows that u = u0 when xi = 0. 

Assuming for example that x„^0 in supp / and in suppu0 we want to 
find u so that xn^.O in suppu and (24.1.5) is valid. In view of the duality in 
Theorem B.2.1 this can be done by means of the Hahn-Banach theorem if 
we can estimate the right-hand side of (24.1.5) by means of the restriction of 
P*v to the half space Rn

+. 
The operator P* satisfies the same hypotheses as P. Replacing P by P* 

and changing the sign of x„, we obtain from (24.1.4) with T=0 

(24.1.4)" Xj(\v'\2 + \v\2)eXXndx + J |3i*?|V*"dS 

gCA-1 j |P , , , t>|V j e"dx, 
Q 

if veC$(R") and z; = 0 when xx=0. Here Q = {x; x 1 >0,x B >0} and X is 
large. If xn < T in supp v and T is a small positive number we can take A = 1/T 
and obtain 

(24.1.6) T"1f(|i?' |2 + |i;|2)dx+ J l ^ l 2 ^ CeTJ |P*t;|2dx. 
Q x1 = 0 < x „ Q 

This is already an estimate of the desired form but to obtain the right 
smoothness properties of the solution u as stated in Theorem 24.1.1 we must 
first pass to suitable H(s) norms in (24.1.6). Set 

Es(D') = ((l+D2
2 + ...+D2

n_1)±-iDny. 

If W ( X 2 J . . . , X „ ) G C ^ ( R W - 1 ) then the L2 norm || ||+ of Es(D')w in the half 
space ]RM

h"
1 = {(x2,...,xn), xn>0} is by TheoremB.2.4 equal to the norm in 

# (S)(R+ -1) of the restriction of w to that half space. 

Lemma24.1.5. For every real s we have, if veC™(Rn) vanishes when xx=0 
and for xn>T where 0 < T ^ Ts 

00 

(24.1.7) T - 1 I \\El+1Wv(X;,.)\\2
+dxl+KEJiiy)di'>(0,.n2

+ 
0 

00 

^ C T J | |B.P*i;(x1 , .) l l l^i-
0 
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Proof. w = Esv belongs to ^ ( R + ) and w = 0 when xn>T. It is therefore clear 
that (24.1.6) can be applied to w. We have 

| |£1w(x1 , .)ll2
+g2||(l+Di + ... + i)n

2_1)^W(x1,.)ll2
++2||D„w(x1,.)||2+ 

= 2(i | |D,w(x1 , .) | |2
+ + ||w(x1,.)||

2
+), 

so the left-hand side of (24.1.7) is at most equal to twice the left-hand side of 
(24.1.6) with v replaced by w. Now 

P*w = EsP*v-Es[P*,E_s~]w. 

Recall that in the principal part Yu^jk^pk °f P* t n e coefficient g11 is a 
constant. This term drops out in the commutator and in the others we have 
at most one factor Dv It follows that 

E^P^E^^R^D^D. + R^D') 

where R0,...,Rn are in 5°(]Rn x R " ' 1 ) . The operators Rk(x,D') are sums of 
products of the operators Es, E_s and differential operators, so Rk(x,D')Dkw 
= Rk(x,D')wk when xM>0 if wk = Dkw when x„>0 and wk — 0 elsewhere. 
Hence it follows from (24.1.6) with a constant Cs that 

( T - 1 - C . T ) f (f; ll^wCx^Olli + llwCx^Olli) dx t + H5!w(0,.)lli 
o h / 

00 

^2CeT\ \\EBP*v(xl9.)\\\dxv 
o 

When T2CS<\ we obtain the estimate (24.1.7) by the remarks at the 
beginning of the proof. 

By duality we can now prove a local existence theorem: 

Lemma24.1.6. Let s^O and feH(s^Ln\ u0eH(s+1)(Win~1\ both with support 
where x„^0. Then one can find ueH\°s

c
+l)(QT) (with respect to the half space 

H' = {x;x1>0}) such that Pu=f in QTs, x„^0 in supp u, and u — u0 on the 
part of the boundary where xx = 0. 

Proof By Theorem B.2.4 we have 
00 

imi(
2

s)^ j wj{xv.)\\
2dxu ii«oii(.+1)=ii£*+1«oii 

o 

where || || denotes the L2 norm. If we apply (24.1.7) with s replaced by 
—s —1 and T=TS, it follows that for some C 

| J vfdx- J d.vuodS^C ( j | |£ . , -1P*»(x1 , . ) l l a
+dx iy 
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if veC^ and v = 0 when x x = 0 and when xn>T. By the Hahn-Banach 
theorem we can therefore find a linear form L on C^ such that 

\L(w)\^C ^ \\E_a_Mx^)\\ldXiy9 w e C -

L(P*v) = j vfdx- j" dxvu0dS9 

QT x1 = 0,xn<T 

if veCg and v = 0 when xx = 0 and when xn>T. The continuity means that 
00 

L(w)= J(w(xl5.)5 w ^ , . ) ) * ^ 
0 

where ueL2((0, OO); if ( s + 1 )(Rn _ 1)). Thus u defines an element in H(0s+1)(H') 
such that x„^0 in suppw and Pu = f in QT, u = u0 when x x =0 . Since 
/GH(s)(H ,)cIH(s_1)(H ,) it follows from Theorem B.2.9 that ueHl°c

+1)(QT) 
(with respect to the half space H') which completes the proof of the lemma. 

Proof of Theorem 24.1.1. The proof of Theorem 23.2.4 can be repeated with 
the reference to Theorem 23.2.7 (Proposition 23.2.6) replaced by a reference 
to Theorem 24.1.4 (Lemma 24.1.5). The details are left for the reader to 
repeat. 

The proof of the crucial estimate (24.1.4) can also be adapted to the 
boundary conditions in Example 12.9.14 b) when all inequalities required for 
E and F there are fulfilled in a strict sense. The main difference is that 
another partial integration is required in the boundary plane xt = 0 and that 
the choice of the vector field / requires more attention. We refer to Garding 
[6] for details and shall discuss the higher order case in the notes only. The 
arguments used to exploit the energy estimates here are clearly applicable 
quite generally. 

24.2. Singularities in the Elliptic and Hyperbolic Regions 

From now on we shall consider an arbitrary second order differential 
operator P with real principal symbol p and C°° coefficients, defined in a 
C°° manifold X of dimension n, with boundary dX. We assume that dX is 
non-characteristic with respect to P and write X° = X^dX. Our purpose is 
to study the singularities of a solution ue^iX) of the mixed problem 

(24.2.1) Pu = f in X°9 u = u0 in dX, 

where feJf(X). In X° we know that WF(u)^WF(f) is contained in the 
characteristic set p~x(0). By Theorem23.2.9 this set is invariant under the 
flow defined by the Hamilton field Hp of the principal symbol p, if p is 
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strictly hyperbolic. Since only microlocal properties of p are important, it is 
easy to see that hyperbolicity may be replaced by p'% + 0. (Compare with the 
proof of Theorem 20.1.14.) We leave the proof for the reader for even this 
condition will be eliminated in Section 26.1. 

The purpose of this section and the following ones is to prove analogous 
results at the boundary. By Corollary C.5.3 we can introduce local coor
dinates (x1?...,xn) such that X is defined by x ^ O and, perhaps after a 
change of sign, 

(24.2.2) p(x,0=ti-r(x,n £'=(£2,-,U 

Recall that T*(X)\dx is projected on T*(3X) with the conormal bundle as 
kernel if we restrict cotangent vectors of X to cotangent vectors of dX. The 
set EaT*(dX) of points such that p 4=0 in the inverse image is called the 
elliptic set of the mixed problem; in local coordinates 

(24.2.3) E = {(*', O ; r(0,*', {')<0}. 

By Theorem 20.1.14 it follows from (24.2.1) that 

(24.2.4) EnWFb(u) = En(WFb(f)KjWF(u0)\ 

so we have complete control of the singularities in the elliptic set. The 
hyperbolic set H is the set of points in T*(dX) such that p has two different 
zeros in the inverse image, that is, in local coordinates, 

H = {(x\O;r(0,x\O>0}. 

The corresponding zeros of the characteristic equation are defined by x x = 0 
and {x = ± r{x, £')*. The Hamilton field 

H^l^d/dx^dr/dt'd/drf + dr/dxd/dt 

points into X (out of X) for the positive (negative) root. Thus the positive 
root defines the initial point of a bicharacteristic which goes transversally 
from dX into X°, while the negative root is the end point of a transversally 
incoming bicharacteristic. 

Theorem 24.2.1. 7/(24.2.1) holds and 

(*', ?)e(H n WFb(u))^ (WFb(f) u WF(u0)) 

then the corresponding outgoing and incoming bicharacteristics are both in 
WF(u) in a neighborhood of (0, x'). 

On the other hand, if (*',£') ^ WFbiu) then these bicharacteristics do not 
meet WF(u) over a neighborhood of (0,*'), since WFb(u) is closed. Hence they 
cannot meet WF(u) until they encounter WF(f) (or return to the boundary). The 
theorem is of course a microlocal form of the reflection law of optics. 

Proof of Theorem 24.2.1. We must show that if (0,£'o)eH^(WFb(f)uWF(uo)) 
and, say, the corresponding outgoing bicharacteristic is not in WF(u) near 0 
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then (0, £0)$WFb(u). After multiplying u by a suitable cutoff function we may 
assume that u has compact support and that (x,£)eWF(u\ x1>0, implies £' 
4=0, which makes Theorem 18.1.36 applicable. We shall use the factorization 
in Lemma 23.2.8, 

(24.2.5) Pix^D^iD^A^D'^iD^-A^D'^ + wix.D') 

where coeS -00 and the principal symbol of A + is ±r* in a conic neigh
borhood of (0, £'0). There is another such factorization 

(24.2.6) P(x9D) = (D1 -A_(x,D'))(D1 - i+ (x , I> ' ) ) + c5(x,Z)') 

where the principal symbol of A± is +r* in a conic neighborhood of (0, £'0). 
Assume now that an open interval y+ on the corresponding outgoing 
bicharacteristic, with one end point at (0,0,r(0, £'0)*, <i;'0), is in T*(X)\ WF(u). 
From the proof of Theorem 23.1.4 we know that Q(x,D') can be chosen of 
order —GO outside any desired neighborhood of {(x,£'); (x,r(x,£')*,<T)Gy+} 
and non-characteristic at (0,<f0) so that [<2(x,Z>')> Dx— A+(x9D')~] is of order 
— oo. Since 

(D1-A+(x9D
f))Q(x9D

,)(D1-A_(x,Df))u = Q(x9D
f)f-Q(x9D

f)co(x9D
f)u 

-IQ&D'lD^A+^D'mD^A^Dyu 

we have (D^A^x.D^veC00 by Theorem 18.3.32 for small x ^ O if v 
= Q(x,D')(D1—A_(x,D'))u and Q has sufficiently small support. Hence ^ 
= r(x, £')* in WF(t;) if Xj>0 is small enough. This proves that WF(v) is as 
close to y+ as we please if Q is suitably chosen. Since WF(v)czWF(u) we 
obtain veC00 for small positive xx then. Hence it follows from Corol
lary 23.1.3 (see also the discussion after Theorem23.1.4) that veC00 for small 
x ^ O . 

Choose Q(x,D') commuting in the same way with Dl— A_(x,D') and so 
that (2(0,x',0 = 6 ( 0 , ^ , 0 , and set v = Q(x,D')(Dl-A+(x,D'))u. For x x = 0 
we have V-V = Q(09X\D')(A_(09X\D')-A+(09X\D'))UOGC°° if the support of 
Q is small enough. As in the discussion of v above we also have 
(D1-A_{x,Df))veC(X> for small x ^ O . Hence Corollary23.1.3 yields that 
0eC°° for small x x ^ 0 . Now the equations 

Q(x,Df)(D1-A_{x,D'))u = v, Q(x,D')(D1-A+(x,D'))u = v, 

can be regarded as an elliptic system for Dxu and u. More precisely, if 
WF(a{x,D')) is contained in a set where Q and Q are non-characteristic, we 
obtain, again by Theorem 18.3.32, that a(x,D')(D1 — A_(x,D,))u and 
a(x,D /)(D1-i+(x,D ,))w are in C°° for small x ^ O . Hence a(x9D')(A+(x,D') 
-A_(x,D'))ueC°° for small x ^ O . Here the principal symbol 2r(x,{')* of 
A+—A_ does not vanish at (0, {'0). Choosing a(x,D') non-characteristic there 
we conclude from Theorem 18.3.32 again that (09 £'0)$WFb(u). The proof is 
complete. 
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Remark. It is not sufficient to prove that (O^'^WFiD^Qx) in order to 
make the desired conclusion. (See the remark at the end of Section 9.6.) 

Theorem24.2.1 suggests that we introduce the following terminology: 

Definition 24.2.2. A broken bicharacteristic arc of P is a map 

I^B3t\-+y(t)eT*{X°)\0, 

where J is an interval on R and B is a discrete subset, such that 
(i) If J is an interval cI\B then J3tb^y(t) is a bicharacteristic of P 

over X°. 
(ii) If teB then the limits y(t-0) and y(t + 0) exist and belong to TX*(X)\0 

for some xedX, and the projections in TX*(3X)\0 are the same hyper
bolic point. 

Thus we have a bicharacteristic arc arriving transversally to dX at 
y(t — 0) and another going out transversally from the reflected point y{t + 0) 
with the same projection in T*(3X)\0. Thus y has an image y in T*(X)\0 
which is well defined and continuous also at the points in B. We shall call y 
a compressed broken bicharacteristic when a distinction between y and y is 
called for. 

Theorem 24.2.1 shows that a compressed broken bicharacteristic arc 
which does not intersect WFb(f) u WF(u0) is either contained in or disjoint 
with WFb(u). We shall devote the rest of this section to constructing exam
ples where the first case occurs and there are no other singularities. The 
constructions are related to the proof of Theorem 8.3.8 but modifications are 
required by the presence of the boundary and the variable coefficients. 

At first we shall only make a local construction at a boundary point. We 
choose coordinates there so that the principal symbol has the form (24.2.2). 
Denote by (0,<i;'o) a hyperbolic point. We shall then construct u in a neigh
borhood of 0 in X, defined by x ^ O , so that n = 0 on dX, PueC°°(X) and 
WFb(u) is the compressed broken bicharacteristic passing through (0,<f0). 
Recall that it is defined by the outgoing bicharacteristic y+ starting at 
(0,0,r(0,^o)*,$'o) and the bicharacteristic y_ coming in at (0,0, - ^ O , ^ ) * , ^ ) . 
At first we look for oscillatory asymptotic solutions of Pu = 0 given by formal 
series 

00 

0 

where d$(0,0)/3x' = £'o. The leading term in Puk is A2p(x, (\>\x))ux so our 
first equation is 

(24.2.7) p(x,<£'(*)) = 0. 

By Theorem 6.4.5 we can solve (24.2.7) near 0 with prescribed initial values 

(24.2.8) 0(O,x') = 0o(x'); #>(0) = £'o, </>o(0) = 0. 
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The equation p(0,0,{1,^
/
0) = 0 has two solutions (Jx= ±r(0,0,^'0)i and this 

gives two corresponding solutions 4>±(x). For these we have (j)'±(x) = t; if 
(x,£)ey±. Next we obtain the transport equation for the leading term a$ of 
the amplitude corresponding to cj>± 

(24.2.9) J]A)c^(x))Dkao±(x) + c(x)ao
±(x) = 0 

where c depends on the lower order terms of p also. The j-h 1st equation is 
a similar equation for af with an inhomogeneous term depending on 
aQ9...,af_1 added. All these equations can be solved in a fixed neigh
borhood of 0 with af prescribed when xx=0. The difference between the 
series uf obtained can then be used as in the proof of Theorem 8.3.8 if we 
take af with support near 0 when xx = 0 and take a large number of terms. 

However, we want to prove a global result. An obvious difficulty is that 
long before the bicharacteristics y± leave the local coordinate patch or 
return to the boundary the functions (p± may cease to exist. Still the 
geometrical solutions as Lagrangians given in Theorem6.4.3 do exist; the 
problem is that the projection of a Lagrangian in X may not have bijective 
differential. We shall avoid this difficulty by using the fact that a strictly 
positive Lagrangian plane in the complexification of a symplectic vector 
space S always has bijective projection on the complexification of a La
grangian subspace of S. (Cf. Proposition 21.5.7.) 

First we recall the details of the solution of (24.2.7), (24.2.8) given in 
Section 6.4. Denote by x±(xi>y\rl') the solution of the Hamilton equations 
with Hamiltonian ^ + r(x, £')*, 

dx'/dx^ + d r ( x , O W , d?/dx1=±dr(x9?)*/dx!9 

and initial data (x', £') = (/,*?') when xx=0. The maps x±(xi>*) a r e weH 
defined and symplectic from a neighborhood of (0, £0) to a neighborhood of 
the point x±(xv^^o)£y± f°r fixed xi (an(* the variable ^ dropped). The 
solution of (24.2.7), (24.2.8) is equal to 0 on y± and GXi = {{x\d4){xvx')/dx')} 
is the image of G0 = {(x',3(/>0(x')/dx'} under x±(x1?.). The solution continues 
to exist along y± as long as GXi3(x\£')\-+xf has a bijective differential. 

So far (j)0 has been real, but we shall now allow <j)0 to be complex valued 
with the Hessian Im^o(O) positive definite. Then it follows from Proposi
tion 21.5.9 that the complexified tangent plane of G0 is a strictly positive 
Lagrangian plane. Strictly speaking x±(xi,y\d<t>0{y')]dy') is not defined for y' 
+ 0 but the Taylor expansion at / = 0 is meaningful and defines a formal 
Lagrangian at x±(xl50, £'0). The tangent plane at this point is the image of 
the complexified tangent plane of G0 at (0, £'0) under the complexification of 
a real linear symplectic map, hence strictly positive. Let y+ be defined for 
O ^ x ^ c . In view of Proposition21.5.9 it follows that we can find (f>±eC°° 
such that 

0±(x) = O, d0±(x)/dx' = {\ 
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lmd2(j)±ldx'2 is positive definite if (x,£)ey± and 0 ^ x x ^ c ; moreover, 
d<l>±/dx1+r(x9d(j>±/dx')* vanishes of infinite order o n y ± . Similarly we can 
solve the transport equation (24.2.9) and the subsequent ones so that a^ 4=0 
on y± and N 

uUx) = ei^^Yjaf{x)^ 
o 

for every N has the property that 

D*Pu£N(x) = 0(^-N). 

If we choose an asymptotic sum a±(x,X)eS°(WLn x R), it follows that 

P(ei^^x)a±(x9X))eS-(X>(WinxWi). 

We can choose the sums so that a+(x,X)=a~(x,X) when x1==0 and take a± 

with support so close to the projection ny± of y± that Im0±(x) is strictly 
positive there except on ny±. 

Now we introduce the absolutely convergent integral 
00 

(24.2.10) U±(x)= \en*±{x)a±{xiX)dX/(k2 + l). 
o 

By Theorem 8.1.9 we have WFiU*) c IR+7± when xx > 0, and PU± € C°° 
when x x ^ 0 so XJ±eJf. The boundary values when x1==0 are equal, so U 
= U+ — U~ vanishes when xx =0. If fc(x,Z)') is a pseudo-differential operator 
with symbol of order - o o in a conic neighborhood of (0,0,<f0) then it 
follows from Theorem8.1.9 and Theorem 18.1.36 that b(x,D')U±eC00 for 
small x ^ O . Thus WFb(U

±)cWi+y±. We shall prove now that (0,{'0) is in 
the wave front set of 

DX(U+ -U~)(09.) = ] eix^{x,)b(x\X)dX/(X2 + l); 
o 

ft(x^A)==2r(0,x^a^0/3xOiAa±(0,x^A) + D1(a+(0,x ,,A)-a-(0,x ,,A)). 

Here beS1 and the leading term 2r(O,x',d0o/dx')i/Uo(0,x') does not vanish 
at 0. 

When l m z > 0 we have 
00 

f Ae*A*dA/(A2 + l) + log|z| = 0(l) as z->0. 
o 

In fact, the integral is equal to 
00 

\ Xeikz'dX/{X2+ \z\\ z' = z/\z\. 
o 

The difference between this integral and 

jA^/(A 2 + l^l2)=ilog(l + |z |2)- log|z | 
0 
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is bounded as z->0 since \eikz' — 1|^|A| and the integral from 1 to oo is seen 
to be bounded by a partial integration. Hence 

DX(U+ - U -)(0, x') + 2r(0, d4>0(0)/d*)*a0{09 0) log 1<£0(x')| 

is bounded as x'->0 so D1(U
+ —1/~)(0,.) is not even a continuous function. 

In particular (0, £'0) must be in the wave front set since it can only contain 
points along this ray by Theorem 8.1.9. This completes the proof that WFb(u) 
contains (0, £'0), hence also contains the bicharacteristics which are incoming 
and outgoing there. 

We are now ready to prove 

Theorem24.2.3. Let {a,b~]3t\-^y{t) be a compressed broken bicharacteristic 
arc which has an injective projection to the compressed cosphere bundle 
T*(X)/WL+ and end points y{a\ y(b) over X°. Assume that the projection of 
Hp(y(t)) in T(X°) is never 0 when y(t)eT*(X°). Then one can find usJf(X) so 
that WFb(u) is the cone generated by y([a,b]), WFb(Pu) is generated by 
y({a,b}), and u = 0 on dX. 

Proof Assuming that y contains some point over dX we introduce local 
coordinates there and start the construction as above. (The argument just 
given could also be used to prove directly that 7± C WFiU*) when 
0 < x 1 < c , so we could also start with constructing just U+ or U~ near a 
point in X° where x1 can be used as local coordinate on the bicharacteris
tic.) The construction can be continued from x1=c with another set of local 
coordinates such that xx is a good parameter on the bicharacteristic strip. 
In fact, changing coordinates in the phases 4> and the amplitudes as we get 
initial data to use for the new coordinate patch, and if the bicharacteristic 
strip arrives at the boundary we obtain initial data for the construction of a 
reflected wave. There can never be any interference between different pieces 
of the constructed solution since the wave front sets are different by the 
assumed injectivity of the projection to the compressed cosphere bundle. 

The only remaining point is to show how the construction can be cut off 
at x 1 = c if that corresponds to an end point of y. To do so we choose 
TceC^R) equal to 1 in ( — oo, — 2) and 0 on ( — 1, oo) and replace a+(x,A) by 
a+(x,A)K:((x1—c)3A), which is in S° ^ (cf. Example 18.1.2). This does not 
affect the singularities when xx<c but makes U + = 0 when xx>c. Theo
rem 8.1.9 is applicable everywhere so WF(U+) is still generated by 7+ for 
x\ > 0. Now WF(PU+) can only contain the ray defined by the boundary 
point of 7+ with x\ = c, and this point cannot be missing for the interior 
propagation theorem would then imply that 7+ does not meet WF(l/+). The 
proof is complete. 

Remark. Changing the order of a±(x, X) by multiplication with a power of 
X + 1 we could construct u with any desired regularity, as we shall do in the 
analogous Theorem 26.1.5 below. 
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The functional analytic arguments in the proof of Theorem 8.3.8 can be 
used to show that also limits of the arcs y in Theorem 24.2.3 can carry 
singularities. This will be done in Theorem 24.5.3 below. However, first we 
shall discuss the properties of such limits in Section 24.3 and prove converse 
results analogous to Theorem 24.2.1 in Sections 24.4 and 24.5. 

In Theorem 24.2.3 we have assumed that Hp is not a tangent to the fiber 
of T*(JQ, but this is not essential. To remove this hypothesis one can use 
the theory of Fourier integral operators as in the proof of Theorem 26.1.5. 
Alternatively one can interpret U as a Lagrangian distribution associated 
with a positive Lagrangian. In either approach the methods and notions of 
Chapter XXV are required. 

24.3. The Generalized Bicharacteristic Flow 

In Section 24.2 we have seen that singularities of solutions of the Dirichlet 
problem arriving at the boundary on a transversal bicharacteristic will leave 
again on the reflected bicharacteristic. To prepare for the study of tangen-
tially incoming singularities we shall now examine the geometrical proper
ties of broken bicharacteristics nearby. In doing so it is natural to start from 
a general symplectically invariant description of the situation and then 
introduce suitable local coordinates. 

Thus we start from a symplectic manifold S of dimension In with 
boundary dS, and choose 0eC°°(5) so that </> = 0 on dS, </>>0 in S \ 3 S , and 
d(f)^0 on dS. Let peC°°(V) where V is an open neighborhood in S of a 
point s0edS, and assume that 

(i) p = {^p}=0, {0,{<£,p}}*O at 50. 

Usually we shall also require that 

(ii) dp\dS*Q at s0. 

Condition (i) means that p restricted to the fiber of the natural fibration of 
dS (by the integral curves of H^) has a double zero at s0. Another in
terpretation of the condition {</>,p}=0 is that the bicharacteristic of p 
starting from s0 is tangent to dS at s0. We shall study the bicharacteristic 
foliation of p -1(0), broken by reflection in dS as in Definition 24.2.2. 

Shrinking V if necessary we may assume that V a T*(R+), s0 = (0,0) and 
4>=xv Then (i) means by the Malgrange preparation theorem that with 
g=j=0and a = r = 0 a t 0 

We can take new symplectic coordinates with y1=x1, ^1 = ^1+a(x,£'). Since 
0 = HXir = Hyj it follows that with the new coordinates p has the same form 
but with a = 0, as we assume from now on. The factor g does not affect the 
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set p 1{0) or its foliation, just the parameter on the bicharacteristics, so we 
shall assume that g = l, thus 

(24.3.1) P(*,{) = tf-r(x,0, £' = ( « 2 . - . U 

where dx>t^r(090)4=0 if condition (ii) holds. This is the same form of p as the 
one which we obtained in Section 24.2 for the principal symbol of a second 
order differential operator in a manifold X with non-characteristic bound
ary dX. 

Definition 24.2.2 has a symplectically invariant meaning in a neigh
borhood of s0: y(t) shall be a bicharacteristic of p contained in S^dS when 
t$B, and when teB the limits y(t±0) shall exist and belong to the same leaf 
of the natural foliation of dS. 

We shall write l = p~1(0) for the characteristic set and I for the com
pressed characteristic set obtained by identifying points on the same leaf of the 
foliation of dS. Thus x, £ are continuous functions on I and define the 
topology there while x, xt^l9 £' are continuous on I and define its to
pology. The subset of I where xx = 0 is denoted by t0; it is the image of all 
(x,^) with xx=0 and ^ = r (x ,^ )^0 . The set GaZ where x 1 = ^ 1 = 0 is 
called the glancing set; it is the set of all points in <l>~1(0)np~1(0) where Hp 

is tangent to dS. It is mapped topologically into I0 so it can be identified 
with its image there, and H = t0\G is the hyperbolic set with the termi
nology of Section 24.2. We can also define invariantly the glancing set Gk of 
order at least /c,/c = 2,3, . . . , by the equations 

(24.3.2) p = 0 and HJ
P4>=0 for 0^/<fc. 

Thus G = G2^>G3ZD...ZDG°° are closed sets. The definition depends only on 
p_1(0) and dS, for p and cj) are determined by p_1(0) and dS up to smooth 
factors 4=0 which only affect the parametrization on the bicharacteristics 
and not the order of the zero of </>. When (j)(x) = x1 and p is given by (24.3.1) 
we set rJ.(x /,^)==^ r(0»x ' j^)/3x{,7=0,l, and shall prove: 

Lemma24.3.1. Let k be an integer ^ 0 . Then y0 = (0,x',0,£')eGk+2 if and only 
if 

(24.3.3) r0 = 0 and # ^ = 0 , 0^;<fe, 

at y0, and then we have at y0 

(24.3.4) Hk
p

+2ct> = 2(-Hro)
krv 

Proof. With H°r denoting the Hamilton field dr/d£'d/dx'-dr/dx'd/dl;' of r 
for fixed xv we have 

Hp = 2^d/dXl +rwd/d^ -ff,°, rw = dr/dxv 

Hence Hpx1 = 2£1, Hpx1 = 2r(l) which proves the lemma when /c=0. By an 
obvious inductive argument it remains only to show that (24.3.4) is valid if 
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fc>0, y0eGk+2 and (24.3.3) holds. By hypothesis Hj
p\l/ = 0 at y0 for;<fc + l if 

^ = 0 when xx = 0. Thus we have at y0 

for working from right to left we can successively put x1—0 in each of the 
factors r(1) and Hp since at most k factors Hp act from the left. We can now 
drop d/dx1 since nothing depends on xl9 and then d/d^ because ^ no 
longer occurs. This completes the proof of (24.3.4) and of the lemma. 

The bicharacteristics of p starting at a point y0 with (j) = p = Hp(l) = 0 but 
Hpc/)>0 will lie in the interior defined by 0>O in a deleted neighborhood 
of the starting point y0. On the other hand, if p is extended to negative 
values of xx then the bicharacteristic will immediately leave the half space 
0 ^ 0 if Hp(j)<0. This convexity (concavity) of dX with respect to tangential 
bicharacteristics leads to drastic differences in the behavior of the broken 
bicharacteristic flow. We begin the discussion by summing up and extending 
our terminology: 

Definition24.3.2. The glancing set Gk of order at least fe^2 is defined by 
(24.3.2); G = G2 is just called the glancing set. The glancing set G2^G3 of 
order precisely 2 is the union GdKjGg of the diffractive part Gd where 
H2

p(j»0 and the gliding part Gg where H20<O. 

With the notation in Lemma 24.3.1 the diffractive (resp. gliding) sets are 
defined by x1 = £l=r0 = 0 and rx>0 (resp. r1<0). To investigate the broken 
bicharacteristics near Gd and Gg it is by Theorem 21.4.8 sufficient to study 
the following example provided that (i) and (ii) hold. 

Example24.3.3. If p(x,^) = <Jf ±x1 + ^II, <t>(x) = xl9 then the glancing set is 
defined by x1 = ^1={„ = 0, and Hp(/)=+2 so it is gliding for the upper sign 
and diffractive for the lower sign. The invariants of the Hamilton flow are 

x29...9xH_l9€29...,£H,€1±xn and £\±xv 

The broken bicharacteristics are displayed in the xxxn plane for the diffrac
tive and gliding cases in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. We have ^ = 0 when dxt/dt=0. 
In the diffractive case the only limits of broken bicharacteristics are the 
tangent parabolas defined by £? = xl5 £M=0, ^ - x n , x2,...,x„_1, £2 , . . . ,^_1 

all constant. In the gliding case ^>\-¥x1 is equal to the maximum value c2 of 
xt. Thus |£J^c, O ^ x ^ c 2 , £ n = - c 2 and the different parabolas in Fig.4 
differ only by a translation. 

When c->0 the broken bicharacteristic degenerates to a line dx/dt 
= (0, ...,0,1), d£/dt = 0 in the gliding set, defined by the Hamilton field of £w. 
This is called a gliding ray. 

Instead of using the fairly deep result in Theorem 21.4.8 and in order to 
avoid using condition (ii) we shall now show directly that the conclusions in 
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Fig. 3 Fig. 4 

the example are valid quite generally. As usual V is an open set in the half 
space defined by x ^ O such that V is compact, and p is defined in a 
neighborhood of V in this half space. 

Lemma24.3.4. Assume that dr/dx^oO in V and that tv-+y(t\ 0<|* |<T, is 
a broken bicharacteristic reflected when t = 0. Then x^ct2 so y cannot return 
to dS when maximally extended. 

Proof. Since d£i/dt = dr/dx1^c and ^ ( ± 0 ) ^ 0 , it follows that tx(t)>ct if 
£>Q, ^x(t)<ct if £<0. Now dx1/dt = 2£1 and JC1(0) = 0 so it follows that 
x^t^ct2. 

From the lemma it follows that a limit of broken bicharacteristics is 
either a broken bicharacteristic or else a bicharacteristic starting from a 
point in the glancing (thus diffractive) set. 

Lemma24.3.5. Assume that dr/dx1^-c<0 in V and that y is a broken 
bicharacteristic. Then there are constants C0 and C such that 

(24.3.5) 5 iW 2 +x, ( t )^ C o ^ ' — ' K ^ + x ^ s ) ) 

for any two points on y. 

Proof For g(x,£) = £f — xx dr/dxx we have 

if dr/dxl^—C also. At the points of reflection g(x,£) is continuous, and 
elsewhere we have 

Hence 
dg(x(t), £{t))/dt = 2£l dr/dx^l^ dr/dxx -x1 didr/dxj/dt. 

\dg(x(t)^(t))/dt\SCg(x(t)^{t% 
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which implies that 
g(x(t%atMecls-tlg(x(s)^(s)). 

(24.3.5) follows at once with C0 = C/c if c < 1 < C. 

If 1^(0)1 <e, x1(0)<£2, it follows for t in a bounded interval that ^x(t) 
= 0(e),xl(t) = 0(£2).Th\xs 

d(x\t;')/dt=-H?=-Hro + 0(e2l 

which implies that 

(x'(t), ?(t)) = exp( - 1 Hro)(x'(0l ?(0)) + 0(e2). 

A sequence of such broken bicharacteristics yy(t) defined for \t\<T and 
converging for t = 0 to a point (0,x'o,0,<i;'o) with ro(x'o,£'o) = 0 will therefore 
converge uniformly for | t | ^ T to the gliding ray which is the integral curve 
of — Hro. (These give a foliation of the glancing set defined by x1 = £1=r0 

= 0 where Hro=f=0. When Hro = 0 the gliding ray does not move.) By the 
differential equation (x'v(t), <fv(t)) is in fact C1 convergent. 

In the glancing set we have 

H^r^/d^-H^, H+=-d/d£v 

Thus —H^^Hp + XH^ with X chosen so that this vector field is tangential 
to the glancing set x1 = £i=ro = 0. Invariantly this set is defined by p = 0 
= {p,<£}=0, so X must be chosen so that H ^ + A/f^Hp^ = 0, that is, X 
= H2

p^/H2p. 

Definition 243.6. The vector field 

H$ = Hp + {H2
p4>/Hlp)H+ 

tangent to G is called the gliding vector field. 

An alternative interpretation is that H^ is the Hamilton field of p 
restricted to the symplectic space where 4> = {p, </>}=0. In fact, with our local 
coordinates this is defined by x1 = £1=0, and p restricts to — r0. Note also 
that H° = Hp in G3 so the vector field which is HG

p in G \ G d and Hp on Gd 

is continuous. E°p is independent of the choice of 0, as the notation 
suggests, and if p is replaced by gp, g=t=0, then HG like Hp is just multiplied 
by g. This gives a consistent change of parametrization in the following 
definition suggested by Lemmas 24.3.4 and 24.3.5. 

Definition 24.3.7. A generalized bicharacteristic arc of p is a map 

I\B3t\-+y(t)€(S\dS)vG 

where I is an interval on R and B a subset of I, such that poy = 0 and 
(i) y{t) is differentiate and y\t) = Hp{y{t)) if y(t)eS^dS or y{t)eGd. 

(ii) y(t) is differentiable and yit) = H°(y(t)) if y( t)eG\Gd . 
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(iii) Every teB is isolated, y(s)eS^dS if s + t and \s — t\ is small enough, 
the limits y(t±0) exist and are different points in the same (hyperbolic) fiber 
of dS. 

The continuous curve y obtained by mapping y into I is called a 
compressed generalized bicharacteristic. 

The definition has been stated in an invariant form, but condition (iii) 
assumes tacitly that p can be given the form (24.3.1). From now on we 
assume that we have such coordinates and set y(t) = (x(t),£(t)). Then x'{t\ 
£'(0 are continuously differentiable in J, 

dx'/dt = - dr/d?9 d?/dt = dr/dx'. 

xx is continuous and left and right differentiable with derivative 2£\(t =f 0) 
also if teB. Even then the right and left derivatives 

lim^1(t±s)-^(t±0))/(±e) 
£-*+0 

exist and are equal to dr/dxx except in Gg where the derivative is 0. In 
particular we obtain a uniform Lipschitz condition for x(f), x^t)/;^) and 
£'(t) when y(t) remains in a fixed compact set. Since £)\ = r(xi£>') we also have 
a uniform Lipschitz condition for £\ and a Holder condition of order \ for 

If y(0)e(<$\dS)uGd then y(t) remains in this set for small t. In fact, if 
y(0)eGd then there can be no reflection point y(t) for small t, by Lem
ma 24.3.4, and y(t)$G^Gd since this is a closed set. Hence it follows from 
condition (i) that th^y(t) is for small t just the orbit of Hp through y(0). 

If y{0)eGg then y(t) is for small t the gliding ray through y(0). In fact, 
there is a neighborhood of y(0) where (24.3.5) is valid. If x^t) and ^(t) do 
not vanish identically for small t it follows that y(t) is a broken bicharacter
istic and we get a contradiction when t-*Q. Thus y(t)eGg and the assertion 
follows from condition (ii) in Definition 24.3.7. 

We shall now study the generalized bicharacteristic when y(0) is close to 
G3. Let (/(£), ri'(t)) be the solution of 

d(y',ri')/dt=-Hro(y\ri'); /(0) = x'(0), f,'(0) = {'(0); 

that is, the orbit of the gliding vector field with the same initial data. 
Subtracting from the Hamilton equations for x',^' we obtain if y(t) is 
contained in a fixed compact set for 0 ̂  t ̂  T 

\d(x'-y,i'-rn/dt\^C0(\x^-y'\ + \i'-^\) + Clxl. 

With f(t) = \x'{t)-y'{t)\ + \i'(t)-ri'(t)\ it follows that 

df(t)/dt^C0f(t)+ClXl(t), / (0)=0. 
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Set ^W = r1(/W^ ,W) = r (1)(0,/(0^ ,W) where r(1) = dr/dxv Then 

\ra{x{tM'(t))-e(t)\£ C2f{t)+ C^t), 

which means that for both left and right derivatives 

d\ZM/dt£\e(t)\ + C2ftt)+C3xM 

Furthermore we have dx^/dt^l^^. 
Consider now a solution X, 2, F of the differential equations 

(24.3.6) dX/dt = 2S, d3/dt = \e(t)\ + C2F+C3X, dF/dt=C0F+C1X, 

with X(0)>x1(0), 2(0)>|£1(0)|, F(0)>0. We claim that x±<X, | £ J < 2 and 
f<F in [0, T]. In fact, if 5 is the largest number ^ T such that this is true 
in [0,5) then X — xx, 2 —|£il> F — / a r e increasing in [0,s), hence positive at 
s, which proves that 5 = T and that the inequality is valid in [0,T]. Hence 
we can also estimate xl9 I^J, / by the solution of the equations (24.3.6) with 
X(0) = x1(0),2(0) = |^1(0)|,F(0) = 0. 

Let F, X, 2 be the solution of 

dX/dt = 23, dE/dt = C2F+C3X9 dF/dt = C0F+CxX 

with X(0) = F(0) = 0 and 2(0) = l. Then X(t) = 2t + 0(t2), F(t)=C1t
2 + 0(t3) as 

£->0, and (X(t), S(t), F{t)) = 0{e^) as t->oo. Differentiation gives a solution 
of the same system with initial data (2,0,0), and the two solutions allow us 
to solve (24.3.6) with initial data xx(0), 1^(0)1, 0. This proves that for 

x^SCe^^it-sMs^ds + x ^ + mml 

(24.3.7) \tM£Ce" §\e(8)\ds + tXl(0Wtm)>. 

/(f)£Ce" {jit-sfleWds + tx^nt^m). 

Let us now assume that y(0)eG\ /c>2. By Lemma 24.3.1 this means that 
e(t) = 0{tk-2) as f->0. From (24.3.7) we then obtain that x1(t) = 0(tk) and 
that £1(t) = 0(tk~1), just as we would have for the orbit of Hp starting at y(0) 
if no boundary interfered. This is far more than differentiability of xx(t) and 
£ i « a t 0 . 

Assume for a moment that y(0)eG k \G k + 1 for some fc>2. Then it 
follows from Lemma 24.3.1 that 

e(t) = atk-2 + 0(tk-1)9 e'(t) = a(k-2)tk-3(l+0(t)) 

where 2a = Hk(t)(y(0))/(k — 2)! 4=0. Hence e is monotonic for t=#0 small 
enough. This monotonicity alone suffices to determine y(t): 
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Proposition24.3.8. / / y(0)eG3 and e(t) is increasing for small positive t then 
y(t) is for such t the orbit of Hp starting at 7(0). / / y(0)eG3 and e(t) is 
decreasing for O^t^T then y(t) is a gliding ray for O^t^T. 

Proof Assume that e(t) is increasing for O^t^T. With the notation above it 
follows that for O^t^T 

Xl(t) = 0(t2e(t)\ Zt(t) = 0(te(t))9 f(t) = 0(t3e(t)), 

r(1)(x(tim)-e(t) = 0(t2e(t)). 

Hence d£Jdt = r{1)(x(t),£'(t))^0 (for left and right derivatives) if t is small 
enough. Since jumps of ^ at reflections must be positive it follows that £x is 
increasing. If e is equal to 0 for O^t^T then there can be no jumps and xl 

= ^ = 0 s o w e have a gliding ray in G3 which is also an orbit of Hp. On the 
other hand, if e is not equal to 0 for all small positive t then £1(t)>0 for 
t>0 so x^t) is strictly increasing. Thus y(t)eS\dS so y(t) must be an orbit 
ofHp. 

Now assume that e(t) is decreasing for O ^ r ^ X In view of the discussion 
above we may assume that e(t) does not vanish for all small t, thus e(t)<0 
for 0<t^T. Then 

r(1)(x(t),?(t)) = e(t) + O(t2e(t))<0 

if t is small enough. As in the proof of Lemma 24.3.5 we introduce 

g(t)=«iW2-xiWi1)(x(tX«'W) 
and observe that 

g'(t)= -Xl(t)dril)(x(t), ?(t))/dt. 
Since 

e'(t) = dr(1)(0,y'(t),ri'(t)ydt, 

x1(t) = 0(t2e(t)), f(t) = 0(t3e(t)), dx&)ldt = 2Ut) = 0{te(t)\ 

d(x'(t) - y\t), i'(t) - r,'(t))/dt = 0(t2 e(t)), 

in view of the Hamilton equations, we obtain 

dr{1)(x(t),m)/dt-ef(t) = 0(te(t)). 

By the obvious estimate g(t)^ — Xi(t)r{1){x(t\ £'(*))'we have 

gXt)Sg(t)(-eXt) + 0(te(t))/(~e(t) + 0(t2e(t))) 

£g(t)(2e>(t)/e(t)+Ct) 

when t is so small that \0(t2e(t))\<\e(t)\/2. Hence 

^(g(0/^(02)/rft=(gX0-2g(r)^W^(0)/^W2^ Ctg(t)/e(t)2. • 

Since g(t)/e(t)2 = O(t2)-+0 when £->0 it follows by integration of this in
equality that g(t)/e(t)2 = 0 identically. The proof is complete. 

We can of course argue in the same way for t<0. In particular, we have 
therefore proved: 
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Theorem24.3.9. Let t\-+y(t) be a generalized bicharacteristic, let y^oJeGxG00 

and denote by yg the gliding ray with yg(t0) = y(t0). Then it follows that in a 
one sided deleted neighborhood of t0 we have either yg(t)eGg and y(t) = yg(t) or 
else yg(t)eGd and y(t) = exp(tHp)y(t0). 

Corollary 24.3.10. A generalized bicharacteristic with no point in G00 is unique
ly determined by any one of its points. A generalized bicharacteristic is 
constant if it contains a point in G \ G d where H^ = Q. 

The following example shows that there is not always uniqueness when 
the monotonicity in Proposition 24.3.8 fails: 

Example 24.3.11. We shall construct below a C°° convex curve y=f(x) in 
R 2 such that f(x) = 0 for x<0 , and an inscribed polygon with vertices 
converging to 0 which satisfies the reflection law. This condition means 
precisely that with X = {(x,y,t)eHL3; y^>f(x)} the polygon with t defined as 
arc length and the dual variables £, rj, x defined by x = — 1 and (£, rj) = 
(dx/dt,dy/dt) is a broken bicharacteristic for the differential equation 
D2-Dl~D2 which approaches a point (0,0, t, - 1 , 0 , - 1 ) G G ° ° without being 
equal to the gliding ray. To construct the curve and the polygon we first 
choose the polygon with the corners 

00 

(**» J>*) = E r 2(cos ccj, sin a,.) 

where a,- is decreasing and tg(((Xj — aj+1)/2) = 2~j. Thus the tangents of half 
the outer angles are 2~j. Choose a C°° convex function g(x) such that g(x) = 
—x for x < 0 and g(x) = 2(x — 1) when x > l . Then the graph of 
(0,k~2)3xt-+2~~kg(k2x)/k2 rotated by the angle ak and translated to 
(xk+1,yk+1) defines the desired curve if k^k0. We can extrapolate linearly 
to the right of the first interval. The curve is then in C°° for x > 0 and all 
derivatives of / tend to 0 when x->0 so /eC°°(]R) if we define / ( x ) = 0 
when x^O. 

We motivated the definition of generalized bicharacteristics by studying 
limits of broken bicharacteristics at Gd and at Gg. It will now be proved that 

Fig. 5 
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limits of broken bicharacteristics are indeed generalized bicharacteristics. 
More generally, assume that we have a sequence of generalized bicharacter
istics [a,b~\3tt-+yv{t)eK where KczS is a compact set. If yv{t) = (xv(t)9£

v(t)) 
we have already observed that xv(t\ xl(t)£l(t\ £,\{i)2 and £v'(t) are uniformly 
Lipschitz continuous. For a subsequence these functions are therefore uni
formly convergent. 

Proposition24.3.12. Let [a,b2Bt\-*yv(t) = (xv(t\£v(t)) be generalized bicharac
teristics such that xv(t), xl(t)^\(t% £\{t)2 and £v'(0 are uniformly convergent 
when v-*oo. Then there is a unique generalized bicharacteristic [a,fe]9£i—»y(t) 
such that yv(t)-+y(t) uniformly for t in any compact subset of [a,b] containing 
no reflection point ofy(t). 

Proof Let t0 be a point such that the limit of xf (fo) is not 0. Then 7(f) 
= limyv(t)eS\dS exists uniformly in a neighborhood of t0. From the Ham
ilton equations it follows that we have C1 convergence and that y(t) is also 
an orbit of Hp. Now let t0 be a point such that xl(to)-+0 but the limit of 
£\(t0)

2 is not 0. Since dx\(t)ldt = 2£>\{t) it follows from the implicit function 
theorem that there is a sequence tv—>t0 such that x\(tv)—0. In a neigh
borhood of t0 independent of v it follows that yv(t) is for t < tv the orbit of 
Hp which comes in at yv(tv — 0) and for t>tv the orbit which goes out at 
yv(£v + 0). This proves that y(t0 + t) = \imyv(tv + t) exists for fixed small (4=0, 
thus with C1 convergence for small t>0 or t < 0 ; the limit is a broken 
bicharacteristic. 

Let Tbe the closed set of all te[a,fc] such that xj(0->0 and £][(f)->0. Then 
y(t) = limyv(t) exists uniformly for te% and y{t)eG. We have already proved 
the existence of the limit at all points in [a,fc]\ T except for the countably 
many reflection points. If y(t0)eGd or Gg for some t0€T, it follows from 
Lemmas 24.3.4 and 24.3.5 that yv(t) converges uniformly in a neighborhood 
of t0 to the orbit of Hp resp. the gliding ray through y(t0). If y(t0)eG3 we 
obtain by applying (24.3.7) to yv(t-t0) and letting v-»oo that xx(t) = 
O((t-t0)

3\ ^1(t) = 0((t -t0)
2) so xx(t) and ^(t) are differentiable with derivative 

0 at to. From the Hamilton equations for xu\ £"' it follows that x'(t), £'(t) 
are everywhere differentiable with derivative -//r°(jt(f),f(0) which proves that 
7 is a generalized bicharacteristic. 

For any e>0 we have \yv(t) — y(t)\<e, teT, if v>v(s). By the uniform 
continuity of x[9 \i\\9 <T it follows that \f(f)-y{t)\<2& if v>v(fi), for all t in 
a neighborhood V of T independent of v. In any compact subset of 
[a, b~\ \ V containing no reflection point of y(t) we have uniform convergence, 
which completes the proof of the stated uniform convergence of yv. • 

Our next aim is to show that through every point in I there is a 
generalized bicharacteristic which is a limit of broken bicharacteristics. To 
do so we must make some preliminary remarks on the bicharacteristic flow. 
Let p€C°°(5) where S is a symplectic manifold, and let s0, sx be points in S 
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with p(so) = p(s1)=0 and exp(t0Hp)s0 = sv Then one can choose neigh
borhoods 50 and S1 of s0 and st such that 

{(s',s")eS0 x Sl; p(s')=p(s")=Q9 s" = Qxp(tHp)s' for some t close to t0} 

is a canonical relation. In fact, we can choose symplectic coordinates y9 rj 
vanishing at sx such that p = f]l in a neighborhood. Then the pullbacks (x, {) 
of (y9rj) by exp(t0Hp) are symplectic coordinates at s0 which vanish at s0, 
and p=0 is equivalent to ^ =0 there. (See Section 6.4.) The relation is then 

{(x9Ziy9rj); (J1=i/1=0, xj = yj and 5, = ̂ . forj#l} 

which is obviously canonical. (See also Proposition 26.1.3.) 
Let us now return to the Hamiltonian (24.3.1) in a convex neighborhood 

of 0eT*(Rn
+) where we assume that dp/d£n>0. This implies that dxjdt>0 

for the (generalized) bicharacteristics and also that the map 

{(x^);p(x^) = 0}9(x^)h^(x1,...,xw_1^1,...,^_1)GT*(lRn-1) 

is injective and has bijective differential for fixed xn. The pullback of the 
symplectic form in T*(RW) by the inverse map is the symplectic form in 
T^R""1). For fixed s, reR let £ map (xl5...,xw_1? ^1 , . . . ,^_1) to 
(Ji* -'">yn-v *h> •••>*7n-i) ^ there exist some \n and rjn such that p vanishes at 
the point (x1,...,xn_1, s, £l9...,£JeS and the orbit of the Hamilton field Hp 

starting there arrives at (yl9..^yn_l9 t9 rjl9...9r}n) without reaching the 
boundary of S. This is a canonical transformation for it is obtained by 
restricting the canonical relation described above to fixed xn and yn. For the 
same reason the map %s(xl9...9xn_l9 ^l9...9^n_1) = (y,

9rjf) defined when the 
bicharacteristic first meets the boundary transversally at (0,/, 
±r(Q,y',ri')*,ri') is also a canonical transformation. By composing such in 
and outgoing canonical transformations we obtain 

Proposition 24.3.13. Let p be given by (24.3.1) in a convex neighborhood S of 
0eT*(Rn

+) where dp/d£n>0. For s,teWL define 

Xs(XV • • • > X n - l ? C l > • • • 9 S n _ l ) = 0 ; i> •••>) ; n-l>*?l5 '"^n-V 

if there exist some £n and rjn such that (xv...9xn_l9s9l;l9...,£„) and 
(yv^yn-i^^v'^n) are zeros of p in S connected by a broken bicharac
teristic arc in S. If s and t are small enough then fs is a symplectic transfor
mation defined in an open set which contains a neighborhood of 0 in T*(RW_1) 
apart from a set of measure 0. 

Proof When fs{xl9...9xn_l9£>l9...9£)n_1) is defined, the broken bicharacteris
tic considered has a finite number N of (transversal) reflection points. By the 
implicit function theorem we get such a broken bicharacteristic for all 
(xf

l9...9£,'n_1) in a neighborhood of (xl9...9^n_1); as the composition of iV + 1 
C00 symplectic maps in T*(RW~1) the map fs then defined is C00 and 
symplectic. By the uniform continuity of x, I^J, £' on generalized bicharac-
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teristics we can find S>0 such that for |s| + |f|<<5 the map fs is defined and 
uniformly bounded in the set A of all (x1,...,^n_1) with |x1| + ... + |<^II_1|<5 
unless the broken bicharacteristic y starting there comes arbitrarily close to 
a point in G before xn = t. Choose e so that (t — s)/s is a large positive 
integer, and let As be the set of points in A such that x x ^ e 2 and I ^ J ^ s at 
some point 7(1). Then it follows from (24.3.7) that xx ̂  Ce2, |f J<> Cs at y(ve) 
if v is the largest integer with ve^r . The measure of all (xl9 ...,^M_1) with 
O r g x ^ C e 2 , 1̂ 1 ^ C e and fixed bounds for x 2 , . . . ,^ n_ 1 is 0(s3) and it is 
equal to the measure of the inverse image under the symplectic map xT- If 
we sum for all positive integers v^(t — s)/s it follows that the measure of Ae 

is 0(e2), hence Q AE is of measure 0, which completes the proof. 
£ > 0 

Corollary 24.3.14. Under the hypotheses in Proposition 24.3.13 there is some 
d>0 and a neighborhood V of 0 in T*(3Rn

+) such that for every 70GFnp_ 1(0) 
there is a generalized bicharacteristic (—£,6) 3 t i-> 7(f) € S with 7(0) = 70. (If 
7(r) has a reflection point for t = 0 this means that 7(+0) = 70 or j(-0) = 70J 

Proof By Proposition 24.3.13 one can choose Fand S so that there is such a 
broken bicharacteristic for every yoeVnp~1(0) outside a null set in the 
manifold p - 1(0), even for fixed xn. Since these broken bicharacteristics are 
uniformly continuous it follows from Proposition 24.3.12 that there is a 
generalized bicharacteristic for every y0. 

Remark. From this corollary and the standard existence theorem for the 
vector field Hp in the interior of S one can conclude the same global 
existence theorems for generalized bicharacteristics as for bicharacteristics 
on an open manifold. The proof can also be used to give generalized 
bicharacteristics which are globally limits of broken bicharacteristics. In 
view of Corollary 24.3.10 it follows that every generalized bicharacteristic 
which does not intersect G00 is a limit of broken bicharacteristics. However, 
it is an open problem if every generalized bicharacteristic can be obtained 
as such a limit. 

We shall now prove a stronger existence theorem for generalized bichar
acteristics which will be essential in the proof of an extension of Theorem 
24.2.3. 

Lemma 24.3.15. Let the hypotheses of Proposition 24.3.13 be fulfilled, and let 
F be a closed subset of Snp _ 1 (0 ) such that 

(i) IfyeF^(GguG3) then F contains a neighborhood of y on the broken or 
diffractive bicharacteristic through y. 

(ii) For every compact subset K of Fn (G g uG 3 ) and e>0 there exists 
some d>0 and ye(t,y0)eF, —d^t^d, y0eK, such that 

(24.3.8) \{yt(t,y0)-yo)/t-H?(y0f<e, 0<\t\£&. 
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Here H^(y0) is the tangent of the gliding ray, and \v\' denotes for veT*(WLn) 
=]R2w the Euclidean length when the £x component is dropped. Then there 
exists for every y0eF a generalized bicharacteristic y(t\ t_<t<t+, such that 
t_<Q<t+, y(0) = yo, y{(t_9t+))czF9 and y{t) leaves every compact subset of F 
when t-+t±. 

Proof Since dxjdt = dp/d£n>0 on a generalized bicharacteristic it is suf
ficient to show that for every y0 in a compact set K^F there is a generalized 
bicharacteristic through y0 with end points on the boundary of K in F. To 
do so we first choose S as in condition (ii) for some small s>0, and then 
define an approximate generalized bicharacteristic as follows. If y04GguG3 

we define yE(t) as the (broken) bicharacteristic of p with y(0) = y0 as long as 
it exists and is contained in K. We are then through for positive t unless we 
get je(t) defined just in an interval 0 ^ t < r . The limit of je(t) as t —> r must 
then exist and belong to Gg U G3. Now we define 7e(f) for r ^ t fS r + 6 by 

ye (0=y« (0+(y.te y.to) - y.to) (* - *)/« 
where we have used the function in condition (ii). Continuing in this way 
also for negative t we arrive at the boundary of K in F at some bounded 
time t since we have a positive lower bound for dxjdt on the curve 
[t_(e), t + (e)~]3th-+yE(t) obtained. The end points of the curve are thus on the 
boundary of K in F. In view of the uniform Lipschitz continuity of the 
coordinates other than £x we can choose a sequence £j-*0 such that a limit 
y(t)eF exists as in Proposition 24.3.12. Since G g uG 3 is closed it follows as 
there that y is a broken bicharacteristic elsewhere. If y(t)eGg then y(s) must 
be the gliding ray through y(t) for small \s — t\. In fact, if y(s)$Gg for some s 
in any neighborhood of t then it follows from Lemma 24.3.5 that we must 
have a broken bicharacteristic there. Thus y(s)eGg for small \s — t\ so xt(s) 
= £1(s) = 0 then, and 

d(x'(s),i'(s))/ds=-Hro(x'(s)^'(s)) 

since for yE the derivative of these components is — H,(yE(s)) or —Hro(yE(s) 
+ 0(3)) except at finitely many points. Finally, if y(t)eG3 we obtain in the 
same way that (x(s), £'(s)) is differentiable at t with the derivative 
(0, — Hro(x'(t), £'(t))). It remains to prove that ^(s) is differentiable with de
rivative 0 at £, that is, that £1(s)2 = r(x(s), £'(s)) = 0((s-t)2) . Now 

\r(x(s)9 ?(s)) | +1 r(1)(x(s), £'(s))| = 0(s -1) 

since the left-hand side is Lipschitz continuous and vanishes at t. The right 
and left derivatives of r(x(s), £'(s)) are r(1)(x(s), ^'(s))dxjds since 
d{x'(s\ £'(s))/ds= — H,(x(s\ £'(s)) which makes the other terms drop out. 
Here the left and right derivatives dxjds are equal to ±{1(s) = 
±r(x{s\ ^'(s))* so the derivatives of r(x(s), £'(s)) are 0(\s —1\% Thus 

r(x(sU'(s)) = 0 ( | s - ^ ) 

which completes the proof. 
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In Sections 24.4 and 24.5 we shall respectively verify conditions (i) and 
(ii) in Lemma 24.3.15 for WFb(u) when u satisfies a second order differential 
equation with smooth right-hand side and has smooth boundary values; 
condition (i) is then already proved in part by Theorem 24.2.1. 

24.4. The Diffractive Case 

As in Section 24.2 we assume that P is a second order differential operator 
with real principal symbol p and C°° coefficients defined in a C°° manifold 
X of dimension n, with non-characteristic boundary dX. The present section 
is devoted to the proof of the following analogue of Theorem 24.2.1. Recall 
that the diffractive set GdaT*(dX) can be identified with a subset of 

Theorem 24.4.1. Let u, fejV(X\ u0e@'(dX), and assume that 

(24.4.1) Pu=f in X^dX, u = u0 indX. 

If ye(WFb(u)nGd)^(WFb(f)KjWF(u0)) then a neighborhood of y on the orbit of 
Hp through y is in WFb(u). 

In the proof we may again assume that Ic ]R" + = {xeRw; x ^ O } and 
that p(x, £) = £?-r (x , £'). Thus 

P = D?- r (x ,D ' ) - t ^ (x )D J . - J R 0 (x ) . 
I 

If c is a C00 function then the operator u\-*e~cP(ecu) has the same principal 
symbol but Rt is replaced by R1 — 2D1c. We can therefore eliminate the Dl 

term and assume in what follows that 

(24.4.2) P = Dj-R(x,D') 

where R is a differential operator in the variables x' = (x2, ...,x„) with 
principal symbol r(x, £'). We may assume that the coefficients have compact 
support. 

The first step is now to extend the energy identity (24.1.2) by substituting 
for the first order differential operator ^ / f 3 f an operator which is pseudo-
differential along the boundary but a first order differential operator in xx. 
It is convenient later to have the total order equal to 0 so we set 

(24.4.3) e(x,D) = Q1(x,D ,)D1 + (2ofe^X 

where Qj is a pseudo-differential operator in the x' variables of order —j 
and principal symbol q}. We shall assume that Q is self adjoint, 

(24.4.4) Q* = 6, that is, Q* = Q± and Q8 = G0-[J>i>Qi], 
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which implies that q0 and qx are real. Let ueC^{X) and set Uj = D{u. With 
(, )x and (, )dx denoting the usual sesquilinear scalar products in X and in 
dX, we shall prove 

Lemma 24.4.2. With P of the form (24.4.2) and Q of the form (24.4.3) satisfying 
(24.4.4), we have ifue C%(WLn

+) 

I I 

(24.4.5) 2 Im (Pu, Q u)x = £ (Bjk(x\ D') uk, Wj)ax + £ (Cjk(x, D') uk, u ^ . 
0 0 

Here B 1 1 = G i ^ o i = * i o = e o ^ o o = 6 i ( * + **)A /or x ^ O , the principal 
symbol cjk (of order 1 —j — k) of Cjk is real, c01 = c10 and 

(24.4.6) X cjfc(x, O # + k = {p, q} + 2a Im ps 

where 

ps(x,^=-\iirlj>(x,^)-tRj(x)ij 
2 2 

is the subprincipal symbol of P. 

Proof First we compute the contributions from the term D\9 

{{D\ u, Qu)x-(Qu,Dl u)x)/i = (D1 u, Qu)dX + (Qu9D1 u)dx 

+ ((D1u,QD1u)x + ( 2 ) 1 u , ^ 

Another integration by parts gives in view of (24.4.4) 

((D1 u,QD1 u)x-(QD1 u9Dx u)x)/i= -(Qx Dx u9D1 u)dx. 

The boundary terms add up to those in (24.4.5) with j + k =j= 0. The operator 
\_DuQ~\li is self adjoint with principal symbol —dq/dx1, so we get the 
contribution 2£x dq/dxl = {£l,q} to the sum in (24.4.6) from the terms in the 
second sum (24.4.5) now obtained. 

It remains to study 

((Qu,Ru)x-{Ru,Qu)x)/i. 

In doing so we set R = R' + iR" where Rf and R" are self adjoint. Both 
operate in the x' variables and R" is of order 1. Now 

((Q u9 R' u)x - (Rf u, Q u)x)/i = (Rf u, Q, u)dx + ([«', g ] u, u)x/i9 

-{R"u9Qu)x-{Qu9R"u)x 

= -(QlR
ffu9D1u)x-(R

ffQ1D1u,u)x-((Q*Rfr + RffQ0)u,u)x\ 

which gives the term B00 = Q1R' in (24.2.5) and contributes to the sum in 
(24.4.6) the terms — {r,q}— 2qr", where r" = — Imp s is the principal symbol 
of R". The proof is complete. 
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Theorem 24.4.1 will be proved by means of an estimate derived from 
(24.4.5). To see what conditions Q ought to satisfy we first observe that if 
w = 0 on dX then {Bllul9ul)dx is the only boundary term in (24.4.5). In view 
of the sharp Garding inequality (Theorem 18.1.14) it can be estimated above 
b y C l l u ^ C O I I f - D i f g ^ O . I f X ^ ^ O ^ ^ O t h e n 

£c. f c (x,Oz f e^0, (z^zJeC2, 

since (cjk) is real and symmetric. Hence the sharp Garding inequality for 
systems (see the remark after Theorem 18.1.14 or Theorem 18.6.14) shows 
that the real part of the second sum in (24.4.5) can be estimated above by 
CZK-ll(2o,-j)> t h a t is> cllMH(2i,-i) by Theorem B.2.3. (In Appendix B the 
half space WL\ is defined by x n ^ 0 while it is defined by x ^ O here; this 
change of notation should cause no confusion.) Actually we are using a 
slightly modified version of the sharp Garding inequality with different 
degrees assigned to ul and u0 just as in Theorem 19.5.3; it follows from the 
standard version by the proof of that theorem. 

To derive an estimate from (24.4.5) we shall of course have to make 
£c7.k(x,<n£i+k strictly negative in some important region. This will be 
achieved by choosing q so that Hpq^0 with strict inequality in some 
important region. However, we shall only be able to do so in the set where 
p(x,^) = ̂ l—r(x,^) = 0, that is, we shall have q decreasing along the (broken) 
bicharacteristic flow. The following lemma will allow us to use this weaker 
positivity condition. 

Lemma 24.4.3. Let Y be an open subset of WC+ = {ye]Rv; y^O}, and let 
reC°°(Y). We assume that r is real valued, that dr#=0 when r = 0 and that 
dr/dyx>0 when r=yl = dr/dyj = Oforj^l. Let 

A(t,y) = Zaj(y)tJ 
o 

be a quadratic polynomial in t with coefficients in C°°(Y) such that 

(24.4.7) A{t, y) = - ^(t, y)2 when t2 = r(y), 

where ^eC°°(R x 7). Then one can find ^ 0 , ^ 1 ,geC 0 0 (y) with i^o(y) = ^(0,y), 
il/l(y) = d\l/(0, y)/dt when r(y) = 0, and 

(24.4.8) A(t,y)H*o(y) + ̂ i(y)t)2Sg(y)(t2-r(y)); teR, yeY 

Proof If r(y)>0 we set r(y) = s2 and observe that 

*M)0 + ^iO>)* = ^fcj>) w h e n t=±s 
provided that 

il/0(y) = W(s,y) + ̂ (-s,y))/2, ilsi(y) = (xl/(s,y)-xl,(-s,y))/2s. 

In view of Theorem C.4.4 we can choose ^eC^QR x Y) such that 

(iA(S, y) + iA( - 5 , y))/2 = »F0(5
2, y), (ij,(s,y)-^(-s,y))/2s = Vl(s\y) 
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in K. x Y. Thus i^.(y) = Wj(r(y),y)eCco{Y) and 

B(t,y)=A(t,y)+(My)+fi(y)t)2-(a2(y)+4'i(y)2W2-r(y)) 

is linear in t and vanishes when t2 = r(y). (We could also have applied the 
Malgrange preparation theorem here.) If we write 

B(t,y) = b1(y)t + b0(y) 

it follows that bj(y) = 0 when r(y)^0. We shall have 

B(t,y)Sf(y)(t2-r(y)) 

if/O0 = O when r(y)>0 and f(y)^F(y) where 

F(y)=\b1(y)\/HyP+\b0(y)\/\r(y)l 

Here i^Oflrl*) for any N in any compact subset K of K In fact, by the 
implicit function theorem we can for every yeK such that r(y) is negative 
and small enough find ye Y with r(y) = 0 and |j> — yl ^ C|r(y)|,. Hence Lemma 
24.4.3 is a consequence of 

Lemma 24.4.4. Let Y and r satisfy the hypotheses in Lemma 24.4.3, and let F 
be a non-negative function vanishing for r>0 such that F = 0(rN) for any N on 
any compact subset of Y Then one can find feC°°(Y) such that F^f and f 
= 0 when r^O. 

Proof Local solutions of this problem can be pieced together by a partition 
of unity, so we may work in a compact set K where rrgO at some point. Set 

F1(t) = sup{F(x);r(x)^-t} if t>0; Fi(t) = 0 if t^O. 

Then Fx is an increasing function of t which vanishes of infinite order when 
t = 0. Set 

Mt) = $F1(t s) X(s) ds/s = J Fx (s)X(s/t) ds/s 

where xeC^((l,2)) is non-negative and {#(s)ds/s = l. Then f^F. since Fx is 
increasing, fx = 0 when t^O, and 

t'fnt^imxkmds^iF^s^x^ds/s 
where Xo = X a n d Xk+1{t)= -kxk{t)-tx!k(t)eC%. The right-hand side can be 
estimated by 

F1(20llzfc(5)M5/s = O(rfc+1) 

so all derivatives of fx tend to 0 when t-+Q. This proves that ^eC0 0 , -so / 
= / i ( ~ r) n a s the required properties. The proof is complete. 

Lemma 24.4.5. Let AjkeS1-j-k(WLnxWLn-i); j,k = 0,1; have real homogeneous 
principal symbols ajk(x, £') vanishing for large |x|, a01 =a 1 0 , and assume that 

I aik(x, n Z{+k= - ij,(x9 0
2 when ft = r(x, £'), 
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where i/feC°°(Ilwx(]Rn\0)) is homogeneous of degree \, Further assume that 
dr/8x1>0 or that 3 r/d(x', <!;') + 0 in (Jsuppa jk. Then one can choose 
V0(x,?)eS*(RHxVLH-1) and ^ ( x . O e S - ^ x R ' - 1 ) with principal symbols 
equal to il/(x,£) and di//(x,^)/d^1 when ^1=r(x,£') = 0, such that for any 
ueC™(WLn

+) and any KEWL 

(24.4.9) Re £ (AJk(x, D') D\ u, D{ u)x + || <F0(x, D') u + V±(x9 £>') # i "III 

^ C^CII"!!?!. _ i > H - ll^>x " ( 0 , .> | | c _ a c - a L > | | «C0 , ->||Cli=>-l- I I^«I IS>. _x>)-

Proof Choose C°° functions \j/0(x,£') and ^ ( x , £') homogeneous of degree \ 
and — \ respectively so that il/j{x,l;,) = djil/(x,£))/d€{ when £ 1 = r (x , £') = 0 and 
so that 

(24.4.10) l M x , M + * + Mo(x>£0 + <M*,{'Ki)2 

gg(x,0«?-r(x.O) 

for some geC°° homogeneous of degree —1. This is possible by Lemma 
24.4.3, with y = (x, <!;') and t = £1; the homogeneity is obtained by taking the 
restriction to the set where |<f| = l and extending by homogeneity. We can 
take xj/j and g equal to 0 for large |x|. Choose Wj and G with principal 
symbols ij/j and g, and consider 

(24.4.11) Re X(^ k (x , D') uk, Uj)x + £ (!P/(x, Z>0 >Fk(x, Z>') nk, u ^ 

— (G(x, D') w1? wj^ -b (G(x, D') JR(X, D') u0, w0)x. 

The principal symbol is negative semi-definite by (24.4.10), so it follows 
from the sharp Girding inequality that (24.4.11) can be estimated above by 
QIIMoll(o,o)+llMill(2o,-i))> a s pointed out above. We take uk = D\u and ob
serve that the sum of the last two terms in (24.4.11) differs from 
{-G(x9D')Pu9u)x by 

(G(x, D') D\ u9 u)x - (G(x, D')Diu,D1 u)x 

^iiG^x^D^D.u^^MO^hx-i^i.Gix.D^D^u)^ 

Since [D1?G(x,D')] is of order —1, the last term can be estimated by 
C|Ml(o,o)ll^iMll(o,-i)> anc* the boundary term can be estimated by 
CK\\D1u(0,OII(-K-I)IIw(0,.)||(K). In view of Theorem B.2.3, the proof is 
complete. 

Remark. We shall sometimes refer to Y,ajk£{+k a s ^ e principal symbol of 
the form £ (Ajk(x9 D') D\ u9 D{ u)x. 

We are now prepared to start the proof of Theorem 24.4.1. We assume 
as before that Xc=jRn

+, that P is of the form (24.4.2) with the coefficients in 
C~(lRn

+), and that y = ((U0), £0 = (0,<f0). Replacing X by a smaller neigh
borhood X = X o x[0 ,c ) of 0 we may assume that WF(f) and therefore 
WF(u) contains no element (x,£) over Xox(0,c) with £' = 0. These hy-
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potheses are not affected if u is multiplied by a cutoff function which is 
equal to 1 near 0, so we assume that ueS"(X). Note that by Theorem 
18.1.36 and Theorem 18.3.32 it follows then that a(x9D')ueC°°(X) resp. 
a(x9D')feC°°(X) if aeS°°(WLn x t " " 1 ) is of order - o o in a conic neigh
borhood of WFb(u) (resp. WFb(f)) projected to R" x ( R n l \ 0 ) . 

Now choose an open conic neighborhood W of (0, £'0) in X x ( l R " _ 1 \ 0 ) 
such that 

( x , O e ^ , Xl*0*>{x,IMWF(fy9 

(24.4.12) (0,x', <J')e W=>(x', ?)$WFb(f)vWF(u0); 

(Xt&eW^drfaZydx^O. 

This is possible since WFb(f) and WF(u0) are closed and the hypothesis 
yeGd means that r = 0, dr/dxx>0 at y. Assuming that there is some yo + y on 
the bicharacteristic of p through y such that the bicharacteristic interval 
[y0,y] lies over W and y ^ W F ^ ) , we must prove that (0, £'0)$WFb(u). Let y 
lie after y0 on the bicharacteristic; the proof is completely analogous when 
y0 lies after y. Choose an open conic neighborhood r0 of y0 in T*(X°)\0 
with r0nWF(u) = Q, and let W0 be the set of all (x,?)eW such that if 
r(x, £')^0 there are bicharacteristic intervals, possibly broken by one re
flection or tangency at dX, which lie over W9 have initial point in F0 and 
end point (x, ±r(x, £')*>£')• For reasons of continuity W0 is an open subset 
of W; it is clear that W0 is conic and contains (0, £'0). We shall prove that 
X(x,D')ueC°° if xeS° and cone s u p p l e W0; by Theorem 18.3.32 this implies 
that (0, £'0)$WFb(u). (By cone supp# we mean the smallest closed conic set 
containing supp%.) 

By Theorem 24.2.1 and (24.2.4) we know that 

(24.4.13) {(*', £'); (0,x', {')eW0, (x', f ) e M » } cG d 

if Gd is regarded as a subset of T*(3X0), and that 

{{XtQeWFiuy.x^O^&eWo} 

is contained in the forward Hp flowout of Gd over WQ; thus ^ > 0 there. 
(Recall that ^ is strictly increasing on the (broken) ^characteristics since 
dr/dxl>0, and that dx1/dt = 2£1 there.) In fact, if (x,£) is not in this flowout 
then the definition of W0 shows that the bicharacteristic going backwards 
from (x, £) must reach F0 after at most a transversal reflection while remain
ing over W. 

The proof of Theorem 24.2.1 gives more, 

(24.4.14) xi^D'UD, -A+{x,D'))ueC™{X) 

if xeS° and r > 0 in cone supp/czWo- Here the operator D1—A + (x,D') in 
the factorization (24.2.6) is defined on the symbol level when r > 0 so the 
product by x(x,D') is defining up to an operator of order — oo. For the 
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proof we just have to observe that the bicharacteristic going backwards 
from a point (x, — r(x, £')*>£') with (x, <J')Gcone supp# remains over W until 
it has entered ro , and that r(x,£') = l;l>0 there because ^ decreases in the 
backward direction on a bicharacteristic. 

We shall also need a microlocal form of Theorem B.2.9. 

Lemma 24.4.6. Under the hypotheses above, if x(x,D')ueH(m s) for all xeS° 
with cone s u p p l e W0 then x(x,D')ueH{m+1 ^^for all such %. 

Proof Since 

D2
a(x,D')u = x(x,Df)f+R(x,D')x(x,D')u + lP,x(x,D')-]u 

and[P,x(x,Df)2=x1(x,Df)D1-{-Xo(x,D') with Xj of order 1 — j and order — oo 
outside cone supp/, we have D\x{x,D')ueH{m_1 s_1}. From Theorem B.2.3 
we now obtain first that D1x{x,D')ueH{ms_1) and then that 
x(x,D')uEHim+ls_iy 

Since ueH{ms) for some m, s we conclude by repeated use of Lemma 
24.4.6 that for some s 

(24.4.15), Z(x,D')«eH (1>,_1), x^D^D^^eH^^W1) 

for all xeS° with c o n e suppxc | f 0 . The proof of Theorem 24.4.1 will be 
completed if we show that (24A15)s=*>(24.4.15)s+i, for by Lemma 24.4.6 we 
can then conclude that xix.D^ueC"0 for all xE$° with c o n e s u p p l e F^0. 
The decisive step in the induction is the following 

Lemma 24.4.7. Assume that q(x,^) = q1(x9^
f)^1-\-q0(x,^) where the 

coefficients ^ e C 0 0 ^ " x(JR" - 1 \0)) have support in W0 and are homogeneous 
of degree —j, and let q1(0,x\£,)= —t(x',^)2 for some teC°°. Further assume 
that for some constant M 

(24.4.16) {p,q}+qM\£\ = -il/2 + p{t1~r*)and q = v2 when p = 0, 

where xj/, i?eC°°(]RM x(JR"\0)) have support over W0 and are homogeneous of 
degree \ and 0, while peCo o(Itnx(]Rn~1 \0)) is homogeneous of degree 0 and 
r > 0 in suppp, which is contained in W0. If u satisfies (24.4.1), (24.4.15)s and 
M is larger than some number depending on P and on s, it follows that 
T(x\D')D1u\Xi = 0eH{s)(]fln~1) if t is the principal symbol of T, and W0(x,Dr)u 
+ W1(x,D,)D1 UEH{0 S) for some WjeS^~j with cone supp ^ . c W0 and principal 
symbols dj \j/ (0, x', 0, ?)/d {{ when x t = r (x, £') = 0. 

Proof First note that for reasons of continuity the energy identity (24.4.5) is 
valid for all ueH(2y Choose xeC00 with cone s u p p l e W0 homogeneous of 
degree 0 for |£'| > 1, so that x is then equal to 1 in a neighborhood of s u p p ^ 
for ; = 0,1. We shall apply (24.4.5) to 

uE = (l+s2\Df\2)-1(l + \Df\2)sl2x(x,D,)u, 
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taking Q = Q1(x9D
f)D1 + Q0(x,D') where &(*, £') = &(*, £') when |{ ' |>1. By 

(24.4.15)s and Lemma 24.4.6 we have MEeif(3 _1}c=/f(2) when e>0, and uE is 
bounded in H{1 _X) as e-»0. The lemma will follow when e->0 after appro
priate estimates have been given for the terms in (24.4.5). 

We start with studying PuE. Writing 

A^il+s^D^-'il + lD'l2)812 

we have 
PuE=fE + tP,AEx(x,D')-]u. 

Here fE = AEi{x,D')f is bounded in H{0;oo) since x(x,/>0/eH(O;oo), and the 
second term is bounded in H(0 _1} by (24.4.15)s. To study lm(PuE,QuE) we 
must make a more detailed analysis so we write 

([P, AE X(x, D')] II, Q uE) = (yle[P, *(x, D')] u, Q II.) 

H[P,AE-\A;luE,QuE). 

The first term is bounded as £-*0 since Q*-/lfi[i
>,x (*,£')] is of order — oo in 

D'. To deal with the second term we write 

G'{x, D') = [P, AJ A;» = ̂ [ ^ - \ P ] = (1 + \V\2Y2 [(1 + \U\2) - s '2 , P] 

+ 82(l+e2 |D'|2)-1(l+l-D'l2)s/2[|i>'l2,-P](l+|I>f)"s/2-

G£(x,< '̂) is bounded in S1 since (e_ 2 + |{ ' | 2) - 1 is bounded in S~2 when 
0 < g < l . The leading term is purely imaginary. Let 

M + 2Im(G £ (x ,0-P s (x>0)( l+l<n 2 )~*^i 

for 0 < £ < 1 and all (x, £'), and set 

S W 0 = (l + i m i ( M + 2Im(G*(x,<n-ps(x,O)(l + i m - i ) i 

which is bounded in Si as 0 < £ < 1 . Since the symbol of 

M(l + |D'|2)* + 2G£(x, D')/i - 2 Im ps(x, £>') - S£(x, £>')* S£(x, D') 

is bounded in S°, we have 

2 Im(G£(x, D') u„ Qu£) ̂  Re((2 Imps(x, D') - M ( l + |D'|2)*) «„ QuE) 

+ Re{S°{x,D')ue,QSe{x,D')us)-Cl 

for some C t . Here we have also used that \_Se(x,D'),Q] is bounded of order 
—§. With vE = (l + \D'\2)-iSe(x,D')uE the term involving Se can be written 

ReY,{AJk(x,iy)D\vt,D{v^ 
where 

^ i i = 0 , A00 = (l + |Z)'|2)*e0(x,£>')(l+|C'|2)*, 

The principal symbol is \£'\v2 when p = 0, so we can apply Lemma 24.4.5. 
As already observed ||wJ|(1}_i)H-|l^w

ell(o,-i) *s bounded as e->0. Hence 
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11̂ 11(1,-1)+ 11^^11(0,-i) *s bounded and so are the other terms in the right-
hand side of (24.4.9) when u is replaced by vE and K is large. In fact, ve(0,.) 
is bounded in H(00). Summing up, we have proved that 

(24.4.17) 2lm(PuE,Qu^Rc((2lmps(x,Df)-M(l+\Df\2)^)uE9QuE)-C2. 

Next we shall derive an upper bound for the right-hand side of (24.4.5) 
applied to ue by using Lemma 24.4.5 to estimate 

(24.4.18) Re £(Cjfc(:x, D') D\ u, D{ u) 

+ Re((M (1 + \D'\2f - 2 Imps(;c, D')) uB, QuE) 

^Rc(<l>(x9D^{D1^A + (x9D'))uB9p
0(x9D

f)u^ 

Here Cjk comes from Lemma 24.4.2, p0(x9^)eC°° is equal to p(x9 £') when 
|£'| >1, and (j)€$° is equal to 1 in a neighborhood of suppp0, cone supp$ 
c W0, and r>0 in cone supp0. When p(x, £) = Q the corresponding principal 
symbol defined as in Lemma 24.4.5 is 

{p,q}+qM\Z'\-p(Z1-r±)=-r-

Hence the estimates for uE and PuE already used in the proof of (24.4.17) 
show that (24.4.18) can be estimated above by 

C3- | |^0(x,D> e+^(x, i) ' )D l WJ | | 

where Wj is related to xj/ as in Lemma 24.4.5. Using (24.4.14) and the fact 
that [(j)(x,D')(D1—A + (x9D%AEx(x,D'y] is bounded in Ss

9 we conclude that 

(24.4.19) RQ^i^D^iD.-A^D^u^p^x.D^u^C^ 

Summing up, we have therefore proved that 

(24.4.20) || W0(x9D')uE + V1(x9D')D1 uE\\2
x 

S C2 + C3 + C4 + Re X (Bjk(x'9 D
f)D\ uE(09.), D[ uE(09. %x. 

Since BiX + T(x'9D')* T(x'9D') is of order - 2 , we have 

Re(B11(^D>£l,W£lW+||TWfil||a\^C||W£l(0,.)ll(
2_1)^C5. 

The other boundary terms in (24.4.5) are bounded when e-*0 since w£(0,.) is 
even bounded in C°° by the second part of (24.4.12). Thus 

||^0(x,DOW£ + ^(x,DO/) l W £ | | i+| |TW £ l | |L^C6 , 

and the lemma follows when a-»0. 

From Lemma 24.4.7 it follows that D1u\Xi = 0 is in H(s_^ at (x', <f) if 
t(x'9£')=t0. If using different choices of q we obtain W0(x9D')u 
+ xP1(x9D')D\ueH{0 s) for two different systems W09 Wx of order \9 — \ form
ing an elliptic system in cone suppx, where %eS°, then it will follow that 
l{x9D')ueH{0 tS+i), x(x>D)DiUGH(o ,*-%) which is a local form of 
(24.4.15)s+i. Thus the main point which remains is to construct operators 
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satisfying the conditions in Lemma 24.4.7. This is fairly easy since (24.4.16) 
is only a condition on the restriction of q to the surface p(x, ^) = 0. At first 
we can therefore ignore the condition that q shall be linear in £x. Before 
giving the construction we prove two technical lemmas which will enable us 
to take the square root t. 

Lemma 24.4.8. Ifx^C°°(lR.N) is non-negative and 

(24.4.21) I D - z l g C , . , , ^ 

for all multi-indices a and all fc<l, it follows that x^eC00(RiV). The set of all x 
satisfying (24.4.21) with fixed C^k is convex and contains the origin; the 
product of two such functions has the same property with C|a( k replaced by 

Proof In the set where x=j=0 we can write Da%* as a linear combination of 
terms of the form 

this follows at once by induction. Hence 

where fc' = l —2/(1 -fc)>0 if fc> 1 —1/(2/). By Corollary 1.1.2 this proves 
that x^eC00; in fact, estimates of the form (24.4.21) with other constants are 
valid for yft. If x = ^i #1 + ^2X2 where Xj satisfy (24.4.21) and Xj are non-
negative reals with sum 1, then 

by Holder's inequality. This proves the convexity, and the last statement 
follows from Leibniz' formula. 

Lemma 24.4.9. If il/eC°°(WLN) and x = d1ij/ satisfies (24.4.21) then 

(iA(r1 + t 0 /r 2 , . . . , r^) —IA^! —tO 9r 2 9 . . . ,^)) /2r o = 0 ( t g , t 1 , . . . 9 ^ ) 2 

where (j)eC°°(WLN+1). 

Proof The difference quotient can be written in the form 

1 

F(t0,...,tN) = j x(t1+st0,t2,...,tN)ds/2. 
- 1 

The integrand obviously satisfies (24.4.21) for fixed s with no change of the 
constants, for differentiation can only bring out powers of s. In view of the 
convexity proved in Lemma 24.4.8 it follows that F has the same property, 
hence F*eC°°. By Corollary C.4.4 this even function of t0 can be written in 
the form <Ktl,tl9...,tN) with (^eC00(lRiV+1). The proof is complete. 
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An example of a function satisfying (24.4.21) is 

Xo(0 = exp(-1/0 i f . r>0; xoW = 0 if r^O. 

We shall use %0 as a cutoff function below. Also xb satisfies (24.4.21). 

Proof of Theorem 24,4,1. We shall now construct functions q satisfying the 
conditions in Lemma 24.4.7. Let (0,y\ri')eW09 (y\Y\')eGd, |f/'| = l, and set 

(24.4.22) 0(x, {) = ^ ( x , <T) £X +<l>0(x9 a 

(24.4.23) <M*,£') = l / i a ^o(^« ,)=x? + | x ' - y | 2 + |{'/|{1-iy/|2. 

Then <£ is an increasing function of ̂  and 

H p ^ = {^- r ,« / , 1 ^ + </)0} = ^1(25</>0/a^1-{r,</)1}) + { ^ > r } ^ 1 - { r ^ 0 } . 

In a conic neighborhood Wy.ttl,c:W0 of (0, y', ff) we have by (24.4.12) for 
some positive constants c and C 

(24.4.24) {£1,r}=8r/dx1^4c\Z'\2, 

{r,ct>0}Sc\a Wto/d^-fat^C. 

Hence H p 0 > O when |{J Cgc|<E'|. 
Choose (3 so small that (x, <J')e^^/ if 0o(x, £')^35, and consider as a 

preliminary choice of g 

/ = X2(^o/<5)2Zo(l-^) 

where %0 is defined above and xi € C§°((—3» 3)) is non-negative and equal to 1 
in (—2,2). Later on we shall also need a cutoff function xi £ C§°((—2,2)) 
which is equal to 1 in ( — 1,1). In s u p p / w e have </>:g<5, hence ^ ^ l ^ ' l , and 
in supp/nsuppd#2(</>0/<5) we have 0 o + </>i £î <5> <£o = 2(5, hence ^ ^ — 5|<J'|. 
This implies r^S2\£\2 if p(x, Q = 0. Thus 

H p / + / M | < n = - < A 2 + p({i- r±) when p(x,£) = 0 
where 

(24.4.25) ^ = Z i « i / ^ 0 ^ * , 

(24.4.26) - 2 r * p = -{\-u{^m'\f)N+Io{\-<j>IS)HpX2{<i>JS)2, 

evaluated for ̂  = — r* if r>0, and p = 0 if r^O. Here we have written 

(24.4.27) N=l2{<t>Jd)\t0{\-mnpW-Xo(l-mM\£,'\). 

In the support of x// we have |^>1^1 |^25 and 0o^3c5, hence 1 —<£/<5g3. 
When t g 3 and 110a| g 1, it is clear that 

(l-aXo(0/Xo(0)* = ( l - a ' 2 ) * 

is a C°° function G(a, t). We can write 

^*=Z2(0o/*)(zi(l -#5)tfp</>/<5)*G(M|<r| 5 /H p 0 ,1 -0 /5 ) 
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and conclude for small 8 that \j/eC°°. In the support of (\—x\)N we have 
£iS — <5|<TI, hence r^<52|£'|2, so it follows at once that p is also in C00 and 
that r^82\£\2 in the support. With v = Xi(ei/\?\)x2(<l>o/S)Xo(l-</>/*)* we 
have veC00 and v2 = f when p = 0 if 5 is small enough. 

Now we define q(x, £) as the remainder when / is divided by p using the 
Malgrange preparation theorem, 

f(x, £)=p(x, f)g(x, {) + «!(x, £') ̂  +^0(x, <T). 

Since {p,/} = {p, <?} when p(x, £)=0 the condition (24.4.16) follows. When 
r(x, £')>0 we have 

4i(*,£') = <F(*,6,0 -/(*, -6,OV%, if tf = >*(*,£'). 
Since —df/d^1=x2((l>o/^)2Xo(^~(l)/^)(t)i/^ ** follows from Lemma 24A9 
that the right-hand side is equal to — F(£2,x, f')2 where FeC00 , so ^ ( x , £') 
= —F(r,x, £')2 when r > 0 . Without loss of (24.4.16) we may change qx to 
— t2 where £ = F(r(x, £'), x, £'), and have then verified all the hypotheses of 
Lemma 24.4.7. If xj/j is the principal symbol of 5J we have at (/ , */') resp. 
(o,y,ir) 

t = ( Z o ( l ) * i M ^ ^ ( l ) ^ / ^ ^ / ^ - Z o ( l ) M 5 

2*Ao <Ai = -%o(l)3r/3*i cf>2ld2-xo(l) {r,^ J / * + ^ ( 1 ) ^ ^ . 

Thus t is non-characteristic at (y',rj') and .^fj^0 is close to 
— ̂ iXo(l)/2Xo(l)^ a t (0>/>*/') ^ <5 is small. This ratio is different for two 
different small choices of <5. By the discussion preceding Lemma 24.4.8 we 
have therefore proved (24.4.15)s+^. if the support of % is sufficiently close to 

To finish the proof we must establish a similar result at the H flowout 
of Gd n Wo in W0. This can be done by using the proof of Theorem 24.2.1 
again. First we choose an operator Q(x, D') of order 0 with support close to 
the bicharacteristic r going out from a point in Gd n WQ and commuting 
approximately with D1—A+ there, except when xx is so small that one has 
entered the set already controlled; Q is then cut down to 0. Then 

( D 1 - . l + (x,D'))(G(x,D')(D1-yl_(x,D'))ii6ff(0fI. i ) 

by the result already proved. From Theorem 23.1.2 it follows therefore that 
Q(x9D

f)(Dx— A_(x,D'))u€Hi0s_±y Together with the already established 
fact that x(x,D,){D1— A + (x9D'))u€C°° when xeS° and r > 0 in cone supp# 
<=W0 this implies by standard elliptic theory that (24.4.15)s+i is valid when 
suppx is in a sufficiently small conic neighborhood of a point on F. The 
proof of the theorem is now complete. 

Remark. It is clear that the proof yields a more precise result on microlocal 
H(s) regularity. We have omitted it for the sake of brevity. (Cf. Theorem 
26.1.4 for the corresponding interior regularity theorem.) 
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24.5. The General Propagation of Singularities 

We shall begin by proving property (ii) in Lemma 24.3.15 for WFb(u) when u 
is a solution of the Dirichlet problem. Note that (ii) is a consequence of (i) 
in the diffractive set, so we can work in the entire glancing set omitting the 
subset where the gliding vector is zero since the generalized bicharacteristic 
through such a non-diffractive point is trivial by Corollary 24.3.10. 

As in Section 24.4 we assume that P is of the form (24.4.2) with the 
coefficients of R of compact support. Let ueJf(X) be a solution of the 
boundary problem 

(24.5.1) Pu=f in X \ 5 X , w = w0 in dX 

where X is an open subset of 1R + and dX = XndWLn
+. We may assume that 

u has compact support in X and that (x, <j)e WF(u)9 xx >0, implies £'4=0. Let 
W be an open conic set in X x (Rn _ x \ 0) such that 

(24.5.2) (x, ?)eW, xx * 0 =>(*, ^WF(f), 

(0, x\ Z)eW=>{x\ ?)$WFb(f)uWF(u0). 

By K we denote a compact subset of {(x\ ^)eG, (0, x\ £')eW} such that 

(24.5.3) Hro(x\ <D is not radial when (*', <J')eX. 

It will be convenient to assume that |^'| = 1 in K. For every point in K we 
can choose Ne C°°(Rn-x x ( R n " 1 \ 0)) homogeneous of degree 0 so that Hro N 
= |^| in a conic neighborhood. Splitting K into a finite number of compact 
sets we may therefore assume that 

(24.5.4) {r0, N} = |£'| in a conic neighborhood of K. 

From Lemma 24.4.6 it follows that for suitable s 

(24.5.5). X(x,D')ueH(0s) if X€S°, conesuppZc= W. 

Our purpose is to improve this at a point where there are fewer singularities 
near the backward gliding ray than asserted by condition (ii) in Lemma 
24.3.15; the proof for the forward gliding ray is similar and is left as an 
exercise for the reader. (Recall that the gliding ray is the orbit of — Hro 

where r0(x\ g) = r(0,x\ {')•) In the following statement we use the notation 

WF'(u) = {(x,£); (x\£)eWFb(u) i f x 1 = 0 and 

(x9Zl9?)eWF(u) for some ^ if x x >0} . 

Proposition 24.5.1. Assume that (24.5.1)-(24.5.4) are valid and that }rj'\ = l if 
(y\rj')eK, If s>0 it follows that there is some de>0 such that if(y\r\')eK and 
for some <5e(0,3B) 

(24.5.6) xx<sd, |(x', O-W, l')-5Hro(y\rj')\<ed =>(*, ?)tWF'{u) 

therH?,rMWFb(u). 
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Since Qxp{5HrJ(y\nf) = (y',ri,) + dHro(y\ri') + 0(S2) it follows from (24.5.6) 
that for small enough 5 

(24.5.6)' x1<£ <5, | (x ' ,O-exp((5H r 0)(y,^) l<^/2 

=>{x,£)4WF(u). 

This form of the condition will be more convenient below. 
The main point in the proof is a slight variation of Lemma 24.4.7. 

Lemma 24.5.2. Let q, v, b, eeCo o(Rnx(IR' I"1 \0)) be homogeneous functions of 
degree 0,0,^,^ respectively, all with support in W, satisfying 

(24.5.7) {p,q}+qM\£\=-\l/2-b2 + e2, q = v2 when p = 0. 

Here i/feC°°(Rnx(Rw\0)) is homogeneous of degree \ and has support over 
W, and M is a constant. Choose B, EeC°° equal to b and e outside a compact 
set. If (24.5.1)-(24.5.4), (24.5.5)s hold and M is larger than some constant 
depending on P and s, it follows that B(X,D')UGH{0 s) if E(x,D')ueH{0s). 

Proof We follow the proof of Lemma 24.4.7 closely, with q independent of 
^ now. First we define uE as there. The proof of (24.4.17) requires no 
change. Instead of (24.4.18) we consider the form 

Re E(Cjfc(x, D') D\ uB9 D{ uE) + Re ((M(l + \D'\2f - 2 Im f(x, D')) uE, QuE) 

+ \\B(x9D')uE\\2-\\E(x,D')uE\\2 

which has the principal symbol — ^(x, £)2 when p(x, {) = 0. Since we(0,.) is 
bounded in H{K) for every K we conclude as before that this is bounded 
above as s -> 0. (We drop the positive contributions which could be obtained 
from y\i as in Lemma 24.4.7, for the term involving B is now the essential 
one.) The boundary terms are all bounded since Qx = 0. A new point is that 

E(x, D') uE = AE X(x, Df) E(x, D') u + [£(x, D'\ AEx(x, £')] U 

is bounded in L2 as £-»0 because E(x,D,)ueH{0s) by hypothesis and 
[JB(X,D'), AEX{X,D')~] is bounded in Ss~* as £->0. Thus we have proved that 
\\B(x,D')uE\\ is bounded which by the same argument implies _that 
\\AEi{x,D')B{x,D')u\\ is bounded when e-»0. Hence x{x,D')B{x,D')ueH{0 s) 

which proves the lemma if x is taken equal to 1 in supp B. 

Proof of Proposition 24.5.1. For every (y\n')eK we choose a function 
co(x\ <f) = co(x', £';>/, rj') in a conic neighborhood by solving the Cauchy 
problem 

(24.5.8) HrQcD = 0;cD(x\O = \xf-y? + \?M'\-ri'\2 for N(x\ ^ = N(y\i). 

By (24.5.4) there is a unique solution when \x'— / | 2 + |^7I^| — n'\2 is small 
enough. It vanishes of second order on the bicharacteristic of r0 through 
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(/,*/')> hence on the cone it generates, but the Hessian is positive in direc
tions transversal to it since this is true at ( / , */'). Since r0 vanishes on the 
bicharacteristic we obtain 

(24.5.9) \r0\^C(o^\2-

Similarly we have 

(24.5.10) \da/dx'\2 + \dco/dt;'\2\Z\2^CcQ, 

which is also a consequence of Lemma 7.7.2 since co ̂  0. With 

(24.5.11) cj>{x, £') = W , ri')-N(x\ ^) + xJe + co(x', <T)/<5e2 

we obtain 

Hp4> = HrN + 2Z1/e-Hrco/de2. 

By (24.5.8) and (24.5.10) 

Hra> = (Hr-Hro)co = 0(x1)0(\l;'\coil 

and on the characteristic set we have 

When N(x\£)-N(y',r]')S2d and </)(x,?)^289 we have -x^ASs and 
co(x'9 £')<4d2e2. For small S it follows that 

(24.5.12) Hp$ = {r,N} + 0((d/e)*)\a if p(*,£) = 0, 0(x,£')^2<5 

and N{x\Z)-N{y\Yi')^2d. 

The first term is larger than |£'|/2 by (24.5.4) if 3 is small so it dominates 
then. 

As in the proof of Theorem 24.4.1 we set 

Xo(0 = exp(-1A) if f>0; Xo(0 = 0 if fgO. 

Let x i (0 = 0 for t < 0, Xi(0 = 1 for f > 1 and 0 <̂  x'i € C0°°((0,1)). We choose 
Xi satisfying (24.4.21) and conclude that xi does so too. For (y', rf) € # , a small 
s, i < e, and 0 ^ f ^ 1, we now introduce 

(24.5.13) qt(x, Z') = Xo(l+t-Wd)XiW(y\ rj')-N(x\ ?) + S)/e8 + t). 

It is clear that qt is homogeneous of degree 0. The support of qt is in the 
interior of that of qT when t<T because Xo an<i Xi a r e increasing. In the 
support of the first factor we have $^<5(1 + t)^2<5, and in the support of the 
second one we have N(y\ r\') — N(x\ £') + <5^ — teS. It is equal to 1 when 
N(y> rf) — N(x'> 0 + ^^ (1 — 0£(5 so it constant except in a narrow strip. Set 

(24.5.14) et = {x0(l+t-W8)MN(?,rj')-N(x\ ?) + 5)/e8 + t){r,iV}/£<5)* 

This is a C°° function homogeneous of degree \9 for xt an<l / * a r e C°° 
functions and {r,iV}>0 by (24.5.4). If (x, £')esuppe, then we have 
\Nty,if)-N(x',?) + 5\£e89 hence iV(x^ <H~ W>>?')^2<5, so x ^ e S and 
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co(x\ £')^4e2 d2. If (3/((5), rj,(d)) = Qxp(SHro)(y\ rf) it follows from (24.5.4) that 

I W { 5 1 n'(d))-N(x\ <T)I SsS + 0(52). 

For small enough S we obtain 

(24.5.15) x\ + \x'-y'{6)\2 + |f' fo'(5)|/|{'| - >?'(<5)|2 ^ C W 

since |N(x', £0~-W(y'(5),i/,(5))|2 + a>(;x;',{') *s equivalent to the square of the 
distance from (x\ f'/lf'l) to the ray through (/(5),fy'(5)). Assuming that 
(24.5.6)' is valid with £ replaced by 2Ce, we conclude that suppetnWF'(u) 
= 0, hence Et{x,D')ueC°°. 

To apply Lemma 24.5.2 we must also choose bt and \j/t so that 

(24.5.16) Zi(Zo(l + f - ^ ) « p ^ - M | ^ l x 0 ( l + f-</»/«5)) = «/'t
2 + ^ -

Here the argument of i\ *s the same as in (24.5.13). Recalling (24.5.12) we 
set 

(24.5.17) bt(x, {') = (Xl Zod + 1 - # 5 ) If 1/25)* 

(24.5.18) u*®=x\w+t-mwP4>-\z^^ 
It is clear that bteC°°. In the support of qt we have 1+ t — 0/5^4 , and 
Hp0^2|<j;'|/3 in the intersection with the characteristic set by (24.5.12). Since 
Xo(s)/x'o(s) = s 2 w e °btain for small 8 that 1/̂ eC00 in a conic neighborhood of 
the characteristic set, for we can first break out the smooth factor 
X'0(l+t — <t>/8)*\£'/$\*- We can multiply \j/t by a cutoff function with support 
in this neighborhood which is 1 in the characteristic set. 

Having verified all the hypotheses of Lemma 24.5.2 we conclude that 
£ , (x ,D>ef I ( s + i ) . Let 

Wt = {(x^')lbt(x^f)>0}. 

This is a conic neighborhood of suppg,, if t!<£, and we have (24.5.5)s+i 

when cone s u p p l e Wt. For any t<l and any integer k we can apply this 
argument k times with t replaced by tl9...,tk where t<tk<...<t1<l. Then 
we obtain (24.5.5)s+ik when cone s u p p / c p ^ , so i{x,D')ueC°° then in view 
of Lemma 24.4.6. By Theorem 18.3.32 it follows that {y\n')$WFh{u\ which 
completes the proof. 

Using Lemma 24.3.15 we can now sum up (24.2.4), Theorems 24.2.1 and 
24.4.1, and Proposition 24.5.1 as follows: 

Theorem 24.5.3. Let P be a second order differential operator with real 
principal symbol p and C°° coefficients defined in a C°° manifold X with non-
characteristic boundary dX. Let UEJV(X) be a solution of the boundary 
problem (24.5.1) with fejV{X) and u0e®\dX). Every y0eWFb(u) 
\(WFb(f)KjWF(u0)) is then either a characteristic of P in the interior of X or 
else a point in the hyperbolic or the glancing set czT*(dX). An open interval 
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(-T, T)3ty-+y(t) with y(0) = yo on a compressed generalized bicharacteristic is 
contained in WFb{u). 

Note that the last statement is empty if Hp(y0) is radial or if Hp (y0) is 
radial and y0 is non-diffractive. The generalized bicharacteristic is then just 
a ray. Otherwise singularities continue to move along a generalized bichar
acteristic as long as it stays in a compact set, does not reach the singulari
ties of the data / , u0 and does not converge to a singular point of the type 
just described. To show that this result is optimal one should extend 
Theorem 24.2.3 to generalized bicharacteristics. Only a weaker result is 
known though: 

Theorem 24.5.4. Let P be a second order differential operator with real 
principal symbol p and C00 coefficients defined in a C°° manifold X with non-
characteristic boundary dX. Let [a, b~]3t\->yv(0 be compressed broken bichar
acteristic arcs nowhere tangential to the fibers of T*(X\ converging as v->oo 
to a compressed generalized bicharacteristic [a, ft]ath->y(£) which has injective 
projection to the compressed cosphere bundle and end points y(a), y(b) over 
X°. Then one can find U€JV{X) SO that WFb(u) is the cone generated by 
y([a, ft]), WFb(Pu) is generated by y({a, ft}), and u = 0 on dX. 

Proof It is enough to find ueC(X) vanishing on dX such that WFb(Pu) is 
contained in the cone F generated by y(a) and y(ft) while WFb(u) is con
tained in the cone r generated by y ([a, ft]) but not in F. Indeed, then 
ueJ^(X) by Corollary 18.3.31, and it follows from Theorem 24.5.3 that 
WFb(u)=r, WFb(Pu) = r'. The functional analytic setup in the proof of Theo
rem 8.3.8 can still be used here. Thus we denote by IF the Frechet space of 
all ueC0(K) vanishing on dX with WFb(Pu)czF and WFb(u)cr9 where K 
c l is a compact neighborhood of the projection of y([a,ft]) in X. The 
topology can be defined by semi-norms of the following types: 

(24.5.19) w-»sup|u|; 

(24.5.20) ut->s\xp\APu\ where yle,F00(lRM
+) is properly supported 

andy({o,6})nWF(i4) = 0; 

(24.5.21) MI—>sup|ylM| where Ae¥°°(SLn
+) is properly supported 

and 7([a,b])n^F(v4) = 0; 
(24.5.22) u\-*sup\DaPu\ where a is any multi-index and K' is a compact 

K' 

subset of K with the projections of y(a) and y(b) removed; 

(24.5.23) uh->sup\a(x,Df)u\ where a e S ^ ^ x l R " - 1 ) vanishes for large |JC| 
and is of order — oo in a conic neighborhood of the pro
jection of y((>, ft]) i n r x R " " 1 . 

Let K 0 c X b e a closed ball with center at a point x0 in the projection of r 
such that X 0 and the projection of F are disjoint. The theorem will be 
proved if we show that there is some uetF which is not in C1(K0). If every 
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MG#" is in Cl(K0) it follows by the closed graph theorem that when |a| = 1 
5 

(24.5.24) sup|Da u\ ^ C Y NM9 ue^ 
K0 1 

where Nj are semi-norms in $F of the type (24.5.18+./). We shall complete 
the proof by showing that (24.5.24) cannot be valid. 

Choose v so large that the conditions imposed on the seminorms of type 
(24.5.20)-(24.5.23) occurring in (24.5.24) remain valid with y replaced by yv. 
We shall apply (24.5.24) to functions Ue constructed as in the proof of 
Theorem 24.2.3 for yv, but with a factor e~eX inserted in (24.2.10). (We may 
assume that a±(x, X) has support in K for every A.) This new factor is 
bounded in 5° as e->>0. The proof of Theorem 24.2.3 therefore yields uni
form bounds for Nj(U£) as e-*0 if 2 ^ ; ^ 5 . It is also obvious that sup|l/J is 
uniformly bounded. Assuming that x0 is only the projection of a single 
point in yv([a,b]) we obtain from the discussion of D1(Lr+ — l/_) in the 
proof of Theorem 24.2.3 (preceding the statement) that for some a with |a| 
= 1 we have \DaUE(x0)\-+ oo as 8-»0. Thus (24.5.24) cannot hold, and the 
theorem is proved. 

Not every generalized bicharacteristic is a limit of broken bicharacteris-
tics. Indeed, if ( / , rj')eGd and r 0 =0 in a neighborhood, then there can be no 
reflection point nearby. Since r(x, £')>Q when xx>0 in a neighborhood of 
(0,y',rj') it follows that ^4=0 on a bicharacteristic so xx cannot have a 
minimum other than 0 on a bicharacteristic. In Section 24.6 we shall prove 
by a special argument that nevertheless there is a solution which is singular 
on a given bicharacteristic of this type. It is not known if there are other 
generalized bicharacteristics which are not limits of broken bicharacteristics 
and give rise to a gap between Theorems 24.5.3 and 24.5.4. However, in 
Example 24.3.11 it is clear that both the polygonal and the gliding bicharac
teristic constructed through the point in G00 are limits of broken bicharac
teristics. Hence there is no certain way of predicting the future path of a 
singularity in general. 

24.6. Operators Microlocally of Tricomi's Type 

In this section we shall discuss situations where the results of Section 24.5 
are inadequate. Both are related to the Tricomi operator 

D2_Xi{D2+ +D2} 

in the hyperbolic or elliptic half spaces defined respectively by xx>0 and 
xx<0. In the first case Theorem 24.5.4 is not applicable since all the 
bicharacteristics have cusps when xx=0 (see Fig. 6). In the second case the 
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Fig. 6 

Propagation Theorem 24.5.3 is empty but we shall see that there is hy-
poellipticity. We shall discuss this situation first. 

Definition 24.6.1. The hypoelliptie set HEaT*(dX)\0 is the intersection of 
the gliding set and the complement of the closure of the hyperbolic set. 

If X as usual is defined by x x ^ 0 and the principal symbol p of P is of 
the form ^\ — r(x, £') then 

(24.6.1) HE = {(*', {'); 3r(0, x', ^')/dx1 <0, r(0, / , iy')gO 

in a neighborhood of (x', £')}• 

The terminology is justified by the following analogue of (24.2.4) 

Theorem 24.6.2. Let u,feJ^(X) and Pu=f9 u = u0 on dX. Then 

(24.6.2) HE n WFb(u) = HEn (WFb(f) u WF(u0)). 

The proof of the estimates leading to Theorem 24.6.2 will require the 
following lemma: 

Lemma 24.6.3. IfveC$(R+) and a>0 then 

(24.6.3) ||t;||^9||xflt;||1/(fl+1)||i;,||fl/(fl+1) 

where \\ \\ is the L2 norm. 

Proof. Let #(x) = l f° r *^1> %M = 2 —x for l ^ x ^ 2 and x(x) = 0 for x ^ 2 , 
and set w = %v. Then \\v — w\\ ^ ||xfli;|| and 

\W\\Sh'v\\ + hv'\\S\\X°V\\+\\v% 

Since 
OO 0 0 

||w||2= J \w\2dt= - 2 R e j tww'dt^4\\w\\ \\w'\\ 
0 0 
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it follows that 

| |w||^4||w'| |^4| |x f li; | |+4||i; ' |Ubl|^5||^t; | |+4||i; ' | | . 

Now replace v by v(./t) where t>0. Then we obtain 

||i?|f^5||xfl»||fa + 4||i;/||A. 

When t is chosen so that ||xat;|| ta+1 = ||i?'||, the estimate (24.6.3) follows. 

An immediate consequence of (24.6.3) is 

(24.6.4) b l l ( 0 , s ) ^ 9 | | x > | | ^ y ) | | i ) 1 i ; | | ^ ) 1 ^ »eC?(R"+X 

where s^elR and s = (s0 + asi)/(a + l). In fact, if F is the partial Fourier 
transform of v with respect to x' = (x2, •••>*„) t nen 

||F(.,OII^9||xfl
1F(.,Oll1/(a+1)Pi^Ollfl/(a+1) 

by (24.6.3). If we square, multiply by 

(l + |{12)'=(l + |{12)^(fl+1)(l + |(E12)Ilfl/(fl+1) 

and integrate with respect to £', then (24.6.4) follows by Holder's inequality. 
Similarly we obtain 

(24.6.5) ||v(0, .)\\2
{s) g 2||^!|(o,5o)||D1 v\\(0,Slh * = (*> + * ) /2 , 

if we start from the estimate 
00 

|»(0) |2=-2ReJi>»'dtg2| |» | | ||t/||, ve€%(R+). 
o 

Lemma 24.6.4. Let p(x,g)=l;\ — r(x,£>') where reS2 and 

(24.6.6) r f c O ^ - c X i l f ' ! 2 , 0 < x 1 < l , 

for some c>0. 7/ueC2°(]R"+) and xt<l in suppu, it follows that 

(24.6.7) El|D?-Ju||(0)2j. /3)gC(||p(x,D)u||(0>0)+||M | |(0,0)+||M(0,.)||(5/3)). 

0 

Proof. An integration by parts gives 

(p(x, D)u, D\ u)= ||D2 u\\2 - (r(x, D0Dxw, Dx w) 
+ ([r(x, Dr), D J u, Z>! w)-(r(0, x', D') u, dx w), 

where the last scalar product is in L2 on the boundary plane defined by 
x 1 = 0 . Since it follows from (24.6.5) that H^ w(0,.)||(i) can be estimated in 
terms of the left-hand side of (24.6.7), we estimate this term by 
ll«(0,011(4)113! M(0,.)ll(i). We have [r(x,D%D1] = C(x9D') where C is of second 
order and Re C is of first order. Thus 

(C(x,D')u,Dx u) + (D1 w, C(x,D')u) = ([Dl9 C(x,DO]M, U) 

+ ((C(x, D')+ C(x, D0*)Dx u, u)-f(C(0, x', DO w, w) 

where the last scalar product is in the boundary. Since [D^C] is of second order 
and C+C* is of first order we obtain when taking real parts 
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(24.6.8) | |Djw||2-2Re(r(x,D')i)1w,D1w) 

^||p(x,D)tt||2+C((||M||(0il)+||D1i<||(ofo))ll"ll(oii) 
+ ||W(0,.)||(f)||i)1^(0,.)ll(i)). 

Now we use the hypothesis (24.6.6). By the sharp Garding inequality 
(Theorem 18.1.14) applied for fixed xx we have 

c||xfD1M||f0i l )^-Re(r(x,DOi)1tt,D1M)+C||I)1ii| | (
2

0i i ). 

Hence 

(24.6.9) H ^ u p + cllxfD^llfo,^ 

^| |p(*,/))«| |2 + C(||M||(
2
0>1) + ||D1ii||(

2
0i4)+||«(0,.)||tt)||I)1tt(0,.)||rt)). 

Now (24.6.4) shows that we can estimate HD^Hfo,^ by means of the left-
hand side, and (24.6.5) allows us to estimate [jDj«(0,.)||{+) by \\D\u\\ 
+ \\Dt M||<O,»>- Hence it follows with a new constant C that 

(24.6.10) l|D?u||2 + ||D1u||(
2

0>i)^C(||p(x,D)tt||2 + ||ii||20>1) 

+ ||D1u||2 + ||u(0,.)||24)). 

To estimate the term with y = 2 in the left-hand side of (24.6.7) we shall 
use the equation r(x,D')u = Dlu— p(x,D)u. The sharp Garding inequality 
gives in view of (24.6.6) if we now regard xx as a parameter 

c| |xfM | |2
2 )gRe(-r(x,D')",P12 t /)+C||u| | (

2
f ) . 

If we multiply by x l9 integrate with respect to xx also, and use the inequality 
ab^{ca2jrb2/c\ it follows that 

c\\xx u\\%a) ^ ^\\r(x,D')u\\^0) + 2C\\x? u\%%l). 

By Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality 

\\Au\\toA)=\\xiu\Voa)\\u\\(0,i) 
so we have with another constant C 

||xlW||fOj2)^C(||r(x,i)0w||(
2o,o)+NII(

2o,i)). 

Since r{x,D')u = D\u—p(x,D)u it follows that we may add H x ^ H ^ ) o n t n e 

left-hand side of (24.6.10), with an appropriate change of C. Since by (24.6.4) 

||W||209f)^C(||2)lW||(
2

05f)+||xlW||2052)) 

we have finally proved that 

£ l|£l2"y'"ll(0,2;/3) ^ C(\\P(X,D)U\\2 + ||M||20,1) + \\Dl « f + ll"(0,.)||2„). 
0 3 

Now ||M||(0ii)^l|ii||fo,o)ll«llfo.^ a n d l|i)1w||2g2||D2w|| ||u|| by the proof of 
Lemma 17.5.2. The middle terms on the right-hand side can thus be re
placed by a small constant times the left-hand side plus a large constant 
times ||w||2. This completes the proof of Lemma 24.6.4. 
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For any selR we have more generally 

(24.6.7)' Xll^>-i"J"Hco..+2j/3>^ C(| |P(JC,/>)M|| (0P ,>+ ||«||<0..>H-11^(0, .)ll<.+»). 
o 

In fact, if we apply (24.6.7) to (1 + |D'|2)S/2 w and use that 

[p(x, D), (1 +|D'|2 )s/2] = [ - r (x , D'\ (1 +|D12)S/2] 

is of order s + 1, we obtain (24.6.7)' with an additional term ||w||(0,s+i) m the 
right-hand side. Since 

\M\(0,s+l)^\M\to,s + f)\M\ks) 

the estimate (24.6.7)' follows. 

Proof of Theorem 24.6.2. If (x'0, <^'0)eHE then the principal symbol p(x, £) = £2 

— r(x, £') of P satisfies (24.6.6) in a neighborhood of (0, x'0, £'0). Assume for a 
moment that (24.6.6) is valid when 0 < x x < l , with reS2 now, and that 

U°E ' « 6 f l & # U P W G H ^ ( R " + ) . 

Let ^ C ^ R " " 1 ) , j>dx ' = l, and let ^ e = ^(aD') be convolution with 
^ (x ' / ^ e 1 - " in the x' variables. Then AEu has support in a fixed compact set 
for small e, and AeueHc

i2™£))(WLn
+) so (24.6.7)' can be applied to u for reasons 

of continuity. We have p(x, D)ueH^m»(WLn
+) and 

p(x9D)(ABu) = ABp(x,D)u-lr(x,D)9AJu 

where the commutator isjmiformly bounded in OpS1 . Hence p(x,D)(AEu) 
is uniformly bounded in H{0>s) and it follows from (24.6.7)' when s-+Q that 
MeiJ^™-£)> w m c h improves the hypothesis made on u. 

The arguments used to prove Lemma 20.1.13 and Theorem 20.1.14 can 
now be copied with no change to complete the proof of the theorem. We 
leave the repetition as an exercise for the reader. 

Theorem 24.5.3 shows that singularities always propagate from diffrac-
tive points. Theorem 24.5.4 gives a solution singular on the bicharacteristic 
through (0, x', £')eGd if (x', £') is in the closure of the hyperbolic or the 
elliptic set. In fact, if (j/, n')eE is close to (x', £') then we can find a small 
yx > 0 so that r(y, n') = 0, for 3r(0,x', £')/dx1>0 and r(0, y\ rj')<0. The bichar
acteristic through (y,0, Y\') lies in the half space xx ^ yx for a fixed amount of 
time and converges to the bicharacteristic through (0, x', 0, <f) when 
(/ , rjf) -* (x', {') (cf. Lemma 24.3.4). 

However, when (x', £') is not in the closure of H u £ , that is, r(0, y\ rj') = Q 
in a neighborhood of (x', £'), then all bicharacteristics passing close to 
(0, x',0, £') turn with a cusp at the plane x 1 =0 , as pointed out in the 
beginning of the section. We shall now show that nevertheless there is a 
solution which is singular precisely on a given bicharacteristic. 

Theorem 24.6.5. / / ( / , n')eGdn^E then one can find ueC(X) so that w = 0 on 
dX, PueC°°Jn a neighborhood of (0, y'\ and WFb(u) is precisely generated 
there by the compressed bicharacteristic through (y\ rj'). 
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Proof. We may assume that I c E " and that P has the usual form (24.4.2). 
For the principal symbol r we have by hypothesis r(0,x', £')^0 and 
5r(0, x\ ^f)/dx1 > 0 in a neighborhood of (/ , rj'). Hence 

r ( x , m « i l { 1 2 

in a conic neighborhood of (0, / , n'). Choose beS2 equal to R in a conic 
neighborhood of (0,/,*/') so that b satisfies (23.4.1). Set B = b(x,D'). 

By Lemma 23.4.7 we can then find ueH{1 >M_1}(R
n
+) so that 

(Dj— B(x,D'))u = 0 when x 2 < ^ and w=0, Dnw = </> when xn = 0, where 
(/>eif(n_^)(IR

n~1) is given. In fact, we just have to choose some u0eH(2n_1) 

with these Cauchy data (Theorem B.1.9) and can then find u — u0eH{1 >n_1) 

c= C° with Cauchy data 0 such that 

(D2
1-B)(u-u0) = (B-D2

1)u0eH(0fn_iy 

If we choose (j> with WF((f)) generated by (/ , rjf) it follows from (the proof of) 
Theorem 23.4.8 and the interior propagation theorem that WF(u) for 
®<xn<2 is contained in the cone F generated by the bicharacteristic 
through ( 0 , / , 0, rj'). Hence PueC°° in a neighborhood of (0, / ) . The wave 
front set of u must there be equal to T, for Theorem 24.5.3 would otherwise 
show that (j/, rj')$WFb(u), hence that ( / , ri')$WF (</>). The proof is complete. 

Remark. For the Tricomi equation itself an explicit construction by means 
of Airy functions is easily made. 

24.7. Operators Depending on Parameters 

In this section we shall complete the arguments of Section 17.5 by proving 
Lemma 17.5.14. To do so we must take another look at Theorem 24.5.3 for 
operators depending on parameters. First we rephrase Theorem 24.5.3 as an 
estimate. 

Proposition 24.7.1. Let P and X be as in Theorem 24.5.3 and let F, T1? F2 be 
open cones in T*(X) \0 such that every compressed generalized bicharacteris
tic czF which intersects Fx must also intersect F2 if maximally extended in F. 
Let B be a Banach space containing C^(X) as a dense subset such that B is 
continuously embedded in !3f(X) and the restriction to dX extends from 
C^(X) to a continuous map B-+@'(dX). For every compactly supported 
A x G Wb°° (X) of order — oo outside a compactly generated cone <= rx it is then 
possible to find compactly supported A, A2eWb°°(X) of order — oo outside 
compactly generated cones c F resp. c F2 such that 

(24.7.1) H ^ u|| ^ H^PMII + \\A2u\\ + C\\u\\B 

ifueC^(X) and u = 0 on dX. (|| || denotes L2 norms.) 

Proof The space 

& = {ueB;rnWFb{Pu) = Q, u = 0 on dX9 r2nWFb(u) = 0} 
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is a Frechet space with the topology defined by \\u\\B and the semi-norms 
M P M | | and ||y42w|| with A and A2 as in the proposition. By hypothesis and 
Theorem 24.5.3 we have Fx n WFb(u)=0 if ue^. Hence the map 

&su\-*A1ueL2{X) 

is everywhere defined, and it is closed since it is continuous in the 2)' 
topology for A1u. Hence the map is continuous by the closed graph theo
rem, which proves the proposition. 

We shall now allow P to depend on a parameter z in a neighborhood Z 
of 0 in 1R+. We assume that the coefficients are in C™{XxZ) and that P0 

satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 24.7.1. We shall first prove the 
stability of this condition. 

Lemma 24.7.2. Assume that the hypotheses in Proposition 24.1 A are fulfilled 
by P0. For every compact set iC1c:r i one can then choose compact sets K2 

c r2 and KczT and a neighborhood Z0czZ ofO such that on every maximally 
extended compressed generalized bichar act eristic of Pz intersecting Kx there is 
an interval czK with one end point in Kx and one in K2, provided that zeZ0. 

Proof Choose increasing sequences of compact sets Kv
2czF2 and Kvar, each 

in the interior of the following one and with union T2 and T respectively. If 
the statement is false we can find a sequence zveZ converging to 0 and 
compressed generalized bicharacteristics Iv3t\-^py(t) of PZv such that 
(i) Iv is a neighborhood of 0 on R and Pv(Q)eK1; 
(ii) K;njJv(Jv) = 0; 
(hi) /Jv(/v)cX"; 
(iv) If telvndlv then Pv(t)edKv; 
(v) If tellvndlv then jSv is maximally extended at t. 
We shall derive a contradiction by studying the limit as v-> oo. 

When studying jSv(t) for t^O we distinguish two cases: 
a) j8v(/vn]R+)czKM for a fixed fi and infinitely many indices v. After 

passage to a subsequence the right end point av of Iv has a limit a>0 as 
v->oo and /?(£) = lim/?v(r) exists if 0^t<a, by the uniform Lipschitz con
dition observed after Definition 24.3.7. The proof of Proposition 24.3.12 
shows that /?(£) is a compressed generalized bicharacteristic of PQ. We have 
P(0)eK1 by (i), p(t)^T2 when 0^t<a by (ii), and we claim that p{t) cannot 
be extended beyond a. If this is not true then the limit j8(a—0) exists, Hpo is 
non-radial there, and if P(a— 0) is a glancing non-diffractive point then the 
gliding vector is not 0 there. But then it follows from Corollary 24.3.14 that 
j?v(s) can be extended to s^a + s for some e > 0 and all large v, which is a 
contradiction. 

b) Assume now that for every \i we have 31^n/?v(Jvn]R+)=t=0 for large 
v. For fixed \x we have a uniform Lipschitz condition for the restriction of j8v 

to the component of 0 in { te / v nIR + ; Pv(t)EK^}. Passing to a subsequence 
we thus obtain a limit j6(r) defined for 0<^t<a such that p(0)eKu p(t)$r2 if 
0 ^ t < a and /?([0, a)) D dKn ^ 0 for all /x. Hence /? is maximally extended at 
a, as a compressed generalized bicharacteristic in E 
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If we argue in the same way for t <0 we obtain a compressed general
ized bicharacteristic of P0 intersecting K1 but not F2 which is maximally 
extended in T. This is a contradiction proving the lemma. 

The analytical statement in Proposition 24.7.1 also has an analogue 
involving parameters: 

Proposition 24.7.1'. Let Pz have C00 coefficients in X x Z and assume that P0 

satisfies the hypotheses in Proposition 24.7.1. For every I ^ C ^ one can find 
d>0 such that if Ate W™(X) is compactly supported and of order — oo outside 
ro then one can find A, A2eWb

co(X) of order — oo outside compactly generated 
cones <=r and T2 respectively, such that (24.7.1) is valid with P replaced by Pz 

when zeZ and |z|<<5. 

The proof of Proposition 24.7.1 was obtained by invoking the closed 
graph theorem to change the qualitative statement in Theorem 24.5.3 to a 
quantitative one. However, we could equally well have inspected all the 
steps in the proof of Theorem 24.5.3 to prove the estimate which would 
then have been given a more precise form. Moreover, a proof of that kind 
remains valid for z so small that Lemma 24.7.2 is applicable. We leave for 
the reader to satisfy himself that this is true and turn to our application of 
Proposition 24.7.1', the proof of Lemma 17.5.14. 

As a preparation we shall give an explicit interpretation of the geometric 
condition in Proposition 24.7.1 in the simplest case. Thus we consider the 
constant coefficient wave operator d2/dt2—A in {(t,x)e3R"+1; x ^ O } and 
determine the generalized bicharacteristic flow backward in time from 
points in the forward light cone {(£,x); t>\x\,x^O}. This is identical to the 
bicharacteristic flow backward in time in 3R"+1 from the full open forward 
light cone, that is, the union W of the conormal bundles of the backward 
light cones with vertex in this set. We claim that if — | x | < t ^ | x | then 
(£, x, T, £)e W if and only if 

(24.7.2) T « X , O + ^ ) > 0 . 

For the proof we first observe that (t, x, T, £) is in the conormal bundle of 
the light cone with vertex at {t0,x0) if 

( t -£ 0 ) 2 = | x - x 0 | 2 , T(x-xo) + ( t - t o K = 0 

(cf. (17.4.11)). This implies |T| = |£|4=0. The condition can be written 

(Tx + t£)/t0-£ = zx0/t0 

and since x0 is any point with |x 0 |< t 0 in R" it is equivalent to \y — £ | < | T | 

for some t0>0 if y = (TX + t£)/t0. Since |£| = |T| this is true if and only if 
<Tx + f& O > 0 , which is condition (24.7.2). 

Proof of Lemma 17.5.14. We shall establish the required estimates for z close 
to a point z0eK0 where we may assume that PZQ= —A. We shall therefore 
first consider solutions of the wave equation 

(d2/dt2-A)v = 0 in Q = {{t,x);\t\<39x1^0} 
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which vanish when xt = 0 and in 

a2 = {(t,x);\x\>\t\+±9\t\<3,x1^0}. 

By Lemma 17.5.12 the last condition follows if \y\<j when (0, y) is in the 
support of the Cauchy data. (The same is true for solutions of (d2/dt2+Pz)vz 

= 0 satisfying (i), (ii) in Lemma 17.5.14 if \z—z0\ is small enough.) The 
Green's kernel with pole at such a point is only singular in the union of the 
cones {(£,x); t2 = \x—y\2} when |y|<^, so it is C00 in 

Qi = {(t9x)9t>\x\+^9t<39x1^0}. 

Let IJ. = T*(O J)\0 for ; = 1,2, and let F be the union of F1? the complement 
of the compressed characteristic set I in T*(O 3 ) \0 and the compressed 
generalized bicharacteristic flow backwards in time over Q from Fx. Here 

Q3 = {(r,x); t>\-\x\9 \t\ <3, x^O}. 

It is clear that Fc=r*(£23) and that the intersection with I is defined over 
Q3\Ql by (24.7.2) with t replaced by t—\. Hence T is an open cone. Note 
that Q2czQ?> and that 03n{(£,x); t^0}<^Q2. The hypotheses of Proposition 
24.7.1 are thus fulfilled by the wave operator and F, rl9 T2\ we may also 
replace rt by F. 

Let M c O x be a compact neighborhood of 

M 0 = { ( t , x ) ; 1 ^ 2 , | x | ^ f } . 

Our problem is to estimate the derivatives of the functions vz in Lemma 
17.5.14 uniformly in M. Let Kx be the unit sphere bundle in T* restricted to 
M, and choose, using Lemma 24.7.2, a compact neighborhood Z 0 c :Z of z0 

and open cones 

r^r19 r2'c{(f,x)er2;t<-i}, rcr , 
such that K ^ c F / a n d the hypotheses of Proposition 24.7.1 are fulfilled for 
these cones and any Pz9 zeZ0. Fix z arbitrarily in Z 0 now, and let K\ be the 

Fig. 7 
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union of Kx and the compressed generalized bicharacteristics for Pz back
ward in time from K± to the plane t= — 1. Let Kz

2 be the intersection with 
that plane. We can then choose open conic neighborhoods T(v) of K\ such 
t h a t r^r ( 1 ^r ( 2 ) ^. . .DK z

1 

and the hypotheses in Proposition 24.7.1 are fulfilled for Pz with î  replaced 
by T (v+1) and T replaced by T(v) when v = l , 2 , . . . . In fact, when T(v) has 
already been chosen it follows from Lemma 24.7.2 that the compressed 
generalized bicharacteristics going backwards from a sufficiently small 
neighborhood of K\ must be contained in T(v) until t = — 1 — e for a suitably 
small e. 

From Proposition 24.7. V we obtain if £ is sufficiently close to z that 
there is a uniform bound for ||^(1)t;J| for any A^eW^iQ) which is com
pactly supported and of order — oo outside a compactly generated cone 
c=T(1); the bound depends on A{1) of course. Differentiation of the equation 
(d2/dt2 + î ) i?c = 0 with respect to £j gives 

(d2/dt2 + PddvJd£j= -(dfydQv^f. 

Since we already control ^ ( 1 ) / we now obtain from Proposition 24.7.1' a 
bound for \\A(2) dv^/dL\\ when £ is in some possibly smaller neighborhood of 
z, independent of A ' 2 \ and ^4(2) is of order — oo outside a compactly 
generated cone ar{2\ Continuing in this way we obtain a bound for 
||,4(v)Z)*i;c|| if Aiv) is of order — oo outside a compactly generated cone czT(v) 

and £ is sufficiently close to z, |a|<v. In particular we obtain uniform 
bounds for any derivative Da

t xt-v^(t,x) when (t,x)eM and £ is in a neigh
borhood of zeZ0 depending on a. By the Borel-Lebesgue lemma this im
plies a uniform bound for all ZGZ0 which completes the proof. 

Remark. Note that over Q3 there are many singularities for the Green's 
functions. It is only thanks to the microlocal point of view that we have 
been able to avoid difficulties from them. That is why it was not possible to 
prove Lemma 17.5.14 in Section 17.5. 

Notes 

The energy integral method was already used by Krzyzanski-Schauder [1] 
to derive estimates for the mixed Dirichlet-Cauchy problem for second order 
operators. Much later Garding [6] determined the general first order 
boundary conditions which can be used instead of the Dirichlet condition to 
derive fairly weak estimates. For higher order operators energy estimates 
were first given by Agmon [6]. In addition to what has later become known 
as the uniform Lopatinski condition he required that the real roots of the 
characteristic polynomial in the normal direction should be at most double. 
This condition was removed by Sakamoto [2]; similar results were proved 
for systems by Kreiss [1]. (See also Chazarain-Piriou [1].) For a discussion 
of correctness in L2 we also refer to Sakamoto [3]. 
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We have restricted ourselves here to the mixed Dirichlet-Cauchy prob
lem for second order operators in order to be able to cover the boundary 
regularity theory fully in that case. As seen in Section 24.2 the discussions of 
the elliptic and the hyperbolic regions are essentially microlocal versions of 
elliptic boundary problems and strictly hyperbolic Cauchy problems. (See 
also Chazarain [1] for the hyperbolic case.) However, the glancing case poses 
essential new problems. These were first overcome in the diffractive case by 
Melrose [3] and Taylor [2] using parametrix constructions. (See also Eskin 
[2].) The work of Melrose was inspired by the explicit solution given by 
Friedlander [1] for the wave equation in a layered medium; his example is 
the model operator in Theorem 21.4.12 here. Taylor on the other hand was 
led by the asymptotic expansions of geometrical optics as given by Ludwig 
[2]. The gliding case was then treated by Andersson-Melrose [1] using the 
equivalence of glancing hypersurfaces proved by Melrose [2]. Another proof 
based on a parametrix construction was given by Eskin [2]. Later on 
Melrose and Sjostrand [1] gave the geometrical discussion of generalized 
bicharacteristics which we have followed here in Section 24.3 with minor 
modification. They proved Theorem 24.5.3 using only energy integral argu
ments independent of the Melrose equivalence theorem except in the diffrac
tive case. For that case Ivrii [2] derived the propagation theorem by energy 
integral arguments, thus eliminating the need for the parametrix construc
tions of Melrose and Taylor. We have followed his paper to the extent that 
it has been possible to do so. A new result may be the observation that in 
the diffractive set it is not necessary to assume that the gliding vector does 
not vanish. For results on more general boundary conditions the reader 
should consult Melrose-Sjostrand [1] and Eskin [3, 4]. 

The interesting Example 24.3.11 has been taken from Taylor [2]. Fur
ther information on the non-uniqueness of generalized bicharacteristics at 
G00 can be found in Melrose-Sjostrand [1]. For real analytic boundaries this 
problem does not occur. However, if one is interested in analytic singulari
ties then singularity propagation along the gliding ray occurs also in the 
diffractive case, so singularities will in general spread from bicharacteristics 
to sets of higher dimension. (See Friedlander-Melrose [1] for a special case 
and Sjostrand [4] for general results.) 

The construction of solutions with given singularities in Sections 24.2 
and 24.5 is a modification of the constructions in the interior case which 
seems to have been given first in Ralston [1]. The simplification given here 
by means of positive Lagrangians has been used by many authors for 
similar problems concerning interior singularities (see e.g. Hormander [29]). 
In the present context it has been used recently by Ralston [2]. 

The results in Section 24.7 are taken from the simplification by Melrose 
[7] of the work of Ivrii [3] on the asymptotic properties of the eigenvalues 
of the Dirichlet problem. Melrose also used the idea to derive the qualita
tive part of Theorem 17.5.5 and applied it to similar questions for systems 
as well. 



Appendix B. Some Spaces of Distributions 

The purpose of this appendix is to collect the definitions and basic proper
ties of the spaces of distributions used in the text. To a large extent they are 
special cases of spaces discussed in Sections 10.1 and 14.1. However, we shall 
give an essentially self contained exposition since this requires only minor 
repetitions. 

B.l. Distributions in lRn and in an Open Manifold 

Already in Section 7.9 we introduced the important Sobolev space H{S)(W) 
consisting of all ueSf'tWJ1) with weL2

loc and 

(B.l.l) l|M||w = ((2«)-J|i2«)l2(l + ICI2),dO*<oo. 

When s is a non-negative integer then H{s) consists of all u such that 
Dauel}(SLn), |a |gs . (Using the pseudo-differential operators introduced in 
Chapter XVIII one can define H(s) for any s as the set of distributions 
mapped to L2 by all operators of order s.) Thus H(s) is the inverse Fourier 
transform of Z.2(R", (14- |^|2)sd^/(27r)n). In Section 14.1 we introduced modifi
cations of these L2 spaces. We shall now consider their inverse Fourier 
transforms which are modifications of H(s) spaces. As in (14.1.2) we set 

(B.1.2) Xj = {£eW;Rj_1<\Z\<Rj}, where K 0 =0, R ^ " 1 i f ;>0 . 

Recall that by (14.1.8) 

(B.1.3) £ 2 / 4 < ( l + |£|2)<2R2, £eXr 

For any ue&" with weL2
loc we set 

7Zju(x) = (27t)-n J **<*•<> i<({)d<J, 

that is, we multiply the Fourier transform by the characteristic function of 
Xr Then it follows from (B.1.3) that 

(B.1.4) 2-l'i l l ^ u l l ^ g WiijuW^Rj*^ \\itju\\i0)9 

and we have 
ii«llfs)=Ell^"li(

2
s). 
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This suggests the following definition of more general Besov spaces: 

Definition B.l.l. If l ^ p ^ o o and se l l , then PH(S) is the Banach space of all 
ueSf' with weL2

loc and the norm 

(B.1.5) PNI ( S )=(IK-<S ))
1 / P 

finite. (This should be read as sup .̂ ||7C7.M||(S) if p — oo.) 

It is clear that pH(s) is a Banach space and that 2His) — H{s). By (B.1.4) we 
have 

(B.1.6) 2-^"\\U\\(S)^Q: | |«;» t ju||f0))
1/^2W'||«| |w 

which describes PH(S) and its norm in terms of the L2 norm || ||(0) only. Since 
lpalq if p^q it follows at once that pH(s) increases with p. We have 

(B.1.7) •H ( - l ) c
1 H ( l 2 ) i f 5 l > 5 2 . 

In fact, 

Summing up, we have found 

Proposition B.1.2. plH(si)czP2H(S2) if (and only if) s1>s2 or si=s2 and 
Pi^P2-

If p < oo then 
N 

\Yanju~MH<s)"^0» N-+GQ, if uepH(s). p\\ 

1 

Since C$ is dense in L2
comp it follows that CQ is dense in the Fourier 

transform ofpH(s). Hence Sf is dense in PH(S) which implies that CQ is dense 
in pH(s) because CQ is dense in Sf. If 1/p + 1/p' = 1 we have 

|(u,i;)| = |ii(tOI^|F#||u||(_I)'||i;||w; uepH{_s), veC^; 

which proves that p H(_s) is continuously embedded in the antidual space of 
PH(S). From the converse of Holder's inequality it follows that the embed
ding is an isomorphism: 

Proposition B.1.3. Ifl^p<oo then the antidual of PH(S) is
 p H{__s) where 1/p 

+ i / P ' = i . 

Example. The spaces B and B* of (14.1.1) and (14.1.3) are the Fourier 
transforms of 1H{±) and °°#(_£) respectively. 

We shall now discuss how pH(s) can be obtained as an interpolation 
space which is a convenient way of deriving various estimates. (See also 
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Lemmas 14.1.3 and 14.1.4.) If uepH(s) and uk = nku then we know that u 
= Z uk wit*1 convergence in Sf' and that 

\\uk\\(t)^R\2^Mk, telR, 

where Mk= ||7ikw||(0), thus 

The following proposition gives a converse. 

Proposition B.1.4. Assume that ukeH(so)nH(si), fc = l ,2, . . . and that 

(B.1.8) \\uk\\iMv)£R?Mk; v = l ,2; fc = l ,2 , . . . . 

If s0<s<sx and Rs
kMkelp, then Y,uk converges in £f\ the sum belongs to 

PH(S), and 

(B.1.9) ,\\Ituk\\w^Qs)(I,(R'Mjn1"-
If p < oo the series converges in pH(s) norm. 

Proof It suffices to prove (B.1.9) when the sum is finite and then apply it to 
the difference between partial sums with s replaced by a smaller number if p 
= oo. Then 7iju = Yl

njuk> a n d (B.1.8) gives 

WRfnjUj^CWuJ^RZM,. 

With v = 0 when k^j and v = l when k<j we obtain 

R)\\nju\\l0)^aJkRiMk, 

ajk=Rs
k°'sRyso if k^j; aj^Rp — R'j—1 if k<j. 

Since Rk is a geometric progression we have 

X > ^ C ( s ) , Za^Cis) if C(5) = ( l - 2 * - r 1 + ( 2 - 1 - I - l ) " 1 . 
J k 

The estimate (B.1.9) follows now from a classical lemma of Schur: 

Lemma B.1.5. J/*]T \ajk\^ C and £ |a .fc| ^ C /or a// fc and j respectively, then 
J k 

(HE^^)1/p=aEKIp)1/p; I^P=OO, XGP. 
J k 

Proof The statement is obvious if p = 1 or p = oo. Otherwise we obtain if 1/p 
+ \jpf = 1 using Holder's inequality 

| £ a , t x t F g £ 1^1)^' X \ajk\ \xk\^ C'*' ZaJk\xk\'. 
k k k k 

Hence 

which completes the proof. 
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Corollary B.1.6. If T is a continuous linear ma.pH{So)-+H(So_m) which restricts 
to a continuous linear mapH(si)-*H{Si_m) for some s1>s0 then T restricts to 
a continuous linear mappH{s)-+

pH(s_m) ifs0<s<s1 and l = p :goo . 

Proof If uepH(s) then Tu = YjTnku with convergence in H(So_m) and for v 
= 0,1 we have 

ll^%"ll(Sv-m)^C||7cfcW||(Sv)=C^||7rfeW||(0), 

(Zll^^"llfo))1/P = 2l^||W||(s). 

The statement follows now from Proposition B.1.4. 

Theorem B.1.7. If (freC™ and Da</> is bounded for every a, then u K-» <j>u is a 
continuous map in pH{s) for all s and p. 

Proof The continuity in H(s) is obvious if s is a non-negative integer. Since 
the adjoint of the mapH(_s)3u\-+(t)ueH{_s) is the ma.pH{s)3u\-+(j)UEHis) if s 
is a negative integer, the continuity in H(s) follows also in that case. Hence 
the theorem is a consequence of Corollary B.1.6. 

Theorem B.1.8. Let \j/ be a diffeomorphism of an open set I ^ R " onto 
another open set X2

(^^n, and let % G C ^ ( X 2 ) . Then the pullback 
il/*(Xv)eif(X1)czS,(WLn) is in pH{s)(WLn) ifvepH{a)(WL")9 and we have 

p\\r(Xv)\\(s)^C(s)p\\v\\(sy 

Proof By Corollary B.1.6 it suffices to prove that 

\\r(Xv)\\is)SC(s)\\v\\(s) 

if s is an integer. When s is a positive integer this follows immediately by 

differentiating the definition 

and taking \l/(x) as a new integration variable. If 5 is a negative integer we 
shall argue by duality. Choose x^C^iXy) equal to 1 near supp^*%. Then 
we have for ueC$(Rn) 

IOA*(x a), nil = I0A* (x v\ Xl u)\ = Kldet (iA- 71 x M^-'nx^lscWvW^WuW^ 
by Theorem B.1.7 and the first part of the proof. Hence 

\W*{Xv)\\ia)£C\\v\\{,}9 

which proves the theorem. 

Remark. For the spaces H{s} = 2H(s)9 arbitrary sell, one can also prove 
Theorem B.1.8 by means of (7.9.3), (7.9.4). 
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By Theorem B.l.7 we can use Definition 10.1.18 to define PH\°S°(X) if X 
is an open subset of R"; this is the set of all ue<3\X) such that 
(f)uepHis)(WLn) for every cj)eC^(X). More generally, if X is a C00 manifold a 
distribution ue2\X) is said to be in pHl™(X) if 

(K-'ru^u^Hf^XJ 

for every C00 coordinate system K: XK-*XKczWLn. The topology is defined by 
the semi-norms 

U\r-+P\\(t)UK\\is) 

where 0 is an arbitrary element in CQ(XK) and K is any C00 coordinate 
system. From Theorem B.l.8 it follows as in the proof of Theorem 6.3.4 that 
it suffices to take K in an atlas for X and 0 = $K provided that the sets 
{xeXK; (J)K(KX) + Q} cover X. In particular, if X c R n and KaX is compact, 
then pH${X)n£\K)czPHi8)(R") and the topology is that defined by p\\ ||(s). 

We shall now discuss restrictions to submanifolds starting with the 
restriction to a hyperplane in R". If ue£f(M.n) we denote by yu the restric
tion to the hyperplane xn = Q, identified with HI" -1: 

(yu)(x') = u(x\0), x'eWL"-1. 

Theorem B.1.9. y extends to a continuous map from 1H(±)(WLn) to H ( 0 )(Rn - 1) 
= L2(Rn_1), which we shall also denote by y. For every s>0 the restriction of 
y maps pH(s+^)(lR

n) continuously onto pH ( s )(Rn - 1) and has a continuous right 
inverse from " k ^ R " " 1 ) to PHis+^(Rn). 

Proof With the notation %.u in (B.1.4) we have %.ueC™ and 

||77r,W||(
2
0) = (27i)1-wJ| f mftJtltfW 

SeXj 

Silnr'^lRj ^ mrd^n-'RjWnjuW ll(0)' 
Xi 

If UECQ then M = ^7CJ.M with only finitely many terms #0 , and the triangle 
inequality gives 

\\yu\\(0)^Y\\ynJu\\(o)^c x\\u\\^y 

Such functions are dense in 1H{±) which proves the first statement and that 
yu = Y,7nju f° r every ue^H^y 

If uepH{s+jt)(WLn) we have "for t^O 

\\y n juW^T R)\\y 7i jU\\(0y 
and 

WR^ynjuW^WR^TtjuW^ 

where the right hand side is in lp. Hence Proposition B.1.4 applied to partial 
sums gives if s > 0 

*||yW||(5)^C(Snu||(s+i). 
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Thus y is continuous pH(s+i)(R")^pjflr
(s)(Rn~1). To construct a right inverse 

we choose \j/eC%(R) with i^(0) = l and set for vepHis)(Win-1) 

uk(x) = vk(x')\l/(Rkxn) 

where x' = (xl9 ...,xn_1) and vk = nkv is defined as before but with Rw 

replaced by R"_ 1 . Then 

uk(£) = vk(?)$(ZM/Rk, 
\\uk\\ft)=(2nr^\vk{o\2\MjRk)/Rk\

2(i+m2ydi 
f£ C, R2'-11 \vk(i')\

2 \$(Q\2(1 + O' d^ 
^CtRl'-'\\nkv\\2

oy 

This gives (B.1.8) with Mk = C"Rk*\\nkv\\(0). Since 

Rk^Mk=Ct'Rk\\nkv\\i0)el> 

if VEPH(S)9 it follows from Proposition B.1.4 that the map 

is continuous from pH(s) to
 pH(s+i). It is obviously a right inverse of y when 

s > 0. The proof is complete. 

Remark. In Chapter XIV we proved that y is also surjective from 1H(^)(]Rn) 
to jFJ(0)(R

n_1) but the right inverse above is not continuous from if (0 )(Rn_1) 
to "H^W). 

In Theorem B.1.9 we have just discussed the restriction to a hyperplane. 
However, iterating the result k times we obtain that there is a continuous 
restriction map from 1H(k/2)(R") to i/(0)(R"-fc) if x 'eR"- k is identified with 
(x',0)eRM. It restricts to a continuous map from pH(s+k/2)(WLn) to pH(s)(WLn-k) 
for every s > 0 and integer fc>0. 

Since we have defined the restriction map 7 by continuous extension 
from the smooth case it is clear that it is invariant under a change of 
variables. If Y is a C00 submanifold of codimension k of a C00 manifold X 
and u e PH(™(X) we can therefore define the restriction jYu of u to Y if s > k/2, 
and 7K U e pH^_k/2) then. 

The attentive reader may have noticed that the right inverse constructed 
in the proof of Theorem B.1.9 was defined for all s although we could not 
assert that it was a right inverse of y if s^O since y is not defined in PH(S+^ 
then. This suggests that y should be defined in some larger spaces. We shall 
now define such modifications of the H{s) spaces. (For the sake of brevity we 
no longer consider analogues of the Besov spaces.) In the definition the 
plane xn = 0 plays a distinguished role; we note that the first n — 1 coor
dinates ^, = (^1, ...,£ x) of ^eR" are coordinates in its dual space. 
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Definition B.1.10. If m,seR we denote by tf(ms)(R
n) the set of all ueSf'QR?) 

with weL2
loc and 

(B.1.10) II^IU_,S) = ((2TT)-" J!za(^)l2(l _^-|^p)-(l - H | ^p)-^^)^ < c^. 

This is the special case of the spaces B2k of Definition 10.1.6 with 

fc(£)=(i+i«i2r/2(i+i<ri2)s/2-
Thus multiplication defines a continuous bilinear map 

& x #(m,s)3W>>U)^*<t> ueH(m>s) 

by Theorem 10.1.15, and Theorem 10.1.8 gives 

(B.l.ll) H (Ml fS l )(R»)c:H (ma i l2 )(R")om2gm1 and m2 + s2^m1+s1. 

CQ(M") is a dense subset of H(ms) for all m,s. If m is a positive integer then 
H(m s) consists of all u with Dj

nueHi0s+m_j) for O^j^m, and veH{0 s) means 
that v can be regarded as an L2 function of xn with values in H(s)(Rn~x). 

As in Theorem B.1.9 we denote by y the restriction map 

{yu)(x') = u(x\0l ue^{W). 

Theorem B.l.ll. If m>\ there exists a continuous extension of y to a 
map H{m s)(R")-^if(m+s_i)(lRn_1). There is also an extension map e from 
( J f / ^ R " - 1 ) to &"(WLn) such that e is continuous from jFf(s)(R

n-1) to 
Hims_rn+^)(WLn)for all s, m, and ye is the identity. Moreover, e can be chosen 
so that yD*e = 0 for every positive integer k, and x\e is a continuous map 
from H ( S ) (R- ' ) to H (m5S+k_m+i)(R") for all s, m. 

The last statement has a corollary which is analogous to Corollary 1.3.4: 

Corollary B.1.12. / / m is a positive integer and fkGH(s+m_k_±)(lR
n~1), k 

= 0, ...,m — 1, then one can find weif(m s)(R") with yDk
nu=fk9 k = 0, ...,m — 1. 

Proof We just have to take 
m - l 

u=Y,<efJk\. 
0 

Proof of Theorem B.l.ll. HueZf and v = yu then 

mr=i j mdzj2n\*£ j iwa+ia2r <*ua+ i£i2)~m ^ 6 . A 2 *) 2 

^ c2 j i^)i2(i+i£i2ni+i{f)*-» d ^ w . 

The last inequality follows by taking t = £n/(l +1£'|2)2 as a new variable instead 
of £n. Here it is essential for the convergence that m>\. If we multiply by 
(1 +|£'|2)s+m~* and integrate it follows that 

\\v\\{s + m-i)^Cm\\U\\(m,sy 
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To construct the extension operator e we argue essentially as in the 
proof of Theorem B.1.9 taking IJ/ECQ equal to 1 in a neighborhood of 0. 
With ;i = (l + |<f|2)* we define ev = u for vzSf so that 

Here un denotes the Fourier transform with respect to the x' variables. It is 
then clear that ueSf, that u{.,0) = v and that Dj

nu = Q for xn = 0 if j =t= 0. We 
have 

l l ^ « l l ( V . + * - j + * ^ 
= (27r)

1-"J|i;(OI2A2sdfJ|Dixfe>(xM)|2Jxn. 

If m is a positive integer we obtain by adding for Ogj rgm 

l l * ^ H ( m , s + fc-m + i)^Cm,k IMI(.) 

which completes the proof. 

B.2. Distributions in a Half Space 
and in a Manifold with Boundary 

We shall denote by R + the open half space of Rw defined by xn > 0 and by Rn_ 
the complement of its closure R+. If F is a space of distributions in R" we 
shall use the notation F(R+) for the space of restrictions to R+ of elements 
in F and we shall write F(]R^) for the set of distributions in F supported by 
Rn

+. Thus F(RM
+) is a subspace_of ®'(RM

+) and a quotient space F/F(R"_) of 
F; it contains the quotient of F(Rn

+) by the subspace of elements with support 
in dR + ={xeR"; x„ = 0}. The notation is meant as a reminder of these facts. 

Example. C0°°(R+) consists of the restrictions to ]RW
+ of functions in C0°°(R

n). 
It follows from Theorem 1.2.6 that it can be identified with the space of 
functions in C°°(R^) vanishing outside a compact set. The space CJ(R",.) is 
the subspace of functions vanishing of infinite order when xn = 0. The dual 
space of C^(Rn

+) is by Theorem 2.3.3 equal tojthe space ^'(R"+)_of distri
butions with support in RM

+, and that of C£(R"+) is the space ^'(Rn
+) of 

extendible distributions, by the Hahn-Banach theorem and Theorem 2.3.3. 

We shall mainly discuss the spaces H{m S)(W+) and H(m,S)(R+), with the 
quotient and induced topology respectively. Thus we set 

INII(m,s) = inf||[/||(m,s), ueHimJW+), 

with the infimum taken over all UeH{ms)(WLn) equal to u in R"+. 
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Theorem B.2.1. C%(WLn
+) is dense in_ H(m s)(R

M
+), C£(RM

+) is dense in 
H(m >s)(R+), and the spaces H{m s)(R+), if(_m_s)(R"+) are dual with respect to 
an extension of the sequilinear form 

\uvdx\ weC^R",) , veC%(WLn
+). 

Proof Since C$ is dense in if(ms)(R
M) it is clear that Q?(R"+) is dense in 

if(ms)(R"+). That CJf(R"+) is dense in H(S)(R+) follows from Theorems 
10.1.16 and 10.1.17, where we take 0 with support in R"+. Now H(ms)(Rn

+) 
is a closed subspace of if(ms)(R") so its dual space is the quotient of 
H{_m,_S)(R") by the annihilator of the dense subset C£(R^), that is, the 
subspace of elements vanishing in R+ . That is by definition H(_m _s)(WLn

+). 

It follows from Theorem 10.1.8 that 

(B.2.1) H(Wi5Si)(R"+)c=H(m2>S2)(R"+)^m2^m1 and m2 + s2£m1+s1. 

Using Theorem 10.1.10 we obtain 

Theorem B.2.2. Let K be a compact subset of R +. Then 

{w;wGH(mijSi)(RM
+),||u||(miSi)gl,suppwc:K} 

is a compact subset of H(m2S2)(lR
n
+) if m2<ml and m2 + s2<m1+s1. If K has 

interior points, these conditions are also necessary. 

Proof The necessity follows immediately from Theorem 10.1.10 if we shrink 
K to a compact subset of R+ . To prove the sufficiency we take a sequence 
uv^HimuSl)(JR.n+) with s u p p ^ c K and KI | ( m i , S l ) ^ l . Then we can find 
UveH{muSi)(W) so that Uv = uv in R*+ and \\Uv\\{muSl)^2. Choose <S>eC-(R") 
so that # = 1 in a neighborhood of K and set (7v' = <£l/v. Then we have 

l l ^ l l ( m i , S l , ^ C H C / v l l ( m i > S l , ^ 2 C 

where C is a constant. Since supp Uv a supp # for every v, it follows from 
Theorem 10.1.10 that there exists a subsequence l/J converging in 
ff(m2)S2)(R

n) to a limit l/veff(mi Si)(R
n). But then the sequence uyj of the 

restrictions to R"+ converges in H{ni2 ,S2)(R+) to the restriction of U to R"+. 
The proof is complete. 

We shall now prove some results which lead to a more direct description 
of H{m,S)(R+) when m is a non-negative integer. 

Theorem B.2.3. In order that ueH(ms)(WLn
+) it is necessary and sufficient that 

weiJ(m_1>s+1)(Rn
+) and that DnueH{m_Us)(lR

n
+); we have 

(B.2.2) i II^H^^^ l|X>J.«||gm_1.,>-l- ||M|lS-_i..^.x>^ ll»ll^..>-
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Moreover, uetf(ms)(]R
n

+) if and only ifueH^^^JR.^) and DjueH(mtS_1)(R
n
+) 

when j < n, and we have 

(B.2.3) ll«IIJ,,.)=ll«IIJ...-i)+"lll^«ll(i..-i)-
1 

Proof. Let ueH(m S)(R"+) and choose C/eH(ms)(R") so that U = u in R"+ and 
l|tf|lo*.)=IMI(,*.)'Then 

P^ll(2
m-1 > s ,+ ll^ll(2

m-i,s+i,= ll^ll«i,,s,= ll«ll,2m,s, 

which proves that DnueH(m_1 s)(WLn
+% that ueH{m_1 s+1)(WLn

+) and that the 
second inequality in (B.2.2) is valid. The rest of the theorem follows at once 
from 

Theorem B.2.4. Set {' = ( { 1 , . . . ,^_ 1 ) , < 0 = ( 1 + I£I2)* and 

(B.2.4) < s ©=«o+^„) m <o s . 
TTien ytms(D)(/> = F-1(ylm5S^), </>e^(JRn

+), is an isomorphism of ^(WL\) which 
extends by continuity to an isomorphism L2(lR"+)->if(_m „s)(R+). The adjoint 
Am S(D) extends by continuity from CJ(R+.) to an isomorphism from 
H(mJW+) to L2(R«+). Thus 

(B.2.5) \\u\\im>s) = \\AmJD)u\\L2(m)i ueHim,s)(W+l 

and H(ms)(Rn
+) consists of all ueSf'(K\) such that Amsuel}(W+). 

Proof. By Example 7.1.17 the inverse Fourier transform of Ams (resp, Ams) 
has support in JR"+ (resp. RM_). Hence Am S(D) is a continuous map in 
^'(R.\) with inverse A_m _S(D), which proves the first statement since 
\Am,S©|2 = (1 + |{|2)W(H-|{12V. The second statement follows by duality. 

Remark. Writing Ams = {(D's) + iDr)Am_ls we conclude from Theorem B.2.4 
that every ueH(_m _S)(R+) can be written u = uQ + Dnun where 
u0eH(1_m s_JS_1)(]R.+) and uneH{1_mi_s)(R

n
+). We shall occasionally need this 

dual version of Theorem B.2.3. 

Corollary B.2.5. If m and s are non-negative integers, then H{ms)(WLn
+) consists 

of all uel}(TR.n+) such that Dauel}(WLn
+) when |a| ̂ m + s and an^m. For the 

norm we have the estimate 

(B.2.6) CJuWl^ X l l^" | | i^ | |« | | (
2

m , s ) , ueH(m>s)(]R»+). 

anf=m 

Here Cx is a positive constant depending on s and m but not on u. 

The proof follows immediately from Theorem B.2.3 by induction with respect 
to m and the obvious fact that //(o,o>(lR+) = £2QR+). In the same way we obtain 
for any m and s 

(B.2.7) ||Z>aK||(m-w+a„-|a|)^ll«ll(m,S) if « € H(m,s)(K
n

+)-
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Since the elements in 77(0 S)(R") can be considered as L2 functions of xn with 
values in 77(s)(R

n"1) it is clear that 77(0 s)(R
M

+) = L2(R+,if(s)(lRn-1)). Hence 
we also obtain from Theorem B.2.3: 

Corollary B.2.6. Ifm is a non-negative integer the space H(m s)(WLn
+) consists of 

all ue£f'(WLn
+) such that D{u is an L2 function of X M E R + with values in 

H(s+m_j)(M
n~1) when 0 ^ / ^ m , and ||w||(TO,s) is equivalent to 

( m oo \± 

£ J \\Diu(.>xn)\\Unl-j)dxn) . 
j=0 0 / 

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem B.l.ll. 
Theorem B.2.7. Ifj is a non-negative integer and m>j + j , then the mapping 

C%(W.n+)3u^Diu(.,xn) 

can for fixed xn^0 be extended continuously to a mapping from 77(mjS)(R+) 
into H{s+m_j_i)(lR

n-1). For every i*e#(ms)(Rn
+) the map 

R+ 3xBi->Diii(. ,x l l)elf ( s + l l l_ i_ i )(R-"1) 

thus defined is continuous, and 

sup | |£ iw( . ,xJ ( s + m _;_^C m i J . | | u | | ( m j S ) , weH(m;S)(R"+). 

Since 77 (s)(R^-1)c:Cv(R' ,-1) if s > ( n - l ) / 2 + v (Corollary 7.9.4), we obtain 

Theorem B.2.8. 7/weiJ(m>s)(R+) it follows that Dau is continuous in R+ if 
|a|<m + s— n/2 and an<m—\. 

In the study of boundary problems for differential operators Theorem 
B.2.7 combined with the following theorem related to Theorem 4.4.8' often 
allows one to give a precise interpretation of the boundary conditions. Let 
X be an open subset of_Rn

+ and let X° = XnRM
+. Since weH(ms)(Rn

+) and 
$eCJ(R") implies (j>ueH{m,S)(R+) we can as in Theorem 10.1.19 introduce 
the jocal space H1™ S)(X°) consisting of all ue9\X°) such that 
(t>ueH(mJW+) for M$eC%(X). 

Theorem B.2.9. Let P be a differential operator of order p, 

P= £ aa(x)D« 

where aaeCco(X) and the coefficient of D% is equal to 1. If 

usHl^Si)(X°) and PueH^^JX*) 

it follows that ueHl^s)(X°) ifm<*m2 and m + s^mj + Sj, 7 = 1,2. 
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Proof. Choose (j>eC$(X) and set v = (j)u. Assume first that m^m1 + l. Then 
we have 

(B.2.8) PveH^,^), 

for 4>PueH(m2_jlS2)^H(m_fis) by (B.2.1) since m^m2 and m + s-£m2+s2, and 
D"«eH£'1 + i_|1.J1)C:fl£,_fi,,) if | a | < / x since m ^ + 1 and m + s^ / i^+Si . 
Also note that 

since veH(muSly This implies DaveH(m-^S) if a„ </i and |a| 5*/z, so it follows 
from (B.2.8) that Djfv e //(m-_^) since this is true for all other terms in Pv. 
We claim that Dj

nveHim_js), 0 = 7 = > Since this is already proved when j 
= juwe may assume that j < / i and that DJ

n
+1 veH{!1_j_1 s). Now our claim 

follows from Theorem B.2.3 for DJ
nveH{mi_jSi)czH{rn_j_liS+l). When 7 = 0 

we obtain veH{ms), that is, ueH1^^, so the theorem is proved provided that 
mrgwj + l. To prove it in general we may as well assume that m1-\-s1 = m2 

+ s2 and that m1=m2—k for some integer k>l. Then we have shown that 
ueH^i + 1 tSl_1)9 and repeating this argument we obtain 

. . - - r j loc iKzTfi00 ¥f^oc 

M f c i l ( m i + 2 , s i - 2 ) ' ••*' ut=IJ(m1+kys1-k)~£1(m2,S2)' 

The proof is complete. 

Remark. In the theorem we could equally well allow u to have values in (CN 

provided that the coefficients are N xN matrices and the coefficient of DJJ is 
invertible. After multiplication by the inverse of this matrix the proof is 
unchanged. 

The notion of C00 manifold with boundary is defined by allowing the sets 
XK in Definition 6.3.1 to be open subsets of the closed half space R+. Since 
1R" is diffeomorphic to the open half space R+ it is clear that every 
manifold is also a manifold with boundary. Furthermore, if X is a manifold 
of dimension n with boundary, the set X° of all points xeX for which 
KxeWLn

+ for some (and hence for every) coordinate system K such that 
xeXK9 is a manifold of dimension n called the interior of X. The set of all 
xeX such that KX belongs to the boundary of JR+ for some (and hence for 
every) K with xeXK forms a manifold of dimension n — 1, called the bound-
ary of X, and is denoted by dX. (The coordinate systems in X° and dX are 
of course the restrictions of those in X.) 

If X and Y are open subsets of WLn
+ and \j/: Y->X is a C°° diffeomor-

phism, then we can use Theorem 1.2.6 to extend ifr to a C00 rnapi^: Y-+X 
between neighborhoods of Y and X in R". It is a diffeomorphism if Y is 
chosen small enough and X = \f(Y). If ue3f'(X) and suppwczX then 
\j/*ue<2f'(Y) and supp^*wczY; There is an obvious identification between 
the set of such distributions for different choices of X; we denote it by 
Q)'(X). It follows from Theorem 2.3.3 that ^* defines a mapi/f*: 
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2>'(X)-+9'{Y) independent of the choice of X, Y,i£. Similarly we 
define the set §'(1°) as the set of restrictions to X° of distributions in some 
neighborhood of X in lRn. The pullback ^* maps#(X°) to §'{Y°) since an 
extension to Y is provided by the pullback by $ of an extension to X. 

For any C00 manifold X with boundary we can now define the space 
3}'(X°) of extendible distributions in X and the space 3)'(X) of distributions 
supported by X by an obvious modification of Definition 6.3.3. In view of 
Theorem B.1.8 we can also define the spaces W™(X0)aW{X0) and H$(X) 
aQ}'(X) just as in the case of open manifolds. 

The notion of differential operator in a C00 manifold X with boundary is 
defined just as in Section 6.4 for the case without boundary. If the order is 
^m it is clear that it defines a continuous map from H$(X°) to Hl°s

c_m)(X°) 
for every s. A boundary problem in X involves, besides a differential 
operator in X, a certain number of boundary conditions on the boundary 
dX. Each of these is defined by a boundary differential operator, that is, a 
linear map p of C°°(X) into C™(dX) such that for every C00 coordinate 
system K we have 

{pu)oK-1=pK(uoK~1) in XKnWLn
0 if ueC™{X). 

Here we have used the notation RJ = {x6Rn; xn = 0}, and pK denotes a 
differential operator 

a 

with coefficients in C°°(lRJnIK). Besides the order of p, which was in-
variantly defined in Section 6.4, we shall also consider the transversal order 
of p, which is defined as the smallest t such that a* = 0 for every K when 
an>t. Equivalently, it is the smallest t such that pu = Q in X for every u 
vanishing of order t + 1 on dX. (The transversal order, like the order, may 
be + oo if dX is not compact.) Note that a boundary differential operator of 
transversal order 0 can also be considered as a differential operator in the 
manifold dX. 

Now assume that p is a boundary differential operator with C00 coef
ficients and of order fi<oo. If the transversal order is <m—|, it follows 
from Theorem B.2.7 that the mapping 

C00 (XK)sv\-*pK ve C00 (RJ n XK) 

has a unique extension to a continuous mapping of H{n)(X°) into 
H{m_^l_i)(WLn

0nXK); we denote the extension also by pK. If ueH\™(X°) it is 
clear that the distributions pKuK in lRonXK define a distribution in the 
manifold dX. We denote this distribution by pu and obtain 

Theorem B.2.10. A boundary differential operator p with C00 coefficients and 
of order \i defines a continuous linear mapping 

if the transversal order of p is <m—\. 
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As in Section 6.4 there is no difficulty in extending the preceding 
discussion to distributions with values in vector bundles and differential 
operators between them. We shall make use of such extensions freely with 
no further comments. 



Appendix C. Some Tools from 
Differential Geometry 

In this appendix we have collected some facts on maps and vector fields 
which are required in the main text. For most of the topics a more 
thorough discussion can be found in many texts on differential geometry. 

C.l. The Frobenius Theorem and Foliations 

The basic existence theorem for first order systems of differential equations 
may be stated as follows: If 

n 

i 

is a C00 vector field in a neighborhood of 0 in Rn with t;(0)#0 then one can 
introduce new local coordinates yl9...,yn such that v = d/dy1 in a neigh
borhood of 0. We shall now discuss a similar result where we have several 
given vector fields. Recall that the commutator of two vector fields v and w 
is defined by 

[v, w']u = v(wu) — w(vu); ueC™. 

This means if w = £ Wj(x) d/dxj that 

[v> w] = 2 > k dwj/dxk -wk dVj/dxk) d/dxj. 

Theorem .C.1.1 (Frobenius). Let vl9...9vr be C°° vector fields in a neigh
borhood of 0 in Rn. / / 

(C.1.1) Vt(0),..., vr(0) are linearly independent, 

(C.1.2) [ t ^ / l = I > o * 1 ' * 

then there exist new local coordinates yl9...,yn such that 

r 

I 

where bu is an invertible matrix. 
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Proof. First we note that Vi = Yjaijvj> * = !>•••,**, also have the properties 
(Cl.l) , (C.1.2) if det(ay)*0, for 

CZ atk vh> Z H »J = Z % an K> vil + Z a * K flji) vi -Z fyfa aifc) *V 

The conditions are also invariant under a change of variables. (This proves 
already that (Cl.l) , (C.1.2) are necessary for the conclusion to be true.) 
Assume now that Theorem C l . l is already proved for smaller values of n9 

which is legitimate since it is trivial when n = l. Changing variables we may 
then as well assume that v1 = d/dx1, and after subtraction of a multiple of v1 

we may also assume that 
n 

vj = Y,hjidldxi> j = 2,...,r. 
2 

When xx=0 these vector fields in 3Rn_1 satisfy our hypotheses so changing 
the coordinates x29...9xn we may by the inductive hypothesis assume that 
bjt = 0 for j = 2, . . . , r and l>r when 3^=0. Now 

r 

dbJl/dx1 = v1VjXl = [vl9vj]xl= Z cljkvkxx 
fc=2 

r 

= Z cijkbki> / = 2 , . . . , n ; / = 2 , . . . , r . 
k = 2 

The uniqueness of the Cauchy problem for first order ordinary systems of 
differential equations now gives that bjt = 0 if l>r, in a neighborhood of 0, 
and this completes the proof. 

Corollary C.1.2. Assume that vl9...9vr satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 
C l . l , and letfl9 . . . ,/ reC°°. Then the equations 

(C.1.3) Vju = fj, 7 = 1,... ,r, 

have a C00 solution in a neighborhood ofO if and only if 
r 

(C.1.4) vjj-vjf^ X cijkfk; i9j=l9....r. 
k= 1 

If S is a C°° manifold of codimension k with tangent plane at 0 supplementary 
to the plane spanned by vl9...9vr then there is a unique solution in a neigh
borhood ofO with prescribed restriction W0GC°°(S) to S. 

Proof The conditions (C.1.4) follow immediately from (C.1.3) and (C.1.2), 
and they are obviously invariant if we change variables or make linear 
combinations of the equations. By Theorem C l . l we may therefore assume 
that Vj = d/dxj9j = 1,..., r. Then cp = 0 and (C.1.4) reduce to 

(C.1.4)' dfj/dxt-dfJdxj^O; i,j=l, ...,r. 

If x' = (x1? ...,x,) and x" = (xr+l9 ...9xn) then S is defined by x' = h{x") in a 
neighborhood of 0, and (C.1.3) means that for fixed x" the differential of u is 
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the form J^fjdXj in x'9 which is closed by (C.1.4)'. Thus 
1 

x r 
u(x) = J ^fjdxj + uo(h(x'f\x") 

h(x") 1 

is the unique solution of (C.1.3) which is equal to UQ on S. 

The coordinates y in Theorem C.l.l are of course not uniquely de
termined. If yl9 ...,y„ are other coordinates which enjoy the same properties, 
then 

n 
d/dyj= I Syk/dyjd/dyk 

k= 1 

must be a linear combination of d/dyl9 ...9d/dyr when 7^r. Thus 8yk/dyj = 0 
when j-^r and k>r9 that is, (yr+1, ...,yn) is (locally) a function of 
(yr+l9 • •.,)>„)• This suggests the following global notion: 

Definition C.1.3. A C00 manifold X is said to be foliated of dimension r if it 
has a distinguished atlas 3F such that for the map 

<!) = K'oK-1:K(XKnXK,)-»K'(XKnXK) 

the components $ r + 1 , . . . , </>„M are functions of x r + 1 , . . . ,xn only if TC,/c'eJ* 

Here we have kept the notation in Definition 6.3.1. A foliation in X 
defines for every xeX a plane nxc:Tx(X) of dimension r by the equations 
dxr+1 = ...=dxn = Q. By Theorem C.l.l the additional property of a foliation 
is that, in a neighborhood of any point, nx has a basis v^x),..., vr(x) such 
that vl9...9vr are C°° vector fields satisfying the Frobenius conditions 
(C.1.2). (To see that this is sufficient one should note that every atlas has a 
refinement for which an arbitrary intersection of coordinate patches is 
connected.) For every x0eX there is locally a unique r dimensional man
ifold ZaX, called the leaf of the foliation through JCO, such that TX(S) = 7rx 

for every xeZ. With local coordinates in the distinguished atlas, I is defined 
by xr+ x = constant,..., xn = constant. Alternatively, it is the set of points 
which can be reached from x0 by moving along integral curves of the vector 
fields vl9...,vr inside a suitable neighborhood of x0. The set of all points 
which can be reached along such curves is the global leaf of the foliation. 
With any point it contains the local leaf through it but in any neighborhood 
there may be a countable number of other leaves corresponding to integral 
curves which are nearly closed. For further details we refer the reader to 
Haefliger [1]. 

C.2. A Singular Differential Equation 

Let 1? be a real C00 vector field defined in a neighborhood of 0 in IRn. We 
assume given a splitting x = (x'9x") of the coordinates in ]RW, where x' 
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= (xl5 ...,xk) and x" = (xfe+1, ...,x„), and that v = v0 + w where 

(C.2.1) v0 = (Ax',d/dx'}, 
n 

(C.2.2) w = £ w,.(x) d/dxj; w,. = 0, dwj/dx = 0 when x' = 0. 
I 

Thus v is singular when x' = 0 and only then if the real kxk matrix A is 
non-singular and |x'| is sufficiently small. 

Theorem C.2.1. Let v = v0 + w be a C°° vector field in a neighborhood of 0 in 
Rn such that v0 and w satisfy (C.2.1) and (C.2.2), and Re/ l>0 if k is an 
eigenvalue of A. Let g, h be C00 functions with g(0)>0. Then the equation 

(C.2.3) gu + vu = h 

has a unique C00 solution in a neighborhood ofO. 

In the proof we shall first construct u so that gu + vu—h vanishes of 
infinite order when x '=0. This requires the following lemma. 

Lemma C.2.2. Let A be a kxk complex matrix with eigenvalues kl9...,kk. 
Then the eigenvalues of (Az, d/dz} as a linear transformation in the space %m 

of homogeneous polynomials of degree m in (z1? ...,zk) are the sums 

k 

i 

Proof The matrix of (Az,d/dz} operating on n1 is the adjoint of A so it is 
obvious that it has the eigenvalues kl9...,kk. By a linear change of the z 
variables we can put A in upper triangular form, thus Ajk = 0 when j>k and 
Ajj = kj. Thus 

<i4z, d/dz) Z* = (OL, k} z* + Rz\ R = ^ ^;k ** ^ ^ « 

The monomials za with |a|=m form a basis in nm. If we order them 
lexicographically it is clear that R increases the lexicographical order so 
<^4z, d/dz} as an operator in nm has upper triangular form and the diagonal 
elements <a, A>. The proof is complete. 

In particular, the lemma shows that (Az,d/dz} is bijective on nm for 
every m 4=0 if 0 is not in the convex hull of the eigenvalues. 

To pass from formal to genuine solutions of (C.2.3) we shall study the 
orbits of v by means of the following lemma. 

Lemma C.2.3. / / A is a linear transformation in a real k dimensional vector 
space V and all the eigenvalues are in the open right half plane, then there is a 
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Euclidean scalar product ( , ) in V such that for some c> 0 

(Ax, x)g;c(x, x), xeV. 

Proof. Let | | be a Euclidean norm in Fand set 
00 

\\x\\2=l\e-Atx\2dt, xeV. 
o 

The integral is convergent since e~Atx is exponentially decreasing, and it is 
clear that ||x|| is a Euclidean norm. Now 

oo 0 

\\eAsx\\2 = j \e-Atx\2dt=\\x\\2+ J \e~Atx\2dt. 
— S —S 

If ( , ) is the scalar product associated with || j | , it follows when s->0 that 

2(Ax,x) = \x\2^2c\\x\\\ 

which proves the lemma. 

Proof of Theorem C.2.1. We shall first find a formal power series 
GO 

JV(x',x"), 
0 

where wM is a homogeneous polynomial of degree // in x' with coefficients 
C00 in x", which satisfies (C.2.3) of infinite order when x' = 0. The term of 
degree \i in the equation is 

(g(0, x") + <Ax\ d/dx'}) u"(x'9 x") + R^x', x") = 0 

where R^ is determined by the data and M°, ...,w' t"1. Since g > 0 it follows 
from Lemma C.2.2 that these linear equations for the coefficients of wM have 
a unique solution. By Theorem 1.2.6 we can find UQEC™ with the Taylor 
expansion ^ u ^ x ' , x") with respect to x' when x' = 0. The equation (C.2.3) 
can be written 

g(u— u0) + v(u— u0) = h— gu0— vu0 

where the right-hand side vanishes of infinite order when x' = 0. Hence it 
remains only to prove Theorem C.2.1 when h vanishes of infinite order for 
x' = 0, and we know that if a solution exists it must also vanish of infinite 
order then. 

To solve (C.2.3) exactly we must examine the orbits of the vector field v, 

(C.2.4) dx'/dt = Ax' + w'; dx"/dt = w". 

By Lemma C.2.3 we may assume that (Ax',x')^ic(x\x'). Hence 

(dx'/dt,xf)^c0\\x'\\2, \\dx"ldt\\^c0\\x'\\ 

if 0 < c o < c and |x'| + |x"| is small enough. Thus d||x'||/d£^c0 | |x'|| so there is 
an orbit x(t\ £:g0, with x(0) = y given sufficiently small, and 

II*'(OilS11/11 *«, llx'WII + II*"(OilS11/11 + ll/'ll if t^O. 
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We denote the solution by x(t9 y) and observe that (C.2.3) can be written 

(C.2.3)' (gu) {x(t9 y)) + du(x(t, y))/dt = h(x(t9 y)). 

Set 
t 

G(t9y) = $g{x(s9y))ds9 t<0. 
o 

Then \G(t9y)\^C\t\. If the function h in (C.2.3) vanishes of infinite order 
when x' = 0 and a C00 solution u exists, we have seen that it must also 
vanish of infinite order when x' = 0 so we must have 

o 
(C.2.5) u(y)= J h(x(t9y))eG(t>y)dt. 

— 00 

The integral converges since h(x(t)9y) = 0(\y'\NeNcot) for any N9 and it is clear 
that (C.2.5) gives a solution of (C.2.3)7. By differentiation of (C.2.4) with 
respect to the parameters y it follows successively that the derivatives of 
x(t9 y) with respect to y are at most exponentially increasing in t. Hence 
weC00 which completes the proof. 

Remark. Although the perturbation w plays a small role in the preceding 
proof it is not always possible to remove it by a change of variables, for 
there might be resonances among the eigenvalues of A. 

C.3. Clean Intersections and Maps of Constant Rank 

First recall that two C00 submanifolds Y and Z of a C00 manifold X are said 
to intersect transversally at x0eYnZ if TX(Y)+TX(Z) = TX(X) when x = x0. 
An equivalent condition is of course that Nx(Y)nNx(Z) = {0}. If 7 is defined 
locally by / i = . . .=/ f c = 0 where dfl9...,dfk are linearly independent at x0 

and Z is similarly defined by gi = . . .=g/ = 0, it follows that 
dfl9...9dfk,dgl9...,dgl are all linearly independent at x0. Thus the in
tersection YnZ defined by f1 = ...=fk = g1 = ...=gl = 0 is a C00 manifold in 
a neighborhood of x0 and 

(C.3.1) codim(YnZ) = codimY + codimZ, 

(C.3.2) Tx(YnZ) = Tx(Y)nTx(Z)9 xeYnZ. 

Now the intersection YnZ may very well be a manifold satisfying 
(C.3.2) even if the intersection is not transversal. An example is given by any 
two linear subspaces Y and Z of a vector space X. In that case (C.3.1) is 
replaced by 

(C.3.3) codim Y + codim Z = codim (Y n Z) + e 

where e = codim(Y + Z). This example is in fact quite general: 
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Proposition C.3.1. Let 7, Z and YnZ be C00 submanifolds of a C00 manifold 
X, and assume that (C.3.2) is valid. For any x0eYnZ one can then choose 
local coordinates in a neighborhood such that Y and Z are defined there by 
linear equations in the local coordinates. Thus (C.3.3) is valid with an integer 
e^.0 vanishing precisely when the intersection is transversal. 

Proof We choose local coordinates such that x0 = Q, Yis defined by~xx = ... 
= xv = 0, and YnZ is defined by xx = ... =xv+Ai = 0 where v = codim Y and 
v+ ^ = codim(7nZ). The manifold Z is defined by iV = codimZ equations 
Fj(x) = 0 with linearly independent differentials. Since Fj = 0 when x1 = ... 
= xv+ =0, we can write (Theorem 1.1.9) 

v + H 

Fj(x)=YJFjk(x)xk 
fc= I 

where JF^eC00. Thus 
v + H 

dFj(x)= £ Fjk(x)dxk 
k=i 

in YnZ. By hypothesis these equations together with dxx = ... =dxv = 0 
define the tangent plane of YnZ, so the matrix 

\Fjk\X))j= l,...,N;k=v+l,...,v + n 

is of rank \x. Suppose that the determinant with 7 = 1, ...,ju is not 0. In a 
neighborhood of 0 we can then by elimination find a C00 matrix (a^) such 
that 

Gi(x) = Fi(x)-f:aij(x)Fj(x) = f:Gik(x)xk, i = /z + l , . . . , tf . 

In a suitably small neighborhood of 0 the equations Gi(x) = 0 with 
i = [i + l>...9N define a manifold W of codimension e = N—\x containing Y 
and Z. The codimensions of 7, Z and YnZ in P^are respectively v—e,N—e 
and v + )U — e = v — e + N — e, so (C.3.1) is fulfilled, that is, Y and Z intersect 
transversally as submanifolds of W. If we choose new local coordinates y 
= {y\y") s o that W is defined by j / = 0, the statement is now reduced to the 
transversal case where we have already observed that it is true. 

Definition C.3.2. If the intersection YnZ of two C°° submanifolds of a C°° 
manifold X is a C00 submanifold satisfying (C.3.2) then the intersection is 
said to be clean and the non-negative integer e in (C.3.3) is called its excess. 

When using clean intersections it is useful to choose coordinates accord
ing to Proposition C.3.1 which allows one to apply statements from linear 
algebra. 

Now consider two C°° manifolds X and Y and a C00 map / : Y-+X. If 
y0eY and f'{y^ is injective, then a neighborhood of y0 is mapped by / on a 
submanifold of I of dimension dim Y. On the other hand, if f'(y0) is 
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surjective, we obtain a local fibration of Y over X with fibers f~1(x). This 
follows from the implicit function theorem. We shall now discuss the more 
general case where / ' has constant but arbitrary rank. 

Proposition C.3.3. Assume that Y and X are C00 manifolds and that f: Y-+X 
is a C00 map such that f is of constant rank r in a neighborhood of y0eY 
Then one can choose local coordinates xl9 . . . ,xm and yl9...9yn at f(y0) and y0 

so that f(y) = (yl9...9yr909...90). Thus f defines locally a fibration of Y over a 
submanifold of X. 

Proof We may assume that Xc=Rm, that f(yo) = 0, and that for / 
= (/i> •••j/m) t n e differentials of/ l 5 . . . , / r are linearly independent at y0. 
Coordinates can then be chosen in Yso that y0 = 0 and fj(y) = yj9 7 = 1, ...,r. 
Then dfj/dyk = 0 when j>r and k>r9 for the rank of df/dy would otherwise 
exceed r. Hence fr+ l9...,fm are function of yl9 ...9yr only, which means that 
f(y) = f(yl9...9yr909...90). The range off is therefore a submanifold of X of 
dimension r. Now we change the coordinates in X so that it is defined by 
xr+1 = ...=xm = 0 and start the proof over again. Then fr+1 = ,.m=fm = Q 
which proves the statement. 

C.4. Folds and Involutions 

If Yand X are C00 manifolds and / : Y->X is a C00 map, then there is a 
well defined Hessian map going from Ker/'(j;)cz7^(Y) to Cokerf'(y) 
= Tf(y)(X)/f'{y)Ty(Y) for every yeY Indeed, if <j>: R-+ Y is a C00 map with 
(f>(0) = y9 (f),(0) = rieKerf,(y) then we have in terms of local coordinates 

f(<Ks)) -f{y) = f\y)id>{s) -y) + (f"{y)(4>(s) -y)9 (j>(s) ~y>/2 + 0(s3) 

= s2(f'(y)r(0) + <f"(y)ri,ri»/2 + O(s3). 

The term/ ,(y)0 / ,(O) drops out when we take the image in Coker f'(y) which 
shows that 

}Lexf'(y)3n^(f"{y)n9nyeCoknf'{y) 

is an invariantly defined quadratic form, called the Hessian of/ 
In the following definition we introduce the class of maps which fail to 

be diffeomorphisms in the simplest possible way. 

Definition C.4.1. If Y and X are C00 manifolds and / : Y-+X is a C00 map, 
then / is said to have a fold at y0eY if dim Ker/ '(y0) = dim Coker ff(yQ) = l 
and the Hessian of / at y0 is not equal to 0. 

Note that the hypothesis implies that Y and X have the same dimension. 
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Theorem C.4.2. If f:Y-+X has a fold at y0 then one can choose local 
coordinates yu ...,yn in Y which vanish at y0 and local coordinates xl9 ...,xn 

in X which vanish at f(y0) such that f is defined by 

f(yi,'-,yn)=(yi"-->yn-uyn)-

Proof Choose local coordinates in X such that for the resulting representa
tion / = t / i , ...,/„) we have dfn(y0) = Q. Then dfl9 ...,dfn_1 are linearly inde
pendent at y0 so we can choose local coordinates in Y with yf=fj, j<n. 
Then 

f(y)=(yi,--,yn-i>fn(y)l 

dfn(0) = 0 and d2fn(0)/dy2^=0 by hypothesis. The implicit function theorem 
shows that the equation 

8f„/Syn=0 

has a unique local solution yn = g(y% / = (j>i, --',yn-i\
 s u c n t n a t g(0) = 0-

Replacing the variable yn by yn—g{y') we obtain new coordinates such that 
dfn/dyn=° w h e n yn=°>that is> 

fn(y)=fn(y',ony2
nF(y) 

where FeC0 0 and F (0)4=0 (Taylor's formula). If we take xn—fn(x\0) as a 
new variable instead of xn, we have in the new coordinates 

f(y)=(yi,--',yn-i>ynF(y))' 

Changing the sign of xn if necessary we may assume that F>0. We can then 
complete the proof by taking ynF(y)* as a new coordinate instead of yn. 

The theorem explains the term "fold" if we observe that when n = \ the 
graph {{f(y\^)}clx7isa parabola folded around the x axis. 

Corollary C.4.3. / / / : Y->X has a fold at y0 then there is in a neighborhood V 
ofy0 a unique C00 map i: V^V with f°i — f which is not the identity. 

Proof In the local coordinates of Theorem C.4.2 there is precisely one map 
with this property, and it is given by ( / , y j •->(/, ~yn)-

The map i is an involution, that is, i o i is the identity. This follows from 
the explicit representation or else from the uniqueness: If f°i = f then foioi 
= f°i = f so iof = identity since ioi + i. We shall call i the involution defined 
by the fold. Its fixed point set is the hypersurface where / ' is not bijective, 
defined by yn = 0 in the local coordinates. The importance of the involution 
is due to the following result: 

Theorem C.4.4. Let ueC™ in a neighborhood of y0eY, where f has a fold. 
Then one can find veC™ in a neighborhood of f(y0)eX with f*v = u, if and 
only if i* u = u. 
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Proof. If u=f*v then i*u = (foi)*v=f*v = u, so the necessity is clear. To 
prove the sufficiency we work in the local coordinates of Theorem C.4.2. 
The function u is then even in yn so in the formal Taylor expansion 

E3jM(y,o)j#/! 
the terms with j odd must vanish. Choose VQEC™ according to Theorem 
1.2.6 so that v0 has the Taylor expansion 

Y,dyU(*,o)x!j(2j)\. 

Then ui(y) = u(y) — v0(y\ yl) vanishes of infinite order when yn = 0. Hence 

V1(X) = U1(X\X*\ * n > 0 ; l>l(*) = °> Xn^°> 

is a C00 function, for all derivatives tend to 0 when xn-+0 since 

> W l ( * ' , 4 ) x w - N - » 0 , x n -»+0, 

for all a and N. Now v = v0 + v1 has the required property. 

Locally every involution leaving a hypersurface fixed can be defined by a 
folding map: 

Theorem €.4.5. Let Y be a C00 manifold and i: Y-+Y a C00 involution with 
fixed point set equal to a hypersurface containing y0eY Then one can choose 
local coordinates yl9...9ynat y0 vanishing at y0 such that 

Proof If MeC°°(y) then i*u + u and i*u—u are respectively even and odd 
under the involution. When u runs through a system of local coordinates it 
follows that we can pick out from the functions obtained a local coordinate 
system yl9...,yn where every coordinate is either even or odd, that is, i*yj = 
±yy The codimension of the fixed point set is the number of odd coor
dinates so it must be equal to 1. 

On the hypersurface of fixed points the involution defines a line bundle 
in the tangent bundle consisting of the eigenvectors of the Jacobian map i' 
with eigenvalue —1. Such vectors are of course transversal to the hyper
surface. We shall refer to the bundle as the reflection bundle of the in
volution. If i is defined by a folding map / then the bundle is the kernel of 
the differential of/ 

We shall now examine when two involutions with the same fixed hyper
surface can be simultaneously put into a simple form. 

Theorem C.4.6. Assume that f and g are non-trivial C00 involutions in Y with 
the same hypersurface S of fixed points and with linearly independent 
reflection bundles at y0eS. Then there exist local coordinates yl9 ...,yn vanish-
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ing at y0 such that 

(CAi) f(y\yn)=(y\ -yn\ g ( / , ^ ) = / ( / , y „ ) + ^ ^ i 

where e 1 =(l ,0 , ...,0). 

We could of course have taken any other vector + 0 with last com
ponent equal to 0 instead of et. Note that the reflection bundles for these 
involutions are generated by en and by en—eJ2 where en = (0,...,0,1). 

Proof of Theorem C.4.6. We choose local coordinates yl9...9yn such that / 
has the desired form. Since g is an involution leaving the plane yn = 0 
poiritwise fixed, the Jacobian matrix g' at ( / , 0) must agree with the identity 
matrix except in the last column which is (a1(y')9...9an_1(y% — 1). It maps 
(rj\rjn) to (rjf,0) + rjn(a1(y'\...,an_1(y

f), — 1) which shows that the reflection 
bundle is generated by (ax(y% ...,an_1(y% — 2). By hypothesis some aj is 
therefore +0. We want to introduce new coordinates preserving the simple 
form o f / b u t making g come closer to the desired form 

go(yi>-~>yn)=(yi+yn>y2>-->yn-i> - J O -

So far we only know that with the notation a = (al9 ...,an_1) and some 
yleC00 

g(y)=f(y)+yn(a(y'lynA(yf))+o2. 

Here and below the notation Ok means that the first n — 1 components are 
0(y§ and the last is 0(yjj+1). This classification of errors will turn out to be 
convenient when the variables are changed so that the plane yn = 0 is re
spected. Now we introduce new coordinates 

<y)=("i (y'l • • •, "„_ 100, yn
 wn(/))-

This preserves the form off and we have 

go ° u(y)=(Mi(/)+yn
 un(y'\ ui(y'\ -^u

n~i(y'l -yn
 un(y% 

uog(y) = (u1(y' + yna(y%...,un_1(y' + yna(y% 

(-yn + y2
nA(y')) un(y' + yn a(y'))) + 02. 

These compositions are equal apart from an 02 error if 

<w,
1,a> = M„; (u'j,a}=09 ; = 2, . . . , n - l ; (u'n,a} = Aun. 

These differential equations can be solved locally with initial data w1=0, un 

= 1 and Uj equal to a system of local coordinates on a hypersurface 
transversal to a in the plane yn = 0. (In particular this means that we put the 
foliation of S, defined by the intersection of the tangent space of S and the 
sum of the reflection bundles, in the form where the leaves are along the yx 

axis.) Taking ul9 ...9un_l9yntin as new local coordinates we have achieved 
that g = g0 + O2. 
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Assume more generally that we have succeeded to find local coordinates 
such that / has the simple form (C.4.1) and 

(c.4.2) g(y)=g0(y)+ok 

for some k ̂  2. We write 

(C.4.3) g(y)=go(y)+yn(Hy'),ynn(y'))+ok+1 

where h has n — \ components and H has one. Two cases must be distin
guished. 

a) k is even. Since g is an involution we obtain after a simple calculation 

y=g°g(y)=go°go(y)+2ykn(Hy%-ynH(y'))+ok+1. 

It follows that h = 0 and that H = 0. 
b) k is odd. Set 

u(y)=y+yk
n-

1(v(y,),ynv(y')). 
Then 

u-1(y)=y-/n-
1(Hy'),y„V(y'))+o2k_2, 

and 2k— 2^/c-hl since /c^3. A straightforward computation gives 

g°u-1(y) = g0(y)-yk„-1(v(y') + ynV(y')el,-ynV(y')) 

+yk
n(h(y'),ynH(y'))+ok+u 

uogou-\y) = g0{y)-y\-\v{y') + ynV{y')el,-yJ{y')) + ykMyl\y„Ii{y')) 

+ /n'
1(v(y' + yne1),-V(y' + y„e1)yn) + Ok+1 

=go(y)+yk
n(h(y')+8v(y')/dy1-v(y')el, 

yn(H(y')-dV(y')/dyi)) + Ok+1. 

Here we have written e1 for the first unit vector in R n _ 1 . This is equal to g0 

+ Ok+1if 
dv/dyi = Vet -h, dV/dyi=H, 

and these equations are easily solved. 
Iteration of the preceding steps leads to a formal power series solution 

with respect to yn of the problem of finding u(y) such that 

uofou~1=f and uogou~1=g0. 

By Theorem 1.2.6 we can choose a C00 function u with this Taylor expan
sion. Introducing the new coordinates u we have then reduced the proof to 
the case where / is exactly of the form (C.4.1) and g—g0 vanishes of infinite 
order when yn = 0. 

As in the proof of Theorem C.2.1 we switch now to another argument in 
order to eliminate this small error. First note that if w is one of the desired 
coordinate functions other than yx then it must be even (odd) both with 
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respect to / and with respect to g, thus 

(C.4.4) w o / = wog„ 

Conversely, if we have a function w satisfying this equation then 

W±Wof = w±Wog 

is even (odd) both with respect to / . and g. Thus we look for solutions of 
(C.4.4) or rather the equivalent equation 

(C.4.4)' wo<5 = w, S=fog. 

From the first part of the proof we have that 

S(y)=y+yne1+p(y) 

where p vanishes of infinite order when yn = 0. Set w0 = yj for some j + 1 and 
set w = w0—w1. Then (C.4.4)'is equivalent to 

w1—w1oS = h; h = w0—w0oS. 

Here h vanishes of infinite order when yn = 0. Choose / ^ e C J equal to h in a 
neighborhood of 0. It suffices to solve the equation 

w i ~~w i °<5 = ^i 

which is formally done by the infinite series 

(C.4.5) w1=h1+h1o5 + h1odod + .... 

We shall prove below that (C.4.5) converges and defines a C00 function 
vanishing of infinite order when yn = 0, for every h^C^ which vanishes of 
infinite order. Accepting this for a moment we replace the coordinate 
functions y2,..-,yn by the modifications just constructed, which are even 
(odd) with respect to both / and g. With the new coordinates / still has the 
form (C.4.1), since yx is also even with respect to / , and 

g(y)=g0(y)+eiR(y) 

where R vanishes of infinite order when yn = 0. Now put w0 = y1. We have 

w 0 -w 0 o<5=-) ; n + /z2();) 

where h2 vanishes of infinite order when yn = 0. Hence we can solve the 
equation 

as before in a neighborhood of 0. Then w = w0—wl satisfies the equation w 
—wo(3= — yn9 and w—y1 vanishes of infinite order when yn = 0. The equa
tion w— w o / o g = - yn can be written vvog— wof = yn. Hence w = 
(w + wo/)/2 is even with respect to / while wog = w + yn. When vv is taken as 
new yl coordinate both / and g have the desired form. 
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It remains to prove the convergence of the series (C.4.5). Put Sk 

= (5o...o<5 with k "factors". Then 5k(y) = y + kyne1+sk(y), 

where Ek is the ntli component of efe. Thus e0=0 and for some constant C 

\ek+1-sk-Eke1\^C(\yn\ + \Ek\r. 

If 1-Ejl̂ l.yJ when;'g/c it follows by taking the nth component that 

\Ej+1-Ej\Sl6Cyt, jZk, 

\Ek+l\ = \Ek+l-E0\Sl6Ckyt^y2„^\yn\ if k<(l6Cyy\ \yn\<l. 

Since this implies 

\ej+1-Sj\Sy2
n + l6Cyt, j<(l6Cy2

n)-\ 

we obtain 

l ^ ( y ) - J ' - ^ „ e 1 | = |£k|^fej;„2(l + 16C);„2)<2 if fc<(16Cy2)-\ 

provided that 16C>1 and | y j < l . Thus the iterates move almost as if there 
were no error term. 

Let 
co={y;\yn\<rjAy\<i} 

where rj is small, and let | y | ^M in supp/zlP If yeco we have \dk(y)\>M if 
\kyn\>M + 3 and k<(16Cy*)'1; such a k exists if 

iHM+My^WCyl)-1. 
This is true for all yeco if we choose rj so small that 

(M + 3)f? + //2<(16C)-1 . 

Breaking off the series (C.4.5) at the first such integer we still have a C00 

solution of (C.4.4)' in a> when y„ + 0. The number of terms is 0(l/\yn\). It 
remains to give bounds showing that all derivatives tend to 0 when yn-+0. 

Let N be any positive integer and set 

\f\N= I I3-/I. 

Then we have with a constant CN depending on N 

\ek+l\N^\h\N + \Ek\N+CN\yf(l + \ek\Nr, 

\Ek+1\NZ\Ek\N+CN\yf(l + \ek\N)N. 

We want to show that |eJ|iV<y^, jSK if yn is small and k is the number of 
terms which we have estimated by 0(l/ |yj). This would imply that IwJ^ 
= 0(yn) and prove that w^C^ico) with all derivatives 0 when yn = 0. As
sume that we know that \Sj\N<y^ for all j^J <k. If yn is small it follows 
that 

\Ej+1\N^\Ej\N + 2CN\yn\\ j£J9 
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and adding these inequalities we obtain since Eo = 0 

\Ej\NS2CNk\yf<CNyt, jZJ + 1. 

But this implies that 

\£j+i\NS\ej\N+C'iyt ifjZJ, 

and adding these inequalities we obtain if yn is small 

\ej\N£C'M<y* i f j ^ J + 1. 

By induction it follows that \Sj\N<yl ifj^/c and yn is small, and this finishes 
the proof. Note that the estimates have followed the simple principle that 
the nth components of the iterations are estimated first since they hardly 
change at all. The other components are easy to estimate afterwards. This 
ends the proof of Theorem C.4.6. 

Corollary C.4.7. Let the hypotheses of Theorem C.4,6 be fulfilled and let v be 
a tangent vector of S at y0 which is not in the span of the reflection bundles. 
Then there is a hypersurface Yx a Y through y0 which is transversal to v and 
is invariant under f and g so that they induce involutions in Y1 with all the 
properties assumed in Y 

Proof With the local coordinates in Theorem C.4.6 the hypothesis on v is 
that v = (vl9 ...9vn_l90) with Vj + 0 for somej4=l. The surface 

is then transversal to v and clearly the involutions / and g have basically 
the same form there. 

It is now easy to prove a homogeneous version of Theorem C.4.6. 

Theorem C.4.8. Assume that f and g are non-trivial homogeneous C00 in
volutions of the conic C00 manifold Y having the same fixed point hypersurface 
Y0. Assume that the two reflection bundles and the radial vector are linearly 
independent at y0eY0. Then n = d i m 7 ^ 3 and there exist local coordinates 
yl,-•->)?„ in a conic neighborhood of y0 such that yl9 ...9yn_1 are homo
geneous of degree 0, yn is homogeneous of degree 1, and 

Proof The surface 70 is conic so the radial vector p is a tangent at y0. By 
hypothesis it is not in the linear span of the reflection bundles so using 
Corollary C.4.7 and Theorem C.4.6 we can choose a hypersurface Yx 

through y0 transversal to p(y0) and local coordinates yi , . . . ,y„_i in Yx 

which vanish at y0, such that (j/l9 ...9yn_i) is mapped to (—yl9y2, •••>>;n-i) 
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by / and to (—y1,y2, •••?3;n-i+);i) by g. Now extend these coordinates to 
polar coordinates with respect to Yu that is, define yn=l in Yx and extend 
all y. to homogeneous functions of the stated degree of homogeneity. By the 
homogeneity of / and g we then obtain the stated conclusion. 

C.5. Geodesic Normal Coordinates 

Let X be a C00 manifold and g(x, £) a real G00 quadratic form in T*(X). If g 
is non-degenerate then the dual quadratic form in T(X) is a (pseudo-) 
Riemannian metric and it is well known then how one can introduce 
geodesic normal coordinates with respect to a submanifold. We shall now 
give a symplectic derivation of such results using weaker hypotheses on g. 

Let 7 c l be a C00 submanifold of X such that g restricted to the 
conormal bundle N*(Y) is non-degenerate. This implies that 

V={(y,dg(y,rj)/drj); (y,rj)eN*(Y)} 

is a subbundle of TY(X) of total dimension equal to dimX. The annihilator 
in Ty*(X) of Fis the g orthogonal bundle of N*(Y). Thus it is disjoint with 
AT*(Y)\0 so V is dual to N*(Y), hence isomorphic to the normal bundle 
TY(X)/T(Y). We shall deduce a natural diffeomorphism between a neigh
borhood of 0 in V and a neighborhood of Y in X by means of this 
identification and the flowout from the Lagrangian AT* (7) along the Hamil
ton field of g(x, £)/2, defined in local coordinates by 

H = (dg/dZd/dx-dg/dxd/d£)/2. 

We shall write (j>t for exp tH. 

Theorem C.5.1. If U is a sufficiently small neighborhood of the zero section in 
N*(Y) then the Lagrangian <^1 UczT*(X) is a section S over a neighborhood 
Ux of Y in X. If ns: S^UX is the restriction of the projection to S, then S 
= {(x,dF(x)),xeUx} where F = ((/>]"17c^1)*g/2. One can choose local coor
dinates (x',x") in X near any point in Y so that Y is defined by x' = 0 and 
with a fixed non-degenerate quadratic form g0(<f) 

(C.5.1) dg(x^)/d^ = dg0(O/di when {" = 0 

and x' = tdg0{if)/d^f for some £e]R. 

In particular, g(O,x",f) = go(<n + g i ( * " , n / 0 r 
some quadratic form g1. 

Corollary C.5.2. When Y is a point we obtain coordinates with the origin at Y 
and 

3g(x,f)/3<J = dg((U)/d<J when x = tdg(0,Z)/d£ for some teVL. 

If we write g(x,^) = <g(x)^,0 with g(x) symmetric, this means that 

(C.5.2) x = g(x)g(0)-1x. 
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Corollary C.5.3. When Y is a non-characteristic hypersurface, then % is one 
dimensional and 

if we write ^ instead of £' and £" = (£2, ...,£n). 

In the positive definite case Corollary C.5.2 gives standard normal coor
dinates when we take g(0) = identity. Note that Corollary C.5.3 does not 
assume that g is non-degenerate. 

Proof of Theorem C.5.1. By the homogeneity of g the Hamilton equations 

(C.5.3) 2dx/dt = dg/d^ 2d£/dt= -dg/dx 

for the orbits of H imply for fixed s + 0 that 

2dx/d(s t) = g'^x, t/s), d(i/s)/d(s t) = -g'x(x, £/s). 
Hence 

(C.5.4) (j>t{x^) = (xit\m) implies ^ x , £ / s ) = (x(0,{(*)/4 

Choose local coordinates (x\x") so that Y is defined near 0 by x' = 0. Since 
(C.5.4) gives 

n(l>1(x,8£) = 7i4>e(x,!;) = x + s/2dg/dl; + 0(s2) 

it follows that 

(C.5.5) 7r(/>1(x^) = x + a(g/2)/^ + 0(|^|2), {-,0. 

By hypothesis the map£'h->dg(0, £',Q)/dt;' is surjective so the implicit func
tion theorem shows that %<\>x is a local diffeomorphism at the zero section 
of N*(Y)={(0,x",£',0)}. Choose a neighborhood 1/ with convex fibers so 
small that n(j)1 is a diffeomorphism on [/. Since 0 ! is canonical we know 
that S = 4>1U is Lagrangian. We shall compute the differential t;dx restrict
ed to S in terms of the coordinates in U. To do so we compute 

The parenthesis is equal to 

(-dg/dxdx+zd(dg/d&)/2=((Zd2g/dZdx-dg/dx)dx+Zd2g/dedO/2 
= (dg/dxdx + dg/d£d?)/2 = dg/2 

by Euler's identity for homogeneous functions. Now g is constant- on the 
orbits of H so we obtain cj)f(^dx) = dg/2, for (j)%(£dx) = 0 since £dx = 0 on 
N*(Y). Thus S is the graph of dF as stated. 

We can choose our local coordinates so that the vector bundle V is 
tangent to the fibers x" = constant when x' = 0. In fact, since V is transversal 
to T(Y) it is defined by an equation of the form dx"=f(x,f)dxf where / is a 
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smooth matrix. If we replace the coordinates x" by x" —f{x") x' the desired 
property is obtained. It means that d2 g/d£' d£" = 0 on N*(Y). 

With our local coordinates the quadratic form g restricted to N*(Y) is a 
non-degenerate form in £' depending on the parameter x". By completion of 
squares we obtain a local change of variables y' = T(x")x\ y" = x" which 
makes it independent of x". Thus there is a non-degenerate quadratic form 
g0(n') such that g(0,y'\rj)—go(rj') is a form in the n" variables. Now consider 
the diffeomorphism from V to X 

(g'oOrtA y")^n ^{0, y", n', 0); (/', r,')e U. 

By (C.5.5) the Jacobian matrix is the identity when n' = 0. We can change the 
coordinates in X so that the map becomes the identity, without affecting the 
conditions previously imposed on the coordinates at Y. Then the function F 
is defined by 

If G0 is the dual quadratic form of g0 then y'' = g,
0(n

,)/2 is equivalent to n' 
= G'0(j/)/2, thus F(y) = (G'oG0/2,0) or 

(C.5.6) F'(g'0(n')/2,y") = (n\0) 

By (C.5.4) we have with our present coordinates 

n 0,(0, y", r,', 0) = n cj> l (0, y", t r,', 0)=(t g'0(r,')/2, y"). 

Thus the solution of the Hamilton equations (C.5.3) with initial values 
(0,y",f/',0) is x = (tg'0(ri')/2,y"l and when t = \ we have f = F(x) = (ij',0). 
Since the Hamilton equation for dx/dt gives for t = \ 

(go(̂ )A o) =4 <Wo(f/')A y, o/a{, 
this completes the proof of Theorem C.5.1. 

C.6. The Morse Lemma with Parameters 

The advantage of the Morse lemma is that it shows that a C00 function is 
equivalent to a polynomial near a non-degenerate critical point. We need 
the result with parameters: 

Lemma C.6.1. Let f{x,y) (xeWin,yeWLN) be a real valued C°° function in a 
neighborhood of (0,0). Assume that /JC

/(0,0) = 0 and that A=f^J0,G) is non-
singular. Then the equation fx(x,y) = 0 determines in a neighborhood of 0 a 
C°° function x(y) with x(0) = 0, and we have in a neighborhood 0/(0,0) 

f(x,y)=f(x(y\y) + (Az,z>/2 

where z = x—x(y) + 0(\x—x(y)\(\x\ + \y\)) is a C00 function of(x,y) at (0,0). 
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Proof. By the implicit function theorem the equation /x'(x,j;) = 0 has a 
unique solution x(y) near 0. Introducing x — x(y) as a new variable instead 
of x we may assume that /x'(0,y) = 0 for small y. By Taylor's formula we 
have 

f(x, y) - / ( 0 , y)=£ &/*(*> y) *,- V2> 

6Jk(x,y) = 2 f ( l -05 i 3 J k / ( tx ,y )d t . 
o 

Thus B = (bjk) is a C00 function of (x,y) with values in the finite dimensional 
vector space of symmetric nxn matrices, and B(090) = A. Write z = R(x,y)x 
where R is a nxn matrix to be determined so that #(0,0) = J and 

(C.6.1) R*AR = B. 

The equation is valid when x = y = 0 and R = I, B = A. The differential of the 
map R\-+R*AR is then 

R\-+R*A + AR. 

It is surjective for if C is a symmetric matrix we have R*A + AR = C when 
R = A~1 C/2. Hence the inverse function theorem shows that (C.6.1) is ful
filled when R = F(B) where F is a C00 function defined for symmetric n x n 
matrices close to A with arbitrary nxn matrix values and F(A) = L The 
lemma follows with z = F(B(x9 y)) x. 

Lemma C.6.1 could have been used to derive Theorem 7.7.6 from Lem
ma 7.7.3 although it is hard to calculate the operators LfJy there in that 
way. Another application occurs in Section 22.3: 

Lemma C.6.2. Let f be a non-negative C00 function with /(0) = 0 defined in a 
neighborhood of 0eIRk, and let n be the rank of f"(0). Then one can find C00 

functions cl9...9cn and g vanishing at 0 such that dcl9...,dcn are linearly 
independent at 0, g^O, g"(0) = 0 and 

(C6.2) /=£c? + g 
1 

Proof Since f(0) = 0^f we have / '(0) = 0. By a linear change of coordinates 
we can make sure that det/x^(0)#0 if x = (x1,...,x l l) are the first n coor
dinates. Let y = (yi,...,;y*_n) be the others. If we apply Lemma C.6.1 and 
introduce z, y as new variables, we obtain 

f(x) = g(y) + <Az,z} 

where A is positive definite and g^O. The Hessian of / in these coordinates 
is the direct sum of A and of g"(0) so g"(0) = 0 by the definition of n. If we 
write (Az,z} as a sum of squares and return to the original variables, the 
lemma is proved. 
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Notes 

For Sobolev spaces H(s) the results discussed in Section B.l are so well 
known that we shall not try to trace their origins. In order to have 
appropriate spaces for an intrinsic definition of Lagrangian distributions we 
have also included a very limited discussion of Besov spaces. For a more 
systematic presentation we refer to Peetre [4]. The results in Section B.2 for 
a manifold with boundary have been taken from Peetre [1] via the prede
cessor of this book. 

We shall also refrain from historical comments on the majority of the 
scattered topics discussed in Appendix C. The only recent result is Theorem 
C.4.6. It has been isolated from the proof of Theorem 21.4.12 in Melrose [2] 
as the non-symplectic part of his argument. The rest of it was given in 
Section 21.4. 
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